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FOREWORD
Cleland's "Toadstools and Mushroorris" is not primarily addressed to the
amateur naturalist but is the .first scientific work of its kind in Australia. It is
this that makes it important. The classification that Cleland adopted, the names
he used, and the specimens that he collected and preserved, will always have to
be considered. in any subsequent work on the larger fungi of Australia.
Taxonomy tries to correct the errors and build on the triumphs of previous
workers and in this sense a taxonomic book may be outdated and yet timeless.
This is perhaps the main reason for reprinting Cleland's book forty years after
it was written, a time in which there have been profound changes in the
taxonomy of mushrooms and toadstools. This period has seen changes in the
concepts .of genera and species, in classification and in nomenclature. It has
seen far greater emphasis put on microscopic characters and chemical tests
for the purpose of classification, and less on variable macroscopic features such
as the colour and size of specimens. It is not surprising, therefore, that
Cleland's book needs complete. revision despite the fact that' it was a considerable
achievement involving .a prodigious amount of field collecting, laboratory
examination and description. .As' yet there has been no-one with the knowledge
and energy to tackle this work of revision in its entirety. Some of Cleland's
herbarium specimens have been worked over by a few Australian and overseas
mycologists but they represent a small fraction of the total.
It is not out of place hete to say that the task of revising Cleland's
collections will be immense, for a variety of reasons. There are something
like 16 000 specimens' in his herbarium. Many specimens are incomplete and
ruinously mixed with soil or other debris. They were inadequately preserved
and many have suffered from mould or insect attack. On the other hand,
most specimens are accompanied by quite full descriptions made at the time of
collection or shortly afterwards; and the microscopic measurements are accurate.
Such notes, however, cannot take the 'place of a good specimen. Typification
of the names of species proposed by Cleland isa difficult problem. No types
were nominated in his publications but occasionally his herbarium packets are
labelled "type" or "cotype". Sometimes. more than one packet of a species is
labelled "type". While "type" probably indicates the holotype, it is impossible
to know in what sense "cotype" was used. If there is no indication of this
sort, the procedure I have generally adopted when requested for loans of
Cleland's types is to send specimens tallying with the localities and dates
mentioned in his book, so that the reviser may nominate a lectotype.
It is obvious that a great amount of work still needs to be done on the
larger fungi of Australia, and it is to be hoped that the reprinting' of Cleland's
book will be a stimulus to workers in this field of mycology.
P. H. B. Talbot,
Reader in Mycology, The University of Adelaide

NOTES ON SOME EDIBLE AND POISONOUS
MUSHROOMS
P. H. B. Talbot
Waite Agricultural Research Institute, University of Adelaide '\
There is a tradition that only a few 'sorts of fungi are edible, the
"mushrooms", and that all others are poisonous "toadstools". Yet often what
people firmly believe to be toadstools are actually good edible species. It is
probably best to forget the term toadstool and refer simply to edible and
poisonous mushrooms. That is what will be done in these notes, the aim of
which is to draw attention to some of the commonest edible species and to give
hints on the avoidance of poisonous ones.
Comparatively few species of mushrooms are dangerously poisonous, but
there is no simple way of distinguishing them from ones which are good to
eat. Some people say that a mushroom is edible if it peels easily, or if it
"smells like a mushroom", or if it does not blacken a silver spoon used to
stir it while cooking, or if it does not coagulate milk, or if insects, slugs or
other animals are seen eating it. All tests like this are quite worthless: most
mushrooms peel easily and smell alike; none that I know of are capable of
blackening silver' or coagulating milk; our digestive systems are not the same
as those of other animals. In fact the most poisonous of all mushrooms,
Amanita phalloides, passes all these tests, tastes quite pleasant, and has no
apparent effect on its victims until some 6-18 hours after it has been eaten,
by which time first-aid treatment is too late. The only safe way with
mushrooms is to eat only a few species whose characteristics can be learnt and
then recognised on sight, as easily as one would a carrot or a tomato. Even then,
some people may react badly to mushrooms which are well tolerated by others,
in the same way as there may be personal differences in ability to eat' other
foods. So it is advisable when eating any sort of mushroom for the first time,
to try a very small amount first, perhaps as little as a quarter of a mushroom
on the first day. If there are no ill effects the amount can then be increased
gradually.
Mushrooms are just as susceptible as other foods to decay by bacteria,
whether they are freshly picked or have been cooked and kept. They should
always be used as fresh as possible.
A further point is that people are easily tempted by a large crop of
mushrooms in their home gardens, feeling that they should not be wasted.
They should remember that unidentified mushrooms can be dangerous, that
they would not eat soursob simply because it is plentiful.

STRUCTURE OF MUSHROOl\fS
In order to identify mushrooms it is necessary. to know something of their
structure. (See Text Figure p. 6.)
The mushroom grows from an enormous number of very fine fungus
threads ( hyphae) which interweave and spread in the soil. Here and there
the threads become heaped up into small pellets which are the beginnings of
the actual mushrooms. They develop quickly, breaking through the soil as
"buttons". These are usually covered all over
small unopened mushrooms,
by a skin inside which the various parts of the mushroom are being formed,
such as the cap with its radiating gills underneath, and the stem (Text Figure A).
One button mushroom looks very much like another, so it is unwise to eat
them unless one is quite sure what type of mushroom they will develop into.
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As the young mushroom grows and expands, the outer skin breaks just
below the cap. In most species this skin is not very noticeable but in some
it is thicker and remains in the form of warts or scales on top of the cap and
as a membranous bag or sheath surrounding the base of the stem. This bag
(the volva) sometimes becomes modified into membranous frills, ridges or
scales. It is most important to be able to recognise the presence of a volva
because it is one of the characteristics of the genus Amanita. which contains
many of the very poisonous mushroom species. Various forms of volva in
Amanita species are shown in Text Figure C, D,E. It is also important to
dig mushrooms out of the soil, rather than break them off at the stem, so as
to make quite sure whether a volva is present or not. Complete specim.ens are
essential for identification.
In a young mushroom there is often .another membranous skin which
stretches across the gills from the stem to the margin of the cap. As the cap
grows and flattens. out, this membrane splits round. its outer edge and contracts
into a ring which remains around the upper part of the stem (Text Figure A, B).
Again, it is important to be able to recognise the presence of a ring. There
are other mushrooms in which a cobwebby veil, rather than a membranous
skin, covers the gills before the cap expands fully. This veil, or cortina (Text
Figure F, G), usually disappears soon, but fragments of it may remain in the
same position on the stem as would be occupied by a ring. The cortina is
associated particularly with the genus Cortinarius, whose species are generally
considered to be inedible.
The gills (Text Figure A) radiate outwards from the stem to the edge of
the cap, like spokes of a wheel. They may be whitish or variously coloured,
depending upon the species, but the colour may also: vary with age in anyone
species. Spores of the mushroom are developed from cells on the surfaces
of the gills. The colour of the massed spores can be determined by taking a
fresh mushroom, cutting off the stem close to the gills, and placing the cap with
its gills facing downward on a sheet of clean white paper. This should be
covered with a bowl for a few hours to prevent the mushroom from drying out
while its spores are being deposited. It is often necessary to determine' the
colour of the massed spores because this feature is used in classifying mushrooms
and it is not always the same colour as the gills. Some mushrooms, for example,
may have whitish gills but pale green, pink or yellowish spores. The colour of
the spore-print is rather constant for anyone species, whereas the. gills can
change colour considerably as they age.

HINTS ON A VO~DING MVSHRO'O,M POISONING
1. Be sure of the identity of your mushroom. Do 'not eat unknown
mushrooms just because they happen to be plentiful. Do not depend on "tests"
for edibility; none of them are reliable. Do not eat "button" mushrooms unless
they are growing in the same clusters as older mushrooms which can be safely
identified.
2. Do not eat old or decaying mushrooms, or ones infested with maggots
or larvae.
3. If you have not eaten a 'particular sort before, try only a very small
amount first. You may be allergic to it, or find it indigestible, even though
other members of the family may enjoy it.
4. A few species of mushrooms with black spore-prints (e.g. some species
of Coprinus) are toxic when alcohol is taken at the same meal or even on the
next day. Apart from this these species are excellent to eat. The symptoms are
unpleasant but not usually dangerous.'
7

5. Never eat any mushroom which has both a ring and a volva and possesses
whitish, creamy or pale greenish gills. Dig mushrooms out to be sure of seeing
the volva if it is present and study the illustrations in the Text Figure to make
sure that you understand what is meant by a ring and a volva. If this advice
is followed you will eliminate species of the genus A manita; a few are harmless
but. the others are responsible for most fatal cases of mushroom poisoning.
6. Do not eat species in which a cortina is present (Text Figure F, G)
between the stem and the edge of the cap. This feature can often be seen
only in young unexpanded specimens. It is most commonly found in the genus
Cortinarius, where it is associated with rusty brown gills ipd spores.
7. ])0 not eat mushrooms whose flesh bruises blue or blue-green on
handling, especially if this is associated with small brown mushrooms on long
spindly brown stems as in the genus Psilocybe. Many species of this genus
are poisonous, giving rise to hallucinations in addition to other symptoms.
8. Do not eat mushrooms which closely resemble the field mushroom
(Agaricus campestris) but instantly turn bright yellow when their flesh is bruised.
This eliminates. Agaricus xanthodermus, which is tolerated by some people but
causes quite severe symptoms in others.
9. Do not eat mushrooms which glow in the dark. The luminescent
mushroom, Pleurotus lampas, is not uncommon in South Australia and is
definitely poisonous.

RECO(;NITION OF SOME COMMON EDIBLE AND POISONOUS
SPECIES.
Nearly six hundred species of fungi are described by Cleland in the Handbook but it is difficult for the average collector of mushrooms to use this book for
identification purposes. These notes are therefore provided as an. aid to
recognition of the best edible species, and of common species which are known
to be poisonous. Doubtless there are many other poisonous species, or ones
which are unpalatable or inedible. The fact is that we simply do not know how
the majority of mushrooms should be rated for edibility as they have never
been tried and it is unwise to experiment with eating them.
The species that have been chosen for comment can be expected to have a
wide distribution in Australia. They have .been grouped under a series of
genera whose main features are described. It will be noticed that in anyone
genus there may be some poisonous and some edible species; thus it is well to
read through all the notes on the species in a particular genus before deciding
which species your collection represents. The colours of the various parts of a
mushroom are difficult to .describe accurately and may vary with age; so colours
alone are not a good guide to identification but have to be considered together
with structural features, e.g. the presence or absence of a ring or volva.
Table 1 summarises features of the various genera dealt with below and
may be of help in shortening the process of comparing :specimens with
descriptions given by Cleland. It is quite probable that mushrooms may be
collected which do not fit any of these genera, i.e. they are ones which are not
dealt with. They should not be eaten unless identified by an expert.
In cases Where the modern names for species do not coincide with those
adopted by Cleland, the fact is noted so that reference may be made to Cleland's
descriptions.
8

TABLE 1
MAIN FEATURES OF GENERA DEALT WITH BELOW
Colour of Massed
Spores

Ring Present
Volva Present

White or creamy ...
Pale-green

.

Pink

.

Ring Absent
Volva Present

Ring Present
Volva Absent
lLepiota group
<Arrnillariella

Amanita

Ring Absent
Volva Absent
Lepiota group

Lepiota group

"Pluteus
4 Rhodophyllus

Volvariella

YeIIow to rustybrown

Gymnopilus

Paxillus

Chocolate to purplebrown

2Psilocybe
2Agaricus

Psilocybe

Black

3Panaeolus

3Panaealus

.

group
3Coprinus
1

2

3

4

3Coprinus

In the Lepiota group the gills do not quite touch the stem; in Armillariella the gills are
joined to the stem or even run a short way down it.
Psilocybehas greyish-brown to dark brown gills and the stems or caps of many species
develop blue-green blotches when bruised. In Agaricus the gills are whitish to pale pink
when young, changing with age to chocolate or darker, sometimes almost black; no
species exhibit blue-green blotching on bruising.
In Coprinus the gills dissolve when old into an inky black fluid. In the Panaeolus group, the
gills, though black, do not dissolve when old.
Rhodophyllus sinuatus grows on the ground and its gills are not detachable from the stem.
Pluteus cervinus grows on wood; its gills are free from the stem; the stem is detachable
with what looks like a ball and socket joint.

AMANITA
Recognition: A combination of white to creamy or yellow, or rarely pale
greenish. gills, with the presence of both a ring and a volva on the stem; massed
spores white.
Edibility: Make it a rule never to eat any species of A manita. Several species
are dangerously to deadly poisonous and are probably responsible for more than
90 per cent of fatal cases of mushroom poisoning. The harmless. species are
not easy to distinguish.
Amanita phalloides
This species is deadJy poisonous even in very small amounts. So far it
has been recorded in Australia only from Canberra and near Melbourne. It
occurs in woods. or in open grassy places. and is sometimes associated with oak
trees.
Cap up to 12 cm across, usually less, varying in colour from pale whitishyellow with a greenish tinge to smoky olive or brownish-olive; always paler near
the margin, smooth and sticky when young, developing faint radiating streaks
when old. Flesh white, but greenish just beneath the skin. Gills white to
creamy. Stem up to 17 cm long and 1· 8 cm wide, usually less, white or with
the same tints as the cap, smooth, with a bulbous base enclosed in a soft white
bag-like volvawhich is usually half hidden in the ground. The stem also has
a ring hanging down from its upper part; this is white to greenish, with streaks
or grooves radiating towards its margin. Massed spores white.
9

Other Amanita species
Amanita muscaria (p.48) is dangerously poisonous though rarely fatal. It
has a rather nauseating bitter taste which would probably be enough to prevent
most people from eating it. Its characteristic habitat is under pine trees, more
rarely under oaks. It is. easily recognised by its large cap, up to 18 cm across,
which is typically vermilion to scarlet in colour but may fade to .orange or
yellowish and bears prominent white or yellowish warts dotted about its surface.
The volva in this species is composed of a series of torn ridges, one above the
other.
'
Cleland records nine other species of A manita in South Australia but gives
no information on their edibility. Two or three of these are white to silverygrey, with white gills and prominent warts on the cap. Another species,
Amanita ochrophylla (p.48), is recognised by its ochre-yellow gills and its large
size; the cap ·may be as much as 25 cm across, ·the stem nearly 4cm wide and
endingjn a bulbous base which may be up to 8 cm diameter. In this species
the volva is sometimes hardly recognisable, consisting of a few pinkish-buff
scales or lines around the bulbous base.
VOLVARIELLA
Recognition: In this genus the gills and the massed spores are dirty pink or
salmon pink, and remain that colour (i.e. the gills and spores do not change to
chocolate or darker as in Agaricus). Combined with this, there is a bag-like
volva at the base of the stem, but there is no ring round the upper part of the
stem.
Edibility. Species of Volvariella have an unjustified reputation for being
poisonous; they are not poisonous and in fact V olvariella esculenta is grown
commercially in some Asian countries on a large scale. However, care needs
to be. taken to establish that one really has a species of Volvariella, and not one
of either Amanita or Rhodophyllus which could be dangerous. Amanita species
differ in having both. a ring and a volva, and in mostly having white to creamy
gills. Rhodophyllus has pink gills like those of Volvariella, but has neither a
volva nor a ring on the stem.
Volvariella speciosa is mentioned by Cleland (p.92, as Volvaria speciosa)
as being poisonous. This is not correct. A description of this species follows.

Volvariella speciosa
Occurs in a number of -varieties in South Australia and New South Wales,
being found not uncommonly on waste lands or on manured ground.
Cap medium to quite large, 5-10 cm across, at first rather rounded then
becoming flattened with a broad hump in the middle, slimy when fresh, with a
light greyish to smoky-olive or clove-brown surface streaked radially with
slightly darker lines. Flesh greyish-white and watery in the cap, whitish in the
stem. Gills whitish for a long time then becoming dull pink to deep salmon
colour. Stem long, up to 15 cm long and 1·4 cm wide, whitish then becoming
much the same colour .as .the cap, bulbous at the base which is surrounded by a
greyish bag-like volva; no ring on the stem. Massed spores a dull salmon pink.

THE LEPIOTA GROUP
Recognition: At one time all members of this group were placed in one genus,
Lepiota, but nowadays various other genera, including Macrolepiota and
Chlorophyllum, are recognised as well. Some of the differences in these genera
are based on features which can only. be seen by microscopic examination.
As a very rough guide, however, Lepiota species tend to be small, generally not
10

more than about 4 cm across the cap, while species of Chlorophyllum and
Macrolepiota usually have large caps and long stems, the caps being as much
as 10-15 cm across. The Lepiota group as a whole can be recognised by the
following characters: the caps are almost always scaly, the gills are white to
creamy (but later pale green in Chlorophyllum) , the base of the stem tends to
be swollen in most species but has no volva around it, and a ring is present
on the stem. The ring is usually quite large and membranous, but in Lepiota
aff.helveola (poisonous; described below) it is an inconspicuous fringe of short
dark hairs adhering to the upper part of the stem. Because of cases like this
where the ring may not be observed, Lepiota has 'been listed in Table 1 as
occurring with or without a ring. It is important to make sure that no volva
is present in order to distinguish Le piota group from the poisonous Amanita
group. in which a volva is present.
Edibility: Macrolepiota rhacodes, known in South Australia as the "tree
mushroom", is considered to be a good edible species despite the fact that it is
known in one case to have caused mild gastro-intestinal upset. There are
several other M acrole piota species in Australia which bear a strong general
resemblance to M.rhacodes but they are rather difficult to identify. They could
probably be eaten without harm. Macrolepiotais quite easy to recognise except
for the possibility of confusion with Chlorophyllum molybdites. Macrolepiotas
have white gills and a white spore-print; Chlorophyllum molybdites has white
gills which turn pale green to pale khaki on aging and its spore-print is a more
reliable indicator because it is .always pale green. This species is certainly
poisonous at times and is best left alone. ~ The species described as Lepiota aff.
helveola has not yet been identified accurately but is certainly a dangerously
poisonous mushroom. It is very much smaller than species of Macrolepiota,'
occurs on lawns in Adelaide (and probably elsewhere) and is notable for the
carmine-red colouration of the skin showing up beneath a covering of short
brown hairy scales on the cap.
Macrolepiota rhacodes
Edible and of good flavour. Cap large, 8-15 cm across, at first closed and
egg-shaped, later expanding and flattening, with a dirty white to pale brown
background on which are large dark brown scales except on the smooth dark
brown central hump. Flesh white, but often turning orange-yellow rapidly when
cut. Gills white to creamy. Stem 8-15 cm high, smooth, not scaly, dirty
white or tinged with brown, with a large bulb at the base and with, a ring
composed of a double membrane round the upper part of the stem. V olva
absent. Massed spores white.
Chlorophyllum molybdites
Poisonous, Somewhat similar to M acrolepiota rhacodes but differs as
follows: it has a pale green spore-print; its flesh remains white when cut; its
gills are whitish at first but soon become tinged a pale green, drying to a light
khaki colour; the stem is thicker towards the base but does not end in a very
definite bulb.
Lepiota aft. helveola
Dangerously poisonous but fortunately on account of its size and colour
it would be impossible to confuse it with edible species of Macrolepiota. It
grows in grassy places and especially on lawns in Adelaide after rain early in
May.
Cap 2-4 cm diameter, closely. covered with rather dark brown fibres (semiscaly) but in places showing a carmine coloured underlying skin, especially
near the margin. Flesh white. Gills white. Stem 2-3· 5 cm long, 5-8 mm
11

wide, the upper part white or tinged with carmine, the lower part brown with
carmine patches, not swollen at the base, possessing an adhering fringe-like
ring of brownish fibres between the upper and lower parts. Massed spores
white.
ARMILLARIELLA
Recognition: In Armillariella a ring is present on the stem but there is no valva;
the gills are typically pale yellow-brown with darker brown blotches,and they
join the stem or run down it a short distance; the massed spores are white.
Armillariella mellea (p.60, as Armillaria mellea) is an edible species occurring
in clusters on or near decayed stumps and spreading by means of black root-like
strands between the wood and bark.
PLUTEUS

Recognition: The gills and spore-prints are both dull brownish-pink to deep
salmon-pink. The stem lacks both a ring and a valva.
Pluteus cervinus (p.92) occurs on stumps, logs or sawdust, probably not directly
on soil. This species is edible but is not recommended as there is a possibility
of confusing it with poisonous species, of Rhodophyllus which are not easy to
distinguish without using a microscope.
GYMNOPILUS

Recognition: Medium to large mushrooms; gills meeting the stem and a bright
rusty orange-brown in colour; spore-print also bright rusty brown; stem with a
membranous ring but no valva.
.
Edibility: Inedible on account of the bitter taste but not regarded as actually
poisonous.
Gymnopilus spectabilis
Not uncommon in large clusters on wood and stumps especially of pine
trees. Cap 6-13 cm across, somewhat sticky when moist, golden yellow then
rusty orange with radiating reddish-brown streaks, tawny brown when dry.
Flesh yellowish, thick. Gills yellow then bright rusty orange-brown. Stem with
the same colours as the cap but slightly paler, wider in the middle than at the
ends; with a membranous ring high up on the stem; lacking a valva. Spore-print
rich rusty brown.
PAXILLUS

Recognition: Gills meeting and running down the stem; stem without either
a ring ora volva; spore-print ochre-brown.
Edibility: Paxillus involutus is slightly poisonous when raw but is said to be
harmless if it is boiled and the water is discarded. Obviously it is not of much
value for eating and should be avoided. Paxillus involutus (p.176) occurs on
soil in mixed woods.
PSILOCYBE

Recognition: These tend to be smallish brown mushrooms with long spindly
brown stems. The young caps are conical, coming to a somewhat pointed
hump at the centre and curving inward towards the stem at the margin; later
they flatten out. The long, thin stems are generally about twice as long as the
diameter of the caps. A definite membranous ring may be. present on the stem,
or the ring may be reduced to rather inconspicuous fibres attached to the stem.
There is no valva. The gills become deep greyish-brown and the spore-print
12

has the same colour. A noteworthy feature of the poisonous species of this
genus is that they develop blue-green blotches on the caps, gills and stems
during aging or when bruised.
Edibility: Many species of this genus are poisonous and cause severe mental
disturbance. It is unwise to eat any.

Psilocybe cubensis
Known to occur in rich pastures, and especially on or near cow or horse
dung, in the Eastern States. Cap 2· 5-8 cm in diameter, conical with an acute
hump in the centre when young, later becoming more flattened, somewhat
slimy in wet weather, smooth, at first whitish with a .yellowish centre, later
entirely smoky brown except for a paler margin, with blue-green blotches when
old or bruised. Flesh white, becoming blued when cut. Gills greyish at first,
later mottled with dark brown except for whitish edges. Stem thin and long,
o·6-1 ·2 cm wide, 4-15 cm long, at first whitish, later yellow-brown or smoky
reddish-brown, mostly smooth but somewhat grooved near the top, not hairy
or only slightly so, with a thin white membranous ring remaining on the stem.
Both the stem and the ring are capable of blotching blue-green. Massed spores
smoky brown.
PsiIocybe subaeruginosa (p.141).
This species is not uncommon in grass and among horse dung in the
Adelaide hills. It is poisonous. Possession of this species and of other
mushrooms containing the chemical "psilocybin" is a legal offence.
AGARICUS
Recognition: Species of Agaricus have a ring on the stem but lack a volva
at the base, and. their gills change colour from whitish or typically pale pink in
the "button" stage to chocolate or finally almost black when they are fully
grown. It is important to observe this change of colour as the specimens age.
Some other mushrooms have pink gills which remain pink with age. The
easiest way of learning to recognise Agaricus is by obtaining some fresh
cultivated mushrooms (Agaricus bisporus) and studying them. The spore-print
in Agaricus is chocolate-brown to purplish-brown in colour.
Edibility: Agaricus campestris (p.133, as Psalliota campestris) is the common
edible field mushroom which usually occurs in open grassy places. Care must
be taken to distinguish Agaricus xanthodermus (p.134, as Psalliota xanthoderma).
In size and colouring it looks very much like A .campestris and it also occurs
in similar habitats and at about the same time of year. 'A.xanthodermus
is fortunately easy to identify because the skin of its cap or stem, when rubbed
gently, turns mustard yellow colour almost immediately. It is best to try this
test with quite fresh specimens. The yellow colour is also obvious in cooking.
Although some people are able to eat this species, it can cause quite severe
stomach pain and vomiting in others. Obviously it is best not to take .• the,',' risk
of eating it. Agaricus arvensis (p.133, as Psalliota arven~.isY,the;"horse
mushroom", occurs in pastures or near manure heaps. It is .' vex~,>go6d to eat,
with a stronger flavour but a rather coarser flesh than the' field mushroom
(A.campestris). However, there is a variety of this mushroom, Agaricus
arvensis var. iodoformis (p.134) which can cause a fairly severe digestive upset
though it has not been considered dangerously poisonous. This variety, reported
from Adelaide and Sydney, is. distinguished from the edible horse mushroom
by its distinct smell of iodoform (a chemical disinfectant) .both when fresh and
when being cooked.
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THE PANAEOLUS GROUP
Recognition: Small to medium sized mushrooms with hemispherical to conical
or bell-shaped caps which do not flatten much with age; the flesh of the cap
is thin; stem fibrous, slender and usually much longer than the diameter of the
cap; gills pale at first but becoming mottled grey to black as the spores develop;
spore-print black; volva absent; ring present or absent.
Edibility: Species of Panaeolus should not be eaten as they are difficult to
distinguish and some are definitely poisonous. Panaeolus ovatus (p.146) has been
recorded as causing poisoning in Queensland and New South Wales. Like many
other species ofPanaeolus it occurs on rich soil in grassy places and especially
on manure. Panaeolina foenisecii (p.143, as Psilocybe foenisecii) is widely
distributed in Australia and is probably an hallucinogenic species.
COPRINUS
Recognition: The common name of this group, "inky caps", is derived from
the fact that the gills of older specimens, and sometimes their cap tissues,
dissolve into an inky black fluid which drips away. The spore-print is black.
No species have a volva. A ring is present in many species.
Edibility: The three species mentioned here are.edible and have a good flavour,
but should be eaten only when they are young and while the gills are still white
or pale pink, i.e. before they start to darken and dissolve, No alcohol should
be taken at the same meal or within a day of eating these.
Coprlnus comatus (p.157) and Coprinus atramentarius (p.159) are large enough
to be worth eating and their flavour is good. On lawns, C .comatus tends to be
smaller than when it grows in its typical habitats, pastures or well manured
ground. Coprinus micaceus (p.160) is frequently found in very large clusters
about the base of tree stumps or coming from buried chips of wood in soil; it
is probably too small to be worth eating unless great numbers of young
specimens are available at the same time.

EDIBLE FUNGI O'THER THAN MUSHROOMS
BOLETES
At a casual glance these fungi resemble mushrooms. They have the same
soft fleshy texture and the same umbrella-shape, but do not have gills under the
caps. Instead the lower surface of the cap is pitted with small holes, giving
it the appearance of sponge rubber. These holes are actually the openings of
narrow vertical tubes which form a layer that can easily be peeled away from
the rest of the cap. Only a very few species of boletes have ever been reported as
poisonous; on the other hand only a few are considered worth eating. Two
edible species of Suillus are quite common in Australian pine forests: Suillus
luteus (p.190, as Boletus luteusy and S.granulatus (p.193, as Boletus granulatus).
Many people find them rather tasteless and slimy, but they are relished by
southern Europeans who prepare them either by marinating or by covering
them with a thin coating of cooking oil and grilling very slowly. It is best to
use only the flesh of the caps, i.e. the skin should be peeled off the caps and
the layer of tubes also removed. Suillus luteus has a white membrane covering
the tubes under the caps of young specimens" and remaining as a ring on the
stem of old specimens; S.granulatus has no. membrane or ring.
MORELS (Morchella spp., p.339)
The morels are sufficiently distinctive. to be recognised without trouble,
though they do not look at all like mushrooms. Fig. 73 gives a very good idea
of their ·appearance. All morels are regarded as edible in Europe and North
America.
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PUFFBALLS
There are many different sorts of puffballs in Australia, all with a rounded
or pearshaped body in which a dusty mass of yellow-brown to purple-brown
or blackish spores is formed. Some have a very thick, hard outer covering;
others a flexible or thin papery covering. Species of Lycoperdon (p.300, fig. 68)
are fairly common on lawns or in grassy pastures, and are. good to eat as long
as they are used while the interior is still pure white, that is before the brownish
spores have started to form. At this stage the interior is fleshy and with a
rather even texture throughout; if it is cut open it cannot be confused with a
"button" mushroom, which would show distinct zones inside corresponding
with a stem and gills. These puffballs have a soft, whitish, flexible outer
covering. At first they are entirely enclosed; later they open in a small hole
at the top, through which the powdery spores can be puffed out in a brownish
cloud by gentle squeezing. Old specimens are often light brown and covered
with small warts. Other' types of puffballs are best avoided since nothing much
is known about their edibility.

CLINICAL FEATURES O·F POISONINGS
The clinical'features of a number of cases of poisonings resulting from the
ingestion of Australian fungi were recorded in 1974 by Dr. R. V. Southcott,
Honorary Consultant, Principal Poisons Centre of South Australia. For details
of these cases and their evaluation the reader is referred to Dr. Southcott's
paper:
SOUTHCOTT, RONALD V. (1974). Notes on some poisonings and
other clinical effects following ingestion of Australian fungi. South
Australian Clinics 6(5), 441-478, December.
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EDITORIAL PREFACE.
Handbooks of the Flora and Fauna of South Australia, issued by the
British Science Guild (South Australian Branch).

Recognising the need for a wider diffusion of accurate knowledge of our
Flora and Fauna, the Guild has undertaken the issue of a series of handbooks.
There is an admitted lack of inexpensive but accurate books dealing
with the plants and animals of South Australia, and it is felt that the absence
of such has been a real handicap to young Australia, and so to the progress
of Australian Science.

These volumes, which have been planned to meet

the want, are being prepared gratuitously by South Australian biologists
and geologists; they will be printed and published by the State Government,
and will be available for schools and the public generally.

AUTHOR'S PREFACE.
An effort has been made in this Handbook to combine features of 'interest to
the general naturalist with more detailed technic-al descriptions 'of the various.
species of larger fungi at present known for this State. Though the latter
aspect appeals chiefly to the systematic mycologist, whose numbers in Australia
are few, others who feel an interest in this branch of botany will not find it
difficult to master the terms employed in the descriptive part of this work. Such
interest, once stimulated, may lead on to a more complete study of these
fascinating and often evanescent plants. Moreover the serious student is entitled
to consideration and the work he does in systematic mycology often has important
practical bearings. The present study, imperfect as it necessarily is, represents
arduous work spread over many years.' The field experience thus gained 'will,
it is hoped, help others to acquire more quickly a working knowledge of our
larger fungi.
The author has borrowed freely f'rom the generic descriptions in Rea's" British
Basidiomycetes," most of which have been adopted in toto, and he is indebted
to this work in many other ways. Much of the glossary is copied from C. 1-1.
Kauff'mann>s "The Agaricaceae of Michigan,' , from 'which has also been
obtained most of t'he inf'orma.tiou on poisonous fungi. The author would like to
express his indebtedness to Dr. G. H. Cunuingham of New Zealand, who has.
critically examiued much -South Australian material and f'rom whose 'writings
nearly all the section dealing with the Gasteromycctales (Puff-balls, etc.) has
been taken. Miss E. M. Wakefield of the Royal Botanic Gardens} Kew, England,
has gone out of her way to aid in the identificntion of Australian specimens iseut
to her; Mr. L. Rodway, C.M.G., of Hobart. has collaborated with the author in
various papers and assisted him in many' ways;' Mr. Edwin Cheel, Keeper of the
Herbarium, Botanic Gardens, Sydney, was \a eo-worker for many years and has
contributed his share to our present knowledge of the subject.
No financial provision has been made. in this series 'Of Handbooks for the
publication of coloured illustrations. Those appearing in Part 1. of this Handbook are due to the generosity of the Government Printer of New South Wales
(Mr. A. J. Kent, 1.8.0.) and to a. private benefaetion , and take the place of an
equivalent number of uncoloured illustrations.
The four plates 11. to' V ..
were prepared as far back as 1916 from watercolour drawings chiefly by ~Ii8~1
Phyllis Clarke (now Mrs. North), for publication in The Aoricultura! Gazette
of New Souilc Wale« as part of a series of articles by Mr. Edwin ChoeI and
myself appoaring therein. The stress of the years of the Great War necessitated
the cessation of this series. The four blocksv which had already been prepared,
were then put aside by the Government Printer of New South Wal~s, who has.
now with cha.racterist ic courtesy lent thorn free of charge to the Government
Printer of South Australia for publication in this Handbook. To Mr. Cheel 1
would like to express my thanks for permission to use these plates" intended to
illustrate our joint artide. It is necessary to add that the fungi figured f'rom
this source have not as yet all been found in South Australia, though probably
11l0St of them do occur. Descriptions, from. the specimens figured, of those not
yet recorded are included in the text in square braekets [ ]. The cost of the
blocks for the coloured illustrations in Plates 1. and VI. has been paid
f'or ont of a small fund at the dispo-sal of the South Australian Brunch of the
British Seience Guild. The watercolours from which they were taken were tlie work
of Miss Phyllis Clarke (Mrs. North) and the reproc1u~tiol1s indicate the delicacy
and excellence of her teehnique.

AUTHOR'S PREFACE-continued.
Many of the half-tone illustrations in the text have been taken f1'oll1a large
.number of further' water-colour drawings by Miss Clarke, as well as f'rom
drawings by the late Miss R·. Fiveash, Miss J. Buxton, and others, all prepared
'for the author as records in colour of Australian fungi. He is also rnuch
indebted to those who have assisted him by taking the photographs (Mr. S. Tee
in particular) and in preparing the line drawings.
In the systematie portion of the work, the use of capital letters commenciug
tile names of colours, followed by Roman numerals (thus "Pinkish Cinnamon,
XXIX. ' '), means that such colour has been ma tched with the one so named on
the plate of that number in Ridgways "Color Standards and Color N omenelature," 1912.
Unless otherwise indicated, the descriptions of the fungi are based on Australian specimens, mostly collected by the author. rr1lus,where the species is
one which had been originally described from some other part of the world, the
description given is to be taken as referring to Australian plants believed to
l)(~long to the same species.
If later it is found that the two are really
specifically distinct though closely related, the description will then apply to the
Australian species 'and not to the exotic one. The records of fungi for the
other States of Australia are purely incidental, and no a tternpt has been made
to make these complete.

J. B.
The U niversity, Adelaide.

CLELAND.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
The fungi comprise a very large section of the vegetable kingdom. Being
destitute of chlorophyll, and thus differing from the green plants, they are
unable to utilise the carbon present in the atmosphere as earbon dioxide. They
are thus compelled to live a saprophytic, 01' in some cases a parasitic, existence,
deriving their supplies of carbon and also other necessary substances from
organic material which has been formed directly. or indirectly from chlorophyll-containing. plants. In the course of obtaining their food f'rom these various
sources, they disintegrate the material and break down the complex chemical
compounds composing it into substances of simpler nature, preparatory to
building these up again into other forms as part of their own substance. Even
the parasitic unembcrs obtain their nourishment in the same way, Mechanical as
well as biochemical factors participate in the disintegration. We sometimes see
bracket. fungi growing on telegraph posts, or the rails of a fence, or on the
prostrate trunk ofa forest tree. These are the fruiting bodies of fungi whose
mycelial threads permeate the .adj acent wood where their presence can be
recognised by the altered appearance and texture. The affected portion is easily
broken down and readily crumbles. Part of the' air-spaces that were present in
the dead wood have become fined by the fungous threads, so that the wood now
'smoulders on the fire instead of burning freely. With access of' moisture, the
mycelial threads become turgid and so tend to rend asunder the 'wood fibres
in their neighbourhood, and in addition ferments are secreted by the growing
mycelium which lead to chemical disintegration as well.
When in the
forest the trunk of a tree falls to the ground and wet weather supervenes, fungi
of various kinds and bacteria invade the dead material, gradually permeate it,
and in the ways mentioned lead. eventually to its complete disintegration, being
aided in the process by other lowly f'orms of life, and by insects and related
animals, With warmth, the process is hurried up, if sufficient moisture be
present so as to give a humid atmosphere; with cold it is' retarded, and in the
relative absence of moisture it is arrested or nearly so. In the arid interior of
Australia, unless attacked by termites; the. destruction of timber is exceedingly
slow, whilst in a tropical jungle a great tree that has fallen may disappear
entirely in a surprisingly' short time. Were it not for this beneficent disintegration by fungi and bacteria, the forest floor would soon become deeply
littered with fallen boughs and leaves and a rich humus would fail to develop.
Seedling pla-nts would not find room to grow, and in the course of time the
forest itself would necessarily cease to exist. Fungi, aided by bacteria, are
then the great scavengers of the forest and of effete plant material as a whole,
just as bacteria aided by insects. are, under natural conditions, the chief means
of removing animal carcases. The forest tree is like Imperial Caesar, and the
" clay" to which each is turned serves an ever-useful purpose and :is again built
up to f'orm forest-trees and Caesars of a younger generation.
It is not 'the purpose of thisI-Iandbook to deal with the great group of fungi
as a whole.
This would be a stupendous task, even dealin,g with the South
Australian members alone. There are so many branches, and the work in each is
so specialised, that the various divisions would require to be dealt with by
separate workers. It is advisable, however, to indicate briefly what these
different divisions are, so that we may appreciate more clearly the relationship
borne by our special subject to its allies in mycology. The bacteria are closely
related to the fungi and pass by almost imperceptible gradations from unquestioned bacteria to quite obvious fungi.
To the bacteriologist dealing with
human, animal, or plant diseases, or with the bacteriology of the soil, or the
maturing of tobacco, or the making of butter, or the tanning of leather, 'or
even the manufacture of white lead, we leave the bacteria. To one of his tribe
we leave also the. study of such true fungus diseases of man as. ringworm and
thrush, as 'well as the yeasts, also true fungi, that make our bread rise or brew
our beer. This Handbook will not deal either with the many kinds of moulds
that grow on damp bread, that cover our boots in the tropics, or cause patches
and decay on tarpaulins, or sometimes disfigure the carcases of meat in cold
storage. These fungal organisms and their allies are many, most are minute
and require microscopic study to appreciate them at all) their structure as fungi
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is relatively simple, and they f'orrn no large and obvious fruiting bodies. Moreover, we will not consider the microscopic fungi that play such a part in injuring
plants of economic importance to man. This group falls to the lot of the plant
pathologist. The majority of these fungi are microscopic in themselves, though
the reactions in the host-plant '8 tissues to which they give rise may be quite
large and striking in appearance. The rusty galls on many of our acacias due
to species of Tlrom.ucladvuan. ate an example in point. In some cases, indeed,
the fungus itself TIlay form a body obvious to the naked eye and of a definite
shape, as is the case with the sclerotium of ergot. found on one at least of our
native grasses. However, as a rule there does not occur amongst these plant
pests any fungous forms that suggest at all closely a "toadstool," a mushroom,
a bracket fungus, a coral-or jelly-fungus, or a puffball. The majority of thediseases of plants, shown by wilt.ing, spots on Leaves, pustules, die-baeksvwarty
or distorted growths and galls, when not due to insocts or mites, are caused by
fungi not closely related to the larger forms with which we are concerned.
Occasionally such a disease, as for instance silver-leaf of plums, is due to the
mycelium of one of these larger forms, though the fruiting of the fungus is'
rarely seen. However, such fungi as the rusts, though more or less microscopic,
are not so distantly related to the toadstools as one might think. Moreover, we
find that many of· the fungi studied by the plant pathologist have their spores
contained in special sacs, called asci' and these correspond wi th similar structures:.
found in some large fleshy, and in some cases edible, fungi (such as M orch.ella)
with which we shall deal.
The fungi which live in irrtirnate association with the roots of epiphytic orchids,
in tropical forests also do not come within the purview of this Handbook. These
fungi, living thus in symbiosis with the cells of these higher plants, are
probably of material service to the orchids and would seem to be essential for
the development of their seeds.
The lichens constitute a curious class of plants inasmuch as each species is of'
composite origin, being the result of the intimate living together of a species
of alga with a fungus species, the result being a structure entirely different
in appearance from what would be seen were the alga and the fungus each
leading an independent existence. The lichens also are outside our scope.
With what then do we propose to deal ~ It is with a large group that in the
fruiting condition exhibit obvious fleshy, leathery, woody, or jelly-like structures
of a form and coloring peculiar to each particular species. Nearly all these forms
are classifiable under one division of the fungi known as the Basidiomycetes, the
structure of 'which indicates that the plants concerned are amongst the most highly
developed or complex of the fungi taken as a whole. In addition, we shall include
also a few genera that show so-mewhat similar coftspicuous more or less fleshy
fruiting bodies, but which have their spores contained in sacs (asci), each sac
possessing eight spores. This latter great division of the fungi is, in consequence,
known as the Ascomycetes, and it is to be noted,as already stated, that some of
the microscopic species of this division play a prominent part in the causation of
plant diseases. We will not deal with these small forms or with a number of
more or less saucer-shaped species amongst the Discomqoetee, which also have
their. spores in asci. (These latter, vucying in size from less than a threepenny
piece to that of half-a-crown or more, might quite well be included in our
category, but no thorough attempt has as yet been made to work out the Sout.h
Australian species.
From the point of view of this Handbook, then, the "larger fungi" embrace
all the Basidiomqcetes, even though some may be not rnuch larger than a pin's
head, together with a few of the rnost highly developed Aeconiuoetes that have
prominent fleshy fruiting bodies.
As already stated, the .Ascomycetes arecharacterised by having the spores-or at least certain spores-contained at one
time within definite little sacs. In the Basidiomucetee, the spores are not developed
in sacs, but are borne at the end of certain fungous hyphae, known as basidia,
usually projecting from the basidium on the ends of delicate processes known as
sterigmata. Each basidium usually supports four spores. The gills of a common
mushroom possess numerous basidia with their free ends projecting from amongst
th.e other hyphae, and on each basidium will be seen four sterigmata capped each
WIth a spore. . In this way the spores are raised from the surface on which they
h~ve. developed so that when mature they can fall free from the gills and be
dist.ributed around by currents of air.
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When a fungus spore finds a suitable medium in "which to grow and begins to
develop, it becomes transformed into a mycelial or fungous thread, both the spore
and the thread being o'f microscopic size.
This, as nourishment is absorbed,
becomes longer and longer, transverse septa appea.r and branching takes place.
'I'he food supply becomes permeated by these strands. For days or weeks, or
perhaps for years, the young fungus plant continues growing in this way when
conditions, such as warmth and moisture, are favorable. Eventually a large
portion of the food supply. may in the end be converted into the fungous
mycelium which may form a considerable mass of tiseue, though not necessarily
.a compact mass. During this active growth surplus material is stored up to be
made use of, when the favourable time comes, for '[he rapid production of a
definite fruiting structure in or on which mult.itudes of fresh spores will be
formed. To take the common mushroom as an example, for many months the
fungus plant labours at producing an abundant ,. spawn, " in which is stored
up material that can be rapidly transferred to produce the mushrooms themselves. The spawn may live for several or many years, annually under suitable
weather conditions producing a crop of mushrooms. These, though they may
," come up in a night," do not really represent the result of a single night's
work on the part of the fungus plant. The materials of which the rnushroom ris
composed have taken a long time to elaborate. They have been stored up _ready
to be rapidly transferred to those points where, on the mass. of fungous' hyphae,
the buds of the future mushrooms have been laid down. When the auspicious
time comes, the transfer is rapidly made and in a single night, or at least in a
short space of time, the mushroom itself emerges from the Iground, in the words
of Milton rising "like an exhalation," raises itself aloft, expands its cap and
'exposes its gills. We sometimes hear of a house being built in a day-more
correctly speaking we should say erected in a day. Much labour over many
days has been spent in making the doors and fashioning the rafters and collecting
the materials. The mushroom may be erected in a day, but the materials used
in building it up have required weeks of constant incessant toil unseen.
It is with these finished products, the fruiting bodies of the fungi concerned,
that this Handbook deals. The more or less hidden mycelial strands of the
various kinds of the higher fungi differ not so very much from each other, and
are rarely compacted into definite masses or possess any special architecture.
With the fruiting bodies, however, it is different, and by the arrangements of
the parts, the colours, sizes, and shapes of the structures, the characteristics of
the spores and other features, the various species can be readily recognised and
described and their relationships with each other ascertained or conjectured.
Though individual variations may be considerable, the factors in common render
'therecogrrition of species possible to the mycologist who takes the pains to ascertain
and define them.
'
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WHY S,TUDY THE HIGHE,R FUNGI?
A question that one must be prepared to answer is, what is the use of the
study of these higher fungi ~ One .may make the stereotyped reply that a full
considera.tion of the life history and the appearance and behaviour of any living
being is in itself well worth while, as helping us to know ourselves. more fully,
and to appreciate our surroundings more clearly, as well as constituting a part
of the 'pursuit of knowledge, which in itself is deemed a . sufficient justification.
Further, we may say that this is a harmless and engrossing hobby, fully capable of
keeping idle hands from mischief, and if you feel inclined that wayJi we are
here to guide you so that you may rapidly pass through the prentice stage in
which discouragement nlay arise. Apart, however, f'rom the intrinsic interest
presented by these organisms, there are not a few aspects of practical
importance connected 'with them; the pursuit of specimens is a healthy exercise,
and Iuany species 'are objects of high artistic value :bothas .regards form and
colour. Under the headings that follow.. it' will . be seen that such a study can
be made to serve a number of useful purposes.

THE USES OF THE HIGHER FUNGI.
The eating of the Common Mushroom (PsaUiota com.pestris't is the only
general way in which in Australia any member of the higher fungi is put to
practical use. There are a number of other known edible species in Australia,
but these have been sampled vonly by the initiated 0'1' by immigra.nts from
Continental Europe, who recognised, or thought they recognised, species eaten
in the home land.
The edible f'ungi will be dealt with under a, separate
beading.
In other parts of the world, and even in Australia, several species have been
found of service to man. Thus rotten wood, permeated by the rnyceliurn of a
fungus, has been used for polish'ing the fine parts of the highest grade of
Swiss and French watches, though fhis has now been larg,ely supplanted by
other methods. At one time "the best quality, which is soft and spongy and
yellowish-white in colour, cost a dollar a pound, and four thousand dollar 's
'worth was used annually in Switzerland."
The ripe spores and short capillitium threads of the Giant' Puffball (CaZvatia
gigantea), a species that has been recorded for Australia, have been used as a
haemostatic for stopping the flow of blood from wounds.
The statement has
been made that even spurting arteries may have the issuing blood ,rapidly
clotted by the application of this soft powder.
R!ecently, in Adel'aid:e"the
similar structures of Caloatio. casuiida. found growing at Kinchina, near Murray
Bridge, were employed to try to st·op the 'persistent oozing of blood from the
nose, all other methods of control being found of little value.
No definite
success COUld, however, be attributed to this procedure.
For mounting such delicate insects as flies and mosquitoes for entomological
collections, pith is often employed, into which the delicate silver entomological
pin iInpaling the insect is inserted. The substance of a large thick milk-white
bracket fungus (Troametes Zactinea) J common in New South Wales on de.ad trees,
has been found to be an excellent substitute. This material is pure white, soft,
but of close texture, and can be readily cut to suitable sizes by 111,eanS of a
razor.
Amadou, which seems to have been Fomes fomentariu« and probably other
species, was in years gone by in common use as tinder. Dry specimens of SOUte
of our bracket fungi, such as Poiuporue e~fJC,ailyptor~(/YYIi" will readily catch fire
from a' small spark and smoulder away slowly. Razor strops. have also been
made by cutting certafin dried polypores into thin strips, fastening them to a
piee;e of wood land dusting the spore-bearing surf'ace with siliceous earth. Quite
recently the F'oresbry Department in Queensland sent me some specimens of
bracket fungi, which proved to belong to' two different species, Ganoderma
applanat~,m and Formes hf3jrJtit,ephrus, which were being used for making razor
strops.
Polypor1~s australieneis, which has been found growing in New South Wales
Flinders Island in Bass 'Straits, and South Australia, is when fresh rather
juicy, the juice being of a rich saffron-yellow colour and staining the fingers
and any ot'her objects 'with which it comes in contact. On Flinders Island some
years ago use was made of this property for stadning raffia fibre, with great
success.
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The spores of many of the puff-balls are spherical in shape and in the
neighbourhood of 1/5,000 of an inch in diameter. Some are perfectly smooth,
others rough. It sometimes happens that smooth spherical bodies of about this
size are required for some purpose and such fungi suggest a source that may
serve this end. Such small bodies offer much resistance to the downward pull
of gravity, and consequently fall relatively slowly. Buller has shown that the
spores, usually elliptical, of some agarics resembling the common mushroom fall
about an inch a minute in a perfectly still atmosphere'. Any little disturbances
in the air, such as convection currents, blow the spores about in all directions,
so that in the air of an ordinary room spores may remain suspended probably
for hours, and some, instead of falling to the floor, may be found to have. settled
on pictures or the ventilators near the ceiling. During the great influenza
epidemic it was desired to know to what extent very minute dry particles might
be inhaled into the lungs, particles represented by droplets of saliva or sputum
coughed into his surroundings by a patient suffering from the pneumonic form
of influenza. Such particles, containing perhaps the living virus of the disease,
would soon lose their moisture and, being very small, would like tobacco smoke
be wafted hither and thither by currents of air. Though the spores of puff-balls
were many times larger than these minute dried droplets of influenza spray, the
spores being easily. recognisable were chosen to ascertain with what rapidity
minute particles could reach the deepest recesses in the lungs, the little terminal
spaces or alveoli where the work of oxygenating the blood is carried out. It is
held by many that the air in the utmost recesses is changed but slowly, and
consequently small particles are not likely to reach them by inhalation, becoming
glued to the' mucus on the narrow passages leading to them. A monkey had a
puffball pinched in front of its nose and was killed within a minute of this
procedure. Even in this short space of time,· a few spores had reached the alveoli
'where they were microscopically recognised.
The spores of mushrooms have served detective purposes for public health ends.
Some years ago in Sydney, burnt almonds were exposed for sale in a shop window
in which mushrooms were also displayed. Specks on the sweets were believed
to be due to the excreta of -cockroachos, which abounded. Mushroom spores were
recognised in the specks by their .colour,shape, and size, and were also found in
the alimentary canal of the cockroaches. In consequence of this undesirable
deterioration of the food, the burnt almonds were seized and destroyed, even
though their consumption would not have been likely to injure health, unless
these same cockroaches had had access also, as they might have had, to other
definitely deleterious materials.
The ,size, shape, and colour of the spores of any particular species are so
constant, uniform, and characteristic that it has been suggested that they might
be incorporated in an ink as a further protection .against forgery as in the
Copriruis "ink" used by Bulliard and recommended by Boudier for this purpose.
It is also possible that they nlay be of use for police purposes. If a constable,
attempting to arrest several resisting men in a melee, could mark these persons.
by discharging an "ink pistol" at them, the likelihood of their being captured;
when reinforcements arrived or before they could slink off to their haunts and
get rid of the· clothes and wash themselves, would be increased. If the Indian
or other special ink employed was imp-regnated with particular' fungus spores,
from different species f'or each police officer, then not only could the stain in the
clothing be recognised as a police stain, but. the constable who had caused it:
could be ascertained.
--

PINE SEEDLINGS AND FUNG'US GROWTH.
It is known that some plants, such as epiphytal orchids, are dependent, during'
part of their development at least, on the association in their roots of fungus
hyphae with the orchid tissues. The fungi concerned in this process rarely
belong to the division with which we are dealing. * Similar symbioses between
vascular plants and fungus hyphae occur in. other families, such as the true
heaths, and have been described by the late Professor Lawson of Sydney in the
prothalli of the Lycopodiaceous genera 'I'mcsipteris and Psilotum, . The nodules
in the roots of so many species of legumes, many of them Australian, are
* The Japanese Kusano has found the hyphae of Armillaria. mellea. associated with the
flowering· tuber of the orchid Gastrodia. elata. BI., A.. mellea., the Honey-Fungus, a whitesnored Agaric, is found in this and the other States. A.. species olf Gostrodia. occurs in
New South Wales.
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similarly due to the association of bacteria with the plant tissues, the bacteria
fixing nitrogen from the air .and so benefiting the plant. In our forests of
exotic species of Pvnus, several unrelated species of fungi, Boletus l,uteus,
Thelephora terrestris, and Rhizopogon luteolus, for. example, may be found growing, and only in such situations (under or near species, of Pinttts). These fungi
are obviously introduetions, They did not' occur in Australia before Europeans
introduced species of Pimus, Probably the spores came here associated with the
seeds or on lumber or goods from overseas. Possibly they may have come
directly by .the air, having been blown up in dust by winds, and finally accidentally have descended in Australia in drops of rain and found" awaiting' them
the host they required. In Western Australia difficulty was experienced at times
in starting nurseries for pine seedlings in new situations. As the result of genera]
observations from a wide angle, it was eventually thought that possibly one of
these species of fungi, Bhizopogon luteolu« was decided on, might be a help-meet
to, if not a necessity for, the pine seedling in establishing itself. The hyphae
of the fUl1~gUS" it was thought" might aid in some w ay the growth of the rootlets
of the plant and supply some food that was lacking. Rhizopogon is quite
common in the loam of pine forests appearing as small irregularly spherical brown
bodies, usually about an inch in diameter, with thread-like strands of hyphae
stretching over the "surface. They are usually found half-emerged from the
ground. By taking the mycelium, mingled with the pine-needles, and the fruiting
bodies from an old pine forest and distributing this material on the seed-beds,
the difficulty in establishing the nurseries was successfully overcome. These
results are suggestive that Rhizopogon is of use to the young pine-plant, but as
yet it cannot be stated with certainty that such is the case. The fleshy poreforming Boletus luteus, with a sticky cap like a yeast bun and old-gold colored
pores underneath; has also been thought of as possibly playing a similar role.

FUNGI AS FOOD.
The actual food value of the higher fungi is probably practically negligible.
It is doubtful whether the proteids land other substances of mushrooms and their
edible allies can he broken down and assimilated to any appreciable extent by
man or other mammals so as to be ra source of energy to them. It should, he
remembered, however, that the yeasts used in making bread and beer, which
yeasts are also fungi, are a fertile source of one of those accessory food substances, the vitamins, that though absorbed in only small quantities are nevertheless, esserrtial for proper development.
Tlhe yeasts yield vitamin B in
abundance. It has recently been shown that the appalling infant mortality in
one of the phosphate-bearing Pacific islands was due to the lack of a sufficient
'intake of this vitamin. Lt had previously been supplied by t.he drinking of
fermented cocoa-nut juice. In the interests of the natives, the authoribies .had
suppressed the manufacture of this alcoholic beverage. Though offering manifest
advantages in certain directions, as an indirect result it became .almost impossible
to rear children. When the cause of this was ascertained, the yeasts necessary
for the babies were supplied by growing them in another way. It is possible
that the small beer gi-v-en to schoolboys several generations back may have
supplied them with abundant vitamin B, which supplemented a diet possibly
loather meagre in some directions. It is doubtful, however, whether mushrooms
are likely to contain any appreciable amount of vitamin B.
'I'his does not mean that mushrooms are probably without value as edible
substances. They are remarkably sapid and tasty, and in consequence make a
pleasant, appreciated, and withal innocuous change in the routine of meals, and
serve as a vehicle for the ingestion of more useful though less relished f'oodsubstances. A tasty morsel stimulates salivary secretion by the sense of smell
and its modificabion savouriness-taste, a different sense, being confined to such
'qualities as acidity, sweetness, bitterness, and saltness.
Stimulation of the
mouth secretions leads secondarily to atimulattion of gastric secretion too deal
with the insalivated food.
So good digestion truly waits on appetite, and
appetite in turn on appreciated food suitably prepared and pleasanbly served.
Our mushroom then serves this purpose more par-ticularly, a purpose by no
means to be despised.
We possess probably a number of edible species besides the well-known
Common Field Mushroom (Psaliioto: oannpestris) and its coarser larger relative
the Horse Mushroom (Psallio.ta arvensis) ,both of which are eaten readily by
us.
Some of these other edible kinds are introduced species, known as being
eatable in other parts of the world, and often highly esteemed. Some of these
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the writer has eaten, though with much circumspection. It is very necessary to
use great caution, as in some cases poisonous kinds may closely resemble edible
ones. In a new country such as' this, without an experience of many centuries
of "mushroom" tasting behind us, we might easily mistake an indigenous and
IJossibly poisonous species for a European innocuous kind, which it might possibly
closely 'resemble. Our own. peculiafly Australian species will doubtless be tested
for edibility in the course of time. This testing will, however, not be without
danger, and even the administration of them to animals, such as guin,ea-pigs,
rabbits, 0'1' even pigs, without harm does not necessarily imply that man can
consume them unhurt. The testing will therefore require great r,arre, and should
not be attempted without a full apprectiation of the dangers and a good knowledge of local mycology.
Here we would emphasise the great importance of
no one .eating any mushroom unless he is absoilutely certain: that it is the kind
he thinks it is, that it fin 'no way departs fro-m typical members of this kind,
and that it is not d.ecaued, and has not been attacked by insects, For us this
practically means that the ordinary gatherer of mushrooms should see that what
he intends to eat consists of absolutely typical clean, fresh mushrooms. He
should discard any of which he has the slightest doubt.
We may state here-and state cmphatically-c-that there is no royal Toad for
distinguishing edible from voisonous species.
Other kinds besides the field
mushroom have" pellicles which can be peeled from the cap; others have a ring
on the stern. The tarnishing of a silver coin may furnish well-grounded suspicion,
but the lack of this does not necessarily connote innocuousness. A fungus whose
flesh turns blue or green when sectioned 'would doubtless deter us from eating
it, but does not in itself denote danger.
'
In Australia, the Common Field Mushroom (Psouioto oampestris) is
extens ively eaten. It is characterised by growing in grassy places, and also in
sandy soil, by its white -cap, often beset with thin brownish fibrils or scales, a
ring on the stem, and .gills which are bright pink even when y,oung, becoming
purplish brown when old.
The larger, coarser Horse Mushroom (Psalliota arvensis) is also much eaten,
and many of the large mushrooms sold in the shops appear to be this species,
rrhegills when young are pallid whitish, and pass through a stage of a dillgier
pink to become purplish brown in the end. There is a ring on the stem. The
mushrooms often grow in rings in fields or on hillsides. Unless the pink (or
purplish-brown hue of the gills is definite, or the collector possesses an extensive
knowledge of Our fungi, it is wise to discard any "mushrooms" .which have
very pale gills.
Mushrooms in which the flesh or cap turns yellow on bruising (Psalliota
xanthod1erma) are not uncommon, growing under trees or bushes. The gills,
like those of the Horse Mushroom, ,a.re never la. bright pink, but pass from
whitish to' dingy pink and then purplish-brown. I have eaten these, but the
species is said to- upset certain. people.
Lepiota naucino is said to be. an edible species. I am not aware of its having
been tried in Australia.
It resembles somewhaf a mushroom in being white
and having la. ring on the stem and no cup or volva at the base of the stem, but
the gills are white, and remain so.
The Parasol Mushroom or Agaric (Lepiota pro cera.) grows' amongsf grass
under trees in our National Park and elsewhere. I have eaten it and found it
palatable. These Agarics have large caps, which are several inches across,
convex with an elevation or umbo in the centre, whitish, and clothed with
brownish scales, creamy white gills, not reaching the stem, a long rather thin
stem with a .ring, often movable, on it (hence the name Parasol Mushroom),.
and a soft' texture.
Several of the Coprini, which have black or blackish spores and gills which
deliquesce as they mature, are edible. The only one I have eaten, and found
good, is Coprinus comatus. It has feen found growing on a lawn in our Botanic
Gardens. It has a fairly large cylindrical pileus, whitish and shaggy-scaly. The
gills are close: ascending, whitish, then pinkish, and finally blackish and deliquescing. The long stem has a movable ring on it. These mushrooms must be
eaten before the gills ehange colour and become dark.
In Sydney I have eaten a small apricot-orange coloured agaric (a small
representative, apparently, of the edible European Comtharellus cibarius) and a
similaa-ly-coloured club-shaped Claoaria. Caniharellus is a genus characterised by
thick, often forking, gills with obtuse edges. It is interesting that both of these
had not only an apricot colour but also an apricot taste.
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Under introduced pine-trees, and only under or near such, members of a large
fleshy pore-bearing fungus (Boletus .luteus) may be found after rain. The
upper convex surface is brown and sticky when moist, the pores are yellow.
becoming old gold in colour, and there is often, but not always, a marked ring
on the stem. If not old, the soft flesh, after removal of' the cuticle and the porehearing surface, is edible, but I have found it rather insipid.
The Puff-balls are said to be edible in the young stage when the substance
is white and before there is any change to yellow. I have eaten with caution
two kinds. These were cut into slices and both had a taste very like cheese
fritters. One 'of these 'was the common Lycoperdon depressu.m. which tends to
gro'w in rings, is rather top-shaped in appearance, and on section shows a kind of
diaphragm in the middle separating a cellular basal half from the' upper portion,
which turns yellow and becomes changed into the dust-like spores. The other
was a large species, two or three inches in diameter, which at the time of eating
I .thought was a CaZvatia, a large kind of Puffball which when mature disintegrates, and so lets the spores escape instead of these emerging through a
definite aperture as in Lycoperdon. The Calvatias are said ,to be edible in. the
white stage. It turned out that the species I ate was the white young stage of
Mycenastr·ium corium,:1 species in which the mature leathery peridium or outer
covering splits Irregularly to let the fuscous brown spores, etc., escape.
The Beef'steak r.Fungus (FistuZina hepatic.a) has been found twice in S-outh
Australia, growing on fallen logs at Mount Lofty. The name is derived fr01H
the appearanc1e of the cut surface. The under surface consists of tubes which
are separable from each other. It is said to be edible.
The Jew's Ear Fungus (HirnioZa or Aurioulario, auricula-Judae) is abundant
in New Zealand, whence many thousand pounds' worth of it have' been exported
into China for eating purposes, apparently on account of its mucilaginous
characters. It grows on old trunks in Ne\v South Wales. In shape it somewhat
resembles a very dark ear. When in Sydney I' had some cooked for a long time,
but found it in the end still tough and leathery.
Amongst the Ascomycetes, Morels (Morchella) are found occasionally in this
State. I have eaten them on one occasion.

THE PREPARATION OF MUSHROOMS FOR FOOD,.
Any decaying or insect-eaten mushrooms should be discarded, as well as any
that are not typical. They should have been gathered as free from sand and
soil as possible, the stems being cut through a little way below the cap. Peel the
mushrooms and cut the stem off short. Then wash well in salt and water. The
mushrooms. may now be dealt with in various ways, either for eating- directly
or for making into ketchup. They may also be dried, and thus kept for later
use in flavouring dishes, but if so do not wash them in the salt and water before
drying-they should be exposed to the sun or dried in a draught on a stove or
before a fire in such a way that the moisture in them is soon evaporated and
they become neither sodden and partly cooked nor decomposed during the process.
They should be stored in a dry place.
It is not proposed to give a series of recipes for preparing mushrooms for
eating. For such Mrs. Beeton should be consulted, where some sixteen different
ways 'Of using them are given, from ketchup to mushroom patties, and for baking,
boiling, stewing, pickling, or stuffing them. A simple method is to fry the mushrooms gently in a little butter for twenty minutes or till cooked. Then add a
little milk, thicken with flour, bring to the boil, and serve on toast with bacon if
liked.

POISJONING BY· TOADSTOO:LS.
Owing to the fact that fungi, with the exception of the common well-known
and fairly characteristic mushroom, are hardly consumed at all by Australians,
instances of illness due' to poisoning by some other species have been few and
fatalities still fewer. The Australian of British origin does not readily depart
from the tradition handed down to him-that most fungi are poisonous. On
the continent of Europe many different kinds of toadstools and mushrooms are
consumed and many are found- to be delicious. The peoples of Central Europe
know the edible kinds and avoid the injurious. Such persons coming out to
Australia .see in the autumn abundant mushroom-like fungi, some of which may
be identical with those they knew in their homeland, and others, though really
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different, may seem superficially to be kinds familiar to the.m. Such .persons
are probably apt to make mistakes and ingest fungi here which are poisonous,
believing them to be the same as edible species in the country from which they
came,
Mushrooms of various' kinds, Boleti for instance, have been considered delicacies
from Roman times. Sometimes deliberately,· sometimes in error, poisonous species
have been included in the dish and have led to fatal results. Pope Clement VII.,
two Emperors, King Charles VI. of Franee, one of the 'Czars of Russia, and the
family of the great poet Eurlpides, are considered to have been victims of mushroom poisoning. In some countries of Europe the deaths have been estimated
as high as 100 or more a-nnually. Numbers of deaths have also been recorded in
Japan and in the United States. It will thus be seen that 'where fungus-eating,
or mycophagy, is prevalent, a considerable mortality may result through mistakes
being made.
In considering poisoning by toadstools 'one .has to consider several aspects.
Some kinds 'may be looked upon as being more unwholesome than actually
poisonous, or may be found unwholesome for one person and not for another.
By "unwholesome" one means that they give rise to discomfort by proving
indigestible, the diseornf'ort being relieved by vomiting.
Some persons can
probably eat and enjoy certain kinds, whilst others are more sensitive and reject
the food just as they might an indigestible morsel. The horse mushroom
(P.asa:ZZiota arViensis) is said to be unwholesome for some people, though it is
eaten with relish by others.
Another 6'roup of cases may possibly represent what is termed" sensitization."
Some persons, for instance, cannot eat strawberries, or porridge, or oysters, or
some other particular food without feeling discomfort and developing somo areas
of urticaria (nettle rash). Some people may develop attacks of asthma as the
result of some partieular food that has been ingested, or even as a result of
inhaling dandruff from a horse in some cases, or material from feathers in
feather pillows in other instances. So we may find a particular individual
susceptibility to the common mushroom or to some other species edible to the
major-ity. Persons showing this idiosyncrasy will probably show it to other
substances as well and be liable to attacks of nettle-rash, asthma, or hay fever
from such' various causes.
Coming to true poisoning by mushroom-like toadstools, we find that in other
parts of the world the majority of the cases have been due either to poisoning
by Amanita phalloides, the" death-cup fungus," or "white amanita ' or "the
destroying angel," or to poisoning by Aanamita -muscaria, the "fly agaric," with
its scarlet 'warty cap. The poisons of these two species are quite distinct and
each is very characteristic. In addition there are a number of examples of
miscellaneous kinds of poisoning due evidently to definite toxic substances of
unknown nature found in particular species. Though no known instances of
poisoning by Amanita phalloides have hitherto been recorded in Australia it is
advisable that the symptoms should be detailed as the species probably occurs
and cases may eventually arise. The fly agaric has been found in various parts
of Australia though as yet no known instances of poisoning by it have occurred.
Poisoning by Amanita phalloides* .-A mamiia. plialloides is ~ large fungus
measuring 2in. to 5in. across with an umber brown or smoky olive. cap, free gills,
an ample white ring in the upper part of the stem, and a tall sturdy stem with a
loose volva or cup at its base. The ring and the volva with the white gills and
white spores indicate that the fungus, belongs to the genus Amomito; It is wise
to avoid absolutely all species having such a volva or cup at their base. It is
true that some species of A miiniio. are edible, but others, as this one, are very
poisonous, and so far in Australia no one has as yet experimented with our
Amanitas.
Very small quantities of Amanita p'hallooides may cause death. A child of
ten died from eating raw a third of the top of a small plant, and two children
after taking some of the juice soaked in bread. The mortality has been placed
as high as 60 to 100 per cent. After ingestion there is 'usually a stage of from
6 to 15 hours, usually more than 10, in which little or no discomfort is felt.
There is then sudden extreme abdominal pain, cramp-like in nature, with vomiting
and with diarrhoea of undigested food with blood and mucous discharges soon
*The accounts which follow of poisoning by Amwnita phalloide» and by A. muecaria
have been condensed from Dr. O. E. Fischer's article on "Mushroom Podson ing" in C. H.
Kauffman's "The Agaricaceae of Michigan."
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becoming like rice water. There is an intense thirst, the urine is suppressed,
and there is perspiration and sleeplessness, with great nervous restlessness and
weakness.
Muscular spasms may cause severe pain. The urine does not become
tinged with the colouring matter of the blood. Within a few days jaundice and
blueness, and coldness of the extremities, are followed by profound unconsciousness and death. 'I'owards the end there may be eye-symptoms, the pupils varying
in size, and convulsions may occur, though rarely. Death may take place within
48 hours if large quantities have been eaten, or if they have not been thoroughly
cooked. The usual course of the disease is from 4 to 6 days in children, and from
8 to 10 in adults. No antidote is known. Emetics, the stomach tube and purgations should be employed .as soon as danger is suspected to get rid of as much
of the unabsorbed fungus as possible.
Milk (raw or boiled) should be
given. Normal salt solution (about a teaspoonful of salt to a pint of water )
111ay be given by the bowel to relieve the thirst. Strong coffee and hot dry
applications, with digitalis and camphor subcutaneously, may all be of service.
The pain may' have to be relieved as well as the cramps. Cyanosis may call for
oxygen inhalation. Transfusion of blood has been suggested.
The nature of the poisonous substance is uncertain. There would appear to
be two constituents-one is a haemolytic agent and is capable of dissolving out
the haemoglobin from the red cells of various mammals. This haemolytic agent,
apparently a glucoside, is very sensitive to heat, to small traces of acid, and to
the digestive ferment in the stomach, and therefore probably plays no part in
the poisoning of man. The essential poison, the Amani;« toxin, will resist heat,
drying, and the digestive juices, It apparently is not a glucoside 01' an alkaloid.
Poisoning by Amanita muscaria.-Poisoning by the fly aga.ric is quite distinct
f'rom that due to Amanita phalloides.
This toadstool has a bright scarlet cap covered
'With broad white warts, and cannot be readily mistaken for one of' the edible
kinds, and certainly in no w:ay resembles the common mushroom.
T tieJre is
usually only a short interval, half to one hour, or perhaps a little longer, before
the symptoms develop. If the specimens are small, five 'or six hours may elapse.
There is excessive salivation and perspiration, a flow or tears, the throat feels
constricted, and there are nausea, retching, vomiting, and watery diarrhoea.
The pulse is: usually slow and irregular, the pupils small. The patients become
dyspnoeic, the bronchi being filled w ith mucus, There is usually some giddiness,
with confusion of ideas, and occasionally hallucinations. Delir-ium, violent eonvulsions, and loss of consciousness may follow. When recovery takes place it
does so rapidly in two or three clays.
'I'he active princi.ple is known asrwnscarin. It is. probably a complex ammonia
derivative and not an alkaloid as was at first thought. In the symptoms it
produces it is. ulmost the direct antithesis of atropine and consequently this
drug is an antidote. The treatment is to get r i d, of the peccant material as
quickly as possible by means of eniet ics, or 'washing out the st.omaeh ; the
vomit.ing and diarrhoea themselves, of cou rse, readily aid this. In spite, however, of the vornit.ing and diarrhoea both cmetics and purga.tives should be
given, ,as fraglnents of the fungus are often found in the al imerrtary canal
even though there has been profuse vom iting. It is necessary to sustain the
patient's strength as far as possible and supply warmth. Atropine is not
medically indieated in every ease.
Other Species.-There are a number of other instances of poisoning by various
kinds of toadstools .with a good deal of variation in the symptoms, In Australia
very few records of cases exist. In 1869 a child is said to have been poisoned at
Newcastle by a toadstool the size of 'a crown piece, but no details are furnished,
and death may have been due to some other cause. Dr. F. M. Johnston ( Lnicrcolonial Med·ical Journ(~Z, 1907, p. 399) has recorded a fatal case of "l11ushroom" poisoning. A boy aged six, together with four other members of the
fumi ly, had eaten a number of mushrooms gatlwred ill Albert Park, Melbourne,
between 10 and 11 one morning. T:hey were eaten at 9 0 'clock the next mo rn ing.
An hour and a half afterwards this boy began vomit.ing which continued off
and on during the day. Early next rnorning his rela.tdves were roused by his
noisy breathing. Dr. .Iohnston, when called in 'short.ly af'terwards, found him
lying on his back, breathing noisily but not stertorously. He was. comatose,
the eyes were open, the pupils contracted, and the corneal conjunctiva, was
insensifrive. There· was no squint. The face was pallid and dusky;
the lips
blackish. Clonic convulsions occurred in the Iimbs ; the a.rms were strongly
adducted, the forearm supinated, the wrist. flexed; and the lower Iimbs rigidly
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extended. The patella reflex was obtained in the interval between the convu laiona. The thorax was full of noisy rales.The abdomen was flat and soft,
the extremities cool but not cold. There was no rigidity, nor was there any
opisthotonos. Treatment was by a recta} injection of brandy and hot water,
the injection of atropine, and the inhalation of nitrite of amyl, all of which
proved ineffective. Dr. J ohnston at.tributed death to paralysis of' the respiratory
centre and of the heart. Since other members of the f'amily were unaffected,
and this child had previously eaten mushrooms without; experiencing any undue
symptoms, he came to the conclusion. that the patient had eaten the one
poisonous fungus on the dish, 'Probably an A mamiia; He alternatnvely suggested
that an Atraricus campcetrie, the common mushroom, growing on some foul
medium and absorbing poison theref'rom or being attacked its-elf by some
parasite (Hutchinson) might be the cause. The mushrooms had not been kept
long enough to. undergo any fermentative process aiding in the production of
some ptomaine.
During 1914 two instances were reported in the daily press of poisoning
from fungi, believed at the time to be the common mushroom. At Pinkenba,
near Brisbane, seven men were taken ill after having eaten steak' and "mushrooms" for breakfast. Stomach pumps were used at the hospital, and all were
well enough to leave in the afternoon. In May, two men lost their lives near
Moora, on the Midland Railway, in Western Australia, through' mistaking some
poisonous agaric for the "mushroo,ffi."
Their ages were 38 and 27. About
1- p.m. these two and a mate ate the "mushrooms."
iShortly after all three
complained of pains in the stomach. During the night one died, and the second
succumbed about 9.30 next morning. The third recovered.
In May, 1922, near Mount Gambier , a little boy of three years became ill
after eating mushrooms and died next day. The symptoms manifested have
not been recorded. I t is possible that some poisonous toadstool was mcorporated
amongst the mushrooms by mistake. F'rom time to time reports have been
furnished of persons becom'ing ill after eating mushrooms, usually ones found
growing under trees in the Mount Gamhier district.
Those found in such
situations are considered by some local residents to be distinctly unwholesome.
A communication from Dr. Burnard, of Mount Gambler, elicited the following
information :-T'he majority of the mushrooms in the. district are big and coarse,
and most of the trouble seems to be purely indigestion .on account of this
coarseness and toughness, 'I'hese tmushroorns grow in the open fields sometimes
in the form of large rings. The various medical men in Mount Gambier knew
of no cases of definite mushroom poisoning through these mushrooms, though
Dr. Hawkins thought he had been poisoned by them with symptoms of an
influenzal type.
The trouble in every case seemed chiefly due to indigestion.
The mushrooms found growing under pine trees, he says, are usually "wormy,"
that is, infested with the maggots of c-ertain flies. It is possible that if such
wormy mushrooms are ea ten they may be more liable to give rise to trouble.
Som'e species of toadstool give rise to a kind of intoxication.
A former
colleague of mine told me how his parents ate once a dish of' mushrooms, and
as the meal progressed they gradually became more and more hilarious, the
most simple remark giving rise to peals of laughter. The intoxication passed
off without any unpleasant effects. Probably some poisonous kind had been
included, possibly one of the dung-inhabiting srpecies.

HIGHER FUNGI AS INJURIOU,S AGENTS.
Apart from the poisoning 'of human beings through eating by mistake an
injurious species of "mushroom" or toadstool, the higher fungi may lead in
other ways to financial loss. The most important of these affect forestry and the
timber trade. The mvcelia of bracket fungi growing 'On living- forest trees
permeate the subjacent heart-wood perhaps for a considerable distance. This
renders it necessarily unfit as t.imbor. The forester, seeing such a bracket fungous,
will recognise at once that the wood of the affected tree 'will be more Of less
damaged, depending on the species concerned. It may, in fact, be quite useless,
and not only so but the tree 'with its fungus parasite may be a danger to other
trees. When the bracket forms and its spores are Iiberated, some of these mav
effect an entrance into other neighbouring healthy trees. As fresh brackets are
f'orrned periodically, the forester notes the trees affected and has them cut down
as a precautionary measure. In this State the common Australian punk, PoZypO'r'U.8
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eucalyptor'U1n" which often grows on Stringybark (Eucalyptus obliqua) is unques-

tionably destructive. Eomes robuetus and F. 1"itnOS1tS, hard yellowish-brown
bracket fungi, grow on a number of species of living Eucalypts and are also
dangerous. Ganoderma applanatum; growing on trees near their butts, usually
as a broad but rather thin horizontal plate, is by no means common, but probably
can do some harm. P. Sch10einitzii has been found once near Kuitpo Forest at
thabasc of a tree, and elsewhere is recognised as a dangerous species.
Lumber gives a number of fungi an opportunity for establishing themselves
as saprophytes. The logs lllay become infected by the spores or by direct
extension of mycelium from near-by refuse or infected wood, and this may occur
either in the forest or in the timber yards. Thus is emphasised the necessity
for prophylactive sanitation in both situations-adequate destruction of litter and
infected wood, proper storage, etc. The fungi 'will grow especially well in the
sap-wood and bark and require, of course, dampness to enable them to flourish.
A number of species probably play a minor role in this connection. Eucalyptus.
telegraph poles, erected with the sap-wood on, are especially liable to deteriorate
from fungus invasion. Much of this is probably due to the lower fungi, but
Polustictue cersicolor, a species with thin brackets, velvety and zoned above with
browns and greys and "with cream-coloured pores on the under-surface, has been
seen growing' frequently on telephone poles in Sydney and once in South Australia. Trameies ochroleucus, a small hoof-shaped thick pale bracket-fungus, mav
help to disintegrate posts and rails. Occasionally the red Trametcs oinnab arina
and the effused Lrpex obliquu« may be found on neglected timber. The most
serious results follow the infection of building timbeT, either as lumber or when
in situ. The dangerous "dry-rot' 'fungus, Merulvlls lachrymans, forming an
extensive mycelium and eventually a yellow-ferruginous spore-bearing surface,
has been found once in this State on damp wood in a hot-house. Some .of theHydnaceae lllay probably act in a similar way. Fortunately our relatively dry
climate does not favour the growth of these saprophytes in positions where they
may do harm.
Armillaria mellea, the Honey Fungus, is quite common in our hills. Its hyphae
form cords, rhizomo.rphs, which encircle the roots of trees and so stop the flow of
sap. No definite .losses have been traced to this species in South Australia, though
doubtless some forest trees have suffered.
In other States, such as Western
Australia, fruit trees such as oranges and even garden plants (roses, for instance)
have been stunted 01' killed by this fungus.. The trouble has usually occurred in
newly-cleared forest land or round the edge of a forest clearing'. The danger of
leaving StUllIPS and roots behind to act as a nursery for the fungus is obvious.

Occnsioua lly the red Trameies cauiab arina
found growing on dead parts of fruit trees.
probably <10 some harm to the living part of
swelling and shrinkage of their hyphae f rorn
which causes "silver-]e"af" of plums, has not
Australia.

or POlYS1t1J.Ctus versicq'l-Pr rnay be
Though not truly parasitic, they
the tree through the alternate
the rain.
Stereu.m purpureicm,
yet been found with certainty in

FUNGI AND ART.
Anyone who has se-en displayed the results of an autumn day's gathering- of
various species of fungi from our Mount Lofty Ranges. will at once be struck
by the beautiful shapes and the wonderful range and combinations of colours
mani tested amongst them. The sight is usually both new and surprising-new
because it so frequently happens that we see on our rambles only what we are
looking for, it may be a view, flowers, rocks, or butterflies, and also because we
see the toadstools removed from their natural surroundings in which they are more
or less "calnouflaged "-surprising on account of the unusual elegance of some,
the bold yet pleasing contrasts of. colours in others. The artistic eye seizes on
the opportunity thus presented. The subject lends itself to designs for painting
on ehina, and some very beautiful work has been <lone in this way in Sydney by
Miss Phyllis Glarke (now Mrs. North) from watercolours prepared f'rom
specimens in my collection. The colour combinations, so bold yet never clashing,
suggest their use in the designing of ladies' dresses and perchance parasols.
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THE LOCALITIES AFFECTED BY THE DIF'FERENT
SPECIE,S.
The larger fungi, and in fact the more microscopic forms as well, aloe often
strictly - confined to a particular habitat. We all know this practically when
gathering the com-mon field mushroom for the table. As its name implies, we
find it in the open fields or in open sandy places. If ,ve. find a plant resembling
it but growing under bushes or amongst trees in a forest, we usually discard it
through being doubtful as to its' nature. Not only does such a mushroom differ
slightly from the field' one in general architecture, but we may note that the gills
do not go through a vivid pink stage or that the flesh when broken may show
yellowish stains. In other words, these plants belong to closely allied species of
PsaUiota,species which are it is true in 1110St cases edible also, though liable to
upset certain people.
Fields and Grassy Places.-The fungi that grow in fields and grassy places
in South Australia are not numerous, though more or less' distinctive to such
situations. If we walk through our parklands in autumn soon after the first
rains we 111ay find the common mushroom, one delicate Lepiota, a Tubaria, and
a few others. On the grassy hillsides, we may find in addition some larger species.
Thus there is Collybia rad;ica.ta, a very beautiful fungus, with a rounded to plane}
shining, dark chocolate-brown cap, contrasting when picked with the snow-white,
widely separated gills, supported on an unusually long wh it ish striate atem which,
as is implied by the name; passes deeply into the ground by a long rooting portion.
A large fleshy CilJllybia (C.' abutyra(~ea), with a cap several inches in diameter,
with a smoky brown to umber cap and smoky brown stem may be found amongst
grass. 'Growing in eompacted groups, with their irregular caps barely raised
from the ground owing to the shortness of the stem, is a tanny brown Clitocube
(C. fiaccida var. lllJbata). Several pale buff species of this genus, some of which
become whitish when dry, also occur in fields, and a greyish species (C. paraditopa)
has a. strong smell of wa ttle blossom,
The Forests of the Mount Lofty Ranges.-One of the places that yields the
greatest abundance of species is the quartzite formation of the upper parts of
the Mount Lofty Ranges, with -its forest trees, fallen t.imber, undergrowth, and
sandy loam. Here we have a variety of habitats-c-the living trees, their bases,
the fallen trunks, the rotting twigs and fallen leaves wrapped often in a very
moist environment under bushes, and the soil itself. On the living Euealypt trees
we may find bracket fungi belonging to the polypores as well as a few agarics.
It will be noted that, to enable the spores to fall vertically out of the tubes in
the polypores or from the gill plates in the agaries, the fruiting bodies are either
laterally attached without any stem at all, or have a, short quite lateral stem, or
a larger curved stern eccentrically attached to the eap so as to allow of the -latter
assuminp a horizontal position. However, in the case of I species of Corticium.
and similar fungi, with a smooth spore-bearing surface, and some kinds of P01'ia
with very. shallow tubes, the fungi are merely as it were plastered on the side
of the tree, as the spores call so easily fall out and be blown away.
The Fungi on Living Forest Trees.-After the first heavy autumnal rains
high up and usually quite out of reach and growing from a decayed area or the
scar of a dead branch, rnay be seen a large whitish-looking - mass, This is
P01lyporus eucalyptorum. It may reaeh a foot or more in width and is several
inches thick. When fresh it is heavy, moist, and fleshy-tough. The upper surface
has a pallid erust with a brownish tinge, the substance is thick and pure white,
and the short tubes form a thin hymenial surface of a beautiful yellow colour.
The bracket is rapidly attaeked by the larvae of beetles, whose food supply it
constitutes. These riddle it through and through so that when it has dried, it
appears like a white sponge-work f'rorn which a powdery substance eseapes when
handled, the separated remains of the beetles' food. Its detachment from the
trunk has probably by now taken place, so that the mass is found near the base
of the tree. It is the f'amilia.r substance we call "punk" ill Australia, and
smoulders like tinder when a match is applied, the burning being very slow if
not insect-eaten, more rapid if an open sponge-work. This, like other large
bracket fungi found on living trees, tells a tale. The tree, as a yielder of timber,
is valueless. Its dry heart-wood is permeated, perhaps for many feet, by the
mycelial threads of the fungus, causing rotting. Many years ago, from a fungus
bracket on another tree, a spore had alighted on the scar of a dead branch or
in a cleft or at an injured spot. This later had germinated, and its threads had
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penetrated gradually into the old heart-wood, and once established there spread
up and down, causing decay. The fungus fed on the old wood and gradually
stored up a reserve stock of food material in its threads, preparatory to pushing
out from some area, where it had reached the surface, a dense mass of hyphae
compacted to f'orm the bracket. From this develop spores in millions, one of
which may perchance lodge in a suitable environment and reproduce the species.
Once the fungus has grown sufficiently in the interior of the tree to produce a
bracket, it will keep on doing so under suitable 'weather conditions· probably
annually. Some species may form several brackets, bursting out of different'
parts of, the trunk. Others, like Polyporus eucalyptorum, seem to exhaust themselves after the first heavy rains in one supreme effort, and no more fruit bodies
wHI appear till the next' autumn. Meanwhile the mycelium is at work, laying up
the food material necessary for the next year's fruit.
On stringy-bark trunks, in the Mount Lofty Rang-es, a rather soft bracketfungus, Potuporus atrohispidus, with la brown hairy upper surface and pale
tubes, turning brownish when bruised, is not uncommon.
Several of our
Eucalypts and the Sheoak (Casuarina stricto. Ait.) may bear, a few feet up
the trunk, hard woody hoof-shaped gilvous-brown brackets of Eomes rob ustus
and F. rimosus.
As already mentioned, the hoof-shaped or plate-like large
brown Gamoder-ma applaauituan. and the stalked Polyporus Schweinitzii have been
occasionally found at or near the bases of liv,ing trees.
The agaric MYCtena sub aolericulata, with conical olive-brown caps and
long 'whitish stems, grows in dense caespitcse clusters f'rom interstices between
the bark on the trunks of stringy-bark Eucalypts at Mount Lofty. There are
other aga-rics and polypores . of less C0111mOn occurrence on some of our living
trees.

Sand Dunes.c-vEven such.a seemingly inhospitable habitat as shifting sand,
either along the coast-line or in the interior 11lay yield a few species not found
elsewhere. A Naucoria, a Psilocube, and a Coprinus have all been found growing in such a situation.
The Dung-Inhabiting Fungi.-Fungi, growing in cow or horse-dung and confined to such habitats, must, in the case of Australia, all belong to introduced
species.
The dejecta of our native animals arc so unlike cow or horse-dung
in texture, and probably composit.ion, that it would be unlikely that a species,
o.rigifilally strictly confined to such mater-ial, would be able to develop on that
of these introduced domestic animals.
Moreover, few species have yet been
collected on the dung of native animals. As, then, these dung-loving species
have been imported, it almost necessarily follows that they have been observed
and described from other parts of the world. Nevertheless, though it is easy
to place most' of these species, in the 'case of several we have been much puzzled
to find descriptions that accord with the plants found here.
Stropharia semiqlobtita (S. sterc'O'rOJria) is common.
This species has a
yellow-brown viscid cap, a long stem with a ring on it, and broad greenishblack gills. The C'3p in S. semiglobata is described as hemispherical, and remains
so, whilst in S. siercoraria it exp.ands later. We seem to have both of these,
and, if so, there seems to be no real specific difference between thern.
Stropharia merdario. grows near dung, and sometimes on it; the colour is
browner than that of S. semiqlobata, the cap more expanded, the gills less deep,
the stem not so long, and the ring usually indistinct. Two or three species of
Psilocube grow on dung; these are darker coloured and more delicate, w~th
long slender stems.
Panaeotus retiruoi« is very common; the cap is hemispherical-conical, the colour greyish, drying paler; there are anastomosing veinlike clevat.ions on the Clap, the gills are clouded grey, and the stem is long and
slender. Several species of Coprinus, with their deliquescing gills, are found
on <lung only. C. sterquilinus is. fairly large, with a small but definite cup or
valva at the base of the stern. C. n:iiveus is rather small and pure white (except
the gills) and shaggy.
A brown-gilled Galera also, grows on dung and on
manurod straw a larger agaric, a species of 'Bolbitius, with a viscid cap and
brown sub-deliquescent gills, is not unCOmUIOIl.
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FUNGI AND BUSH FIRES.
Certain species of our fungi are only found fruiting after the country has
been burnt by bush-fires. This statement is probably not strictly correct. One
should perhaps say that as yet they have only been found on recently-burnt
eountry. It' is probable that the f'rurting bodies do occasionally develop 'without the aid giv~n by a previous fire.
In sandy soil, often in mallee country, with the first rains after a fire, 'we
may find the' stone-building fungus, Poluporus basilapiloides, called Laccocephalum. bnsilapitouies by its original describers, the late J. G. O. Tepper, of
Adelaide, and the late D. MrAlpine, the veteran mycologist, of Melbourne. This
has a large yellowish-brown firm cap, with raised lines, whitish pores: and a long
stem passing below in the soil to a core of mycelium and sand; which, if traced
down for several inches, will be found to arise from a firmer compact mass of
mycelium, a sclerotiurn .
Another polypore, Poiuporus tumubosus, also appears, with the first autumnal
rains, in recently burnt sandy stringy-bark country, such as at Mount Lofty and
near Kuitpo. This has a yellowish-brown smooth cap, with a very short stem above
ground, so that the fruit-body is only slightly raised 'above the soil, and is often
sand-besprinkled. On tracing the stem downwards, a larger portion is found to
be buried, and this passes soon into a thick cord of compacted mycel'ium and
sand, finally ending in a l'aTg'e ball of similar structure encased in a thin,
brittle, darker layer. So far, this species has only been found after recent
fires; it occurs in this State, ill New South Wales, and in 'I'asmania.
In similar burnt sandy country, as near Kuitpo, scratelrings made by rabbits
and marsupials may be seen, and near these empty sand-impregnated husks
the size of walnut shells. If we dig up the soil round the scratching with a
trench-tool or trowel, we Inay find some unopened examples of the fungus from
'which these cume. They are only a, few inches under the soil, are rounded, the
size of a marble to a walnart, rough and covered with sand grains. When cut
in two, they are found to have an outer husk, separated from a firm C0111pact
pale central core the size of a pea. by a mass of greyish powdery spores" a few
firm strands passing between the husk and the core. This fungus is, an underground puff-ball, a species of M esophellia, M. pa.chythrix. When fresh, it has
a very strong characteristic pungent-aromatic smell, and it is presumably this
that has attracted animals to i t, Apparently the core is eaten and the husk
discarded, the spores being freely liberated in the process, and SOUle doubtless
swallowed, and perhaps sun further distributed in the dung. The fungi do
not naturally ever reach the surface, and it is probable that any increase in
their distribution is dependent on their being grubbed up by animals, Once' a
spore has established itself and grown, the mycelium spreads in' the soil and
finally produces fruit-bodies at various points, and may do so oyer Inany years.
Wallabies, bandicoots, and apparently rabbits all scratch for these fungi. It
would be interesting to try the pig, so well known in Europe as' a hunter for
t.ruffles.vwhich .are also underground fungi though not related to these Australian
plants. Our native animals and rabbits do not seem parficularly successful in
their searching, as often though some have been eaten others are found intact
in the soil quite close to the scratching. In Tasmania, with Mr. L. Rodway,
we dug up numbers of Mesophellia arcnarui and of the allied Castoreum
radicatui» and C. taemanicum, near bandicoot scratchings in burnt soil, and \ve
found that quite often the animals had actually scratched up the puff-ball and
yet had not noticed it, or at least had left it intact. The fleshy-firm central
core I f'ound rather tough and possessed of the strong pungent-aromatic taste.
Near the Mesophellia. at Kuitpo, we have found Castoreuni cretaceum.
Castoreum resembles Mesophellia but has no central core. This peculiar species,
as it matures, reaches the surface when the outer yellowish-brown covering
splits to f'orm a deep saucer-shaped receptacle, toothed' along the 1'1111, in which
lies the mass of spores encased in a thin covering. The opened fungus looks
like a little Geaster or earth-star.
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THE LARGER FUNGI EATEN BY MAMM,ALS, INSECTS,
AND OTHER ANIMA,LS.
The fungi, such as 'mushrOOITIS, deliberately eaten by man as food, or perhaps
more correctly as a food-relish, have already been considered. The present section
deals with those eaten by grazing mammals, with those searched for and consumed
on account of their possessing a smell attractive to certain animals, and with
fungi visited by slugs" eaten by beetles and bugs, or forming a breeding ground
for insect larvae or· a suitable situation for the concealment or protection of
minute' forms of animal life.

Do Farm Animals eat Mushrooms. or other FWlgi?-T,o ascertain whether man-s
domesticated animals ever fed upon' mushrooms or toadstools as found in our
pastures, and if so with what af'ter-effects (if any), an inquiry directed to
farmers and others was instituted at my suggestion by the Agricultural Bureau
of South Australia. A number of replies were received from various branches
and, as might have been expected, the answers supplied were diverse. 'The questions asked 'were whether 'mushrooms or toadstools were eaten by cattle, horses,
sheep, or swine, and if so, whether they sought them out and ate them with
relish. Inquiry was also made as to any ill-effects attributed to such eating.
In the majority of cases no information was available, from which it may be
inferred that the eating by such animals of mushrooms or toadstools was at
least not a common or usual event. Occasional animals had been seen to ingest
them,. apparently accidentally. Now and again certain cattle had been seen to
eat them with relish and even to seek mushrooms out. In the case of a cow that
used to eat mushrooms, the milk was. said to be unfit for drinking. A dairyman
at W oodside, after collecting a number of mushrooms, put them under a fence;
during his absence collecting more, a cow ate' the lot without ill-effects; he had
often seen the remains of mushrooms that cows had been at. Sheep have been
seen eating mushrooms. One observer had noted sheep eating both mushrooms
and toadstools when small, and stated that when too many 'were eaten a "break"
in the wool occurred. Large numbers of mushrooms have been gathered where
sheep have been pastured, showing that the mushrooms are not usually eaten by
sheep. Mushrooms 'when plentiful had in two cases been fed to pigs with other
food, and eaten without ill-effects, though one observer said without relish.
Other recorders say that pigs refuse to touch them. Fowls had also been seen
eating mushrooms occasionally. An answer from the MacGillivray branch stated
that 'wild (feral) pigs' and kangaroos are very fond of toadstools and will root
or scratch them up before they are through the ground. As MacGillivray is on
Kangaroo Island, where an underground "puff-ball" (Mesophellia) is common,
is highly scented, and is scratched for by small marsupials, the reference is
probably to this species. In one vinstance only had a horse been seen eating
mushrooms, which it did, apparently, with relish.
'
The following possible ill-effects were recorded. Between Naraeoorte and
Lucindale some 10 or 12 years ago, 40 or 50 sheep were lost in a' paddock, in
which were many toadstools. A dog was noticed in an adjacent paddock eating
a toadstool. It died not very long afterwards. The sheep were moved to a
paddock free from toadstools and no more deaths occurred.
In one instance five pigs ate toadstools and died. The Honorary Secretary of
the Allendale East Branch had seen cattle eating toadstools and later found one
of his best cows dead with her paunch distended and froth coming from her mouth,
which result he attributed to such toadstools. These were the only examples of
possible injurious results elicited by these inquiries.
From time to time unexpected deaths in horses and other animals have had
to be investigated, and when such occurrences have taken place in autumn, the
possibility of their being due to the aoeidcntal eating of some poisonous agaric
has been suggested, but not seriously entertained. It might be thought that
such species as Stropharia semiglobata, Pomaeobue retirugis, and members of
the genera Psilocybe and Coprimus, that grow on cow-dung and horse-manure,
would be frequently eaten accidentally by animals cropping the surrounding grass.
I have not seen evidence of this, but it seems almost certain that the spores
from," such species, produced by the million, become deposited on the surrounding
vegetation and so .get ingested. They probably pass through the alimentary canal
intact-it is quite likely that their germinating power may be increased during
the passage-and so the dung is already seeded by the spores when it is passed.
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This would account more satisfactorily for the facility with which manure develops
a crop of fungi than by looking to chance distribution of the spores by air after
deposition of the manure.
The true truflle,an underground edible fungus belonging to the Ascomycetes,
may be found by means of pigs which, presumably attracted by the smell, search
for it with their snouts and root. it up. The truffle does not occur in Australia.
Other :M:anunals.-Under t'he section dealing with the fungi developing after
fires, reference will be found to the rooting up and eating of underground fungi
of the genera Mesophelli~ and Cast 0 reum; belonging to the Gasteromycetales
in the Basidiomycetes, by wallabies, bandicoots, and apparently rabbits.' These
fungi have a strong pungent aromatic smell which is doubtless the attraction.
The discarded outer husks will often he seen near the' scratchings.
,Slugs and Snails.-Itappears that slugs and snails find their food by means
of the sense of smell, which sense in some ways at least is more acute than in
man, Professor A. H. R. Buller* in an .interesting artic.le entitled "Slugs as
Mycophagists,", describes experiments he conducted. in England, clearly showing
that the slug Lima« 'max~mfUS L., which has been introduced into Australia, is
attracted to fungi from a distance of 10ft. to 21ft. He says that it is probably
attracted by. a sense of smell, as Dr.' Paul Bartsch of the Smithsonian Insritution,
Washington, found some years ago that it is extraordinarily sensitive to certain
gases, as, for instance, the fumes from a furnace, responding by characteristic
movements of its tentacles. When later the United States entered the Great
War and a gas detector was' required, Dr. Bartsch recalled these experime.its and
tried the species with mustard gas. This it could detect in a dilution of 1 in
lO,OOO,OOO,'whereas.man reacts only to 1 in. 4,OOO~OOO. Within two hours of this
discovery, the allied forces were advised by cable that the slug 'might act as a
gas detector! Some species of slugs are almost entirely fungus eaters, and other
species rarely touch such food. Dr. W. T. Elliottt has shown that such species.
as A m,anita phalloidee and. A. muscaria, poisonous to man, may be eaten by slugs,
In Australia mushrooms are often partly eaten by slugs, which may-be found
coiled up in the excavations they have made. A number of other species of 'our
agarics and some Boleti have been noted as havir.g been eaten by, slugs. I have
found an Australian snail, H elicarion robustus Gould, feeding on a Bussula (near
R. aeurea. Bres., or R. cuamooxuitno Sehaeff., Fr.), at Neutral Bay, Sydney, and
on another species of Eussula at Chatswood, both in February, 1918.
Fungi Attracting Insects.~IthaSt been suggested, though I think without
any foundation, that our large phosphorescent toadstool, Pleurozus lampas Berk.,.
may attract night-flying insects by its luminescence, and that these may help
In distributing the spores; I think that it is more likely that the luminescence
has arisen quite accidentally as a mutation, and that; like the brilliant colours of
many species of fungi and even the poisonous principles found in some, it serves
no special purpose in the- maintenance of the species. It can also be said contrariwise that the luminescence, bright colours and toxins probably do not handicap
In any 'way the species possessing them.
. Many members 'of the .phalloids, related to the puff-balls,and including the
stink-horns and the lattice-work fungus (Cla,thrus), have a strong offensive smell
of carrion which may attract insects. In 'the Australian specimens I have
collected, I have not noted, however, any definite attraction of flies.' When visited
by insects, these are believed to aid in the distribution of the spores, both by
ea ting the offensive slime (gleba). in which the spores are entangled, and by
getting their legs and 1110uth parts soiled.
Decaying agarics, including mushrooms, have a strong smell.
This may
account, in p'fi.rt at least, for the development in them of maggots fT'0111 the eggs
laid by flies. There are, however, certain species of flies which normally' breed
in fleshy fungi. Often one or more of these long-bodied flies may be seen perched
on the cap of fresh agaries, presumably depositing eggs. Here no smell of deca-y
seems the source of attraction. The various maggots,when mature or when the
source of food-supply is exhausted, pupate in the gr~und below. They can be
readily bred 'out by providing in,a jar dry soil underneath a decaying fungus
containing the larvae, and covering with mosquito-netting to catch the emerging
flies. The following species . of ~flies breeding in agarics in Australia have been
*Brit. Mycological Soc., Trans., 1920, VII., p. 270.
tBrit. Mycological Soc., Trans., 1922, VIII., p. 84.
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recorded :-Anestellorhina augur, one of the two common hrowu Australian
blowflies frequently responsible for blowing sheep and meat, has been gJ'lo'wn
f'rom an agaric, Pleurotus sp., collected at Bulli Pass,New South Wales, in
N ovember, 1917, and left exposed in a laboratory in Sydney for two days (when
doubtless it was "blo,vn"). Tapeiga-ster marginijrons Bezzi is a long-bodied
fly frequently seen sitting on agarics in South Australia. The species has been
hatched out from maggots 'which have developed in the fungi.
Beetles.-Beetl'es are not often found on fleshy agaries. but I have noted the
following occurrences in Australia :--'On Flammula purpurata Bres., Dorrigo,
New South Wales, January, 1918 (two species); onR'ussula" near R. aeurea
Bres. or R. ,cyanoxantha (Schaeff.) Fr., Neutral Bay, Sydney, February, 1918;
on Pleurotus sp., Bulli Pass, New South Wa.les, November, 1917 (Staphylinidae);
on Paxillus poradoeus (Kalchbr.) Quel., Neutral Bay, February, 1918 (perhaps
accidental) .
On the woody and corky polypores, beetles are often numerous, leading to the
rapid destruction of .the brackets. Many leave eventually merely a thin shell
of the denser outer surface and the' pore orifices. A small beetle (an undescribed
Ciid ) is a pest in the herbarium. Many members of such families of' beetles as
the Erotylidae, Mycetophagidae and Ciidae feed on fungi. Our' large common
punk, Plolyp-orus eucoiuptoraom. Fr., with the thin pore surface lemon yellow when
fresh, soon falls from its lofty position on the trunk of a Eucalypt and will be
found riddled and sponge-like from the excavations of beetle larvae.
'The late Mr. A. M. Lea, Entomologist to the South Australian.. MUSeUll1, has
kindly supplied the following information as to the principal fungus beetles,
which are as follo'ws:c 'EROTYLIDAE.-These are commonly called fungus-beetles; some are small, round
and blackish, but many are moderately elongated and average -lino in length with
sharply contrasted markings; they occur on soft bracket and sheet fungi, and
occasionally on large puff-balls and the harder Polypori. On the northern rivers
of New South Wales they occur in larger numbers than elsewhere in Australia.
I have named one, an inch long, perhaps the largest in the world, from Queensland. They are all slow-moving.

ENDOMYCHIDAE.-Allied to the Erotylidae but much smaller; few are as big
as a grain of wheat; they are all slow-moving, and usually occur in the same
situation as the 'Erotylidae, but a fe,v. are to be taken in moss, etc.
SCAPHIDIIDAE.-These are small and extremely active; smaller ones are mostly
to be taken on sheet fungi under bark, the larger ones (about the size, of a
wheat-grain ) on soft bracket fungi; the larger ones are blackish, with conspicuous
reddish spots.
CIIDAE.-The genus Cis is confined to the hard and dry bracket and sheet
fungi; they are all small and SIOW-11l0villg and may sometimes be taken in large
numbers by breaking up the fungi; or if these are put away in glass-topped
boxes and left for a f'ew months or veal'S sometimes hundreds can be obtained
.from a single fungus.
01

•

STAPHYLINIDAE.-This is an immense family of b~etles (the rove-beetles),
whole genera' of which are to be taken on the Polypori, sometimes swarming in
the tubes; they are very thin, and at first (owing to their short elytra) they do
not look much like beetles. They also swarm in decaying vegetation, moss,
carrion, seaweed, etc.
TRICHOPTERYGIDAE.-These are. the smallest of all beetles.; one species, about the
size of a large full-stop, occurs in thousands on sheet fungi under bark in
'I'asrnania, as at Mount 'I'ambourine, and I took a similar, if not identical, species
on Lord Howe Island. They can be told' at once from the Poduridae (many of
'which are equally small and Toughly similar in shape) by the w,ay they run, never
jumping ; also if put in spirits they at once sink, but the Poduridae float for some
time. I have taken a few specimens on toadstool fungi. Where they occur at all
they generally occur in numbers.
TENEBRIONIDAE,.-One sub-family is confined to fungi, usually the more or less
hard brackets, and there are some weird-looking creatures amongst them, the male
often armed with conspicuous spines. They are all snuff-coloured and often
warty, and so closely resemble the fungi that it is usually only by specially looking
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for them or breaking the fungus up that they 'are found. Their headquarters
in Australia are the Tlluwarra district to South Queensland, but a few occur in
Tasmania and Western Australia, always in heavily timbered districts.
In rotting fungi also a gocd many species are to be taken, but many of these
are general carrion feeders. A few fliers feed on rusts and smuts in the larval
stages, and one fairly large beetle, Laaria grandis, regularly in Tasmania eats the
sori of black spot (but it also eats fruit, etc.).
On the whole I think I have myself material to record at least 200 species of
fungus beetles."
"

Spring-tails (Oollembola) .-These are frequently found on the fleshy agarics.
I have noted them on the following in New South Wales :-Psalliota arvensis
Schaeff., var. fragrans Clel. et Cheel, Blayney, December; Psilooube foenisecii
(Pers.) Fr., Sydney, December; Lactarius serifiuus (DC.) Fr., Neutral Bay,
November; Cortimcriu» sp., Neutral Bay,October (two species); Pleurotus sp.,
Dorrigo, January.
In South Australia they have been seen on Psaliiota campestris (L.), the common mushroom, Encounter Bay, April, and Hygr1ophorus
camdidu» Cke. et Mass., Encounter Bay, May. Brach.ustomella parcula Schff. has
been identified specifically from decaying mushrooms at Encounter Bay, Mav,
1929, and Il upoaastrura armata Nic. from a small toadstool, Glen Osmond, July,
1929.
Earwig.-Anearwig was found in cavities in the black Ascomycete,
Daldinia concentrica Bolt., at Malanganee, near Casino, New South Wales, August.
Ants.-One of the firm puff-balls'J S cleroderma fiaouiuan, which take some days
to mature, harboured a. little colony of .ants at Kendall, New South Wales, in
December. These, when examined by Mr. J. Clark, of Melbourne, turned out to
be a new species near Solenopsis belisariue Forel.
Mites.-Minute mites, often very long-legged, 111:ay sometimes be seen
running over the gills of agari,cs.

INTE,RESTING PHE,NOMENA MANIFE.STED BY CERTAIN
SPECIES.
LUMINESCENCE.
Luminescence, commonly called phosphorescence, is a well-known but not
common phenomenon in both the animal and vegetable kingdoms. The fire-flies
(really beetles) common in the tropics are to be .seen in the Blue Mountains of
New South Wales, glow-worms (the larvae of beetles) common with us in damp
soil in the autumn, and the luminous organs of certain deep-sea fishes, are examples
in the animal kingdom in which this phenomenon is mani fested. A beautiful
little luminescent crustacean was seen at Encounter Bay in 1929. Amongst
plants some bacterin, which have gained access to fleshy food such as cleaned fisl:
and are multiplying therein, ,may give rise to luminescence, and a sirnilaiappearance may be seen sometimes in the mycelium or even in the fruiting bodies
of various fungi.
Amongst the higher fungi, several species of agarics are known f'rom various
parts of the world, such as Borneo, Brazil, and Australia, which show this
phenomenon. The species with us, known as Pleuroius lampas Berk., is quite a
common one and may be met with in all the southern Australian States where
Eucalyptus forests occur. These agarics are very large, with a whitish cap sometimes tinted with brown, yellow brown, bronze or bluish black, with ample creamcoloured gills that are decurrent down the stem, and with the thick firm stern
not usually centrally placed under the cap, but more or less to one side. They
grow together in bunches at or near the bases of Eucalypts (.gum-tr1ees) and the
bunch may. weigh several pounds. Probably everyone who has any acquaintance
with our gUlu-tree forests, and especially if they have walked through them at
night, is acquainted with the species and has seen it glowing with its pale
whitish light at the butts of trees, and has carried portions hack and examined
them later in a dark room. In the fresh state, the gins emit quite: a strong
white light, sufficient to read the time by on a, watch. This light may be .seen
shining through thf:l;' cap when this is thin, giving a weird and fairy-like appearance to the whole fungus. The gluw, gradually fading, may be manifested for
several nights. lTames .Drummond, the botanist, writing from Swan River (now
Perth), seems to have been the first to record this phenomenon in our
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Australian species, and his account appears in Hooker's Journal of Botany for
Apr-il, 1842. When shown to the natives, he said that" the poor creatures cried
out 'Chinga,' their name for a spirit, and seemed much afraid of it."
The nature of the process in our agaric does not seem to have been investigated. The luminescence in other cases has been found to be clue to a
ferment lucif'erase acting on a compound protein lucif'erin. In the firefly, the
light is 99.5 per cent.. efficient, that is, the energy liberated is almost entirely
eonverted into light, leaving only 0.5 per cent. to be accounted fo'r by conversion
into heat' and other forms of energy.

Figure 1.-Pleurotu8 lampas Berk~ (No, 89). Adelaide. Photographed by its
own light. Twenty~four hours' exposure with superspeed film.

F AIRY RINGS.
Fairy rings are well- known in most parts of the world, and much romance
has grown up around them. In South Australia two species of fungi at leastan edible mushroom and a puffball-manifest this feature, though often the ring
is rather indistinct or broken.
The large, rather coarse Horse Mushroom
(Psalliota arvensis Schaeff.) , with gills at first whitish and finally purplish
brown, but never rich pink at .any stage, often grows in large r ings. In autumn
the large caps appear arranged more or less in a circle, which geometrical
figure can be readily seen at a distance, as the photograph (F'igure 2) shows.
After the crop of mushrooms is over, the sit'e of the ring can often be recognised
still by the ground being either bare, or with shorter grass than inside or outside the ring, and it is this bare ring that is the fairy ring of mythology. In
Europe, the growth of the grass just outside and also within the r-ing is often
more luxuriant than elsewhere, but this feature has not yet been noted in
Australia. In the bare r ing the soil is permeated with the mycelial threads of
the fungus, and in these threads the food substances are stored up, which will
later be made use of for ,the rapid growth of the mushrooms themselves. Now,
materials (such as partioles of soil. or 'pieces of Totting "rood), permeated with
mycelium, will be found to be usually drier than similar adjacent' material not
so inflltrated. A lump of such permeated soil 0'1' wood placed in water will not
as readily take up the 'water and beconle damp as similar lumps of the unpermeated material. A piece of rotten myeelial-infiltrated wood also will not
burn so readily as .an ordinary piece', and this is to be explained by much of
the available empty space in the wood, the various tubes, etc., :being plugged
up with mycelium, so that air} with its content of oxygen, is not available for
combustion in the interstices of the wood, and so the burning is confined merely
to a peripheral portion where oxygen is obtained from the surrounding air. From
these statements we may infer two factors that contribute to the formation of
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the bare ring. One is drought, or rehative dryness, for rain falling in the ring
of fungus-infiltrated soil 'will not sink in as readily as elsewhere, but will tend
to run off on either side, supplying those zones with additional, water, or will
Iie on the surface rather than sink in by capillary attraction and so be
evaporated. The other factor is clogging of the interstdoes with mycelial threads,
'which would lead to relative exclusion of the air with its oxygen, and this would
tend to prevent the germination of seeds or the development of leaves from
roots, processes which require the presence of oxygen for respiratory purpos,es.
In addition, other factors may participate. Actual crowding of the area with
mycelium may make it difficult for other plants to' find space to grow in, just
as an established community of one species of plant may prevent individuals of
another ospeeies from growing in the same place. It is possible also that fhe
nutriment necessary for the grasses is absorbed beforehand by the mycelium,
and is no longer available for the former, and' it may be, in addition, that
definite toxic substances are produced by the mycelium which are deleterious to
the grass.
The more vigorous growth cf grass just outside the ring has been attributed
to chemical changes in the organic materials of the adjacent soil, due to the
proximity of the mycelium, these changes favouring the plant growth. This is
not necessarily contradictory to the view that the mycelium may manufacture
toxic substances, as such toxic substances may be stimulant in nature when much
diluted,as in" the zone outside the ring, but destructive when more coneentrated, as in t'he ring itself.
The more luxuriant growth within the rin,g' is
explained by the old and exhausted mycelium in this situation undergoing decay
and breaking down into materials that act as food stimulants to the grass coming
up •there. In places where the rainfall is low and precarious, both these zones
may benefit by the additional "run off," "when such occurs, of rain-water from
the bare 'zone.
The fairy-ring has another aspect that deserves consideration.
It will 'be
noticed, if measurements are kept or marks made, that it increases in diameter
'by a fe\v inches each year. Each season it ~:rows larger. As a matter of fact,
it, began in the centre of the ring- from a spore, or spores, which fell on suitable
ground, germinated and produced/ a mycelium, and in due course a little crop of
fruiting bodies, mushrooms in the case of this fungus. Then the oldest central
part of the mycelium xlied and disintegrated, leaving a peripheral ring of living
and active mycelium. Season after season the ring increased in size, the inner
zone of spent mycelium dying after yielding its crop of fruiting bodies as a
result of exhaustion of the food 'contents of the soil, an outer zune laying up foodstores to furnish the fruits of the next season. By measuring the average annual
increase in size of the ring and its diameter, rough estimates can be made of the
ages of rings. Some of these in America have been estimated to be 250, 420, and
even 600 years old. As regards our own fungus rings, some of these must have
been in existence long before Captain Cook sighted Australia, and probably were
already established when 'I'asman named Van Diemen is Land.
The annual
increase of the rings of our Horse Mushroom (Psalliota arcensis Sehaeff.) have
not yet been ascertained. Rings have been measured, however, one on the Bluff at
Encounter Bay being 3R feet in diameter in 1926, and another on the Millicent
Road near Kalangadoo being 31 feet across in 1928. (Figure 2.)
In those
instances in which the mycelium has been developed from a single spore, we can
look upon the mycelium of the whole ring as belonging to one plant; even though
all the threads may no longer be in organic continuity 'with each other. We may,
in fact, consider the ring as a. fungus tree, buried in the soil, bearing annual
autumnal crops of fruit in the shape of mushrooms. These we pluck, but without
injuring the plant as a. whole, just as the oranges or apples that we takeioff a
fruit-tree to eat leave the tree itself unimpaired. It is even possible that our
eating the mushrooms, provided we did not cook them, might be of advantage tc
the species, as the spores can probably pas~ through our al.iment,a.ry tract
uninjured, and so finally find a resting-place wherein they might develop to
produce a fresh fungus ring.
, .
There are only two species as yet known in South Australia 'Yhich, prod,?ce
well-defined rings. Probably a number of other kinds do so also, but the situation
in which they gro\v does not lend itself to the rec-ognition of tile ring form. The
rings of the Horse Mushroom (P8ralUota. arvensis .schaeff~) have already been mentioned as occurring near Kalangadoo and 011. and near the neck, of the, Bluff at
Encounter Bay-the bare ring of the latter, situated just above a small plantation of trees on the Iandwa.rd side 'of the Bluff, can often be, seen f'rom the beach
near Yelki, at a distance of nearly a mile.
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The other species that grows in ring formation is a white puffball, Lycoperdof
depressu.m Bonorden. In this, the mycelium does not lead to a bare zone, but the
lllany white puffballs gro'wing from it amongst the grass have a very' definite
ring arrangement,
In New South Wales, the Champignon (Maras·mius oreades Bott., Fr.) grows
in ring formation, as it does in Europe and New Zealand. The caps are cha racterised by their reassuming their original shape after being dried if they are
placed in water. This species has not yet been found in this State.

[Ph otooraph. by E. JU-liU8.
Figure 2.-Ring formed by the Horse Mushroom, Psoliiota aroensis, at Kalangadoo.

THE MECHAN]CAL FORCE EXERTED BY DEVELOPING FRUITING
BODIES.
The mechanical force exerted by the cells of living organislllS when they absorb
water as a result of osmotic action may be very great. This force may be manifested under unexpected circumstances. It is dangerous to allow a horse to have
access to wheat in grain, as the grains swallowed whole lllay absorb water in the
stomach and lead to a fatal result.; -Wheat ships have been lost at sea through
the bursting asunder of their planks or plates when sea-water has gained entrance
to the hold 'and the millions of grains have swollen. Dried peas may be used for
disarticulating the sutures of the skulls of young mammals. Professor R.. W.
Chapman, of the University of Adelaide, has recently shown that a block of
Pinu» rad'iata Don. (P. insignis Douglas) wood grown in this State, and measuring
3iins. x 3ins. x 4ins., placed under a tightening load of 600lbs., and then surrounded as far as possible by water,imbibed this water to such an extent as to
increase the load up to 1,520lbs., an increase of 9201bs. In the same \vay, the
eells of growing delicate-looking fleshy fungi may absorb water and exert in the
mass a very great lever.age, sufficient to raise large stones. Thus, in 1830, at
Basing .Stoke, in England, a large paving stone, measuring 22 by 21in., and
weighing 83Ibs., 'which had been cemented down, was raised an inch and a half by
the growth of two fleshy agarics under it; and Cooke in "British Fungi" mentions
a large hearthstone being forced up by a fungus growing under it. The only
parallel instance' I know of in Australia was the firm earth floor of. a hut, which
had been down for several years, being broken by the growth of one of our
higher fungi, which had probably been stimulated to develop a fruiting body by
the percolation of rain-wator to the underlying soil.
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THE COLLECTION AND PRE,SERVATION OF FUNGI FOR
BOTANICAL PURPOSES.
No trouble will be experienced in dealing with the many kinds of relatively dry
corky .and woody species: It is only necessary to' leave them exposed, preferably
in a current of air, in as dry an atmosphere as possible until the moisture they
have imbibed has evaporated. In a dry climate such as ours, no difficulty will be
met 'with, even in the late autumn.
With the fleshy kinds, such as the agarics, the matter is far otherwise, .In the
case of small and especially deliquescent species, such as some of our Coprini, the
whole plant may alter profoundly. in the course of an hour or so, or even less, and
become hopelessly unrecognisable. In the others, the appearance of the dried
specimen maybe much changed and the essential features of the growing plant
be lost. It will thus be seen that it is often necessary not only to take special
measures to dry the specimens, but before doing so to make such notes as are
required. With very delicate kinds it may even be desirable to make these observations in the field whilst the plants are still in situ. All this means labour, but
if anyone intends seriously to study mycology in the shape of the agarics, this
extra trouble is necessary and will soon bring its own recompense. Let us take
as an example of wha.t to do, a fungus foray in autumn to our National Park or
elsewhere in the Mount Lofty Ranges. 'I'he choice of a suitable day will enable
a larger haul of species to be obtained. We have collected as many as' fifty or
sixty species of Basidiomycetes on such occasions. After a long' dry summer, the
first heavy rain will be followed three or four days later by the appearance of
agarics. If this is. followed a week or so later by more rain, and the interval has
been somewhat mild, the crop of agarics and polyp-ores will be assured. After the
grounc1 has been damped by the first rain, there follows an incubation period,
during which the mycellum in the soil or wood is reviving from its long rest,
and is mobilising its food-stores for the production of the fruit-bodies-the
agaries, the polypores, etc., themselves. This takes a little time, so that "the number
that appear after the first showers is greatly increased when these are followed
up by later showers. Moreover, whilst several days must elapse before they come
up after the first rain, many will be seen a day or so after the later falls. When
once the season has thus opened, dry. weather, especially with easterly or northerly
winds, means few fungi; bright still dewy mornings, many kinds. ...J.\ little rain on'
sandy soil will bear more f'rui t than on stiff ground. Fungi may be foun;' under
fallen logs and litter, or in dense undergrowth nearby sheltered creeks, when
they have ceased to appear in drier places. Some species, and even genera such
as Amanita, prefer early autumn; others, such as Cortinarius, early winter, and
only a. few kinds characterise the spring, though some species may be found almost
throughout the year if there has been sufficient rain. The fungus season ends
to a great extent as winter merges into spring.
Having chosen our dayvwo set off, not minding a little rain. We are armed
with plenty of boxes of various sizes, f'rom matchboxes, or pillboxes, to tobacco
tins, and on to bootboxes. We have also a f'ewtest-tubcs and small wide-mouthed
bottles. Small species that may soon shrivel up require to be placed at once in
corked bottles or tins. A trench tool, or sheathknife, or failing these, a trowel,
will be found useful for digging up fungi rooting in the soil, or, certain underground species such as Jf esophellia, whose presence may be suggested, by animal
scratching-so A tomahawk will also be of service for dislodging woody polypores
from the trunks of trees.
A satchel will be found a very convenient means of
carrying the boxes and tools.
Having started collecting, my practice is to place the specimens in the boxes,
small ones preferably apart in small boxes, wit'h the gills usually uppermost, so
that their spores will not fall on and contaminate those below. Any soil particles
or sand falling on the gills can usually be re.adily shaken out later.
Some
recommend-and it is unquestionably, better, though not essential-to wraip up
together the members of each species (in tissue par'er or newspaper before placing
th em in the box.
Having returned home with our boxes filled, the specimens are placed out on a
large tr~y, or the upturned cover of a large cardboard box. All of one kind are
grouped together, and then the necessary notes are made about those species
that ,villalter in drying. These notes will supplement any memoranda made
when collecting, indicating the habit, etc., of the species.
The first ones
described will be those, such as very delicate species, which will change soonest.
Such a trayful of specimens from our hills is often a very striking and, to
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the novice, surprIsIng object. The colours are most varied, the tints often vivid
and beautiful, the combination of colours surprising in their harmony.
The
shapes are frequently graceful and artistic.
Having chosen our first species, we set about describing it fully in the same
way as are described in the systcmat.ic portion of this work the various species
with which it deals. The cap, stem and gills will be measured, preferably in
the metric system; the shades of colour on these parts will be described, if
possible, by comparison .with some standard such as Ridgway /s "Color
Standards and Oolor Nomenclature"; the shapes of the cap, gills and stem ;
the appearance of the surface of the cap (glutinous, smooth, wairty, scaly,
velvety, etc.) ; the presence or not of a skin or cuticle on it; the attachment,
depth, closeness or otherwise, of the gills; evenness, serration or thickness of
the edges of the gills; the appearance of the surface of the stern ,(smooth,
sticky, mealy, fibr illose}, hollowness or solidity of the stem; nature of a ring
01' volva, if present; features of the flesh of the cap and stem (opaque, or
translucent, changing in colour when cut, etc.); rooting or otherwise; general

Figure 3.-Print on black paper of the White Sp'ores shed from the Gills of Amoauda.
maiscaria, showing the positions of' the gills.

texture of the plant, smell, and even taste (with. circumspection), and habitat
should all he noted as succinctly and as exactly as possible. To get the colour
of the spores in -mass a spore print is very useful. To obtain this, plac,e the
cap over a sheet of white paper (unless the spores .are white, when black paper
will show them up better) in such a way t'hat .the gills,. or ,part of them, hang
downwards so that as the spores drop from. their' edges and descend between
the blades they will fall on to the Faper. before being blown away. A good
way is to make a small hole in a round piece of paper a little larger than the
pileus, pull the stern through this, and support tlhe 'agaric in its natural 'Position
in an empty vaseline jar, or some such receptacle. Spores will cease to be shed
"when the fungus is drying up, and so .it may be necessary to shield the preparation f'rom evaporation.. The photograph (Figure 3) shows a typical print of
white spores on a black background.
We are now in a position to· dry our specimens. This must be done as rapidly
as possible. The best means is by dry heat in a current' of air. This mqy often
be achieved merely by leaving them well exposed in a dry room, especially when
the sunlight can reach them. Many of mine are dried in this way, Still better
is it to put them on top of a .gasstove used for heating purposes, if this top
becomes warm and aiJr can percolate past them. The interior of a dry incubator
is often effective. If the interior is moist, as from the evaporation from fluid
cultures of bacteria, the fungi may not dry, but get mushy. I often use the
domestic hearth, the fungi being placed on sheets of cardboard close enough to
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the fire to' be dr ied quickly, but not so close 'as to get stewed in their own fluid.
An electric fan may aid evaporation in' some methods. If dried quickly, most
kinds will retain their shape and colour to a considerable extent, though consisting, as they do, mostly of water, there will be much shrivelling. With rapid
drying, good preparations may be made even of the deliquescent Ooprim\i, the
water being lost before the liquefying ferment 'can act.
Descriptions, especially colour notes and measurements, should be made of all
other kinds that may alter in drying, such as the Coral Fungi (Clava.riae) and
the gelatinous species (Tvemella, etc.). Though the latter, when dry, may almost
disappear, when re-moistened they will more or less perfectly re.assume their
original appearance. When quite dry, the specimens are ready to be stowed
away in botanical specimen boxes. As many in storage may he attacked by
insects, they should be accompanied by an 'abundance of flake naphthalene,
renewed from time to time as it evaporates. Still better, the specimens,
especially the corky and woody kinds, may be more permanently protected by
painting with, or sometirncs rapidly immersing in, the preservative used at
Kew for the botanical specimens there. 'I'he formula for this, which may be
applied with' a camel's hair brush, is as follows :-loz. of carbolic acid crystals,
loz. of corrosive sublimate, and 2 pints of methylate cl spirits. ,Shake well before
using.
v
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Figure 4.-Method 'of making a Folder for holding dried
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Unless bulky or of unusual shape, or delicate and liable to be broken, when
boxes or paper bags, whichever seem most suitable, may be used, the specimens
should be put in regulation folders and labelled on the outside. These folders
are rnade as illustrated in the dia.grams (Figure 4), using ear tiidgc paper',
botanical mounting paper, or moderately stiff brown paper. For economical
purposes, used firm ne\vspaper wrappers, or the large brown envelopes in which
journals are sent, may be opened up and turned inside out and made to serve
as very efficient holders of various sizes.

THE EISSENTIAL PARTS OF T:HE HIGHE,R FUNGI.
It may be said that the two really essential parts of one of the higher fungi
consist of the mycelial or fungus threads that permeate the substratum for the
purpose of obtaining and in part storing up food supplies, and the hymenium
that bears the structures necessary for. reproduction. The former constitutes the
vegetative stage of the fungus and the elements composing it are often little
evident to the naked eye. The latter represents the reproductive portion, making
use of the food-supplies already stored up by the vegetative phase to erect a
specialised fruiting-body, or sporophore, designed to faeilitate the dispersal of
the reproductive elements or spores. The fruiting-body has usually a very definite
architecture which, as it were, hall-marks the species and enables it to be recognised. It will be well to take a simple and C0111mOn J but composite, example and
consider it in detail. From such, the various departures in form can readily be
understood.
The accompanying diagram represents the main features to be seen in a large
number of agarics, of 'which the common mushroom is the best-known example.
It will be seen that a typical agaric consists of a pileus or cap, bearing on its
under-side verticallv descending thin lamellae or gills, supported by a stem which
at its base is continuous with the mycelial threads traversing the substratum or
source of food supply.
The essential feature here is the hymenium which is spread over the surfaee of
the gills. It bears special cells, the basidia, which project slightly from the
surface. Each basidium has usually four little projecting microscopic stalks,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. _. Umbo on the pileus •
. - ---._-. -. -- - Warts on the pileus.

Hymenophore.

Gills free --. --.(from the stem).

,. - . - - . - - - - -. - - - - - - __ • _ Flesh of the pileus or cap.
--:- - - - Junction of the stem and the
pileus. hymenophore free.
i.e.• readily separable from
the stem.
_. Gills adnexed.

'- -. - - - - - • _ Gills adnate attached to the
stem along their whole
breadth.

Gills decurrent.

Ring.
_.

•

______ "-

Figure 5.

..

Stem or stipe, sometimes
hollow.

Volva or sheath.
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or steriqmata, each of which supports a spore. The spores are so placed, and
spaced that normally they do not touch' each other or those of the opposite gillsurf'ace, but project freely, so that when mature and separated from their little
stalks, they fall slowly downwards until oarried away by the breeze.
There are two minor features of importance that may be present, one. or both.
There may be a more or less evident sheath at the base of the stem, the ootva
representing a universal sheath which enclosed the young sporophore. There 'may
be a 1110re or less distinct ring or annulus on the stem, representing the' veil that
passed from the edge of the cap to the stem and hid f'rom view the gills at an
earlier stage of development. The volva may be loosely sheathing, lax, or closely
applied, evanescent or persistent, or reduced to adherent fragments, or may vary
in other ways. The ring may be fixed or movable, distant from; the apex of the
stem when it is inf erio«, or near the apex when it is superior; it may be ample,
dependent, double, fugacious, or evanescent, or present other characteristics.
The p'ile~ts or hY'J'YWnophore (i.e., portion bearing the hymenium) may be many
inches in diameter, or not much larger than a pin's head; it may be of various
shapes from conical to convex, or plane, or funnel-shaped; it may be regular or
irregular; it Inay be smooth, or have scales or warts, or be velvety, or alimy,
viscid or glutinous; it· may show striae, or be ribbed; the edge may be thin or
rounded, inturned or straight, wrinkled or rugose or regular; there may be a
cuticle or skin-like layer which mayor may not peel; it may be coloured in
various ways; it may change colour f'rorn loss of water in drying (hygrophanous).
The gills may be narrow or broad; they may be crowded or close, or subdistant
or distant; they may pass straight to the stem to be attached there along their
whole length (a<lnate), or with a conical pileus they may have to ascend to do
so (ascend'ing); their a ttachment to the stem may be narrowed (adnexed gills),
or may show a bay (emarg.inate or sinua,te); they may fail to reach the stem at
all when they are called free; they may be thick or thin, or the edge may be
thinner (act~t0); they may show buttresses or folds, or even. anastomose witn
their neighbours, especially near the stem ; they may have a juice exuding when
broken; their colour varies with the species but does not necessarily agree with
the colour of the spores. 'I'he flesh of the pileus varies much in thickness and
texture; i t unay be thin and membranous, 01' thick and fleshy; it may thin gradually and unifonnly outwards, or do so abruptly; it mav rapidly undergo colour
changes, becoming red, brown, green, blue, or even blackish when exposed to the air
or in drying'. The stem or stipes luay he attached to the centre of the cap
.(central), (H' to one' side (exceniric or eccentric), or he quite lateral; it nlay be
absent altogether and the pileus be attached along one sid« (sessil« pileus), or
it may be attenuated into a stem-like base. The stem may he of equal diameter
throughout, or attenuated or expanded above or below, or have a bulhous base;
it may be smooth or viscid, or clad with scales or fibrils; it may he solid, or
stuffed 'with a spongy pi tli, or hollow; in texture it may be fleshy, fibrous, brittle,
cartilaginous, or tough; it may fit into a kind of socket in the pileus so as to be
easily separated f rorn the latter, as in the common mushroom (hymenophore free),
or its flesh may be confluent with that of the pileus; .if confluent, the substance
IURy hp similar in texture to the flesh of the pileus (as is usual when the stern is
fleshy), or it IllHY he of a different texture (as in cart.ilagiuous stems), The stern
may pass into a rooting base, which may extend deeply, as in Collyb·ia radicata.
or it may be connected 'with string-like fibrils (rhiz01nOl'phs) 'which derive nourishment from, and incidentally injure, the roots of adjacent trees or shrubs, as in
A rmillaria -mellea. The vegetative mycelium may in the ground become compacted
together with soil into a fairly definite mass (f'alse sclerotium.y, or ill the substrut.urn it may form into a storage body, or true sclerotiuan, formed entirely of
dense compacted fungus hyphae, 'which may be quite small, or as large as a child's
head, and weigh many pounds. FrOIn such sclerotia, the fruiting bodies directly
arise and are f'orrned by the utilisation and transportation of the reserve food
supplies contained in the sclerotium.
Such a general survey as that just given will include the more important
features of most of the common fleshy agarics. There are some genera of gillbearil~g fungi characterised by possessing other features of note.
Thus in the
Coprins; some of which grow on dung, as the name implies, the gills liquefy
from the edge as matur ity is reached through the activity' of an enzyme or ferment'; in Bolbitiu8 the gills liquefy or shrivel rapidly without exactly dec-rying
immediately after they matnre; in Maras1niuR and allied genera the dried fungi
revive when moistened; in Leniinus, Leneitcs, etc., the sporophores Or fruiting
bodies are tough, membranous, corky, or firm and so do not alter onulrying.
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Further a microscopic feature often of .importance is the occurrence of special
cells, known as cystidia, 'met with in certain species and usually found projecting
from the surface of the gills between the basidia. The colour, shape, and size of
the mature spores are, within limits, constant for each species.
In the case of the pore-bearing fungi, the description outlined above will require
some modifications, .but its general principles still apply. Here tubes take the
place of gills and are lined by the hymenium bearing the spores. \Ve have
therefore to consider the size and depth of the tubes, to note whether some extend
deeper than others or not, to see whether they form a layer readily separable
from the rest of the hymenophore or seem merely imbedded in this, to ascertain
whether there are layers or strata of tubes (representing periods of growth) or
only one layer, to note the colour and so on. The size, shape, and colour of the
orifices of the pores must be ascertained and the number of such' orifices in one
millimetre of surface. Some of the pore-bearing fungi are fleshy and readily
decay, such as the Boleti. A large number, however, are leathery, corky, or
woody. Some have a cap and stem, but many are laterally attached, forming
brackets, or rnay even be spread out over the surface (as in Poria). It must
be pointed out that in some genera we see transitional conditions between gills
and pores. Thus cross-partitions or anastomoses may convert gills into chambers
and in other species these pass into elongated pores. In some genera, such as
Merulius, the hymenial surface is represented by wrinkles enclosing spaces which
represent the pores.
In the Hydnaceae, spines, granules, knobs, or their representatives bear the
hymenium, In the Thelephoraceae it is borne on a more or less smooth. surface,
in the Cyphellaceae in a cup-shaped receptacle and in the CIavariaceae on clubs
or coral-shaped sporophores. The principles of description already outlined can
be readily modified to meet the requirements of these various groups.
The Gasteromycetales include the various puff-balls as well as the remarkable
phalloids, some of which latter are called "stink horns."
Many of the fungi
in the Auriculariales, Tremellales, Tulasnellales, and Calocerales .are .gelatinous
or horny-gelatinous. The points of importance in the descriptions of these, as
well as of the few genera of the larger fleshy Ascomycetes that·will be considered, can be readily gathered from the systematic part of this 'work dealing
with them and need not be considered here.
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DEFINI1:IONS OF C;ER,TAIN SPECIAL T.ERMS EMPLOYED.
(In preparing these definitions, free use has been made of the Glossary in

C. H. Kauffman's "The Agarieaceae of Michigan").
Admate (of the gills), attached throughout their breadth straight on to the, stem;
(of the pellicle of the pileus, scales, etc.); not readily separable but firmly
attached.
Admcxed: (of the gills), attached to the stem by only part of their breadth.
Allantoid (of spores), sausage-shaped. (Gr.,alla,s, a IIant os, a sausage).
Aloeolate (of the surface of the pileus, etc.), deeply pitted. (Latin, alveolus, a
little trough a socket) .
.Amphiqenou« ( ~f the hymenium), .borne on both sides of the receptacle.
(Gr., amphi, on both sides; genos, kind, genus).
Anastomosing (of the gills, ridges on the pileus, etc.), connecting with each other
obliquely or crosswise leaving spaces or pits between. (Gr., amastomo-o; to
furnish with a mouth, applied anatomically to the inosculations between
adjacent blood-vessels).
Apioulu« (of a spore), the short projection at one end by which it was attached
to the sterigma.
Appetuiiculate (of the margin of the pileus), hung with fragments of the veil.
Applamate (of the pileus), horizontally flattened out.
Arachnoid (of the veil), eo bweb-Iike, ( Gr., araohme, a spider).
A rouaie (of the gills or· margin of the pileus), curved like 'a bow.
Ascendin1g (of the gills), p.assing upwards in the case of a' conical pileus.
A ttenuate (of the stem), gradually narrowed.
Basidia, the special cells that bear the spores and form the essential structure of
the hymenium in the Basidiomycetes.
Bioulous (of the surface of the pileus), capable of absorbing moisture.
Bloom (of the pileus, stem or gills), an appearance suggestive of the minute
granules on the surface of certain plums giving them a greyish tint.
Bulbous (of the stem), swollen at the base.
Bussoui (of mycelium), fine filaments spreading out over the surface. (Gr., bU8S0S,
fine flax).
Caespitose, 'aggregated in dense clusters but not grown together.
Ca,mp.an11Jlate (of the pileus), bell-shaped. (L., canvpana, 3J bell).
Capillary (of the stern}, hair-like.
Carncous, fleshy.
Cortiiaqimou« (of the stem or cuticle), tough, brittle, breaking with a snap.
Cinereous, ashy-gray.
·Clavate, club.shaped.
Close (of the gills), half-way between" crowded" and "sub-distant."
Concoloroue with, of one colour with.
Confluent (of the flesh of the stem), continuous with and similar to the flesh of
the pileus.
Conidia, secondary spores developed on the mycelium or hyphae distinct from the
usual ones developing on' the special cell, the basidium.
Connivent, showing a gradual inward direction, convergent, (L., connff.veo, to
wink) .
Context, the trama or fleshy or firm supporting part of the pileus or gills.
·Contimuous (of the flesh of the stem), the same as confluent.
Coriaceous, of a leathery consistence.
Cortex (of the stem ); the outer denser rind.
Cortina, the inner or partial veil in some genera of .Agaries, the structure of
which is cobwebby.
Cr~t.c-ia,tely, like a cross.
Cyst-idia, large sterile specially shaped cells mixed with the basidia and usually
projecting beyond them.
Decurrent (of the gills), running down the stem.
Dendroid, branching like a tree. (Gr., dendron, a tree).
Dimidiate (of the fruit-body), semi-circular in outline.
Disc (of the pileus), the central portion of the surface.
.Dissepianent.s (of the pores), the part.itions between the pores. (L., d1"S, asunder,
scpio, to part).
Emarginate (of the gills), notched near the stem.
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Epigean, on the surface of the soil. (Gr., epi, on; ge, the earth).
Erumpent, bursting forth as out of the substratum. (L., erumpo, to burst forth) ..
Excentr~c, eccentric (of the stem), not attached in the centre or to the side of
the pileus but somewhere between these points.
Eascioulate, crowded in bundle-so
Fastioiate, close, parallel and upright like the branches of a Lombardy poplar.
(L., !astigiufrn, a. slope).
,.
Floccose, provided with cottony substance 011 the surface.
Flocculose, finely floccose.
Free (of the gills), not attached to the stem at any time.
Furfuraceous, covered with bran-like particles, scurfy. (L., furfur, bran, scurf).
Fuscous, deep gray-brown. (L., [uscue),
Fusiform, spindle-shaped. (L., [usus, a spindle).
Gibbous (of the pileus). with an asymmetr-ical convexity or umbo, or with theconvexity on one side. (L., gibbus, a bunch or swelling on the back).
Glabrous, smooth.
G10lUCOU8, covered with fine white bloom, easily rubbed off; grayish-blue.
Gleba, the chambered spoia.bear ing' tissue within a sporophore of the Phalloideae,
etc. (L., qleba, a clod, lump of earth).
Greoarious, growing in company, scattered closely over a small area.
Gut ta, a globule or drop of liquid.
Gyrose, turned round like a crook, bent, as are the convolutions of the brain.
(L., gyrus, a circle).
Heteroqeneoue, applied to a structure composed of unlike tissues.
Hispid, bristly. (L., hispi·d'Us).
Homo aeneous, applied to a structure composed of a uniform tissue.
H yaUne, colourless, transparent. (Gr., hyalos, glass).
Hygrophano'us (of the flesh or the surface of the pileus), 'watery in appearance,
like the" 'water-core" of an apple, the moisture disappearing' rapidly accompanied by change in colour, usually by fa (ling. (Gr., hygros, moist; phaino,
p,ha~o, to bring to light, disclose).
Hyme,wium, the spore-bearing layer, composed of basidia with or without cystidia
or sterile cells. (Gr. and L., Hymen, the god of marriage).
Hsnnenophorc, the portion of the fungus bearing the hymenium,
Hupoqeom, under the surface of' the soil. CGr., hypo, under; ge, the earth).
Lmbricate, overlapping like the shingles on a roof'.
Inferior (of the ring), below the middle of the stem.
Infundibu.liform, funnel-shaped. (L., in['und'ibulum, a funnel).
Lactiferous, laiiciferous (of hyphae of the truma}, bearing a milky juice or
latex.
Lamellae, the gills or gill-like structures of a Basid.iornycetous fungus. (L."
lamella, a thin plate).
Latex, a juice usually of a milky colour.
Marginate (of the bulb at the base of a stem), with a circular ridge on the
exterior upper angle 'where the universal veil 'was attached.
Matrix, the substance on or in which a fungus gro,"vs.
Myc.orhiza, the stunted rootlets of bees covered or permeated hy the mycelium
of fungi.
Ya,viLoular, boat-shaped.
Obtuse (of the pileus, cystidia, etc.), rounded or blunt.
Parenchyma, the essential soft cellular tissue of an organ in a plant or animal.
(Gr., parench.uma. from parencheo, to pour in).
Pellicle, a thin skin-like covering. CL., pe{Ucu.la, dim. of peUis, skin).
Penicillate, supporting bundles of diverging hair-like structures. (L., peniciliu«,
a painter's brush).
Peruluu-m, the enveloping coat of a sporophore upon which the spores develop
within a cavity. (Gr., perulion, a little pouch).
Peronaie (of the stem), booted 01' sheathed by the valva 01' universal veil,
(L., pero, a sort of high shoe).
Plane (of the pileus), with a flat surface.
Pruinose, as if finely 'powdered.
Pseudoparenclnpmatous, bearing a false resemblance to parenchyma. (Gr., pseudos,
false) .
R eceptocle, a general term for the fruiting body. CL., receptaculum, a reservoir).
Rafiexed. (of the margin of the pileus), turned up or back.
Reniform, kidney-shaped. (L.., ren, the kidney).
I
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Repand (of the: pileus), wavy on the margin and turned back or elevated.
Resuoimate (of the fruit-body ) , with the upper surface applied to the substratum,
the hymenium facing outwards.
Beswpimate-reflexed (of the fruit body), partly resupinate, partly extending out
like a shelf.
Rhizomorphs, visible strands or cords of compacted mycelium, often dark coloured,
penetrating a soft substratum or between portions of it, as between bark
and rwood, etc.
Bimoee (of the pileus), cracked. (L., rima; a rift or cleft).
Rioulose (of the pileus), marked with lines like a river-system on a map.
Euoose, coarsely 'wrinkled.
R1,fJg1l'lose, finely wrinkled.
Saprophyte, a plant which lives on dead vegetable or animal matter.
Soabrous (of the pileus), rough with short rigid projections.
Scissi~e, capable of being cut or divided smoothly by a sharp instrument.
(L., scitulere, to cut or split).
Sclerotia, resting bodies composed of a hardened mass of hyphae from which
fruit bodies may develop,
Secede (of the gills), when at first attached to the stem, ice., adnate or adnexed,
but separating from it later.
Serrate (of the gills), with a saw-tooth-like edge.
Sessile (of the pileus), w-ithout a stem.
Setae, bristles. (L., seta).
Silky, covered with shining, close-fitting fibrils.
Sinuate (of the gills), with a bay-like indentation of the edges near the stem.
Si1Vllt01Js, 'wavy, serpentine.
Spiuliulate, spatula-shaped ; oblong with an attenuated base.
Sporophore, fruit-body.
Squamose, covered with scales.
Stipe, the stem (of mushroom-like fungi).
Stipitate, possessing a stem.
Striate (of the margin of the pileus) ,vvith radiating minute furrows or lines;
(of the stem), with longitudinal fUITO\VS.
Stra,i.ght (of the margin of the pileus), not incurved.
Strigose, with coarse or thick, long, rather stiff hairs.
Stuff ed (of the stem), when the axis is filled with. a differentiated pith which
usually disappears in age leaving it hollow.
Stwpoee, composed of matted filaments. (L., stupa, tow).
Subicuiuan, a more or less dense felt of hyphae covering the substratum, from
which the fruit-bodies arise.
Substratum, the substance in or on which the fungus grows, as soil, fallen leaves,
dung, wood, etc.
Subulate, awl-shaped.
Buicate (of the pileus or stem), grooved more than striate and less than plicate.
Suloo8,a deep furrow-like groove. (L., sulcus, a furrow).
T ereie, round like a broom-handle.
Tomeniose, densely covered with a matted wooll.iness or tomentum.
Tram a, the fleshy or firm portion of the pileus or gills composed of hyphae.
Tremelloid, of a gelatinous consistency.
T'uberculate, bearing little knobs or protuberanees, (L., Jtbbercuilum, dim. of
tuber, a protuberance or knob).
Turbvnate, top-shaped. (L., turbo, a whipping top, spindle).
Umbilicate, with a central navel-like depression,
U'mbo (of the pileus}, a raised conical to convex knob or mound on the centre.
Unequal (of the gills), of different lengths, some reaching the stem, others
shorter.
Vagina'te (of the stem), provided with a long volva or sheath at the base.
Vetutin.at.e, soft or velvety to the touch.
(L., vellus, a flcocc of \'"001.)
Ventricose (of the gills), with a projection in the middle of the free edge;
(of the stem), swollen or enlarged in the middle.
Verrucose, warty.
Villose, covered with long, soft, weak hairs.
Vi-sc-id, sticky.
W'a:£y (of the gills), of a consistency that can be partially or wholly moulded
or compressed into balls.
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The Classification of the Higher Fungi.
The fungi dealt with in this Handbook are divided into two great groups.
depending on whether the spores are borne on the outside of a special cell 'called
the basidium or are contained within a sac-like cell 'known as the ascus. The·
former constitute the Baeddtomycetae, and in the majority of the species the
number of spores attached to each basidium is four, and the attachment of each
is by a delicate thread-like structure the steriqma;
The latter form the'
Ascomycetae, and here the number of spores contained in each ascus is frequently
eight. It is obvious that a microscopic examination is necessary to determine
definitely whether a particular species belongs to the Basidiomycetae or the
Ascomycetae. 'The outward form, however, is nearly always distinctive so that
anyone possessing a reasonable acquaintance with the genera can at once recognise to which of the two a particular species belongs. Thus 'most of the large
fleshy fungi with a cap and a stem belong to the Basidiomycetae, and we can
relegate them with certainty to this division if the spore-bearing surface consists
of ;gills or pores or teeth. Very few of the Ascomycetes have what might be
called a cap and a stem and these, for example Mor()hel~a and Leotia, having
nothing resembling gills, pores, or teeth.
In the more recent classification adopted by Rea in his "British Basidiomycetae, " this large group are primarily divided into. two main divisions, the
Homobasiddae and the Heterobasidiae. In the former the basidium is an
undivided usually club-shaped body and the spores in germination give rise to a
mycelium which reproduces the sporophore. In the Heterobasidiae the basidia
are divided transversely, longitudinally or vertically or are sometimes continuous,
but the spores in germinating give rise to secondary spores (sporidiola) and
from these the fruit-bodies are developed.
•
The Homobasidiae are divided into the parasitic forms, the Bxobasidiineae,
and the saprophytic forms, the Eu-Homobasidiineae. The former, parasitic on
living leaves, &c., and producing galls thereon, will not be dealt with in this
Handbook-in fact, no species are recorded for the State. The latter are divided
into three orders, the Gasteromycetales, the Agaricales, and the Aphyllophorales.
In the Gasteromycetales, the hymenium or spore-bearing part is enclosed at
maturity in a peridiuJ]l' or covering which finally ruptures or disintegrates and
only then can the spores escape.
Well-known examples are the puff-balls'
(Lycoperdon) and earth-stars (Geaster). In the Agaricales the .hymenium is at
first protected by a veil, but at maturity it is fully exposed. This protection in
the early stage is strikingly shown in the common mushroom (PsaUiota C'ampestris).
In some agarics it may be necessary to examine the fruiting body in a very early
stage of its development to see the veil-like covering of the gills which soon
disappears. In the Aphyllophorales, the spore-bearing surface is exposed from
the first. Examples of this Order' are the woody bracket-fungi.
In the older classification, the Basidiomycetae were divided into the'
Hsrmenomqicetae, in which the spores were freely exposed at maturity, and into
the Gasteromucetae in which they were enclosed. The HYtmenomycetae were then
divided according as to 'whether the hymenium was spread over gills, or lined
tubes, or covered spines, etc. All the genera' in which the hymenium lined tubes,
were comprised in the Poiuporaceae, including thus the soft fleshy Boleti and
the woody or firm Polsjpori under one heading. The newer classification adopted
by Rea places the Boletineae under the Agaricales and the other pore-bearing
genera under Aphyllosphorales, inferring that the resemblance, in the shape of'
pores, is an example of, convergence and is not an indication of close kinship.
Again, in the old classifteation the agarics proper were divided primarily
according to the colour of the spores' into white, pinkish or salmon-coloured, green,
brown, purplish or porphyry-tinted, and black or blackish spored genera, the last
two colour-groups being often combined into one. Then the genera under each
of these subdivisions were differentiated according as to whether the stem was
readily separated, was" free," from the hymenophore or cap, or was continuous
with it, and if the latter condition was present whether the flesh of the stem was
or was not of the same texture with that of the cap. The presence or not of a
sheath (volva.) at the base of the ste-m or (and) ring (annulus) higher up on
the stem, the method of attachment of the gills to the stem, the position of the
stem as regards the cap (central, excentr ie, lateral, or even with the stem absent
altogether) and other morphological features of. importance all served the 'Qurpose
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of dividing the large number of species into more or less smaller groups or genera
whose members showed in common major characteristics suggesting that they
were closely related phylogenetically, i.e.,. during the course of evolution, to
each other. It thus came about that a genus Lepiota characterised by white spores,
a free hymenophore (the stem being readily "dislocated" from the cap), a ring
on the stem and no volva was considered as having closer affinities with, as being
more nearly related to, all the other genera with white spores than with the genus
Psaltiota, to which the common mushroom belongs, 'which differs only in having
purplish-brown instead of white spores. As many species of these two genera
are so like each other in general appearance, habitat.. etc., that it is necessary to
ascertain the colour of the spores before being able to decide to which one they
belong, it seems more likely that in the course of evolution the change in colour
of the spores was a later event than the possession of a volva or ring. Also, if
t.he spore-colour changes were the first to appear, then one would have to consider
the other features just considered (volva, ring, etc.) as having occurred (or
perhaps rather as having disappeared) in several different lines of descent,
spontaneously and almost simultaneously, by a process of convergent evolution,
a phenomenon that does occur in nature but does so only rarely, and is very
unlikely to do so along several different lines of descent. ,Rea has consequently
placed close together, as showing intimate relationship, the genera with a free
hymenophore, then those with a volva and ring, or a volva only, or a ring only
and so on with the other characteristics, leaving the spore colour as a :final means
of separating what may be called sister genera.. The old classification was an
artificial though convenient one, but that adopted by Rea shows the relationship
more truly. An ideal classification is one which will show clearly the true
relationships between the various families, genera., etc., concerned-passing f'rom
the less differentiated and presumably more archaic forms to end with the most
highly specialised-and at the same time be convenient. Though agreeing as
to the correctness of the classification that Rea adopted in dealing with the
agarics, we have decided as a matter of convenience to follow the older method
of dividing the agarics primarily according to the colours of the spores.
We have also decided to follow, the older classification in leaving the Boleti
with the PO'lypori generally as a group characterised by a pore-bearing hymenium.
We do this not only as a matter of expediency, but also because we think that
they are closely, related phylogenetically.
.
P. Claussen, in Engler and Prantl's "Die Naturlichen Pflanzenfamilien,"
n Band, 1928, gives the following main classification of the fungi.
DIVISION EUMYCES (FUNGI).
CLASS I.-PHYCOMYCETES. (Moulds, &c.)
CLASS I1.-ASCOMYCETES. (Spores developed in small sacs or asci.)
CLASS II1.-PROTOMYCETES.
CLASS IV.-BASIDIOMYCETES.
Sub-class 1. Hemibasidii (Smuts and Rusts).
Sub-class 2. Eubasidii (Mushrooms, Puff-balls, etc.),
In the present work we are concerned with Sub-class 2, 'Eubasidii, of Class IV.
(Basidiomycetes) . A few large and striking species of Class 11. (Ascomycetes)
will also be considered as coming under the heading of the larger fungi.
The Sub-class 2, Eubasidii, comprises a single Order, the Hymenomyceteae, and
this is subdivided by Claussen into seven Sub-orders. These seven Sub-orders
may be placed in the two divisions employed by Rea, the Heterobasidiae 'CO'mprising the Sub-order Tremellineae, and the Homobasidiae, including the rest' of
these Sub-orders. The Homobasidiae, following Rea in part, may be divided
again into the Gasteromycetales, comprising his Sub-orders Phallinoae, Nidularineae,
Lycoperdineae, Hymenogastrineae, and Sclerodermatineae, in which the hymenium
is enclosed with a covering or peridium at maturity, and into the Hymenomycetales,
comprising his Sub-order Hymenomycetineae, in which, the hymenium is fully
exposed at maturity though it may be enclosed in the young stage.
In this Handbook, it has been decided to combine some of the features of the
classifications adopted by Rea and by Olaussen. To the former's " British
Basidiomycetae ' we are indebted for most 'of the tabular arrangement and
definitions above specific rank.
In the case of genera which are not defined by Rea because they do not occur
in Britain, S. Killermann, in Engler and Prantl's "Die Naturlichen Pflanzenf'amilien, " 6 Band, 1928, has in the 'main been followed. The arrangement and
definitions in the Gasteromycetales are those adopted by Dr. G. H. Ounningham.
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BASIDIOMYCETAE.
1. Basidia si.mpl~; spores giving rise to a mycelium
on germinatron .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -.. .. .. .. HOMOBASIDIAE.
2. Basidia longitudinally divided, transversely septate
or ~im~le ; spores producing sporidiola on
germination .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. HETEROBASIDIAE.

ASCOMYCETAE.
Only dealt with Ineidentadly, a. few of the larger and more conspicuous
members being alone considered.

BASIDIOMYCETAE.
Ho:MOBASIDIAE.
*EU-HOMOBASIDIINEAE.
SAPROPHY TES.

1. Hymenium at first covered by a universal or partial
veil becoming fully exposed a t maturity, or
exposed from the first, spread over the surface of
gills, pores, or teeth, or over a smooth or rough
surface .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. HYMENOMYCETALES.
2. Hymenium enclosed within a peridium at maturity. GASTERO:M::YCETALES.
**EXOBASIDlINEAE.
PARASITES.

3. Hymenium .effused, rarely consisting of basidia
only. Parasitic on leaves, &c. .. .. .. .. . . . .

EXOBASIDIALES.

(Not dealt with in
this Handbook.)

HETEROBASIDIAE.
1. Basidia transversely septate, cylindrical, straight,
or curved.. .. .. .. .. .
.
2. Basidia longitudinally cruciately divided, subglobose
3. Basidia simple, subglobose, with 2-4 very thick,
stout. ste:igmata. Spores producing sporidiola on
germination
.
4:. Basidia simple, cylindrical, with two long, pointed
sterigmata. Spores always becoming septate on
germination, and producing spor idiola .. .. ..

A URICULARIALES.
TREMELLALES.

TUIJASNELLALES.

CALOCERALES.

HOMOBASIDIAE.
EU -HO~{OBASIDIINEAE.
HYMENOMYCETALES.

(Comprises the Hymenomycetineae, except the Eeobneidiaceae, in Engler and
Prantl. )
Hymenium spread over the surface of gills or gill-like
folds .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Agaricaceae.
Hymenium lining the inside of tubes, pores, or porelike spaces", . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Polyporaceae.
Hymenium spread over the surface of spines, granules,
war~s, or other protuberances, the intervening spaces
fer tile. Receptacle fleshy, coriaceous, waxy, crustaceous, or floccose, rarely none .. ... .. .. .. .. Hydnaceae.
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Hymenium spread over a smooth, rugose, or ribbed
surface, either resting upon an intermediate layer of
hyphae running longitudinally between it and the
mycelium or seated directly upon the mycelium ..
Hyrnenium covering the whole of the interior of cupshaped, urceolate, or cylindrical receptacles, smooth
or veined
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Receptacle erect, dendroid, coralloid, simple, or'
branched, never pileate; hymenium more or less
amphigenous .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

I.
1.

Thelephoraceae.
Oyphellaceae.
Olavariaceae.

AGARICACEAE.
'Hymenium inseparable from the pileus, spread over the
surface of broad. gills acute at the margin.
Receptacle fleshy, trama not vesiculose and not traversed by
laticiferous vessels, not membranaceous, not ra pidlyputrescent,not tough or woody.
A. Spores white.-LEucospoRAE.
a. Pileus distinct from and easily separable from the fleshy
stem.
With a ring on the stem and a volva at the base of the
stem
.
With a volva at the base of the stem but no ring
.
With a ring on the stem but no volva
.
With a fugacious ring, not manifest in the adult state,
and no vol va
'
.
Without a ring or volva
'
.
b. Pileus confluent and homogeneous with the central
fleshy stem.
With a membranous ring on the stem
'
.
Without a ring.
.
Gills sin ua te . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gills decurrent or adnato-decurrent by a tooth.
Hymenium not waxy or pulverulent
.
Hymenium pulverulent
.
Hymenium waxy
.
c. Pileus confluent with, but heterogeneous from, the
central cartilaginous stem.
Gills adnate or sinuato-adnate.
Margin of pileus at first incurved or exceeding
the gills
.
Margin of pileus straight, at first adpressed to the
stem
.
.
Gills decurrent
d. Pileus confluent with the ex centric or lateral stem or
dimidiate, sessile or resupinate
.
B. Spores pink or salmon-coloured-RHoDosPoRAE.
a. Pileus distinct from and easily separable from the fleshy
stem.
With a volva at the base of the stem but no ring ..
With a ring on the stem but no volva
.
Without a ring or volva
.
b. Pileus confluent and homogeneous with the fleshy stem.
Gills sin ua te . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
Gills decurrent or adnato-decurrent by a tooth
c. Pileus confluent with, but heterogeneous from, the cartilaginous stem.
Gills adnate or sinuato-adnate.
Margin of pileus at first incurved or exceeding the
gills
.
Margin of pileus straight, at first adpressed to the stem
Gills decurrent
.
d. Pileus confluent with the excentric or lateral stem, or
dimidiate, sessile or resupinate
.

Amanita.
Amanitopsis.
Lepiota.
Hiatula.
Schulzeria.

A rmillaria.
Tricholoma.
Clitocybe.
Laccaria.
H ygrophorus.

Collybia.,
Mycena.
Omphalia.
Pleurotus.

Volvaria.
Annularia.
Pluteus.
Entoloma.
Olitopilus.

Leptonia.
Nolanea.
Eccilia.
Oloudopus.
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C. Spores green-CHLOROSPORAE.

a. Pileus distinct and easily separable from the fleshy stem.
With a ring on the stem but no volva
.
Without a ring on volva
.

Chlorophyllum.
Glaucospora
(Chlorospora.)

D. Spores brown.c-Ocuaoseonan,

a. Pileus distinct and easily separable from the fleshy stem.
With a volva at the base of the stem but no ring ....
Without a ring or a volva

Locellinia
(A cetabularia).
Pluteolu8.

.

b. Pileus confluent and homogeneous with the central
fleshy stem.
With a membranous ring on the stem.
Spores ferruginous, rough; general, veil persistent
Spores ochraceous or ferruginous, generally
smooth; general veil none or fugacious.. . ....
With an arachnoid or filamentous general veil.
(1). Veil forming an arachnoid, fugacious ring on
the stem.
Spores ochraceous or ferruginous. .
.
(2). Veil concrete with the epidermis of the
pileus.
Spores ochraceous or ferruginous, elliptical, smooth
Spores ochraceous or ferruginous, irregular,
annular, echinulate or verrucose
'......•..
Gills sinuate
.
Gills decurrent or adnato-decurrent by a tooth
.

Rozites.
Pholiota.

Cortinarius,

Inocybe.

A strosporina.
Hebeloma.
Flammula,

c. Pileus confluent with, but. heterogeneous from,the
central cartilaginous stem.
Gills adnate or sinuato-adnate.
Margin of pileus at first incurved or exceeding the
gills
.
Margin of pileus straight, at first adpressed to the stem
Gills decurrent
.
.

Naucoria.
Galera.
Tubaria.

d. Pileus confluent with the excentrio or lateral stem or
dimidiate, sessile or resupinate
.

Crepidotus.

E. Spores purplish or fuscous-PORPHYROSPoRAE.
a. Pileus distinct and easily separable from the fleshy stem.
With a ring on the stem and a volva at the base of the
stem
. Chitoniella.
With a volva at the base of the stem but no ring
. Clarkeinda
(Chitonia) .
With a ring on the stem but no volva
. Psalliota.
Without a ring or a volva
. Pilosace.
b. Pileus confluent and homogeneous with the fleshy stem.
With a membranous ring on the stem
.
Gills sin uate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gills decurrent or adnato-decurrent by a tooth.
Spores greenish fuscous or blackish, gills mucilaginous
",
.
c. Pileus confluent .with, but heterogeneous from, the
cartilaginous stem.
Gills adnate or sinuato-adnate.
Margin of pileus at first incurved or exceeding the
gills
~
'
.
Margin of the pileus straight, at first adpressed to the
stern
.

Stropharia.
Hypholoma.
Gomphidius.
v

Psilocybe.
Psathyra.
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F. Spores black or blackish.-MELANosPoRAE.

a. Pileus distinct and easily separable from the fleshy stem.
With a ring on the stem but no volva .'...........
b. Pileus confluent with, but heterogeneous from, the
cartilaginous stem.
Margin of pileus at first incurved or exceeding the
gills
,. ..
Margin of the pileus straight, at first adpressed to the
stem

2.

Receptacle fleshy, .trama vesiculose and traversed by laticiferous vessels. Spores white or yellow.
Latex watery, uncoloured
.
Latex milk-white or coloured, rarely like serum ••........

Annellaria.

Panaeolue.
Psathyrella.

Russula.
Lactarius,

3.

Receptacle membranous or fleshy membranous, fragile,
rapidly putrescent or shrivelling up or drying rigid and
friable.
Spores ochraceous or ferruginous, receptacle shrivelling up Bolbitius.
Spores black or blackish-fuscous. Gills auto-digested
from below upwards
. Coprinue.
Spores black. With a volva, the stem expanding above to
form a flat disc from whose edge the gills radiate without
a covering cuticle, receptacle becoming rigid and friable .. J.lfontagnites.

4.

Receptacle membranaceous, tough, reviving with moisture,
not putrescent. Spores white.
Pileus with a thin unspecialized cellular pellicle
.
Pileus with a thick cellular pellicle.
Cells of the pellicle upright, echinulate or verrucose ...
Cells of the pellicle decumbent, very long, fibrillose ...
Pileus subgelatinous-Ieathery, stem horny ..........•..

Maraemius.
A ndrosaceus

(Marasmiu8 p.p.)
Crinipellis.
H eliomuce«,

5.

Receptacle coriaceous, fleshy coriaceous or woody. Spores
white.
Gills with crisped folds
. Trogia (Plicatura).
. Schizophyllum.
Gills with the edges longitudinally split
Gills black
. A nthracophyllum.
Pileus fleshy coriaceous; gills somewhat soft
. Panu8.
Pileus membranaceous coriaceous; gills coriaceous,
branched, obtuse
. Xerotu8.
Pileus coriaceous or woody, pliant; gills firm, often
toothed
. Lentinus.

11.

Hymenium inseparable from the pileus, spread over the
surface of narrow, obtuse gills or folds.
Spores white.
Receptacle fleshy, stipitate; gills simple. Parasitic on
other Agarics
.
Receptacle fleshy, stipitate; gills forked
.
Receptacle fleshy, membranaceous, funnel-shaped or
umbilicate. Hymenium veined or smooth
.
Receptacle membranaceous, spathulate or cup-shaped,
pendent. Hymenium veined or smooth
.
Spores ochraceous.
Receptacle fleshy coriaceous, stipitate.
like

Hymenium fold.

Ill. Hymenium soft, separable from the pileus.
Gills often anastomosing by veins to form irregular pores,
especially near the apex of the stem. Spores white,
ochraceous or ferruginous.
Without cystidia
.
With oystidia
.

Nyctalis.
Cantharellus.
Craterellue.

Dictyolus
(Cantharellus p.p.)
N europhyllum.

Paxillus.
Phylloporus.
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Systematic Description of the Species of Agaricaceae
(Toadstools and Mushrooms and other Gilled Fungi).
BASIDIOMYCETAE.
Fungi reproduced by spores borne on basidia.

HOMOBASIDIAE.
Basidia simple; spores on germination giving rise to a mycelium.

EU -HOMOBA,SIDIINEAE.
Saprophytes.
HYMENOMYCETAL'ES.
Hymenium at first covered by a universal or partial veil becoming fully
exposed at rnaturiby, or exposed from the first, spread over the surface of gills,
pores or teeth, or over a smooth or rough surface.

AGARICACEAE.
, 'Hymeniuln sp-read over the surface of gins radiating from a stein or a
central point.
Receptacle fleshy, or membranaeeous or coriacous, fragile
or firm or tough, putrescent or not 'putrescent, reviving with moisture or not,
and sometimes containing latieiferous vessels; consisting of a pileus with OT
without a central or lateral stem, and sometimes with a volva or ring, and with
broad gills acute at the margin or narrow obtuse gills or folds. Growing on
the ground or on wood ' '-Rea.

I. Hymenium inseparable from the pileus, spread over the surface
of broad gills acute at the margin.
1. Receptacle fleshy, trama not vesiculose and not traversed by laticiferous
vessels, not membranaceous, not rapidly putrescent, not tough or woody.
A. SPORES WHITE.
(a) PILEUS DISTINOT FROM

LEUCOBPORAE.

AND EASILY SEPARABLE FROM THE FLESHY STEl\L

"With a ring on the stem and a volva at the base of the stem.

AMANITA (Pers.) Fr.
(Probably f'rom Mount' Amanus in Oilicia.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular. Stem central, fleshy. Ring membranaceous, adnate,
persistent or r'arely fugacious. Volva membranaceous, free or adnate, persistent
or friable. Gills free' or subadnate or decurrent by a tooth, intermediate gills
cut squarely behind. Spores white rarely tinged greeni.sh, globose or subglobose,
or oval or elliptical, smooth or very rarely verrucose. Cystilia subglobose or
cylindrical ventricose. Growing on the ground.' '-Rea.
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This is a very important genus on account of its containing several highly
poisonous species, one of which at least, A_. muscaria, has been found at Aldgate
in this State. Its, members, may be recognised by the presence of both a ring
and a volva (which may later almost disappear ) and by the spores being white.
'I'he gills also are usually white or 'whitish, but may be tinted. In some species
their 'colour may be a faint pink tint, and it is perhaps due to the mistaken
inclusion, when gathering mushrooms, of' young specimens showing such a colour
or having a general resemblance to the common mushroom that has led to the
fe-w fatal cases of' Agaric poisoning known in Austrulia.

KEY TO

THE SPECIES.

Volva sheathing, ample. Ring definite.
Pileus 'whitish with a biscuity tint. Spores
relatively narrow, 10 to 13 x 5.5 to 6 'lA, •• ••
Pileus and ring drab-cclourod. Spores 10.5 to 12 x
8 lA. •• •• •• •• •• .• •• •• •• •• •• ••
V... olva rarely sheathing, usually floccose, friable or
evanescen t,
Pileus scarlet or orange, ,eovered with fragments of
the volva .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Pileus reddish-brown or dingy reddish-brown with
grey, white, or ye'Icw mealy patches. Flesh
turning reddish .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Pileus pinkish buff, pale fawn, biseuity or pale
ochre. Gills becorning buff yellow. Spores 10 to
11.5 x 6 to' 7 0. •• •. •• •• •• •• •• •• .. ••
Pileus drab, hair crown, bistro or nearly chocolatecolour with often greyish or whitish fragments
of the volva. Volva rarely sheathing, sometimes nearly absent. Ring marked or evanescent. Spores 11 to 15 x 9 to 13 0 . ..
Pileus white or whitish.
Beset with prominent shaggy warts.
Pileus whitish with a silvery sheen. Sour
smell. Spores 8.5 to 11 x 6.8 to 9 I-A. ••
Beset with scattered often villose warty
patches or surface dull in places.
Pileus whitish or slightly biscuity. No
sour smell. With a prominent conical
root. Spores 9 to 11 x 5.5 to 7 u,
Surface smooth or mealy.
Gills straw yellow. Pileus white ..
Gills white.
Pileus up to 5in., white with tints of
fawn or pearly grey, mealy. Stem
very 'mealy .. _ .. .. .. .. .. ..
Pileus under 2in., pallid brownish to
nearly white, mealy.
Stem submealy .. .. ..
.. .. ..
1

(a) MARGIN OF VOLVA FREE, PERSISTENT.

1. A manita amqustiepora:
2. A. cinereo-annulosa.

3. A. muscaria.

4. A. rubescens.

5. A. ochrophylla.

6. A. grisea.

7. A. grossa.

8. A. conico-bulbosa.
9. A. straminea.

10. A. forimacea.
11. A. subalbida.

PILEUS GENERALLY NAKED.

1. Amanita angustdspora Clel.
(L., a.ngustus, narrow) .--Pileus i to 2il1.
(1.8 to 5 cm.), irregularly convex, then nearly plane or with the centre depressed,
viscid when moist, subfibrillose round the edge, whitish with a slightly biscuitybrown tint in the centre, or with a pale chocolate or greyish-brown tint. Gills
just reaching the stem to adnexed or nearly adnate, moderately close, not
ventricose, edges serrate in one collection, fin. or more (7 mm.) deep, white
with a slight cream tint. Stern It to 2iin (3.7 to 6.2 cm.), equal, moderately
stout to 'moderately slender (lin. to ~·in., 10 to 12.5 cm. thick) ,mealy' and gillmarked above the definite dependent white superior or nearly median ring,
slightly fibrillose below, solid, base bulbous, Lin. (2.5 em.) long, iin. (1.9 em.)
thick, rounded below or with a conical root. Volva usually sheathing, ample,
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whitish. Smell slightly strong. Spores elliptical, narrow for the length, 9 to
13 x 5.5 to 6 p... Deeply rooting in sandy soil. South Australia-e-Encounter
Bay, Kinchina, National Park, near Mount Burr (South-East).
May, July,
August, September.
The species is characterised by the medium size, the whitish pileus with
a biscuit-coloured tint, the ample sheathing volva, and microscopically by the
relatively narrow spores.
2. Amanita ctnereo-annulosa Clel. (L. oinereus, drab; ann'WI 0 sus, rin.ged).Pileus 2 to 3iin. (5 to 8.2 cm.), more or less plane, sometimes subumbonate or
slightly depressed in the centre, polished, occasionally with thin membranous
patches of 'the universal veil, Drab (XLVI.), but mostly paler.
Gills just
reaching the stem, moderately close, up to 1 cm. deep, white to creamy white.
Stem 3i to 5~in. (8.7 to 13.7 cm.) , stout (1.5' to 2 cm, thick), slightly
attenuated upwards, slightly hollow, somewhat bulbous at the base, deeply rooting, with an ample sheathing volva, striate and usually tinted drab above] the
ring, whitish and fibrillose below. Ring ample, rather distant, Drab (XLVI.).
Spores, elliptical, 10.5 to 12 x 8 p~. In sandy soil. South Australia-Encounter
Bay. May.
Distinguished by the drab-coloured pileus and ring, deeply-rooting stem,
and 'ample sheathing volva,
(b) VOLVA CIRCUMSCISSILE OR FUGACIOUS.
FRAGMENTS OF THE VOLvA.
No South Australian species recorded.

PILEUS GENERALLY COVERED WITH

( c) VOLVA FLOCCOSE OR FRIABLE. PILEUS FLOCCOSE OR VERRUCOSE WITH
FRAGMENTS OF THE 'VULVA, RARELY NAKED.

TH:B

3. Amanita muscaria (L.) Fr. (L. musca, a fly).-"Pileus 4 to 8in. (10 to
20 cm.), fleshy, viscid, globose, then convex and at length flattened, margin
slightly striate when mature, scarlet or orange, covered with white 01' yellowish
fragments of the volva.
Gills free but reaching the stem, crowded, thick,
broader in front, minutely denticulate, white, rarely becoming yellow.
Stem
4 to gin. (10 to 22 cm.}, firm, often torn into scales, apex striate, base
bulbous, encircled by several concentric, rings fo-rmed from the fragments of
the volva, .white or yellowish. Ring white, yellowish' on the exterior, superior,
very soft, torn, so.mewhat striate. Flesh. white, yellow under the epidermis.
tSp:dres elliptical, apiculate, white, 8- (to 10 x 6 to \7 p...
'Paste mild. V'fJrY
poisonous ".-R,ea.
South Australia.-Under exotic trees (oak and spruce),
Aldgate. March.
This is a remarkably handsome and striking species, readily recognised, and
almost certainly introduced.
4. Amanita rubescens (Pers.) Fr. (L., rubescens, becoming red) .-Pileus 3~ to
4in. (8 to 10 cm.), convex, sometimes umbonate, then plane, splitting, moist,
margin slightly striate when old, reddish-brown covered with membranous-warty,
paler patches of the volva. Gills up to -lin. (1.2 cm.) deep, just reaching the
stem with traces of decurrent teeth, moderately crowded, soft, white spotted with
reddish-brown. Stem 3 to 4in. (7.5 to 10 cm.) , iin. (15 mm.) thick in the middle,
slightly attenuated upw.ards, bulbous below (lin., 2.5 cm., thick or more),
squamulose, reddish-brown, darker below. Ring somewhat distant, lax, soft,
membranaceous, whitish or reddish-white. Volva evanescent, often as only a
raised rim, reddish-brown.
Flesh turning reddish.
Taste sweet.
Spores
subspherical to elliptical, 9.3 x 6'.5 /L., 7.5 /L. Edible, but caution recommended.
South Australia-Under 'chestnuts, Mount Lof'ty. Europe. March, April.
5. Amanita ochrop-hylla (Cke. et Mass.). (L., 'ochra, ochre; Gr, phlyllon, a leaf
- a hybrid combination).-Pileus up to 9iin. (24.4 cm.}, campanulato when young,
then convex and expanded to nearly plane, sometimes slight.ly umbonate, when
young with flakes or large adhering scales or coarse projecting 'warts (the
remains of the volva), often with remains of the veil leaving a fretted margin
at the edge of the pileus, pinkish buff, pale fawn, biscuit colour or pale ochre.
Gillsf:r:.ee or just adnexed, 1:5 cm. deep, crowded, white to cream, becoming
ochraceous (buff yellow) when old (between Light Buff and Cinnamon Buff, xv.).
Stem to 6ins~ (15 cm.) or more, stout, up to 11 to l!in. (3.1 to 3.7 cm.) in
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-dianleter above the bulbous base to 2i to 3lins. (6.2 to 9.4 cm. ) at the base,
striate above, mealy above when young, conical downwards, s-olid, the colour of
the pileus or light vinaceous cinnamon. Ring very prominent, about Lin. (2.5 cm.)
from the pileus, dependent; double, striate. Flesh thick, sometimes tinte~ with
vinaceous russet. Indefinite remains of the volva, sometimes hardly recognisable,
forming pinkish-buff scaly remnants or lines round the turbinate base of the
stem. Smell strong. Spores white, nearly subspherieal to elliptical, 10 to 11.5 x
9.5 ~, 9.5 to 13 fA. After heavy rain. . South Australia-Greenhill Road, Mount
Lofty, Kuitpo, Square Wa.terhole, Willunga Hill, Waitpinga.
VictoriaSpecinlens apparently of this species with the pileus near Apricot-Buff (XIV'.),
with the top of the stern similarly tinted, gills with a faint ochraceous tint, were
found on Princes Highway at the South Australian border, near Kiora Forest
Reserve, in March, 1931. New South Wales. March tr June. (Plate 1.)
The very large size, marked ring, strong smell, and the colour make the
recognition of the species easy.
6. Amanita grisea Mass. et Rodway. (L. ariseus, grey}.:....-Both in South Australia and New South Wales in the autumn and early winter species of Amanita are
frequently met with 'which have as a common feature a more or less evident drab
colour on the pileus. This colour may vary from only a slight greyish-brown tint
on a whitish background, to an almost uniform dark greyish-brown colour, sometimes almost approaching chocolate, but without a purplish cast. In addition
there are usually present also on the pileus adherent 'whitish or pallid fragments
of the volva. The gills are cream-coloured, sometimes with a faint rosy tint.
'The ring in the adult state may be evident and ample, or indefinite and flimsy,
or all vestiges of it may have disappeared. The volva is occasionally ample and
rather sheathing, or may be fragmented, or may be fugacious and no' longer
recognisable. T'he spores are subspherical to elliptical, varying in size in differenti collections f rom 9 to 15 x 7.5 to 13 fJ-. As in some Instances a definite l'ing
may be present without an obvious volva, or a volva without any sign of a ring,
or both may be present together, technically individual specimens might be
placed under A mamitu, A maaiitopsis, or even Lepiota. The first two of these
genera grade into each other, and some authors unite them as. one under Amanita.
The plants we are considering have the habit of an A manita, being stouter than
is usual amongst the species of Lepioia. They should all be placed therefore
under the genus Amanito: But do they all belong to one species of Amumiia?
This point must at present remain undecided. In the same locality and on the
same day, we may meet with specimens varying in the way indicated, though
usually those plants gro'wing near each other present similar features. Hitherto
we have failed to detect any reliable criteria by which these plants can be
separated specifically from each other. We consider them, then, as belonging
to a rather variable species with a tendency to form local races. The more
characteristic features of the species consist in the greyish-brown or drab colour
of the pileus, the frequent but not invariable presence of patches of the volva
on the pileus, and the large subspherical to elliptical spores.
What name should be attached to this continental species ~ In the Kew
Bulletin for 1901 (p. 156} Massee and Rodway described Asmamita. grisea from
Mount Knocklofty, Tasmania. Mr. Rodway's original notes from which the
Latin description was made, are as follows :-Pileus convex, 1tirr. to 2in., surface
smooth, dull, shining, pale grey brown, cuticle distinct, margin incurved, substance
fleshy, hygrophanous. Stem 2~in., solid, denser than pileus, white. Ring very
slight, arachnoid. Volva persistent round base. Gills bold, white, ventricose,
adnexed. Spores white, spherical, smooth, 10 . A specimen collected at Brown's
River, Tasmania, in January, 1928, in company with Mr. Rodway and referred
by him to A. qrisea, resembled forms of our continental species so closely that I
considered it the same. The Tasmanian specimens seem to lack patches on the
pileus and to have a definite volva.
As indicating the varied features of the species, we give the following composite descriptio~ of collections from Beaumont Common (May, July), Myponga
(May), KangarIlla (October), and Mount Compass (May) :-Pileus at first
globose, 2-lin. (5.6 cm.), then convex, 3in. t06in. (7.5 to 15 cm.), finally nearly
plane or even a little depressed, slightly viscid, with scattered flimsy, adpressed,
tomentoso greyish-white fragments of the universal veil, edge not striate later
g~eyish and subfi~rill~se, shining when dry, greyish-brown to ,chocolate' (near
Bister, XXIX.). GIlls Just adnexed, nearly free, no decurrent tooth, -lino to tin.
(6 to 16 mm.) deep, slightly ventricose, definitely cream-colored, Stem up to
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5in. (12.5 cm.) , stout, up to l-lin. (3.1 em.) thick, slightly attenuated upwards,
base more or less bulbous (l~in., 3.7 cm., thick), fibrillose, marked by gill-lines
above the ring, solid, white, or wi th tints of the pileus. Veil rupturing to form.
an ample, membranous, median, of'ten evanescent ring, or tending to cling to the
stem, gifl-marked above, white or rather dingy. Volva at first with a free edge,
fr'iable, evanescent. Spores subspherical to elliptical with an oblique apiculus,
granular, 9 to 13 tJ-, 15 x 11 to 13 tJ-', 11 to 13 x 9 to 11 o., Sometimes eaten by
slugs.
The following is a description of specimens from the Glen Osmond hills, June,
1928 :-At first turbinate with a large bulb (l!in., 3.1e,m., thick) and smaller
convex pale drab pileus with a mealy surface breaking up into warts on top,
veil present and a marginate volva. Later with a large bulb without a marginate
volva, the pileus drab with coarse whitish warts. When adult, pileus up to 3in.
(7.5 cm.), convex, the centre sometimes depressed, whitish, with more or less of
a brownish or drab tint, rather shining, with scattered warts or mea.ly patches.
Gills just adnexed or free, moderately close, deep, cream-coloured, sometimes with
a flesh tint. Stem slender (iin., 9 mm.) or stout (iin., 18 mm.), mealy fibr-illose,
base usually bulbous. Usually with no ring when adult but sometimes it is ample,
dependent, and superior. Spores subspherical, 9 to 11 x 7.5 fJ.-.
Additional localities are :-Mount Lofty, National Park, Stirling West, Mylor,
Coromandel Valley, Dashwood Gully, Kuitpo, Cleland's Gully, Imnan Valley,
Encounter Bay. March to' Augusty October, November.
7. Amanita grossa Berk. (L., arossue, thick).-Pileus 4! to 7in. (11 to 17.5 cm.),
globose, then. convex, white sometimes with a silvery sheen, shining, covered with
scattered warts which have a broad base of puckered membrane and a projecting
ragged apex as if a piece of tissue paper had been twisted round with the
fingers, with large soft ragged fragments of the veil attached to the edge. Gills
just reaching the stem, moderately close, of a dirty creamy-white colour, drying
to a darker 'tint. Stem up to 6in. (15 cm.) high, up to 1iin. (4.4 cm.) thick
at the bulbous base and 1in. (2.5 cm.) in the upper part, solid, mealy-white,
above sometimes with narrow ragged irregular rings from the veil, sometimes
with no ring, the upper part of the bulb smooth, the lower with concentric rings
of small- warts, Spores subspherical, 8.5 to 11 x 6.8 to 7'5 fJ.-, 8 to 9 fJ.-. A strong
sour smell as of rancid butter. South Australia-s-Mouut Lofty. New South
Wales- March, June, S uly.
The prominent shaggy warts, wlritish colour, and sour smell serve to distinguish
this species.
8. Amanita conico-bulbosa Clel. (L., conicus, conical; lndooeu«, bulbous.).When young 2in. (5 cm.) in diameter, pIano-convex with a deep rounded border
and edge turned in, slightly viscid when moist, finely villose, greyish white; base
of the stem very bulbous (l!in., 3.7 cm. thick), the root conical and 21in. (5.6 cm.)
deep. When adult, pileus 2 to 4in. (5 to 10 em.), slightly convex to a little
upturned or convex with the centre depressed, slightly viscid when moist, in
places smooth and shining, in others subvillose, with scattered warty patches often
villose at the base, or the whole surface dull with no flakes, cuticle peels, whit.e
with a slight biscuity tint or chalky white, occasionally with a greyish-brown
tint. Gills just reaching the stem, attenuated towards it, close, -l to ~in. (G to
12.5 mm.) deep, ventricose, short ones at the periphery, creamy white, when
old with a buffy tint in some lights, when dry brownish. Sterni up to 3 to 5in.
(7.5 to 12.5 cm.), *in. (2.1 cm.) thick, slightly attenuated upwards, gill-1marked
above, fibrillose-scaly to matt below, solid, white or whitish, bulb 11 to l~in.
(3.1 to 3.7 cm.) thick, root up to 3in. (7.5 cm.) long, conical downwards. Ring
superior to median, ample, dependent, marked with gin-line~ above, evanescent,
No obvious volva, or valva' as a mealy-evanescent rim when young. Flesh white,
moderately thiek (lin., G n1111., or more), attenuated outwards. Smell sometimes
slightly fragrtant,when cut somewhat phosphorus-like. Spores elliptical, white,
9 to 11.5 x 5.5 to 7~. Partly buried in sand or in the ground. South AustraliaKinchina, Beaumont, Hindmarsh Valley. June to October.
This species is characterised by being greyish-white when young, later white
with a slight biseuity or greyish-brown tint, and by having usually scattered
villose warty patches, no strong smell, and a very long conical root.
9. Amanita strammea Clel. (L., stramimeus, straw-coloured) .-Pileus up to 21in.
(5.G crn.}, convex, then nearly plane with the centre slightly irregularly depressed,
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surface null, mealy when young, becoming smooth, whit.e.
Gills adnexecl,
moderately close, alternate ones at the periphery short, up to ~in. deep, near
Straw Yellow (XVI.). Stern up to 2iin. (5.8 cm.) , rather slender (iin., 1 cm.,
thick above), nearly equal, base somewhat bulbous, somewhat mealy, solid,
white. R,ing evident, dependent, membranous, subdista.nt., white.
\T olva not
obvious, evidently friable. Flesh rather thin, white. Spores elliptical, with an
oblique upiculus, definitely slightly coloured yellow, 11 to 13 x 7.5 0. On the
ground under shrubs. South Aust'ralia-Kinchina, Encounter Bay. June.
This species of Amanita is readily characterised by the straw-yelfow gins
eontrasting with the white pileus, which is mealy when young. The volva is
evanescent.
10. Amanita farinacea Cke. et. Mass. (Le, [arvnaceue, mealy ) .-Pileus up to
5in. (12.5 ell1.) , convex, obtusely umbonate, mealy, sometimes with scattered
small conical .warts, edge slightly turned in and often beset with fragments of
the veil, becoming smooth and shining, white 'with a tinge of fawn round the
edge to pearly grey, the warts slightly darker. Gills adnexed with lines down
the stem to just free, moderately close, white to -pale cream. Stem up to 7in.
(17.5 cm..). up to 1in. (2.5 em.) thick, bulbous and coni-caI below, very mealy up
to the gills, whose edges may also be mealy.
Ring superior, fixed, sometimes
absent. Remains of the free etTg'e of the volva above the bulb or the volva
absent in the adult. Spores elliptical, 9.2 to 12 x 5.2 to 9.5 o., On the ground.
The above description is drawn up from New' South Wales specimens. The
spores in the original description are given as "globose, 10 ,u.."
Mount
Compass specimens, May, were pure white, the pileus 1i-in. (4.4 cm.), convex,
a little mealy, shining; gills cream-coloured, just reaching the stem; stem mealy
with a slightly bulbous base; ring definite; spores narrow elongated, with an
oblique apiculus, 13 to 17 x 4.5 to 5.5 fA.
This species of A manita is 'conspicuously mealy both on the pileus and stem,
though the mealiness may disappear later from the pileus, leaving a smooth sometimes pearly-grey surface.
11. Amanita subalbida Clel. (L., subolbidus, somewhat whitish) .-Pileus 1iin.
(4.4 cm, ) , irregularly convex, then nearly plane, with the centre somewhat
depressed, mealy with the remains vof the universal veil, pallid' brownish, to
nearly white. Gills just adnexed, close, rather narrow, white. Stem Lin. (2.5
cm.}, elongating from the bulbous bass to 1i-in. (4.4 cm.), rather short, iin.
(10111Inl.) thick, sub-mealy, nearly equal when expanded, solid, white.
Ring
superior, when young well-marked, rnembanous, marked above with gill-lines,
tending too disappear. Volva disappearing, as a slight friable r im-Iike edge to
the bulb. Spores obliquely elliptica.l, white, 9.5 x 5.5 to 7.5 p.. Half-buried
in sandy snil.
South AustraJia-Kinehina, Upper H'indmarsh Valley.
June,
Septembel'.
The species resembles A. [arinacea but is much sm aller, the pileus is pallid
brownish to nearly white and the stem is less mealy.
"*With a volva at the base of the stern.

AMANITOPSIS Roze.
,(A manita, the genus of this name; Gr., ,opsis, like.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular. Stem central, fleshy. Volva membranaceous, free,
lax, sheathing. Gills free 01' adnate. Spores white, .globose or subglobose or
oblong elliptic, smooth, continuous. Growing on the ground' '-Rea.
A genus readily recognised by the absence of a ring, the presence of a definite
volva and the white spores (and usually white gills). The species grade into
Amanita, in which genus specimens Inay be found lacking a ring which other
memborj, of the same species ,may possess. In consequence some authors combine
the two under Amanita.
We have one common and beautiful species of
Amanitopsi«, A .. pulchcua, . usually .rather small with a saffron-yellow to orange
pileus covered In parts with reddish-orange and white patchy remains of the
volva, a definite volva at the base of the stem and never any sign 'of a ring.
The common, usually large, drab or chocolate-coloured Amanita arisea may often
be. found in the A manitopsi« fo1'111 without a ring and with a definite volva. The
edible .mouse-.grey Amanitopsis vaginata and its white ally, A. niv'alis, with ample
sheathing volvas and globose spores, occurring in Europe and in New South Wales
and other Australian States, have not yet been found inSonth Australia.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus -saff'ron-yellow or orange .. .. _. .. .. .. .. 12. Amaaiitopsis pul.chella..
Pileus pale buff. Spores 13 x 7 /.L •• •• •• •• •• 13. A. subiutea.
Pileus livid or mousey-grey, with large white or grey
fragments of the volva, edge' striate. Spores globose,
10 to 12 /.L •• •• •• •• •• •• •• '.. ••.••
14. A. oaaimata.
Pileus drab-brown, bistre or chocolate. Spores 11 to
15 x 9 to 13 /.L •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
A'manitopsis; forms or
A.'manita: qrisea.
12. Amanitopsis pulchella Cke. et Mass (L., p1.~lGheZZus, diminutive of
beautiful).-Pileus 1 to 2in. (2.5 to 5 cm.), convex, then expanded and nearly
plane, centre sometimes depressed, the edge sometimes striate, saffron-yellow to
orange, paling with age, with a few adherent reddish-orange and white warty or
patchy remains -of the volv.a. Gills almost free, crowded, white or cream. Stem
1i to 2!in. (3 to 6.2 cm.}, expanding under the pileus where it may be streaked
by the gill attachments, hollow, white or pale yellowish. Volva usually obvious,
friable, .adnate, .marginate, the edge usually definite but irregular, frequently
orange-tinted. Spores subglobose, thick-walled, 7 t09 /.L. On the ground, often
under trees. South Australia-Mount Lofty Range, Baker's Gully (Clarendon),
Mount Compass, Second Valley Forest Reserve, Encounter Bay, Mount Burr
(S.E.), Kalangadoo. New South Wales. Victoria. May, June, August, October.
13. Amanitopsis sublutea Clel,
(L., subbuieus, somewhat yellow) .-:--Pileus
1i to 1iin. (3 to 4.3 crn.) broad, convex,becoming depressed a little in the centre,
sticky when moist, pale buff (a little deeper than Warm Buff, xv.) or white
with tints of yolk-yellow. Gills just reaching the stem, moderately close, becoming
slightly ventricose, white, Stem up to 1iin. (4.3 CIU.), iin. (10 mrn.) thick, equal"
mealy above, smooth below, white or a little buff-tinted below, bulb up to :iin.
(19 mm.) thick, spherical, the colour of the pileus, edge just free. Flesh of
pileus rather thin, white, attenuated outwards. Spores oblique, 11 to 13.5 x 5.5
to 7 /.L. In sand. South Australia-Encounter Bay. May, August.
14. Amanitopsis vaginata (BulL) Roze (L., vagina, a sheath), with pileus
livid or mouse-grey covered with white or grey fugacious fragments of the volva,
the .margin striatc ; gills white or greyish, free; stem white or grey with a large,
lax, often lobed, white or grey volva ; and spores globose, 10 to 12/.L, has been
recorded for Queensland, New South "Vales, and Victoria, but has not yet been
found in this State. It is edible.
***With a ring on the stem.

LEPIOTA (Pers.) Fr.
(Gr., lepis, a scale.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, regular. Stern central. Ring membranaccous, free or adnate,
persistent or fugacious, always manifest in the adult stage. Gills free, adnate
or sinuato-adnate, often attached to a collar. Spores white, rarely pinkish or
ochraeeous, oval, elliptical, pip-shaped, fusiform, subreniform, delt01d, or projectile-shaped; continuous or with a germ-pore. Cystidia rare. Growing on the
ground, rarely on wood.' '-Rea.
Species of the genus Lepiota are usually readily recognisable by the white
spores, a more or less obvious ring on the stem, the usually free gills, and the
stem readily separable from the pileus (much as if fitting into a socket). The
pileus is usually scaly, rarely smooth and still more rarely viscid. The ring may
be ample and movable on the stem, or may be flimsy and soon disappear. Some
of the species are quite large and 'moderately robust, others small, thin, and
delicate.
Several species of Lepioio. are common with us. Lepiota procera, the Parasol
Agaric, is frequently to be found in the National Park and elsewhere and is
edible-its large size, scaly cap and movable ring help in its recognition. A
whitish species, L. naucina, is also common and may he mistaken for the common
mushroo-m, but the gills are wh itish, It is -said to be an edible species but has
not yet.been knowingly eaten in Australia. L. cristata is a small rather delicate
and. elegant species with its cap variegated with reddish-brown scales. Several
other delicate species are to be met with, though never common, in our forests.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Epidermis dry.
Pileus squamulose or becoming broken up into
scales.
Ring more or less movable.
Large stout
plants, 3in. or more in diameter.
Pileus up to 5in., covered with dark-brown
scales, umbonate.
Ring ample. Stem up to 7in., pale
brownish. Spores 15 to 22.5 x 9.5
15. Lepiota procera,
to 11 IJ- ••
(j

Ring fixed. Medium to small plants.
Not becoming red when bruised or cut.
Spores usually more than 9 IJ- long.
Pileus with dark-brown to blackish
scales, umbonate. Ring imperfect. No bulb. Spores 8 to
11 x 3.5 to 4.5 IJ- ••
16. L. Exocarpi.
Pileus with earthy-brown scales.
Ring definite. Bulbous base to
stem. Spores 9.3 to 10.5 x
5.5 to 7 IJ- •• •• •• ••
17. L. bulbosc.
Spores under 9 IJ- long.
Pileus with reddish-brown scales,
massed on the disc, t to 2iin.
Stem whitish or rufescent.
Spores 5 to 8.5 x 3. to 4 IJ-.
Not discoloured in drying .. 18. L. cristata,
Pileus with brown fibrillose scales
like L. cristata.
Stern with
shaggy fibrils.
Spores 5.5 x
3.7 IJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 19. L. subcrieiata,
Pileus with dark reddish-brown
scales, up to 2in. Stem whitish,
pale brownish below. Spores 5
to 6 x 3.4 IJ-. Discoloured dark
dingy in drying .. .. .. .. 20. L. discolorata.
Pileus with fawn, vinaceous fawn
or mikado brown scales, up to
11in. Stem whitish, fibrillose.
Spores 6.4 to 7 x 3.8 IJ- •• •• 21. L. ceroicotor.
Pileus with dark grey scales, ~in.
Stem whitish.
Spores 5.5 x
3.5 IJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 22. L. nigro-cinerea.
Pileus with sooty-brown scales,
nearly 1in. Stem shor t, whitish.
Spores 5.5 x 3.5 IJ- •• •• • ~ •• 23. L. f~lliginosa.
Pileus and stem pinkish cinnamon to tawny, subfloccose or
with minute scales, ring Indefinite, stem fibrillose. Spores
5.5 to 7 x 4 IJ- •• ••
24. L. cimnamonea.
Becoming red when bruised or cut.
Pileus with crimson-lake scales. Spores
5.5 to 7 x 3.5 to 4 IJ- •• •• •• •• 25. L. haemorrhaqica
Pileus not or rarely squamulose, often granular,
mealy or pruinose.
Large stout plants.
Pileus up to 3iin., soft, white often with
traces of brown. Ring ample, fixed.
Gills creamy-white becoming brownish.
Stem 3in., swollen at the base. Spores
9 to 11 x 5.6 to 6.5 IJ- •• •• •• •• •• 26. L. naucina.
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Pileus 2in., white becoming brownish.
Gills "white becoming light buff. Stem
3in., equal, slender. Spores 9 to 10 x
5.5 to 6 /-t •• •• •• .• .•
Sn1all plants.
Altogether white or whitish.
Stem relatively long (l!in.). Pileus
!in., umbonate, smooth or slightly
fibrillose. Spores 7 x 3.5 /-t •• ••
Stem about 1-lino Pileus !in., with a
broad umbo, pallid whitish. Spores
5.5 x 3.5 /-t •. •• •• •. .• •• ••
Stem under !in. Pileus -gin. White
fibrils clothing pileus and stem ..

27. L. erminea.

28. L. parvann1tlata.
29. L. umbonata,
30. L. albo-fibrillosa.

Epidermis viscid.
No South Australian species as yet recorded.

'"
A. Epidermis
dry.
*Pileus squamulose or becoming broken up into scales.
(a) RING :MOVABLE, DISTINCT FROM THE VOLVA; APEX 'OF THE STEM SURROUNDED
BY A CARTILAGINOUS COLLAR.
15. Lepiota procera Scop. (L., procerus, tall).-Pileus up to 5in. (12.5 cm.),
at first conico-convex, then convex, umbonate, covered with dark brown fibrillose
scales, the umbo uniformly dark brown. Gills free, close, white becoming discoloured. Stem up to 7!in. (18.7 cm.), relatively slender, attenuated upwards,
striate,hollow, pale brownish. Ring ample, median or median superior, fixed,
then movable. Spores thick-walled, oval, 15 to 22.5 x 9.5 to 11 u, 0'11 the ground
amongst grass usually under trees. Edible. South Australia-National Park,
hills near Mount Lofty, Kuitpo, Willunga Hill, Encounter Bay, Kinchina, Inman
Valley, Mount Burr (S.E.) (in Pinus insitf}nis Dougl. forest). Victoria-c-Ararat.
April to August.
The Parasol Mushroom is readily recognised by its large size, relatively slender
stem with a prominent usually movable ring on it, convex umbonate pileus with
brownish scales, and whitish free gills. It is not uncommon in our National Park.
Specimens from this locality have been eaten by the author and were found to
be very palatable.

(b) RING FIXED, HOMOGENEOUS WITH THE UNIVERSAL VEIL WHICH CLOTHES THE

STEM; APEX OF THE STE-:M WITHOUT A CARTILAGINOUS COLLAR; PILEUS
TORN INTO SCALES OR FLOCCr.
16. Lepiota Exocarpi Clel. (Exoca.rpus, the generic name of the native
cherry ) .-Pileus i to l±in. (1.8 to 3.1 cm.}, broadly conico-convex or convex,
finally nearly plane, gibbous to umbonate, covered with very dark brown to
blackish fibrous to warty scales (Warm Sepia, XXIX., to nearly black), the scales
near the periphery disclosing the Orange Cinnamon (XXIX.) cuticle beneath. Gills
just free, vcrrtricosc, modern.tely close, Creanly white. Stt'ID up to 11'111. (:L 1 cm.},
slender to moderately stout, fibrously striate, slightly hollow, below clad with
scattered scales as on the pileus, reddish brown, Ring imperfect, distant. : Flesh
of stem reddish brown, of pileus whitish under the umbo. Spores elliptical,
oblique, narro\v, end.s pointed, not thick-walled, 8 to 11 x 3.5 to 4.5 u, South
Australia-Under Exocarpus cupressiformis Labill. (Native Cherry) in leaf
mould, Mount Lofty; under. trees, Adelaide Parklauds. June, July. (Figure '6 B.)
A small species characterised by the dark brown scales of the pileus on an
orange cinnamon background, reddish-brown stem somewhat scaly below and
spores 8 to 11 x 3.5 to 4.5 u,
17. Lepiota bulbosa Clel. (L., bU,Zbo8US, bulbous) .-Pileus 1in. (2.5 cm.) ,
convex, pale earthy-brown with scattered villose scales. Gills barely reaching the
stem, close, slightly ventricose, creamy white. Stem iin. (18 mm.) with the bulb,
slender, under :lino (6 mm.) thick, bulb ~·in. (12.5 mm.) thick, white and striate
from the gills above the median fixed definite membranous ring, slightly fibrillose
and w~itish with a brownish tint below, slightly hollow. Spores elliptical, oblique,
not thick-walled, 9.3 to 10.5 x 5.5 to 7 u, On the groulld0 South AustraliaInman Valley. September.
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18. Lepicta cristata (A. et S.) Fr. (L., cristatus, crestc<l).~PileuE) ~ 10 l:gin.
(1.2 to 2.8 cm.), convex to deeply conico-convex, then more expanded, finally
sometimes- plane or even upturned, so-metimes subumbonate, white densely clad
with small dark reddish-brown (near Mars Brown, xv., or Chestnut Brown, XTV.)
fibrillose scales, very dark on the disc, paler at the periphery. Gills just free,.
rather close, ventricose, creamy white sometimes later with a pale reddish-brown
tinge. SteIn! to l-!in. (1,.8 to 3.7 cm.), slender, equal, slightly fibrillose, slightly
hollow, whitish above, tinged with reddish-brown below (Light Russet Vinaceous,.
XXXIX. ) • Ring distant,. membranous, evanescent, sometimes brownish.
Flesh of
stem white becoming reddish-brown when old. Spores obliquely elliptical with
an apiculus, not thick-walled, 5 to 8.5 x 3 to 5 IJ-. On the ground amongst grass
or under trees. South Australia-Adelaide Parklands, Beaumont, Waterfall Gully
(amongst burnt bracken), Kinchina, Back Valley off Lnman Valley, Kalangadoo
(pileus ochraceous tawny breaking into fine scales, stem up to 2in., 5 cm., high,.
coloured like the pileus, paler above).
Victoria.
Tasmania.
May, June.
(Figure 6 A.)

A

B
[From unitercounar« by Miss R. C.

Figure

Fiveash~

6.~A.

Lep'lota cristatu. (A. et S.) Fr. (No. 18). Adelaide Park Lands.
B. Leiriot« Exocarpi Clel. (No. 16). Mount Lofty.

19. Lepiota subcristata Clel. (L., sub, near to; cristatus, crested-here, near
to the species L., cristata).--Pileus 1 to 1iin. (2.5 to 3.7 cm.), at first conicoconvex, then convex to nearly plane, with an obtuse umbo, densely covered with
small brown fibr-illose scales, darker and closer at the disc. Gills free,' moderately
close, white. Stem to l!in. (4.4 cm.}, rather slender. stuffed tending to be hollow,
shaggy with fibrils up to the veil attachment, smooth above. No definite ring.
Spores elliptical, not thick-walled, 5.5 x 3.7 IJ-. South Australia-In Pimus radiata
Don. (P.insignis Douglas) forest, Mount Burr (S.E.). May.
Resembles L. cristaia (A. and S.) Fr., but differs in the shaggy fibrillose stem
without a definite ring. L. cristata 19re'w in the same locality.
20. Lepiota discolorata Clel. (L., -discotoratus, discoloured, from the change
in colour in drying) .-Pileus 1:1 to 2in. (3 to 5 cm.}, nearly plane, a little
upturned, subumbonate, covered with dense very dark reddish-brown scales, fewer
near the periphery, sometimes slightly striate at the periphery. Gills just free,
close, white or cream-coloured, Stem 1-1 to 2~in. (3.1 to 6.2 cm.}, slender, hollow,
white above, pale brownish below or pallid with minute brownish flecks. Ring
distant, membranaceous, evanescent. Flesh white stained reddish. ,Smell strong,
radishy. The whole plant when dry Fuscous to Fuscous Black (XLVI.). Spores
elliptical, oblique, not thick-walled, 5 to 6.5 x 3.5 IJ-, sometimes 7.5 to 9 x 4.5 IJ-.
On the ground. South Australia-Mount Lofty; National Park; in Pimus radiaia
Don. (P. ins-i.gnis Douglas) forest, Kalangadoo (S.E.). April to June.
A moderately small species recognised by the dark reddish-brown scales in
the pileus and the discolouration of the whole' plant on drying.
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21. Lepiota cervicolor Olel. (L., oerous, a deer; color, colour) .-Usually
slender. Pileus up to 1iin. (4 cm.), usually about 2 cm., becoming plane,
subumbonate, with a fibrillose tomentum splitting into fibrillose or floccose scales,
near Fawn (XL.) to Vinaeeous Fawn, or Mikado Brown (XXIX.) in the centre
with Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.) scales at the periphery; occasional plants
stout with a stout stem, irregularly convex, umbonate, clothed uniformly with a
Vinaceous Fawn fibrillose tomentum. Gills free, creamy white. Stem slightly
striate, fibrillose, whitish with a pink caste above the attachment of the flimsy
veil to the middle of the stem, which connects the fibrillose tomentum of the pileus
to similar coloured fibrils on the stem below. Spores elliptical, 6.4 to 7 x 3.8 /.L.
In garden. South Australia-Fullarton (Adelaide). May.
22. Lepiota nigro...cinerea Clel. (L., nig'er, black, dark; cinereus, of an ash
colour) .-Pileus -!in. (1.2 cm.), convex, subumbonate, dark-.grey from floccose
scales. Gills barely reaching' the stem, moderately close, cream-coloured. Stem
iin. (16 mm.), slender, a little fibrillose below, whitish. Ring ~ evanescent.
Spores very oblique, sometimes nearly triangular, not thick-walled, 5.5 x 3.5 IJ-.
On the ground. South Australia-Encounter Bay. May.
23. Lepiota fuliginosa Olel. (L., fuliginosus, sooty) .-Pileus up to lino
(2.2 cm.), slightly convex, then plane or a little upturned, in the centre sootybrown from minute fibrous scales, almost villose, the scales scantier and paler
round the periphery leaving a pallid slightly sooty zone lin. (3 mm.) or more
in diameter. Gills barely free, narrow, close, creamy white. Stem i to lino
e3 to 19 mm.}, short, equal, smooth, solid, pallid whitish. Ring distant, as a
narrow membranaceous ring, evanescent. Spores oblique with an apiculus, 5.5 x
3.5 IJ-. On the ground. South Australia-Kinchina. June.
. 24. Lepiotacinnamonea Olel. (L., cinmamoneus, cinnamon-coloured) .-Pileus
t ~to Lin, (1.2 to 2.5 cm.), at first almo-st campanulato-convex, then expanding to
convex, often more or less broadly umbonate, slightly floccose to flecked with
minute scales, Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.) to Cinnamon or near Tawny
(xv.), sometimes when dry near Apricot Buff (XIV.). Gills just free or barely
reaching the stem, rather close to moderately distant, rather narrow, ventricose,
cream. Stem lino (2.5 cm.), rarely 11in. (3.7 cm.) , rather slender (5 mm.
thick), slightly attenuated upwards, fibrillose to fibrillose-scaly up to the veil
attachment which is superior, stuffed or slightly hollow, paler than the pileus to
near Tawny, sometimes Cinnamon Rufous (XIV.). No definite ring. Flesh thin,
whitish, in the stem with a cinnamon tint and white in the centre. Spores
elliptical, slightly oblique, not thick-walled, 5.5 to 7.5 x 3.7 to 4 u, South Australia-On the ground in a glade in stringy-bark forest, National Park; in Pinus
radiat« Don. (P. insigni.s Douglas) forest, Mount Burr (S.E.). May.
25. Lep'iota haemorrhagica Olel. (L., haemorrhaqicus, bleeding) .-Pileus i to
2in. (1.8 to 5 cm.), convex to nearly plane, sometimes irregular, sometimes subumbonate, covered with reddish-brown (crimson-lake ) fibrillose scales thicker and
darker at the disc. Gills free, close, creamy-coloured turning reddish like a fresh
blood-stain when bruised. Stem 2in. (5 cm.), relatively rather stout, attenuated
upwards, slightly hollow, clothed with reddish-brown fibrils even above the distant
definite membranous pale to reddish ring. Flesh thin, white, turning a little
reddish especially in the stem. Spores elliptical, slightly oblique, not thickwalled, microscopically slightly tinted, 5.5 to 7 x 3.5 to 4 IJ-. ' On the ground in
Eucolaptu« forest. South Australia-Mount Burr (S.E.), National Park. May,
June.
**Pileus not or rarely squamulose, often granular, mealy or pruinose.
(a) RING SUPERIOR, FIXED, SUBPE.R.SISTENT)· UNIVERSAL VEIL ADNATE TO THE
PILEUS. OOLLAR WANTING OR. SIMILAR IN TEXTURE TO THE FLESH OF
THE PILEUS.

26. Lepiota naucina Fr. var. leucothites (Vitt.) Fr. (L., mauci, the shell of a
nut; Gr., leukos, white).-Pileus up to 4in. (10 cm.), globose, then deeply convex,
then expanding, slightly umbonate or occasionally depressed in the centre, smooth,
the cuticle (which peals) tending at times to separate into minute often punctate
fibrillose scales, soft and easily indented, pure white with biscuity or smoky brown
tints (near Buffy Brown, Natal Brown or Wood Brown, XL.) appearing near the
centre. Gills just free, ventricose, close, up to lino (6 to 8 mm.) or more in
depth, slightly attenuated both ways, white or creamy white, in some plants
:showing a Seashell Pink (XIV.) tint, becoming discoloured brownish. Stem up to
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3lin. (8 cm.), relatively rather slender (up to lin., 9 rnm.) and nearly' equal
above, occasionally much attenuated downwards, base bulbous (lin., 21 mm.,
diameter), somewhat striate, hollow, white becoming slightly dusky brownish
below or throughout. Ring ample, nearly median or moderately superior, fixed or
sometimes slightly movable, white. Flesh of pileus white, thick in the centre,
very attenuated at the periphery. Smell pleasant. Spores elliptical or nearly
subspher;ical, oblique, not thick-walled, under the microscope with a brownish
tint, 6.5 to ,9.3 x 3.5 to 5 /L, 9 x 7.5 /L, 11 x 6.5 /L. Edible. Eaten by slugs.
Amongst grass after rain or on peaty soil. South Australia-Adelaide (on lawn
at the University), W oodville, Beaumont, grassy. hills near Adelaide, Buckland
Park, Mount Compass, Encounter Bay, Kadina. February to July. (Figure 7.)
Our Australian plants agree with the descriptions and figures given of this
species with the exception that, as judged from the illustrations, the stems are
rather more slender. The species is an edible one but so far does not seem to have

[Photo. by E. J. Roaers.

Figure 7.-Lep'lota naucima Fr. var. leucoth/dee (Vittad.) Fr. (No. 26).

Woodville.

been tasted in Australia. This should be done with circumspection in spite of the
identification of our plants as L. naucina. The species is not uncommon, resembles
in general appearance the common field mushroom but has white or only faintly
pink or brownish gills, and can be readily recognised by its size, nearly pure white
appearance, free gills, definite ring on the stem and the soft smooth often easily
indented pileus.
27. Lep'iota ermmea Fr. (L., ermimeus, white).-Pileus about 2in. (5 cm.);
convex, smooth, white becoming pallid brownish. Gills free, rather narrow, close,
white becoming Light Buff (xv.). Stem 3in. (7.5 ern.}, slender, slightly attenuated
upwards, striate, solid, white becoming pallid with a brownish tinge. Ring
definite, subdistant. Spores oblique, elliptical, 9 to 10 x 5.5 to 6 /L. Under trees.
South Australia-s-Mount Schank (S.E.). May.
There is doubt as to the identification of this species. This white Lepiota
from the South-East has a much more slender stem than L. naucima and is
clearly not this species.
(b)

UNIVERSAL VEIL SHEATHING THE STEM, AT FIRST EXTENDING CONTINUOUSLY
FROM THE STEM TO THE PILEUS, AT LENGT'H RUPTURED AND FORMING AN
INFERIOR RING.
PILEUS GRANULAR OR WARTED, CONSISTING CHIEFLY OF
GLOBOSE CELLS.

No South Australian species yet recorded.
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( c) SMALLER, SLENDER.

PILEUS DRY, CUTICLE ENTIRE, NOT SCALY OR GRANULAR.

28. Lepiota parvannulata (Lasch) Fr. (L., parous, small ; annulatus,
ringed) .-Pure white all over or with a pale biscuity tint appearing in the centre
of the pileus. Pileus.:! to ~in. (1.2 to 1.8 cm. ) ,convex becoming nearly plane,
sometimes with a smooth umbo, the rest of the pileus slightly striate, with
adpressed silky fibrils at the periphery. Gills just free, close, narrow, edges
denticulate, white to creamy-white, Stem 1-! to liin. (3.7 to 4.4 cm.), slender,
equal or a little swollen below, slightly fibrillose, hollow, silky white. Ring white,
inferior. Spores oblique, ends rather pointed, one side flattened, 6.8 to 7.5 x 3.5
to 3.7 11-. South Australia-Mount Lofty. June.
The species can be recognised by the small size, nearly pure white colour,
slightly fibrillose pileus and distant wh ite ring. Rea's description of the species
'in Britain gives the pileus as pruinose, then silky and the spores as 4 to 5 x 3 11-.
29. Lep'iota umbonata Clel. (L., umbonatus, possessing a boss or umbo).Pileus tin. (1.2. cm.) in diameter, slightly convex with a broad 0 btuse . umbo, pallid
whitish with a buffy tint. Gills just free, moderately close, pallid flesh-coloured.
Stem liin. (3.1 cm.) high, slender, flesh-coloured. Ring distant. Whole plant
when dry brownish. Spores not thick-walled, 5.5 x 3.5 11-. South' Australia--In
Pinu» radiata Don. (P. insignis Douglas) forest, Kalangadoo. May.
A small species 'with a whitish umbonate pileus and slender moderately long
stem.
30. Lepiota albo-fibrillosa Clel. (L., albu«, white; jibrillosus, with :fibrils).Pure white. Pileus -lino (3.5 mm.) in diameter, convex, subumbonate, mealy,
dotted with white fibrils continuous with the veil and clothing the stem below
the attachment of the veil, no de:finite ring. Gills free, rnany short, edges rather
thick, white. Stem iin. (10 mm.) high, slender, base a little swollen. Spores
elliptical, 6.2 to 7.5 x 3.75 11-. On the ground.. South Australia-i-Mount Lofty,
under a rock. May.
A minute white delicate short-stemmed species with white :fibrils on the pileus
and clothing the stem without a well-defined ring.
B.

Epidermis viscid.

No South Australian species recorded.

HIATULA Fr.

(L., hio, I gape.)
, 'Pileus slightly fleshy at the disc, campanulate. Stem central. Ring very
fugacious, not manifest in the adult stage. Gills free or adnate. Spores white,
subglobose, smooth, with a germ-pore. Growing on wood.' '-R·ea.
No South Australian species recorded.
****Without a ring or a volva.

SCHULZERIA Bres.
(After Stephan Schulzer.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular; margin at first ineurved. Stem central. Gills free
from the stem. Spores White, oval or clavate, wall continuous. Growing on the
ground. "-Rea.
No South Australian species recorded.
(b) Pileus confluent and homogeneous with the fleshy stem.
*With a membranaceous ring on the stern.

ARMILLARIA Fr.
(L., armilla, a ring.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular.
Stem central, fleshy.
Ring membranaceous or
subarachnoid, adnate, persistent or fugacious. Gills sinuato-adnexed, decurrent
or adnate. Spores white, elliptical or oval or globose, smooth. Growing on the
ground and 011 wood, sornetimes caespitose.' '-Rea.
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The genus Armillaria is characterised by having a definite ring on the stem,
white spores and the substance of the stem similar to that of the cap and not
readily separated from it as in Lepiota. The notorious root-parasite, Arm,iUaria
meltea, is com-mon in Australia, and in some parts, Western Australia for
instance, has been responsible for serious economic loss by killing orange trees,
rose bushes, &c. We have three other species, the large A. oolossa. va r. auetraii«,
a small species growing amongst moss, A anuscicola, and the beautiful orangecoloured warty A. osprata on wood.
0,

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus relatively smooth.
Gills sinuaro-adnexed.
Large. Pileus brownish. Gills light pinkish
cinnamon becoming spotted.
Spores su bspherical, 7 to 9 fJ- •• •• ••
• • • • • • 31. Armrillaria colossa var..

australi«.
Gills adnato-decurrent.
Variable, moderately large. Ochraceous yellow, tawny, reddish or yellowish cinnamon,
honey-coloured, &c., with brownish fibrils or
warts. Ring apical, usually marked ..
32. A. mellea.
Pileus frosted 'with granules.
Small. Amongst moss. Pileus yellow ochre to
ochraceous tawny .. .. .. .. .. ..
33. A. muscicola.
Pileus densely covered with conical warts.
Pileus pale yellow covered with orange-coloured
wart's. On dead wood ..
34. A. asprata.
31. Armtllarta colossa Fr. v ar. australis Clel. (L., COlOSSfUS, gigantic; aust.raiis,
southern, but here used for oustralieneis; Australian).-Pileus 3in. (7.5 cm. )
or more, at first irregularly convex, then expanding to irregularly plane or upturned, surface fihrillose-matt with some more' superficial fibrils; Clay Colour
(XXIX.) to Sayal Brown (XXIX.) towards the centre, sometimes much darker.
Gills sinuate, nearly free, moderately close, -lino (6 mm.) deep, ventricose, short
ones interposed at the periphery, Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.), when old
spotted with reddish brown. Stem 2in. (5 cm.) high, ~in. (1.2 cm.) or more

[F''J'om a uiatercotour by Miss R. G. Eioeoeh...

Figure

8.~Armillaria COl08SU

Fr. var. anistroli« Clel. (No. 31). Mount Lofty. Reduced to

~.
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thick, usually attenuated downwards, fibrillose striate, marked with gill Iines
above, solid, at first pallid with rusty stains, then tinted with Ochraceous Tawny
(xv.). Ring marked when young,median, pallid then brownish. Flesh white,
a little reddish under the cuticle, when old becoming brownish, especially in the
stern, Flesh of stem continuous with that of the pileus. Spores subspherieal,
smooth, 7 to 7.5 /L, 9 x 7.5 /L. Subcaespitose, sometimes in imperfect rings at
or near the bases of Eucalyptus trunks. South Australia-Mount Lofty, near
Clarendon, Encounter Bay. May, July. (Figure 8.)
This species may be recognised by the large size, stout build, the colour of the
pileus, the sinuate light pinkish cinnamon gills becoming spotted and the evidence
of a ring. The species. is often placed under Trichoioma as T ..colossa, as the ring
is often absent in the adult condition. The Australian T. coarctate is probably
the ringless form of the Australian variety of' A. colossa,
32. Armillaria mellea (Vahl.) Fr. (L., -mel, honey).-Pileus2 to 5in. (5 to
8.7 em.), irregularly convex, often becoming upturned at the edge, sometimes

[Drawing by E. R. O.

Figure 9.-Armilla,rii,a, melle« (Vahl.) Fr. (No. 32). Waitpinga.
Redueed to !.

repand, rim sometimes lacerated, subumbonate to umbonate, surface dull usually
beset with scattered minute black papillae or dark fibrils or punctate with darker
squamules, edge striate when moist, slightly hygrophanous, Buckthorn Brown to
Dresden Brown (XV.), when dry Cinnamon Buff to Clay Colour (XXIX.), sometimes Honey Colour (XXX.) . Gills adnato-decurrent, sometimes with a slight
sinuation, 3/16 to iin. (4.5 to 10 mm.) deep, moderately close, white or pallid
:fleshy to pallid yellowish cinnamon. Stem 2~ to 8in. (6 to 20 cm.) high, slender
to stout (-! to Lin., 6 to 25 mm.) , equal or attenuated downwards, fibrillose,
usually mealy fibrillose above the ririg, stuffed or with a tendency to be slightly
hollow, pallid, sometimes with a sage-coloured mouldy appearance below. Ring
usually definite, becoming fragmentary" narrow, some distance (about !in.,
1.2 cm.) from the pileus. Flesh whitish, rather thin, attenuated outwards, that
of the fleshy-tough stem continuous with the flesh of the pileus. Spores elliptical,
oblique, ,8 to 11 x 5.5 to 8 /L. Single to densely caespitose at or near the bases
of trees, shrubs and stumps to 'which the fruiting bodies are attached by mycelial
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'Strands and whose roots are surrounded and strangled by cord-like dark
rhizomorphs. South Australia-At the base of Acacia pycvnantha Benth. at
National Park, Mount Lofty, Kuitpo, Willunga Hill, Encounter Bay, at the bases
of swamp plant's at Willow Creek (Waitpinga), Upper Tunkalilla Creek. New
South Wales. Queensland. VictorJa. Western Australia. April to June, August.
Specimens vary rnuch in colour and appearance but all have in common the
more or less evident ring, the adnato-decurrent gills and usually the minute
.almost punctate scattered dark fibrils, fibrillose-scales or wart's on the pileus. The
pileus Inay be almost mustard colour to yellowish olive or brownish olive and
when young may be densely beset with minute furfuraceous scales. The edge
may be slightly rugose. There may be no sinuations of the gills. The superior
ring may stand out as a broad collar. The flesh of the stem is continuous with
that of the pileus, this being one of the features of the genus distinguishing it
from Lepiota. (Figure 9.)
The species is of considerable economic importance, and losses have occurred
:in Western Australia from its attacks on orange trees and rose bushes. The
fungus gains its nourishment from mycelial strands which extend through the
soil to the roots of the host trees. The roots become surrounded by dark-cordlike strands of mycelium which are known as rhizomorphs. These interfere with
the passage of sap and so strangle the roots. The strands extend along the
roots and spread to others until finally the general nutrition of the tree or shrub
suffers and death may result. The fungus is not uncommon in Eucalypt forests
in this State, New South Wales, and Western Aust'ralia,evidently parasitic on
the roots of the forest trees. When such virgin country is cleared as for orchards,
the fungus, which in the Old Country is often known as the Honey Fungus from
its colour, still survives in the soil for considerable periods, especially when many
root's and stumps have been left. This may give it time to attach itself to the
roots of the nursery fru it-trees that are planted with f'requently fatal results.
33. Armillaria muscicola Clel. CL., muscus, moss; cola, to inhabit, dwell in).Pileus up to lino (2.5 cm.), broadly conico-convex to convex, umbonate, frosted
with granules of :fine warts and slight'ly rugose, Yellow Ochre to Ochraceous
Tawny (xv.). Gills ac1nate to adnexed or sinuately adnexed, moderately close,
creamy to pure white. Stem up to l~·in. (3.7 cm.), covered with yellowish buff
granules up to a little way below the gills, forming here a more or less definite

[From a uiatercolour by Miss J. Buxton,
Figure lO.-ArmiUuriu muecicolo. Olel. (No. 33).
Road.

Greenhil1
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ring, browner thanTuwny to Buckthorn Brown (xv.). Spores ell.ipt'ical, oblique"
not thick-walled, 5.5 to 6.5 x 3.2 to 4 }J.. . Amongst moss on shady banks. South
Australia-Greenhill Road, Mount Lofty, National Park.
June to August.
(Figure 10.)
An albino plant was found near a normal specimen on the Greenhill Road in
August, 1922. The pileus was white with a faint tinge only of buff, and the
stem white, smooth and slightly striate above the superior ring, mealy white below.
34. Armi11aria asprata Berk. (L., aspraius, rough) .-When young a little knobcovered with orange warts. When expanded pileus I! to 2in. (3.5 to. 5 em.) in
diameter,almost plane, depressed in the centre, margin incurved, pale yellow
covered with orange-red conical warts which are large and close-set in the centre
and diminish in size towards the margin, margin. slightly floccose, Gills broadly
adnate with a small decurrent tooth or shortly decurrent, rather distant, broad
(up to 6 mm.), white. Stem I! to 2±in. (3.5 to 5.5 cm.), 4 mm. in diameter,
equal, expanding into the pileus, usually curved at the base, covered with floccose
down up to the' apex, stuffed then hollow, orange below beco.ming pale yellow
above. Veil more or less arachnoid, disappearing. Flesh white, somewhat spongy_
Spores subglobose, white, 7 to 8 x 5 to 6 u: On dead wood. (Descript.ion by
T. Petch of Ceylon specimens.) South Australia-Mount Lofty, June, minute
very immature specimens, only a f'ew mm. in diameter but with the characteristic
orange-yellow warts composed offasciculated twisted fihri ls, giving a hedge-hog
appearance. New South Wales-Typical expanded specimens have been found
at Mosman in April and May.
**Gills sinuate.

TRICHOL,OMA Fr.
(Gr., ihrix, trichos, a hair; loma a fringe.)
"Pileus fleshy, re,gular,margin incurved. Stem central, fleshy. Gills sinuate,
sinuato-adnate or decurrent by a tooth. Spores white, rarely pinkish or yellowish
in the mass; elliptical, oval, pip-shaped, globose, subglobose or oblong; smooth,
punctate, verrucose or echinulate; continuous. Cyst.id.ia present or absent. Growing on the ground, very rarely On wood, sometimes forming large rings.' '-Rea.
The species are nearly all terrestrial "mushroon1s," fleshy, firm, and sometimes large, characterised by the white spores, the fleshy central stem' continuous
with and similar to the substance of the pileus, and the gills not passing straight
to the stem but more or less definitely bayed (sinuate, emarginate ) at their
attachment. Pleurot.us; differs in the stern, if present, not being central. In
Clitocybe the gills pass straight to the stem, and it is often a difficult matterto determine whether this is the case or whether baying is really present but
obscure. Anexa.mination of several specimens from a collection may be necessary
before the true attachment of the gills can be ascertained, as individual plants
may fail to show this clear-ly. In. some species the pileus is viscid; its colour is,
usually not vivid, though sorne species have lilae or purplish tints. The gills in
some cases become spotted. Some have a pleasant smell and some are edible.
Doubtless a number of species of Tri.c'holorna occur in this State, but as yet
few have been reeo,gnised. In any ease the individual members are few.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus viscid or subviscid, fibrillose, scaly or pubescent.
Gills ehanging colour, generally with reddish spots.
Pileus variegated w ith tints of viuaceous
brown.
Gills adnexed, near a vellaneous,
stern stout.
Often eaespitose, pressed
together and dcf'orme.l .. .. ..
35. Tricholoma coarciaia.
Pileus not viscid, torn into scales or fibrillose.
Gills not changing colour.
Pileus 2 to 3in., ochraceous tawny, strigos«
with vinaceous brown fibrils. Gills warm
buff to antimony yellow.
SteIn densely
velvety fibrillose, russet to dark vinaeeous
brown. Spores 7 :x 5.6 /.1. •• ••
•• 36. T. rutilome.
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Pileus compact, smooth, moist, not hygrophanous.
Gills 'discoloured.
Pileus lilac to pallid. Gills sinuately adnexed,
cinnamon drab to vinaceous drab.
Stem
light cinnamon drab ..
.. 37. T. niuiuan;
Pileus thin, subumbonate, hygrophanous.
Gills becoming violet, grey, or fuliginous.
Whole plant with lilac tint when 1110ist. Gills
adnate with decurrent tooth ..
.. ,38. T. srublilaainum.
A.

Pileus viscid, fibrillose, scaly, or pubescent.

(a) GILLS NOT CHANGING COLOUR.

No South Australian species, recorded.
(b)

GILLS CHANGING COLOUR, GENERALLY WIT'H REDDISH SPOTS.

35. T~icholoma coarctata eke. et Mass. (L., coarcuatus, pressed together).Pileus 2 to 5}in. (5 to 13.7 em.}, very irregular, convex, repand, subfibrillose,
:sometimes with adpressed fibrils rimosely craeking into adherent scales, splitting,
.somewhat viacid vwhen moist, sometimes becoming shiny, sometimes a little upturned at the ed.ge, edge a little involute when young, a little more vinaeeous than
Wood Brown (XL,.) and often paler or near Peecan Brown (XXVII.), becoming
darker near Auburn (n.), or near Mikado Brown to Verona Brown (XXIX.), or
:sometimes pallid with vinaceous brown tints. Gills adnexed or slightly sinuate,
tending to fall short of the stem, slightly ventricose, i to iin. (6 to 9 mm.)
deep, moderately close, eream-coloured to near Avellaneous (XL;;, later spotted
'with reddish to vinaeeous brown. Stem 1 to 3in. (2.5 to 7.5 cm.}, stout .' (up to
l}in., 3.7 cm. ), swollen in the middle or nearly equal, conical downwards, with
.some fine fibrils, pallid with tints of the pileus. Sometimes with slight evidence
'of a ring just below the gills. Flesh to nearly iin. (1.8 cm.) thick, attenuated
outwards, white. Smell slight. Spores obliquely elliptical to subspherieal, .5.6
to 8 x 3.5 to 5 /1-, 8.5 x 7.5 /1-. More or less caespitose under Eucalypts, often
pressed together and, deformed and partly buried by soil. South AustraliaBurnside, Greenhill Road, Mount Lofty, near Ashbourne, Mount Compass, Back
Valley off Lnman Valley, Second Valley, Kinchina, MaeDonncll Bay (S.E.).
'New South Wales-Sydney, Newcastle. March to July.
(Plate Ill. Central
figure. )
This is probably the ring-less form of Armillaria colossa var. ausiralie. It is
a common rather large stout species found under Eucalypts, the pileus somewhat
variegated with tints of brown, the gills becoming spotted reddish-brown, It is
of'ten partly covered by soil.
B.

Pileus never viscid ; torn into scales or fibrillose.

(a) GILLS NOT CHANGING COLOUR.

36. Tricholoma ruttlans (Schaeff.) Fr. (L., rutilaais, beeoming reddish).Pileus 2 to 3in. (5 to 7.5 cm.), convex, subumbonate, denselystrigose with the
fibri ls twisted into fascicles, Ochraceous Tawny (XV.), the fibrillose scales 'more
Russet (xv.) to Cinnamon Brown (xv.) and tinted with Vinaeeous Brown
(XXXIX). Gills just reaehing· the stem, moderately close, up to 5 mm. deep, ventricose, in three tiers, edges rather thick and finely serrate, Warm Buff (XV.) to
AntilnonyYellow ,(xv.). Ste.m l!in. (3.7 cm.}, slightly exeentrie, moderately
stout (1 to 1.5 cm. thick), densely velvety fibrillose, slightly curved, tough, solid,
Russet to Dark Vinaceous Brown (XXXIX.). Flesh yellowish, continuous with
that of the stem, thick over the disc, attenuated outwards. Spores subspherieal
to oval, 7 x 5.6 /1-, ·6.5 /1-.
South Australia-On a bank at the bases of
Letrtospermumi scoparium F'orst. et f. and a sedge. Encounter Bay. May.
(b) GILLS RUFESCENT OR BECOMING CINEROUS,
No South Australian species recorded.

c.

EDGE OFTEN SPOTTED RED- OR BLACK.

Cuticle of the pileus rigid, punctate-granulate or broken up into glabrous
squamules when dry.

(a) GIL:LS WHITE OR PALLID, NOT SPOTTED.

No South Australian species recorded.
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(b) GILLS BECOMING REDDISH ORCINEROUS OR SPOTTED.
No South Australian species recorded.

D.

Pileus at first slightly silky, soon becoming smooth, very dry.

(a) GILLS BROAD, RATHER THICK, DISTANT.

No South Australian species recorded.
(b) GILLS THIN, CROWDED, NARROW. SMALL, INODOROUS.
No South Australian species recorded.

E. Pileus fleshy, soft, fragile, spotted or rivulose.
(a) GILLS WHITISH.

Vernal.

No South Australian species recorded.
(b) GILLS DISCOLOURED, RUFESCENT OR SMOKY.
No South Australian species recorded.

F.

Pileus compact, then spongy, obtuse, even, smooth, rn oist, not hygrophanous..
(a) GILLS NOT DISCOLOURED.

No South Australian species recorded.
(b) GILLS DISCOLOURED.

37. 'Tricholoma nudum (Bull.) Fr. (L., nsubus, naked) .-Pileus 2iin. (5.6 cm.},
convex, slightly umbonate, fibrillose-tomentose, smoother round the edge, lilactinted to pallid (becoming Drab Gray, XLVI.).
Gills sinuately adnexed,
moderately close, rather narrow, Light Cinnamon Drab (XLVI.), Ecru Drab (XLVI.)
to Pale Vinaceous Drab (XLV.). Stem I! to 2iin. (3.7 to 5.6 cm.}, rather slender
to stout (i to -!in., 8 to 12 mm., thick), fibrillose, stuffed, near Light CInnamon
Drab (XLVI.) , with whitish mycelium at the base. Flesh of the stem similar to
that of the pileus. Spores obliquely elliptical, 7.5 to 9 x 4 to 5 u, South Australia-Under Pimais, on the ground and on dung, Thornton Park Reservoir, near
Adelaide; Enfield. July, August.
G.

Pileus thin, subumbonate, hygrophanous.

(a) GILLS WHITISH, UNSPOTT'ED.

No South Australian species recorded.
(b) GILLS BECOMING VIOLET, GREY OR FULIGINOUS.

38. Tricholoma sublilacinum Clel. (L., subliAlac.inuB, somewhat lilac-tinted).The whole plant when rno ist with a distinct lilac tint. Pileus up to 1 iin. (4.3 cm.),
irregularly plane, repand or slightly upturned, subumbonate, edge inturned when
young, smooth, hygrophanous, when. moist near Benzo Brown (XLVI.) , drying
through Light Drab (XLVI.) to drab whitish. Gills. adnate, usually 'with a
decurrent tooth; moderately close, alternate ones reaching about half way with
shorter ones reaching quarter-way interposed, near Pale Brownish Drab (XLV.).
Stem up to liin. (3.1 cm.), slender, iiin. (6 mm.) o~' less in diameter, often
curved, somewhat striate, tinted with pallid drab. Flesh of stem continuous with
and homogeneous with that of -the pileus. Mushroomy smell. Spores obliquely
elliptical, 6 to 7 x 3.5 u, South Australia-s-Mylor. May.
***Gills decurrent or adnato-decurrent by a tooth.
Hyrnenium not waxy or pulverulent.

CLITOCYBE Fr.
(Gr., klito«, a slope; kybe, a head.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular or irregular; margin incurved. Stern central, externally
fibrous. Gills decurrent, rarely adnate, with an acute edge. Spores white, rarely
yellowish or greenish; elliptical. pip-shaped, globose, subglobose or oblong;
smooth, punctate, verrucose or echinulate; continuous. Growing on the ground,
rarely on .wood, solitary or caespitose or forming rings.' '-Rea.
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The species are- euaracterised by the white spores, the central stem 'whose flesh
is continuous with and similar to that of the pileus, the more or less decurrent
gills not emarginate near their attachment, and the edge of the pileus inturned
when young. The species are mostly medium to large in size, fleshy, growing 0:::
the ground or amongst decaying leaves or fallen bark, rarely on wood. The
colour of the pileus is usually whitish, greyish or brownish, rarely brightly
coloured, and in many species the colour changes markedly on drying, i.e., the
pileus is hygrophanous. It may be thin and the centre may become depressed,
umbilicate or deeply funnel-shaped. The gills are usually white, in some cases
greyish or pallid-brownish, and more or less decurrent, rarely adnate and always
without any baying at their attachment. The stem is sometimes very hollow,
and in some specimens of a collection may not be quite centrally placed though
central in others, and the spores are mostly small.
As yet in this St~te not many species have been differentiated. Some of those
known are, however, common. Thus usually amongst grass a drab-coloured species
(C. paraditopa) , becoming pallid when dry, may oe readily recognised by its
strong smell of wattle-blossom. Another thinner drab-coloured speeies (C. brunneoceracea) , also hygrophanous, occurs under pines. A whitish species, drying
rather biscuit-coloured (C. semiocculta.v, is often numerous partly hidden (hence
its name) under fallen Eucaiwptu» bark. Other speeies grow under trees or in
groups on grassy hills.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus more or less fleshy, not truly hygrophanous.
Large. PIleus to 6in., fleshy, drab. Gills moderately decur reut, creamy.
Stem stout, long,
pallid, drab. Spores 5.5 to 6.3 x 4.5 IJ- .. •• 39. Clitocube eucalyptorum.
Densely caosp itose. Pileus 1!in., smoky yellowishbrown with fibrils, semitrunslucent. Gills strawcoloured .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40. C. straminea.
Meris.ma tic.
Pilei drab.
Steins flecked with
greyish scales .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 41. C. peraqqre aata.
Pileus up to 4in., pinkish cinnamon to Mikado
brown.
Gills pinkish cinnamon.
Stem stout.
Spores slightly tinted, 6.5 to 8.5 x 4 to 6 IJ- •• 103. Clitopilus subfrumen-

taceus.
Pileus up to 2in., tanny brown, squamose-vi llous.
Stem short, brownish. In grass
.. .. 42. Clitocube fiaccuia var.
lobata.
Pileus up to lin., whitish d:r:ying biscuit-colour.
Stern often excerrtric. Attached to fluffy 'white
mycelium under bark .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 43. C. semiocculta.
Pileus up to 1in., pallid buff with darker tints of
wood brown as if below the surf'ace.
Gills
avellaneous. Stem short. In grassy places .. 44. C. canipestris.
Pileus fleshy meiubranaceoua, truly hygrophanous.
Gills becoming cinercous,
Pileus dingy.
Stern
often compressed.
Scent -of - wattle. Pileus pallid stone-grey to
brownish, drying pallid.
Gills adnate to
somewhat decurrent .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 45. C. puraditopo:
Without wattle scent. Pileus sernitranslueent
huffy brown, drying pallid. Gills morlera tely
decurrent .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. 45. C. brunneo-ceracea.
Gills Hear pinkish buff.
SpOl'(}S about 7 x 3.7 IJ-.
Pileus l~in., Sudan brown to Brussels
brown, drying opaque whitish.
Stern
short, similarly coloured
47. C. pascua.
Rp6res about 5 x 3 IJ-.
Pileus moderatelv l~rge, up to 4in.,
pinkish buff to vrnaceous ciunnmou,
drying pallid. Gills adnate to slightly
decurrent. S:l}lll 2 to 3ill., stout . .. 4S. C. aust raliana.

c
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Pileus fleshy, often pale and silky when dry, not hygrophanous.

39. Clitocybe eucalyptorum Clel. (L., eucaiuptoriun, of Eucalypts) .-Pileus
6in. (15 cm.) or more, i rregularly convex with the edge turned in when young,
then expanding, the centre finally more or less depressed, repand, innately fibrillose to subtomentose with occasionally small circular patches of thickened
cuticle, the edge slightly sulcate, Drab (XLVI.) 'when young to browner than
'I'awny Olive (XXIX.). Gills moderately decurrent, moderately close, up to ~in.
(10 mm.) deep, attenuated at the periphery, cream-coloured, assuming a slight
fleshy tint, becoming yellowish round the edge when old, Stern 4in. (10 cm.),
stout, up to Lin. (2.5 cm.) thick, swollen below when young,· marked above with
lines of the gills, subfibrillose below, pallid with tints as on the pileus, .with
'white mycelium mixed with earth at the base. Shed spores subspher.ical, pearshaped, slightly irregular, hyaline, 5.5 to 6.5 x 4.5 f-k. On the ground amongst
leaves, ctc., under Eucalyptus. South Austrulia-e-National Park. July.
40. Cli'tocybe straminea Clel. (L., stramineus, straw-colour) .-Pileus 1 to l~in.
(2.5 to 3.7 cm.), irregularly convex, centre usually 'depressed, thiu, nearly semitranslucent, pilosc in the centre, fibrillose pcr iphorull v, slightly striate, edp;c
rad.ia.tely splitting, centre blackish-brown, the remainder smoky yellowish-brown,
the smokiness due to fine fibrils. Gills slightly but definitely decurrent, nioderatelv
close, straw-coloured to pale egg-yello\vish. Stern 1 ~ to 2in. (3.7 to 5 cm.}, equal,
slender, somewhat flexuous, twisted, slightly striate, mealy fibrillose above, less
so below, hollow, the colour of the gills. Spores subspherical, ,.4 to 5 u, Densely
caespitose at the base 'Of stumps, South Australia-Mount Lofty. New South
Wales. Mareh, April. ( Plate IV. Lower central figure.)
The specific uamc has rcf'crr-nce to the straw colour of the ,gills and st.em.

41. Clit.ocybe peraggregata Clel. (L., peraggregatus, very much heaped
together) .-Sollletiules mer ismat.ic, the upper surfaces irregularly i nfuudibuliforrn
with wavy and irregular edges showing lobes, villous, cxcent.rieally or almost
laterally attached to a stout common branching stern f rom which the rather fanshaped pilei spread out. Pileus 1 to 2in. (2.5 to 5 cm.) in diameter, irregularly
convex, ofteu distorted, edge a little turned in, punctate pruinose and breaking
up on the surface into minute furfuraceous granules or wart-like proiuiucnces, the
granules darker coloured, the surface appearing as if partly dusted with soot',
Drab (xr.vr.) or lighter, paler round the periphery.' Gills decurrent to nearly
adnate, moderutelv close, edg-es a little thick, sometimes forked, whitish 'with a
buffy tint or livid grl'yish. Stenl short, i to lin. (1.9 to 2.5 CI11.) , moderately
stout, up to I in. (~.5 cm.') t'hick at the base, of'ten distoctcd, whitish flecked
with minute greyish furfuraceous scales. Spores 0 hl iqnoly elliptical, probably
faintly tinted mir-rosco pical ly, 6.5 to 7.H x 4.8 to 5.5 u: Cyst idia not seen. Flesh
slightly greyish, that of the stem confluent and homogenous with that of the
pileus. Smell slightly nrealv. Denselv caespitose, growing on the day floor of a
motor shed, probably f'rom rotteu \"oodor bur ier] chips. South AustraliaF'ullart on near Adelaide. June, 8eptelllber.
.A.ppu rcn tly rolatcrl to C. aggregata (Schaeff.) Fr., but diff'ering 1110l'l) purticnlarlv in the pruinose-f'u rfu rn ceous pileus and the short stein.
-l-:!. Ciitocybe fiaccida (Sow.) )11]'. vn r. lobata (Sow.) eke. (L., ftacculu«, flabby;
Lobut us, lobed) .-Pikus up to ~in. (5 cm.') or Illore,when young convex and
with the l'dge turned in, WIWll half gnnnl sometimes convex and broadly umbonate
with a depression in the umbo, finally irregular and wavy, sometimes irregularly
upturned and with the centre usually a l itt.lo depressed, when young dark-brown
and vi llous-matt., later lig'ht tan to dark tanny 1>1'0"'11, finely squamuloso-villous,
cra<:kiug. Gills\vlH'n very young' adnate and slightly decurrent', then definitely
but very moderately decur rent , rather close, then 11101'e distant, sometimes forking
and sornctimos irl'l)gulal'Jy connected by veins, pallid with a. slight brown tint,
the latter he<:ollling a little more marked. Stenl short, up to a little over lino
(2.;) CUl.), stout, slightly streaky, solid, base slightly swol'k-n and with a little
mvcelium, pale browuish and souiewhn t the colour of the pileus. F'Iesh white,
outer layer of stern pale horn-coloured. No special smel l. Spores clongatcd pear
shaped, 8 to 10.8 x +.~ to 6 u: Usually eaespitos(:\. Routh Auatrul in-e--On clay
soil ~l'luongst grass in a paddock, Beaumont Heal' Adelaide. Ap ril.

4:3. Clitocybe semiocculta Clel, (L., semi, half; iiccult us, hidden) .-Pileus ~ to
Lin., sqmot.imcs up to 2~ill. (1.~ to 6.2 «m.') , at first slightly «ouvexwith iuturncd
edge, then sometimes expanded and upturned, often depressed oyer the attachment of the stern, wavy, irregular and more or less lobed at the nin rgin, when
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found gro,ving usually wh it.ish to clingy whitish 01' pale buffy white (Cartridge
Buff, xxx.) or creamy white and opaque, smooth, a little translucent when very
moist, when gathered becoming Ochraceous Buff (XIV.) round the edge and even
browner in the centre, herba.rium specimens dr)Ting a dingy biscuit colour. Gills
adnate to sometrmes slightly decurrent, close, narrow, 'whitish, then creamy-white.
Stem short, -~ to. Lin. (1.2 to 2.5 cm.}, central to/ excentric or occasionally almost
lateral from the position in which it 11lay have grown, similarly often bent, slender
01' rather stout, equal 01' slightly attenuated downwards, pruinose, tough, hollow
above, the colour of the pileus. Flesh thin, equally attenuated outwards. Spores
nearly subspherical, ~L5 to 4 x 2.5 to 2.8 fJ-, 4 u: Sornet.imes caespitose. Attached
by fluffy-white mycelium to the undersides of thick sheets of fallen or stripped
bark and fallen wood on the ground beneath Eucalypts, or round the base of
stumps, the pilei often emerging with difficulty or only found after removing
superjacont litter. South Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, Baker's Gully
near Clarendon, Encounter Bay. N ew South Wales. May to August.
The
specific name has reference to the frequency with which the pileus is often more
or less hidden under bark and debris.
44. Olttocybe campestris Clel. (L., cam-pcstris, of fields) .-Pileus up to lino
(2.5 cm.) in diameter, slightly convex, irrpgular with a depressed centre, slightly
shiny, the edge turned in when young, pallid stone colour and slightly mottled,
faintly obscured by a minute white pile (near Avollaueous, XL ..;Light Buff, xv.).
Gills adnate, close, rather thick, rarely forking or with buttresses, pallid brownish
white (Avellaneous, XL.; near Viuaceous Buff, XL.). Stem up to iin. (1.8 cm.)
high, stout, sornet'imes flattened, slightly fibrous, tough, hollow, mealy, pallid or
the colour of the pileus. FIe"sh white. Smell strong. Spores 4.5 to 4.8 x 2.2 to
:1.2 p: In gr:'ssy places. f--;outh Austrn lia-c-Braumont C0l111nOll, EaglC'-on-tlw-Hill,
Noarhuiga n.n. May, June. (}"'igurel-t- B.)
A ema ll species, somowha t reseiuliliuz snia ll sper-imeus of H cbcloma li u-male
Bres., characterised by its pallid buff' pileus with darker tints of avellancous and
wood brown appearing as if under the surface, the avellaneous gills, short stern
and occurenee in grassy places.
[-t-4A. Clitocybe dealbatus (Sow.) Fr. vn r. minor eke. (L., dealb atus, w h it ewashed; niinor, smaller ) .-'-----The spec-imens fig-ured and referred to this species
were found on Milson Island, Huwkesbury River, NewBouth Wales, in November.
They were pure wh ite 'with oceasionally a yel lowish tinge, convex, rather irregular,
wit.h the gills uioder ately distant. In somo specimens, the plant appeared as if
-t ru nr-a t e :l hove, deseending obcon ical ly with deeply der-urrent gills. Spores 5.5
to 6.6 x 3.4 p: On the ground or attached to fern 01' grass roots. Now South
Wales-Milsoll Island. (Plate Ill. Yriddlp r ight figure.)]
[44B. Clitocybe infundibuliformis (Rehaeff,) Fr. ~ (L., infun dsbulcforniis, funnelshaped) .-Pileus 1 to 2ill. (2.5 to 5 cm.') or m orr-, smooth hut finely fibrillose
under a lens, moderately urnbilicate, edge incurved, when dry Rhilling- and creamy'white, on moistening reviving and beeollling a rich waxy-yel low in pileus and
stein.
Gi lls d er-in-reu t, dose, «reamv white.
NteuI 2~ill. (6.2 cru.) , rather
fibr il lose , markedly hollow, crcaniy-wh ite, when moist waxy yel low, Muslnoomv
SIllell.
ROlnetill1es subcaespi tose, amongst leaves, attached by much white
mycelium. Spores 4.2 x 2.5 u, New South Walcs-Lisaro'v, The Oaks. May,
.Iune. (Plate 11. Central figure.)
'I'his Ne,Y Routh Wales species resembles «losel v Cooke 's Illustration of C.
infuauiib uliforeni«, hut differs IlIOI'(' pn rt u-ularlv ill t'he markcdlv hollow stern anrl
tlw smul ler spo}'('s.]
B.

Pileus fleshy-urembrauaceous, truly hygrophanous.

-t-;'), Clitocybe paradrtopa Clel. et Clwel.-Pikusl-l t o ~Jill. (;L7 to ().~ «iu.) ,
slightly convex and irregular, the centre SOIl18tillH"lS slightly depressed or almost
infundihulifol'lll, sornet inu-s obscurely gibbous, smoo th, c(lge incurved when
young', when moist a s11 inillg' mo ist-Iook ing pallid stollP-gl'ey to brownish, drying
f'rom the centre whir-h becomes pallid f'nwn and finally pa ll id wh it.ish and shining,
sometimes 'Vh811 dry dingy greyish-white.
Gills adnatc, sometimes somewhat
dC'eUl'l'ellt, moderate-ly crowded to m ot ie ra te lv distu.t, ra thor. t'hick, narrow, F'runch
grey, dark grey or violet grey, becoming (lark greyish-brown. Stem 1-1 to 2ill.
(3.7 . to 5 CllI.) , moder-ately stout or slender. often compressed and deformed,
slightly fibrously streaked. South Australia-Adelaide suburbs, Glen Osmoud ,
~1011llt Lofty, Killehina, Kalnnga<1o() (S.E,).
X<,"lw Houth Wales.
\'j('tol'iaA rarat. ~Ira.v, .Iune. (Pl.rte 11. R,ig'ht and left figures.)
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The drab colour, greyish gills and especially the strong smoll of wattle-blossom
'characterise this species.
46. Clitocybe brunneo-ceracea Olel. (L., brunsieus, brown; oeraceus, waxy).Pileus ~ to 2!in. (1.2 to 6.2 cm.) in diameter, thin, the edge turned in when
young,. irregularly convex with an umbilicus, then moderately depressed, sometimes gibbous in the depressed centre, the edge faintly striate, innately silkyfibrillose, when moist near Buffy Brown (XL.) or Drab (XLVI.) and moist looking,
waxy-semitranslucent, markedly hygrophanous, drying to pallid or dingy whitish
with a buffy tint, the drying commencing from near the centre, the centre sometimes remaining for a 'while buffy brown shading to dark brown. Gills adnate
to moderately decurrent, close, narrow, many short, 'edges rather thick, sometimes
with venose buttresses between the gills, pallid greyish-brown, rnuch paler than
Drab (XLVII.). Rtenl up to l·~in. (R.7 cm.) high, usually slender, somet.imes
flattened, fibrillose,extensively hollow, coloured like the pileus but paler. Flesh
under the p.ileus moist-looking brown, in the centre of the pileus' white, in the
stem pale brown. Spores narrow, 5.5 to 6 x 2.2 to 2.8 u, Oystidia not seen.
Slight phosphorus-like smell. Amongst dead leaves and sticks, sometimes under
Pinus radHat,a. or other pines. South Australia-National Park, Beaumont (near
Adelaide), Lowan Forest (Kalangadoo, S.E.), Mount Gambier, MacDonnell Bay.
May, July.
Resembles C. l)araditJopa Clel. et Chee1., but lacks the strong wattle scent and
is less robust. The specific name refers to the semitranslucent waxy (or soapy)
appearance of the brownish pileus when moist. Previous collections from Beaurnont and National Park in South Australia and' Ararat in Victoria we have
referred to C. pimopbilo. Peck.
47. Clitocybe pascua Clel. (L., pascuus, of pasture) .-Pileus 1 to l~in. (2.5 to
3.7 cm.), rarely 2in. (5 cm.) in diameter, irregularly convex, soon becoming
depressed in the centre and somet.imes infundibuliform, edge often irregular and
wavy or slightly lobed, sometimes lacerated, smooth, when moist between Sudan
Brown and Brussels Brown (nr.) and semitranslucent, when dry opaque whit.ish
or buffy 'whitish. Gills slightly decurrent, rather close, moderately narrow, many
short, greyer than Pinkish Buff (XXIX.). Stem short, -?t to 1in. (1.2 to 2.5 cm.)
high, slender, equal or sometimes attenuated downwards, fibrillose, hollow,
brownish 'when 1110ist, pallid when dry. Flesh watery brownish when moist,
whitish when dry. Smell a little strong. Spores obliquely elliptical, 7 x 3.7 u;
Gregarious on .grassy hills. South Australia-Near N oarlunga. June.
The charactr-riat.ic features ar« the Sudan brown to Brussels brown pileus
becoming whit.ish when dry, the gills greyer than pinkish buff, the brownish stem,
the spores 7 x 3.7 fJ-, and the habitat amongst grass.
48. Clitocybe australiana Cle1. (L., Ausiralianu...s, AustraIjan).-Pileus up to
11 to 4in. (iLl to 10 em.), irregular, somewhat convex, centre depressed, edge
rather irregular and broken up, dull, smooth, pale biscuit corour (near Pinkish
Buff, XXIX.) or paler than Mikado Brown (XXIX.)' and near Vinaceous Cinnamon
(XXIX.), soapy-looking when moist, near Sayal Brown (XXIX.) when dry.
Gills
adnatn-decurrcnt to decurrcn t, narrow, moderately close, near Pinkish Buff.
Str-m up to 1 ~,in. (3.7 cm.}, slender to stout, up to *in. (15 mm.) thick, slightly
attenuated downwards, dull surface, solid or slightly hollow, with fluffy myeelium
at the base, wh ite. Flesh white, thick over the stem, attenuated outwards.
Spores ;·L2 to ;').() x 1.6 to :L2 /1-. Single or two Cl' three t'ogetl~er 01' suhcaesp itose
in sandy soil under trees. South Austral1a-Kinchina and Monarto South, Enfield.
New South Wnles-e-Bumberry and Manildra, July to October.
[4SA. Olrtecybe cyathiformis Bull. var. cinerascens Fr. ~ (Gr., cuatlio«, a eup;
L., forma, shape; L., cinerascen.s, becoming ash-coloured j
Pileus up to l-?tin.
(3.7 cm.}, umhilicate to infundibuliform, very thin, striate, sometimes somewhat
rugose, translucent, pale greyish brown. Gills deeply decurrent, branching and
anastomosing, moderntely crowded, cinereous white. Stern up to 21in. (6.2 cm.},
tubular, the hollow centre somct.imes arppareutly communica.ting wi th the funnelshaped pileus, base slightly bulbous, concolorous with the pileus but hrowner
bel 0\1\'. Spores pear-shaped with a large gutta, 7 to 8.5 x 4.. 2 to 5 u: Under
trees, sornetrmes OIl rotten wood, New South Wales-i-Mosman near Ry(1ney,
Lisarow. Mareh, May, J uno, (Plate Ill. Top right figure.)
The N ew South Wales plants referred to the above species also resemble in
~o'nle points C. ob bata Fr.
They lllUy bt) distinct from each of these species,
differing for i nst a nco in t he hol low str-m.]
c->
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Hymenium pulverulent.

LACCARIA B. and Br.
(Lac, a resinous secretion "left by the lac insect.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular or irregular. Stem central, externally fibrous. Gills
adnate with a decurrent tooth, pulverulent. Spores white, globose or elliptical,
echinulate or verrucose. Growing on the ground or on wood.' '~Rea.
This genus is included by many in Clitocy·be. The gills are decurrent and
acutelyadnate and coloured reddish, violet or yellow. The spores are white and
'warty; clinging to the surface of the gills they give these a glaucous appearance
with the ground colour showing through.
Laccaria laccata is one of our
eomrnonest fungi.

49. Laccarta laccata (Scop.) B. et Br. (Italian lacca, the reddish resinous
lac exudate) .~Pileus usually ~ to Lin. (1.2 to 5 cm.), convex or irregularly
, convex, sometimes depressed in the centre, edge usually striate when moist,
surface dull, smooth, sometimes slightly, mealy, innately fibrillose to subscaly when
dry, Cinnamon Rufous to Hazel (XIV.) "when moist, Light Ochraceous Buff (xv.)
or Light Pinkish Cinnamon to Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) when dry. Gills adnate
with a decurrent tooth, tending to be distant, with short ones interspersed,
slightly ventricose, rather broad, thickish, a little paler than Vinaceous Russet,
near Buff Pink, or Vinaceous Pink to Japan Rose (XXVIII.) ,becoming pruinose
with the spores. Stem 1" to' "2~in. (2.5 to 6.2 cm.), slender (lin., 3 mm. thick),
equal, often rather flexuous, fibrillose, base not white or villous, solid or slightly
hollow, concolorous 'with the pileus. Spores subspherical, warty, 7 fJ-, 7.5 x 5.5 fJ-,
8.5 x 6 u, Single, ,gregarious or subcaespitose, usually on sandy loam. South
Australia-Mount Lofty Range,National Park, Willunga Hill, Mount Remarkable,
Mount Burr (S.E.) . New South Wales. Yict or ia. May to August. (Plate IV.
Upper right figure.)
Australian plants differ f'rom Rea's description of British ones in being smaller,
in the frequent striation of the periphery of the pileus and in the absence, in some
specimens at least, of a white villous base to the stern.
This is a very common and rather variable species, relatively small, of a
general rufous-flesh colour when moist, 1110re pallid when dry. The best way to
recognise it in the field is by noting the whitish pruinose appearance of the gills
due to the white warty spores. F'rom the colour of the gills, beginners are apt
to look for the species amongst the genera wit.h coloured spores. The edibility
of the Austrnlian f'orm has not yet been tested.

Hymenium waxy.

HYGROPHOROUS Fr.
(Gr., hY[JTOS, 1110ist; pllc}1o, I bear.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular, viscid or dry. Stern central, fleshy. Gills decurrent
or adna.to-dccurrent,
Spores white, "very rarely slightly coloured; elliptical,
oval, globose, clavate, pip-shaped or oblong-elliptical ; smooth or continuous.
Cystidia -preserrt or absent. Growing on the ground, very rarely on wood.' '-Rea.
The ,genus H ygn,ophoru"s is characterised by the waxy consistency of the
hymenium which covers the gills, so that when mature this becomes soft and
can easily be rubbed off the trama or main support of the gills. The gills are
also usually distant or subdistant and whilst the edge is acute they become
thicker towards the attachment so as to be rather tr.iangular 'in section. The
pileus is often white or brightly coloured red, orange or green. It is often viscid.
The flesh is somewhat waxy or "watery. Many species are edible.
Several species are known for Australia. Not uncommon on our foothills is
the white exceedingly glutinous Hygrophof'US caiuiuius. H. conicus, red, orangeyellow or yellowish-green, turning black in drying, lllay be found on one of the
lawns in the Botanic Gardens ~in M~y and June. H. coccineus is a beautiful
scarlet species with conico-convex cap.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus and stem very glutinous.
Pileus pure white with slight brownish tint' in
centre.
Gills adnate or adnexed.
Spores
50. Hygrophoro1us camapproa.ching subspherieal, 4.5 to 6.5 x 3 to 4 f.L

didus.
Pileus firm, opaque.
Pileus finely squamulose, dark sooty brown. Gills
adnate-arcuate to adnexed.
Stem white with
greyish tint. Spores 7.5 to 9.5 x 4.5 to 5 f.L •• 51. H. fuligineo-squamosus.
Pileus thin, watery, fragile.
Pileus conico-cxpandcd, variously coloured (red,
orange yellow, yellowish-green), drying black.
Gills just free, rosy-yellowish or yellowish .. .. 52. H. conicus.
Pileus conico-convex, scarlet. Gills adnate, rosy
with the margins yellowish. Stem scarlet above,
yellowish below, base whitish .. .. .. .. .. .. 53. H. coccuieus.
1.Subgenus Limacium; (L., lima«, a snail or slug.) "Universal veil viscid,
with occasionally a. floccose, partial one which is annular or marginal. Stem
clothed with scales or more frequently rough with dots above. Gills adnatodecurrent'. , '-Rea.
50. Hygrophorus candidus Oke. et Mass. (L., caruiuius, shining white).Pileus and stem glutinous, with a glutinous cobweb-like veil when young, fragile.
Pileus up to 2tin. (6.2 cm.), conico-convex to convex, then expanding and nearly
plane, umbonate, edge turned in and thin, sometimes striate or with reticulated
ribs, pure white with brownish biscuity tints approaching Tawny Olive (XXXIX.)
round the centre. Gills adnate or adnexed, close, slightly ventricose, narrow
triangular on section, creamy white, becoming discoloured. Stem up to 2-!in.
(6.2 cm.), rather flexuous, moderately slender (up to iin., 15 mm. thick above),
attenuated downwards, stuffed or slight'ly hollow, root conical, white, sometimes
becoming slightly brownish. Spores elliptical to subspherical, sometimes a little
irregular or slightly warty, 4.5 to 6.5 x 3 to 4 f.L, 3.7 to 5.5 u, On the ground
often under Eucalypts. South Aust'ralia-Beaumont (near Adelaide), Greenhill
Road, Morialta, Mount Lofty, National Park, Kinchina, Encounter Bay, Bangham,
Mount Schank (S.E.). Victoria. April, May, July.
Readily recognised by its pure white appearance with tints of brown on the
cap and the very glutinous pileus and stern.
11. Subgenus Camaropliuttus. (Gr., lcamara, a vault'; phyUon, a leaf) .-" Veil
none. Stem even, smooth or fibrillose, not Tough with dots. Pileus firm, opaque,
moist in rainy weather, not viscid. Gills distant, areuate.' '-Rea.
51. Hygrophorus fuligineo-squamosus Clol. (L., ful,ig1'neus, sooty; squamosus,
scaly) .-Pileus 11 to 2:iin. (3.1 to 6.8 cm.}, irregularly convex to plane or finally
upturned, finely squamulosc or fibril lo-floccose, dark sooty brown, near Olove
Brown (XL.) or Drab (XLVI.), the scales darker. Gillsadnate-arcuat'e, adnexed
or usually slightly sinuate, moderately close, alternately short, narrow triangular
in cross section, rather thick, sometimes veutr ir-ose, lino (6 mm.) deep, glaucous
grey (lighter than. Mouse Grey, LI.). Stem up to 2in. (5 cm.), equal above but
attenuated at the base into the conical Toot, fibrillose or flbrillose-squamulose with
often in addition a few superficial fine dark spiderweb-like fibrils, solid, whitish
with a greyish tint, often speckled sooty-brown from the fibrils. Flesh of the
stem and pileus continuous, white with a slight grey tint. Whole plant rather
moist-looking. Slight mealy srnell. Spores elliptical, oblique, 7.5 to 9 x 4.5 to
5.5 u, On the ground. South Australia-c-Mount Lofty (in Eucalyptus forest),
Kinchina, }lacDonnell Bay (S.E.). May to .Tuly.
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[51A. Hygrophorusniveus (Scop.) Fr. ~ (L., niceus, snow-white) .-Whole plant
pure white. Pileus nearly ~in. (1.2 cm.), convex, subgibbous, translucent and
slightly striate when moist. Gills decurrent, rather distant, edges a little thick.
Stem! l';'in. (3.7 cm.), slender, slightly hollow, silky. Spore.s elliptical, white,
7 to 8.2 x 5.2 to 6 .fJ-. On the ground. Ne,Y South Wales-In forest, Mount
Wilson. June. (PIate Ill. Bottom left figure. The gills are shown as rather
too distant.)
H. nioeus grows in heaths and pastures and the plants described above in
forests in the Blue Mountains. There is considerable doubt as to the identification
and this Australian 'species may perhaps not be' an Hygrophorus but a
CUba'cybe. ]

Ill. Subgenus Hygrocytbe. (Gr., hygros, moist ; kybe, a head).-"Veil none.
Whole fungus thin, watery, succulent, fragile. Pileus viscid when moist, shining
when dry, rarely floccosely squamose. Stem hollow, soft, not punctate. Gills
soft. Most' of the species brightly coloured and shining. ' '-Rea.
52. Hygrophorus conicus (Scop.) Fr. (L., conicus, conical).-Pileus Lin,
(2.5 CIU.) or more, conical with an acute umbo, then expanding, fibrillosely
streaked, Brazil Red (r.), often with light orange-yellow at the periphery, sometimes yellowish-green or dark greyish-brown, turning black 'with black fibrils.
Gills just free or attenuately adnexed, ventricose, rosy-yellowish or yellowish,
becoming grey or dark grey. Stem 2t to 3tin. (3.7 to 8.7 cm.), tense, rather
fibrillose and twisted, the fibres later becoming blackish, hollow, of the red colour
of the pileus above and orange-yellow below and often beneath the gins, or
pallid brownish or yellowish-green with scattered black cobweb-like lines. Spores
elliptical, microscopically almost colourless or 'with a dark wash, 9 to 10.4 x 6 to
7 u, South Australia-e-Lawn in the Botanic Gardens at Adelaide. New South
Wales. May, June. (Figure 11A.)
The caps of European specimens are described as "scarlet, yellow, tawny,
sulphur-greenish, livid or fuliginous light yellow, becoming black."
The species is recognised by its usually being found in grassy places, its
fragile watery texture, its conical pileus variously n nrl strikingly coloured with
red, orange-yellow and green, the tendency to turn black when old and the
coloured often twisted stem.
53. Hygrophorus coccineus (Schaeff.) Fr. (L., coccineus, scarlet').-Pileus .;. to
l±in. (1.2 to 3.1 crn.}, lino (1.8 cm.) high, convex to conico-convex, sometimes
umbilicate or irregular or upturned, sometimes slightly rugose, sometimes fibrillose striate or subsquamulose, viscid, Scarlet, Scarlet Red or Carmine (r.),
when young with yellowish or yellowish-green shades, sometimes orangey-cr'imson,
reddish orange or pinkish scarlet. Gills adnate or with a tendency to decurrence,
distant, rather narrow, edges thick, rosy with the edges yellowish, sometimes
whitish becoming yellowish. Stem 1± to :1in. (3.1 to 7.5 cm.), slender, attenuated
upwards .01' at the base or equal, some times dilated upwards, usually twisted,
sometimes with :a furrow, often flattened, subfibrillosc, usually very hollow but
sometimes solid, reddish or scarlet above passing into yellow below, whitish at
the base. Flesh reddish. Spores obliquely elliptical, 7 to 10.4 ~ 4.5 to 6.8 u,
On the ground, .somet imes amongst' 1110SS. South Australia-Greenhill Road,
Myponga, Mount Burr Forest (S.E.). May to July, October.
Some of our plants show white at the base of the stem, a feature which does
not occur in European specimens. They are also smaller. The general scarlet
colour, slight viscidity and adnate gills help in recognising the species.
[53A. Hygrophorus miniatus Fr. (L., niiniaius, verrrrilion jv-s-Pileus up to tin.
(1.2 CIU.), convex, not definitely viscid, pinkish 'scarlet becoming paler. Gills
adnate with a trace of a decurrent tooth, very distant, waxy yellow. Stern l-!in.
(3.1 cm.), solid, concolorous with the pileus, not yellow below, extreme base
whitish and fluffy. Spores elliptical; granular, H.5 to 10.4 "X 6 to 7 u, N ew
South Wales-Under shrubs, Lisaro,y." May. (Plate TV. Top left figure.)

H. mimiat-u» differs f'rorn H. ,OoOC,iJle1IS in being smaller and never viscid. The
'pileus may be yellow, the gills orange red or' the stern orange-red to yellow.
The South Australian plants we refer to H. cocoin eus approach the Ne,Y South
Wales one figured above but differ ill being viscid.']
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(c)

PILEUS CONFLUENT WITH, BUT HETEROGENEOUS FROl\:f,
STEM.

THE CARTILAGINOUS

*Gills adnate or sinuato-adnate.

t Margin of pileus at first in curved, or exceeding the gills.
ICOLLYBIA Fr.
(Gr~, lcollstbos, a small coin.)

, , Pileus fleshy, membranaceous, regular; margin incurved.
Stem central,
cartilaginous. Gills adnate, adnexed or free. Spores white, rarely yellowish,
greenish or brownish-red; elliptical, globose, oblong or pip-shaped; smooth,
verrucose, punctate or echinulate; continuous.
Cystidia present or absent.
Growing on the ground or on wood; solitary or caespitose. ' '-Rea.
Not many species of Collybi,a have so far been recognised in .south Australia.
They are said mostly to be thin-capped mushrooms growing on decayed wood,
buried sticks, etc., and differing from species of Morasmiu« in not reviving
after being dried. It would seem as though there' were bridging species between
these two genera and particular species have been placed now in the one, now
in the other, according to the opinion of the individual mycologist. Collybia
differs from Mycena in the margin of the pileus when young being incurved
and exceeding the gills and in the pileus expanding, which is uncommon in
:Mjycena. It .may be difficult to place plants if specimens in the young stage are
not available.
Some species are relatively large and grow on the ground.
Amongst these is Collybia rtuiicata, a European species not uncommon with us,
with dark olive brown cap, contrasting with the white gills, and a long stem with
a very long root.

KEY TO THE SPEOIES.
Gills white or brightly coloured, not cinereous.
Stem stout, sulcate or fibrillosely striate.
Gills broad, subdistant.
With a long tapering root.
Pileus dark-brown, gills wh ite, spores
large
54. Oallybia radscata.
Not rooting.
Pileus
blackish-brown
becoming
lacerated, stem twisted, whitish .. 55. C. tortipes.
Gills narrow, crowded.
Large.
Pileus and stern smoky-brown.
Spores 9 x 5.5 IJ.. In grassy places ..
Stem thin, velvety, floccose' or pruinose.
Gills broad" subdistant.
Tawny to ochraceous. Stem densely velvety, ochraceous to brown. Caespitose,
on wood
.
Gills very narrow, crowded.
Pileus colour of dead grass to Verona
brown, radiately rugose, thm.
Stem
whitish to brownish velutinate. Caespitose with mycelial strands. Spores 8
to 13 x 4: to 5.5 IJ. •. •• •• •. •• ••
Pileus Rood's brown drying like the gills
and stem light pinkish cinnamon, Stem
villose with pale hairs. Not caespitose,
with mycelial strands amongst pine
needles ..

56. C. abutyracea.

57. C. »eiutipes.

58. C. ingrata.

59. C. pinicolens.

Pileus brown, resting close to ground.
Stem densely velutinate, near rustcoloured, root penetrating deeply .. .. 60. C. penetrans.
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Stem thin, glabrous.
Gills broad, rather distant.
No South Australian species recorded.
G-ills narrow, crowded.
At base of stumps.
Pileus ochraceous buff. Stem reddishbrown. Spores 5 x 3.5 /1-. Caespitose .. ..
.. .. ., 61. C. eucaiuptorum,
On the ground.
Pileus pinkish buff to brownish.
Stern hollow, near Verona brown.
Single ..
..... .
62. C. sub,dryophila..
Pileus russet to tawny. Gills sinuatoadnexed, tinted with pale ochraceous
buff.
Stem very hollow, Sayal
brown to russet .. .. .. .. .. .. 63.' C. percava.
Pileus rich salmony buff, hygrophanous. Stem 'short, pallid with
slight tints of the pileus ..
64. C. aiutocea.
Pileus and stem ( except apex) cinnamon-rufous, pileus about 1in. Gills
creamy-white, adnato-adnexed
65. C. elegans.
Gills becoming cinereous.
Pileus fuscous or becoming cinereous.
Gills crowded, rather narrow,
Pileus smoky-brown to scorched-brown,
not viscid.
Stem brownish.
Spores
sometimes slightly rough, 7.5 to 9 x 5
to 6 /1- •• •• •• •• ., •• •• •• •• •• 66. C. deusia.
Pileus fuscous, subviscid.
Stem tinted
with fuscous. Spores 7 to 9 x 4 to
5.5 /1- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 67. C. [usca.
Gills broad, rather distant. '
No South Australian species recorded.
A.

(a)

Gills white or brightly coloured, not cinereous.

Flesh often white.

STEM: STOUT, SULCATE OR FIBRILLOSELY STRIATE.

"Gills broad, subdistant.
54. Collybia radicata (Relk.) Berk. (L., rodicatus, rooted) .-Pileus up to 3in.
(7.5 cm.), nearly plane, eometirnea depressed in the centre' with the edge
upturned, smooth, somewhat viscid when moist, sometimes wrinkled, pale yellowishbrown to olive-brown. Gills adnate, sometimes with decurrent lines on the stem,
moderately close, alternate ones short, rather thick, 'white to pale fawn. Stem
up to Sin. (20 cm.) long, slender, slightly attenuated upwards, base thickened,
with a tapering root 2t to 3in. (6.2 to 7.5 cm.) long, hollow, cartilaginous,
creamy white to brownish. Spores oval, 12 to 15.5 x 10.5 to 12 /1-. South Australia-Botanic Gardens (Adelaide), National Park, Happy Valley, Encounter
Bay, Blanche State Forest - (S.E.), Kalangadoo (S.E.) . N ew South Wales.
Victoria. April to July. (Figure 11 C.)
This is a not uncommon species, sometimes found growing in untilled fields
in our suburbs. It is readily recognised by the nearly plane, usually dark
olivaceous, pileus contrasting with the white gills and by the long stem which
passes below into a tail-like fusiform root.
55. Collybia tortdpes Clel. (L., tortus, twisted; pes, a foot) .-Pileus t to 1tin.
(1.2 to 3.7 cm.}, convex, more or less depressed in the centre, fibrillosely splitting,
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edge slightly in turned when young, dark blackish-brown, Buffy Brown to Clove
Brown (XL.), sometimes when old dark bronzy brown. Gills sinuate, ventricose,
a litt'le distant, white, when old with a yellowish-brown tint. ,Stem 1! to liin.
(3.1 to 4.4 cm.), rather slender, twisted, riot rooting, rather polished to subfibrillose, slightly hollow, cartilaginous, whitish. Spores narrow, approaching
Boletus-shape, white, 8 to 11 x 4 to 4.5 p.. In sandy soil, so.metimes under leaves
or half-buried, sometimes subcaespitose. Sout'h Australia-Willunga Hill, near
Sum·mertown. April, May. (Figure 11 B.)
Characterised by the dark blackish-brown pileus becoming lacerated, the white
gills and the whitish twisted non-rooting stem. It resembles illustrations of
C. laceraia (Lasch.) Berk., but 'does not' grow on stumps, is not caespitose and
has not subglobose spores.

B

c

A

[Drawings by E ,R.C.

Figure ll.-A. Hygrophorus conicus (Scop.) Fr. (No. 52).
Enlarged by ~.
B. Co1J.lybia tort.ip es Clel.

(No. 55).

Botanic Gardens, Adelaide.

Willunga Hill.

C. Oollybia raddcato. (Relk.) Berk. (No. 54),

Botanic Gardens, Adelaide.
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**Gills narrow, crowded.
56. Collybia abutyracea Clel. (F'rorn the supposed relationship to C. butyracea
Bull.) .-Pileus up to 4iin. (11.8 cm.}, at first convex with the edge turned in,
then expanding, irregular andrepand and more or less subumbonate, at first
slightly velutinate, finally somewhat shining and subfibrillose, when young pallid
or Cream Buff (xxx.) with a smoky-brown tfnge, then pallid biscuit-coloured,
sometimes with a smoky or scorched tinge, sometimes with the umbo approaching
Saccardo's Umber (XXXIX.). Gills slightly sinuate to adnate, close, rather dingy
creamy white, becoming more biscuit-coloured. Stem up to l-!in (3.7 cm.),
rather slender to moderately stout, i to -kin. (10 to 12.5 mm.) thick, coarsely
fibrillose, equal, not rooting, tough and cartilaginous but with the flesh not very
clearly distinct fro-m that of the pileus, solid, not stuffed, breaking up into tough
fibrils, dark smoky-brown to pallid brownish, base whitish when young. Spores
elliptical, 7.5 to 9 x 5 to 5.5 f.1. No special smell. Amongst grass. South
Australia-s-Beaumont Common, Pinnaroo, Belair. June to August.
A large species growing in colonies in grassy places with a subumbonate smokybrown cap, rather close creamy-white gills, and fairly stout, fibrillose, brownish
stem.
(b)

STEl\:f

THIN, 'vELVETY, FLOCCOSE OR PRUINOSE.

*Gills broad, subdistant.
57. Collybia velutipes (Curt.) Fr. (L., vellus, a fleece; pes, a foot) .-Pileus
i to 4in. (2 to 10 cm.), fleshy, convex, soon becoming plane, often exeentrie,
irregular and repand, smooth, viscid, ochraceous buff to ochraceous orange, sometimes browner. Gills adnexed, rounded behind, subdistant, Ochraceous Buff (xv.)
becoming Warm Buff (xv.). Stern up to 2!in. (a..2 ClU.) or more, twisted, tough,
velutinate, Cinnamon Brown (xv.), Oehraceous Brown (xv.) above. Spores
narrow, 7.5 to occasionally 9 x 3.5 u, Caespitose on old wood. South AustraliaMount Gambler. New South Wales. May.
Readily recognised by the caespitose habit on dead wood, the tawny cap,
ochraceous buff gills, and especially by the .densely velvety cinnamon brown to
ochraceous brown stem.
**Gills very narrow, crowded.
, 58. Collybia Ingrata (Schum.) Fr. (Syn. Marasmius ingtratus). (L., ingrat 'us,
unpleasant j c->-Pileus i to 2in. (1.8 to 5 cm.), irregularly convex, then plane or
more often with the centre depressed and more or less repand, on the disc often
with a slight umbo dimpled in its centre, radiately rugose-striate, surface dull,
hygrophanous, very thin, near Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.) and paler,
approaching the colour of dead grass, or paler than Wood Brown (XL.) or near
Verona Brown (XXIX.), when dry near Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) . Gills adnatoadnexed, tending to be attached to a collar, moderately close, narrow, edges
slightly serrate, in three tiers, Verona Frown to Vinaceous Buff. (XL.), near
Avellaneous (XL.), or greyer than Pinkish Buff. (XXIX. ) ,near Sayal Brown
(XXIX. ) when old. 8 tern I! to 2in. ( 3.1 to 5 cm.}, slender (2 mm. diameter),
tough, striate, cartilaginoue, flesh .differing in texture f'rom that of the pileus,
hollow, velutinate with a pallid brownish to 'whitish fur, Snuff Brown (XXIX.)
or paler. Spores obliquely flask-shaped, one end more pointed, sometimes curved,
white, 8 to 13 x 4 to 5.5 u, Approaching Ma,ra:sm,ius in texture. Caespitose with
whitish mycelial threads amongst fallen leaves and sticks on the ground. South
Australia-c-Undor a peach tree, Beaumont; amongst Spanish reeds (Arundo) ,
North Terrace; National Park. February, April, June, August.
Characterised by the rather tough, thin, radiately rugose light pinkish cinnamon pileus; the close creamy-white adnato-adnexed gills; the whitish velutinate
slender stem; and the caespitose habit.
59. Collybia pinicolens Clel. (L., pirnus, a pine-tree ; colene, inhabiting).Pileus i to Lin, (1.8 to 2.5 cm.) , plane or slightly convex, umbilicate, edge striate
rugose, very thin, rather tough, hygrophanous, when moist near Rood's Brown
(XXVIII.), drying near Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.). Gills adnate, moderately
close, narrow, Light Pinkish Cinnamon when drying. Stem 2!in. (6.2 cm.),
slender, equal, tough, cartilaginous, stuffed} densely· villous with pale hairs, Light
Pinkish Cinnamon when dry, with spreading fibrils at the base passing into
.mycelial strands amongst pine needles, some of the strands apparently entering
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the masses of fallen pollen grains. Single or at least not densely caespitose.
Spores oblique, one end rather pointed, 8.5 x 4 u, South Australia-In Pinus
radiata Don. (P. i.nsignis Dougl.) forest, Mount Burr (S.E.). May.
Characterised by the thin, rather tough, coarsely striate, earthy brown pileus
drying to light pinkish cinnamon, .and adnate gills of the same colour as is the
villous tough slender stem.
60. Collybia penetrans Clel. (L., peneirans, penetrating, in reference to the
deeply descending root).-Pileus 1 to l:lin. (2.5 to 3.1 cm.), convex to irregularly
plane or even upturned, sometimes repand, occasionally subumbonate· or umbil ieate, innately fibrillose, sometimes slightly radiatelyirugose, Russet (xv.) round
the periphery to Mars Brown (xv.) in the centre ~(the two zones contrasting).
Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) , near Sanford's Brown and Auburn (H.) ,Mikado Brown
and Orange Cinnamon (XXIX.). Gills slightly sinuately adnexed, moderately
close, Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) becoming Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) or with tints
of Rood 's Brown (XXVHI.), with a tendency to a bloom. Stem:i to 1:lino (1. 8 to
3.1 cm, ) above ground, slender (4 mrn. thiek), hollow, denselyvelutinate, near
Argus Brown (nr.) and Sudan Brown (IH.), passing into a long Toot (2 to 3in.,
5 to 7.5 cm., long), swollen at the ground level to 7 mm., attenuated downwards,
slightly irregular, whole stem rather tough, fibrillo-cartilaginons differing in texture f'rorn the flesh of the pileus, attached to deeply buried rootlets. Flesh of
pileus and stem near Antimony Yellow (xv.). Spores oblique, narrow pearshaped, 7.5 t08 x 4 to 4.5 u, South Australia-In sandy loam and in burnt
EucaZyptu,s cos-mophylla scrub, Hall's, Creek near Eneounter Bay. May..
Characterised by the brown pileus, resting close to the ground, the ochraceous
tawny gills (at first suggesting a brown-spored species) and the densely velutinate
almost rusty brown stern, short above ground but descending deeply to be attached
to rootlets.
C. Stem thin, glabrous.
*Gills broad, rather distant.
No South Australian species recorded.
**Gills narrow, crowded.
61. Collybia eucalyptorum Olel. (Eu,caZyptoru:m, of Eucalypt trees).-Pilens
i to l!in. (1.6 to 3.7 cm.), broadly conico-campanulate to nearly plane, then
slightly upturned, smooth, 'with the surface dull from innate fibrils, edge slightly
striate, Pale Pinkish Buff becoming Cinna-mon Buff (XXIX.), or Ochraceous Buff
(xv.) and darker in the centre, becoming pallid towards the periphery. Gills
adnexed, close, narrow, with short ones at the periphery, creamy-white or
approaching Warm Buff (xv.). Stem 1 to 2~in. (2.5 to 6.2 cm.) high, relatively
slender (.gin., 3.5 mm., or more thick), flexuous, smooth or subfibrillose, barely
striate, hollow, cartilaginous, differing f'rorn the flesh of the pileus, reddish brown
(between 'I'awny, xv., and Russet, xv.; Mikado Brown, XXIX.). Flesh thin,
slightly brownish. Smell moderately strong. Spores pear-shaped, hyaline, 5 to
5.5 x 3.5 u, Caespitose at the bases of old trunks of Bucciu pt.us or stumps.
South Australia-Mount Lofty Summit. June.
62. Oollybia : subdryophila Clel. (S11Jbdryophila., here, near to the species C.
dryophila Bull., Fr.).-Pileus up to 1:lino (3.1 cm.), slightly convex, sometimes
eventually a little upturned at the edge, irregular, matt, near Pinkish Buff
(XXIX.).
Gills adnate to adnexed (once apparently sinuate), close, narrow',
creamy white. Stem up to l-!in. (3.7 cm.), rather slender, sometimes flattened,
sometimes slightly attenuated upwards, smooth or matt, hollow, flesh confluent
'with but heterogeneous from that of the pileus, reddish brown ( near Verona
Brown, XXIX.). Shed spores with one end more pointed, 4 to 4.2 x 2 u, South
Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, near Happy Valley, Hope Valley, Mount
Compass, Kinchina. April, May, July, September, October.
63. Collybia percava Clel. (L., percavus, very hollow) .-Pileus I! to 2ill.
(3.7 t05 cm.) , deeply convex at first, then expanding to convex often with the
centre depressed, finally expanded and rather irregular, sometimes umbonate,
sometimes with edge upturned, when young Mars Brown (xv.) drying at the
apex through Russet (xv.) to darker than Tawny (xv.). Gills sinuato-adnexed,
narrow (up to 5 mm. deep ), moderately close, edge lacerated when large, with
a tint of Pale Ochraceous Buff (xv.). Stem up to 2in. (5 Cl11.) , swollen below
especially when young, attenuated upwards (up to 1 cm. thick below and 6 mm.
above), polished, very hollow, near Sayal Brown (XXIX.) or base browner than
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Russet (xv.) paling upwards to become rpallid with the same tint. Spore mass
slightly tinted, spores pear-shaped, 5 x 3.7 u, On the ground. South Australia-National Park. May.
64. Collybia alutaeea Clel. (L., aluia, tanned leather) .-Pileus i to l-!in.
(1.8 to B.7 Cl11.) , more or less plane becoming upturued-repand, sometimes subumbonate, smoot.h, rich salmony-buff and moist-looking, sometimes reddish-brown
at' the periphery, drying opaque matt and a paler pinkish-buff'. 'Gills adnexed,
narrow, close, creamy white. Stem i to Lin, (1~8 to 2.5 ,GIll.), rather short, somewhat slender, sometimes flattened, equal, smooth, slightly hollow, pallid with a
slight or definite tint of the pileus. Flesh of the stem cartilaginous, differing
f'rom the tnin white flesh of the pileus; which is attenuated outwards. Spores (~)
5 x 2.5 u, On the ground. South Australia-e-Back Valley off Lnman "Valley.
May, 1929.
Characterised by the rich salmoriy-huff pileus becoming pinkish-buff, contrasting with the close white gills and short pallid stem slightly tinted like the
pileus.
65.Collybia elegans Clel. (L., eleqans, elegant) .-Pileus i to over 1in. (1.8 to
3 cm.}, at first campanulato-convex with edge inturned, then deeply convex and
obtusely umbonate, finally nearly plane with obtuse umbo and edge occasionally
upturned, slightly r ivulose, surface moist-looking matt , Cinnamon Rufous (XIV.),
Tawny (XV.), or near Orange Buff (IH.) when fresh and yellower than Burnt
Sienna (H.) when drying. ' Gills adnato-adnexed to adnate, close, narrow, creamcoloured. Ste'm~11 to 21in. (3.7 to 6.5 cm.), very slender (2 to 5 I11m.) , equal,
polished, cartilaginous, tough, solid, sometimes slightly swollen at the base, tinted
like the pileus or Pale Orange Yellow (IH.) or. Russet (XV.) below, then Tawny
(xv.), pallid to whitish above. S1ne11 strong. Spores narrow, one end pointed,
D to 11 x 4.5 to 5.5 u, On the ground with much pallid mycelium in mould or
covering fallen leaves or invading rotten wood. South Australia-National Park,
Mount Lofty. May to July.
The cinnamon-rufous pileus and stem, the latter pallid below the cap and slencler,
with creamy-white adnato-adnexed or adnate gills and general elegant appearance
characterise the species, 'which approaches Marasrrnius in texture.

B.

Gills becoming cinereous.

*Gills crowded, rather narrow.
66. Collybia deusta Clel. (L., deustus, burnt up, scorched) .-Pileus 2 to 3in.
(5 to 7.5 cm.), irregularly plane to slightly depressed with a trace of umbonation,
edge somewhat undulatory, surface matt to subtomentose, smoky brownish to
scorched brown. Gills aclnato-adnexed with occasionally a decurrent tooth, close,
narrow (±in., 6.5 mm. deep), pallid dingy greyish to pallid dingy buff. Stern
1-! to 2in. (3.7 to 5 cm.), rather slender (-1 to iin., 6 to 9 mm., thick), fibrillose,
tough, solid, base slightly swollen into a knob ending abruptly, dark smoky brown.
Flesh of stem cartilaginous, differing in texture f'rom the flesh of the pileus, "which
is white and thin. Spores elliptical, 8.5 x 5.2 u; No obvious smell. South Australia-In sand under Meialeuca haimaturorum. F.v.M., Tnman River, 'Victor
Harbour. May.
Kinchina specimens (May to August), which seem to be this species, though
differing in minor details and showing, sometimes at least, slightly rough spores,
are here described in case further investigation shows them to be specifically distinct.-Pileus 3in. (7.5 cm.) in diameter, at first deeply eonvex with an acute
umbo, then convex and subumbonate, finally nearly plane or a little depressed,
s11100th, shining, edge iu turned when young, between Snuff Brown (XXIX.) and
Buff Brown (XL.). Gills adnate to sinuato-adnate, close, narrow, to lino (6 mm.)
deep, pallid with a greyish-brown tint. Stem 1-! to 21in. (3.7 to 6.2 cm.), slender,
fibrously striate, externally fibro-cartilaginous, internally stuffed, flesh heterogeneous from that of the pileus, brownish like the pileus but paler, pallid above.
Spores elliptical, sometimes slightly warty, 7.5 to 9 x 5 to 6.5 u, Other South
. A ustralian localities-Enfield, Blackwood, Belair, Baker's Gully. near Clarendon,
south of N oarlunga, Encounter Bay. May to August.
67. Collybia fusea, CleL (L.,. [uecus, dusky) .-Pileus, 11 to 3iin. (3.1 to 9.3
cm.) , convex, slightly umbonate, edge inturned, surface dull, apparently slightly
viscid when moist', lighter than Fuscous to F1J-sCOUS or Fuscous Black (XLVI.).
Gills slightly to deeply sinuate, or sometimes adnate, up to 1 cm. deep, moderately
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close, considerably paler than Light Drab (XLVL). Stem 11 to 3iin. (3.1 to 9.3
cm.), 5' to 8 mm. thick, mealy above, slightly fibrillose below, equal, stuffed,
cartilaginous, pallid tinted with drab or fuscous becoming darker below. Mealy
smell. Spores oval, slightly irregular, 7 to 9 x 4 to 5.5 u, In grassy land or
under trees. South Australia---:-Eagle-on-the-Hill, National Park. June.
The species resembles superficially Collybia radicata but has a shorter stem,
which is not rooting, moderately close, drab-tinted gills and much smaller spores.
Its characteristics are the dark fuscous cap which is slightly viscid, the close
gills becoming greyish and the fuscous tinted stem.
..
**Gills rather distant, broad.
None of our species seem referable to this section.
t t Margin of pileus straight, at first adpressed to the stem.

MYCENA Fr.
(Gr., m.ykes, a fungus.)
, 'Pileus fleshy or submembranaceous, regular; margin straight, never incurved,
Stem central, cartilaginous. Gills adnate or sinuato-adnate with a decurrent
tooth. Spores white; elliptical, oval, globose or oblon.g elliptical; smooth, punctate
or verrucose; continuous. Cystidia present, very rarely absent. Growing on the
ground or on wood; solitary or caespitose.' '-Rea.
The species of Mycena are characterised by the white spores, the thin pileus
whose margin: is not incurved, the stem differing in texture from the flesh of
the pileus and the gills adnate or sinuato-adnate with a decurrent tooth but not
truly decurrent. The plants are relatively small, in some cases minute, the thin
pileus usually broadly conical, campanulate or deeply convex and not tending to
expand, though the edge may become upturned when old. Often there is a more
or less prominent umbo or boss. The colour is usually clear, is frequently brown
or white, sometimes bright red or yellowish. The pileus may be ribbed or striate
and in some species viscid or glutinous, a condition which may affect the stem
also. The gills in some cases show a decurrent tooth on the stem; they may be
white, or have a cinereous tint, or become spotted, or the edge may be red and
sometimes serrate. The stem ma.r arise from a little bulb at its insertion and,
especially in caespitose species, may have abundant strigose hairs at its base.
It may exude a coloured juice when cut. The species grow on dead leaves, dead
wood, or on the ground, and may be single or densely caespitose.
Members of the genus are quite common in South Australia. Several brown
species occur on stumps and between the interstices of the rough bark of some of
our Eucalypts as dense caespitose masses with conico-campanulate caps and often
long clustered stems much covered with hairs at their bases. A delicate whitish
species may be found after heavy rains growing on the trunks of the elms on
North Terrace. Other species occur on the ground, usually single and amongst
grass or fallen leaves and sometimes growing from "the latter. Thus MY'cena
sang'uinolentia, fleshy-brownish, rather bell-shaped, with a dark red edge to the
gills and exuding a prune-coloured juice when the stem is injured, is often found
in little groups amongst grass, as at N ation.al Park.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Stem juiceless, not viscid, not filiform or fragile and
without a disc at the base. Densely caespitose,
growing on or near wood.
Pileus brown without' a lilac or vinaceous tint.
Gills white becoming greyish or flesh-tinted,
adnate, sometimes with a decurrent tooth.
Pileus, rarely up to. 1in., dark smoky
brown. Stem whitish, brownish below.
Spores 9 to 13 x 5.5 fJ- •• •• •• •• •• 68. Mycena sub qalericulata.
Gills white, adnate.
Pileus -lin., buffy brown to clove brown.
Stem whitish above, buffy brown below.
Spores 8.5 to 11 :x: 6. to 7.5 fJ- •• •• •• 69. M. austroliana.
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Gills grey, adnare with a decurrent tooth:
Pileus i to lin., very dark. Stem dark
above, pale below. Spores 9 x 5.5 IJ- •• 70. M.
Gills grey, not decurrent.
Pileus lin., dark brown.
Stem pallid
above and dark below. Spores 9 x 5.5 IJ-. 71. M.
Gills becoming pale vinaceous buff, adnate.
Pileus to nearly 2in., avellaneous, dark in
centre.
Stem Verona brown below.
Spores 8 to 8.5 x 5.5 IJ- •• •• •• •• 72. M.
Gills white or greyish, becoming spotted
brown, adnexed.
Pileus to l~in., buffy brown to mummy
brown. Stem becoming dark-brown, base
strigose. Spores 7.5 to 9 x 5.5 IJ- • .• 73. M.
Pileus with lilac or vinaceous tints.
Whole plant vinaceous. Gills adnate or slightly
sinuate with a decurrent tooth. Stems villose
•below .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 74. M.
Stem fragile, not filiform, not viscid and without a
coloured juice. Pileus hygrophanous. Mostly solitary
and terrestrial.
Pileus conico-campanulate, umbonate, hygrophanous,
drab to fuscous. Gills adnate, greyish white . 75. M.
Pileus convex, umbonate, dark brown.
Gills
adnate, -pure white. Stem 2~in., brown. Subcaespitose amongst fallen leaves .. .. ..
76. JJ~f'.
Stem exuding a coloured juice when broken.
Pileus pale brown to reddish-brown. Gills with
dark-red serrate edges.
Stem 3in., pale to
reddish-brown, juice dark reddish .. .. .. .. 77. M.
Stem juiceless, viscid.
Stem yellow. Pileus viscid, sulphine yellow to dark
olive buff .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 78. M.
Stem and whole plant deep red .. .. .. .. .. 79. M.
Stem brown below, pallid above. Pileus fuscous. 80. M.
Stem filif 0 rm, with a disc.-vattached to, trunks, etc.
Small.
Pileus lin., mealy, whitish. Gills 12 to 14, adnate
to a collar. Stem iin. Spores 9 to 11 IJ-. On
living trunks .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 81. M.
Pileus lino or more, broadly campanulate, apex
flattened, frosted with granules, white or whitish.
Gills adnexed, no collar. Stem lin., with minute
hairs .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 82. M.
Stem filiform, without a disc, inserted on fallen twigs, etc.
Pileus to iin., white to pallid brownish, 3[>ex
dimpled, .striate. Gills adnate, rather few and
distant. Stem Lin., white with a few hairs .. 83. M.
Pileus iin., convex-hemispherical, fuscous brown,
apex whitish. Gills adnate with a decurrent
tooth, slightly greyish. Stem 2in., brown. Spores
8 x 5.5 IJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• • ••• 84. M.
I. Stem juiceless, base not dilated into a
denticulate.
No South Australian species recorded.

disc.

Edge

sub-nigra.

eucoiuptorum..

Cunnim.qluimiana.

maculate,

»inacea.

[usca.

pullata;

san.quinolento:

epipterygia.

austro-cruenta.
subvulgaris.

subulbida,

t enerrimo:

subcapillaris.

aibidofusca.
of

gills darker,

11.. Stem juiceless, base not dilated into a disc. Gills unicolorous, not changing
colour. Pileus pure coloured, bright, not becoming fuscous orcinereous.
No South Australian species recorded.
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Ill. Stem firm, rigid, somewhat tough, juiceless, somewhat strigose and rooted
at the base. Gills changing colour, 'white, then grey or reddish, comrnordy at
length connected" by .veins. Pileus not hygrophanous. Generally lignicolous and
eaespitose,
In the Mount Lofty Ranges, dense clumps of species of Mycena, dark-brown
in colour, conico-campanulate in shape and 'with strigose hairs at the bases of
the stems, may frequently be found on the trunks of stringy-bark Eucalypts, on
stumps, on fallen logs, and on fence posts, often emerging f'rorn fissures in the
wood. Their size doubtless depends to S01ne· extent on the weather and food
conditions. These fungi vary a good deal in appearance, and probably several
species are concerned. An attempt has therefore been made to disentangle these
supposed species, and the main points of difference have -been set out. in the
Key just given. The first four species, namely M. subaatericutata, M. austrabiana, M. ,subnig'rra, and M. eucaiqptoruan seem to be the Australian representatives of M. qolericulata (Scop.) Fr. It is possible that, instead of being true
species, they rnay merely show the variations that occur in a single unstable
species, and if so the first name should apply to all. In any ease, the descriptions
indicate the Tange and nature of the variations in a closely related group of
fungi. The next two species, M. -oinaceo-Iuiea and M. mooulata, present greater
differences, though the latter may also be a member of the first-mentioned ,group
showing a phase, the spotting of the gills, not always present.
68. Mycena subgalericulata Clel. (L., sub qolericulatue, (in this case) close to
the species M. ga:leri.culata).- Pileus ~ to 1in. (1.2 to 2.5 cm.), ~ to lino (0.8 to
1.8 cm.) high, conico-campanulate, somewhat expanding, umbonate, dry, smooth,
submembranaceous, somewhat striate to the umbo, near Olive Brown (XL.),
occasionally paler (Buffy Brown, XL.), sometimes Mummy Brown (xv.), during
drying becoming paler from above from Olive Brown to Buffy Brown, when young
'with a pallid peripheral ring. Gills adnate, sometimes with a slight decurrent
tooth, sometimes connected by veins, whitish, sometimes flesh-tinted or greyish
when old. Ste.m! to 2in. (1.8 to 5 cm.), often curved, smooth, polished, somewhat
fragile to rather tough, base somewhat strigose, whitish to pallid, sometimes
brownish, especially below. Shed spores elliptical, oblique, 9 to 13 x 5.5 to
8.5 fJ-. No cystidia seen. No smell. Caespitose on trunks. South AustraliaOn trunks of Eucalypt/lls obliqu,a L' Herit, Mount Lofty; ·National Park. April
to August.
This is evidently a variable species. It differs from Rea's description of
Miycena qalericulato. (Scop.) Fr. in being of smaller size, with the cap apparently
da.rker.vin the gills sometimes becoming igreyish when old and in the stem often
being nearly pure white. The characteristics of the species are the caespitose
habit on trunks or stumps, the dark fus-cous brown to pale smoky brown umbonate
pileus, the gills adnate sometimes with a decurrent tooth and whitish becoming
flesh-coloured or greyish and the whitish or pallid stem sometimes brownish
below.
69. Mycena australiana Clel. (L., Australiaaius, Australian).-Pileus!in.
(1.2 cm.) high, lino (1.8 cm.) broad, broadly conico-campanulate, slightly striate,
Buffy Brown to Clove Brown (XL.) or Wood Brown (XL.), apex darker. Gills
adnate, with no decurrent tooth, moderately close, pure white becoming creamy.
Stem about 3.7 cm., slender, polished, a little mealy at the base but without
strigose hairs, apex whitish, Buffy Brown towards the base. Spores 8.5 to 11 x
6 to 7.5 u, Gregarious orcaespitose on fallen logs. South Australia-National
Park, Mount Lofty. May to July.
70. Mycena subnigra Clel. CL., su-bnig.,er, blackish) .-Pileus up to lino (1.8 em.)
high and broad, campanulate to conico-campanulatc, smooth" faintly striate,
nearly black to Mumrnyi.Brown (xv.) at edge. Gills adnate or sinuato-adnate
with a decurrent tooth, modera.tely close, ventricose, greyish. Stem 2in. (5 cm.)
or more, . slightly attenuated upwards, concolorous with the pileus above, pallid
and densely strigose below. Spores 7.5 to 9 x 4.5 to 5.5 u, Densely caespitose
on stumps. South Australia-Mount Lofty', Caroline State Forest (S.E.). May,
June.
71. Mycena eucalyptorum Clel. (L., here of Euc:a:Zyptus trees) .-Pileus 1 ro
l:lin. (2.5 to 3.1 cm. ), broadly conical or conico-convex, expanding to convex, with
a prominent obtuse umbo, smooth, periphery substriate, dark brownish grey (near
chocolate eolour), edge pallid. Gills slnuately adnexed sometimes to a collar,
moderately close, narrow, greyish. Stem' up to 2~in. (6.2 cm.), slender, hollow,
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with a few strigose hairs at' the base, pallid above, then pale brownish, dark
brownish-grey near the base. Spores 9.3 x 5.5 u, Densely caespitose on fallen
trunks. South Australia-Second Valley Forest Reserve, Mount Lofty, National
Park, Baker's Gully near Clarendon. May, J une, August.
This caespitose species growing on fallen trunks, etc., is characterised by the
very dark .brownish-grey cap with an umbo, sinuate grey gills attached to a
collar and without a decurrent tooth, and a stern pallid above and dark below.
72. Mycen.~ Ounninghamiana Clel. (After Dr. G. H." Cunrringham, the Ne\v
Zealand lnycologist) .-Pileus up to 1iin. (4.3 cm.), convex, subumbonate, sometimes with a slight depression round the umbo, irregularly rugose, a little yellower
than A vellaneous (XL.) becoming browner towards the summit and very dark at
the apex. Gills adnate, fail~]l close, rather narrow, becoming pale Vinaceous
Buff (XL.). Stem 3iu. (T:5./<3,!U.) , smooth above, base densely strigose, hollow,
near 'Verona Brown (XXIX. )";>r.t the base, paler above. Spores 8 to 8.5 x 5.5 p..
Densely caespitose on stumps. South Austrulia-e-Mount Lofty. July. (Figure 12.)

[Prom uiatev colour by
Figure 12.-Mycenn Ounninghamiana Clel.

(No. 72).

M~88

A. Rennie.

National Park.

73. Mycena maculata Clel (L., maculaius, spotted) .~Pileus broadly conical,
up to -iin. (1.8 cm.), then expanding and finally nearly plane and up to l-!in.
(3.7 cm.}, usually broadly suburnbonate and sometimes with an irregular hole-like
depression in the broad umbo, slightly rugose at the periphery,finally striate in
the centre, sometimes slightly zoned and ridged, when young Buffy Brown . (XL.)
or Mummy Brown (xv.) to paler than Olive Brown (XL.), or becoming very
dark brown at the umbo (Clove Brown, XL., sometimes Verona Brown, XXIX., or
paler than Snuff Brown, XXIX.), with the periphery paler, when old near 'V arm
Sepia (XXIX.) with the periphery pallid near Avellaneous (XL.). Gills adnexed
or sinuate-adnexed, ventrieose,moderately close, when young nearly pure white
or in some collections very decidedly greyish, when old becoming reddish-brown
and spottecl with Chestnut Brown (XIV.). Stem 2 to 3in.· (5 to 7.5 cm.), shining,
smooth, sometimes flattened, 'with strigose hairs in some collections passing 2in.
up the stern, hollow, at first brown below and pallid above, finally dark brown
(Warm Sepia, XXIX.) throughout or Verona Brown (XXIX.) higher up. Shed
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spores obliquely elliptical, 7.5 to 9 x 5.5 M. No cystidia seen. Oaespitose, with
strigose hairs at the base, at the butts of dead trunks of Eucalypts. South
Australia-s-Mount Lofty. June. (Figure 13.)
This is one of the larger caespitose brown species of Mycena, characterised by
the white or greyish gills becoming spotted reddish brown (hence the specific
name).

[Photo. by S. Tee.
Figure 13.-Mycena maculata Clel. (No. 73).
Tweedvale.

74. Mycena vinacea Clel, (L., vinaceus, here wine-coloured) .-Pileus i to l-!in.
(1.8 to 3.7 cm.), conico-hemispherical or broadly conical to convex, then expanded,
sometimes with an acute or obtuse umbo, matt 01' smooth, slightly shining, striate
at the periphery when moist, edge slightly incurved when young, Pale Vinaceous
Drab to Vinaceous Drab (XLV.), Light Cinnamon Drab (XLVL), near Sorghum
Brown (XXXIX.), or "yellower than Vinaceous Brown (XL.), sometimes Fuscous
( XLVI.) when old, drying to near Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), paler than Avellaneous
(XL.) or between Avollaneous and Olive Buff (XL.). Gills adnate or slightly
sinuate "with a decurrent tooth, moderately close, ventricose, many short, edges
tending to be frayed, Pale Vinaceous Drab, Pale Brownish Drab (XLV.), Pale
Greyish Vinaceous, or Vinaceous Fawn to Fawn Colour (XLI.). Stem 1 to 2iin.
(2.5 to 6.8 cm.), slender to a little stout, equal or slightly attenuated upwards
or downwards, smooth, hollow, base pallid and tending to be villose, Dark
Vinaceous Drab (XLV.) when young, Light Greyish Vinaceous (XXXIX.), near
Pale Brownish Drab or Wood Brown (XL.). The pallid brownish flesh of the
cartilaginous stern heterogeneous f'rom the "white flesh of the pileus. Spores
obliquely elliptical, 7.5 to 13 x 4 to 8.5 i , Caespitose or subcaespitose on fallen
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wood on the ,ground at the base of StUIUpS, or amongst fallen leaves and grass
or pine needles. South Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, Baker's Gully
near Clarendon, Kuitpo, Kinchina, Kalangadoo '(under Pinus) , Caroline State
Forest (near Mount Gambier, under Pituts ), New South Wales-Cambewarra
Mount. May to August. (Figure 14 A.)
Readily recognised by the Iilacy 01' vinaceous tint of the whole plant and the
eaespitose habit.
IV. Stem fragile, dry, juiceless, fibrillose at the base, scarcely rooting but not
dilated or inserted.
Pileus hygrophanous. Gills changing colour, at length
somewhaf connected by veins. Usually strong-scented. Solitary and terrestrial,
a few caespitose and lignicolous.
75. Myeena fusea Clel. (L., [uscus, dusky) .-Pileus up to ~in. or lino (1.2 to
1.8 cm.) or .more,' conico-campanulate to broadly conical or convex, then convex
or nearly plane with a subacute umbo, striate, periphery Drab (XLVI.) or near

C
A
B
[Fr,Om watercolours by Miss Buxton, Mis8 Eioeash , and Mliss P .. Olarlce respec.tive'ly.

Fi.gure 14.-A. llIYNnn rina ce« Clel. (No. 74). Under Pinus, Kuitpo.
B. Clito(>ybe cu m pe st.ris Clel. (No. 44).
E.~gle-on-the-Hill.
C. .M ycenn »aruruiruilr-nt« (A .. et S.) Fr. (No. 77). Narrabeen, New South
Wales.

Light Cinnamon Drab (XLVI.) or Wood Brown (XL.) grading into Fuscous and
Fuscous Black (XLVI.), or Bone Brown (XL.), hygrophanous, becoming pallid
brown and striate. Gills adnate with a trace of a decurrent tooth, moderately
close, alternate ones short, greyish-white. Stem l}in. to 2in. (3.7 t05 cm.),
slender, rather fragile, smooth, twisting on bisecting, hollow, below paler than
Olive Brown (xr, ) or Vinaeeous Buff (XL.) to Bone Brown (XL.), pallid above,
rather strigose or with a little mycel ium at the base. Definite slight nitrous
smell. Spores 7.5 to 11 x 3.5 to 5 u: Single, on damp soil or on fallen leaves,
twigs, etc. South Australia-Waterfall Gully, National Park. April, May.
Characterised by the habitat (on the ground), the nitrous smell, the drabcoloured cap darker (fuscous) in the centre, adnate greyish-"\vhite gills and slender
brownish stem.
76. Myeena pullata Berk. et Cke. (L., pullu«, dark coloured) .-Pileus tin.
(1.8 cm.), convex, umbonate, edge slightly striate, the umbo a very dark brown,
the rest of the pileus smoky brown. Gills adna.te, close, pure white. Stem 2}in.
(6.2 cm.), slender, shining, hollow, dark brown below becoming pallid under the
gills, a few white fibrils at the base. Spores elliptical, 9 to 11.2 x 5.5 to 6 u;
Cystic1ia fusiform, 90 x 15 u: Smell slightly nitrous. Subcaespitose amongst
fallen leaves, bark and earth mould. South Australia-Mount Lofty. April.
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Our plants resemble closely Cooke's Illustration of M. pullat.a differing only in
being pallid below the gills. The brown pileus and stern contrast markedly wi.th
the pure white gills.
V. Stem filiform, scarcely a line thick (and not 1110re), flaccid, somewhat tough,
rooting, dry, juiceless, commonly very long in proportion to the pileus. Gills
paler at the edge and changing colour. Very slender, tense and straight, terrestrial
and amongst moss, inodorous, solitary. Pileus usually fuscous, becoming somewhat pale, not hygrophanous.
No South Australian species recorded.
VI. Stern and gills exuding a milky, usually vcoloured juice when broken.
Stem dry, roo tmg.
77. Mycena sanguinolenta (A. et S.) Fr. (L., sallgui1ltOlen.frus, bloody).Pileus up to iin. (1.5 <:111.), rarely *in.. (2.1 cm.), broad and ~in. (1.2 cm.) high,
submembranaceous, conico-campanulate or rarely conical, sometimes finally
irregularly upturned, sometimes umbonate, striate, the edge very finely toothed,
pale brown to reddish-brown (paler than Snuff Brown, XXIX., near Mikado Brown,
XXIX.), drying paler.
Gills adnate, arched, moderately close, so·metimes irregular
with connecting veins, whitish "with a faint pink tinge or pallid, edges dark-red
or dark-purple and finely toothed. Stem up to 3in. (7.5 cm.), slender, shining,
slightly attenuated upwards, hollow, pale to reddish-brown. A prune-coloured
dark-red watery juice exudes on .section of the stem or from the broken gills.
Spores elongated, 7 to 9 or even 12 x 5 to 7 M. Amongst leaves under trees,
grass, etc., gregarious or even subcaespitose. South Australia-National Park,
Mount Lof'ty. New South Wales. May, June,July. (Figure 14 C.)
Reeognisable readily by the pale-brown or reddish-brown pileus, the dark edges
to the gills and the coloured juice.
VII. Stem juiceless, glutinous or viscid. Gills at length decurrent by a tooth.
78. Mycena epipterygia Scop. (Gr., epi, on; pterygion, a little wi ng ) .-Pileus
up to ~in. (1.2 cm.') broad and high, at first conical, then couico-campanulate,
subumbonate, rugose, glutinous, near Sulphine Yellow (IV.) when young, later
near Dark Olive-Buff (XL.), apex darker than periphery. Gills ascending, adnate,
moderately close, rather ventricose, white. Stem up to 3in. (7.5 cm.), slender,
hollow, a little strigose below, Sulphine Yellow. Spores 8 x 4.8 M. No cystidia
seen. Attaehed to huried sticks, grass, etc. South Australia-Mount Lofty,
Mylor. June.
The .glutinous yellow pileus and stern distinguish this Mycena f rorn our other
species,
79. Mycena viscido-cruenta Cle1. et Cheel (M. coccinea Clel, et Cheel, non
Sow.), (L., oiscuius, viscid ; crucn tus, red like blood).-Pileus -§-in. (10 mm.},
hemisphcrical to convex, occasionally dimpled 01' with a slight obtuse umbo,
faintly striate, viscid when moist, old-blood-red to dull carmine-lake. Gills adnate,
then slightly decur rent, rather thick, moderarely close, rose colour or slightly
paler than the pileus, edges very slightly darker and finely dentieulate. Stern
I in. (2.5 cni.) , glutinous when moist, slender, hollow, usually at.tached by a small
fluffy base, the colour of the pileus. On bruising the gills or stem, a little darkred moisture. appears. Spores elongated, one end more pointed, 7 to 8.5 x 2.5
to 3.5 M. Attached to small sticks and leaves in damp shady places. Sonth Anstralia-Waterfall Gully, Mount Lofty, Irrman Valley. New South Wales. May,
June.
A very beautif'ul and elegant species characterised by its blood-red colour and
glutinous pileus and stem.
.
80. Mycena subvulgaris Clel. (Near to the species M. vul,garis) .-Pileus ~ to
*in. (10 to 21 mm.) , convex, umbilieate, striate, margin at first straight, near
Fuscous (XLVI.) ,young plants between Buffy Brown and Olive Brown (XL.).
Gills adnate to adnato-decurrent, in four tiers, the second tier reaching nearly
half-way to the stern, the third tier very short, whitish, then with a light greyish
tint. Stem 1~ to 2iu. (3.7 to 5 cm.}, slender, very glutinous, slightly strigose
at the base, hollow, lower portion paler than the pileus (near Drab, kLVI.) ,
whitish above. Flesh of. pileus very thin, dark-coloured like the surf'ace, a
triangular cavi ty below the umbilicus. Gregarious to subcaespitose, amongst
leaves and small sticks on the ground. South Australia-National Park. May.
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This is apparently the Australian representative of Mycena uul.qcris (Pers.)
Fr., but tends to be larger ann darker in colour, is without' a' definite papilla
and the pileus is not definitely viscid. Cooke's Illustrations of British Fungi
(PI. 191)' are not very like our plants.
Recognised by the glutinous pallid brownish ( drab)
umbilicated brown pileus.

stem and the convex

ViII. Stem dry, rootless, the base naked and dilated into a "disc or stigose and
swollen into a little bulb. Tender, solitary, becoming flaccid.
81. Mycena, snbalbida Clel. (L., subolbidus, whitish).-Pileus up to -:lino
( 6.2 mm.) ,usually less, conico-campanulate to convex, sometimes dimpled, sometimes gibbous or umbonate, ribbed, mealy or scurfy to glabrous, white with a
greyish-bro\vn or ereamy tint. Gills adnate, attached to a collar, ascending,
slightly vent.ricose, rather narrow, about 12 to 14 .in number with shorter ones
interposed, pallid greyish white. Stern 3/16 to iin. (4.5 to 10 mm.), curved,
very slender, mealy to smooth, white to pallid, sometimes slightly brownish below,
attached by a minute slightly strigose disc. Spores subspherical, 9 to 11 /-L, 10 x
8.4 /-L, 9.5 x 6.5 /-L; the cells on the edges of the gills bristling "with minute processes; cystidia, 25 /-L long, with tapering apices and ventricose bases seen in one
batch of specimens. South Australia-On mossy bark of elms (Ulmu« campestris
L.), North Terraee, Adelaide; on bark of Sch..imu.s Molle L., Fullarton; on trunk,
National Park. June, July. The species seems to be related to M. coriicola
Fr. and M. hiematis -(Osb.) Fr. but differs and belongs to this section (Basipedes)
by having a definite though small disc. (Figure 15 A.)
82. Myc1ena tenerrtma Berk. (n., t enerrimus, very thin).-At first a minute
knob with frosted granules. Pileus lino or. a little more (3 mm.) , broadly
eampanulate or con ico-convex, the centre slightly flat on top or depressed, striate,
frosted with granules, pure white or with a greyish tinge. Gills adnexed or
just free, no collar, slightly ventricose. Ste111 -lino (10 mm.), very slender, with
white granules or minute hairs, attached to wood by a minute ·mealy bulb.
Microscopically the cell-like hyphae of the pileus are / covered with granules.
South Australia-On the base of a E1walyptus trunk, Greenhill Road. National
Park speeimens have very mealy caps, the gills aduate to an indefinite eollar
and moderately close, disc mealy; in dense troups on the bark of a fallen tree.
May, June.
IX. Stern very thin, inserted (i.e., growing on other plants without a root 01'
tubercle or flocciat the base), dry. Gills adnate, uncinate with a small decurrent
tooth. Very tender, becoming flaccid as soon as the sun touches then}.
83. Mycena subcapillaris Clel.

(Near to the species M. capillaris).-Pileus

1 to -fjn. (3 to 5 mm.}, 2.5 mm. high, disc dimpled, sulcate, white to pallid
brownish. Gills adnate, rather distant, relatively f'ew (about 14), bristling with
cystidia (~), white. Stem 1 to .ll in. (2.5 to 3 cnr.) , very slender, slightly
t ranslucont becoming whitish, with a few scattered hairs often with drops of
wat'er on them on the stem, abruptly entering the ruatrix. Spores rather narrow,
7.5 x 3.7 /-L. On twigs, dead fallen fern fronds; etc. South Australia-Mount
Lofty. May.
Characterised by the white or slightly brownish dimpled sulcate pileus, rather
distant and f'ew gills, and relatively tall white stem with a few hairs on it.
Differs from M. capilla1~~is (Schum.) Fr. in being distinctly larger and i n the
pileus being often brownish.
84. Mycena albidofusca Clel. (L., albidus, whitish; !1lSCUS, dark) .-Pileus
(10 mm.), convex-hemispher.ical, umbonate, slightly striate, umbo whitish,
rest of surface rather fuscous brown. Gills adnate with a, decurrent tooth, rather
distant, slightly greyish. Stem 2in. (5 cm.) high, very slender, with a few
fibrils' at the base, brown below, pallid above. Spores elliptical, 8 x 5.5 /-L. On
the ground attached to fallen pine needles. (~). South Australia-s-Mount Lofty.
June.
Charaeterised by a whitish disc, brown nearly hemispherical pileus, brown stem
and sol itary habit.
~in.
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**Gills decurrent.
OMPHALIA (PerE'.) Fr.
(Gr., omphalos, the navel.)
, 'Pileus fleshy or submembranaceous, of'ten umbilicate. Stem central, cartilaginous. Gills decurrent. Spores white, rarely yellowish; elliptical, r enif'orrn., pipshaped, boat-shaped, subglobose or oblong elliptical;. smooth, punctate, verrucose,
or echinulate; continuous. Cystidia present or absent. Growing on the ground
or on "wood; solitary, caespitose, subcaespitose or fasciculate.' '-Rea.
The species are mostly small and often delicate, characterised by the white
spores, the cartilaginous stem differing in texture from the flesh of the pileus and
the decurrent or adnato--decurrent gills. In Cliiocube, also with decurrent gills,
the fleshy stern is similar in texture to the substance of the pileus, and the plants
are usually large. When the pileus is at first incurved, a relationship to Collybia
is seen, and "when its edge is straight with Mycena, but Omphalia differs from
both in its decurrent gills.
Our beautiful little orange-coloured Oniphalio. chro macea is common on bare
soil in the Mount Lofty Ranges after rain. Otherwise species are rare with us.
KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Yello'w plants.
Whole plant yellow ochre to deep chrome. Stem up
to iin. Frequent on bare soil .. ..
....
Pileus and stem yellow ochre to ochraccous tawny.
Gills white. Stem i to 1 ~in. Often amongst
'moss .. .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Whitish plants.
Pileus and stem pale brownish white. Gills distant,
few, white. In a bog .. .. ..
Pure white or with creamy tint. Pileus about lino
Stem 1iin. At bases of olives .. .. .. .. ..
Brownish or drab-coloured plants.
Whole plant near pinkish buff. Edges of gills
thick, of'ten forked ..

85. Omp'halia chromacea.

86. Omphalia fibula.

87. O'mphalia palauiicola.
88. Oniplialia olearis.

272. Canitluirellus
brunneus.

83. Omphalia cnromacea Clel. (Gr., chroma, colour).-Whole plant near Deep
Chrome (IU.) or a little yellower w hen moist, or Yellow Ochre (xv.) , drying to
an opaque pale Orange Yellow (IU.) to Light Orange Yellow (IH.), the gills
and stem remaining nearer deep ch rorne, Pileus up to iin. (1.8 cm.), rarely
reaching Lin, (2.5 cm.), convex, then somet.irnes plane, slightly umbilicate,
irregularly rugose. Gills docurrent, edges rather thick, a few short ones interposed, distant, sometimes forked or anastomcsing or with buttressing. folds. Stem
up to ~in. (1.8 cm.}, slender, equal or slightly attenuated upwards, tough, surface
dull, solid, flesh yellow, spores narrow, pear-shaped, oblique, 6 to 9.5 X\ 3 to 5 p:
Cystidia not seen. Gregarious on bare sandy loam or amongst Iow 1110SS. South
Australia-Adelaide, Mount Lofty, Waterfall Gully, National Park, Kuit.po. 'New
South Wales, April to September. CF~igure 15 B.)
86. Omphalia fibula (Bull.) Fr. (L., fibula, a pin) .-Pileus ± to nearly -}in.
(6 to 11 mm.), convex with a prominent umbilicus, sometimes when young conicoconvex and umbonate, smooth, slightly striate, between Yellow Ochre and
Ochraceous Tawny (xv.). Gills deeply decurrent, rather thick, rather distant,
rarely forking, whitish.. Stem it to 1 ~in. (18 to 37 mm.), slender, pruinose when
young, then smooth, cartilaginous, equal, solid, colour of the pileus. Amongst
moss On shady banks. Spores 4.8 to 6.5 x 2 to 2.5 u, South Australia-Near
Coromandel Valley, Mount Lofty. June.
}Hstinguished hythe colour of the pileus approaching yellow ochre, the wh itc
gills, slender appearaur-e and association with rnoss (with us).
01npha,lia
chronuicea is In01'e chrome-coloured, the gills are not whitish and it prefers
growing on bare ground.
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87. Omphaha paludicola Olel. (L., palu«, a marsh ; colo, to inhabit) ...,.-Pileus
up to tin. (10 mm.}, campanulate, then convex, slightly dimpled on top, rugosestriate, pale brownish white, dingier than Pinkish Buff (XXIX.). Gills deeply
decurrent, distant, few 'with short ones at the periphery, white. Stem lino
(19 mm.}, slender, colour of the pileus. Spores not seen. Amongst vegetable
fibres in a bog. South Australia-Mount Lofty. June.
88. Omphalia olearis Olel. (L., olearis, of an olive tree) .-Pure white or with
a tinge of cream on the pileus. At first conico-convex, then convex with sometimes a trac« of an umbo, up to 5/16 in. (8 mm.), smooth, edge turned in when
young. Gills moderately decurrent, close, with short ones interspersed at the
periphery. Stem up to liin. (3 cm.), a little wavy, smooth, cartilaginous.
South Australia-c-In hollows of the wood at the bases of cultivated olive-trees,
Beaumont, near Adelaide. June.
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Figure 15.-A. Mycenn subalbido. Clel.

(No. 81).

National Park.

B. Ornphalia. chromace« Clel. (No. 85).

Mount Lofty.

C. Cantlunellu« brumneus Clel. (No. 272).
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PLEUROTUS Fr.
(Gr., pleuro«, a side; ous, an ear.)
"Pileus fleshy or submembrauaceous ; excentric, dimidiate or resupinate. Stern
excentric, lateral or wanting; with or without a ring. Gills sinuate, adnate,
decurrent or radiating f'rom a central point. Spores white, rarely pink, yellowish,
lilac or dingy; elliptical, globose, subglobose, pip-shaped, oblong elliptical,
cylindrical or reniform; smooth, granular, verrucose or echinulate; continuous.
Cystidia present or absent. Growing on wood, 1110re rarely on the ground or
on dung.' '-Rl'a.
The species are characterised by the white spores, rarely slightly coloured, and
a stem which is excentric, lateral or lnay even be absent and which is fleshy and
continuous with the pileus. The gills vary but are often decurrent; in some of
the .very small species they may radiate f'rom a central point. Some' of the
species are amongst the largest of our agarics and others are only a few millimetres in diameter. Pleuroi.us loatvpa«, our largest one, is luminescent and is
quite common at the bases of Eucalypts. The colour of the larger species is
usually whitish with tints of brown, sometimes in the ease of P. lomvpas with
shades of lilac, grey and yellow brown. Many of the smaller species are greyish.
In some, the upper layer of the pileus is subgelatinous. They nearly all gTO\V
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on or near wood. 80111e revive to some extent when moistened,' so that some
authors may place a species in the genus Panus and others place it under
P leurotus. A ring is present in some foreign species and 'may thus give a
resemblance to Armiilaria but. the stem is not central. When the stem is only
slightly excentrie and the gills decurrent or not sinuate, difficulty will be found
in separation from the genus Clitocube. Other species may resemble Tricholoma,
but the species in this genus nearly all grow on the ,grou·nd.
Two large species and several small ones have been recognised as South Australian. Quite common is the large and beautiful P. lampas already mentioned.
Another large whitish species, a form of P. ostreaius, has only been found in
one locality, the Bluff at Encounter Bay, where it grows 011 the trunks 'of a
Myolporum exposed to the strong salt-laden sea-breezes. 8everalminute greyish
species are not uncommon on bark and fallen twigs. P. hepatotriciius, a species
that revives in part on moistening and is of a firmish texture and hence has been
placed in the genus Panus, is often to be f'ound on fallen bark Or on the rough
stems of Eucalypts-it is greyish-brown, may reach ~in. in size, is laterally contracted, has a hoary pileus and gills which with a hand lens may be seen to be
bristling with cystidia.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
-Stem excentric. Plants large. Gills decurrent.
Luminescent. Often very large. Pileus variable,
pallid, yellowish-brown to fuscous. At base of
Eucalypts .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Medium large. Pileus yellow-brown to dark-brown.
Stem stout, with gill reticulations above. On
trunks .. .. .. ..
..
Medium size. Pileus and gillscinnaulon buff. At
bases of stumps .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Laterally attached by a stem-like base.
Dark-brown to blackish, up to 3.7 x 3 cm., pruinose,
cortex subgelatinous. Gills drying rusty-brown,
bristling with cystidia .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Dark-brown, up to 9 x 5 cm., smooth, viscid when
moist, cort.ex subgelatinous. Gills with cystidia .
Gills radiating from an excentric point. Small.
Pileus pallid grey, tomentose. Gills grey with a
fawny tint.
Upper layer of flesh dark,
gelatinous. Spores spherical, 6 to 7 fJ- •• ••
Pileus dark greyish-black, hoary, clothed with
cells and processes with wart-like projections.
Gills rather close, grey.
Flesh dark, subgelatinous. Spores 6 x 3.5 fJ- •• •• •• •• ••

89. Pleurotus lampos.

90. P. ostreatus.
91. P. malleeawus.

92. P. hepatotridiue.
93. P. viscuiuius.

94. P. subappticctus.

95. P. cincrascens.

89. Pleurotus lampas Berk. (L., lamp as, . a torch).
(Probable synonyms,
P. candesccns Miill.; P. phosphoreus Berk.; and doubtful, P. nidiform:is Berk.).Large, strongly "phosphorescent" (luminescent), usually densely caespitose and
often with several irregular pilei. Up to 7in. (18 cm.) or more high and broad,
stem more or less excentric, sometimes nearly central (especially when growing
from buried wood), sometimes nearly lateral, pileus very irregular, somet imes
flabelliform especially 'when young and against a trunk, often lobed and even
sublobed and undulated, convex altogether or in places and depressed in others,
surface matt when young, smooth when 91d, edge turned in when young, cuticle
peels and tends to split more or less radially, colour mostly Cream (XVI.) but
especially in specimens of firmer texture and exposed to light the older portions
or nearly the whole pileus may assume colours, often rich in tint, of brown,
bronzey brown, or purplish black, such as Buckthorn Brown (xv.) , Cinnamon
Brown (xv.) , Mummy Brown (xv.), Kaiser Brown (XIV.), Light Buff (xv.) ,
browner than Mars Yellow (rn.) , dark chocolate brown, greyer than Parma
violet, etc. 'Gills deeply decurrent, when young close and narrow, later moderately
close and up to 1 cm. deep, attenuated at both ends, decurrent on the thick stem
where they appear as raised lines which l11ay anastomose or fork, cream-coloured.
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Stem up to 2 to 3in. (5 to 7.5 cm.}, very stout (up to l!in., 3.7 cm., thick) to
moderately slender (2 cm. above, 1 cm. below), smoky punctate or slightly fibrillose or with tne cuticle splittiilg, whitish or with tints of Mars Yellow, Light
Payne's Grey (XLIX.) or brown. Flesh thick; white, tough in the stem; in
shaded places, the pilei may be almost translucent, in exposed situations quite
opaque and tough. Spores elliptical, with a large globule, 7 to 9 x 5 to 6 IJ..
Near the bases of Eucalypts, living and dead. South Australia-Mount Lofty
Ranges, Mount Barker, Clarendon district, Kuitpo, ·EncounterBay. Queensland,
New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, Western Australia. April to November,
but chiefly in .autumn and winter.
This, our common large "phosphorescent" species, is readily recognised by
its large size, crowded habit and situation at the bases of Eucalyptus trunks
and stumps.
90. Pleurotus oetreatus (Jacq.) Fr. (L., ostrea, an oyster) .-Pileus up to 5!in.
(13.7 cm.), convex round the edge, concave in the centre, surface dull, in places
with some innate fibrils, edge iriturned when young, slightly so when expanded,.
Tawny Olive (XXIX.), more umber in places, becoming ochraceous tawny or
darker in the centre (yellowish brown with a bronze tint, dark-brown in the
eentre ).
Gills deeply decurrent, moderately close, very narrow (under lin.,
6 mm.), dingy cream-coloured becoming slightly brownish. Stem excerrtric to
nearly lateral, so.metimes with several pilei, 4in. (10 cm.}, stout (up to 11 to
2in., 3.1 to 5 cm. thick), marked with g'ill-lines above sometimes ending in brown
thread-like reticulations, attenuated at the base, very tough, pallid becoming
tinted brownish, sometimes with ligulate scales with brownish tips pointing
upwards. Flesh very thick, 11in. (3.1 cm.). Spores narrow pear-shaped, 9.5 to
15 x 4.5 to 5.5 IJ.. South Australia-On stem and branches of living M yoporum
i,nsu~are R. Br., the Bluff, Encounter Bay.
May, August.
These specimens differ from typical P. ostreatus in the longer stem which tends
to become brownish and is sometimes scaly. The species can be readily recognised
by its large size, excentric stem, the brownish tints on the pileus, the deeply
decurrent gills, and the absence of luminescence,
91. Pleurotus malleeanus Clel. (A coined La.tinized word referring to the
habitat) .-Pileus up to 4!ill. (11.2 cm.) , convex, edge a little turned in, smooth
to very knobby and irregular in places, .moist-Iooking, near. Cinnamon Buff
(XXIX.) . Gills decurrent, close, line (6 mm.) deep, near Pinkish Buff (XXIX.).
Stem 11 to 4in. (3.1 to 10 crn.}, central, excentric or lateral, 1in. (2.5 cm.)
thick above, equal or markedly attenuated downwards, tough, solid, white, mostly
buried. Flesh very thick or reduced to !in. (1.2 cm.). Spores elongated, 8 to
10 x 4}L. At the bases of old stumps of mallee (Eu.caZyptus sp.) in sand.
South Australia-Monarto South. May.
92. Pleurotus hepatotrichus (Berk.) Clel. (Lentinus hepatoirichnis Berk.
Probably also Pleurotus ohaeioph/fliu« Sacc.). (Gr., hepar, hepaios, the liver;
thrix, trichos, a hair) .~L,aterally contracted to a floccose stem-like base. Pileus
up to l!in. (3.7 ClU.) laterally, 11in. (3.1 .cm.) long, usually less, convex to plane
or even depressed or fan-shaped, the edge sometimes slightly sinuate, pallid
brownish to dark-brown or blackish, the edge often paler (lighter than Sayal
Brown, XXIX.), greyish pruinose from a velvety matt of white hairs, rarely
becoming polished.' Gills decurrent to the attachment, close, -narr'ow, creamcoloured acquiring a rusty or dirty buffy tint, crenulate and rusty brown when
dry, bristling withcystidi;l,.
Flesh whitish, thin, attenuated outwards, not
gelatinous, but the thick c-uticle black and gelatinous-looking. Spores slightly
curved, hyaline, 7.5 \to 9 x;.'3.5 to 4.2IJ..' Cystidiafusiform, acuminate, sometimes.
bent at an angle near the base, thick walled, slightly yellowish, 57 to 90 x 11 to
15}L. On the underside of fallen Eucatupt.u» bark or on Tough trunks of livin.g
Eucalypts.
South Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, Encounter Bay.
May, July.
This is a common species on fallen Eucalyptus bark, etc., and is characterised
by the hairy brownish. pileua and the cream-coloured to dirty buff-tinted gills
bristling with cys\t;idia as seen .with a lens and decurrent to a lateral stem-like
base. The plants are rather tough and consequently may' be placed by some in
the genus Leniiiou»,
93. Pleurotus viscidulus (Berk. et Br.) Clel. (Panus visciduZus Berk. et Br.).
(L., uiscucn, mistletoe, bird-lime).-Pileus up to 3!in. (9 cm.) laterally, 2in.
(5 cm.) long, flabeLiform, somewhat convex, depressed towards the lateral attachment, shining, smooth, viscid 'when moist, so-metimes finely striate, edge wavy and
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more or less lobed irregularly and a little inrolled, dark-brown (Cinnamon Brown,
xv., Warm Sepia, XXIX.), becoming pallid. Gills decurrent On to the lateral
almost obsolete stem, narro-w, many short ones interposed, sometimes anaatomosing
on the stern, cream-coloured to pallid brownish. Stem lateral, short and stout,
up to lin. x Lin. (2.5 x 2.5 cm.), or slender, pallid to dark-brown, flesh with a
thick glutinous outer layer succeeded by a narrow pallid layer, then by a thicker
pale waxy layer. Spores elliptical, oblique, slightly curved, white, 8 to 10 x 4
to 6.5 M. Cystid ia varying in shape, ventricose or more or less club-shaped with
rough apices and constricted bases, thick walled, 54 to 112 x 9.3 to 18 M. Sometimes caespitose and imbr.icate. On the ground at the bases of or under trees
or StU111pS. South Australia-On the ground beneath Eucalyptus and Pimus
attached apparently to superficial roots, Botanic Gardens, Adelaide; at the base
of Eucalypt1{'S rostraia Schl., Burnside; National Park; Mount Lofty; Mylor;
Encounter Bay. May, June, August. (Figure 16.)

[From ioatercolour by Mi8s Fiveash.
Figure 16.-Pleurot:us oiscid.uiu» (Berk. et Br.) Clel. (No. 93).
Red ueed by 1.

Mount Lofty.

The species is characterised by the smooth, viscid dark-brown flabellif'orm
pileus laterally contracted to a short stern, the decurrent gills, the habitat and
rniscroscopically the cystidia.
94. Pleurotus subapplicatus

*

(Su'bapplicat'lus, near to the species P.
to iin. (.3.5 to 16 mm.) , convex, beco111ing
depressed towards the attachment, at first inverted saucer-shaped, finally rather
fan-shaped, a little repand, sometimes almost lobed, tomentose, strigose near the
attachment when large, pallid grey or greyish-brown. Gills moderately close,
radiating fr0111 a lateral to exceutric point of attachment, many short ones, grey
with a fawny tint. No definite stern. Flexible, the flesh of the pileus with an
upper dark gelatinous layer. Shed spores spherical, 5 to 7, 5.5 x 3.5 M. South
Australia-On an upright piece of rotting wood in a glass-house, Blackwood; on
dead part of pepper-tree (Schinus Mrolle L.), Fullarton (Adelaide); Mount Lofty.
April to July.
Clel.

ap plicatu« Batsch., Berk.).-Pileus

A small grey gregarious species growing on wood, saucer-shaped to fan-shaped,
the grey gills radiating from the point of attachment.

Pleurotus subappli.cat'l{'s Clel. Laschia form.-Pileus -.lin. (6 mm.) laterally,
convex, s11100th to somewhat Tugulose, subgelatinous, uppeT surface nearly black
(the colour of burnt wood). Gills radiating from a nearly lateral point, many
short, moderately close, dark grey, the gills replaced in most of the plants by
several distant thiek-edged plates, f'rorn which cross branches pass from one to
another with -anastomoses so that irregular pores result. Flesh subgelatinous.
Spores snherjcal, 6 u, South Australia-On fallen trunk, National Park. August,
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95. Pleurotus cinerascens Clel. (L., cinerascens, becoming ash-coloured or grey).
-Laterally attached at the apex. Pileus up to ~in. (1.2 cm.), convex to cupulate,
dark greyish-black, hoary round the edge, 'whitish and densely hoary when young.
Gills radiating from an excentric point, moderately close and numerous. many
short ones at the periphery, sometimes showing slight venose buttresses, grey.
Flesh dark coloured, subgelatinous. Spores ,6 x 3.5 M; pileus clothed with cells
and processes covered. with lateral 'wart-like projections.
South AustraliaNational Park, August, 1927, on trunk of living Eucalyptus ciminalis Lab.
A species evidently closely related to P. app,li,c:aius and P. subapplicatu», but
characterised more particularly by the cells on the pileus, a feature 110t
apparently recorded in P. ,applicat1JS, from which it also differs in the gills being
moderately close and grey and in the slightly smaller spores. The shape of the
spores also separates it f'rom P. sub ap-plicat ue.

B.
(a)

SPORES PINK OR SALMON-COLOURED.

R,RODOSPOR,AE.

PILEUS DISTINCT AND EASILY SEPARABLE FRO~f THE FLESHY STEM.

*Witha volva at the base of the stem.

VOLVARIA Fr.
(L., volvarius, having a volva or sheath.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular. Stein central. \Tolva membranaceous, f'ree, sheathing.
Gills free. Spores pink, elliptical or suhglobose,' smooth, continuous. Growing
on the ground Or on wood.' '-Rea.

[Dl'rucina

by E,R.C •.

Figure 17.-VolvaJ'ia utoioceptiolo.
(DC.) Fr, (No. 96). In a paddock.
Slightly reduced.

Voicaria corresponds with Lt manitopsis in the white-sporcd group.
Three
species at least are quite large, the caps being 2 to 4in. across, but others seem
to be small and rare. The volva at the base of the stern is definite, there is no
ring and the stem. is readily separable f'rom the cap. The only 111e111ber of the
genus we possess, V. qloiocephala, is not uncommon on waste land. It is said
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to be very poisonous. In New South Wales another species, V. epeoiosa, also'
poisonous, is occasionally found and may occur in this State; it has a large
whit.ish or grey-tinted cap, flesh-coloured or rosy gills, a large volva (eup) at
the base of the stern and no ring. It is possible for both these species to be
mistaken for field mushrooms, and their poisonous nature is to be noted.
96. Volvaria glotocephala (DC.) Fr. (Gl'., glows, sticky; kephale, a head).Pileus at first rather globose, then conico-convex and umbonate, finally nearly
plane with a broad obtuse umbo, up to 3-.lin. (8 em.), viscid, when dry shining
and finely matt at the apex, becoming finely fibrillose outwards, occasionally
with white patches of the volva remaining, Light Greyish Olive (XLVI.) to Greyish
Olive to Pale Smoky 'Grey, sometimes Clove Brown (XL.). Gills close, just
reaching the stem, more, than -.lin. (7 mm.) deep, whitish, then light brownish
vinaceous. Stem up to 6in. (15 cm.), very slightly fibrously striate, nearly -!in.
(1 cm.) in diameter in the middle, rather expanded above, base bulbous, solid,
whitish becoming faintly tinged greyish or brownish. Flesh of the pileus watery
whitish-grey, of the stem white with whitish-grey at the periphery. Volva ample,
free, white, Spores elliptical, 13 to, 18 x 8 to 10.5 u, Amongst dead herbage
(thistles, "Salvation J ane"), etc. Reported as very poisonous. South Australia-Suburbs of Adelaide, Waterfall Gully, Happy Valley, Encounter Bay. May
to July. (Figure 17.)
This species is readily recognised by its large umbonate, viscid greyish olive to
dove brown cap, the gills becoming light brownish vinaceous, the long stem, the
presence of a volva anel the .absenee of a ring.
**"Vith a ring on the stem.
ANNULARIA Schulz.
(L., annularius, pertaining to a signet ring.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular. Stem central. Ring large, free or adnate. Gills free.
:Spores pink, globose or oval, smooth, continuous. Cystidia ventricose. Growing
on the ground or on ,vooel.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species recorded,
***Without a ring or volva.

PLUTEUS Fr.
(L., pluieus, a movable pent-house.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular. Stem central. Gills free from the stem, rounded
behind. Spores pink, rarely pale yellowish ; globose, subglobose or elliptical;
wall continuous. Cystidia on edge of gills pear-shaped or inflated clavate; on
the sides of the gills fusiform or bottle-shaped and hooked at the apex. Growing
on wood, more rarely on the ground.' '-Rea.
The species are characterised by the stem being readily separable from the
pileus and by the absence of both a volva and a ring. They are soft in texture,
mostly small and grow usually on wood. We have two species, one of which,
P. ceroinus, is rather large for the genus.
KEY TO THE SPE1CIES.
Growing on wood,
Pileus up to 31in., verona brown to warm sepia,
with minute wart-like elevations. Stem usually
curved, whitish.
Spores quadrangular, -6.5 to
8 x 5 fJ. •• •• •• •• .,
•• •• •• •• •• 97. Pluteus cervinus.
Pileus up to liin., brown. Stem yellow. Spores
5 to 6.5 fJ•• •• •• •• •• •• 98. P. nanus var. lutescene.
97. Pluteus cervinus (Schaeff.) Fr. (L., cervinus, pertaining to deer).-Pileus
up to 3~in. (8.7 cm.}, convex, gibbous, sometimes with minute wart-like elevations,
viscid when moist, Verona Brown to Warm Sepia (XXIX.). Gills free f rorn the
stern, moderately close, deep, Sea-shell Pink (XIV.) to Pale Pinkish Buff (XXIX.).
Stern up to 2-!in. (6.2 cm.), rather stout, often curved, solid, white with a few
scattered brownish fibrils.
Spores in the shed mass Vinaceous Cinnamon to
Mikado Brown (XXIX.), microscopically rather quadrilateral, pale-tinted, 6:5 to
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8 x 4.8 to 5.2 p.. Cystidia prominent on the gills, ventricose, flat-topped with
prongs. On stumps. South Australia-National Park, Greenhill Road. New
South Wales. April, June, July.
This species growing .on stumps and logs can be recognised by the brown
expanded pileus, usually with .minute wart-like elevations, the pinkish-buff gills,
usually slightly curved stem and microscopically the slightly tinted spores ana
prominent cystic1ia. It is not very common and is reported as edible.
98. Pluteus nanus (Pers.) Fr. var. lutescens Fr. (T.1., nan-u», a dwarf; lutescens,
becoming yellow).-Pileus 1-1 to l!in. (3.1 to 4.4 cm.) , slightly convex, then
nearly plane, obscurely subumbonate, surface matt, slightly rivulose, faintly
striate, near Prout's Brown, Buckthorn Brown to Cinnamon Brown (xv.). Gills
just free or sometimes adnexed, moderately close, many short, ventricose, edges
slightly fringed, near Warm Buff (xv.). Stem! to 2in. (1.8 to 5 cm.}, slender,
slightly thickened below, slightly striate, solid, fibro-cartilaginous, near Pinard
Yellow (IV.) to Amber Yellow (XVI.) . Flesh of pileus thin, semit.ranslucent
greyish-brown, that of the stem yellow and separable from the pileus. Spores
subspherical, slightly irregular, slightly tinted, 5 to 6.5 u, Cystidia not seen.
'On rotting wood. South Australia-National Park, Kinchina. July.
(b)

PILEUS CONFLUENT AND HOMOGENEOUS WIT'H THE FLESHY STE,M.

*Gills sinuate.

ENTOLOMA Fr.
(Gr., entos, within; loma, Cl fringe.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular or irregular. Stem central, fibrous or fleshy. Gills
sinuate, sinuato-adnate or adnexed. Spores. pink; angular, globose,' elliptical or
verrucose. Cystidia rarely present. Growing on the ground, very rarely on wood;
solitary, gregarious or caespitose.' '-Rea.
The genus corresponds with Tricholo ma. The spores are usually angular. A
number of species in other parts of the world are known to be poisonous. As
the gills tend to become rosy or salmon-coloured from the mature spores, some
species might possibly be mistaken by the careless for field mushrooms. We have
several species, but the plants are usually uncommon and rarely more than a
f'ew individuals are found together.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus drab with darker crack-Iike retieulations. Stem
with a pale smoke-grey bloom. Spores subspherical,
4.5 to 5.5 fJ- •• •• •• •• " ••
•• •• •• ••
Pileus buffy brown, subumbonat.e. Stem greyish horn.
Spores 8 to 9.5 x 6.5 fJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• " ••
Pileus and stem white with buffy tints. Gills dingy
brownish flesh-coloured, edges serrate.
Spores 10
to 11 x 5 fJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
Pileus blackish violaceous, eonico-convox. Gills pallid
greyish-buff.
Stern steel grey.
Spores angular,
8 x 5 fJ- •••• " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , ••••

99. Entoloma reticulata.
100. E. mUSOOr1l,m..

101. E. serrata.

102. E. Biocomd. var.
aicaulata;

99. Entoloma reticulata Clel. (L., reticulatus, netted) .-Pileus 1 to 2in. (2.5
to 5 cm.), convex, depressed in the centre, surface slightly shining to dull,
reticulate with darker lines more or less concent'rically. arranged looking like
cracks and passing into depressions in some specimens presenting a rimose
appeal'anee, in some speeimens near the periphery numerous little irregular raised
darker patches separated by paler cracks, near Drab (XLVI.) , the cracks darker.
Gills slightly sinuate with a tendency to a decurrent tooth, close, narrow, greyer
than Pinkish Buff (X.XIX.). Stem !in. (1.8 em.), rather slender, striate below,
stuffed or sometimes hollow above, 'with a greyish-brovvn bloom (Pale Smoke
Grey, XLVI.) , dark brown beneath. Flesh thin, whitish. Spores subspherieal
pear-shaped, rather angular, slightly coloured, 4:.5 to 5.5 u, On the ground. South
Australia-Mount Lofty. April.
This species may perhaps be better placed under Clitopicue.
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100. Ent.oloma muscorum Cle1. (L., muscus, U10SS) .-Pilens up to l-!in. (3.1
ern.') , irregularly convex, subumbonate, matt', near Buffy Brown (XL.). Gills
deeply sinuately adnexed, nearly free, moderately close, ventricose, near Avellaneous (XL.). Stem l~in. (a.7 CPl.), moderately slender, twisted, hollow, greyishhorn. Flesh greyish-horn. Spores irregularly elliptieal, faintly tinted, 8 to 8.5 x
G.5 u, No smell. Amongst nlOSS. South Austra.lia-c-Greenhill Road. August.
101. Ent.oloma serrata Clel. (L., serratus, toothed like a saw) :-Pileus Lin.
(2.5 . em.), deeply convex, irregular, smooth, white with buffy tints above. Gills
adnexerl "with a slight tooth, almost free, rather ascending, close, narrow, edge
serrate, dingy brownish flesh-coloured. Stern 11in. (3.1 Cl11.) , -.lin. (6 mm.) thiek,
equal, slightly striate, solid, white with buff tints. Flesh of the stem continuous
with that of the pileus. Smell quite strong. Rpores oblique, one end pointed,
microscopically pale yellowish, 10 to 11 x ;') u, In swampy soil. South Australia-l\10unt Compass. April.
102. Entoloma Bloxamii Berk. var.angulata Clel. (After Rev. A. Bloxam, a
British mycologist; L., omoulatus, angled) .-Pileus L:!-in. (4.4 cm.)', broadly
conico-convex with a tendency to umbonat.ion, surface "ma.tt, blackish with a violet
tint, edge pale. Gills adnexed, moderately close, 8 111111. deep, edges slightly
jagged, pallid greyish buff. Stern 2~in. (6.2 cm.}, stout (1 cm. above, 1.3 em.
below), somewhar attenuated up-wards, fibrillose, slightly hollow, steely grey.
Flesh. white, thin except· over the disc, flesh of stem similar in texture to that
of the pileus. Spores angular, faintly tinted, 8 x 5 u, On bare sandy soil in
heathy scrub. South Australia-Mount Burr (S.B.). May.
The Australian plant resembles in stature the species as i.llustrated by Cooke.
The spores are, however, definitely angular and 1110re elongated than subglobose.

**Gills decurrent or aduato-decurrent by a tooth.

(Gr., klito», a slope; pilos, a cap.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular or irregular. Stern eentral, fleshy. Gills decurrent.
Spores pink; elliptical, fusiform, globose or oblong; angular, S11100th or ve rrucose ;
corrtinuous. Growing on the ground.' '-·Rea.
The species are terrestrial and resemble Cliiocub c in the white-spored group;
when the tint of the spores is slight, it 111ay be difficult to decide in which genus
of the two to place the species concerned. The gills when not decurrent are
broadly adnate and then do not become bayed with age. We have several species,
one of which, C. subfruoncntaceus, is sornet.iines abundant; it is a fleshy species
whose spores are definitely but not deeply tinted and so 111ay easily be looked
for in the genus Cliiocub e.
KEY TO THE SPEICIES.
Moderately large and stout.
Pileus 11 to 4in., pinkish riunrunon. Gill s aclnate
to adnato-decurrent, light pinkish cinnamon.
Stem to 2~in., pallid fawn. Spores pyrif'orm,
slightly irregular, tinted, 6.5 to 9 x 4.2 to 6 f.L •• 103. Cl'itopil1l,s subfruanenio.ceus.
Smaller, about 1in.
Pileus colour of dead gr<1ss. Gills decurrent, pallid
salmon.
Stem short, pileus appearing nearly
prostrate on the "ground.
Spores 9.5 to 10.5
x 7.5 f.L •• •• •• •• •• .• •• •• •• •• •• •• 104. C. proetratus.
Pileus pale brown.
Gills subdccurren t, pale
brownish. Stern Lin., fibrillose, pallid. Spores
6.5 to 7 x 5.5 f.L •• •• •• •. •• •• •• •• •• •• 105. C. australiana.
103. Olttopilus subfrumentaceus Clel. (Subfru1nen,taCe'llS, in this case, resembling
the species T'r ich.olo-nu: [ruin ent accu.ni Bull., Pr.).-Pileus 11 to 4in. (3 to 10 em.)
in diameter, irregularly convex, then more expanded or "with the centre depressed,
often distorted, sometimes with a sl11a11 umbo, subfibril1ose, edge turned in when
young, not shining, somewhat hygrophanous, Pinkish Cinnamon, Cinnamon, Sayal
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Brown, or Mikado Brown (XXIX.) becoming paler. Gills adnate to adnatodecurrent, narrow, moderately close, edges sometimes irregularly serrate, rarely
forking or anastomosing near the stem to form long narrow cells, Light Pinkish
Cinnamon (XXIX.). Stem .1-} to 21in. (3.7 to 6.2 cm.) high, stout (up to -kin.,
2.2 cm. thick), base swollen (lin., 2.5· cm., thick),. sometimes a little excentric,
SOl1lewhatnlealy or fibrillose, solid, pale f'awny or biscuity whitish or white.
Flesh watery semi-trunslucent becoming whitish. Slight smell of radishes. Spores
obliquely pear-shaped, rather irregular, definitely tinted, '6.5 to 9 x 4.2 to 6 M.
Densely caespitose under trees or amongst grass. South Australia-Mount Lofty,
Range, National Park. Victoria-Ararat. April to August.
104. Clitop'ilus prostratus Clel. (L., prostratus, lying flat) .-Pileus i to 1in.
(1.8 to 2.5 cm.) in diameter, very irregular, more or less convex with the centre
depressed, somewhat rugose,somewhat fibrillose, edge sometimes crinkled, colour
of dead grass. Gills decurrent, moderately close, relatively deep, pallid salmoncoloured. Stem short (1 cm.}, central to excentric, slender, surface matt, whitish.
Spores angular with a central yellowish gutta, tinted, 9.5 to 10.5 x 7.5 M. South
Australia-Nearly prostrate on bare sandy soil in hea thy scrub near Mount Burr
(S.E.), Encounter Bay district, Kinchina. May, June.
In Encounter Bay specimens, the flesh o'f the stern is noted as being cartilaginous
and differing in texture f'rorn the pallid flesh of the pileus. If this is confirmed,
the species should be transferred to Eccuia.
A small short-stemmed drab-coloured species rcscrnbling the common Canthorellus
brun.neus, but the gills are a dingy salmon colour and do not tend to fork.
105. Olrtoptlus australiana Clel. (L.,A'ustraltbanUB, Australian) .-Pileus lkin.
(3 cm.}, convex, centre dimpled, pale brown. Gills slightly decurrent, close, pale
brownish. Stem I.in. (2.5 cm.}, fibrillose, pallid. Spores pear-shaped, slightly
angular, faintly tinted, 6.5 to 'I x 5.5 M. South Australia-National Park. July.

(C')

PILEUS CONFLDEN'!' vVITH BU'l' HETEROGENOUS FROM'I'HE CAR,TILAGINOUS STEM.

*Gills sinuate or sinua to-adnate.
Margin of pileus at first iucurved or exceeding the gills.

LEPTONIA Fr.
(Gr., Leptos, thin.)
"Pileus slightly fleshy, regular, margin incurved. Stem central, cartilaginous.
'Gills adnate, sinuato-adnate or adnexcd. Spores pink; angular, elliptical, subglobose or oblong; continuous. Cystidia rarely present. Growing on the ground
or on \vood.' '-Rea.
The plants are usually small anc1s1ender-st'emlned with an umbilicate pileus
when rna turn and the edge of the pileus in-turned when young. The gills are
adnate or adnexec1, scceniug when old, and their original colour in the young
state becomes obscured by the salmon-tint of the spores as they mature. Our
ten or more species are in no instances numerous, being found as scattered
individuals in sanely soil or da-mp places, all on the ground. The pileus and stem
are in many of our species drab, brown or blackish; in two the, blackish stern
has a steel-blue 01' violet tint giving a beautiful effect. Another elegant species
is the green L. virutc-mar qvnata.

KEY TO THE SPEICIES.
(Spores angular in all.)
Pileus not hygrophanons.
Pileus and stern green.
Pileus striate. Gills yel low becoming pinkish
cinnamon, edges green. Spores 10 to 11.5
x 7.,) M .' .. .. .,
.. .. .. 106. Leptonia
oiruie-marqiauita.
Pileus dark horicv-coloured. Stem paler.
Gills "light~.vellow-pallid" becoming pallid
pinkish bnff. Spores 10 x 6 M ..
107. L. [or-mesa.
Pileus dull white.
Stern brown, paler above.
Gills 'whitish.
Spores G.5 x B.2 M
.. .. .. .. .. 108. L. albic7a.
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Pileus pallid brown tinted with' pink.
Stem whitish. Gills pallid salmon with pink.
Spores 11 to 16 x 8 !J.- •• •• •• •• •• ••
Pileus snuff brown.
Stem dark-brown. Gills greyer than pinkish
cinnamon. Spores 6.5 !J.- .,
Pileus darker and greyer than drab.
Stem pale drab, rooting. Gills salmony drab.
'Spores 7.5 x 5.5 !J.- •• •• •• •• ••
Pileus dark brown to fuscous.
Stem dusky drab.
Gills vinaceous buff.
Spores 11 to 13 x 7.5 !J.- •• •• •• ••
Pileus blackish. Stem blackish with steel blue tints.
Gills whitish cinereous, edges not dark. Spores
9 to 10 x 5.5 /1 •• •• .. .. •• .. .. ••
Gills . mou se grey, edges dark. Spores 11 x
7.5 !J.- •• ., •• •• ••
•• •• •• ••
Pileus hygrophanous.
Pileus colour of dead grass.
Stem dingy greyish green.
Gills pallid
salmon. Spores 8 to 9 x 5.5 to 7.5 !J.- ••

109. L. macrospora.
110. L. tobocina.

Ill. L. radicata.
112. L. [usca.

113. L. lampropus.
114. L. fusco-marginata.

115. L. asprella

*Not truly hygrophanous or markedly striate.
106. Leptonia vtride-margtnata Clel. (L., viridis, green; marqinatus, edged).Pileus iin. (18 mm.}, slightly convex with the centre dimpled, clad with small
fibrillose scales, edge slightly sulcate, dark green (near Dusky Olive Green, XLI.).
Gills elightly sinuate with a decurrent tooth, moderately distant, alternate ones
short, of a Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XLI.) tint passing into dark green which
edges the gills. Stem 2~·in. (6.2 cm.), slender, flexuous, twisted, shining,finely
punctate above, rather tongh, flesh heterogenous from tha t of the pileus, hollow,
dark greEn. Shed spores of salmony tint, microscopically angular pear-shaped,
11 to 11.5 x 7.5 !J.-, cystidia not seen. On the ground. South Australia-Mount
Lofty. June.
Specimens, apparently of this species but lacking the green edge to the gills
which were serrulate, have been found in sandy soil in Eucalyptus cosmophylla
scrub at Hall's Creek, Encounter Bay, in May. The pileus was j, to iin. (1.2 to
1.8 cm.), umbilicate, striate, velutinate when young, becoming finely fibrillose,
Yellowish Oil Green (v.), Roman Green (XVI.), near Olive Lake and Dull Citrine
(XVI.) , or Olive Ochre (xxx.). Gills adnate or slightly sinuate with a 'tendency
to a decurrent tooth, moderately close, relatively rather deep (up to 5 .m·m.), near
Naphthalene Yellow (X'VI.) to paler than Maize Yellow (IV.). Stem 1in. (2.5 cm.)
or less, equal or slightly attenuated downwards, porished. Flesh of the pileus
very thin. Spores angular, 'with a large gutta, slightly tinted, 10 x 7.5 !J.-.
107. Leptonia formosa Fr. (L., [ormosu«, beautiful) .-Pileus ! to iin. (1.2 to
1.8 cm.), convex to nearly plane, umbilicate, fibrillose, sometimes scaly in .the
centre, dark yellow-brown (dark honey-coloured). Gills adnate or with a decurrent tooth, moderately close, pallid pinkish buff. Stem Lin, (2.5 cm.), slender,
polished, brittle, with cartilaginous cortex and pith similar to the flesh 'of the
pileus, colour more pallid than that of the pileus. Spores angular, tinted, 10 x
6!J.-. Single or several together, in sandy soil or heath. South Australia-Near
Mount Burr (S.E.). May.
The species is charaeterised by the "yellow cast to the whole plant and the
striate and squamulose pileus" (Kauffmann). The gills in the early stage are
"light-yellow-pallid"(Rea). Striation of the pileus and the yellow tinge of
the gills were not noted in the specimens we refer to this species.
108. Leptonia albida Clcl, (L., albidus, whitish) .-Pileus up to iin. (1.8 cm),
slightly irregularly convex, then plane and a little depressed, suburnbnnate, dull
white. Gills adnate Or very slightly sinuate, moderately close) whitish. Stem
iin. (1.8 cm.) , slender, slightly attenuate-I downwards, stuffed tending to be
hollow, cart.ilag.inous, brown below tending' to become dark, whitish just below
the gills. Spores subspherical, angular, sHghtly tinted, 6.5 x 3.2 !J.-, 4.8 !J.-.
Cyst.idia not seen. South Austa alia-s-On the ground amongst dead sticks, Kinchina.
July.
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109. Leptonia macrospora Clel. (Gr., malcros, long; spora, seed) .-Pileus up
to Lin, (2./5 cm.}, convex, dimpled, then becoming irregular and umbilicate, surface
rather dull, somewhat matt, edge rather crenate and turned in when young, pallid
brownish with a pink tinge. Gills adna.te to adnato-decurrent, moderately close,
rather triangular, pallid salmony pink. Stem up to 1in. (2.5 cm.), slender to
rather stout, rather silky, sometimes twisted, rather cartilaginous, slightly
hollow, whitish with fluffy mycelium at the base.
Spore mass pinkish,
spores angular, microscopically slightly coloured, 11 to 16 x 8 u: Cystidia not
seen. Amongst moss. South Australia-Port Lincoln. -May,
110. Leptonia tabacinaClel. (Tobacinu», unuff-coloured).-Pileus i to Lin,
(1.8 to 2.5 cm.}, convex, umbilicate, somewhat fibrillose, edge substriate, Snuff
Brown (XXIX.), paler or darker in the centre.
Gills adnexed, nearly free,
moderately close, ventricose, greyer than Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.) becoming
dingier and browner. Stem l!in. (3.7 em.), slender, slightly attenuated upwards,
polished, cartilaginous, with pith and slightly hollow, dark brown (Bister, XXIX.)
or Buffy Brown (XL.), paler below the pileus. Flesh of the stem heterogeneous
from that of the pileus. Spores angular, slightly tinted, 6.5 fJ-, 7.5 to 8 x 5.5 u,
No cystidia seen. On the ground. South Australia-Stirling West, Mount Lofty,
Ea.gle-on-the-Hill. June, July.
111. Leptonia radicata Clel. (L.,· rodicatais, rooting) .-Pileus up to Lm,
(2.5 cm.}, irregularly convex, centre deeply umbilicated, .subfibrillose, edge sometimes infolded, darker and> greyer than Drab (XLIVI.). Gills slightly decurrent,
edges a little thick, many short ones at the periphery, drab with a salmoncoloured shade. Stem lin. (1.8 em.), 'moderately slender, fibrillose, mealy above,
solid, a little paler and greyer than the pileus, with a long tapering root (lin.,
1.8 em., long). Flesh of pileus pallid, of the stern browner, peripheral flesh of
the stem more eartilaginous than the flesh of the pileus. Spores pear-shaped,
very slightly irregular, very faintly tinted, 7.5 to 8 x 5 to 5.5 /1-. On the ground.
South Austra.lia-c-Kinchjna. August.
112. Leptonia fusca Clel. (L., [uscus, dusky brown) .-Pileus i to 11in.
(1.8 to 3.2 em.), convex, umbilicate, radiately fibrillose, between Natal Brown
and Bone Brown (XL.), near Fuscous (XLVI.). Gills sinuately adnexed, moderately
close, up' to 5 mm. deep, edges not dark, near VinaceousBuff (XL.) or Wood
Brown (XL.). Stem L1in. (3.1 cm.), slender, sometimes flattened, polished, brittle,
hollow, cartilaginous, near Dusky Drab (XLV.) and Deep Quaker Drab (r.r.),
base whitish. Flesh very thin. Spores angular, tinted, 11 to 13 x 7.5 fJ-, occasionally to 15 x 8.5 u, Single or subcaespitose, on the ground. South AustraliaEncounter Bay, Kuitpo, MacDonnell Bay (S.E.), near Mount Burr (S.E.). May,
June.
Characterised by the dark dusky brown pileus and stem, whitish base to the
stem, vinaceous buff' gills and rather large angular spores.
113. Leptonia lampropus Fr. (Gr., lampros, bright; pOU8, a foot) .-Pileus
under -!in. to 1in. (1 to 2.5 em.), convex, umbilicate, very finely fibrillose, edge
slightly inturned, dark brown nearly black. Gills adnate to sinuately adnexed,
moderately close, greyish-flesh, near Light Pinkish Grey (LIII.) or Vinaeeous
Buff (XL.) becoming darker. Stem 1 to 2in. (2.5 to 5 cm.), slender, slightly
attenuated upwards, hollow, eartilaginous, steel-blue-violaceous (near Purplish
Gray, LIII., Pale Neutral Gray, LIII.) with white mycelium at the base. Spores
elliptical, angular, slightly tinted, 9 to 12.5 x 5.5 to 7.5 u, On the ground.
South Australia-National Park, Kuitpo, Encounter Bay, near Mount Burr (S.E.).
May, June.
114. L.eptonia rusco-margtnata Clel. (L., fuse-us, dusky; maroimatu», edged).Pileus 1 to 1!in. (2.5 to 3.7 cm.) , slightly convex to nearly plane, umbilicate in
the centre, sometimes slightly infundibuliform, somewhat fibrillose, striate-rugose,
edge sometimes erenulate, near Blackish Brown (XLV.). Gills sinuately adnexed,
narrow, moderately close, near Light Cinnamon Drab (XLVI.) , edges dark. Stem
1 ~·in. (3.7 cm.), slender, polished, base a little swollen and with a trace of white,
blackish brown with a violet or steel-blue tint. Flesh very thin. Spores angular,
tinted, 9.5 x 7 u, On the ground. South Australia-s-Back Valley near Eneounter
Bay. May.
Characterised by the nearly black cap, the dark edge to the gills and the
blackish stem with a violet tint.
D
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**Pileus

h~'grophanous,

murgin striate "when fresh and moist.

115. Leptonia asprel1a Fr. ~ (L., asprellus, somewhat rough) .-Pileus 1in.
(2.5 em.), eOl1YPx, depressed in the centre, slightly fibrillose. silky shining and
livid grey or the colour of dead grass "when dry. Gills adnexed or sinuate, then
seceding, ventricose, pallid salmon, Stellll~ to a~in. (3.7 to 8.7 em.') , polished,
subflbrillose or slightly striate, hol low, Drab (XLVI.) or pallid dingy greyishgreen. F10sh yery thin. Spores pear-shaped, polygonal, slightly tinted, 8 to 9
x 5.5 to 7.5 u; On the ground in debris. South Australia-Mount Lofty. April,
June.
The dcser ipt.ion of our plants does not agree cIosely vwith that of the British
species given by Rea. As our plants appear to be hygrophanous, though this is
not specially mentioned in the notes, and Kauffrnann refers to the variability of
L. asprella and described a variety resembling our species, we place them
provisionally under this name.
M~irg'in of pileus straight, at first ndpresscd to the steIll.

N·OLANEA Fr.
(L., uola, a bell.)
, 'Pileus fleshy or submem branaceous, regular; margin straight, at first adpressed
to the stern. Stern central, ca rti.laginous. Gills ad nate, adnexed or sinuatoadnate. Spores pink; ungulaI', olliptical or globose; smooth or rough; con tinuous.
Growing on the ground, rarely on wood ; solitarv or gregarious. "--R·ea.
The species are S111a11 and slender with a bell-shaped or conico-catupanulatc
pileus "which does not expand, the edge not being in-turned when young but the
nlHrgin straight on the stem. Only one species has been recoguised in this State
hut several others probably occur, though rarely.

116. Nolanea pascua (Pers.) Fr. (L., pascuus, of pasture) .-Pilens lin. (2.5
cm.}, conico-campanulate, papillate, hygrophanous, when dry silky smoky grey.
Gills adnexed, ascending, dirty rosy grey. SteIn 2in. (5 em.) , slender, -slightly
striate, hollow, cartilaginous, greyish-brolrn, whitish at the base. Spores angular,
slightly tinted, 9.5 x G.;') to 8!-t. No cystidia seen. On the ground. South
A ustralia-Kinchina. July.
**Gills decurrent.

EOCILIA Fr.
(Gr., cnlcoilos, hollowed our.)
"Pileus fleshy or sulnuembrauaceous, umhil icate ; rnn rg in incurved. Stein central, cartilaginous. Gills decurrent. Spores pink, angular, continuous. Cystidia
rarely present. Gro"wing on the ground, rarely on wood. "-R·ea.
'I'he plants of this genus n re sma.ll and slender nnd correspond to Osnplialia in
the whitc-spored species. The gil1s are decurrent nnd the flesh of the eart.ilaginous
stern differs in texture from that of the cap. No species have been reeognisec1
as yet with us, thongh Clitopiiu« prcstratu« should perhups be transferred to

Eccni.a.
(rl)

PILEUS

CONFLrENT vYITII THE EXCENTHIC OR L~\TEIL\L STE:\I OR DIMIDL\TE,

SESSILE OR HESUPl N A'rE.

CLAUDOPUS \V. G. Srn.
(L...: claudus, lamo ; Gr., p,?US, a foot.)
"Plleus fleshy, exceutric, lnt ernl or resupinate. Stern lateral or none. Gills
radiating from a central point or decurrent. Spores pink; elliptieal, globose or
oblong; smooth, augular or verrucose ; cont inuous. Cyst id in present. Growing
on' "wood 01' on t.he ground.' '-Rea.
The genus can be reeogllised by the pink spores and by the stem when present
bei-llg excentrie or lntcral or by the pileus being resupinate with the gills radiating
f'roru an exeontrie or lateral point. The variety of C. variab ilis is not nncornmou
'with us, attac-hed to sticks, etc., or ey('n growing on the scanty -soil attached to
the exposed surfaces of loose stones.
<
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117. Claudopus variabtlis (Pers.) W. G. Sm. vur. sphaerosporus Pat. (L.,
oariabiiie, variable. 'Gr., sphaira, a ball; 'sporo. seed) .-Pileus up to -!in. (1.2 em.},
convex to nearly plane, sometimes irregular, more or less flabelliform, matt or
somewha t villous to floccose, edge slightly incurved, whitish, sometimes with tinges
of yellow-brown, Gills moderately close, Inany short, adnate or slightly .decurrent,
radiating from a slightly fluffy Iatcrul iattachment., whitish with a faint salmon
tint or pale cream, becoming pale brownish (near Sayal Brown, 'XXIX.). Sometimes with a nearly lateral, very short and hardly existent, whitish stem. Spores
microscopically pale-tinted to pallid brownish, elliptical, oblique, 6.8 to 8 x 4.2
to 5.2 u, On logs, fallen sticks, inside a burnt hollow StU111p, etc. South Australia-Mount Lofty, in one case attached round a stone; Mount Compass; Port
Lincoln. N ew South Wales. Victoria. May, June.

c.

SPORES GREEN.

CHLOROSPORAE.

No green-sporcd agarics have yet been recorded for Australia.

(a)

PILEUS DISTINCT FRo~r AND EASILY SEPARABLE FROl\[ 1.'HE FLESHY STE:l\f.

"With a ring' on the stem but no volva.

CHLO,ROPHYLLUM 1\1: a ss.
(Gr.,

ChZOFOB,

pale green; p7iyUon, a leaf.)

Like Lepiota and Psalliota with a ring and no volva, but with the spores
blue-green.
No Australian species recorded.
**Without

H

ring or volva.

GLAUCOSPORA Reu.

eChlorospora

Mass.)

(Gr., glaukos, pale green, bluish-green; . spora, a seed.)
'.' Pileus fleshy, rcgular ; margiu at first incurved. Gills free from the stern.
Spores bluish-green, elliptic-a], wall cont.inuous. Growing on the ground.' '-Rea.
No Australian species recorded.

D.

Ca)

Rl)ORES BROWN.

OGHROSPOR,AE.

PILEes DISTIXCT FJ{O~[ AND E.ASILY SEPARABLE FRO1\[ THE FLESHY STE~L

*With a volva at the bnse of the sit-m but no ring.

LOICELLINIA Gill (ACETABULARIA Berk.) ..
(L., locellu.,;, a_ easket.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, regular. Stern c-entral, thin. Volva imemhra.naceous, sheathing.
Gills free or a duate. Spores ochraccous or somewhat fuscous, oval or oblong,
smoot.h, «ont inuous. Oyst idin veutr icose , pointed. Growing OIl the ground.' '-R.ea.
No South Australian species recorded.
**Without a ring or a volva.

PLUTEOLUS

}-'r.

(L., pluieotus, a little pent-house.')
, 'PilL'us tleshy, ve ry thin, viscid : margin at first straight, adpressed to the
stern. Ntenl c-entr:1l, subcart.ilng inous, Gills free, rounded behind. Spores ochraceous, ferruginous 01' oc-hraceous hrown ; elli ptical, smooth. Cystidia obpyrif'orm
or ventricose. Usually growing 011 ,,"ood.' '-Rea.
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These are thin-capped putrescent fungi with free gills, viscid pileus and
separable stem, differing from Bolbiiius in that the gills do not tend to soften
and dissolve in wet weather but nevertheless sometimes united with Bolb itiu«.
In GaZera, the stem is not truly separable, the cap is not viscid and the gills
are attached. Only one species has been recognised in South Australia and that,
fro-m its habitat, is probably an introduced one.
118. Pluteolus coprophilus Peck. (Gr., kopros, dung; philos, loving) .-Pileus
Lin. (2.5 cm.) or more in diameter, at first ovate, then conico-campanulate, finally
upturned, striate, whitish, with a slight pale pinkish-buff or yellowish tint. Gills
just free, ascending, moderately close, pallid watery brown, Stem 1iin. (4.4 cm.},
moderately slender, slightly attenuated upwards, fibrillose then mealy, hollow,
whitish. Flesh with a traee of yellow. Spores elliptical, yellow brown, 10.5 to
13 x 8 u, Subcaespitose .on manure, South Australia-c-Mental Hospital, Parkside.
July.

(b)

PILEUS CONFLUENT AND

HOMOGENEOUS WITH THE FLESHY STEM.

*With a mcmbranaceous ring on the stem.
Spores ferruginous; general veil persistent.

ROZIT'ES KarElt.
(After E. Roze, a French mycologist.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular, clad with a thin general veil. Stern central, fleshy.
Ring membranaceous.
Gills adnate.
Spores ferruginous.
Growing 011 the
ground.' '-Rea.
119. Rozites anstraliensis Clel. et Chee!. (1.., Lt ustraliensi«, Australian).When young subglobose or pear-shaped, 3 to 7in. (7.5 to 17.5 em.) with a thick
stem clad with ragged fragments of the universal veil and with a' conical root, a
secondary veil present, viscid when moist, pure white or with a slight brownish
tint. Pileus when adult up to 11in. (27.5 cm.) in diameter, sometimes only 2 or
3in. (5 to 7.5, cm.) , expanding to convex and then nearly plane and usually
broadly subumbonate, sometimes w.ith va depression in the umbo, smooth, sometimes
cracking, with fragments of the veil at the edge, white with a slight brownish
tint. Gills when young pale straw colour and adnate, finally slightly sinuate and
nearly or seemingly free or seemingly decurrent on the stem, moderately close,
rather narrow (up to 8 mm.) , pale salmony-brown becoming more cinnamony,
finally rich rusty brown (Ochraceous Tawny, xv.). Stem when adult up to 6i11.
(15 em.}, I! to 2~in. (3.7 to 6.2 cm.) thick, often much less than these measurements, becoming bulbous below and then contracting into a conical root, slightly
fibrillose, solid, white with large ragged fragments of a rather superior or subdistant ring or with a marked membranous ring more than. !in. (1.2 CIU.) deep,
and below this often the remains of the universal veil. Flesh thick, tough, white.
No smell. Spores in the mass rich ferruginous brown, microscopically yel'owbrown, oblique 'with pointed ends, 8.5 to 12.8 x 5 to 7.2 u: Attached to white
rnyeelial threads traversing the ground and fOl'millgilldefinite masses. South
Australia-Mount Lof'ty, National Park, Kuitpo, Ashton near N ortou 's Summit',
New South Wales. April, May, July.
Spores ochruceous or ferruginous, generally smooth; general veil none or fugacious.

PHOLIOTA Fr.
(Gr., 'plioli«, a scale; rOuS', otos, the ear.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, regular. Stem central. Ring membrunuceous, persistent or
fugacious, superior or inferior. Gills adnate or decurrent wit.h a tooth. Spores
ochraceous or ferruginous, rarely fuscous; elliptical, oval, obovate, subreniform
or oblong elliptical; generally smooth, continuous or with a germ-spore. Growing
on the ground or on wood, often caespitose.' '-Rea.
The genus is characterised by the brown spores, by the possession of a ring
derived from the partial veil, by the stern being continuous with \the pileus, the
absenee of a volva and the attached gills. Some grow on the ground, some on
wood or even on the trunks of growing trees. In size, the species vary f'rom
rather small to large.
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Only a few species have been recorded for this State. Pholioia praecox, a
species eaten in the United States, grows on lawns and may not be recognised
at first as belongIng. to this genus on account of the ring. soon becoming indefinite. Pholiota «uiiposa, a handsome large species with a scaly pileus grows
on the trunks of timber trees and is a destructive speeies ; it has not been
recorded from South Australia, but occurs in the Blue Mountains in New South
Wales.

KEY TO THE SPEICIES.
Growing on the ground, not adnate to mosses, rarely
caespitose..
Pileus viscid when moist,
On lawns and grassy places.
In early autumn,
Pileus 1 to 1iiil.,
cream to warm buff.
Gills at first
pallid. Ring evanescent. Spores 9 to
15 x 7 to 9 J.1. •• •• •• •• •• ••
120. Pltoliota praecox.
In forest.
Pileus §-In., striate, yellow-brown. Gills
adnate, rusty cinnamon. Stem fibrillose. Ring superior, slightly coloured,
Spores 8 to 8.5 x 5.5 J.1. •• •• •• •• •• 121. Ph. eubtopularis,
Pileus not viscid, hygrophanous.
Edge, of jrileus striate.
Gills finely serrate.
Ring pallid, superior. Pileus to 1iin.,
eonvex,' sometimes subumbonate,
verona brown to tawny, drying
buff. Gills adnate. Spores 6.5 to
9.5 x 4 to 6 J.1. •• •• •• •• •• •• 122. Ph. serrulata.
Gills not serrate.
Ring marked, yellowish-brown. Pileus
t'oiin., mineral brown. Gills adnexecl to adnate, yellowish-cinnamon. Spores 9 to 13.8 x ,6 to 7 J.1.. 123. Ph. re cedens.
Edge of pileus not or rarely striate.
lHng evident.
Amongst grass.
Pileus -! to iin.,
convex. Gills adnate with decurrent
tooth, ferruginous.
Stern pallid
brown, striate, base swollen, with
whitish mycelium. 'Spores 6.5 to 8
x 4 to 5 J.1. •• •• •• •• •• •• • .124. Ph. gra:mri,nwm.
In open forest or scrub. Pileus to
1 ~·in., maroon when moist to russet
or tawny when dry. Gills adnate.
Stem Kaiser brown. Ring pallid.
Spores 7.5 to 10.5 x 4.5 to 5.5 J.1.. 125. Ph. rufo-fiaoa.
Ring often indefinite, pallid.
On bare
ground or under trees.
Pileus usually subumbonate, yellowishbrown drying pallid. Gills adnate,
reddish brown.
Stern pallid to
reddish brown. Spores 7.5 to 9.5
x 4.5 to 5 J.1...
• • • • • • • • • • 126. Ph. imperfecta,
Growing on or near wood.
Densely eaespitose near stumps.
Pileus to 3in., ra-w sienna to empire yellow.
Gills umber. Stem shaggy, deep colonial
buff. Spores 7.5 x 4 to 4.5 J.1. •• • • • • .-. 127. Ph. squarrosipes.
Single or few together on logs, ehips, etc.
Hygrophanous.
Pileus l~in., reddish-brown drying cinnamon
buff. Gills adnatebecoming rusty. Stem
pallid brown with white mycelial base.
Spores 8.5 x 4.8 J.1. •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 128. Ph. erioqenus.
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Pileus iin., edge striate, convex to nearly
plane, antique brown to cinnamon brown.
Gills adnate to adnexed, tawny. Spores 7
to 9.5 x .4.8 to 5 !-t •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 129. Ph. morqimata.
Growing amongst mosses.
Pileus ! to 1in., hygrophanous, Sudan brown
drying tawny olive.
Gills adnate to subdecurrent,
watery brown. Ring subdistant, whitish. Stem
pallid. Spores 7.5 to 9.5 x 5.5 to 7 !-t •• .: 130. Ph. stt-bp1.tmila.
1. Growing on the ground, not adnate to mosses, rarely caespitose.
120. Pholiota praecox (Pers.) Fr. (L., praecox, early) .--Pileus 1 to l~il1.
(2.5 to 3.7 em), at first nearly hemispherical, then convex, sometimes a little
irregular, sticky when 1110ist, smooth, edge at first inturned, then with appeudiculate remains of the veil, when young near 'I'awny Olive (XXIX.), when adult
Cream Colour (XVL), Cream Buff (xxx.) to near Naples Yellow (XVI.) , when
old near Warm Buff (xv.). Gills sinuately adnexed, moderately close, narrow,.
edges finely serrate, at first whitish, then pallid greyish brown, then Drab (XLVI.)
to Saccardo 's Umber (XXIX.), finally browner than Buffy Brown (XL.) or Warm
Sepia (XXIX.) or Brussell's Brown (rn.). Stem If to 1iin. (3.1 to 4.3 cm.),
somet.imes excentric or deformed, equal or slightly attenuated downwards, striate,
slightly hollow, whitish. Spore mass near Argus Brown (rrr.), spores obliquely
elliptical, fuscous brown or olive brown, 9 to 15x 7 to 9!-t. Smell a little .strong.
South Australia-s-Lawn at the University. February, April.

121. Pholiota subtogularis Clel. (Subtogularis, here close to the species Ph..
toqulari« Bull., F'r.) .-Pileus iin. (1.5 cm.), convex, sometimes slightly umbonate"

edge striate, viscid when moist, when dry between OchraceousBuff and Antimony
Yellow (xv.). Gills adnate, moderately close, pallid yellowish brown becoming
rusty cinnamon. Stem 1:1 to 1iin. (3 to 4 cm.}, slender, slightly flexuous, fibrillose . up to the superior slightly yellowish brown ring, slightly hollow, pale
brownish. Flesh thin, brownish. Spores elliptical, one end more pointed, yellowbrown, 8 to 8.5 x 5.5!-t. On the ground. South Australia-Amongst pine needles.
in Pinus radiate Don. forest, Mount Burr (S.E.).
The species is characterised by its ground habit, the yellow brown, viscid, striate
pileus, the superior slightly coloured ring· and the fibrillose stem.
122. Pholiota serrulata Clel. (L., serrulatus, toothed like a little saw) .-Pileus

i to 1iin. (1.8 to 4.3 cm.), conieo-convex to convex, sometimes dimpled, some-

times umbonate, markedly hygrophanous, edge striate when moist, surface mealylooking when dry, when young near Vandyke Brown (XXVIII.), when adult and
mo ist' near Verona Brown (XXIX.), near Argus Brown (rrr.) or between Tawny
and Ochraceous Tawny (xv.), when dry Pinkish Buff, Pale Pinkish Buff,
Ochraceous Buff or Light Ochraceous Buff (xv.). Gills adnate or with a tendencyto decurrence, rather close, narrow (3 mm.}, edges finely serrate, more tawny
than Hazel (XIV.) to more tawny than Auburn (II.), near Kaiser Brown (XIV.),
Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) or near Argus Brown (rn.). Stem i to l!in. (1.8 to
3.7 cm.}, slender (up to 3.5 mm. thick), nearly equal, solid, whitish fibrillose
below the superior subdistant flimsy whitish ring, tinted like the gills beneath
the whitish fibrils, whitish at the base. Flesh of the pileus thin and whit.ish,
of the stem concolorous. Spores elliptic.al, with one side flattened; yellowishbrown, 6.5 to 9.5 x 4 to 6!-t. On the ground, usually in sandy loam. South
Australia-In stringy bark (Euoalypt1.ts obliqu.a L 'Herit.) forest, National Pa.rk;
Mount Lofty, Mylor, Encounter Bay, Port Lincoln. April, May.
123. Pholiota reeedens Cke. et Mass. (L., recedens, retiring) .-Pileus ~ to
(1.2 to 2.1 cm.), convex and slightly conical or hemispherical, when young
with fine pale yellowish-brown furfuraceous seales from the veil, slightly hygrophanous, when moist very dark brown (mineral brown) and the edge slightly
striate, paler brown when dry. Gills adnexed or adnate, moderately distant,
pallid brown, then pale yellowish-cinnamon to hazel. Stem 1'1 to 2in. (3.1 to
5 cm.}, striate, hollow, brownish. Ring marked, reflexed, striate above, moderately
distant, yellowish-buff. Flesh brownish. Spores oblique, with pointed ends, 9 to
13.8 x 6, to 7!-t. On the ground. South Australia-Mount Lofty. New South
Wales. May, June, August.
~in.
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124. Pholiota graminum Clel. (L., graminum., of grasses) .-Pileus· t to
lin. (1.2 to 1.8 cm.}, convex or nearly hemispherical to nearly plane, not striate,
sometimes subumbonate, hygrophanous, reddish-brown becoming pallid, when young
sometimes with a white edging from the veil. Gills adnate or with a decurrent
tooth, close, falling short of the edge, ferruginous, at first paler. Stem I! to
liin. (3.7 to 4.3 cm.), striate, slightly swollen below, hollow, pallid brownish,
whitish from mycelial threads at the base. Ring subsuperior, membranaceous,
evident or rather evanescent.
Amongst or attached to grass with whit'ish
mycelium, sometimes subcaespitose. Spores oblique, brown, 6.5 to 8 x 4 to 5 u;
South . A .ustralia-Kinchina, Adelaide. JUly, September.
The habitat (amongst grass), the reddish-brown pileus·· becoming pale, the
usually evident ring, and the whitish mycelium round the base aloe the chief
~haracteristics of the species.
125. Pholiota rufo-fulva Clel. (L., rufus, reddish-yellow; fulvus, deep yellow,
tawny).-Pileus up to l!in. (3 .:7 cm.) , at first conieo-convex, then convex or
irregularly convexo-plane, minutely fibrillose becoming subfloccose to velvety,
usually not striate, edge a littie turned in when young, darker than Pecan Brown
(XXVIII.) to Russet (xv.) , Liver Brown (xrv.jv when old becoming Tawny (xv.) ,
when TI10ist very dark maroon-brown. Gills adnate, close or a little distant, deep
(up to lin., 8 mm.) , somewhat ventricose, with short ones at the periphery, of
the colour of the pileus becoming more cinnamon, Argus Brown (nr.) or near
Chestnut Brown (rr.). Stem up to l±in. (3.4 cm.), 'moderately slender, fibrillose,
solid, when moist Kaiser Brown to Carob (XIV.) ,or near Vinaceous Fawn (XL.),
drying pallid with tints of the pileus, sometimes with 'white mycelium at the base.
Veil white, definite when young, rupturing to leave a decided whit.ish or pallid
superior ring. ~\lesh brownish. Single or subcaespitose, often on sandy soil, the
type at the base of Eucalypts. Spores yellow-brown, obliquely elliptical, 7.5 to
10.5 x 4 to n.5 IJ-, hyphae of subhymenial layer large. South Australia-Burnside,
Mount Lofty, National Park, Happy 'Valley, Kinehina, Encounter Bay, Mount
Remarkable. April to September.
Plant's of this species are characterised by the dark maroon-brown cap
.hecoming russet to tawny 'when dry, the gills at first like the eap becolning
brownish cinnamon, the brown stem and whitish ring.
126. Pholiota imperfecta Clel. (L., invpert eetus, imperfect, in reference to the
ring).-Pileus ! to iin. (1.2 to 1.8 c.m.), convex, then nearly plane, usually
subumbonate, sometimes with the edge substriate, hygrophanous, waxy dull
yellowish-brown drying to pallid brownish (near Sayal Brown, XXIX.) f'rorn the
centre. Gills adnate, moderately close, many short, reddish-brown to ferruginous
cinnamon, Stem Lin. (2.5 cm.}, slender, solid or hollow, fibrillose, pallid to
reddish-brown.
Ring superior to rather distant, imperfect, wh itish. Spores
oblique, rather narrow, with one end acute, 7.5 to 9.5 x 4.5 to 5 IJ-. On the
ground, often on bare ground, near trees, etc. South Australia-Second Valley
Forest Reserve, .Beauuiont Common, MacLaren v ale. May, June.
11. Growing on wood, frequently caespitose.
127. Pholiota squarrosipes Clel, (L., squarrosue, scaly; pes, a' foot) .-D~nsel:v
caespit'ose or sornet.imes solitary on the ground near Euca~yptus stumps. Pilei
i to iHn. (1.8 to 7.5 cm.) in diameter, deeply to irregularly convex, depressed in
places, sometimes subumbouate or broadly umbonate', viscid when moist, nearly
smooth, sometimes fibrillose, shining when dry, Raw Sienna (IlL), Ochraceous
Tawny or Tawny (xv.) in the centre, Empire Yellow (IV.) or near Antimony Yellow
(xv.) round the edge, where injured with reddish marks. ·Gills at first closed
with the veil, adnate or with a decurreut tooth, moderately close, loather narrow,
near Raecardo's Umbel' (XXIX.), Yellow Ochre becoming Buckthorn Brown (xv.) ~
in some lights Honey Yellow to Tsabella Color (xxx.). Stems It. to 3'iil1. (3.7
to S cm.}, slender to moderately stout (5 to 12 mm. thick), slightly attenuated
downwards, shaggy 'with fibrillose scales from the veil to just below the gills,
then slightly fibrillose, solid, near Deep Colonial Buff (xxx.j or Antimony
Yellow (xv.). Ring present only when young. Flesh of pilei whitish, of stems
pale yellowish. White mycelium in the ground .around. No taste, smell slight.
Spore mass near Saccardo's Umber (XXIX.), spores elliptical, oblique, microscopically pale fuscous brown, 6.5 to 8 x 4 to 4.5 IJ-. South Australia-Encounter
Bay, Upper Tunkalilla Creek. May, June.
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128. Pholiota eriogena Fr. (Gr., erion, wool; g,enos, descent, offspringevidently in reference to the woolly base, of the stem).-Pileus 1iin. (3.1 cm.),
deeply convex, smooth, hygrophanous, reddish-brown when moist, Cinnamon Buff
(XXIX.) when dry. Gills adnate, attenuated outwards, 8 mm. deep, Sayal Brown
(xxrx.) becoming rusty. Stem l-lin. (3.7 cm.), rather slender, equal, fibrillosestriate, slightly excavated, pallid brownish with white mycelium at the base. Ring
moderately superior, brownish. Spores obliquely elliptical, yellowish-brown, 8.5 x
4.8 IJ-.
On wood.
South Australia-Mount Burr Forest (S.E.).
Western
Australia. May.
These South Australian plants we refer to this species described. by Fries in
(' Plantae Preissianae in Australasia coIL"
In Cooke's "I-Iandbook of AustraLian Fungi," the pileus is given as ferruginous,. the stem as fistulose and girt
at the base with a densely woolly 'mycelium, and the gills as cinnamon. There is
obviously doubt as to whether this determination is correct. The white mycelium
at the base is hardly" densely woolly ' in th~ South Australian specimens.
129. Pholiotamarginata (Batsch) Fr. (L., marqimatus, furnished with. a
border).-Pileus !in. (1.8 cm.), convex to nearly plane, edge slightly striate,
hygrophanous, when moist Antique Brown (rn.) to near Cinnamon Brown (xv.),
becoming pallid. Gills adnate to adnexed, moderately close, slightly ventricose,
many short ones, near Tawny Olive (XXIX.) to Ochraceous Tawny (xv.). Stem
li to 1-lino (3.1 to 3.7 cm.), fibrillose, fluffy at the base, mealy above, slightly
hollow, pallid streaked with brown above, pallid whitish below. Ring superior
to' median, marked, membranous, rather flimsy, pallid brownish. Spores oblique,
yellowish-brown, 7 to 9.5 x 4.8 to 5 IJ-. On the ground attached to buried chips,
etc. South Australia-i-Mount Lofty. June, August.
Ill. Growing amongst mosses.

Hygrophanous.

130. Pholiota subpumila Clel. (L., pumilu», dwarf; sub, in this sense, somewhat like P. pumila Fr.).-Pileus ~ to 1iin. (15 to 28 mrn.}, convex then
becoming flattened or a little depressed, umbonate when young, sometimes a little
wavy, hygrophanous, shining waxy-looking, near Sudan' Brown (IlL), drying to
Tawny Olive (XXIX.). Gills adnate or slightly decurrent, rather triangular,
rather close, watery brown. Stem It to 3in. (3.7 to 7.5 cm.), equal or slightly
attenuated upwards, fibrillose, white or with a slight tinge of the colour of the
pileus. :.Ring sub distant, whitish, sometimes not marked. Spore mass fuscous
brown, spores microscopically oval, oblique, yellow-brown, 7.5 to 9.5 x 5.5 to 7 IJ-.
Growing amongst moss.
South Australia-Greenhill Road, Eagle-on-the-Hill,
Waterfall Gully, Coromandel Valley, near Clarendon. June.
. , Closely related to Ph. pumila Fr., but larger, stem paler, gills browner and
spores a little larger.
**With an arachnoid or filamentous general veil.
1. V'eil forming an arachnoid, f'ugacious ring on the stern.

CORTINARIUS Fr.
(L., cortina, a veil.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, regular. Veil arachnoid, distinct f'rom the pellicle of the pileus,
viscid or dry. Stem central. Gills adnate, sinuate, sinuato-adnate, or decurrent,
pulverulent with the spores at maturity, Spores ochraceous, citron-yellow, golden,
clay colour, cinnamon, ferruginous, tawny or fuscous; oval, elliptical, pip-shaped,
oblong elliptical, almond-shaped or fusiform; smooth, verrucose, granular,
aculeolate or echinulate,. continuous. Cystidia rarely on the surface of the gills
or on the edge. Growing on the' ground, solitary, caespitose or subcaespitose.' , Rea.
The genus is characterised by the cinnamon or rusty-brown spores and the
spider-web-like or arachnoid veil or cortina, distinct from the pellicle of the
pileus. The fleshy stem is continuous with the pileus and the species grow on
the ground, moatly under trees. The gills become powdery with the spores at
maturity. The genus is a very natural one, and once their eharacteristic habit
is recognised there is usually little difficulty in rec.ognising 'members in the field.
The pileus is sometimes brightly coloured in purple, violet, green, or yellow-brown,
and the ,gills may show similar bright tints and vary in colour as they mature,
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ending in cinnamon or rusty-brown from' the powdery spores. In the subgenera
Phleomaciu.m. and Myxamiciu,m, the pileus is viscid, thus resembling Hebeloma, but
in the latter the spores are paler and less vivid in tints and the veil is not
cob-webby but fibrillose or absent.
The subgenera Inoloma and Dermocybe
resemble Imocube and Astrosporina in the pileus being innately silky or scaly dry,
but the latter have paler spores, lack a cob-web veil though they possess a scanty
fibrillose cortina concrete with the epidermis of the cap, often have cystidia and
in the case of the last-named have angular spores. The stem is sometimes bulbous
and the bulb may have a definite margin, constitutin.g for some authors the subgenus Bulbopodiuan, with viscid pileus, separated from Phlep-maciuan,
The species are very numerous in parts of the world, Rea in his "British
Basidiomycetae ' , describing 239, and Kauffman in ' , The Agaricaceae of
Michigan" 154. About 26 have been so far recognised-In this State but probably
another 20 have been collected but not yet differentiated...."The plants are common
in our late autumn and winter and often grow in dense caespitose masses. Some
are very large, five to seven or more inches in diameter, and others are quite
small but make a readily recognisable object by being densely massed to.gether.
Such viscid violet species as C. Aroheri. and C.subarfcheri and the green
C. sub oenetus are frequently found.
SUBGENUS:

1. PHLEGMACIUM Fr.

-(Gr., phleqma, phlegm.)
, , Veil viscid on the pileus, arachnoid, dry on the stem." - Rea.
In Phleqanacium: the pileus is viscid but tho jstem is dry.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Shades of blue or violet present.
Lavender tints (sometimes absent) on stem only,
base usually bulbous but not definitely marginate.
Large, up to 3in. Pileus whitish or pallid
with pinkish-buff tints. Gills becoming buff
or ochraceous-tawny. Spores 7.5 to 12 x 4.5
to 6.5 fJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 131. C. (Ph.) laoetuiulensis.
Greenish-blue ti:rits rnore or less evident un the
pileus and stem.
Yellowish or yellowish-brown tints predominating in the pileus. Spores subspherical,
8 x 6, 6.5 x 5.2, 7 to 9 fJ- •• •• •• •• •• 132. C. (Ph.) roiuauii-

sporus.

Faint violet tint in gills when young.
Stem
whitish in Australian plants (tinted with
violaceous in British).
Very large, up to 9in. Pileus becoming dark
scorched brown. Gills pallid brownish-white,
tinted with violet, finally dark-brown. Spores
10.4 to 12 x 5 fJ- •• ••
•• •• •• •• 133. C. (Ph.) largus.
Stem ochraceous tawny with lilac above, flesh
slightly lilac.
Pileus 2~ to 3~in., clay colour to yellow ochre.
Gills tawny olive.
Spores 11 x 5.5 to
J.34. C. (Ph.) lilacino7.5 fJ- • • • • • • • •
fulvus.
Gills vinaeeous drab.
Pileus about 2in., cinnamon buff to Sayal
brown. Stem bulbous, pallid with brownish
tints. Spores 9 to 11 x 4.5 to 5 fJ- •• •• 135. C. (Ph.) vinaceoloanellatus.
Plants brown or yellow-brown, no blue.
Medium sized, 1~ to 3in.
Pileus dark brown.
Gills near raw sienna.
Stem yellowish .and
brownish tinted.
Spores 8.5 to 10.4 x 5.5.
to 7 !L .: .• •• •• •• •• .• •• .. •• •• •• 136. C. (Ph.) castaneofulvus.
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Medium sized, 2 to 2!in. Pileus tawny olive to
snuff brown. Gills tawny olive. Stem brownish.
Spores 9 x 5 IJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 137. C. (Ph.) oehrnceo[uivus,
Medium sized, 1 to 2iin. Pileus ochraceous tawny.
Gills pinkish buff to tawny olive.
Stem
ochraceous tawny, fragile. Spores 11 to 12 x
138. C. (Ph.) frag-aipes.
7 IJ- •• •• ••
•• •• •• • . • • • .
Large, up to 4~·in.
Pileus, gills, and
ochraceous-tawny. Spores 9 x 5.5 IJ- ••

stern
139. C. (Pli.} sublarqus,

Large, up to 3!in. Pileus whitish. Gills at first
whitish then cinnamon. Stern short above ground
with long conical root. Spores 9 to 10 x 5.5 IJ- •• 140. C. (Ph.) radicatus.
131. Cortinarius (Phlegmacium) lavendulensis Clel. (Medieval L., laven.dula;
lavender, in reference to the colour of the steIl1).-Pileus 1-1 to 3~in. (3 to
8.7 em.) , glutinous, irregularly convex, finally somewhat upturned, pallid with
brownish tints or pure white with tints of Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) becoming darker.
Gills slightly sinuate,moderately close, up to ~in. (10 mm.) deep, when youngvery pale buff or paler than Wood Brown (XL.) with a slight violet tint, then
Sayal Brown (XXIX.) ,Pinkish Buff to Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) and Ochraceous
Buff (xv.) or Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) or near Antique Brown (rn.). Stem
2 to 3in. (5 to 7.5 cm.), moderately slender to stout (1- to -iin., 1.2 to 1.8 cm.,
thick), base usually bulbous (up to 1 to 1!in., 2.5 to 3.7 cm.) , fibrillose, solid,
or oc.casionally hollow, whitish with tints of Pale Bluish Lavender (XXXVI.) ,
pallid below, with a broad subcentral zone of brownish fibrils from the veil. V r-il
at first whit.ish. Flesh slightly Iilae tinted in the stem or whitish or faintly bufftinted. Smell slight. Spores oblique, one end rnore pointed, yellow-brown, 11 ro
13 x 6 to 7.5 IJ-, occasionally 7.5 to 9 x 4.5 to 5 IJ-. Under bushes. South Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, Kuitpo. April, June, July.
DriedspeciInens have a pallid or scorched-Iook ing pileus with bright ochraceous
tawny gills.
132. Cortinarius (Phlegmacium) rotundisporus Clel. et Cheel, (.L., rotusuius,
round; Gr., spora, seed).-Pileus 1 to 2~.jn. (2.5 to 6.2 cm.}, convex with a trace
of an umbo or even depressed in the centre, slightly viscid when 1110ist, surf ace
dull, near Honey Yellow (xxx.), Cream Buff (xxx.), Mustard Yellow (XVI.) ,
Buff Yellow (IV.), Deep Colonial Buff (XXX.) or Isabella Colour (xxx.) , streaked
or tinted with Burn Blue (XXXIV.), Greenish Glaucous Blue (XLII.), Ramier Blue
(XLII.) or near Gnaphalium Green (XL~VII.). Gills adnate, slightly or deeply
sinuate, or emarginately adnexed, moderately close, ventricose, pallid or sometimes
with a slight violet tint when young, beeorning Isabella Colour (xxx.), Tawny
Olive (XXIX.), Sayal Brown (XXIX.) or Snuff Brown (XXIX.). Stem 2 to 3in.
e5 to 7.5 c.m.), slender to rather stout, attenuated upwards, slightly striate, hollow,
rather bulbous below, 'white or yellowish tinged with the colour of the pileus,
with remains of a superior cobweb veil. Veil bluish when young. Flesh yellowish,
sometimes with lilac or violet tints. Spores pear-shaped subspherical, smooth or
slightly rough, 6.5 to 9 or rarely 10.5 x 5.5 to '6.5 IJ-, 6 to 9 IJ-. South AustraliaMount Lofty, National Park, Kuitpo, New South Wales. March to August.
133. Cortinarius (Phlegmacium) largus Fr. (L., largus, very large) .-Pileus
up to 9in. (22.5 cm.), convex, then irregular, then irregularly upturned, viscid
when rno ist, dark tan, finally becoming scorched brown, very slightly fibrillose
when young, then smooth. Gills deeply sinuately adnexed, close, pallid brownishwhite with a faint violet tinge, SOon losing the violet to become pale brown, then
more cinnamon, finally dark reddish-brown. Stem 3!in. (8.7 cm.), 1!in. (3.7 cm.) ,
broad above, at first very stout with non-marginate bulb of 2iu. (5 cm.), when
adult the bulb not noticeable, root conical, solid, white tinged with the brown
spores. Tough. Flesh white, l!in. (3.7 cm.) thick. No smell. Spores oblique,
one end pointed, yellow-brown, 10.4 to 12 x 5 IJ-. Caespitose on the ,ground. South
Australia-e-Mount Lofty. April.
134. Oortdnarius (Phlegmactum J)
coloured; fulvus,· tawny-in reference
lilac) .--::"Pileus 2! to 3!in. (6.2 to 8.7
depressed and sometimes a depression

lilacino..fulvus Clel. (L., lilacitiu», lilac
to the tawny coloured stem with traces of
cm.}, irregularly convex, centre sometimes
round the edge, finally somewhat upturned,
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very viscid when moist, subfibrillose,. Clay Colour (XXIX.), paler in places and
dark brown in others, occasionally near Yellow Ochre (xv.), often paler round
the edge. Gills adnate or sinuate, moderately close, somewhat ventricose, pallid
brown then dark brown, near Tawny Olive (XXIX.). Stem 2 to 2!in. (5 to 6.2
cm.}, slender or stout, up to iin (1.8 cm.) thick, equal or slightly attenuated
upwards or downwards, fibrillose, sometimes slightly hollow, base a little bulbous,
near Ochraceous Tawny (xv.), with a trace of lilac above. Flesh thickish over
the disc, thin externally, slightly brown with a slight lilac tint, becoming semitranslucent. Spores oblique, the ends not pointed, 9 to" 11 x 5.5 to 7.5 /L. Under
trees. South Australia-Stirling West, Mount Lofty. July.
This species may perhaps belong to the subgenus Myxatnioium.
135. Cortinarius (Phlegmacium) vinaceo-lamellatus Olel. (L., uinaceus, wine
coloured; lamellatus, possessing thin plates, here the gills) .-Pileus about 2in.
(5 cm.), at flrst ideeply convex (almost conico-convex) , then convex and usually
with an umbo, finally somewhat irregularly convex, slightly viscid, edge inturned
when young, matt-fibrillose continuous with the marked almost membranous pallid
whitish cob-web veil which breaks to form an obvious very superior ring, Cinnal110n Buff to Sayal Brown (XXIX.).
Gills sinuate with a decurrent tooth,
moderately erose, 5 mm. deep, Vinaceous Drab (XLV.). Stem up to 3in. (7.5 cm.),
stout (1 to 1.5 ern.}, base bulbous (1 to 1iin., 2.5 to 3.2 cm.), attenuated upwards,
not viscid, silky-fibrillose with more superficial darker cobweb fibrils of the veil,
solid, with white rooting mycelial threads at the base, pallid with brownish tints.
Flesh pallid with a slight violaceous tint in the stem and yellowish at its base.
Spores very oblique, rather dull brown, 9 to 11 x 4.5 to 5 u, Under bushes.
South Australia-Mount Lofty. .Iune.
The plants have a superficial 'resemblance to a mushroom.
136.· Oorttnarius (Phlegmacium) castaneo-fulvus Clel. (L., castameus, pertaining to a chestnut, here in reference to the colour; fulvus, deep yellow, tawny).
-Pileus I! to 3in. (3.7 to 7.5 cm.) , convex, sometimes deeply and irregularly
convex with a large boss,or gibbous or repand, innately silky fibrillose or
minutely tomentose, substriate, the edge sometimes furrowed or lacerated, dark
brown near Argus Brown (rn.), Chestnut Brown (XIV.), Mars Brown (xv.),
Cinnamon Brown (xv.) or Russet (xv.)
Gills adnate or slightly sinuate,
moder.ately close, usually finely serrulate or sometimes crenulate, near Raw Sienna
(IlL), Cinnamon Brown (xv.), or Ochraceous Tawny (xv.), near Mummy Brown
(xv.) when dry. Stem I! to 3in. (3.7 to 7.C cm.), moderately slender to
moderately stout, sometimes flattened above and attenuated below, fibrillose,
hollow, tinted with yellow and brown, with brownish threads of the veil. Flesh
thin, attenuated outwards, yellowish to pale reddish-brown. Spores elliptical to
subspherical, often appearing slightly rough, yellow brown, 7.5 to 10 x 5.5 to
7}.L. South Australia-Mount Lofty, Stirling West, Belair. June to August.
In dried specimens, the very dark nearly black pileus and stem contrast with
the Sudan Brown or Brussels-Brown (rn.) gills.
137. Oortinarius (Phlegmaciwn) ochraceo-rulvus Olel. (L., ochraceus, ochre
coloured; [ulcus, tawny-in reference to the colour when dry).-Pileus 11 to 2!in.
(4.3 to 6.2 C·ID.) , slightly convex, irregular, subumbonate, finely fibrillose from
the veil giving the surface a hoary appearance, Tawny Olive (XXIX.), Snuff Brown
(xv.) , or Russet and Tawny (xv.) and darker, in places Ochraceous Tawny (xv.).
'Gills slightly sinuate, moderately close, slightly ventricose, Tawny Olive (XXIX.).
Stem 2!in. (6.2 cm.), nearly equal, i to lino (6 to 10 mm.) thick, base a little
swollen, fibrillose, stuffed, brownish. Flesh pallid brownish. Spores oblique,
.yellow brown, 9 to 11 x 5 to 6.5 /L. South Australia-Stirling West. .Iuly.
When dry, the gills are near Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) and Sayal Brown (XXIX.),
the eap darker.
138. Oortinarius (Phlegmacium) fragilipes Clel. (L., fragiUs, fragile; pes, a
foot).-Pileus 1 to 3!in. (2.5 to 8.7 cm.), at first convex, finally slightly convex,
irregularly plane or even upturned, usually subumbonate, radiately fibrillose,
slightly sticky when moist, Ochraceous Tawny, Tawny Or Russet (xv.) to nearly
Auburn (n.) in the centre. Gills adnate with a decurrent tooth, moderately
close, up to 1 cm. deep, passing from Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) to Tawny Olive
(XXIX.). Stem 3 to 4iu. (7.5 to 10 cm.), relatively slender, often flexuous, equal,
brittle, readily compressed, silky fibrillose and marked with dark brown lines
from the veil, slightly hollow, concolorous with the. pileus. Veil cob-webby, pallid
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becoming brownish. Flesh t hirr, attenuated outwards, slightly tinted. Spores
very oblique with pointed ends, yellow-brown, 9.3 to ]~, sometimes to 15.5 x 6 to
7 JL. Subcaespitose. Amongst litter under trees. South Australia-e-National
Park, Mount Lofty, Kuitpo, Second Valley Forest, Reserve. March, June to
August.
The .whole plant when dried is a rich 'I'awny (xv.) to Amber Brown (rn.).
Characterised by the ochraceous tawny to ochraceous brown pileus, adnate gills
sometimes with a decurrent tooth, long fragile eoncolorous stern and' large spores.
139. Cortinarius (Phlegmaciumj vsubtargus Clel. (L., sublarqu«, here near to
the species C. largus) .-,Pileus 3 to 6in. (7.5 to 15 cm.}, slightly convex to nearly
plane or with the centre depressed, slightly stieky, subfihrillose, near Ochraceous
Ta-wny (xv.), Clay Colour (XXIX), Verona Brown (XXIX.) in the centre, Warm
Sepia, and Bister (XXIX.), Sudan Brown (rn.) or Amber Brown (rn.). Gills
slightly sinuate or adnato-adnexed, moderately close, up to ~in. (1.2 em.) deep,
ileal' Ochraceous 'I'awny, Yellow Ochre (xv.) deepening to Argus Brown (rrr.j ,
Buckthorn Brown (xv.), Clay Colour, edges becoming Cinnamon Brown (xv.).
Stem up to 21 to B!in. (5.6 to 8.7 cm.}, stout (up to 11in., 3.1 em. thiek),
fibrillose, solid, bulbous with a conical root, more or less ochraceouj, tawny or
yellowish. Flesh up to kin. (2.1 em.) thick, attenuated outwards, pallid to
yellowish or brownish. Brownish cob-web veil. Spores' oblique, yellow brown,
9 x 4.5 to 5.5 fJ-, oceasionally in large specimens 11 to 15 x 5.5 to 6.5 JL. South
Australia-Mount Lofty, Eagle-on-the-Hill, Mylor, Second Valley Forest Reserve,
Bangham (S.E.). MaY,June.
140. Cortinarius (Phlegmacium) radicatus Clel. (L., radicatus, rooting).Pileus up to 3!in. (8~7 em.), irregularly convex, usually somewhat gibbous,
expanding with an irregular surface, aometimes depressed in the centre, viscid
when moist., slightly fibrillose-striate near the ed.ge, edge inturned when young,
whitish becoming tinted with yellowish cinnamon, when old more yellowish cinnamon and becoming scorched-brown. Gills adnate to almost adnato-decurrent, up
to lin. (6 mm.) deep, rather close, not ventr-icose, at first white, becoming cinnamon.
Stem! to sometimes l-~·in. (1.2 to 3.7 cm.) above the ground, bulbous towards
the base, pasaing into a deeply buried conical root 2in. (5 cm.) long, stem istcut,
! to nearly 1in. (1.2 to 2.3 cm.) thick, solid,whitish, 'when old sometimes with a
suspicion of lilac. Flesh white with sometimes a suspicion of a Iilae tint,
attenuated outwards. Veil whitish with an indefinite arachnoid ring. No smell.
Spores obliquclyolliptical, yellow brown, 9 to 13 x 5.5 to 7 JL. Half-buried in
sand often i n recently burnt country. South Austral ia-i--Wrllunza Hill, Upper
Willow Creek (Waitpinga), Mount Compass, Mount Lofty, Kinchina. May to
August.
Characterised by the shortness of the stern above ground, the deep conical
root, the whitish pileus, and the gills at first white becoming cinnamon.
SUBGENUS:

2. MYXAMICIUM Fr.

(Gr., rnyxa,.lnucus.)
"General veil glutinous. Stern viscid. Pileus slightly fleshy.' '-Rea.
In Myxanti,ciu'1It both the pileus and stem are viscid.
KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Plants red.
Pileus and stem dragon's blood-red becoming
rufous. Gills tawny olive.· Spores 9.5 x 6.5 JL
141. Cortinarius (Myxamicium} Tuber.
Plants yellow-brown.
Pileus ochraceous-tawny,
Gills pallid cinnamon
beco'ming tawny olive. Stem .stout, spores 13
to 15 x 7.5 JL •• ••
142. 9. (M.) sub arPileus yellow ochre.
somewhat bulbous.
Pileus

Gills sudan brown.
Spores 8.5 x 4 JL ••

Stem

»imaceus.
143. C. (M.) ochraceus,

mustard yellow round the edge.
Gills
bucktho~n,... brown. Stem sub-bulbous, . yellowish.
Spores '.D X 4 JL •• . ' . . . •• •• •. •• •• •• 144. C. (M.) sinapicoior,
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Plants with violet or Iilac tints.
Pileus large up to 5in., violet becoming brown.
Gills earthy with a violet tint becor-viug brown.
Stem pallid with a violet tint. Spores 12 to
14.5 x 7 to 7.5 Jl- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
Pileus large up to a~in., violet beeoming brownish.
Gills pinkish cinnamon and violet tinted. Stem
violet. Spores 9 to 10 x 4.5 to 5.5 Jl- •• •• ••
Pileus usually under 2in., violet brown. Gills. subsinuate to adnexed, violet brown, Stern pallid
to pale violet. Spores nearly subspherieal, 5.5
to 8.4 x 4.5 to 5 Jl- •••• ; • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Pileus to 2!in., whitish to light buff. Gills sinuately
adnexed, ochraceous buff. Stem "white with trace
of violet. Spores 9.5 to 11 x 6 Jl- •• ••

145. C. (M.) Archeri.
.
146. C. (M.) suborcheri.

147. C. (M.) microarcheri.

148. C. (M.) albidus.

141.- Cortinarius (Myxamicium) ruber Clel. (L., rub er, red) .-Pileus and
stem viscid. Pileus up to 2ill. (5 cm.}, convex, then irregularly wavy and convex,
suhgibbous, near Dragon's Blood Red (XIII.) passing into Rufous (XIV.). Gills
slightly sinuately adnexed, - moderately close, a little ventricose, Tawny Olive
(XXIX.). Stein up to 1 ~-in. (3.7 cm.), viscid, rather short and stout, bulbous,
up to 1ill. (17 Hun.) thick below and iin. (1.25em.) above, solid or somewhat
hollow, the colour of the pileus below the remains of tha veil,above this "whitish
and slightly striate, with 'some yellowish mycelium at the base and whitish rooting
mycelial straud., below. Cob-webby veil yellowish-red or red, glutinous. Flesh
of the pileus - white, moderately thick over the stem, thinning outwards," flesh of
the stem discoloured. Spores 9.5 x 6.5 u, South Australia-Kinchina, Belair,
July. (Figure 18.)

[From ioaiercobour by Miss J. Buaiton,
"Figure 18.-0ortina,riu8 (Myxamicium) ruber Clel. (No. 141). Kinchina. Red'uced

g.
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142. Oortdnarhis (Myxamicium) subarvinaceus Olel. (Bubaroinaceus, here near
to the species C. (M.) arsnmaceus Fr.).-Pileus and stem viscid. Pileus 1i to
3iin. (4.6 to 8.7 cm.), convex, sometimes repand, finally irregularly upturned,
edge a little turned in, sometimes substriate round the edge, very viscid,
Oehraceous Tawny (xv.) becoming much darker and shining in the centre. Gills
adnate or subsinuate, moderately close, slightly ventricose, pallid greyish cinnamon then Tawny Olive (XXIX.) and darker. Stem 1i to 3in. (3.7 to 7.5 cm.},
stout, up to iin. (17 mm.) thick, equal, mealy, fibrillose, base viscid, pallid
whitish becoming brownish. Flesh slightly brownish, when old becoming semitranslucent, thick over the disc, thin externally, cuticle thick and dark brown.
Spore mass near Tawny Olive (XXIX.), spores oblique with pointed ends, 13 to
15 x 7.5 ,M. Under trees. South Australia-Stirling West. July.
143. Oortdnartus (.Myxamieium) ochraceus Clel. (L,., ochraceue, ochre coloured).
-Pileus and stem very viscid. Pileus up to 2in. (5 cm.), convex, repand, finally
irregularly upturned, Yellow Ochre (xv.), centre darker. Gills adnate,close,

[From unitercolour by Miss R. O. Fiveash.
Figure 19.-0o,rtinarms (MyxamJicium) ochraceus Olel. (No. 143).
Mount Lofty.

lin. (,6 mm.) deep, near Sudan Brown (rn.). Stern 2in. (5 cm.), lino (10 mm.)
thick, somewhat bulbous below, then equal, striate above, pallid becoming yellowish
brown. Flesh soapy-looking, thick over the disc, rapidly attenuated outwards.
Spores yellow brown, 8.5 x 4 u, On the ,ground amongst leaves under trees.
South Australia-Mount Lofty. July. (Figure 19.)
144. Cortinarius (Myxamicium) smaptcolor Clel. (L., sinape, mustard seed;
color, colour).-Pileus 2 to 3in. (5 to 7.5 cm.), slightly convex, subumbon.ate,
edge sometimes wavy, very glutinous, Mustard Yellow (XVI.) round the edge
passing into Amber Brown (rn.) in the centre.
Gillssinuately adnexed,
moderately close, over lino (7 mm.) deep, near Buckthorn Brown (xv.). Stem
2!in. (6.2 cm.), moderately stout (nearly ~in., 1 cm.), fibrillose above, tinted
yellow, base a little bulbous with white mycelial threads. Veil pale .yellowish.
Flesh attenuated outwards, turning slightly watery-yellowish in the atem. Spores
olliptjcal, oblique, slightly rough, 7.5 x 4 u, - South Austraha-c-National Park.
.June.
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145. Cortinarius (Myxamicium) Archeri Berk.
(After William Archer,
1820-1874, the botanist, Secretary of the Royal Society of Tasmania, to whorn
with Gunn Hooker dedicated his "Flora of Taslllallia' ') .-Pileus 3 t03~in.
(7.5 to 8.7 cm.), deeply convex, then convex, finally often with upturned edges
and irregular or with deep depressions and bosses, very viscid, deep violet
becoming brown (Verona Brown, XXIX, to Bistre, XXIX., with a violet tint).
Gills slightly sinuate to adnate, moderately close, up to 1 cm. deep, sometimes
with reticulated ridges' on the sides, Snuff Brown (XXIX.) with a violet cast
especially on the edges. Stern 2~ to 3~·in. (6.2 to 8.7" C111.) , stout (i to 1in.,
1.8 to 2.5 CI11., or more), bulbous at first below, usually slightly attenuated in the
middle, sometimes flattened, striate above, hollow below, Deep Dull Bluish Violet
(XXIV.) below the glutinous subdistant ring, paler lilac above. Flesh thin except
over the disc. Spores oblique, rather dark brown, 11.5 to 13 x 6.5 to 8 M. On
the ground. South Australia-National Park, Mount Lofty. New South Wales.
May to July. (Figure 20.)

[F,rom watercolour by D.1 .C.

Figure 20.-Col'UnarUu8 (Myxamici'l(,'m) Arclieri (Berk.)
(No. 145). Sydney. Veil rupturing and powdered
with the brown spores. Pileus expanding.

146. Cortinarius (MyxamiClium) subarcheri Clel, (Buborch.er«, here near to
the species C. (M.) .Archeri.).-Pilens 2 to a~·in. (5 to 8.7 cm.), convex, sometimes irregular, viscid, violet beco.ming pale brownish above or brownish violet
to brown or pallid lavender or pinkish lilac. Gills sinuate, slightly toothed,
moderately close, Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.) tinged with violet or violet becoming
Vinaceous Fawn (XL.) or Apricot Buff (XIV.). Stem l~in. (3.7 cm.), becoming
moro elongated, at first thick (up to l~in., 3.7 cm.}, downy fibrillose, violet tinted
or Pale Lobelia Violet (XXXVIII.) , mycelial mass at the base. Flesh with violetlilac tints. Spores yellow-brown, obliquely elliptical, 8.5, to 10.5 x 4.5 to 6.5 u:
~outh Australia-Bundaleer State Forest; in Eucatuptnu: Baxteri forest, Mount
Burr Forest Reserve, S.E. ; Mount Lofty; Kinchina ; Willunga Hill; near
Clarendon ; Warooka. March to July.
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147. Cortinarius (Myxamiciwn) microarcheri Clel. (Gr., mikros, small; archeri,.
in reference to its resemblance to C. A rcheri) .-:- Pileus i to 2iin. (1.8 to 6.2 cm.),
convex to nearly plane, edge sometimes striate, glutinous, deep violet or violetbrown drying from the centre to earthy brown or light brown (Amber. Brown,
XIJ.).
Gills slightly sinuate to adnexed, moderately close, pallid violet to violet
brown (Buffy Brown, XL, with violaceous tints), then earthy brown (Snuff Brown,
XXIX.). Stem 11 to 2in. (3.1 to 5 cm.}, rather slender, base a little thickened,
fibrillose, slightly hollow or solid, pallid or pale .violet. Flesh violet-tinted or
whitish in the pileus. Spores oblique, smooth, approaching subspherical, 5.5 to
8.4 x 4.5 to 5 /L. South Australia-Mount Lofty, Eagle-on-the-Hill. June.
148. Oortdnarius (Myxamiciwn) alb:idus Clel. (L., OAlbiJdus, whitish) ~-Pileus
to 2tin. (3.7 to 6.2 cm.), convexibecoming plane, subumbonate, glutinous,
smooth, edge subfibrillose 'when old, white with occasional tints of Light Buff
(xv.), when old near Light Buff. -Gills sinuately adnexed, ventricose, 9 mm. deep,
moderately close, Light Ochraceous -Buff (xv.) to near Ochraceous Buff (xv.).
Stem 2lin. (6.2' cm.), moderately stout (~in., 1.2 cm., thick), equal or slightly
bulbous below, sticky, fibrillose, white with a very faint tint of violet. Flesh thin,
attenuated outwards, white with a very faint tint of violet. Veil brownish. Smell
of curry powder when dry. Spores oblique, yellow brown, 9.5 to 13, usually 11
x 6 /L. South Australia-National Park. June.

It

SUBGENUS: 3. INOLOMA Fr.
(Gr., is, inas, a fibre; lomui, a fringe.)
, 'Pileus equally fleshy, dry, at first floccose, fibrillose., velvety, pubescent, or
silky, then becoming some-what smooth. Veil simple. "-Rea.
The pileus and stem are neither viscid nor hygrophanous, the flesh is rather
thick, the stem is stout with an enlarged base and tapering upwards, and the
universal veil may be present or lacking. In some the universal veil persists on
- the stem as an adnatesheath or annulus. Kauffman points out that this subgenus
grades into Dermocube, a stout clavate stern and scaly pileus indicating at one
end an Tnoloma, and Ismall size with 'thin flesh and a more slender and equal
stem a Dermocube.
149. Cortinarius (In.oloma) areolato-dmbricatus Clel. (L., areola, a small open
space; ianorioatu», overlapping) ~-Pileus 3 to Gin. (7.5 to 15 em.) or more, rather
deeply convex, slightly irregular, centre occasionally depressed, sometimes
somewhat deformed from mutual pressure, dry, tending .to bre.ak up into
pallid rather fibrillose scales, rather areolate in the centre and becoming imbricate
towards the periphery, Ochraceous Buff (xv.) to Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.), the
scales' paler near Pinkish Buff (xxnx.) to pallid. Gills adnate to adnexed, almost
sinuate in some large specimens, rather close, up to 1 cm. deep, slightly attenuated
both ways, Ochraeeous Buff (xv.) to Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) and Ochraceous
Tawny (xv.), Stem 211 to 2~in. (5.6 to 6.2 cm.}, thick (i to 1tin., 1.8 to
3.7 cm.) , nearly equal or slightly swollen in the middle, attenuated at' the base,
fibrillose, paler than Warm Buff (xv.), browner below. Flesh firm, up to Lin.
(2.5 cm.) thick in the centre, attenuated outwards, white. Veil cob-webby,
whitish. Spores oblique, one end more pointed, yellowish-brown, 9 x 4.5 /L.
Densely caespitose in a lar,ge imperfect ring. South Australia-Willunga Hill.
May.
There is doubt as to whether this species is correctly placed in the subgenus
lnoloma, in which the stem should be attenuated upwards not towards the base.
SruBGENUS: 4. DERMOCYBE Fr.
(Gr., derma, skin; kybe, the head.)
': Pileus ~hinly and equally fleshy, dry, not hygrophanous, at first silky with
subinnato VIllose down, then smooth. Veil -simple. ' '-Rea.
The pileus and stem are neither viscid nor hygrophanous and the flesh is thin.
The plants are small to medium-sized with rather slender stems and lack distinct
scales on the pileus.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Whole plant near dark blood· red; medium sized.
150. Cortinarius (D,ermo·
Spores 6.5 to 9.5 x 4.8 to 7.2 p. •• •• .. ..
cybe) sangwineus.
Pileus large, dark green. Gills yellow at first. Stem
.. .. 151. C. (D.) austroyellowish. Spores 8 to 13 x 5 to 6.5 p. ••
oenetus.
Pileus large, dark brown. Gills when young yellowish
becoming buckthorn brown. Stem yellowish. Spores
9 to 11 x 5 to 7.5 p. .. •• . . . . . . • ~ .. •. .. 152. C. (D.) sub-

cimauumoneus.
150. Cortinarius (Dermocybe) sanguinous (WaIf.) Fr. (L., sangui,neus,
bloody).-Pileus up to l:lin. (3 cm.) or more, broadly conical to conico-convex,
then convex, obtuse or gibbous, innately fibrillose, the edge sometimes slightly
sulcate, or silky shining to coarsely rugose, dark blood red (browner than
Morocco Red, I.; near Morocco Red with the centre Olaret Brown, I.; or near
Brazil Red, I.). Gills adnate to adnato-adnexed, or slightly sinuate, moderately
close to crowded, dark red becoming rusty red (near Burnt Sienna, II., becoming
Sanford's Brown, n., or near Morocco Red' or Brazil Red). Stem 2 to 3~in.
(5 .to 8.7 cm.)', moderately stout to rather slender, swollen below or nearly equal,
fibrillose, slightly hollow, blood red (near Burnt Sienna, tinged with Morocco
Red), paler above. VeH fugacious, arachnoid, reddish. Flesh thickish below the
umbo, thin externally, pallid' reddish or slightly yellowish red, not exuding a
juice when pressed. Spores elliptical, pear-shaped or rather rotund, oblique,
sometimes slightly rough, yellow brown, 6.5 to 9.5 x 4.8 to 7.2 u, South Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park. June to August.
Our plants seem to, differ from British ones in the pileus not being shaggy or
squamulose, in the base being sometimes rather swollen and in having no
appreciable juice.
151. Cortinarius (Dermocybe) austro-venetus Clel, (L., auster, the south part
of the world, but here in reference to Australia'; »enetus, sea-coloured) .-Pileus
up to 3in. (7.5 cm.), convex, then nearly plane, more or less gibbous, with subinnate villous down, dark green (near Olive Oitrine; XVI., near Yellow Ochre, xv.),
darker in the centre (Light Brownish Olive, xxx.). Gills adnate to slightly
sinuate, moderately close, Olive Ochre (xxx.), near Yellow Ochre (xv.): Stem
ap to 3in. (7.5 cm.), rather stout (up to ~in., 1.2 cm., below) to slender, slightly
Attenuated upwards, fibrillose, hollow, pallid tinged with the colour of the gills.
F'lesh thick over the disc, very attenuated towards the edge. Veil fugacious.
Spores oblique, dull brown, 9.5 to 13 x 5.5 to 6.5, sometimes 8 x 5 u, South
Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, Kuitpo. June to, August.
152. Cortinarius (Dermocybe) subcinnamoneus Cle1. (Buooinnamoneus, here
near to the species C. cumomoneus (L.) Fr.) .-Pileus lip to 2!in. (6.2 em . ),
convex, gibbous, then expanding, sometimes slightly upturned and wavy, sometimes irregularly plane, minutely fibrillose or subsquamulose, near Snuff Brown
(XXIX.) p.assing into Bister (XXIX.) in the centre, near Sudan Brown (IlL),
Argus Brown (rrr.) or Hazel (XIV.), later Burnt Umber (XXVIII.) becoming nearly
black in the centre, Saccardo's Umber (XXIX.) when young. Gills sinuate to
adnexed, moderately close, iin. (10 mm.) deep, when young Mustard (XVI.)
becoming near Buckthorn Brown (xv.), or Sulphine Yellow (rv.) in single
lamellae to Aniline Yellow (IV.) in masses, or Olive Ochre (XXX.). Stem up to
3in. (7.5 cm.), slender or stout (:l to lin., 6 to 18 mm.), slightly bulbous or
slightly attenuated downwards, somewhat fibrillose and striate, markedly hollow,
with tints of Naples Yellow (XVI.) or pallid with brown tints. Flesh yellowish,
heaped up under the umbo, gradually attenuated outwards. Cobweb veil pale
yellowish. Spores irregularly elliptical or oblique, with one end more pointed,
slightly rough, yellowish brown, 9 to 11 x 5 to 7.5 u, Gregarious. South
Australia-e-Mount Lofty. June.
The whole plant becomes a very dark brown when dried. The species seems
closely allied to the European C. oimmamoneus (L.) Fr., differing in a darker
pileus, in the gills being usually definitely' though often slightly sinuate and in
the decidedly larger spores (C. cinmamoneus in Rea's British Basidiomycetes,
6 to 8 x 4 to 5 p.).
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SUBGENUS:

5. TELAMONIA Fr.

(Gr., teiamon, a broad linen bandage.)
"Pileus thinly fleshy or abruptly thin at the margin, 1110ist, hygrophanous,
smooth or sprinkled with superficial whitish fibres of the veil. Stem cortinate
and annulate and hence the veil is somewhat double.' '-Rea..
The pileus is hygrophanons, changing in colour as its moisture is lost, thus
differing from Lnoloma and Dermocube. The universal thin slightly membranous
veil extends in the young plant from the base of the stern over the marginal
part of the pileus and, on rupturing, may leave portion adhering as a sheath Ol~
the stem (stem peronate), or remnants may remain on the stem, or fragments.
may be left on the margin of the pileus.

KEY TO· THE SPEICIES.
Pileus reddish brown, reddish cinnamon, russet, etc.,
when moist, .submembranaeeous.
SteIn attenuated downwards.
Edge of pileus striate when moist. Edges of
gills whitish and finely serrate. Spores 7.5
x 4 fJ., •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 153. Cortinarius (Telamonia) striatuius.
Pileus not striate. Edges of gills not whitish
and not serrate. Stem white. Spores 7.5
to 8.G x 4.2 fJ., •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 1:54. C. (T.) russeocinruim one u«.
Stern not attenuated downwards.
Pileus 1110re or less hoary f'rorn whitish fibr-ils.
Gills oehraceous tawny.
Stern whitish.
Cacspitose. Spores 9 x 4.5 fJ., •• ••
155. C. (T.) fibrillosu«.
Viuaceous 01' purplish tints present.
Pileus vinaeeous drab brown.
Gins and stern
purplish brown. Spores 9 x 7.5, 7.5 x 6 fJ., •• 15G. C. (T.) irinaceociucrcus.

153. Oortinarius (Telam,onia) striatulus Clel. (L., etriatutus, diminutive of
striate) .-Pileus up to lino (2.5 cm.}, somewhat convex to nearly plane, more
01' less gibbous, wavy on the ma rgiu, sometimes slightly repand, very finely
fibrillose, aubmembrauaceous, 'when moist striate at the periphery and between
Russet' and Cinnamon Brown (xv.) with a pale ring round the edge, when dry
paler than Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.). Gills sinuate, 'Hloderately dose, slightly veut.ricose, near Sayal Brown (XXIX.) with narrow finely se rrn.te whitish edges.
Stem 2in. (5 em.), moderately slender, a Iittle flcxuous, sornet.imes flattened,
attenuated at the hasp and sometimes at the apt'x as well, fibrillose, markedly
hollow, pallid with a brownish tint above. Flesh pallid with a slight reddishbrown tint. Spores yellow-brown, oblique, 7.5 x 4 u: Subeat~spitose amongst
shrubs under Eucalypts. South Australia-Mount Lofty. July.
154. Cortinarius (Tela.monia) russeo-cinnamoneus Clel. (L., 1'u,88e1JS, of a flesh
or carnation colour, russet'; oinnamoneus, cinnamon colourcd ) .-Pileus 1 to 1-tin.
(1.8 to H.7 cm.), irregularly convex, then more expanded, edge wavy, somct.imes
repand, more or less gibbous, very finely fibrillose, submembranaceous, edge
slightly inturned when young, when moist Russet (xv.) .or Mikado Brown
(XXIX.), drying to Cinnamon Buff or Clay Colour (XXIX.). Gills aduato-sinuatc
with a slight decurrent tooth, moderately close, ventricose, tawny cinnamon, edges
not pallid or serrate. Stem 1~ to 2!in. (3.7 to 6.2 cm.j , moderately slender,
attenuated at the base, sometimes flexuous, finely silky-fibrillose, solid then
hollow, white. F'losh of stem pallid reddish-brown. V eil when very young as
delicate white fibrils covering the globose pileus and descending to clothe the
stern. Spores yellowish brown, 7.5 to R.5 x 4.2 u, Subcaespitose under Eucalypts.
South Australia-s-Belair. July.
155. Cortinarius (Telamonia) fibrillosus Clel. (L., ji,brillosus, possessing fibrils).
-Pileus -1 to l~in. (1.2 to B.7 cm.}, convex becoming irregularly planc, usually
gibbous, sometimes slightly dimpled, hoary from whitish mealy fibrils somet.imes
forming a white edge to the pileus, moist-looking, '11101'e or les·s hygrophanous,
near Chestnut Brown (XIV.) and V·andyke Brown (XXVIII.), near Tawny (xv.)
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to Russet (xv.), darker than Hazel (XIV.), drying between Cinnamon and Cinnamon Buff or darker than Ochraceous Tawny (xv.), Gills adnate to adnexed with
a slight decurrent tooth, moderately close, slightly ventricose, edges sometimes
whitish, Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) to Cinnamon Brown (xv.) , near Hazel (XIV.).
Stem 1 to liin. (2.5 to 4.3 cm.), rather slender, fibrillose, solid or slightly hollow,
whitish from remains of the veil, pallid brownish beneath. Veil whitish clothing
the lower part of the stem and sometimes .leaving a white edge round the pileus.
Flesh thin, slightly brownish. Spores rather narrow, oblique, yellowish brown,
8 to 10 x 3.5 to 5.2 u: Caespitose to gregarious, on rather bare sandy loam or
amongst moss. South Australia-Mount Lofty, Stirling West, Belair. April
June to August.
This is a small gregarious to caespitose species with a somewhat hygrophanous
chestnut brown to tawny or russet pileus, sometimes showing fibrillae or a bloom
from remains of the 'whitish veil, with adnate to adnexed ochraceous tawny to
cinnamon gills, and with a stem which is whitish from remains of the veil. The
spores are rather narrow.
The following seems to be a larger form of this species. Its description indicates the variability in many species of Agarics.-Pileus up to liin. (4.3 cm.),
convex, usually broadly gibbous with a slight depression round the umbo, rather
moist-looking, slightly hygrophanous, slightly silky-fibrillose, near Dresden Brown
(xv.) becoming browner than Buffy Citrine (xvr.), near Tawny Olive (XXIX.).
Gills slightly sinuate, moderately close, :lino (6 mm.) deep, near Dresden Brown
(xv.) , browner than Sudan Brown (IU.). Stem 2in. (5 cm.), rather slender,
equal, fibrillose, hollow, pallid with a slight tinge of Dresden brown to whitish.
Veil whitish. Flesh very thin, attenuated outwards. Spores elliptical, oblique,
yellow-brown, 7.5 to 11 x 5.5 u, Caespitose. South Australia-Mount Compass.
May.
When dry the pileus is near Fuscous (XLVI. ), the gills near Brussels Brown
(nr.j and the stem pale brownish.
156. Cortinarius (Tela,monia) vinaceo-cinereus (Clel. (L., vimaceue, wine
coloured; oinereus, gray).-Pileus lin. (2.5 cm.}, at first globose, then irregularly
convex, minutely fibrillose, slightly rugose, vinaeeous drab brown with a paler r im,
drying pallid brownish. Gills adnate, slightly ventricose, moderately close, Purple
Drab (XL'V.) becoming Bay (rr.). Stem up to lin. (2.5 cm.), slightly flexuous,
moderately slender, fibrillose, colour of the gills then p.allid. Universal veil with
outer fibres brownish and covering the pileus when young 'with fine fibres, inner
fibres pallid. Spores dull-brown, nearly subspherical with one end rounded, the
other more acute, 9 x 7.5, 7.5 x 6 u, Single. Belair. July.
SUBGENUS:

6. HYGROCYB,E Fr.

(Gr., hygros, moist; kybe, a head.)
"Pileus thinly fleshy, rarely compact, moist, hygrophanous, smooth or covered
only with white superficial fibrils. Stem not sheathed, cort.ina rarely forming an
arachnoid ring.' '-Rea.
The flesh is quite thin. The absence of a universal veil s-eparates the subgenus
from Telamonia, In one section with thicker caps, the margin of the pileus is
incurved; in the other the species are smaller and more slender' with a straight
submembranaceous pileus as in Galera.
No South Australian species yet recorded.

2. Veil concrete with the epidermis of the pileus.
Spores ochraceous or ferruginous, elliptical, smooth.

INOCYBE Fr.
(Gr., is, a fibre; kybe, the head.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular. Veil marginal, fugacious. Stem fleshy, central. Gills
adnate, sinuato-adnate or adnexed. Spores ochraceous, ferruginous, olivaceous
or fuscous; elliptical, elliptie-oblong, pip-shaped or subreniform ; smooth.
Cystidia present or absent; ventricose, clavate, fusiform or cylindrical. Growing
on the ground.' '~Rea.
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The chief features of the genus. consist in the pileus, at first conical or
campanulate, being innately silky, fibrillose or fibrillose-scaly, the cuticle continuous to the stem as a more or less evanescent' flb'rillose cortina, the gills and
spores pallid dull brown, the smooth spores and the frequent .presence of
cystidia on the gills. The fungi are relatively small and terrestrial. Only a
few species of Lnocube and of the allied Astrosporina with angular spores are
known from South Australia.
Though never' abundant, individuals are not
uncommon on the Mount Lofty Ranges.

KEY TO THE SPE;CIES.
Cystidia present.
Stern pallid brownish.
Edges of gills serrate.
Pileus fibrillose, 'Verona brown to colour
of dead grass. Gills snuff brown to
wood brown. Stern mealy .. ..
Edg(~s of gills not serrate.
Pileus convex, fibrillose, tawny olive.
Gills near urn bel'.
Stern granular,
rosy above ..
Stein bister with whitish granules.
Pileus umbonate, fibrillose, snuff brown to
bister. Gills adnate, snuff brown .. ..
Stern snuff brown to avellaneous, fibrillose to
mealy.
Pileus umbonate, fihrillose to fibrous-sca.ly,
buckthorn brown to dresdcn brown. Gills
snuff brown .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

157. Imocube serrata.

158. I. [ulvo-olivacea.
1;)9. I. qratiulosipes.

160. 1. ]{un,ayana.

Cystidia absent.
No South Austral ian species recorded.
1. CYSTIDIA

PRESENT.

* Stvm pallid.

157. Inocybe serrata Clel. (L., serrainis, toothed like a saw).-Pileus~in.
(1.2 cm.), convex, fibrillose, near Verona Brown (XXIX.), pallid brown or colour
of dead grass. Gills udnatc, edges serrate and sometimes paler, I1,Oa1' Snuff
Brown (XXIX.) or Wood Brown (XL.). Stem i to l±in. (1.8 to 3 ClU.), slender,
mealy, pallid brownish.
Rpol'es smooth, oblique, pale yellow-brown, 7.5 to
occaaiona lly 9 x . 1.;") to ;') u; Cystidia f'usif'orm or flask-shaped, 27 to 56 x 11 to
] 3 fJ.. The plants are dor-p Inown when dry. Gre,g~rious to subcaospitose with
villous bases. South Australin-c-Mount Lofty, Upper 'I'unknl illn Creek. April,
June.
The species seems elosely related to 1. fiocculosa Berk. hut differs i~1 the serrate
gills.
158. Inocybe fulvo-olivacea Clel. (L., [ulou«, tawny; otiuaceus, olive-coloured).
-Pileus tin. (1.2 cm.), more or less deeply convex, finely fibr.illose, Tawny Olive
(XXJx.). Gills adnate, ascending, moderately close, lighter than Saccardots Umber
(XXIX.). Sten1 Lin. (2.5 cm.), slender, granular, slightly hollow, pallid brownish,
often a little rosy above. Spores almost triangular, very oblique, 6.5 to 7 x 4 11-.
Cystidia slightly ventricose, 45 x 15 fJ-, 65 x 17 u; South Australia-Relair.
August.
**Stell1 coloured.
159. Inocybe granulosipes Clel. (L., qramulosus, granular; pes, a foot)..Pileus t to 1in. (1.2 to 1.8 cm.}, convex, umbonate, fibrillose, Snuff Brown to
Bister (XXIX.). Gills adnate, moderately dose, barely ventricose, Snuff Brown.
Stem :i to 1in. (1.8 to 2.5 cm.) , rather slender, stuffed tending t'o be hollow,
equal, the buried base slightly bulhous, Bister 'with abundant whitish Inealy to
fibrillose granules giving a greyish cast. F'losh very thin. Spores oblique with
a eentrul gutta, 8.5 x 5 u, Cystidia inflated to narrow fusiform, 45 x 19 fJ-,
50 x 9 /L. Gregarious. South Australia-Stirling 'Vest, Mount Lofty. April, July.
160. Inocybe Murrayana Clel. (Murray,an,a, in reference to its occurrence on
the Murray lands near Murrny Bridge).-Pileus to ~in. (1.6 cm.), conical, then
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expanded, more or less umbonate, finely fibrillose or fibrous scaly, silky-shining,
near Cinnamon Brown (xv.) , paler than Buckthorn Brown to near Dresden Brown
(xv.), or near Russet (xv.), Gills adnate to adnexed, moderately close, edges
slignUy serrate, Snuff Brown (XXIX. ) or near A vellancous .(xv. ), becoming
browner. Stern 1in. (2.5 cm.}, equal, finely striate or fibrillose to mealy, solid,
near Snuff Brown to pallid with brownish tints. Spores oblique, pallid brown,
9 to 11, occasionally 13 x 5.2 to 5.5 11-. Cystidia acuminate and swollen ut the
bases to ventricose, 8;') x 11 11-. South Austra.lia-c--Kineh ina. June to August.

11. No

CYSTIDIA.

No South Australian species recorded.
Spores ochraceous or ferruginous, irregular, angular, echinulate or verrucose.

ASTROSPORINA Schroet.
(Gr., aster, a star; spora, seed.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, regular. Veil marginal, fugacious. Stern fleshy, central. Gills
adnate, sinuato-adnate or adnexed. Spores ochraceous, ferruginous, olivaceous
Or fuscous; angular, nodose, verrucose, eehinulate or irregular in shape. Cystidia
present or absent; f'usif'orm, ventr-icose, cylindrical or clavate. Growing on the
ground, rarely caespitose, ' '-Rea.
Species of this genus resemble Inocube, in which they are included by most
authors, save in the spores being ungularor warty. They are rather small plant's
growing on the ground, gregarious or single.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Cystidia present.
Stem whitish or pallid.
Pileus up to 1tin., broadly conical, nearly
smooth, pallid biscuit-coloured. Stem rather
stout ..
.
161. Asirosporin a

emerqens.
Pileus up to ~in., convex to campanulate,
cinnamon brown. Stern ~ in.
Stem coloured.
Pileus 1tin., convex, umbonate, fibrillose.
Gills cinnamon brown. Stern striate . ..
Cystidia absent.
Stern whitish.
Pileus 1in., umboua te, fibrillose, earthy brown.
Gills just free, earthy brown.
Spores
9 x 6 11- •• •• .•• •• •• ••
Stem pallid brow·nish.
Pileus iin., convex, shaggy, dark earthy
brown. Stem pallid brownish .. .. ..
1.

CYST'lDIA

162. A. exiqua,
163. A. asierospora.

164. A. discissa.
165. A. imbricata.

PRESENT.

"Stem whitish or pallid.
161. Astrosporina emergens Clel. (L., cmerqens, emerging) .-Pileus up to
l±in. (3 cm.), up to ~in. (1.5 cm.) high, irregularly broadly conical, moderately
fibrillose to nearly smooth, pallid biscuit-coloured. Gills adnate to adnexed,
elose, pale brownish. Stem up to 1in. (2.5 em.), moderately stout, base t~ little
bulbous, pure white, then with a slight brownish tint. No special smell. Spores
angular, pallid brown, 7.5 x 4 11-. Cystidia flask-shaped with rough apices, 25 to
;~7 x 13 11-!
Emerging covered with soil. South Australia-Kinchina. June.
162. Astrospormaexrgua Clel. CL., exiquus, little) .-Pileus up to -!in. (1.2 cm.),
convex to campanulate, dull, slightly fibrillose, near Cinnamon Brown (xv.).
Gills adnate, 'moderately dose, watery cinnamon. Stem ~in. (1.2 cm.), slightly
fibrously streaked, whitish. Spores knobby, 8 to 8.5 x 5 11-. A few flask-shaped
cystidia with smooth apices. South Australia-On sandy soil, Hope Valley, near
Adelaide. September.
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**Steln coloured.
16:L Astrosporma asterospora (Quel.) Rea (G., aster, a star; spora, seed).Pileus 11in. (3.1 cm.}, convex with a large conical umbo, fibrillose, somewhat
golden brown. Gills adnexed, nearly free, moderately close, cinnamon brown.
SteIll ldin. (;'1.1 cm.), moderately stout, slightly attenuated upwards, striate,
fibrous, solid, pallid-brown. Spores irregularly nodular, 7 M, 8.5 x 7 M. Cystidia
40 x 12 to 14 M. South Australia-Molint Lofty, National Park. April.
British plants f'rorn Rea 's doscr iption are larger; the gillswhitishbistre, then
r-iunamon, emarginatc and ventricose, the stern reddish, streaked 'with brown
fibrils, pubescent, with the base mnrginatcly bulbous, a::'1(1 the spores 9 to 12 M.

11. No

CYSTIDIA.

I 64. Astrosportna discissa Clel. (L., discuuio, discissu-m, to split) .-Pileus lino
(2.5 cni.) , convex, urnbona te, ma.rko dlv fibrillose, splitting, earthy brown. Gills
a ppn rently just free, ventricose, ear thy brown.
Stell: 1in. (2.5 Cl11.); rather
slender, slightly pruiuose above when young, then smooth, equal, base slightly
swollen, whitish or pal lid brownish.
Seminal smell.
Spores knobby, brown,
}) x (j M. South Australia-Upper Tunkalilla Creek. June.

'165. Astrosporina imbricata Clel. (L., imibrioatus, laid one under another like
tiles) .-Pileus up to ~in. (16 nnn.), convex or slightly conico-cainpanulate, shaggy
fr0111 imhricatc adpressed fibrils, dark earthy hr own. Gills adnatc, then seceding',
moclerately close, slightly 'Ventricose, dark brown.
Stern ~in. (16 111m.) ,
ruodcra te ly slender, equal, stuffed, fibrillose, pa ll id brown ish. Flesh of pileus
pallid, cif ste.m brownish. Spores angular, 9 to 11 x 5.5 M. Large inflated jointed
hyphae present. On ground. South Australia-v.Kinchinn. .Iunc.

***Gills sinuate,

HEBELOMA Fr.
(Gr., h('b(', youth; loma, a fringe.)
"Pilpus fleshy, regular, margin incurved.
Ste111 central, fibrous or fleshy.
Gills sinuate, sinuato-adnexed or adnexed. Spores ochraceous, ferruginous or
f uscous ; elliptical, pip-shaped, prunifonn, almond-shaped, ell ipt.ic oblong or f'usif'o rm ; smooth , cont.iu uous. Cystidia present 01' absent. Growing en the groun(l;
sol it.a ry, «aosp itoae or subeacsp itose. ' '-Rea.
The genus is characterised by the brown spores (alutaceous, rarely ferruginous),
the flush of the stern continuous with and similar to that of the pileus and the
l)ayillg of the gills at t.he ir at.tachment. Flaman.ula differs in the gills being adnate
or su bdocu rrent and the spores ochraceous 01' ferruginous. In Cortinarius there
is a sp ider-weh-Iike general veil, and in IJlocylJe and Asirosporina a general veil
leaves a si lkv-fihr illosn covering on the pileus.
The genus does not seem common in Routh Australia anrl f'ew species have
hcvn recognised.
For 40 years, however, an evidently introduced species,
Il . hiemJale, has occurred in troups under Pinus and other exotic trees.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Cort ina present when young.
Pileus 1 to 2-1in., conical when young, ec1g'e pale
buff" disc date brown. Gills pallid, then sayal
In-own. Spores 9 to 10 x 5 M •. .. .. ••
166. Hebelorna
mesophacum,

Sim ilar but smaller, pileus to lin.
x 4.8 to 6.5 M •• •. ., •• ..

Spores 8 to 11

167. H. mesophaeum var.
minus.

Cor tina absent.
Pileus 2 to i1in., not umbonate, periphery pale buff
to whitish, disc sayal brown, cinnamon buff, etc.,
intermt-diate zone a.s if seen through a whitish
film.
Gills pallid beeoming buckthorn hrown.
SteIn 'white. Spores 10 to 1;~ x 5.5 to 7 fJ.. •• 168. H. hiemalc.
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Pileus to 31in., fibr illose-rnatt, yellowish brown.
Gills adnate with a slight sulcus, close, yellowishbrown. Stern stout, whitish. Spores H x 4.::5 !-t'
In sand .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. 169. H. Iomcllica nf crtu.m,
1. ":E\ll'nished with a cortinu f'rorn the manifest veil, by which the pileus is
often superficially silky round the lnargin.' '-Rea.

166. Hebeloma mesophaeum Fr. ·(Gr.,JHCSOS, uridd le : ph aion; dusky).-Pileus
1 to l~in. (2.5 to 3.7 CIl1.) , slightly convex, subumbonate, surface matt to sub
fibrillose, when moist slightly stir ky, Ileal' Sayal Brown (XXIX.), when drv
Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.), edge pale buff, when young with a th in upturned paler
r irn and fibr illose iremains of the veil. Gills almost adua te to si nun te lv ad nexed,
soruet imes with a decurrent tooth, moderately close, slightly vcntricose, edges
minutely serrate, at first pallid greyish' buff or pallid cin numou buff, becoming
near Savu l Brown (XXIX.) and Snuff Brown (XXIX.). StCUl l1in. (3.7 cm.},

[Prom

Figure

21.-Hebelon?a

utttercolour by Jii88 J. Ru.rton.

Fr. (No. 166).
Under
State Forest, Mount Gambier.

meso pli aeu.m

Pin1./,8, Caroline

slender to modcratelv stout, equal or attenuated downwards, fihr il lose , brittle,
slightly hollow, flesh like that of the pileus or slightly differeut , pallid with a
huffy brownish tint. Spores obliquely elliptieal, dull brown, H to 10 x ;) to 5.;") p.;
On the gTcnl]1(l under PiJlfUS radiata Don. '( P. z'·)/.,\'z'l/}/is' Dougl.). F;outh .A.. ust'ra1iaMount Burr and Carol iue Rtate Forests (R.E.). May. (Figure 21.)
167. Hebeloma mesophaeum T'r. var. minus eke. (L., niuiu s, smaller ) .-Pileus
up to .l in. (2.;) cui.) , convex, urn bona te, then nea r ly plano, soniewha t su bco n ical
when young' with the eclgl turned ill and soruet imos, with a dist inr-t flimsy ve-il
or a few cobweb-like fibrils on the stein, viscid when 'moist, surf'ace matt, round
the edge near Dra h (XLVI.) , paler still at the periphery, in the:' centre darker
Ileal' Hail' Brown (XLVI.) or in old specimens yery dark near Chacturn Brown
(XLV!.).
Gills siuua te, modcra telv «lose, pallid and nen rlv white, then dingy
pale 'watery brownish.
RteHl l·t to 2in. (3.1 to 5 cm.}, moderately slender,
s1ightly mealy or fibrillose, slightly hollow, whitish. No appreeiahle taste or
smell. Spores oblique:', dull brown , 8 to 11 x -LR to G.5 M. X () cyst.idia sr-cn.
South Austra lia-c--Fl iudmarsh Square (Adeln id e ),
On the ground under Pioiu.s.
Mount Lofty. June to August'. New Routh \Vales-l\10unt Wi lson.
l
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11. "Pileus smooth, at the first with nocortina.' '-Rea.
168. Hle'beloma hiemale Bres. (L., h.iemalie, of winter) .-Pileus 2 to 3in.
(5 to 7.5 cm.), irregular, convex, then nearly plane, not umbonate, often much
lobed, edge inturned when young, often upturned when old, viscid when moist,
often shiny when dry, Sayal Brown, Tawny Olive, paler than Cinnamon, Light
Pinkish Cinnamon, Cinnamon Buff (all XXIX.), or Light Ochraceous Buff (xv.)
in the centre, passing through a stage where the tints appear as if seen through
a whitish film to Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), Light Buff (xv.), Pale Ochraceous Buff
(xv.), or whitish at the periphery. Gills slightly sinuately adnaxed to adnate,
moderately dose, edges finely serrate, pallid then near Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), pale
Snuff Brown (XXIX.), Buckthorn Brown (xv, )01' near Sayal Brown (XXIX.).
Stem I! to 2!in. (3.7 to 6.2 cm.), usually stout, sometimes slender, somewhat
fibrillose, mealy above, with pith or hollow, white. Without a eortina. Flesh
watery white. No appreciable taste or smell. Spores microscopically dull brown,
very oblique, one end finely pointed, granular', 10 to 12.8, occasionally 13 to
15 x 5.5 to 7 u, Subcaespitose in large clumps under Pimus radiate: Don.
(P. i,nsigni-s Dougl.) and other species of Pimus, English oak, chestnut, and other
introduced trees. South Australia-e-Parkside, Glen Osmond, Beaumont, Nat.ional
Park, Mount Burr ~tate Forest, Mount Gambier.
Victoria-Craigie (near
Ararat ), April to August.
This is a common species in the National Park and near Adelaide where introduced trees, especially species of Pinus, have been planted. The gills in the
young State are very pale and as the cap has a superficial rese.mblance to some
forms of edible mushrooms, specimens have been gathered by the inexperienced
in mistake for the latter. The species closely resembles H. mesophaeum, from
which it differs in the complete absence of a partial veil.
169. He/heloma Iamelliconfertum Clel. (L., lamellae, here the gills; confertus,
crowded) .-Pileus up to 3!in. (8.7 em.), convex, then expanding to nearly plane
or upturned, sometimes a little repand, fibrillose-matt, edge inturned when young,
yellowish-brown. Gins adnate, later leaving a slight sulcus round the stem, close,
pale yellowish-brown, then yellowish-brown. Stern 2!in. (6.2 cm.) , stout (-lin.,
2.2 cm.) , nea.rly equal or a little attenuated in the middle, slightly fibrillose,
whitish. Flesh white. No signs of a veil. Spores rather narrow, rather pale
dingy brown, not ferruginous, 9 x 4.5 u,
In sand. South Australia-Near
Ashbourne. May.
Characterised by the rather large size, stout build, close gills, general dull
ferruginous brown colour when dry and narrow spores.

****Gills decurrent or adnato-decurrent by a tooth.

FLAMMULA Fr.
(L., ftoawmuia, a little flame.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, regular, viscid or dry. Stem central, fleshy or fibrous. Gills
decurrent or adnate with a decurrent tooth. Sporesochraceous, ferruginous or
fuscous; elliptical, oblong elliptical, globose or navicular; smooth, punctate 01'
verrucose; continuous or with a germ-pore.
Cystidia present, rarely none.
Growing on the ground or on wood; solitary, gregarious, fasciculate or
caespitose. ' '-Rea.
The species of Flamanula usually grow on or near wood, though some are purely
terrestrial. The spores are dark brown, rusty brown, or rusty yellow, thus
distinguishing the species from Hebeloma in which Kauffmansays the spores
are alutaceous and never ferruginous. The non-membranous inner veil differentiates them from Pholiota, the fleshy-fibrous stem fro.m Naucoria and the usual
habitat on wood f'rorn Cortimariu«. The pileus is often viscid and tinged yellow,
olivaceous or fuscous. Kauffman points out that the gills are not always adnatodecurrent but are often adnate or slightly rounded .behind and may become
emarginate in age. The spores may be slightly rough when examined with an
oil-immersion lens. Cystidia are often abundant. We probably have a dozen
or more species, the individuals of some of which (e.g., F. californica var.
oommvunis) are often very numerous.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus more or less viscid when moist.
Pileus up to 2in. or more.
On. bases of trunks of Eucalpts and amongst
fallen wood. Gills at first with greenishyellow tints, later buckthorn brown to
dresden brown. Pileus and stem fibrillosescaly. Veil when young. Spores fuscous
ferruginous. Cystidia present. COlnmon. 171. Flammula californica
var. communis.
On the ground. /
Pileus becoming lemon-yellow.
Gills
pallid becoming earthy brown. Spores
11 to 16.5 x 7.5 to 9 J.t ••
172. F. Iimonia;
Pileus under 2in.
Amongst charcoal on the ground.
Pileus sudan-brown. Gills pallid brown
then dark brown. Spores 9 x 5.5 u:
Cystidia present ..
.. 173. F. carbonaria.
On the ground.
Pileus reddish tanny brown. Gills pallid
cinnamon, becoming dingy cinnamon.
Stem punctate with dark fibrillose
scales .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. 174. F. punctata.
On fallen bark and rotting wood on the
ground.
Pileus waxy-looking brown, hygrophanous,
white mealy rim. Gills pallid cinnamon
becoming darker. Stem white, mealy . 175. F. cincta.
Pileus dry.
Gills becoming bright tawny.
On fallen logs, etc.
Usually large.
Pileus becoming tawny
brown (cinnamon rufous, etc.). Gills
at first yellow, finally rich tawny.
Spores 7.5 to 9,5 x 4 to 6.5 J.t .. •• 176. F. cxcentrica.
Similar but usually . about 2in.
Spores
larger, 9.5 to 15 x 5.5 . to 7.5 J.t •• 177. F. ezoentrica var,
-macrospora.
Like small F. excentrica with purplish
brown tints on the pileus.
Spores
6.5 to 8.5 x 4.5 to 5.2 J.t .• .. .• •• 178. F. purpurata.
Pileus usually ! to lin., villous-fibrillose,
buckthorn brown to tawny.
Gills
sinuately adnexed, yellow ochre to
tawny.
Stem mealy above, fibrillose
below, pallid toochraceous buff.
Spores
7 to 9 x 4.5 to 6 fJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• 179. F. eucaluptorum.
On the ground.
Pileus 2 to 2!in., pileus and gills tawny.
2Steln short. Spores 9 to 11.5 x 5.5
to 7.5 J.t •• •• •• •• •• •• •• .• •• 180. F. brevipes.
On the edge of swamps.
Pileus i to l±in., matt to tomentose,
yellowish-brown at periphery, darker
in centre. Gills yellowish-brown, subtawny.
Stem short, yellowish-brown.
Spores 9.5 to 11 x 6 to 7.5 fJ- •• •• •• 170. F. poludosa;
Gills isabella colour.
Pileus to 1tin., villous-fibrillose breaking into
small scales, ochraceous buff to tawny.
Stem ochraceous tawny with sand-encrusted
bulb. Spores 8.5 to 5.6 J.t •• •• •. •• •• 181. F. arenario.. bulbosa;
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dry,

most

frequently

squamulose.

Spores

usually

170. Flammula paludosa C1e1. (L., pahuiosus, marshy j c-c-P'ileus t to l±in.
(1.8 to 3.1' cm.) , convex, then nearly plane or a little irregularly depressed or
deeply upturned, edge Inrurned when young, matt to tomentose, yellowish-brown
at the periphery, darker brown in the centre, 01' reddish-tau. Gills adnate or
slightly sinuate, moderately close, ventricose, many short, yellowish-brown
becoming almost tawny. Stern short, -1 to ~in. (1.2 to 1.8 CIl1.) , rather slender
to moderately stout, sometimes flattened, equal or attenuated downwards, mealy
10 fibrillose, solid or slightly hollow, yellowish-brown becoming much darker
below. No sign of a veil. Spores obliquely pear-shaped, slightly rough, yellowishbrown, 9.5 to 11 x 6 to 7.5 p.. On the edge of bogs 01' 011 the walls of pockets
of water in swamps. South Austrulia-s-Mount Compa ss. May.
11. "Pileus, covered 'with a continuous, somewhat separable, Sl1100th viscid
cuticle ; cortina manifest, fibrillose. Spores ferruginous or fuscous ferruginous,
not ta\vny., Gregarious, gro'wing on the ground, rarely on 'wood.' '-Rea.
171. Flammula californica Earle var. communis CId. et Cheel. (Caiifornicus,
of California; L., communis, common ) .-When young convex, near Auburn (rr.)
with the periphery somewhat yellower, somet.imes wi th remnants of the universal
pale yellow fibrillose veil. When adult, pileus 1-1 to 2in.' (1.8 to 5 em.), convex,
then flattened or upturned, gibbous, viscid when moist, sometimes slightly fibrillose or with a' few widely separated scales, near Chestnut (n.) or Auburn (n.),
1'0UIlCl the periphery Dresden Brown (xv.), Ochraceous Tawny (xv.j or paler or
darker than Antimony Yellow (xv.). Gills adnate or slightly lsinuate with a
slight decurrent tooth, moderately close, at first greenish yellow (near Old Gold,
XVI.) becoming Buckthorn Brown to Dresden Brown (xv.).
Stern 1 to 2in.
(2.5 to 5 c·rn.) , slender, slightly attenuated upwards, base a little bulbous, slightly
110110\,", fibrous, apex not mealy, clad below with brownish fibrillose scales probably
.rernains of the cortina, which sometimes f'orrns an imperfect superior ring, with
whitish mycelium at the base or when growing on stringy bark trunks with
numerous coarse, irregular, brownish to whitish rhizomorph strands, near Russet
(x'v.), yellowish-brown above. Spores elliptical, microscopically rather a dull
brown, 7.5 to 9.3 x 4.2 to '6.3 u, Cystidia usually numerous, ventricose or flaskshaped with acuminate apices, 32 to 56 x 10.5 to 13.8 u, No taste. Gregarious.
On the ground, usually amongst leaves or fallen pieces of bark and usually at
or near the bases of living or dead Eucalypts (Eucaiupt.u« obliqua L 'Herit. and
E. leucoxulon F. Y. M.), occasionally ascending the trunks for a few feet. South
...A ustral ia-c-Mount Lofty, National Park, Kuitpo, Back Valley off InnlanValley.
Bangham (S.E.), Kalangadoo (S.E.). New South Wales. April to July.
172. Flammula limonia Cke. et Mass. (Modern L., limonius, Iemon-coloured jo--.
Pileus up to 4in. (10 cm.), hemispherical, then gradually expanded, finally with
the edge upturned,viscid when moist, .edg~ sometimes obscurely striate, when
young' brownish-yellow, then a pale, lemon yellow. Gills adnate, rather crowded,
'pallid white becomiug greyish wi th a brown tint, finally when old dark greyish
or earthy brown. Stern up to 31n. (7.5 cm.) , attenuated slightly downwards,
sometimes shaggy-scaly towards the base, fibrousely ro'oting below, stuffed, or
1)01Iow, whit.is h or pale yellow. Occasionally with fragments of the veil on the
edge of the pileus. Spores elliptical, rather elongated, light brown, 11 to 16.5 x
6.5 to 9fJ-. In gardens, lawns, etc. South Australia-Adelaide district. June,
July, September, November.
173. Flammula carbonaria Fr. (L., carb on a rius, pertaining to charcoal).Pileus ~ to Lin, (1.2 to ~.f5 crn.}, at first deeply convex, then expanding, sometimee
-subgibbous, slightly viscid when moist, Sudan Brown (rn.) , often darker at the
disc.
Gills adnate, then seceding, moderatelv close,' not ventr-icose, Brussell's
Brown (rn.), pallid brownish when young. Stem 1 to l±:in. (2.5 to 3.1 cm.).
slender, a little flexuous, slightly hollow, pallid flecked with projecting minute
brownish fibrillose scales. Spores elliptical, yellow-brown, 6.5 to 9 x 4 to 5.5 u,
Cystidia flask-shaped, 37 x 17 u, 'Gregarious. On the ground amongst charcoal
f'rom burnt Eucalyptus logs. South Auatralia-e-Mount Lofty, Eneounter Bay,
Mount Burr (S.E.). New South Wales. May, June.
This Australian f01'1n is much smaller than the British species.
readily recognised by its habitat amongst charcoal.

It can be
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174. Flammula punctata Clel. (L., pumctaius, dotteJ).-Pileus lino (20 rnm.) ,
convex, sometimes subumbonate, viscid when moist, reddish tanny brown. Gills
adnate or ernarginato-adnate, rather close, wat'ery cinnamon becoming dingy
cinnamon. Stern 1 to Lin. (1.8 to 2.5 cm.}, slender, solid, pallid flecked with
dark brown scaly fibrils, flesh somewhat cartilaginous differing slightly f'rom that
of the pileus. Spores obliquely elliptical, pale! yellow-browu, 7.5 x 4 11-. Cystidia
not seen. On the ground. South Australia-Back Valley off Lnman Valley. May
This is a small species resembling the larger F. californica but with the gills
less yellow when young and the stern punctate (hence the specific name) with
dark brown scaly fibrils. In the characters of the flesh of the stern it approaches
the genus Naucoria.
Ill. "Cuticle of the pileus continuous, not distinct or separable, smooth (here
and there with a- superficial covering), moist or a little viscid i n wet weather.
Cortina manifest, appendiculate. Spores not tawny or ochraceous. Caespitose,
growing on \voo<.1.' '~Rea.
175. Flammula cincta Clel, (L.,cinotus, girrlled).-Pileus ~ to l±in. (1.2 to
3.1 cm.), convex, then plane, finally 'more or less upturned, viscid when moist ana
shining waxy-looking brown, hygrophanous, drying a deep pinkish buff, when
young with the edge inturned and covered with a- white meal from the universal
veil which later. appears as a white r im to the waxy-brown pileus. Gills adnate
to adnato-decurrent, rather close, rather narrow, minutely serrate when young,
pallid ciunamon beconling brownish-cinnamon. Ste.In. 1 to It-in. (2.5 to 3.1 cm.) ,
rather slender, equal or attenuated downwards, base a little bulbous, somewhat
mealy fibrillose, slightly hollow, whitish becoming tinted brown especially below.
When young clothed with a whitish mealy universal veil, giving to the stem a
white 'mealy appearance. Spores elliptieal, rather pale dull brown, 8 to 8.5 x -1.;)
to 5 11-. No cyst.idia seen. On fallen bark and rotting wood on the ground with
white mycelium at the base agglutinating bark, leaves, etc. South AustraliaBack Valley off Lnman Valley. May.
Characterised by the hygrophanous waxy-looking brown pileus, when young
covered with mealy fragments leaving for a while a mealy rim round the edge of
the pileus, the pallid cinnamon gills becoming darker, the whitish mealy stein
and the habitat amongst fallen wood, The specific name applies to the whitish
ring round the edge of the pileus, very noticeable at one stage.
~

IV. "Pileus scarcely pelliculose, flesh seissile or torn above into scales, not
viscid, at first somewhat hoary. Veil fibrillosely adpressed to the stem, not
furnished with anappendieulate eortina, almost none or forming an annular zone
on the stem. Gills light yellow or yellow, then tawny. Spores ochraceous 01'
tawny. Subcaespitose, always on conifers or on the ground amongst eouifer
branches ' (in Europe) .-Rea.
176. Flanunula excentrica Clel. et Cheel. (L., exceniricus, excentric, in
referenee to the steIn).-Pileus 1 to 3tin. (2.5 to 8.7 cm.), irregularly convex to
slightly eonvex,nearly plane or slightly depressed in the centre, nearly smooth
to fibrillosely scaly, villous or flecked with small fibrillose scales, sometimes tending
to crack,sonletimes soft and spongy, edge inturned when young, yellowish to
reddish or brownish tawny or dark ferruginous brown (Mustard Yellow, XVI.;
near Ochraceous Tawny, xv.; near Auburn or Chestnut, rr.; Kaiser Brown, XIV.;
Hazel, XIV.; Chestnut Brown, XIV.;' or Oinnamon Rufus, XIV.), sometimes with
traces of purple or greenish-yellow. Gills slightly sinuate to adnate or adnatodecurrent, moderately close, tin. (6 mrn.) or more deep, sometimes slightly
ventricose, Buff Yellow (IV.), Antimony Yellow (X'V.) to near Ochraceous Buff
(xv.), Ochraeeous Orange (xv.), Buckthorn Brown (xv.) or Amber Brown (rn.)
wheii dry. Stem f to, 2~in. (1.2 to 6.8 cm.}, moderately stout (tol lin., 10 mm.)
to moderately slender, often somewhat excentric, attenuated downwards to nearly
equal, fibrillose sometimes with whitish bloom at the base, solid or slightly hollow,
tough, pallid yellowish-brown above to dark tawny-brown below (darker than
Light Orange Yellow, nr.: Tawny, xv.), occasionally whitish, sometimes with
slight indications of a- superior ring when young. Flesh yellowish-brown, paler to
yellow in the, pileus.
Spores obliquely elliptical, slightly rough to smooth,
yellowish-brown (tawny), 7.5 to 9.5 x 4 to 6.5 11-. On fallen wood, the undersides
of wet logs, rarely on the trunks of living Eu,cal,yptu,s oblique L,'Herit. or the-
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stem of the grass-tree (Xanthorrhoea) , occasionally amongst fallen chips on the
ground '01' on the ground probably near buried wood. South Australia-National
Park, Mount Lofty, Eagle-on-the-Hill, Mitcham, Upper Tunkalilla Creek, Second
Valley Forest Reserve, Bangham, Mount Gambier. New South Wales. May to
August.
This is a common, rather variable species, recognised by its habitat (nearly
always on fallen logs), by its usually moderate size and in general tawny colour,
the pileus being often fibrillosely scaly and the stem fibrillose. It is probably
closely related to '.F. sapi;neaFr. .and F. purpurata Cke. et Massee.
177. Flanunula excentrica var, maerospora ,Clel. (G., -makros, long; spore, a
seed) .-Differs from the typical form in the larger spores, 9.5 to 15 x 5.5 to 7.5.!1-.
Pileus a bout 2in. (5 cm.), convex, smooth or tending to be scaly fibrous, soft,
tawny reddish brown. Gills adnate, same colour. Stem excentric, short, st-riateribrillose, reddish-brown. On dead wood. South Australia-Upper Tunkalilla
Creek, Kinchin.a, Mount Burr (S.E.). May to July.
178. Flammula purpurata Cke. et Mass. (L., purpuratu«, clad in purple).Pileus up to 2in. (5 em.}, convex, covered with adpressed somewhat warty fibrils
or matt-fibrillose, the; edge inturned, reddish-purplish-brownor purplish-red 'with
tints of green and yellow. Gills slightly sinuate, deep, moderately close,waxyyellow, beco.ming brownish-cinnamon-yellow. Stem up to l-!in. (3.7 cm.), rather
stout, a little attenuated upwards, somewhat striate or fibrillose, tough,pallid
yellowish-brown above with tints of the pileus below. Spores oblique, yellowishbrown, 6.5 to 8.5/ x 4.5 to 5.2!1-. Cystidia not seen. On fallen trunks and wood.
South Australia.-Port Lincoln and Big Swamp, E.P. May.
Closely related to F. sapinea Fr.
pileus and often' on the stem.

Recognisable by the purplish tints on the

17·9. Flammula eucalyptorwn Clel. (L., eucaiuptorum, of Eucalypts) .-Pileus

-! to 1-iin. (1.2 to 3 cm.), deeply convex, then more expanded, villose-fibrillose or
somewhat strigose, edge at first inturned, near Buckthorn Brown (xv.), Tawny
(xv.) 'with often Ochraceous Buff (xv.) round the edge, or Amber Brown (IU.).
Gills sinuately adnexed, moderately close, narrow, slightly ventricose, between
Yellow Ochre (xv.) and Ochraceous 'I'awny (xv.), Ochraceous Buff (xv.), or
between Amber Brown and Sudan Brown (IIl.) with a tinge of Raw Sienna.
Stem! to. 1tin. ( 1.2 'to 3.7 cm.), often curved, subflbrillose below, mealy above,
solid or slightly hollow, apparently fleshy or in some collections cartilaginous,
pallid above to yellowish-brown, brownish or Ochraceous Buff (xv.j below.
Flesh yellowish. Spores obliquely elliptical, often slightly rough, yellowish-brown,
7 to 9 x 4.5 to 6!1-. Cystidia not seen. On fallen rotting Eucalypt logs or on
the adjacent ground. South Australia-Kuitpo, Eagle-on-the-Hill, Mount Lof'ty,
National Park. May to July. (Figure 22 A.)

A

B
[D1'awinU8 by E.R.C.

Figure 22.-A. FlammlUAla euca'lYptorum Olel. (No. 179).

Mount Lofty.

B. Galera. tenera (Schaeff.) Fr. (No. 187). On horse-dung, Kangarilla..
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Characterised by the small size, slender shape, tawny brown pileus, yellow
ochre to ochraceous tawny gills, and pallid _to ochraceous buff stem. In the
National Park specimens the stem seemed catilaginous, which would place the
species under N OJUC01·'W., but the tawny gills and general resemblance to small
forms of F. excenirica seem to show its relationship to this species. It is possible
it may have to be transferred to Naucoria.
180. Flammula brevipes Clel. (L., brevis, short; pes, a foot) .-Pileus 2 to
2-!ill. (5 to 6.7 crn.}, irregularly convex, edge -repand, surface dull, Ochraceous
Tawny to Tawny (xv.) , Gills adnate, moderately close, ventricose, up to iin.
(10 mm.) deep, Ochraceous Tawny to Tawny. Stem very short, !tin. (18 111ln.),
striate, with brownish fibrils of the veil, pallid yellowish.
Spores oblique,
probably finely rough, yellow-brown, 9 x 5.5 IJ-, occasionally 11.5 x 7.5 p.. On the
ground. South Australia-In dry swamp, Lowan Forest near Kalangadoo (S.E.).
May.
A species characterised by the rich tawny colour of the pileus and gills with
a stem that appears unduly short for the size of the pileus. It grows on the
ground.
V. "Furnished with a cort.ina.
•first viscid. ' '-Rea.

Cuticle of the pileus slightly silky, dry or at

181. Flammula arenarto-burbosa Clel.
(L., arenarius, sandy; buibosus,
possessing a bulb) .-Pileus up to 1tin. (3.7 cm.) or more, convex, villousfibrillose, tending to break into small scales and crack to expose the yellowish
flesh, Ochraceous Buff to Tawny (xv.). Gills sinuate or slightly so, moderately
close, ventricose, rather deep, Isabella Colour (xxv.). Stem short, Lin. (2.5 cm.),
4 mm, thick, fibrillose, slightly hollow, with a sand-encrusted bulb at the base,
Ochraceous Buff and darker. Veil yellowish, clothing the stem and breaking to
form a definite ring when young. Flesh of the stem yellowish, apparently of
the same texture as that of the pileus which is less yellow. Spores elliptical,
\ yellowish-brown, 8.5 x 5.6 u;
South Australia-In sandy soil, Hall's Creek,
Encounter Bay. May.

(0)

PILEUS CONFLUENT WITH, BUT HETERIOGENlOOUS FROM, THE OARTILAGINOUS STE::M.

*Gills adnate or sinuato-adnate.

t Margin

of pileus, at first incurved or exceeding the gills.

NAUCORIA Fr.
(L., naucum, a flock of wool.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular; margin at first incurved. Stern central, cartilaginous.
Gills adnate, sinuato-adnate or adnexed.
Spores ochraceous, ferruginous or
fuscous; elliptical, pip-shaped, almond-shaped or oblong elliptical; smooth,
punctate or verrucose; continuous or with a germ-pore. Cystidia present. Growing
on the ground, more rarely on wood; solitary, gregarious or caespitose.' '-Rea.
This genus corresponds with Collybia in the white-spored section, the stem
being subcartilaginous and the margin of the pileus incurved when young. The
species grow on the ground or on wood and are mostly small. Only a few species
have been recognised in South Australia, one of which, N. horizontalis, grows on
wood and is quite small, the others oceurring on the ground.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
On fallen logs, etc.
Pileus -i to iin., watery cinnamon. Gills nearly
free. Stem incurved. Spores 7 to 9 x 5 to
6.5 p. •. •. •. .. •. .. .. •• .. •. .. .. .. 182. N aucoria
Pileus i to lin., villous-fibrillose, buckthorn brown
horieontalis.
to tawny. Gills sinuately adnexed, yellow ochre
to tawny. Stem mealy above, fibrillose below,
pallid to ochraceous buff. Spores 7 to 9 x 4.5
to 6 p. .. •. .. •. .. •• .. .. .. •• .. •• 179. Flaawmula

eucalypt orum,
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Growing in fields, lawns, etc.
Pileus ~ to l±in., convex, then expanding, buff to
ochraeeous buff.
Gills pallid becoming buffy
brown. Stem straight, buff to ochraceous buff.
Spores 11 to 15 x' 7.5 to 11 /1-. On sandy soil
or dung ..
.. .. .. .. .. 183.
Growing in sand.
Pileus 1 to 1iin~, sayal brown.
Gil1ssi~:uate,
snuff brown.
Stem moderately stout, pallid.
Spores elongated, pallid brown, 9.5 to 13 x 4 f1-. 184.
In uncultivated open 'or forest country.
Pileus about ~in., convex, often dimpled, dark
tawny brown drying ochraceous tawny. Gills
sn uff brown to tawny olive. Stern short, pallid.
Spores 8.5 to 11 x 4.5 to 5.5 /1- •• •• .• •• •• 185.
Pileus a bout ~in., convex, subumbonate, Verona
brown. Gills sinuate, Verona brown, edges finely
serrate. Stem pallid brownish, Spores 8.2 x 4 /1-. 186.

1. ' 'Pileus s11100th, "veil
ferruginous. ' '-Rea.

none.

Spores ferruginous,

Naucoria
semiorbicuiaris.
N. arenacolens.

N. subfuioa.
N. ncrimabrutincue.

notbecoIlling fuscous.

-¥'-Gills free or slightly adnexed.
182. Nauccria horizontalis (Bull.) Fr. (L., horieontolis, horizontal) .-Pileus
to ~in. (6 to 8 mm.), occasionally up to 1in. (1.8 mm.}, convex, sornet.imes
Ilabcllif'orrn or kidney-shaped, later more flattened, faintly striate, villous-looking
(smooth in British descriptions), pale browuish-straw to orangey- brown, Gills
adnexed, almost free, moderately distant, crenulate, colour of the pileus. Stem
to !in. (6 to 12 mm.}, slender, central or a little excentric or sometimes nearly
lateral, incurved, attenuated downwards, slightly brownish, sornetimesvwith
whitish mycelium at the base. Spores yellow-brown microscopically, elliptical"
7 to 9 x 5 to 6.5 u: On' fallen logs and the bark of dying Eucalypts. South
Australia-s-Mount Lofty (record doubtful). New South Wales. March to July.
These little brown agarics, growing often in numbers on bark, 'are apt to be
looked for under the genus Crepidotus. It will be noted, however, that the short
slender incurved stem is usually more or less centrally placed, the incurving of
the stem being responsible for the apparently somewhat' lateral attachment of
the pileus.

±

±

**Gills adnate, pileus convexo-plane.
No South Australian species recorded.
***Gills adnate, pileus campanulate, then expanded.
No South Australian species recorded.

11.' , Pileus naked. Gills and spores fuseous ferruginous.
rarely manifest.' , '-Rea.

VeH potential,.

*Growing in fields and plains.
183. Naucoria semiorbiculams (Bull. ) Fr. (L., semi; half; orbicularis, round).Pileus ~ to l±in. (1.2 to 3.1 cm.') , deeply hemispherical, then convex, expanding
when old and somet.irues a little upturned, smooth, slightly sticky when moist,
edge a little turned in when y,oung and with a slight' fringe from the veil,
Warm Buff (xv.) round" the edge, near Ochraceous Buff (xv.) in the centre,
paler 'when old. Gills broadly adnexed or slightly sinuate to nearly adnate,
moderately close, slightly ventricose, finally to lin. (6 mm.) deep, in three tiers,
one reaching half-way with very short ones on each side, paler than Buffy, Brown
(XL.), then Buffy Brown. Stem 1-1in. (3.1 cm.), slender (6 mm. thick), nearly equal,
slightly 'mealy or fibrillose, somewhat cartilaginous, the flesh separated from that of
the pileus by a semitranslucent zone, stuffed or becoming hollow, warm buff above,
ochraceous buff below. Flesh of the pileus pallid. Spores elliptical, rather
dingy yellowish-brown to fuscous, 11 to 17 x 7.5 to 11 /1-. On sandy soil or on
dung. South Australiu-s-Mount Lofty, Mount Compass, Encounter Bay. April,
May.
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**Growing in sand.
184. Naucoria arenacolens Clcl. (L., arena" sand; colens, inhabiting) .-Pileus
1 to l~ill. (2.5 to 4.4 cm.) , convex becoming more expanded, a little irregular,
innately fibrillose, edge inturned when young, near Sayal Brown (XXIX.). Gills
.siuuate, moderately close, deeply ventricose, 3 to 5 mm. deep, edges paler and
minutely serrulate, near Snuff Brown (XXIX.). Stern 1 to 1tin. (2.5 to 3.7 cm.),
moderutely stout (8 to 10 mm. thick), equal, fibrillose, solid,pallid with tints
of Pinkish Buff (XXIX.). F'lesh tinted like the stem, that of the stem more
fibrous than the flesh of the pileus., Spores elongated mummy-shaped, pallid
brown, 9.5 to 13 x 4 u: Single or several together, emer.ging f'r.om sandy soil.
.south ..- \ustralia-Waitpinga Road, Encoullter Bay. May.
The rather cinnamon brown pileus, snuff brown gills with pale finely serrated

edges, the solid fibrillose pinkish buff stern and the habitat in sandy soil
characterise the species.
*-X-*Growing in 1110ist, uncultivated, 'wooded places.
185. Naucoria subfulva Clel. (L., subfulous, somewhat tawny) .-Pileus iin. (16
-mm.}, convex, sometdmes slightly dimpled, tomentose, edge turned in when young,
dark tanny or cinnamon brown, when drying darker than Ochraceous Tawny (xv.)
to Tawny Olive (.xXIX.). Gills adnate to sinuato-adnate, slightly ventricose,
moderately close, a little crisped, near Snuff Brown (XXIX.) to Tawny Ol ive
(XXIX.). Stern short, ~in. (1.2 Cl11.), slender, fibrillose to shaggy fibrillose, slightly
ho llow, pallid with tints as on the pileus. 'Veil present when very small. Spores
·oblique, pallid brown, varying in size, 8.5 to 11 x 4.5 to 5.5 u; On the ground
in the, open. South Australia-Myponga. October.
186. Naucoria veronabrunneus Clel. (L., »eronabruavneus, Verona brown j
Pileus ~ to iin. (1.2 to 1.,6 cm.) , deeply convex with a slight umbo, fibrillose,
hygrophanons, near Verona Brown (XXIX.). drying pallid. Gills sinuate.unoderately
close, ventricose, near Verona Brown (XXIX.), the edges paler and finely serrate.
SteIn 2in. (5 cm.), eqnal, flexuous, mealy above, fibrillose below, solid, apparently
rartilaginous and differing in texture from the flesh of the pileus, pallid with a
brownish tint. Spores rather narrow, oblique, rather dull' brown, 8.2 x 4 u, On
the ground. South Aust.ra lia-c--Mount Lofty. July.

c->

Ill. "Pileus flocculoseor squamulose.
Rea.

V eil manifest.

Spores ferruginous.' ,--

No South Australian species recorded.

t t Margin

of pileus straight, at first, adpressed to the stern.

GALERA Fr.
(L., gaZ:erus, a cap.)
, 'Pileus fleshy or submcmbranaceous ; margin straight, at first adpressed to
the stem.
Stern central, cartilaginous.
Gills adnate or adnexed.
Spores
ochraceous, cinnamon 01' ferruginous; elliptical, prunif'orm or almond-shaped ;
Cystidia .generally present.
Sl1100th; with a germ-pore, rarely continuous.
Growing' on the ground. ' '-Rea.
The species of Galera are small fungi growing on dung or amongst grass or
moss.
The genus corresponds with Mycena amongst the white-spored group.
The pileus is thin and membranaceous, mostly conical or deeply convex, often
somewhat striate rounc1the margin when 1110ist, of an ochraceous or yellowishbrown colour, hygrophanous, becoming paler when dry when the surface often
.appears, atomate ,or covered with 'minute whitish particles. The gills are mostly
ascending and narrow, rarely broad, and in colour yellowish-brown to cinnamon.
The. stem is slender and hollow.
Four species have been recognised in this State, two species appearing on dung,
one frequently on. buffalo grass lawns and one amongst moss in shady places in
our hills.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.
On dung or amongst grass.
Spores large, 11 to 18 x 7.5 to 9 u,
Pileus conico-eampanulate, yellowish-brown,
hygrophanous, atomate when dry.
Gills
ascending. Ste.m brownish. On dung (with
us) .. .. .. .. ..
Pileus broadly conical, dingy ferruginous,
hygrophanous, atomate when dry.
Gills
ascending, crenulate. Stem whitish. Amongst
buffalo grass .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Spores smaller, 9 x 4.8 u:
Pileus eampanulato-convex, dark brown, hygrophanous. Gills ascending, cinnamon brown.
Stem pallid. On dung .. .. .. .. .. ..
Amongst, moss.
Pileus campanulate, striate, watery cinnamon.
Gills tawny cinnamon. Stem brownish cinnamon. Spores 11 to 12.8 x 7.5 f.L •• •• •• ••
I

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

187. Galera tenere.

188. G. crispo:

189. G. teneroides.

190. G. hypnorwrn.

*' 'Pileus conico-campanulate, hygrophanous, rather even, when dry dotted 'with
soft particles. Stern tense' and straight. Gills ascending, inserted at the top
of the cone, rather crowded. Veil none.' '-Rea.
187. Galera tenera (Schaeff.) Fr. (L., tener, tender) .-Pileus up to i to 1i11.
(12 to 18 mm.}, 1in.(10 mm.) high, conieo-campauulate to hemispherical, submembranaceous, striate when 1110ist, hygrophanous, somewhat atomate.. yellowishbrown near Argus Brown (nr.) when moist, drying Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) • Gills
ascending, adnate, narrow, somewhat crowded, cinnamon (near Sayal Brown,
XXIX., or Brussels Brown, IlL). Stem 1:1 to 2!in.'· (3 to 6.2 cm.) (Brit.ish-specimens, 3 to 4in., 7.5 to 10 cm.), slender, fragile, equal or slightly swollen at the
base, straight and tense, shining, brownish to pallid brownish (colour of the
pileus), sometimes nearly whitish. Flesh of the stem distinct from that of the
pileus. Spores elliptical, yellow-brown, 13 to 19 x 7.5 to 10.5 u, On dung
(in Australian specimens so far found). South Australia-Beaumont (Adelaide),
KangarilIa (on horse dung), Mount Compass, Encounter Bay, Kinchina, Middleton, Mount Gambler. April, May, August, October. (Figure 22 B.)
Found with us on dung and recognisable by the conico-campanulate yellowishbrown pileus, ascending cinna-mon-coloured gills, long brownish stem and large
spores.
188 .. G'alera crispa Longyear. (L., crispu«, curled) .-Pileus i to 11in. (1.2 to
3.5 cm.}, ! to 11in. (0.8 to 3.5 cm.) high, at first a mere rounded 'conical knob,
becoming eonico-campanulate, then expanding to become broadly conical, sometimes with an acute umbo, when moist substriate, finely atomate, the edge sometimes splitting, when moist dingy ferruginous (paler than Buffy Brown, XL.),
pallid ferruginous or pale isabelline or dull whitish with a biseuity tint when
dry, sometimes darker brown round the apex. Gills ascending, adnate, close,
broad Iinear, a little crenulate, slightly ventricose, in three !tiers, the second tier
reaching half to three-quarter-way to the stem, the third tier very short, Cinnamon Brown (xv.) to rusty ferruginous. Stem. up to 1 i to 2in. (4.4 to 5 cm.) ,
slender, slightly flexuous, faintly striate and pulverulent, brittle, ~,lightly hollow',
base slightly bulbous, whit.ish to pallid with a brownish tint. Spores obliquely
elliptical, yellow-brown, 11 to 17 x 7.5 to 9.5 fJ-, inflated cells round the edges
of the gills about 19 f.L long with bases 7.5 f.L, ventricose, apices constricted with
a rounded knob about 4 f.L in diameter on top. Soon shrivelling and collapsing,
On buffalo grass lawns usua.lly. South Australia-University and other lawns in
Adelaide after heavy rain, Mount Gambier (in grass). February to June.
(Figure 23.)
,
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...t\ delicate species found commonly in buffalo grass Iawns after the first
autumnal ruins, readily recognised by the shape, the dingy ferruginous pileus,
aseending- gills, whitish stem and large spores. The crisping of the gills is not
marked in. our plants.

[Photo. by S. Tee.

Figure 23.-Galera crisp« Longyear (No. 188).
Adelaide.

On lawn,

189. G'alera teneroides Pe-ek. CL., iencr, tender; Gr., .aio«, like-here presunutbly
implying a resemblance to G. ienera Schaeff., Fr.) .-Pileus ~in. (1.2 cm.), ~in.
(10 mm.) high, campanulat.o-convox, striate, hygrophanous, dark brown (near
Bistre,xL.) when moist, drying pale (near Ta-wny Olive, XL.). Gills ascending,
adnate, moderately close, ventricose, near Cinnamon Brown (xv.) . Stem 2~ill.
(6.2 cm.), slender, pallid with a brown ish tint. Spores ohliquc, one end broader,
pallid dingy brown, 9 x 4.8 /1-. On dung. South Australia-Mylor. May.
This species seem ref'erra hIe to the Amer-ican G. tcncrcidcs Peck, though in the
American plant the gills arc descr ibcd as narrow, not as ventricose. It can he
recognised by its habitat «lung) and spores smaller than those of G. tenera.

**' 'Pileus mcmbranaceous, «ampanulate, striate, smooth, hygrophanous, even
when dry, opaque, slig-htly silky. Stern thin, lax, flexible. Gills broadly and
planely adnate, broad, somewhat dcntir-ul.; te. Cortina yery fugarious. Slender,
growin~ amongst moss.' '-Rea.
190. Galera hypnorwn (Schrank.) Fr. (L., hYPln,um, amoss).-Pileus up to
(6 m·m.), eampanulate, umbonate, striate, watery cinnamon, paler when dry.
Gills adnate, tending to bel distant, tawny cinnamon. Stem up to 1in.' (2.5 cm.),
slender, brownish cinnamon. Rpores oblique, yellow-brown, 11 to occasionally
1~.8 x 7.5 /1-.
Amongst moss. South .A.ustralia-Greenhill Road. June.
A, species recognisable by its habitat' (amongst moss), carnpanulate, striate,
watery cinnamon pileus, adnate ta wnv cinnamon gills and brown stem.
±~n.

***" Pileus submembranaeeous. Veil manifest, superficial, separating, at the
first (r-hiefly round tlie margin) silky,. and squaululose.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species recorded.
E
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"Gills de~nrren1.

TUBARIA W.G.Sm.
(L., tuba. a trlunpet.)
"Pileus fleshy or membranaceous ; margin incurved. Stem central, cartilaginous.
Gills decurrent or broadly adnate.
Spores ochraceous, ferruginous or rarely
fuscous; elliptical, pip-shaped or almond-shaped; smooth, continuous. Cystidia
present. Growing on the ground or on w'Ood.' '-Rea.
The species are characterised by the brown spores, centralcartilaginous stern,
decurrent gills and incurved margin. The number of species is sm all, and in
South Australia only one or two have been recognised, small brown plants
growing amongat grass or 1110SS.
191. Tubaria furfuracea (Pers.) W.G.Sm. (L., [urfuraceus, scurfy) .~Pileus
-!in. (6 to 12 mm.) , convex, usually imbilieate, sometimes striate 'when moist,
faintly sulcate, round the edge, fibrillose-matt to velvctyvmarkedly hygrophanous,
Sayal Brown to Snuff Brown (XXIX.), pallid brownish when dry. G'ills adnate
to decurrent, moderately distant, deep Snuff Brown. ,Steul up to 1in. (2.5 cm.},
slender, mealy-fibrillose, rather shaggy below, cart.llaginous, tough, slightly
hollow, colour of the pileus. Spores oblique, dull brown, 7.5 to 9 x 4.2 to 5.2 u,
Single on the ground or amongst IllOSS or grass. South Austr al ia-e-Stonyfell
(near Adelaide); Mount Lofty; amongst 1l10SS, etc., Mount Wedge, 20 miles
north of Elliston, E.P.; Pinnaroo; MacDonnell Bay (S.E.). April, May, June,
August.

± to

192. Tubaria furfuracea (Pers.) W.G.Snl. va r. trigonop'hylla (Lasch.) Fr.
(Gr., t.riqonos, triangular; phyll.on, a leaf) .-Pileus and decurrent gills for.ming
.a double cone, in small plants -lino (6 mm.) broad and .a l it tle more high.
Pileus -lino to 1in. (6 to 25 mm.) , convex, sometimes blunt at the apex, then
nearly plane, usually becoming umbilicate, edge striate and' rugose arid in turned
'when young, surface. dull to tomentose, hygrophanous, near Warm Sepia (XXIX.),
near Hazel (xv.) or tanny brown, drying near Sayal Brown (XXIX.) or pallid,
edge sometimes scorched-looking.
Gills triangular, slightly to very deeply
decurrent, moderately close to rather distant, near Sayal Brown (XXIX.), paler
than the pileus. Ste111 1 to Li[in. (2.5 to 4.a cm.), slender, finely flocculose,
fibrillose tomentose or striate, sometimes twisted, hollow, rather cartilaginous,
near Sayal Brown (XXIX.) or near Hazel (xv.), slightly whit.ish at the base.
Spores obliquely elliptieal, pale or dull brown, 8 to 9.5 x 4.5 to 6 u, Amongst
,grass or moss in sandy soil. South Australia-c-Monarto South, Encounter Bay,
Pinnaroo. May, July, August.

d. Pileus confiueut with the excent.ric or la teral stem, d imidia to, sessile or

resupinate.

CREPIDOTUS Fr.
(Gr., krepis, a man's boot; QUoS, an ear.),
, 'Pileus fleshy, excentric, lateral or resupinate. Stern lateral or none. Gills
more .or less decurrent or radiating f rorn a central point. Spores ochraceous,
ferruginous or f'uscous ; elliptical, subglobose, oval or f'usif'orrn ; Sl1100th, granular,
verrucose or cchinulate ; cout.inuous. Cyst.idia present. Growing on wood, rarely
on the ground.' '-R,ea.
The species of Crepidot us are «hnractcriscd by the brown spores and by the
st em being oxcent.ric, lateral or absent. 'I'hey grow' on wood, frequently in shelf£01'1n and sometimes over-lapping' (iInbricate) when the support is upright. 'I'ho
shelf f'orru is naturally 1110S1' pronounced when thestmll is absent or is lateral and
very short. T\v.o of our species are common in the Mount Lofty Ranges growing
on the old outer bark of species of living E1u'Ialyptus ,trees. One of these is
often found also on fallen wood and strips of stringy-bark and has even been
found on rotting bagging. One species (C. globig,er'us), occurring on dead trunks,
is when fresh almost altogether whitish and may be mistaken for Plcurotus unless
it is noticed that the' gills have a faint brownish tint; a spores print on white'
paper~H' a microscopic exam'inntion at once however shows the brown colour of
the spores. Four species have so far been found in this State. They appear to
he of no ceonol11ie importance.
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KEY TO THE SPEICIES.
On trunks (often of living trees), etc.
Stem definite but short.
Pileus pale brown to liver-brown becoming
shiny.
Stem curved with a mealy white
bloom .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 193. Crepuiotus
sub haustellaris,
Laterally eontracted, stem absent;
Pileus yellowish brown, fibro-villosc to scaly,
Spores 7 to 10 x 5 to 6 fJ•• •• •• 194. C. eucaiuptorum,
Pi leue dingy whitish drying brown.. Spores
globose, 6 to 7.5 fJ- •• •• •• •• •• • • • • 195. C. qlobiaerus,
At base of stumps or on the gTound.
Pileus 1± to 2~in., furf'uruceo-sca ly, ochruceous
ta·wny to yellow ochre, Gills deeply decurrent,
sometimes anastomosing, buckthorn brown to
snuff brown. Stem ~ to iin., nearly central to
almost lateral, pallid. Spores 8 to 9.;"') x 4.8 to
5.5 'IJ- •• •• •• •• ••
•• 196. C~ prostraius.
193. Orepidotus subhaustellarts Clel. (L., sub, -here near to the species
C. luiusteitaris Fr.).-Pileus at first a little pubescent knob on,a pube:scentbase.
When adult, pileus ~in. (1.2 cm.) up to occasionally 1in. (2.5 cm, ) broad, ~ to
lino (9 to 18 mm.) from before backwards, convex or irregularly convex, or
almost flabelliform, often wavy and' upturned, surface dull and matt becoming
shiny, the edge turned in when young, near Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.) to
near Wood .Brown (XL..) , drying to Pale Alutaccous Buff (xv.), near Liver
Brown (XIV.) towards the attachment. Gills adnate, dose, many short, near
Cinnamon Brown (xv-). Stern excentric or nearly lateral, short or very short,
1/16 to lino (1.5 to 3 mm.}, curved, swollen below the gills, with a mealy white
bloom, brownish beneath, and a fluffy base. Spore mass near Mummy Brown
(xv.), spores microscopically pale dingy brown to (lull vinous brown, elliptical,
oblique, one side -a little flattened and one end more pointed, 6.5 to 7.5 x 4 to
5 IJ-. On trunks of living Eucalypts (E. capitellata Sm., etc.), on old bagging'
and on a dead Xomthorrhoea scape. South Australia-Mount Lofty, National
Park, Kuitpo. March to June, August to October.
194. Orepidctus eucalyptorum Clel.

(]1.;'u.calyplonttn, of Eucalypts) .-Pill)lls
l~in. (6 mm, to 3.7 cm.) from befo-re
backwards, convex, sornet.imes flabellif'orm, sometimes a little gibbous, surface
matt tofibro-villous, sometimes becoming fibr-il loscly scaly, edge a little turned
in, watery brown to yellowish brown, near Old Gold (XlVI.), the villous projections
Buff Yellow (IV.) to browner or a little paler than Saccardo ts Umber (XXIX.),
drying' paler or sometimes to a (lark biscuit brown. Gills moderately close to
rather distant, paHid hrownish, pallid dingy yellowish, pale yellowish brown or
earthy brown-paler than Saccardo 's Umber (XXIX.), a little .browner than
Avellancous (XL.). F'labellif'orm, laterally attuchcd by a constricted base, no
definite stern. F'lesh thick at the centre (up to #in., 10 mm.), white or pellucid
soapy-looking. Spore mass near Raw Um bel' (HI.), spores microscopieally dull
pale brown, oblique, 7.2 to 11 x 5.2 to 7.5 fJ-, occasionallyTx x 9 u, OIl truuks
of living Eucalypts (Eucalyptus odorata Behr et Schl., E. leucoxubon. F.v.M., etc.).
South Ausrralia-c-Botanic Gardens, National .Pa rk, Mount Lofty. May, JUl1~,
July, August. \Tictoria. New South Wales.

-1 to 2tin. (1.2 to 3.1 cm.) laterally, f to

195. Oreptdotus globigerus Berk. (L., globus, a globe or ball; gero, to bear,
in reference to the spores) .-Pileus It to 2!in. (3 to 6.2 cm.) horizontally, to
l-1in. (3.7 cm.) antero-posteriorly, flabellif'orm, sometimes nearly plane, subvillous or :nearly SI~lOOth, finally villous, edge turned in when young, dingy whitish
or Cinnamon Tsrown (xv.) becoming pallid brown or sometimes yellowish-brown.
Gills laterally attached by a fluffy base which is 2 or 3 nun. long, moderately
close, gn:lyish white at first, when dry yellowish brown. Flesh wh ite, not pellucid.
Spores globose, dull brown, 6 to 7.5 fJ-. On fallen trunks, etc. SouthAustralia-cMylor, National Park. New South Wales. May to August.
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196. Orepidotus prostratus Clel. (L., prostratus, prostrate, in reference to its
habit).-Pileus 1i to 2!in. (3 to 6.2 cm.) laterally, '11 to 2in. (3 to 5 cm.)
antero-poster iorly, smaller or larger, irregular, more or less convex with the
centre depressed, furfuraceous-scaly or finely matt, splitting, edge inturned and
sometimes sub-striate, hyg,rophanous, Ochraeeous Tawny (xv.) to near Yellow
Ochre (xv.) or Prout's Brown (xv.) drying near Tawny Olive (XXIX.). Gills
moderately close, 3/16in. (4.5 mm.) deep, pallid brown, then near Buckthorn
Brown (xv.) or Snuff Brown (XXIX.) or near Cinnamon Brown (XV.), deeply
decurrent and sometimes anastomosing on the nearly central, excentric or almost
lateral, short (! to !fin., 1.2 to 1.8 cm.), rather broad (7 mm.) , solid white or
pallid stern. Spores elliptical,' yellowish brown or dull brown, 8 to 9.5 x 4.8 to
5.5}L. Caespitose and overlapping at the base of stumps, etc., or attached to
buried wood in sandy soil or flattened. on the ground. So~th Australia-s-Monar'to
South, Kinchina, and Coonalpyn. New South \Vales-Bumberry. May, September.

E.

SPORES PUHPLE, FUSCOUS OR POR.PHYR,Y COLOUR,ED.
PORPRYROSPOR,AE.

(a) PILEUS DISTINCT FROM AND EASILY SEPARABLE FROM THE FLESHY STEM.

*With a ring on the stem and a volva at the base of the stem,

CHITONIELLA P. Hen.n.
(Diminutive of Gr., o7viton, a coat of ma il.)
At first covered with a universal veil which ruptures to form a volva. Pileus
free from the stem. Gills free. Stem 'with a ring. Spores purple-brown.
No Australian' species so far known.

**Wi,th a volva at the base of the stem but no ring.

CLARKEIND,A

o.

Kuntze.

(After C. B. C'larke, an English botanist, and Gr., Liulos, pertaining to India,
w here he worked.)
(= CHITONIA Fr.)

"Pileus fleshy, regular. Stern central, thin. Volva rnembranaceous, sheathing.
Gills free. Spores brownish purple, elliptical, smooth, with an vapical germ-pore.
Growing on ,the ground.' '-Rea.
.
NO' Australian species so far known.

***With a ring on the stem but no volva,

PSALLIOTA (PSALIOTA) Fr.
(Gr., psalion, a ring.)
"Pileus more or less fleshy, regular. Stem central. Ring membranaceous,
adnate, persistent, rarely f'ugaeious. Gills free. Spores fuscous purple, reddish
purple, blackish purple, or fuscous; elliptical, oval, globose, or ob-ovate; with
an apical germ-pore. Cystidia present or absent. Growing on the ground.' '-Rea.
Under Psalbiota. are placed the common field mushroom (Ps. camp.estris) and
allied species. In Australia, Ps. campestri« and its varieties and perhaps Ps.
arv,ensi,s, the horse-mushroom, are the onlyagarics generally eaten and sold for
food.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Gills bright pink even when young ..
Gills for lon.g pallid, never bright pink.
In fields, roadsides, etc.
Very large and stout, often in rings, cap
whitish, in fields .. .. .. '.. ..
Relatively small, whitish, fragrant
Under bushes and trees.
White with buff'-yellow stains .. ..
Amongst debris under Eucalypts.
Moderately large. Pileus cinnamon drab to
vinaceous fawn. Gills vinaceous fawn

197. PsaUiota canipestris.

198. Ps. aroensis.
199. Ps. aroensie var.
[raqran«.
200. Ps. xanthoderma.

201. Ps. »inacea.

197. Psalliota campestrts (L.) Fr. (L., compestrie, belonging to a plain). The
Common Field Mushroom.-Pileus 2 to 4~in. (5 -to 11.2 cm.}, white or rufescent,
fleshy, convex, then expanded, obtuse, dry, silky-even or squarnulose. Gills vivid
fteshy-pinkalmost f'rom their first recognition, at length purplish-brown (umberfuscous), free, close, ventricose, equally attenuated both ways. Stem I! to 3in.
(3.7 to 7.5 cm.), white, firm, bulbous whenyoullg, then somewhat equal, even
or squamulose. Ring white, membranaccous, median, spreading' or reflexed,
torn, often f'ugacious. Flesh white, becoming slightly reddish or fuscous, thick,
soft. Spores brownish purple, broadly elliptical, 6 to 7 x 5 to 5.5 M. Smell
and taste pleasant. South Australia-In suitable places probably throughout the
State except portions of the arid interior. All the other Australian States.
Europe, America, etc. April, May.
The Common Field Mushroom is abundant, p:.. obably through-cut the State,
under suitable 'weather condit.ions, and especially after the first heavy autumnal
rains. It is characterised by the gills being bright pink even in early stages,
by the white or whitish capaometimes scaly, by the veil which ruptures to form
an evident ring and by the absence of a volva or cup at the base of the stem.
The form found in fields amongst grass is usually rather small and has a smooth
white pileus. Large' specimens, often growil~.g in more sandy soils, tend to be
more squamulose,
198. Psalliota arvensis (Sehaeff.) Fr. (L·., arve~nsis, belonging to cultivated
fields.)
The Horse-Mushroom-e-Very large, forming rings up to 33f,t. in
diameter. Pileus 2~ to 7in. (6.2 to 17.5 cm.) , at first irregularly subspherical
or quadrilateral-hemispherical, then deeply convex, stout, white becoming a little
brownish (browner than Avellaneous, XL.) or with tints of yellow, with scattered
adpressed Iigulate sometimes brown scales, Gills. free, close, for long pallid
whitish or Light Buff (xv.) , then dull pinkish, finally purplish brown. Ste111
up to 3in. (7.5 cm.}, at first short, very stout" up to l~in. (3.7 CIU.) thick, equal,
sometimes slightly bulbous below, silky white, sometimes 'with yellow tints,
sometimes floccose below. Ring ample, distant, with floccose f ragmeuts below,
Flesh white usually without any yellow tint, brownish where insect-eaten. Spores
elliptical, brownish purple, 6 to 9 x 3.5 to 5.5 M. Of ten in rings. Edible. South
Australia-s-F'lats near Kalangadoo-c-rings 31ft. in diamet.er ; Encounter Bay:...-a
ring on the Bluff had a diameter of 33f t . in 1926; Kinchina; Mount Lof'ty ;
Adelaide; and probably in suitable localities throughout the southern portion of
the State. April to June, August,
This is a large and coarser species of muShr00111 characterised by the gills
being at first whitish, passing through a pink stage 'which is less vivid than in
Ps, comvpeetris to the final purplish-brown. The ring is typically double and the
plants sometimes grow in -large "fairy rings."
It is edible and probably many
of the mushrooms sold in ,the Adelaide shops belong to this species rather than
to Ps, (J,'l,mpestris. lit is possible that it may disagree with some people 'who are
unable to digest it. It is certainly less delicate, and coarser (henc.e the name
"horse' '-also applying to its size-similarly. used in horse-chestnut), than the
Field Mushroom. An Adelaide -University student on one .occasion ate some
mushrooms which f'rom the ra1thercoarse appearance and a slight smell of
iodoform seem to be this species or one of its varieties; the spores measured
7 x 5 M; he vomited slightly after twenty minutes and was violently sick two
hours Iater : his hands, fingers, and feet felt cold and he passed three motions;
there ,were no further ill effects.
r
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In Sydney there is a tall-stemmed variety (Ps. arvensi« var. iodoformis Clel. et
Cheel) which has an unusually strong smell like iodoform. Not only' is this
noticed. in the field, but in an instance when these 'mushrooms were being cooked
the whole house smelt strongly of dodo form which "was noticeable at the front
door and led to inquiries as to sickness. Though I have .tasted this" variety, the
iodoform smell prevented my doing more. However,some ladies on the North
Shore line 'in Sydney ate some and felt seriously ill afterwards.
199. Psalliota arvensis (Schaeff.) Fr. var. fragralbS Clel. et Cheel.
(L.,.
[raaram«, fragrant).-Pileus up to 3~in. (8.7 cm.), usually much less, at first
hemispherical, then convex, sometimes conical with a depressed centre, sometimes
gibbous, smooth, shining, pure white, sometimes with faint rusty or yellowish
stains, when bruised turning yellowish. Gills free or just reaching the stem,
close, whit.ish for long, then pallid greyish or pale crealny pink, finally," purplish
Iirown or paler than purple-black. Stem 3~in. (8. 7 cm.) or less, sometimes up to
~in. (1.2cn1.) thick, slender or stout, slightly hollow or solid, with a pointed
root, white, sometimes later with a reddish tint. Texture sometimes tougher
than that of Ps. campestrie, the Field Mushroom. Spores 5.2 to 8.5 x 3.4 to 5.2 p...
Slight but definite fragrant smell. South Australi~-Under Pinus and amongst
grass 'by the wayside, Glen Osmond (Adelaide). A pril to July.
This is a small form of the. Horse Mushroom characterised by a definite
fragran t smell:
200. Psalltota xanthod.erma Genev. (Gr., «amtho«, yellow ; derma, skin) .-Pileus
up ItO 3in. (7.5 cm.), subglobose, then convex, nearly smooth but with a tendency
to thin fibrillose scales, pure white with stains of Buff Yellow (IV.) appearing
especially when bruised but also naturally. Gills free, rather narrow, pallid drab
when young, then cinereous near Light Drab (XLVI.). Stem up to 2in. (5 cm.),.
rather stout (up to lin., 1.8 cm.), equal, smooth, sometimes slightly bulbous at
the base, slightly hollow, white with buff-yellow stains. Ring rather distant,'
distinct, narrow, double with the lower part narrow and adpressed to the stem,
stained buff-yellow. Flesh thickish. Smell faint. Spores dull vinous, 5.2 to 6.5
x 3.7 to 4.8 u; Often under trees. South Australia-c-Fullarton, Glen Osmoud,
Adelaide Hospital grounds. June, July.
This mushroom is readily recognised by the stains of buff yellow appearing
on the pileus and stem, especially when injured, and by the gills not passingthrough a' bright pink stage but presenting a cinereous tinge. It usually grows
under trees or shrubs. The writer has eaten it but found it less palatable than
the Field Mushroom.' It is said to he "poisonous" to some persons, which
probably means that it may upset them but not that it can cause a fatal issue..
201. psalliota vtnacea Clel. (L., vinaceus, wiue-coloured ) .-Pileus up to 4in ..
(10 cm.}, at first conico-hemispherical, then convex, finally expanding, covered
with adpressed fibrils or fibrillose-squames, Cinnamon Drab (XLVI.) to a vinaceous
brown. Gills free, rather close, when young pallid (r~Filleul Buff, XL.), later
Light Vinaceous Fawn (XL.), tints of pink never so vivid as in the Common Field
Mushroom. Stenl;1 t'o Bj-in. (7.5 to 8.7 cm.}, stout (~in., 1.2 cm., or more in
diameter), clad wi th floccose fibrils below the. ring, sometimes a little bulbous
at the base, rather rooting, solid or with a trace of hollowness, whitish. Veil
white, underside rather floccose, ring ample, rather distant. Flesh of the stern
turning slightly brownish towards the periphery. Spores purplish brown, 5.5 x
B.5 u, Amongst fallen sticks, etc., under Eucalypts. South Australia-National
Park. June.
Characterised hy being a large species of mushroom growin.g amongst the
debris of st'icks and chips under Eucalypts in hilly forest country, by the
vina ceous brown colour of the pileus due to abundant adpressed fibrils, by thegills at first pallid and never as rich a pink as in the 0011111llon Field Mushroom,
though on the other hand not dingy, by the floccose appearance of the unders'ido
of the white veil, and by the floccose fibrils on the stern below the ring.
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****Without a ring or a volva.

PILOSACE Fr.
(Gr., pilos, a cap; salcos, a shield.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular. Stem central, stout. Gills free from the stern. Spores
bay purple, globose, smooth, with a germ-pore. Growing on the ground.' '-Rea.
No Australian species so far known.

(b)

PILEUS OOKFLrEKT WITH AND HOMOGENEOUS 'VITH THE FLESHY STEM.

*With a membranous ring

0:;.4

the stern.

STROPHARIA Fr.
(Gr., strophes, a belt; )
, 'Pileus fleshy, regular. Stem central. Ring membranaceous, adnate, persistent or fugacious. Gills more or less adnate. Spores purple or fuscous, rarely
blackish, elliptieal, elliptic-oblong or pip-shaped, smooth with anapieal germpore. Growing on the ground, on dung, or on wood, sometimes caespitose, subcaespitose or fascieulate.' '-Rea.
The genus is readily reeognised by the more or less. evident ring on the stem,
the latter not being readily separable from the pileus, and by the purple or
fuscous spores, a colour which is recognisable in the tint of the mature gills.
Only four (or five) species have hitherto been found in the State, one of which
grow's in lawns and gardens and the others on dung. In the case of S. -merdaria,
the incompleteness or absence of the ring leads to the placing of the species by
.some authors under Psilocube.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Not growing on dung. Medium sized .. .. .. .. ..
Growing on dung or rnanured soil.
R.ing obvious.
Pileus persistently hemispherical
Pileus hemispherical, then expanding ..
Pileus with a more or less acute umbo. Smell
musty .. .. .
.
Ring incomplete, often not reeognisable ..

A. Pellicle of the pileus even

·01'

202. Stropharia obturata.

203. S. semiqlobata.
204. S. sterooraria,
205. S. umbonatescens,
206. S. merdaria.

scaly, usually viscid.

*Not growing on dung.
202. S'tropharia obturata Fr. (lL., obt.uratus, stopped up) .-Pileus up to l~in.
(3.7 cm.) , light yellow (Buff Yellow, IV.) becoming slightly browner, convex,
then plane or a little upturned, obsoletely viscid, commonly dry, smooth, tending
to crack rimosely, Gills very slightly sinuate or adnexed (adnata in British
plants), crowded, pallid whitish, then dingy greyish (near Deep Quaker Drab,
LI.).
Stem 1 to 2in. (2.G to 5 CI11.) , slightly attenuated downwards, firm, often
a little flexuous, solid, somewhat mealy above the ring, silky-shining and slightly
fibrillose below. 'Veil wh ite, appendicnlate to the margin of the pileus when
young. Ring superior or subdistant, white, refiexed, sometimes disappearing
in old plants. Spores obliquely elliptical, purplish-vinaceous to purplish-brown,
5.5 to 8 x 3.5 to 5.6 u, On the ground in lawns and amongst grass in gardens,
etc.
South Australia-University lawns, Beaumont Common, Hallett's Cove,
Encounter Bay. New Sou tli Wales. February, April to June, after rain.
This speeies is not uncommon in lawns and: amongst grass or in gardens, The
pilens is buff-yellow, the gills have a dingy greyish appearance, the superior ring
is usually well marked and t he stem vis rather short.
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**Growing on clung.
203. S'tropharia stercoraria Fr. (L., stercorarius, of dung) .-Pileus lino
(2.5 cm.) , more or less hemispherical, then expanded, obtuse, viscid, often
exceedingly so, yellow. 'Gills adnate, very broad,whitish, then umber fuscous or
olivaceous fuscous (or clouded with black). Stem 2-! to 4in. (3.7 .to 10 cm.),
rather slender, equal, stuffed with a separable fibrous pith (or hollow), smooth,
smeared with the glutinous veil, yellowish. Ring viscid.. distant, ,thin, usually
obvious. Flesh pallid, thin. Spores fuscous purple, elliptical, 14 to 24 x 7 to
12 fJ-, usually 16 to 19 x 9 to 10 IJ-. On dung (horse and eow}, common after
rain. South Australia-Adelaide district and probably throughout the State,
Kalangadoo. May.
S. stercoraria and S. s~1nigllobata (Batsch) Fr. are very closely allied species,
if not forms of one species. The features of S. sem,igl,oba-ta are said to be the
persistently hemispherical cap, in some descriptions hollowness of the vstem, the
gills clouded with black, and the spores slightly smaller. Australian plants have
caps which frequently expand, stems which are sometimes hollow, gills which
are clouded with black, and spores which may exceed in both directions the Iim its
ghr,en for the two species. We prefer to place ,them all under S. stereorarui.
The species is recognisable without difficulty by its habitat, the yellow, very
viscid hemispherical cap tending to expand, and the large fuscous purple spores.
204. Stropharia umbonatescens Peck. (L., urnbonaiesceus, growing an umbo).Pileus ~, to l±in. (1.2 to 3.1 cm.), at first acutely conical, then convex with an
acute often papillate umbo, finally expanding and becoming nearly plane, viscid,
yellowish-brown, darker in the centre. Gills adnate, moderately distant, dark
grey then sooty brown. Stein 3 to 4~·in. (7.5 to 11.2 cni.) , slender, fibrillosely
squamulose below, hollow, pallid with a slight brown tint. Ring superior or
moderately distant, as a blackish ring, evaneseent. Decided mouldy smell. Spores
elliptical, purplish, 15.5 ,to 20.5 x 8.5 to 12 IJ-. On dung. South AustraliaNear Beaumcut, Encounter Bay. New South Wales. United States of America.
April, May.
This species is dung-inhabiting and readily recognisable by its long slender
stem, yellowish-brown sticky cap with an acute umbo, the decided musty s111e11,
and the large purplish spores.
205. S'tropharia merdaria Fr. (PsiZocybem,erdtlria Fr., Rick.) (L., merdarius,
of dung) .-Pileus usually ~ to lin. (1.2 to 2.5 cm.), convex, subviscid to viscid
when moist, ,the edge inturned when young and with whitish fragments of the
flimsy veil, when mnist sometimes dark brown and the edge slightly striate, when
drier light tan-coloured, yellowish brown, dirty pale chestnut or dark hrown
(Sayal Brown, XXIX., more ochraceous than Cinnamon Buff, XXIX., near Ochraceous
Tawny, xv.). Gills adnate with a trace of decurrence, close to moderately
distant, rather triangular, at first pallid (near Lsnbella Colour, xxx.), finally
fuscous or clouded greyish-brown, edges usually whitish and finely serrate. Stem
np to Lin. (2.5 cm.) or more (up to 3in., 7.5 cm., in British specimens); apex
striate, 'll1ealy fibrous, downy at the base, moderately slender, sometimes hollow,
pallid to pallid brownish. Ring rarely evident, distant. Flesh white. Spore
mass dark fuscous brown; spores microscopically dull brown with a porphyry
tint to purplish brown, elongated oval, 12 to 18.7 x 6.5 to 9.5 IJ-. On or near
dung.
South Australia-Adelaide district, Mount Lofty, Mount Compass,
Encounter Bay. May, July, August, October.
B. Pileus. without a pellicle but innato-flbrillose, not viscid.
No South Australian species recorded.
**Gills sinuate,

HYPHOLOMA Fr.
(Gr., hyph·e, a web; liima, a fringe.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, regular, firm or fragile. Stem central, fibrous or fleshy. Gills
sinuate, .sinuato-adnate or ac1nexed. Spores purple, fuscous or cinereous purple;
elliptical, subglobose, pip-shaped or reniform; smooth, rarely verrucose; with an
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apical genn-pore. Cystidia present or absent. Growing on wood, more rarely on
the ground, often densely caespitose or fasciculate.' '-Rea.
The species grow on-· decaying wood, often forming dense caespitose masses
at the bases of stumps, or on the ground. The veil of the young state does not
leave any ring on Ithe stem but may remain as a fringe on the edge of the pileus.
The species are divided into two sections, one with the pileus compact and firm
and the other with it thin and fragile.
K~Y

TO THE SPECIES.

Pileus firm, cornpact, not hygrophanous, dull reddish,
orange or yellow, caespitose.
Pileus
yellowish-green.
Gills
sulphur-yellow
becoming green .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. 206. HyphoZoma
fosciculare.
Pileus tawny to ochraceous orange (brick-red in
European specimens). Gills dull citrine. Stem
shaggy .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . :
. 207. H. sublaieritium,
Pileus rather fragile, often hygrophanous, rarely red
or yellow.
Pileus becoming pinkish buff, cinnamon buff or
clay-colour. Gills whitish becoming dingy pallid,
finally fusc-ous. Stem, white. Usually caespitose
round stumps .. .. .. ..
. 208. H. incertum.

"Colour of the tough, smooth, dry pileus bright, not hygrophanous.
206. Hypholoma f'asciculare (Huds.) Fr. (L., fasoicularis, in Iittle bundles).Pileus i to 2in. (1.8 to 5 cm.), fleshy, convex, then flattened. obtuse, smooth, dry,
ochraceous tawny, cinnamon rufous or hazel with yellowish green tints round
the periphery, sometimes with fragments of the veil round the edge, the veil
rarely leaving a definite ring round the stern.
Gills· sulphur yellow, then
serpentine green, crowded, adnate, linear. Stem 2in. (5 cm.) or more, the colour
of the pileus, equal, base attenuated, incurved or flexuose, fibrillose. Flesh yellow,
thin. Spores porphyry-coloured, 6.5 to 8 x 3.5 to 5 M. Australian plants are
only slightly bitter (European very bitter). Densely caespitose at the bases
of stumps. South Australia-Kuitpo, Mount Lof'ty, National Park, Caroline
State Forest (S.E.) (bitter). May to August. (Figure 24 A.)

A

B

C

[DJ'awings by E.R.C.
Figure 24.-A. Hypholoma [asciculare (Huds.) Fr. (No. 206). National! Park.
Band C. Psilocybe ecliinata Clel. (~o. 218). Mount Lofty.
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This species is common, often forming dense caespitose masses round the
bases of old stumps. It can be readily recognised by the yellowish-green edges.
to the cap and the same colour in the gills when young and in the flesh. The
bitter taste is slight.
207. Hypholoma sublateritium (Schaeff.) Fr. (L., sub, somewhat ; tateritius;
brick-coloured) . -Pileus 1iin. (3.7 cm.) , convex, rnatt, sometimes with a few
minute, white, twisted groups of fibrils from ,the veil, edge turned in 'when young,
near Tawny (xv.) in the centre to near Ochraceous Orange (xv.) at the periphery.
Gills adnate, moderately close, Dull Citrine (XVI.). 'Stenl 2in. (5 CIU.), moderately
stout (1 cm, or more thick), attenuated downwards and sometimes upwards as,
well, intensely shaggy-fibrillose from the veil up to a fairly definite ring, smooth
above, very hollow, pallid with brownish tints below, citrine above.
Flesh
yellowish, reddish ill places in the pileus. Taste slightly bitter. Spores oblique,
porphyry-coloured, 7.5 x 3.7 /J-. Densely caespitose at the base of stumps. South
.s:A ustra lia-s-Mount
Lofty. June.
There is doubt as to the identification of these Australian plants whlch may
be merely a colour f'ormxif H. [asoiculare- The colour of ,the pileus of British
plants is given by Rea as;." tawny-brick-red," paler round the margin,
**Pileus smooth, 4ygrophanous, margin appendiculate w ith the veil.
208. Hrypholoma incertum Peck (L., incertus, uncertain) .-Pileus i to liin.
(1.8 to 3.2 cm.), irregularly convex becoming plane-convex or nearly plane, mealy
when young and closed by a fibrillose white veil 'which ruptures to leaveappendiculate fragl11ents, Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) round the edge, Cinnamon Buff
to somet.irnes Clay Colour (XXIX.) in the centre. Gills adnato-adnexed, rather
close, narrow, pallid becoming greyish then Fuscous (XLVI.). Stem 1 i in. (3.7 cm.),
moderately slender, equal, fibrillose, apex striate, slightly hollow, white. Flesh
of pileus and stem white, homogeneous. Spore mass fuscous" spores microscopically
bronze coloured, 7.5 to 9 x 4.5 to 5/J-. On the ground of ten near stumps. South
Australia-c-Encounter Bay, Adelaide' (in a clump of "bamboos' '-Spanish reeds).
May, October.
Specimens, single or in clusters in a recently cleared field containing old
stumps at Willunga Hill in May, 1931, had the pileus when 1110ist between Drab
and. Hair Brown (XLVI.) , surface matt, somewhat r ivulose, edge turned in when
young with appendiculate remains of the veil; gills adnate, becoming- near Benzo
Brown (XLVI.); sterni up to 2in. (5 cm.), slightly fibrillose, sometimes slightly
mealy' above; flesh, of the stem brittle, seeming to differ -f'rom that of the pileus.
with a sharp line of demarcation.
There seems to be considerable difficulty in distinguishing H. .Caruioueanuar; Fr.
from H. app etuiiculaturn. (BulL) Fr. Rea (" British Basidiomycetes' ') describes
the former as having the veil 'white, at length fuscous; apex of the stem striate;
and the gills violaceous, then fuscous cinnamon, edge at first whitish, roundedadnexed, then separating. H. ap-pendioulaiaum has a white, fugacious veil, the;
apex of the stem pruinose and the gills white, then flesh-colour, at length fuscous,.
subadnate. Both species are hygrophanous,
Kauff'man (" The Agaricaceae of Michigan' ') records H. inoertum. Peck.,
which he considers to be the American form, of H. Candolteanam; Fr. Peck gave
the American plant a name because it did not agree with Fries 'description of
Ricken however, Kauffrnan points out, described
, 'gills' at .first violaceous."
European plants as having "gills at first white, then sordid-rosy or violaceous."
Of H. vncertuan, Kauffman says that the margin of the pileus is "at first hung
with loose shreds of the veil, in age often violaceous, lilac .towarde margin";
gills adnate-sececling,at first white, then pale dingy lilac or rosy-brown, finally
purplish or darker, edge" minutely white fimb riate; stem flocculose or mealy
above; gregarious, subcaespitose or scattered, on lawns, roadsides, fields, or
rarely in -woods amongst st'ieks and debris, nearly always around old stumps or
buried remains of stumps; ~I'00'ts, or decayed wood. A variety sylv,estris occurs
in 'woods; it is. mostly solitary and long-stemmed, occurring amongst decayed
sticks or leaves and has spores \ ,.~. perhaps slightly longer 'aitd slightly variable
in shape."
,.
In the Australian plants collected, T have never seen what might be termed
a "flesh-colour" in the gills. They are at first whitish and pass through a
dingy lilac tint to fuscous. It seems best to assign them to H. iaicertuan. Peck:
with the description of which they agree well.
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PILE1JS CONFLUENT WITH, BUT HETEROGENEOUS FROM, THE CARTILAGINOUS STEM.

*Gills adnat'e or sinuato-adnate.

t Margin

of pileus at first incurved, or exceeding the gills.

PSILOOYBE . Fr.
(Gr., psil.os, naked; lcube, a head.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular;' margin at first incurved. Stem central, cart.ilaginous,
Gills adnate, sinuato-adnate or adnexed, Spores purple, fuscous or rarely pinkish
fuscous; elliptical, pip-shaped, almond-shaped or oblong elliptical j smooth or
verrucose; with an 'apical germ-pore. Cystidia present. Growing on the ground
or on wood, solitary, gregarious, caespit'ose or subcaespitose.' '-Rea.
The species of Psrilo,cybe .grow on the ground, on decayed wood or round
stumps. The veil is scarcely noticeable or absent entirely-hence the name-and
there is inconsequence no ring nor fragments of it appendiculate Ito the margin.
The genus corresponds to Coliubia amongst the white-spored species. The'margin
of the pileus is in curved when young. We possess several species, some of
moderate size, amongst' these being Ps. sarcocephala which somewhat resembles
the common mushroom, Ps. Ceres of a beautiful Morocco or tomato red, and the
tall-stemmed· Ps, subaeruqimosa with its cap often blotched with bluish green.
One species grows in sand, two are common on, dung, another is found amongst
IIl0SS, and others on rotting logs or stumps.

KEY TO THE SPEOIES.
Large, 1 to 3in.
Pileus fleshy, pinkish brown to brownish tan. Gills
near mushroom pink. Spores dull vinous-brown,
8.5 to 9 x 4 t.o 5.5 IJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 209. PIS. saroocephota.
Pileus brightly coloured with Morocco red, tomato
red, vinaceous rufous, etc.
Gills greyish
brown becoming purplish brown. Spores purplish
brown, 10 to 12 ~ 5.6 ItO 7 IJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• 210. Ps, Ceres.
Pileus brownish, more or less evidently blotched
with bluish-green, Stem t'all (2 to 5in.), slender,
similarly blotched. Spores purplish fuscous, 11
to 14 x ·6.4 to 9 IJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 211. ·Ps'. subceruavnoso,
PileusBin., brownish, shaggy from fibrils. Stem 6in.,
shaggy. .spores rough, becoming black, 8.5 to
12 x 7 IJ-. Densely caespitose in old stump .. 212. Ps, asperospora,
Smaller, rarely more than Lin,
Growing ,on very sandy soil.
Pileus se.mimembranaceous, hygrophanous, dark
brown becoming cinnamon buff. Stem long,
the buried half sand-encrusted.
Spores
fuscous, 11 to 13 x 5.5 ,to 6 IJ- •• ••
213. Ps. subammophila.
Growing on dung, hygrophanous.
Gills adnate, passing straight to the stem,
ratl.er
triangular,
sometimes
wi th
a
decurrent tooth. Spores large.
Pileus cinnamon to yellow and ochraceous,
convex, hygrophanous, slightly viscid.
Ring often evanescent. St'em usually
about 1in., pallid .. ..
205. Stropharia merdaria
Pileus isabelline to ochraceous, C
(Psilo,cybe merdal1ia)
lato-convex or. hemispherical, subviseid.
Stem tall, usually 3in. .. ..
. . . . 314. Psilocybe subuda.
Gills adnato, typically sub triangular. Spores
6.5 x 5 IJ-.
Pileus tawny, russet or cinnamon brown.
Stem dark brown
215. Ps. subviscida
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Gills ascending.
Pileus dark brown, drying pale brownish,
edge striate when moist, Gills fuscous,
Stern 2in., slender.
Spores
dark
purplish brown to porphyry, 12 to 14.5
x 7 to 8"f.L .. •. .. .. .• .. ..
Amongst 1110SS.
Pileus about -lin., umbonate.
Stern pallid
brownish. Spores porphyry-coloured, 7.5 to
10.5 x 5 to 6 J.L' •• •• •• ••
At the base of rotting stumps.
Densely echinulate when young. Pileus dark
fuscous, drying paler.
Spores bronzy
brown, 7 to 7.5 x 4 f.L. Subcaespitose..
Amongst grass, on lawns, etc.
Pileus campanulato-convex, dingy brown. 'Gills
aclnate, fuscous, edges white. Stem to l!in.,
slender, ruf'escent. Spores brownish-black,
11.2 to 13 x' 7.5 f.L .. .. .. .. .. .. •. ..

217. Ps. stercicola.

216. Ps. musoi.

218. P. echimata.

219. P:s, foenicesii.

I. Veil accidental, rarely conspicuous. Stem thick-skinned, flexible, most
frequently coloured. Pileus pelliculose, most frequently slightly viscid
in wet weather, becoming somewhat pale. Colour of pileus bright.
"Gills ventricose, not decurrent.
209. Psilocybe sarcocephala Fr. (Gr., sarx, flesh; kephale, a head) .-Pileus
2 to 3in. (5 to 7.5 cm,') , at first almost hemispherical, 'when adult convex and a
Iitt.le irregular or slightly dimpled, finally sometimes with the edge upturned,
sometimes slightly gibbous, when young Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) with Russet
(XXIX.) tints, then Sayal Brown (XXIX.) or Mikado Brown (XXIX.) or Orange
Cinnamon (XXIX.) in the centre, paler and fleshy white towards the periphery,
sometimes pallid with a brownish tint all over, slightly viscid when moist, smooth
to slightly fibrillose. Occasionally a fibrous or arachmoid veil is seen 'when
YOUllg, leaving fibres or a slight ring on the stern. Gills slightly but definitely
sinuate, broadly adnexed, occasionally adnate, moderately close, ventricose, at
first nearly whi.te, then pallid salmon-coloured, tLCll almost a mushroom tint but
not so vivid (Buff Pink, XXVIII.), finally brownish-salmon. Stem 1i to- 3in. (4.3
to 7.5 Clll.), ± to !in. (6 to 12 mm.) thick, stout to slender, mealy above, slightly
fibrillose, base a little thickened, solid or somewhat hollow, white, sometimes
stained. fuscous brown below. Flesh white, moist looking. Slight smell like
mushrooms. Caespifose or gregarious. Spores in the 'mass dull vinous brown,
microscopieally dull brown with a vinous tint, oblique, one end more pointed,
8.5 to 11 x 4 to 5.5 f.L, occasionally 13.5 x 5.5 u, Under trees and bushes. South
Australia-Mount Lofty, Mylor, McLaren Vale, Mount Burr State Forest (S.E.).
New South Wales. May to .Iuly,
The above description is from Auetra.lian specimens referred to this species.
P. saroocephala is edible but Australian plants have not been eaten. The task
of thus testing them should be undertaken with the utmost circumspection. The
species 'resembles somewhat the common mushroom but does" not grow in the
same situations ; the .tints of the cap are however not quite the same, the ,gills
are not so vividly pink, and there is no well-marked ring on the stem. The species
is anomalous in the purple-spored group, as the spores are only slightly vinous.
It is apt to be looked for amongst the brown or even the pink-spored species.

210. Psilocybe Cares Cke. et Mass. (L., Ceres, the Goddess of Corn) .-Pileus
up to l-!in. (3.7 em.), convex, then expanded and slightly umbonate, smooth,
the veil separating> early and remaining slightly attached to the edge of the
pileus, colour various tint's of reddish brown (morocco red, apricot orange,
vinaceous rufous, brick red' or in places near the colour of tomatoes). Gills
sinuato-adnexed,moderately crowded, greyish-bro'wn becoming purplish-brown
(Pr-out's Brown, xv., Saccardo"s Olive, XVI.). Stern up to 4in.(10 cm.), wavy,
slender,shining, faintly striate, firm and eart.ilaginous, the base slightly swollen
and attenuated upwards, str'igoao at the base, sol id, later hollow, reddish brown
below and pale above or the colour of the pileus but paler. Spores elliptical,
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purplish brown, thick-walled, 10 to 12.5 x 5.6 to 7 u, Occasionally caespitose.
On rich soil, sometimes under trees, rarely on dung. South Australia-Waterfall
Gully, Glen Osmond, National Park. April, May, August, September.
A handsome medium-sized species recognised by the vivid colours of the cap
and the purplish brown gills.
~
211. Psilocybe subaeruginosa Clel. (L., aeru.qinosa, full of copper rust; sub,
here near to the species Stropharia aeruginosa (Curt.) Fr.) . -Pileus i to 2in.
(1.8 to 5 cm.), when young conical to conico-convex, then convex and usually a
little upturned, subumbonate or sometimes with a small acute umbo, smooth,
periphery a little striate, edge inturned when young, hygrophanous, Buffy Olive
(xxx.), often with bluish-green blotches, drying pallid biscuit brownish (Tawny

[Drawing by
Figure

25.-Psilocybe subo.eruoinoea
Mount Lofty.

Clel.

E .R.C.

(No.

211).

Olive, XXIX., or yellower than Warm Buff, xv., when dry; Dresden Brown, .xv.;
Dusky Green-blue, xx., when dry near Cinnamon Buff, XXIX., or paler; Saccardo's
Umber to Bister, XXIX., when dry near Cream Colour, XVI., or Chamois, xxx.).
Gills adnate to broadly adnexed sometimes with lines running down the stem,
lino (6 mm.) deep, moderately close, slightly ventricose, i~ three series, the
middle oue reaching half-way to the stem, pallid smoky brown becoming brownishfuscous (near Natal Brown, XL., when old; Snuff Brown, XXIX.; near Buffy
Olive, becoming dingier; Fuscous, XLVI.). Stem tall, 2 to 5in. (5 to 12.5 cm.),
equal or slightly attenuated upwards, rather slender, finely striate, mealy above,
fine fibrils sometimes adherent below, base a little swollen passing sometimes:
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into a broad mass of white mycelium, stuffed with white, sometimes hollow,
cartilaginous, flesh heterogeneous from that of the pileus, pallid whitish streaked with
dark greyish-brown and often blotched with greenish-blue (Prussian Green, XIX..
or a little paler; Dusky Blue Green, xx.). Closed with a cobwebby whitish veil
when young, occ.asionally leaving indefinite traces of a somewhat' superior ring.
Flesh of pileus whitish, of stem becoming brownish. No smell. Spores in the
mass purplish fuscous, microscopically rather elliptical, one side flattened, dark
brown to dull purplish brown, 11 to 14 x 5.5 to ..g }L. Single or gregarious,
amongst grass, once on horse-dung. South Australia-National Park, Mount
Lofty, Morialta, Waterfall Gully. New South Wales. Victoria. April to August.
(Figure 25.)
**'Gills plane, very broad. behind, somewhat decurrent (Genus DECONICA W.G.Sm.).
212. Psilocybe asperospora Clel. (L., asper, rough; Gr., spora, seed) .-Pileus
3in. (7.5 cm.)',conico-convex, slightly gibbous, brownish and shaggy with
fascicles of fibres, these leaving later dark brown, almost black, threads on the
pileus. Gills adnate, often with a slight decurrent tooth, moderately close, dark
brown, blotchy as seen with a hand lens. Stem up to 6in. (15 cm.), rather stout,
a little wavy, much fibrillose and shaggy below from the universal veil, many
fibrillae being thread-like and dark, the upper 1-! or 2in. (3.7 'to 5 cm.) finely
pruinose with minute punctate dark dots, slightly hollow, pallid with brownish
and smoky patches. In young specimens. the veil may be seen rupturing; there
is no definite ring but the shaggy part of the stern, indi,caites. where the veil
was. Spores rough, mulberry-like,oval, oblique, one end a little truncate, dark
bronze or black, 8.5, to' 12 x 7}L. Densely caespitose in the hollow of an old
stump. South Australia-National Park. April.
This rather remarkable species seems to be probably a Psilocube. The shaggy
pileus, caespitosc habit, tall stem and rough spores which become black make it
readily recognisable. Specimens were last obtained in 1917 near the upper end
of Long Gully in National Park but, though the site where they occurred, has
been frequently inspected since; they have not again been found. The gills,
though showing a trace of decurrence, are not, very broad behind and the species
hardly belongs to Decoauoa.
213. Psilocybe subammophtla Clel. (L., sub, somewhat : Gr., amanos, sand;
phdlos, loving).-Pileus Lin. (2.5 cm.),convex,subgibbous, sometimes slightly
striate when moist and a little rugulose and shining when dry, edge a little
turned in when young, hygrophanous, dark brown when moist becoming near
Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.).
Gills adnate, slightly ventricose,moderately close,
becoming near Warm 'Sepia (XXIX.). Stem long, up t.o 3in. (7.5 cm.) , slightly
attenuated upwards, slender, fibrillose, solid, the lower half buried, thickened and
sand-encrusted, pallid with a brownish tint. Spores fuscous, elliptical, oblique,
11 to 13 x 5.5 to 6 IJ-, no cystidia seen. In sandy soil. South Australia-Near
Kinchina, Henley Beach. April, May.
214. Psilocybe subuda Clel. (L., uda, 'moist; subuda, here near to the species
Ps. ooa(Pers.) Fr.).-Pileus i to 1in. (1 to 2.5 em.}, i to 9/16in. (10 to 13 mm.)
high, campanulato-convex or hemispherical, not umbonate, viscid or slightly so,
not or rarely striate, near Isabella Colour (xxx.j or Ochraceous T(awny (xv.) in
the centre and Olive Ochre (xxx.) near the edge. Gills adnate, triangular,
passing straight to the stem, up to' 1 cm. deep, moderately close, at first yellowishgreen then clouded dark grey (Chaetura Drab, XLVI.), edges whitish. Stem usually
2i to 3in. (6.8 to 7.5 cm.), slender, equal, shining, sometimes slightly striate,
slightly hollow, pale brownish to yellowish brown (the colour of the pileus or
paler). No smell. Spores elliptical, dark porphyry-coloured (like the spores
of S. stlemorar~a) or purplish-brown, 13 to 19 x 8.5 to 10}L. On horse-dung and
rabbit's dung.
South Australia-s-Mount Co.mpass, Myponga, National Park,
Waterfall Gully. May, July, October.
This is evidently the dung-inhabiting species placed, more or less provisionally,
under Ps. uda (Fr.) Battaille by Kauffrnan in his" Agaricaceae of Michigan. "
As the latter species grow on sphagnum, it seems better to treat the dunginhabiting species as distinct.
215.'Psilocybe subvisetda Peck. ~ (L., subvisoidus, somewhat' viscid) .-Pileus
fin. (15 mm.), convex, then nearly plane or a little irregular, sometimes upturned,
moist-looking, rather shiny, near Tawny to near Russ.et or Cinnamon Brown (xv.).
Gills, adnate or very slightly sinuate, rather close, .narrowyCinnamon Brown (xv.).
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Stem i to Lin. (1.8 to 2.5 CIU.), slightly striate, firm, rather fibrous, hollow, very
dark brown, nearly black, below an obscure diffuse whitish. superior ring, a little
paler above. When young with a well-marked whit.ish veil, also clothing the
stem. Spores oblique with the ends a little pointed, dark dull brown, 6.5 x 4.8 /1-.
South Australia-On horse dung, Mount Lofty. August.
The South Australian plants differ from Kauffman's description of Ps, SlU'b
viscida in the absence of an umbo, in the gills not being subtriangular and subdistant and in other mino r particulars. From: Ps, bullaoco. (Bull.) Fr. they
differ in the gills not being livid whit.ish then fuscous purple and somewhat
triangular, in the stem being darker and in the spores not being purple. Our
species f'r om the habitat is evidently introduced and for the present we place it
provisionally under Ps. sub-oiscida Peck.
J

216. Psilocybe. musci Clel. et Cheel. (L., muscus, moss) .-Pileus at first lino
(6 ·mm.) high and broad, conical or convex 'with a marked obtuse umbo, becoming
nearly plane and iin. (10 mm.) across, hygrophanous, umbo a waxy yellow-brown,
the rest dark brownish and striate or rugose, drying from the apex to a pallid
brownish-white or tan, slightly viscid when moist, edge turned in when very
young and closed with a veil, which occasionally leaves a slight ring on the stem
in older specimens. Gills rather distant, broad, greyish-brown to dingy dark
brown, adnate to slightly decurrent. Stem up to 1fin. (3.1 cm.), slender, pallid
brownish, som:ewhatsilky striate, hollow. Plant rather tough, not fragile. Spores
porphyry tinted, 7.5 to 9 and occasionally 10.5 x 5 to occasionally 6 /-1. Gregarious
'amongst moss on rocks in shady places. ~ ew South Wales. South Australia-A.
purple-spared species growing amongat 1110SS on the Greenhill Road in July IHUy
be this species. June to August.
***Gills somewhat linear; ascending.
217. Psilocybe stercicola 'Olel. (L., stercus, dung; cola, to' dwell in).-Pileus
3/16 to (rarely) Ifin. (4.5 to 31 mm.), convex, subgibbous or with a small or
acute umbo, then expanding, somewhat sticky when moist, edge often striate
when moist, hygrophanous, when moist dark brown (near Prout's Brown, xv.:
Bistre, XXIX.; or Sepia, XXIX.), when dry pale brownish (Clay Colour, XXIX.;
Antimony Yellow, XV.; Pinkish Buff, XXIX.; or Cinnamon Buff, XXIX.). Gills
ascending, adnate, moderately close, slightly ventricose, Fuscous (XLVI.) , edges
sometimes paler. Stem up to 2in. (5 cm.) high, slender, slightly flexuose, slightly
striate, slightly mealy, sometimes with woo lly mycelium at the base, usually
hollow, sometimes stuffed, pallid with a slight brownish tint to brownish. Spores,
elliptical, dark purplish brown to porphyry, 12 to 14.5 x 7 to 8 p,. Always on
dung (cow Or horse). South Australia-National Park, Mount Lofty, Kuitpo.
New South Wales. May, July, August.
218. Psilocybe ech:inata Clel. (L., echinatus, covered with prickles) .-When
YJoung, the pileus is nearly ,globular and both it and the stern are shaggy or
echinulate from projecting fibrils which are twisted into bundles on the pileus:
to f'orrn prominent granules like grains of brown sugar. Later the granules
begin to disappear but the gills are hid.den by a cobwebby veil which later also
disappears. When adult, pileus about -iin. (18 mm.}, hemispherical then convex
to nearly plane with a small umbo, slightly fibrillose when the granules disappear,
edge inturned when young) dark fuscous brown drying pale brown. Gills, adnexed,
close, narrow, reddish-brown beeoming fuscous brown. Stem, 1 to l!in. (2.5 to
3.1 cm.), equal, at first clad with fibrils, then smooth, with some fluffy mycelium
at the base, somewhat hollow, pallid becoming slightly brownish. Spores elliptical, oblique, bronze brown, 7 to 7.5 x 4 /-1. Gregarious to subcaespitose at the
base of rotten stumps and adjacent ground. South Australia-s-Mount Lofty. June.
(Figure 24 Band C.)
The shagginess disappears when the plants become adult, and this may lead to
failure to recognise the species. The gills are hardly ascending aa required in
this subsection.
II. No veil. Stem rigid. Pileus scarcely with a pellicle, but the flesh 1110St
frequently scissile, hygrophanous. Gills adnexed, very rarely adnate.
219. Psilocybe roenicesu (Pers.) Fr. (L., foeniseoio. hay-ha:rvest).-Pileus ! to
l-}in. (1.2 to 3 cm.), carnpanulato-convex, obtuse, smooth, sometimes slightly
rugose-striate, tending to crack when dry, dingy brown (near Snuff Brown to
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Bistre, XXIX.). Gills adnate, moderately close, slightly ventricose, livid brown
(near Fuscous, XLVr.) , edges white. Stem 11 to l~in. (3.1 to 3.7 cm.), slender,
equal, fragile, at first pallid and white pulverulent, then rufescent, shining, Spores
ventricose, lone end more pointed, dark brownish-black microscopically, 9.5 to 13
x 5.5 to 7.5 p. (British specimens 12 to 15 x 7 to 9 p.). At the free edge of the
gill is a row of small ventricose or flask-shaped cystidia, 28 x 9!J.. Smell
moderately strong. South Australia-In buffalo grass lawn, University, Adelaide;
abundant' in pastures, Port Lincoln. New South Wales. February, May.

t t Margin of pileus straight, at first adpressed to the stem.
PSATHYRA Fr.
(Gr., psathyr.os, fragile.)
, 'Pileus fleshy or submembranaceous, regular; margin straight, at first
adprcssed to the stem. 'Stem central, cartilaginous. Gills adnate adnexed or
free. Spores purple, fuscous or cinereous purple; elliptical, oval or oblong
elliptical; smooth with an apical germ-pore. Cystidia present. Growing 011 the
ground or on wood, solitary or caespitose.' '-Rea.
These are delicate, fragile fungi gr.owing on the ground or on decayed wood
with purple-brown spores, and correspond to MylCena amongst the white-spored
genera. 'I'he margin of the pileus is when young straight and adpressed to the
stern, thus dift'ering from some species of Psilocube 'which otherwise may resemble
members of this genus. Very few species of Psathsrra occur in Ithis State, only
two so far having been recognised.
.
220. Psathyra Sonderiana Berk, (After W. O. Sonder, the Hamburg botanist,
author of ,the first volumes of the" Flora Capensis' ') .-Pileus ~ to l~in. (1.2 to
3.7 cm.), ! to ~in. (6· to 18 mm.) high, conico-convex or conico-campanulate or
broadly conical, then conico-oxpanded, rarely purely convex, usually subgibbous
or even umbonate, rugose-striate or slightly striate at the periphery when moist,
slightly atomate when dry, smooth, tending to fray at the edge, edge not turned
in when young, markedly hygrophanous, Verona Brown (XXIX.), Olive Brown
(XL.) or near Bister (XXIX.), drying first at the umbo through Saccardo's Umber
(XXIX.) to opaque 'whitish with a biscuity tint (near Cartridge Buff (xxx.) , or
Pinkish Buff ( XXIX. ), the colour w hen moist sometimes obscured by delicate
interlacing whit.ish fibrils. Gills adnate, moderately close, rather ascending and
narrow, reaching the edge of the pileus, near Drab (XLIII.) , paler and greyer
than Snuff Brown (XXIX.), darker than Bister (XXIX.) or near Mummy .Br own
(XV.), becoming dark purplish brown (near the colour of the gills of ripe mushrooms or more vinaceous than 'Verona Brown, XXIX.), edges sometimes slightly
paler and serrate. Stem 1 'to 4in. (2.5 to 10 cm.), slender, equal or attenuated
upwards, sometimes flattened, a little 'wavy, slightly striate or fibrillose, brittle,
hollow, silky-white, flesh heterogeneous from that of the pileus. Spores dark
bronze to bronzy brown, oblique, narrow, one side more flattened, 7.5 to 11 x
4 to 5.5 JJ., no cystidia· seen. Sometimes caespitose. On the ground, usually
amongst grass, sometimes under trees. South Australia-c-Nat.ional Park, Enoounter Bay. April, May, July, August. Plants obtained amongst grass at Mount
Gambler in May, though presumably the same s-pecies, are smaller (up to iin.,
1.8 cm. ), low convex, the pileus dark brown and striate when moist, pallid whitish
when dry, spores dark bronze, one end broader, 7.5 to occasionally 9 :4 4 to 5 JJ..
F.
(a)

SPOR,ES BLACK OR· BLACKISH-FUSCOUS.

MELANOSPORAE.

PILEUS DISTINCT FROl\t[ AND EASILY SEPARABLE FROM THE FLESHY STEM.

*With a ring on the stem.

ANELLARIA Karst.
(L., anellue, a little ring.)
"Pil~us

fleshy, campanulate. Stem central. Ring membranaceous, persistent
fugacious. Gills adnate or often almost free. Spores black or blackishfuscous, pip-shaped or elliptical, amooth, with an apical germ-pore. Growing
-on dung or on ;the ,ground.' '-Rea.
\)1'
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No species of this genus has been so far recognised with certainty in this
State. Anellaria fimiputr'is (Bull.) Karst., 1110re usually known as Ptmaeolue
jimiputris (Bull.) Fr., is common in Britain on dung, in gardens, by roadsides,
etc. Amongst the specimens-so common with us on dung-that we attribute to
Pomaeolus retiruqis there is much variation depending _partly on weather conditions. In some the stem is readily separable f'rorn the pileus, there is a.
tendency for ,the -pileus to be viscid and there is a definite fugacious ring above
the middle of the stern. These approach very closely to Anellaria fimiputri«, but
as we seem able to trace all gradations from them to typical P. retirugis and as
the colour of the stem is vinaceous brown rather than pallid, we a.ttribute them
to the latter.
(b) PILEUS CONFLUENT AND HOMOGENEOUS 'VITH T'HE FLESHY STEM.

*Gills decurrent, mueilaginous.

Spores greenish-fuscous or blackish.

GOMPHIDIUS Fr.
(Gr., qomphas, a large wedge-shaped nail.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, regular, vis-cid.
Stem central, fleshy.
Gills decurrent,
mucilaginous. Spores fuscous, olivaceous or blackish; fusif'orm or oblong, smooth,
continuous. Cystidia cylindrical, projecting. Growing on the ground.' '-Rea.
R 0 species yet recorded in Australia.
(c)

PILEUS CONFLUENT WITH, BUT HETEROGENEOUS FROM:, THE OARTILAGINOUS STEM.

*Gills adnate or sinuato-adnate.

t Margin of pileus at first incurved Or exceeding the gills.
PANAEOLUS Fr.
(Gr., Pomaio los, all variegated.)
, 'Pileus slightly fleshy, regular, viscid or dry, margin exceeding the gills.
Gins adnate or adnexed, variegated with the dark spores. Spores black or
fuscous black; elliptical, oblong ovate, boat shaped or almond shaped; with an
apical germ-pore. Cystidia present. Growing on dung and rich soil, 'solitary
or caespitose.' '-Rea.
The species of Panaeolus are not numerous. Only four have been recognised in
this State, but one of these is exceedirigly common on dung. The species are mostly
dung-inhabiting and have mo re vir less conico-campanulate or deeply convex caps,
ascending clouded gills, slender stems, and black spores usually with ,the ends
constricted. Species of Pasuieoius, gathered in mistake f'or unushroums, "are said
to have given rise to symptoms of poisoning in other countries.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus and stem white or whitish, large. On dung ..
Pileus hemispherical to conico-convox, smoky brown
to pale grey, usually with reticulations and often
with veil fragments round the edge. Stem striate,
rather mealy, pallid vinaceous brownish. On dung
Pileus broadly conical with a dark zone near ,the edge
when moist, light buff when dry. Gills adnate. Stern
"fuscous. Spores 14 to 15 x 8 to 9 IJ- •• •• •• ••
Pileus conico-hemisphorical, expanding, umber brown
drying paler with a dark zone. Gills adnexed. Stem
dark brown below. Spores 10 to 11 x 7.5 IJ-. In
swampy soil.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

221. Panaeolus ovatus.

222. P. retirupis.

223. P. aeunwnatu».

224. P. poludosu«,
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*Pileus viscid, shining when dry.
221. Panaeolus ovatus eke. et Mass. (L., ovaius, egg-shaped) .-Pileus up to
3!in. (8.7 cm.), convex, subgibbous, opaque, r imosely cracking when dry, with
the edge inturned, viscid when moist, white becoming slightly tinted with brown,
Gills adnate, close, up to iin. (9 mm.) deep, clouded grey, the edges 'white and
finely serrated. Stem 4~in. (11.2 cm.) , lino (9 mm.) or more thick, equal, base
a little bulbous, striate, solid, white wi.tli a tendency to brown staining. Spores
black, lemon-shaped with pointed ends, 13 to 19 x 8.5 to 12 p.. On dung or
manured soil. South Australia-Adelaide, McLaren Vale. N ew South Wales.
Victoria. February, April.
Readily recognised by its pure white cap, later with brownish tints, grey
clouded gills which do not deliquesce, the black spores and its habitat on dung.
*7~Pileus

moist, opaque, bibulous, subflocculose when dry.

222. Panaeolus retirugis Fr. (L., rete, a net; ru.g'fl, a wrinkle) .-Pileus t to,
2in. (1.2 to 5 cm.}, i to 1in. (1.8 to 2.5 eru.) high, globose, then hemispherical
or conico-convex or conico-campa.nulate, fleshy, usually more or less reticulate
with raised ribs, sometimes with torn fragments of the veil round the edge,
flesh tan colour,· smoky brown, Ileal' Buff Brown (XL.) or pale ,grey, somet.imea
pallid. Gills adnate, ascending, clouded dark grey with wh ite edges. Stem up
to 2in. (5 em.), sometimes 1110re (up to 5in., 12.5 cm.) , slender, pruinose, striate
above, . sometimes slig-htly hollow, vinaceous brown to brown with a purplish
tint (Wood Brown to Army Brown, XL.). F'lcsh thin. Spores lemon-shaped with
in drawn ends, black, 14 to occasionally 19 x 8.5 to 11.jJ-. On dung. South
___A ustral.ia-s-Adela.ide district., Encounter Bay, Port Elliot, Port Lincoln. N ew
South Wales. April to October. (Figure 26.)

[Drawing

by E.R.O.

Figure 26.-Pa-nafolu8 retiruui« Fr. (No. 222).
paddock near Adelaide.

On dung,
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This is a very common species on dung, characterised by the greyish-brown,
conico-campanulate pileus, often reticulated with lines and with appendiculate
remains of the veil round the edge, the aseending grey clouded gills with black
spores and the non-deliquescence of the gills. Considerable variation is met with,
partly due to weather conditions such as moisture. Some specimens show the
pileus readily separa ble from the stem, a tendency for the pileus to be sticky
and a fugacious ring above the middle of the stem. These approach A nellaria
fimcp uiri« in ,these characters.

***Pileus dry, smooth, slightly shining, not zoned.
No species yet recorded for South Australia.

**-X-*Pileus dry, smooth, zoned round the margin.
223. Panaeolus acuminatus Fr. (L., acumimatus, pointed) .-Pileus 1iin. (3.5
crn.}, iin. (10 mm.) high, broadly conical, not definitely acuminate (in our
specimens}, slightly rivulose, opaque, when dry near Light Buff (xv.), when
moist 'with a broad darker band near the margin, margin .slightly ineurved.
Gills adnate, slightly ascending', rather dose, many short, narrow (about 3 mm.),
blaekish with whitish margins. Stern 2±in. (5.6 cm.), slender, substriate, pallid
and slightly mealy above, fuscous brown below,base slightly thickened, slightly
h ollow, flesh brownish. Flesh of pileus thin, pale brownish. Spore mass black,
spores microscopically black Or blaekish, lemon-shaped, 14 to 15 x 8.5 to 9 u,
In gurden. South Australia-Adelaide Hospital grounds. October.
The Australian plant seems Ito differ from the British ones in the pileus though
broadly conical not being definitely acumina te and in the margin of the pileus
not being at first crenulate.
The species ean be recognised by the broadly conical cap, broader than that of
P. rctiruqis and not approaching a hemispher ical shape, by the blaek gills and
the dark zone near lthe edge when moist.
224. Panaeolus paludosus Clel. (L., palauiosus, belonging to a swamp) .-Pileus
(4.3 c.m.) , conieo-hemispherical, then more expanded to convex, often with
an obtuse umbo, smooth, surface dull, slightly rivulose, edge turned in when
young, dark umber brown drying paler and warmer f'rom the centre so that a
dark peripheral ring may be present. Gills adnexed, moderately elose, deeply
ventricose, clouded grey. Stem up to 4-1-in. (11.2 em.), slender, a little flexuous,
somewhat pruinose, slightly fibrillose, slightly hollow, dark brown below, paler
above, slightly pruinose white at the hase. Cartilaginous flesh of the stem
different in texture from that of the pileus. Spore mass black, spores microscopically blackish, ,the ends constricted (Iemon-shaped) , >·10 to 13 x 7.5 to 9 u,
In swampy soil. South Australia-Mount Compass, Upper Tunkalilla Creek, near
Mount Burr (S.E.). April to June.
l~ill.

t t Margin of the pileus straight, at first adpressed to the stem.
PSATHYRELLA Fr.
(Diminutive of P81athyra.)
"Pileus fleshy or submembranaceous, regular; margin straight, at first
adpressed to the stem. 8tenl central, confluent with the pileus. Gills adnate or
free. Spores black or fuscous black, elliptical or oval, smooth, with an apical
gernl-pore. Cystidia present. Growing on the ground or on wood; solitary or
caespitlose.' '-Rea.
'Fhe species of Psathyr,~na are small, rather delicate, thin-capped mushrooms,
often suggesting Copriauu« in appearance but with the gills not deliquescing.
Features whieh distinguish them from Pamaeolus are the striate pileus, the nonvariegated gills and the margin of the pileus not exceeding the gills. Two
species have been recognised in South Australia. One of these, Ps, disseminaia,
is not uncommon in dense masses on the .ground usually near deeaying wood.
The other is found in grassy places.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Single or subcaespitose.
Drying opaque whit.ish, with anastomosing striae.
Ste.m white. Spores large, 15 x 8 f.L ••
225. Psathyrella
subprona.
Densely gregarious and cacspitosc.
Pallid or yellowish becoming greyish brown,
ribbed, with a disc. Stem white. Spores bronzybrown microscopically, 7 x 4 to 5 f.L ••
226. Ps. disseminato,
225. Psathyrel1a subprona Clel. (L., proteus, bending downwards; sub pronus,
here close to the species Ps, prone Fr.).-Pileus i to 1in. (1 to 2.5 em.), i to
!in. (1 to 1.2 cm.) high, conieo-campanulate with an acute apex, broadly conical,
or sometimes eonieo-convex or almost campanulate, usually rather gibbous,
expanding a little, with fine anastomosing striae or slightly venosely rugulose,
hygrophanous, darker than Olive Brown (XI..I.), drying near Cartridge Buff (xxx.).
Gills ascending' (apparently sometimes almost tri2,.ngular), adnate, moderately
close, narrow, Fuscous (XLVI.) or greyish fuscous, edges pale, Stem 1 to 2in.
(2.5 to 5 cm.}, slender, equal, slightly mealy, then polished, slightly hollow,
somewhat brittle, white. Flesh thin, pallid, that of the stem different in texture
from the flesh of the pileus. Spores elongated, rather narrow, very dark fuscous
or bronze approaching blackish) 11.5 to 15 x 6 to 8 /L. Cystidia I10t seen. Single
or gregarious, on the ground, amongst grass or sornet.imes attached to buried
grass stems or sticks, or on rieh manured soil. South Australia-Encounter Bay,
Beaumont, Fullarton, Horroek s Pass near Wilmington, Port Lincoln, Mount
Gambier. May to September.
226. Psathyrel1a disseminata (Pers.) Fr. (L., dissemimatu«, spread abr,oad).Pileus up to !in. (1.2 cm.), mernbranaceous, conico-campanulate, oval or convex,
ribbed near the apex which is flattened and pallid white, the rest of the pileus

[Drawing

by E ..R.C.

Figure 27.-PsathY,),f,lln (lissf,nvtnnf.(( (Pers.) Fr. (No. 226).
National Park.

at first pallid or yellowish becomiujr greyish brown, covered with a few shining
scurfy particles. Gills adnate, moderately distant, linear, whitish then dark
brown with a purplish tint; Stem 1in. (2.5 cm. )01' a little more, slender) silky
shining, pure white, hollo-w. Spore mass a dark neutral tint, not pure black;
spores microscopically a dark bronzy-brown, one end trunate, 5.5 to 7 to (occasionally ) 10.7 x 3.5 to 5.:-3 u, Densely gregarious or caespitose on the ground
often near old stumps. 'South Australia-At the base of Euralypvus rostraia
Schl., Botanic Gardens, Adelaide; Waterfall Gully; National Park; Encounter
Bay; Caroline and Blanche Forests (S.E,.) . New South 'Vales. Brita.in, etc.
April to June. (Figure' 27.)
This' species is readily recognised by its densely crowded habit on the ground,
the colour ,0'£ the' pilei and gills and the fragile stems. It is only likely to be
mistaken for the larger Coprinai« micnceus, also densely caespitose and always
found near decaying posts, stumps, etc.
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2. Rec,eptacletleshy, trama vesiculose and traversed by laticiferous vessels.
Spores white or yellow.
A. Latex watery, uncoloured,

RUSSULA Fr.
(L., russulus, reddish.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular. Stem central, fleshy, Gills adnate, sinuato-adnate,
adnexed, free or decurrent; rigid, fragile, edges acute. Spores white or yellow,
rarely greenish; globose, subglobose. or elliptical; echinulate, verrucose, subreticulate or with anastomosing ridges and spines; continuous. Cystidia present
or absent. Growing on the ground, rarely on wood.' '-Rea.
In the genera Bussulo. and Lactarius, the trama or fleshy substance of the
pileus is found microscopically to be composed mostly of large vesieulose or
bladder-like cells. As a consequence of their architecture, the plants are more
or less. rigid but brittle, a point that is helpful in distinguishing them in the
field from other agarics. Lactarius exudes from its rigid gills and substance [\
milky or coloured juice when broken, whereas there is no such juice in Iiussula,
The spores. in both genera are spherical or approach this shape, are in most cases
definitely rough or warted,and are white or yellowish. In Iiussula, brilliant
colours are often present, SOIne of our most beautiful species showing shades of
purple, crimson, rosy pink,· green, blue or yellow ; others are whitish or brownish
and some of 'the white species are characterised by turning blackish as they dry.
In some species the cap is viscid when moist, and of'ten the cut,icle can be
readily peeled off. Striations, which may 'be tuberculate, may be present near
the edge of the pileus. The rigid gills may be forked and the interspaces may
be veined; they .may nearly all be of the same length or alternately long and
short; their shape at the two ends may be charactoriati« of species. The stern
is usually whit.ish, rj,gid and stout. The taste Inay vary from intensely acrit'
to mild.
Species oiBuseula are relatively common in the Mount Lofty Ranges, R. Ma.riae
having a beautiful crimson to purplish pileus and a rosy stem with whitish gills,
and R. purpureo-fiaua being similarly tinted but with yellow gills. Whit ish and
brown species are less common. Many species of Russulc are edible but so far
the Australian species have not been tested. All our South Australian forms are
mild in taste but doubtless acrid OIlE'S will later be found.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus milk white with rusty stains .. .. .. .. .. 227. Russula delica.
Pileus opaque white then pale smoky brown. Gills
adnate, very close.
Stem wh ite.
Flesh drying
black .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 229. R. ad1l..sta.
Pileus white or slightly brownish, large. Gills adnate
to subdecurrent, . creamy white becoming rufescent.
Emerging from the soil .. .. .. .. .. ..
227 A. R.erzf.1npens.
Pileus buff-coloured.
Pileus pinkish fawn,' reddish-orange or bufforange. Ste.m reddish-brown to pinkish buff .. 228. R. Flocl.tonae.
Pileus warm buff. Stem white ..
231. R. Clieelii.
Pileus pallid brownish-white with greyish-green biotchcs . 230. R. cya1noz.antha.
Pileus yellowish-brown, edge tubercular-striate. Stem
white. Taste becoming slightly pc'ppery ..
232. R. pectinatoides.
Pileus pallid blotched with brownish-vermilion
233. R. xerampetina.
Pileus purplish to crimson. Taste mild.
Stem rosy.
Gills white or cream ... ..
234. R. Mariae.
Gills. yellow .. .. .. .. ..
23-6. R. purpureo- flava.
Stem white
.
235. R. perswnguinea.
Pileus with greenish tints .. .. .. .. ..
237. R. viriiUs.
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I. Pileus fleshy throughout, margin more or less involute, pellicle slightly
developed, dry, adnate. Flesh compact, firm. Gills unequal, alternate.
Spores white in the mass.

*Flesh not changing colour, gills narrow, decurrent.
227. Russula delica Fr. (L., deiious, weaned).-Pileus 2to 3in. (5 to 7.5 cm.),
usually irregular, more or less convex, with the centre depressed, surface dull,
milk white with rusty stains appearing or diffusely blotched with Sayal Brown
(XXIX.) or 'tinted with Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.). Gills adnate or adnato-decurrent,
moderately close, occasionally forking near the stern and with short gills or
buttresses near the periphery, narrow, cream-coloured with a slight buffy tint.
Stenl short, i to 1-1in. (1.8 to 3.1 cm.), i to 1in. (16 to 25 rnm.) thick, nearly
equal, surface dull, pure white tending to become bro-wnish or Sayal Brown below.
Flesh white, ,bro'wnish where insect-eaten, attenuated outwards in the pileus.
Taste slightly acrid. Spores in the mass with a faint- cream tint, microscopically
warty, 7.5 x 5.5 !J-, 9 x 7.5!J-. No cystidia detected on the pileus. South Australia-Mount Lofty (sometimes under trees), Second Valley Forest Reserve,
Encounter Bay, Kalangadoo (S.E.). - March to July.
The species may be recognised by the dull .milk-white pileus which does not
become dark in colour on drying but often shows rusty stains.
227 A. Russula erumpens Clel. et Cheel. (L., erumipcns, bursting out) .-Pileus
up to 3in. (7.5 cm.), depressed to infundibuliform, surface dull, 'Pure white or
with a dirty brown tint. Gills adnate, f'rorn depression of the pileus with rather
a decurrent tooth, crowded, creamy white, ruf'eseent when old. Stem 1-1 to 2iu.
(3.1 to 5 cm.), l to iin. (1.2 to 1.8 cm.) thick, sometimes a little excentric, stout,
equal, dull not polished, solid, white or .slightly brown tinted below. Flesh white,
taste mild. Spores spherical or slightly oval, verrucose, pale rust coloured, .7 f.L,
H.5 x7!J-. Emer,ging covered with soil. New South Wales-Neutral Bay, Milson
Island. South Australia-Eagle-on-the-Hill. April, October, November. (Plate
-V. Top figure.)
This species nlay perhaps belong to section 11.
228. Russula Flocktonae Clel. et Cheel. (After Miss Margurct L. F10ckton,
Artist', Botanic Gardens, Sydney) .-Pileus up to 4in. (10 cm.), irregularly convex,
then depressed, pale pinkish-fawn, pale yellowish-brown, dull reddish orange '0-1'
vivid velvety huff-orange. Gills adnate, moderately to w.idely separate, occasionally
bifurcating, interspersed with short ones, pure white becoming darker and
pruinose from the spores. Stem 1 to l~in. (2.5 -to 3.7 cm.), stout, sometimes
attenuated downwards,' solid, reddish-brown to pinkish-buff. Substance white.
Taste m ild, occasionally slightly peppery. 'Spores elliptical, occasionally more
spherical, .war ty, 8.5 to 10.8 x 7 to 8.5!J-. N ew South Wales. April to June.
( Plate V. BOttOUl figure.)
Specimens, apparently of this species, have been collected at Mount Lofty in
April. The pileus was near Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.), sometimes Auburn (n.) in
the centre, the stem becoming brownish below or Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.),
microscopically with fine hairs on the pileus, spores warty, 7.5 to 9!J-. The
species seems to belong to this section.

**Flesh becoming black.
229. Russula adusta Fr. (L.., adustus, scorched) .-Pileus up to 3in. (7.5 cm.),
convex with the centre depressed, finally concave, pellicle slightly separable,
surface dull, edge turned in when young, pure ,opaque white becoming pale smoky
brown or scorched-looking. Gills adnate to subdecurrent, very close and narrow,
sometimes forked, shorter ones interspersed at the periphery, creamy-coloured
with later a dingy tint. Stem 1 to 2tin. (2.5 to 6.2 cm.), moderately slender to
stout (to more than 1in., 2.5 cm., thick), nearly equal, subfibrillose,pure white
(like whitewash) becoming smoky 'tinted. Flesh firm, whitish with a dingy tint,
drying, dark, attenuated outwards in the pileus. Taste mild. Spores spherical,
white, -slightly warty, 5.5 to 8 !J-. No cystidia detected on the pileus. South
Australia-Under trees, Mount Lofty. March, June.
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There are several European and American species which resemble each other
in becoming dark when drying. In. R. niqrican» Fr. the gills are distant to
su bdistant and the white flesh turns reddish when, bruised and then blackish.
In R. densifolia Seer., the gills are adnate to subdecurrent and close and the
greyish-"white flesh as well as the whitish stern become reddish 'when bruised and
then blackish. R. sordida Peck has "whitish flesh which becomes blackish "without
a reddish stage, a whitish stem becoming black when handled, and close adnate
to subdecurrent ,gills. R. adusta. Fr. has flesh which does not change 011 bruising,
close adnate to subdecurront gills and a white stem becoming sooty-grey. The
,A.. ustralian plant seems best rof'errvd to the latter.

11. Pel licle of the pileus dry, aduate, rarely possessing cystidia, usually
breaking up into flocci, granules or areolae. Margin rounded, 'rarely
striate, not involute. Gills "with a very broad, rounded apex. Spores
whitish creanu-colour in mass.
No South Australian species recorded.
Ill. Pellicle of the, pileus viscid, separable at the margin and possessing
cystidia. Margin . subacute, rarely striate in old age. Flesh firm.
Taste rriild.
Gills attenuated in front, often forked and unequal.
Spores verrucose, small, white in the mass.
2~HL Russula cyanozantha (Schaeff.] Fr. ~ (G1'., lcuanos, blue; xanthos,ye11o"w).
-Pileus 2±in. (5.6 cm.}, upturned, pallid brownish-white with dull greyish-green
blotches. Gills adnate, moderatelv close, cream. Stern Lin. (2.5 cm.), stout,
attenuated downwards, slightly rough, white. Taste m ild, Spores subspherical,
slightly warty, 6 to 7 p: On the ground. South Austral ia-c-Mount Lofty. April.
There is doubt as to whether this Australian plant is rightly referred to
this species.

231. Russula Cheelii Clel. (After Edwin Cheel, Curator of the Herbarium,
Botanic Gardens, Sydney) .-Pileus 3in. (7.5 cm.}, convex with a central depression, then upturned, viscid when moist, edge sli.ghtly rugose, Warm Buff (xv.).
Gills adnate,close, often forked near the stem, with occasional short ones' at the
periphery, narrow, attenuated hotli 'ways, cream-coloured becoll1ing a little spotted.
Stern 2~in. (6.2 cm.}, *in. (2.1 cm.) thick above, ru-arly equal or slightly
attenuated downwards, surfaee matt, slightly striate, stuffed, 'white. Taste rni ld.
Spores pear-shaped, wu rty, 8.5 x G.5 fJ-. South Australia-c-Kuitpo. May.
This species probably belongs to this section though cystidia have not been
recorded on the pileus.
IV. Pellicle of the pileus viscid, 1110re or less separable, possessing eyst.idia,
yellowish, .ochraceous or brownish, somet.imes olivaceous brown, never
red or violet. Margin straight, more or less striate, subacute. Taste
acrid. Spores pure white or cream.
232. Bussula pectinatoides Peck (L., pecten, a comb ; Gr., eidos, like) .-Pileus
2ill. (5 cm.) , concave, surf'ace dull, edge tubercular striate, yellowish-brown. Gills
tapering off towards the' stem and barely reaching" it, moderately dose, 5111111.
deep externally, pallid becoming dingy buff. Stem 1lin. "(2~8 cm.) , stout (tin.,
1.2 cm., thick), equal, subfibrilloso, white, Flesh attenuated outwards. Taste
mild becoming slightly' peppery. Spores angular and rough, 9 fJ-, 11 x 8.5 IJ-.
South Australia-e-Mount Lofty. New South Wales. United States of Amorica.
July.
It should be noted that the taste is only ~lightly peppery, ,,:hereas in this
section it should be acrid.
\T. Pellicle of the pileus viscid, 'Jn01'e or less separable, possessmg numerous

cystidia, purplish. Mar.gin straight, acute.. somewhat striate. Gills
or less unequal and forked, generally narrow and acutely
attenuated in front, often aduate. Flesh firm. 'I'aste acrid. Spores
wh i te cream or ochraccous yellow in mass.
'X0 South Australian species recorded.
111ore
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VI. .Pelliole of the pileus viscid, generally separable, possessing numerous
cystidia, red or purple. Margin rounded, generally striate. Flesh
fragile. Taste acrid. Gills generally equal, fragile, rounded in front,
free. Spores p~re white, rarely cream-white in mass.
[232'A. Russula fragilis Fr. (L., fragilis, fragile) .-Pileus 1in. (2.5 cm.},
depressed in the centre, edge slightly striate, deep crimson. Gills adnate, close,
white. Stem l!in. (3.7 cm.), -lin. (6 mm.) thick, slightly fibrously striate, solid,
white. Flesh reddish under the cuticle. Taste acrid. Spores spherical to oval,
warty, 9 to 10 IJ-. New South Walcs-e-Sydney. June, July. (Plate IV. Bottom
right figure.)
This species resembles R'. persana-uinea Clel. but is usually smaller and :is
definitely acrid.]
VII. Pellicle of the pileus viscid, separable, possessing cystidia, variously
coloured. Margin rounded, generally striate. Flesh fragile. Gills
equal, fragile, rounded in front, free or somewhat free. Spores cream
ochraceous or yellow ochraceous in mass (rarely whitish yellow in
mass, . but then the taete is mild or only slightly acrid when young
and the pileus is never red).
"F'lesh becoming black, taste mild or slightly acrid when young.
No South Australian species recorded.
**Flesh not becoming black, taste mild or somewhat acrid when young.
233. Bussulz.. xerampelina (Schaeff.) Fr. (Gr., «eromipelinos, of the colour of
withered vine-leaves) .-Pileus up to 3!in. (8.7 cm.), irregular, rather depressed
in the centre, splitting and craeking, pallid whitish, blotched with bright brownishvermilion. Gills adnate, moderately close, sometimes forking) occasionally in
deformed specimens forming irregular pores near the stem, pale buffy ,\vhite.
Stem 2tin. (6.2 cm.),. 1tin. (3.7 cm.) thick above, stout, attenuated downwards,
root rather conical, fibrously striate, white with tinges of ,pink. Flesh solid,
White, rather rigid. Slight smell. Taste mild. Spores warty, pale ochraceous
tinted microscopically, 8.5 to 10.5 IJ-. Partly buried under soil. South AustraliaMount Lofty. April.
234. Bussula Mariae Peck. (Named by Dr. Charles H. Peck, New York 6~ate
Botanist, after his wife Mary) .-Pileus usually up to 2in. (5 cm.), sometimes
to 4!in. (11.2 crn.}, nearly plane, the centre depressed, edge striate, slightly
viscid, the cuticle peeling leaving tints of red beneath, purplish to cr imson
(Vinaeeous Purple, Slate Purple to Vinaccous Lake, XLIV.; Dark Purple Drab,
XLV.; near Diamine Brown, XIII.; Dark Vinaceous Grey, L.; Garnet Brown) I;
in the centre surrounded by Nepal Red, 1.) usually somewhat irregularly distributed, paler in places and towards the periphery. Gillsadnate, moderately
close, sometimes forked at their junction with the stem, narrowed internally,
equal, pure white to creamy white, edges rarely finely serrate and with pink tints.
Stem up. to 2!in. (6.2 cm.), slender to stout, slightly striate, solid. or tending
to be excavated in the centre, more or less extensively tinted or punctate with
Light Corinthian Red (XXVII.), near Old Rose (XlII.), Deep Purplish Vinaceous
(XLIV.), or Flesh Pink to Coral Pink (XIII.) or sometimes pure white t ( ~) . Flesh
narrowed outwards. Taste nuild. Spores subspherical, warty, nearly whiter
7.5 to 9.5 IJ-, 9.2 to 10.4 x 7.8 to 8.5 IJ-. South Ausb.')aJia-:M1olUlt Lofrty, National
Park, Upper 'I'unkal.illa Creek, Kuitpo. New SOIUth "Vales. United States of
A~erica. March, AJpril, June, July.
(Plate V. Left figure.)
In the description given by C. H. Peck, in New York State Museum" Bulletin
116, Botany 10, 1907, the pileus is described as pruinose or minutely. pulverulent.
Peck ,gives coloured illustrations of his R. Mariae in Bulletin 75, Botany 7, 1904.
235. Russula persanguinea Clel. (L., persanouineue, very blood-red) .-Pileus
1-} to 4in. (3 to 10 cm.), slightly convex with the centre depressed, finally 80'1netimes slightly upturned, usually slightly striate to tuberculo-rugose at the
periphery, edge rather rounded, pellicle peels, viscid when moist, Garnet Brown
(1.) , Nepal Red (1.), Claret Brown (1.), Dragon's Blood Red (XIII~), Brick Red
(XIII.) or Pompeian Red (XIII.), i.e., tints near blood red. Gills adnexed,
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attenuated towards the stem, equal, rarely forked, sometimes '" showing venose
cross-connections, rather narrow (±in., 6 mm., deep), close, pure white, later
with a creamy tint. Stem 1~ to 2in. (3.7 to 5 cm.), stout.vsmooth to slightly
striate or rugose, slightly attenuated upwards or downwards or equal, sometimes
flattened, solid or sometimes hollow, pure white. Flesh thin, slightly coloured
under the cuticle, fragile. Taste mild or with a very slight peppery taste. Spores
warty, white, 7.5 to 11 M, 9 x 7.5 M. Cystidia on the pileus sometimes numerous,
acuminate with broad bases, 19 to 38 x 7.5 M. South Austra.lia-c--Mount Lofty,
Morialta. March to July.
'.
"
***Flesh not becoming black, taste distinctly acrid.
No South Australian species recorded.
VIII. Pellicle of the pileus viscid, separable, destitute of cystidia. J\largin
rounded, generally striate. Flesh fragile. Taste mild, rarely acrid.
Gills equal or subequal, rounded in front, somewhat free. Spores
whitish cream to yellow ochre, rarely pure white.

[From watercolour by Miss Buxton,
,Figure 28.-Russula purpureo-/lava CIel. (No. 236).

Mount Lofty.

.Beduced by

~.

, 236. Russula purpureo-flava C'lel. (L., purpureus, purple; fla,vus, light yellow.
In reference to the colours of the pileus and the gills).-Pileus up to 2±in.
(5.8 cm.}, somewhat irregular and slightly depressed, sli,ghtly sticky, cuticle,
peeling, Jasper Red (XIII.) to purplish-red and very dark purplish-brown
(Pompeian Red, XIII.; near Mars Violet, XXXVII.; in parts sometimes near Dark
Vinaceous Purple, XXXVIII.; occasionally with yellowish-brown paler areas). Gills
adnate, moderately close, rather narrow, attenuated both ways, near Naples
Yellow to Mustard Yellow (XVI.) or Maize Yellow to Buff Yellow (IV.). Stem
1~·in. (3.7 cm.), lino (10 mm.) thick above, equal or attenuated downwards,
surface a little rough, pithy, pale yellowish with rosy tints to rosy (Coral Pink,
XIII.) , yellowish towards the base.
Flesh white with yellow tinges, thin,
attenuated outwards. Taste mild. Spores microscopically slightly tinted to
yellowish, subspherical pear-shaped, 7.5 to 10 M, 8 to 8.5 x 6.5 to 7 M. No
eystidia detected on the pileus. South Australia-Mount Lofty, Stirling West,
Kuitpo, Tweedvale, Kalangadoo (S.E.) . New South Wales-Ryde near Sydney.
March to July. (Plate V. Right figure.)
(Figure 28.)
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237. Russula viridis Clel. (L., uiridi», green).-Pileus up to 2 to 2~in. (5 to
6.2 cm.}, convex, slightly depressed in the centre, surface dull, edge not striate,
margin nearly straight, pellicle separable, probably slightly sticky when moist,
tints of Grape Green in the centre becoming Lincoln 'Green (XLI.), at the
periphery passing into pallid greyish-green and nearly white or near Vetiver
'Green (XLVII.) and paler or darker in places. Gills equal, fading off somewhat
as the swollen apex of the stem is reached, moderately close, narrow, sometimes
forked near the stem, creamy white. Stem I! to l:iin. (3.7 to 4.4 cm.), iin.
(16 rnrn.) thick, slightly rugose, swollen below and attenuated upwards or equal,
solid, white. Flesh f'ragilc, white. Taste mild. No smell. Spores spherical
pear-shaped, finely warty, nearly pure white but slightly tinted cream) 7.5 to
9 x 5.5 to '6.5 /1-. Apparently no cystidia on the pileus. On the ground. South
Austra.lia-Mount Lofty. March, June.
Iiussula Marit{l,e Peck, in its Australian form, perhaps belongs more properly to
this section.
B. Latex milk-white or coloured, rarely like serum.

LACTARIUS Fr.
(L., laic, milk.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular. Stem central, rarely excentric, fleshy. Gills adnate
or decurrent, somewhat rigid, milky, acute at the edge. Spores white or yellowish,
rarely pinkish in the mass; globose, subglobose, or elliptical; echinulate, verrueo se, punctate or reticulate; continuous. Cystidia present or absent. Growing
'On the ground, more rarely on wood; solitary or caespitose.' '-Rea.

1. Stem central. Gills unchangeable, naked, not changing colour and not
pruinose. Milk at the first white, (commonly) acrid.
No South Australian species recorded.
11. Stem central. Gills naked.
No South Australian species recorded.

Milk always deeply coloured,

Ill. SteIU eentral. Gills pallid, then changing colour, afterwards darker,
glancing when turned to the light, e.t length white pruinose. Milk
at the first white, nnild, or mild becoming acrid.

238. Lactarins Clarkei Clel. (After Miss Phyllis Clarke, now Mrs. North, who
painted many admirable watercolours of New South Wales fungi) .-Pileus 2 to
-5in. (5 to 12.5 cm.), convex, then with the centre depressed or sometimes becoming
infundibuliform, a little 'wavy or sometimes coarsely rugose, surface dull and
finely felted, edge inturned when young, Ochraceous Buff to Light Ochraceous
Buff (xv.), 'between Ochraccous Buff and Ochraeeous Salmon (xv.), or near
-Cinnamon or Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.). Gills adnate, moderately close to somewhat
distant, narrow (5 .mm. deep), rather thick, sometimes forking near the stem or
forking and anastornosing at the periphery, whitish or buffy cream becoming
'spotted and discoloured brown. Stem ShOTt, :i to 11in. (1.8 to 4.3 cm.), stout
(~ to lin., 1.2 to 2.5 em.}, equal or sometimes attenuated downwards, surface
.maitt, solid, equal, oftenexcentric, Oehraceous Buff (xv.), sometimes whitish.
Flesh white, iin. (10 mm.) thick near the stem, attenuated outwards, becoming
brownish when old. Taste' mild. Milk white. Spores 'warty or slightly angular,
'Oval to subspherical, 9 x '7.5 /1-, 6.5 to 8/1-. No cystidia seen. South AustraliaMount Lofty, Greenhill Road, National Park. New South Wales-Bradley's Head.
March, April, June, July. (Plate VI.)
The species in general appearance resembles Bussula Floolctonae Clel. et Cheel,
differing in the possession of a milk.
239. Lactarius sertfluus (DC.) Fr. (L., serum, lymph; fiuus, flowing).-Pileus
up to l-!il1. (3.7 cm.), at first convex with a small acute umbo, then vslightly
infundibuliform, occasionally a little zonate, edge incurved when young,moistlooking, rather dark reddish-brown. Gills adnate, ,moderately close, at first pallid
with a faint biscuit-coloured tint, finally reddish-brown and a little more tawny
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than the pileus. Stem 2in. (5 cm.), moderately stout, slightly attenuated upwards,
solid, -the. colour of the pileus. Spores subspherical, warty, apparently faintly
tinted, 7.5 to 8.5 u, South Australia-c-Mount Lofty. New South Wales. June.
(Pla~e IV.
Left lower' figure.)

IV. Stem excentric or lateral.
No South Australian species recorded.

Growing on trunks.

3. Receptacle membranaceous or :tleshy membranaceous, fragile, rapidly
putrescent or shrivelling up or drying rigid and friable.
A. Spores ochraceou» or ferruginous.

BOLBITIUS Fr.
(Gr., bolbiton, dung, especially cow-dung.)
, 'Pileus membranaceous, regular. Stem central, not confluent with the pileus.
Gills free or slightly adnate, acute at the edge. Spores ochraceous, ferruginous,
fuscous or salmon colour; elliptical, elliptic oblong or almond-shaped; smooth ;
with an apical germ-pore. Cystidia present or absent. Growing on dung or on
rich soiL" - Rea.
The species are delicate, putrescent fungi with ochraceous or rusty spores and
gills which tend to deliquesce in wet weather and rapidly shrivel up: in dry. They
resemble species of Galera in appearance, differing in the tendency for the ,gills
to deliquesce, in which feature they approach Coprimu«. The genus Pkuteobus is
also closely related differing in the gills being free and the stem being readilv
separable from the pileus. The pileus in Bolbitiue is thin, the stem elongated
and hollow, The species grow on dung or' rich soil.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF BOLBITIUS AND PLUTEOLUS.
Pileus more or less bright yellow. Gills deliquescing
or rapidly' shrivelling.
Pileus large (I! to 3in.), lemon-chrome to mustard
yellow, fleshy.
Gills yellowish, then watery
brown. Stem yellowish. Spores 13 to 17 x 7.5
to 10 /-t •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ,'. ,. •• •• 240. Bolbiti·us Bolto11,i.
Pileus 1 to 2in., egg-yellow, submembranaeeous,
SUlcate-striate, obtuse umbo. Gills ochraceous,
then ferruginous. Stem white or slightly yellow.
* B. v'itellinus.
Spores 12 to 14 x 7" to 8 p; .. .. .. .. .. ..
Pileus 1 to 2in., pale yellow, disc elevated, margin
striate. Gills white, then' yellow, then dusky
* B. fiovuiu».
brown. Stem yellow. Spores 10 x 6 /-t
Pileus smaller, up to lin., light yellow, umbo
deeper, submembranaeeous, edge striate. Gills
Stem yellow.
yellow, then pale cinnamon.
Spores 11 to 13 x 6 to 7 /-t •• •• ., •• ••
241. B. fragilis.
Pileus pale, pinkish buff. Gills not deliquescing or
rapidly shrivelling.
Gills free. Stem whitish. Spores 10.5 to 13 x
118. Pl1ute,olus
8 /-t •••• "
coprophitu».
*Bolbitiu8 vit,ellinU8 (Pers.)
recognised in this State.

Fr.

and B. flavidu8

(Bolt.)

Massee have not yet been

240., Bolb'itius Boltoni (Pers.) Fr. (After .Iames Bolton, the English
Mycologist) .-Pileus It to 3in. (3.8 to 7.5 cm.), eonico-campanulate or hemispherical, then convex, finally expanded and nearly plane, very viscid, smooth or
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with some innate fibrils, edge, sometimes striate, flesh thin, near Lemon Chrome(IV.), or Mustard Yellow (XVI.) to Primuline Yellow (XVI.), when old becoming
near Yellow Ochre (xv.), or Light Cadmium in the centre with the periphery
paler, or Empire Yellow (IV.) becoming browner near Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), or
approaching egg-yellow or yellow with a brownish tinge. Gills just reaching the
stern or nearly free, short ones at the periphery, close, narrow (i to !in., 6 to
12 mm., deep), pallid or pale yellowish, then dingy salmon or watery brown,
soon near Sudan Brown (nr.) becoming near Argus Brown (IU.), or near Cinnamon Brown (xv.). Stem 1 to 3iin. (2.5 to 8 cm.), slender to (moderately stout
(up ,to -!in., 1.2 em., thick), rather fragile, equal or attenuated upwards, slightly
fibrillose to markedly fibrillose-flocculose to pruinose or mealy, hollow, whitish
usually with faint tinges of yellow above, the flesh usually slightly yellowish.
Flesh of pileus up to 3/16in. (4.5 mm.) thick over the disc, attenuated outwards.
Stem free from the pileus. Spores in the mass near Cinnamon Brown (xv.),
microscopically yellow- brown, elliptical, usually 13 ,to 17 x 7.5 to 10 f.L, occasionally
smaller, 11.2 to 12.8 x 8}l. On horse. dung, manured soil, spent chaff or oc~a
sionally lawns. South Australia-c-Glen Osmond ; Beaumont; Fullarton ; Grange:
in buffalo grass lawn, North Terrace; Kinchina ; National Park; Encounter Bay;
Inman Valley; Kalangadoo (S.E.). May to August.
This quite common species on dung-heaps, especially when there is straw',
differs from B. vitellinus in the brighter yellow pileus and in the gills being
pale yellow when young, but agrees in the cream-coloured stem and fleshy disc.
The spores are often a little larger than in B. v·itellinus and B. Boltoni and still
more so than in B. fiavidu«. The stem often has a trace of yellow and B. Boltoni
has a yellowish stem and also flocci on it. Both have gills slightly adnare and
light yellow when young, but the flesh of B. Boltoni is very thin (Rea) and
our species is- not attenuated at the base but often the reverse,as in B. fltavidus.
It does not really deliquesce like B. flav'idu-s. The pileus is sometimes considerably larger than the sizes mentioned by Rea for any of the three species.
On .the whole it seems best to consider it as B. Bottoni,
241. Bolbi:tius rragtlts (L.) Fr. (L., fnagilis, fragile).-Pileus i to 1iin.
(2.1 to 4.3 ern.}, at first ovate, then broadly conical.. -! to iin. (1.2 to 1.8 cm.)
high, then expanding, submembranaceous, subgibbous, edge striate and fraying,
viscid, edge near Straw Yellow (XVI.) , apex near Light Cadmium (IV.) or near
Pinard Yellow (IV. ) , or Apricot Yellow (IV. ), paler and greyer towards the
margin. Gills adnate or adnexed,ascending, narrow, short ones present, whitish
or yellowish then lighter than Dresden Brown (xv.) or Buckthorn Brown (xv.) or
a Watery Russet (xv.), Stem 11 to 4in. (4.4 to 10 em.), slender, fragile,
slightly attenuated upwards, mealy above, sometimes finely striate, hollow, tinted
with yellow or paler than Straw' Yellow (XVI.) (in one collection white). Flesh
thin, yellowish. Spore mass near Buckthorn Brown (xv.), spores yellow brown,
10.5 to 15 x 7 to 8 u, Amongst grass and mould or on or near dung. South
Australia-i-National Park; Greenhill Road; Baker's Gully, TIP-ar Clarendon; Port
Lincoln, on rabbits' dung. April to June.

B. Spores black or blackish fuscous.

Gills auto-digested from below upwards.

COPRINUS- (Pers.)

Fr~

(Gr., kopros, dung.)
c 'Pileus fleshy or membranaceous, regular.
Stem central, confluent with -or
distinct from the pileus, with or without a ring or volva. Gills free, adnate or
attached to a collar, very thin, parallel-sided or sub-parallel-sided, auto-digested
f'rom below upwards. Spores black, violet black, chocolate or fuscous; oval,
elliptical, subglobose, angularly subglobose, pip-shaped, almond-shaped or cordiform; smooth, very rarely echinulate; with an apical germ-pore. Cystidia usually
large, rarely absent. Growing on the ground, on dung or on wood, Solitary or
eaespitose. "-Rea.

The species of Coprimus are characterised by their black or blackish spores
and the deliquescing gills. The last-named liquefy from the free edge upwards
thus giving the later-maturing spores near the attachment of the gills a better
opportuni~y of falling free from the gill-plates when discharged.
As a result
of the delIquescence, the plants rapidly become an inky mass when mature. Some
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are very ephemeral, lasting only a few hours, deliquescing when the sun is' up.'
Others may persist for a day or more. As their name indicates, a common
habitat is dung. As several of our species .gro\v on cow-dung and horse-dung,
and there were no ruminants or equines in Australia before its colonization,
these species are evidently introductions from elsewhere.

KEY TO

THE SPECIES.

With a ring or volva.
Ring obvious, usually movable on the stem. .Pileus
large, white, at first cylindrical. Spores 10 to
17 x 6.5 to 11 f..t •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
•• 242. Copriwu« coanatus,
Volva-Iike ring usually obvious at the base of the
stem.
Stem not rooting. White with white fibrils
or scales. Spores 11 to 15 x 6.5' to 9.5 IJ..
On dung .'. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 243. C. sterquilinus,
Stem with a long stout tapering root. Whitish,
less fibrillose. Spores 15 to 21 x 9 to 13 IJ..
In grassy fields .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 244. C. sterquilinu« var.

r;a,d1ieta,t'u.s.
Ring basal, very fugacious.
Usually connected with buried wood, eaespitose. Pileus 2 to 3in., lurid f'uliginous.
Spores 9 to 11 x 5 to 7.5 f..t •• •• •• •• 245. C. atramcntorius,
Ring sometimes present below the middle.
Jn sand.
Pileus 1lin., becoming convex,
striate, pale brownish. Stem, It to 6in.,
stout, whitish. Spores 13 to 17 x 7.5 IJ. •• 246. C. arenacotens.
Without obvious ring or volva.
Plants ·medium-sized. Pileus fleshy or subfleshy.
Densely caespitose at the bases of posts, trees,
or near buried wood. Pileus with micaceous
particles becoming date-brown-fuscous. Spores
dark bronze-brown, 7.5 to 9 x 5.5 to 7 IJ. •• 247.
Plants small. Pileus thin, plicate.
On dung.
Medium sized, pure white, mealy. Spores
black, 11 to 18 x 8 to 13 IJ. •• •• •• 248.
Minute.
Conico-cylindrical
becoming
conico-expanded, double-ribbed.
Stem
white. Spores black, 8.5 to 14.5 x 6.4
to 8 f..t •• •• •• •• ,.. •• •• •• ~. •• 24:9.
On bare ground, amongst grass, etc.
Up to
nearly -! in.
Pileus conicocylindrical, finally convex with a pale
depressed disc and plicate periphery.
Stem white.
Spores dark brown to
black, 12.5 to 16 x 7 to 10 IJ. •• •• 250.
Attached to rotting twigs.
Up to lin. Brown disc slightly rounded.
Gills narrow, purplish brown. Slight
bulb at base of stem.
Spores dark
fuscous, 7.5 to 11 x 4 to 5 IJ. •• .• .. 251.

C. micaceus.

C. niv'eus.

C. ephemerus.

C. pl'iootilis.

C. virgulvcolens.

I. Gills covered above with a fleshy or membranaceous cuticle, hence the
pileus does not open into furrows along the gills but becomes torn
and revolute.

"Furnished with a ring arising from the volva; the cuticle torn into scales.
242. CoPrinus comatus (Fl, Dan.) Fr. (L., comatus, hairy).-"Pileus It to
2tin. (4 to 6 cm.), 2 to 6in. (5 to 15 cm.) high, fleshy, cylindrical, then
campanulate, the continuous cuticle soon separating into adpressed, shaggy scales.
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the scales becoming ochraceous at their apices, disc deep ochraceous remammg
persistently entire, at length striate, marg'in often torn and unequal, white
becoming pinkish at the margin. and finally black.' Gills. free, separate from the.
stem, linear, white then pink at length black and deliquescent. Stem up to 4! to
lOin. (12 to 25 cm.), 1 to 2 cm. thick, attenuated upwards from the bulbous
rooting base, fibrillose, silky, shining, white, then dingy or lilac white. Ring
white, membranaceous, thin, torn, movable, fugacious. Spores black, elliptical,

[Drawing by E.R.O.

Figure 29.-0oprintM comatus (F'l. Dan.)
Fr. (No. 242).

Unexpanded.

Adelaide.

11 to 13 x 6 to 7 IJ- (Australian specimens 9.5 to 17.3 x 6 to 11 IJ-). Cystidia
vesiculose, 50 to 65 x 20 to 30 IJ-. Taste/ mild. "-Rea. Edible before the gills
begin to turn black. South Australia-.. .-In lawn, Botanic Gardens; Beaumont ;
MacDonnell Bay (S.E.). New South Wales. Victoria. Europe, etc. (Figure 29.)
A species easily recognised amongst our deliquescent CopriJwi by its large size,.
white shaggy pileus. in the early stages and the movable ring and absence of a.
volva.
243. Ooprinus sterquilinus Fr. (L., sterquiiimnum, a dung-pit) .-At first
cylindrical, covered 'with shaggy white fibrils or long white hairs as part of the
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'universal veil, stem short. Then conieo-cylindrical to conico-convex and finally
plane 'with edge upturned and inrolled. Pileus when expanded 1 to 2ill. (2.5 to
5 cm.) , striate to the rounded disc, covered densely with white fibrils or scurfy
granules, lead-grey underneath, turning pallid brown at the apex. Gills just free
or just reaching the stem, narr-ow, rather close, blackish. R,ing like a slight or
definite volva at the base of the stem. Stem 21 to 4in. (5.6 to 10 cm.), rather
stout, attenuated upwards, base at first bulbous, shaggy with upward-directed
scales or fibrils, very hollow, with rooting mycelial threads at the base, white.
:Spores obliquely elliptical, black, '11 to 15 x 6.5 to 9.5 /-1, sometimes 17.8 ,to 21
x 12.5 /-1. Solitary or subcaespitose on dung or manured soil. . South Australia-sParkside Mental Hospital; Fullarton, on horse-dung; Beaumont ; Waterfall Gully;
Kalangadoo (S.E.); Kingoonya (East-West Line). April to July, September,
October.
A medium-sized species growing on dung or manured soil with a ring like
a small volva at the base 'Of the stern, the 'whole plant white at first with
prominent fibrils on the pileus and stem.
244. Ooprtnus sterquilmus Fr. var. rosiicatu« Clel, (L., radicatus, rooted).When young ovate, then cylindrical with rounded apex, l-}in. (3.1! cm.) high and
1in. (2.5 cm.) broad, then expanding and becoming plane, sulcate, the periphery
splitting, clothed with narrow fibrous adherent scales, wlritish becoming grey.
At first with the edge turned in and closed by a white veil which ruptures to
leave at the base 'Of the stem a free edge and a more or less complete loose ring,
sometimes adherent to the edge of the pileus. Gills free, narrow (3.5 mm.}, not
ventricose, purplish brown to dark grey becoming black, edges white. ~tem 11
to 2~·in. (3.1 to 6.2 cm.}, slightly fibrillose, attenuated upwards, hollow, below
passing into a long tapering root, ! to 1!in. (1.2 to 3.7 cm.) in length. Flesh
thin. Spores elliptical, black, 15 to 21 x 9 to 13 /-1. Amongst grass 'On the
ground. South Australia-Kinehina, Encounter Bay, Beaumont. May, June,
August, September.

**Somewhat ringed, but not with a volva. Pileus dotted,
minute, innate squamules.

01'

spotted with

245. coprtnus .atramentallp.~;\(Bull.) Fr. ~ (L., atromentariu«, inky).-Pileus
up to 2~in. (6.2 cm.}, at ';firOstt~:'conical, expanding to be finally upturned with a
central umbo, dark grey with, whitish furfuraceous fibrils. Gills adnate, close,
very narrow, becoming black, at first with a white edge. Stem 4in. (10 cm.) ,
slightly attenuated upwards, fibrillose, striate above, hollow, white.
Spores
elliptical, with one side more prominent, to almost triangular, black, 9.5 to 11
x 7.5 /-1.
Caespitose. South Australia-On dead grass-tree. (Xarnthorrhoea) ,
heath near Mount Burr ('S.E.). May.
The above differs from the description given by Reao~ British specimens in
the gills not being free, in the pileus not being noted as.dceply sulcate, in the
stem not being fusiform and in no basal ring being observed. Speeimens collected
near the Torrens Lake,Adelaide, in J uneapproach nearer to British specimens,
the pileus being ovate at first, finally expanding somewhat to' -lin, (10 cm.),
.somewhat sulcate and hoary, pale brownish especially towards the disc; gills
free, ventricose, whitish then brownish black; stem to 4~in. (11 ClU.) , equal or
attenuated downwards, furrowed, fibrillose, slightly hollow, whitish; no ring
recognised ; spores oblique, bronze-coloured (probably immature), 8 to 9.3 x 4.8 /-1.
Specimens from the Botanic Gardens, Sydney, October, resemble these.
246. Ooprinus arenacolens Clel. (L., arena, sand; colens, inhabiting).-Pileus
up to 1iin. (4.4 cm.), nearly hemispherical, then convex, striate, pale brownish.
Gills as,cending, just reaching the stem, broad, grey. Stem 1i to 6in. (3.7 to 15
cm.), stout, attenuated upwards, a little striate, fibrous, not hollow, 'with a rough
raised ring a t the junction of the lower and middle thirds, shining, whitish
becoming slightly straw-coloured. Flesh thin, watery. Spores elliptical, black,
13 to 17 x 7.5 /-1. South Australia-In pure sand on a sand dune, Davenport
Creek (E.P.). August.
Specimens, apparently of this species, found at Henley Beach, April, were
densely caespitose, attached to dead wood in sand On a sand-dune; the stem
hollow; no apparent ring; spores 11.2 to 13 x 7.5 u,
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***Universal veil floccose, at first continuous, then broken up! into superficial
"
scales which form patches on the pileus.
No South Australian species recorded.

****Pileus at first clothed with distinct flocci, or lax villous down, which
fall off and disappear. Ring none.
247. Ooprtnus niveus (Pers~) Fr. (L., niueu«, snow-white) .-Snow-white, medium
sized. When young ovate, covered with a shaggy white veil, then conico-hemispherical, finally conico-convex, pileus up to l~in. (3.7 crru ) broad and high but
usually smaller, apex acute, edge curlin.g up, covered with a whit.e meal. Gills
adnate, ascending, narrow, close, clouded. St'em up to 2iD. (5 cm.}, slightly
attenuated upwards, rnealy, hollow, white. No strong smell. Spores subspherical
to elliptical, sometimes with the ends drawn in, nearly black, 12.8 x 11 fJ-, 11 to
18.5 x 8 to 13 u, On clung. South Australia-Adelaide, Burnside, N ational Park,
Encounter Bay, Port Elliot, on horse-dung Ernabella (Musgrave Ranges). April,
June, August.
A rather small snow-white species 'without obvious smell found growing on
dung. The pileus and stem are covered with a white meal.
**-:<-**Pileus covered with small micaceous scales or granules which fall off
and disappear.
248. Ooprinus micaceus (Bull.) Fr. (L., tnicaceus, glittering).-Pileus 1-1 to
2!in. (3 to 6 cm.), -lin. (1.8 cm.) high, submembranaceous, conical, becoming
broadly conico-convex, undulate-lobed, rimosely split, striate, at first covered
with glistening micaceous particles, S0011 naked and becoming striate-rugose to

[Photo. by S. Tee.
Figure

30.-0()1'PriThU8 micaceus (Bull.) Fr.
Botanic Gardens, Adelaide.

(No.

248).
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the dise,' disc even, Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) at the disc, at
length date-brown fuscous, ferruginous ochraceous when dry. Gills ascending,
just reaching the stem, narrow (4 mm.}, close, white or isabelline, then brown
or livid at the edge and finally fuscous blackish. Stem I! to 8in. (3 to 20 ClU.) ,
equal, or slightly. attenuated upwards, silky, often curved, fibrillose, becoming
smooth, hollow, white or whitish. Flesh pallid, thin at the disc. Spores dark
bronze brown, pip-shaped or elliptical with a long apiculus, 7.5 to 9.3 x 5.5 to
7}L.
Cystidia cylindric-oblong, apices rounded, 85 to 140 x 48 to 75 }L (Rea).
Edible (Australian plants have not yet been tried). .Densely caespitose. A
common species coming up abundantly near the bases of trees, old stumps, posts,
and telephone poles and over buried wood, som;etimes for some while after the
removal of the wood. South Australia-s-Adelaide district. New South Wales.
Victoria. April, June, September. (Figure 30.)
'The situation (near old wood), densely caespitose habit, micaceous granules
on the yellowish brown pileus, white stem and absence of a ring make this
subdeliquescent species of Coprinus easily recognisable. The smaller Psathajrella
dissemi·nata resembles it.
-X-*****Pileus smooth, 'without floccose or micaceous squamules.

Veil none.

No South Australian species recorded.
11. Pileus very thin, without a pellicle, at length opening into furrows along
the back of the gills and becoming plicate-sulcate. Stem thin, fistulose,
Gills melting away into very thin lines.
"Stern annulate, or volvate.
No South Australian species recorded.

**Pileus clothed with superficial separating floceules.
No South Australian species recorded.

Gills free.

Ringless,

***Pileus micaceous or furfuraceous. Gills commonly adnate to the apex
of the stem, which in so-me species is dilated into a ring or collar.
Ringless.
249. Ooprmus ephemerus (Bull.) Fr. (Gr., ephemeros, lasting but a day).At first a minute yellowish-brown button. Pileus then conico-cylindrical, striate
and yellowish brown, becoming more conical to conico-expanded and eventually
upturned, the disc brownish and not definitely raised or depressed, the rest of
the pileus greyish and finely double r ibbed. Gills just reaching the stern, close,
narrow, blackish. Stem up to 2!in. (5.6 cm.), slightly attenuated upwards, silky
with a slight mealiness, hollow', white. Spores elliptical, black, 8.Q to 14.5 x 4.8
to 8}L. On dung. South Australia-Adelaide. September.
Rea, in "British Basidiomycetae," st.ates that the disc of C. ephemerus is
elevated and often umbonate and that the spores measure 8 to 10 x 5.5 to 8 }L.
Our species may be C. curtus Kalchb. {= C. plicatiiloides Buller.).
250. Ooprmus pltcattlfs (Cur t.) Fr. (L., plioo,tiUs, folded).-Pileu8 5/16in.
(';..5 mm.) ~ 7/16in. (11 mm.) high, conico-cylindrical, then conico-campanulate,
then convex and up to 1in. (2.5 c·m.) broad, the centre finally dimpled, darkish
brown in the centre, succeeded by a pallid biscuit-coloured disc, the rest of the
pileus plicate and greyish biscuit-coloured or colour of dead grass, a few
glistening particles present, me.mbranaceous. Gills ascending, just reaching the
stem and attached to a collar, close, narrow, greyish, 'edges white. Stem 1 ~ to
3-kin..(3.7 to 8.7 cm.), slender, slightly attenuated upwards, hollow, white. Spores
rather triangular to' somewhat oval, dark brown to black, 12.5 to 17 x 7 tOI 11 }L,
13 to 15 M. On the bare .ground or amongst grass or garden plants. South
Australia-Adelaide, Beaumont, Glen Osmond,Burnside, Mount Lofty, near
Mount Compass. April to June, August, September.
F
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A sterile f'orm was found at Beaumont in May at the same t.ime as fertile
specimens and at first suggested a Galera ; the pileus and gills were yellowish
brown from the absence of spores.
Rea gives the spore measurements as 10 to 12 x 8 to 9
stern as pallid.

fJ-

and describes the

251. Coprinus virgulicolens Clel, (L.,virg·ula, a little tw~g; colens, dwelling).At first cyl indrical 'with a rounded summit, mealy granulose in the centre, finely
striate with a few glistening particles, biscuity-coloured.
Then cylindricaleonical to broadly conical, finally expanding, ~ to Lin, (1.2 to 2.5 cm.) in diameter
and up to iin.. (16 mm.) high, memibranous, with a smooth slightly rounded
fuscous brown disc at first pallid, the periphery closely striate-plicate with
scattered pallid scurfy granules, dark livid or greyish brown. Gills just reaching
the stem to adnate, ascending at fir.st,close, narrow, whitish, finally dark purplish
brown. Stem I! to 2~in. (3.7 to 6.2 cm.), at first mealy and striate, then S11100th,
hollow, 'with a. small bulb at the base and some radiating fibrils, white. Flesh
very thin, brownish. Spores oblique,. one end truncate, dark bronzy or fuscous
brown, 7.5 to 9, occasionally 11 x 4 to 5 u: On the ground amongst leaf mould
attached to rotting twigs. South Australia-e-Mount Lofty. May, June.
Characterised by a' membranaceous plicate pileus with some scurfy ,granules
and a slight'ly raised brown disc, purplish-brown narrow gills, a white stem with
a small bulb, spores which are dark fuscous brown, and the attachment to rotting
t-wigs (to 'which the specific name refers).

****Pileus always smooth.

Ringless.

No South Australian species recorded.

C. Spores black. With a volva, the stern expanding above to form a flat
disc from whose edge the gills radiate without a covering cuticle,
receptacle becoming rigid and friable.

MONTAG'NITES

]-'1'.'

(After Montagne, the French lVlycologist.)
Universal veil forming a volva, persistent. Stem dilated at the apex into an
orbicular disc, smooth on both sides, to whose m;argin the free gills are attached.
Gills radiating, sickle-shaped, persistent, with obtuse edges, without a covering
cuticle.
'I'rama cellular.
Spores oblong, smooth, black-fuscous, basidia
tetrasporous.
252. Montagnites Candollei Fr. (Probably after Alphonse de Candolle, the
Swiss Botanist).-Pileus, formed by the expanded disc-like apex of the stem and
the gills radiating from its periphery, l to 1in. (1.2 to 2.5 crn.) , occasionally
more, irregularly globose, or flattened on top 'with convex sides, or (convex with
an umbonate disc, at first deeply in turned below towards the stern, as though
tucked in, leaving a space 2 or 3 mm. wide bet'ween the iriturned edge and the
stem, covered by the greyish to dirty 'whitish universal veil through which shows
the ribbing of the gills. Gills to :~ mm. wide, very dose like the leaves of a
book, attached along the periphery of the disc, and at first covered by the delicate
universal veil) surfaces slightly. wrinkled, carbonaceous; on old plant's, the gills
tend. to expand outwards and become ragged. Stem 1 to 2!in. (2.5 to 7.6 cm.},
3 to 7 mm. thick, equal or attenuated upwards 0::" slightly so downwards, deeply
rugose tending to break into broad rugose scales, ascending to the summit of
the pileus and there expanding into a thin disc up to 8 mm. wide, to whose
periphery the gills are attached, fleshy firm, hollow, white, flesh white, base
bulbous with a .marked sheathing volva, sometimes vsupplemented internally by
upwardly-directed broad scales f'rom the base of the stem. Emerging from the
soil, not subterranean.
Spores elliptieal, irregularly elliptical or sometimes
obovate, black, 15 to 24 x 9.5 to 13 u, Ernabella in the Musgrave Ranges and
near Echo Hill. August.
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In one specimen from near Echo Hill, 'with a .stem about 6 cm. high, and an
umbonate convex pileus 2 Cl11. (in diameter, the rather stout stem expands
gradually upwards and the universal veil is seen almost intact. The veil covers
the whole of the pileus, both disc and gills, and descends on to the stem, a
little. below, the level of the lowest portion of the gills, as a greyish to dirty
whitish friable rugo-se membrane, which has ruptured in half its circumference
to form a spreading upwardly directed superior ring 5 mm. deep. On the stem
below at intervals are further broad f'ragrnents of the universal veil and at the
base which is not definitely bulbous are volva-Iike f'ragments. Where. the veil
leaves the outer convex surface of the gills, these turn in horizontally for 3 mm.,
forming a horizontal rim of uncovered gill plates so closely set as to resemble

Figure 31.-M1ontagnites Caauloliei Fr. (No. 252). South Australia.
Spores 9 to 9.5 x 4.5 to 5.5 fA·

the leaves of a book. The sides of the gills faeing the. stern then ascend almost
ut right angles but with a slight concavity towards the stem to the disc leaving
an ample space between them and the stem, 'which latter is here coarsely striate.
Spores of this specimen spherical to irregularly spherical, dark-fuscous, 5.5 to 7 u,
In another specimen the veil has left imperfect rings on a delicate stem. The
a ttachment of the gills to the disc is very narrow; the gills,' however, soon assume
their average diameter and rnay do so abruptly, thus leaving a free edge internally
facing the stem and another free edge externally when) the veil leaves the s idos
of the gills, or Inay be somewhat narrowed internally and externally; sornetimes
they may be perhaps attached to a slight extent to the under aspect of the edge
of the disc. The above deseription has been drawn up f'rom fresh specimens
collected in the Musgrave Ranges or their vicinity. At first sight it may seem,
from the great differences in spore measurements and shapes, that we may be
dealing with two species, especially as the Echo Hill specimen is distinctly more
robust than the others (which are numerous). It is in f'act rnatche.] to some
extent by two other coarse specimens, one from Miller Creek near Mount Eha,
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South Australia, and another without specific locality; the stems are 3! to 4in.
(8.7 to 10 cm.), attenuated upwards or in both directions, i to !in. (10 to 12.5
mm.) thick in the middle, covered with coarse downwardly directed scales, and
coarsely striate above; the disc (lin., 2.5 cm.) is convex in ono and convex 'with
a very prominent obtuse umbo in the other; and both have dark fuscous, smooth,
spherical or irregularly spherical spores, 5 to 6.5 I-t in size, but in one there are
als-o a few large spores 15.5 x 9.5 to 11 I-t as well. On the other hand, a typical
slender form (stem 3in., 7.5 cm., long but only 2 mm. thick) from a sandhill
at Waitpinga, Encounter Bay, also has small spores, 7.5 x 5.5 I-t, which are
elliptical to irregular or almost triangular. It thus seems, as has been suggested
by others, that we are dealing with a single species, highly variable 2.S regards
its size and robustness and the size and shape of the spores.
Other specimens' comprise the following :-South. Australia-1\f.iller Creek near
Mount Eba (spores 19 to 24 x 11 to 12.8 I-t (rarely 27 x 21 IL); Ooldea (spores
irregularly elliptical to ovate, 7.5 to 11 x 5.5 to 7 I-t; another collection f'rom
Ooldea, spores 15 to 17.5 x 9.5 I-t, rarely 27 x 21 I-t to nearly spherical, 16 I-t);
north-west of Port Augusta (spores obliquely elliptical, often irregular, some-'
time.s swollen in the centre, blackish, 9 x 5.5 I-t,. rarely 13 x 9 I-t); FIinders Range
near Orraparinna (spores obliquely elliptical, dark-fuscous, 13 to 16 x 7.5 I-t).
Central Australia-North of Charlotte Waters (spores elliptical, blackish, 18
x 11 I-t, occasionally 25 x 13 I-t); Deep, Well (spores irre.gularly elliptical to ovate,
black, 7.5 to 11 x 5.5 to 7 I-t); Woodf'ordo Creek (spores dark brown to blackish,
elliptical, sometimes rather irregular, 15'~~'O, 26 ~,9 to 15 I-t). Western AustraliaKurrawang. New South Wales-c-Forbes (spores-black, 20.8 x 14 I-t, 14 x 10.4 I-t).
January, May,August, November, December. (F'igure 31.)

4. Receptacle membranaceous, tough, reviving with moisture, not putrescent.
Spores white.
*Pileus with a thin, unspecialized cellular pellicle.

MARASMIUS Fr.
(Gr., maraino, I die away.)
"Pileus membranaceous or coriaceous, regular or resupinate. Stem central
or wanting, cartilaginous or horny. Gills adnate, adnexed, decurrent or free,
pliant, rather tough.
Spores white; elliptical, pip-shaped, oblong elliptical,
almond-shaped, tear-drop-shaped, globose or subglobose; smooth, punctate or
echinulate; continuous. Cystidia present or absent. Growing on the ground or
on wood; solitary, gregarious, caespitose or fasciculate.' '-Rea.
'
The species of Marasl1/;<ius' grow ,on the ground or on wood or attached to
fallen leaves or arising from the bases of stems of g~rass and are characterised
by the membranaceous pileus which is tough and revives perfectly 'when moistened.
The genus is related to Collybia and My.c,e'fU», differing in the tough reviving
pileus, and is divided into two sections corresponding to these genera, the 011(1
with the margin of the pileus at first incurved, the other with it straight. Since
in some cases the fungi are only rnodera.tely tough and partly revive when
moistened, it is not surprising that a species may be placed in Collybia or Myoena
by one author and in Marasrn4us by another. The plants are usually sma ll,
some minute. Maraemiu« oreades, which has been found in New South Wales
but not yet in this State; is one of the larger terrestrial speciesyan inch or even
two inches in diameter, growing in "fairy rings' 'and making, it is said, a
delicious addition to gravy or soups. Some of the species have a smell of garlic.
The minute M. equscrini», common in the Mount Lofty Range, has long threads
of mycelium like horse hair entan.gling and attached to fallen leaves ana debris.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF MARASMIUS, ANDROSEACEUS, AND
CRINIPELLIS.
On the ground.
Gills nearly free.
Pileus 1 to. 2in. In rings .. .. .. ..
253. Marasmius oreades.
Gills adnate.
Pileus t to 1in., dark brown, when dry colour
of dead grass. Gins pinkish buff. Stem
about 1tin., villous, dark brown .. .. .. 255. M. cillosipes.
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On wood, fallen sticks, etc.
Pileus -!in. or more,
Stem" velvety, blackish, ~in.
Pileus about 1in., burnt umber, drying to
'walnut brown.
Gills adnate to subdecurrent, light cinnamon drab. Smell
foetid .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Stem densely villose or short hairy, greyish
brown.
Pileus about iin., sayal brown,
Gills
adnate, glaucous brown
Pileus usually :l to -!in.
Stem smooth' or slightly velutinat'e, Vandyke
brown to blackish, paler above, usually
about ~in.
Pileus up to tin., pinkish cinnamon to
ochraceous salmon. Gills adnate, creamy
white. On trunks .. .. .. .. .. '..
Stern pruinose to granular, whole plant light
pinkish cinnamon to colour of dead grass.
Pileus i to -3;in., umbilicate. Stem i to'
lino On fallen sticks, etc. .. .. .. ..
Pileus -minute, up to lino
Pileus umbilicate with a knob in the centre,
biscuit-coloured.
Gills 8 to 11, attached to a collar. Stem
several inches long, brown, hair-like.
Sterile mycelium like horse-hair .. ..
Pileus alveolar, honey-coloured.
Gills -6 to 10, adnate, Stem short, dark
brown below .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

256. M. [oetidus.

257. M. austratiensi«.

254. M . oisvnamoneus.

258. M. ramealis.

259. M. equicri/(l/is.
260. Androsaceus
aioeolari«.

.A ttached to buried grass stems.
Pileus -lin., with' adpressed fibrils, colour of dead
grass. Stem densely pilose, concolorous .. .. 261. Crinipellis

oaulricvifno,l-is.

A.

MARGIN OF PILEUS INCURVED AT FIRSrr\
STEM CARTILAGINOUS.
FLOCCOSE.

a. Stem externally villose or pruinose.

MYCELIUJ\{

Gills separating, free.

*Stem woolly or strigose at the base.
No South Australian species recorded.
*';':'Stem naked at the base.
253. Marasmius oreades (Bolt.) Fr. (Gr.,. oreias, belonging to mountainsj
Pileus l~in. (3.7 cm.) or larger, pliant, convex, irregular, subumbonate, then
rather upturned, surface matt, biscuit-coloured. Gills just free, broad, moderately
distant, CreaIny white. ,Stem up to 3in. (7.5 cm.), slender, equal, rather wavy,
somewhat pruinose ("covered with a villose-woven cuticle?"}, whitish. Spores
elliptical, white, 8.5 x 4.2 to 5 /-L. Forming imperfect rings. Edible. New
South Wales-Moore Park. Decem.ber.
The above description of the edible "Fairy Ring Champignon" is from Sydney
specimens. It has not yet been recorded from this state but doubtless does occur.
Its pliant texture, distant free gills and arrangement in rings make it readily
recognisable.
c-e-

b. Stern rooting, distinctly eartilaginous.

Gills separating-free.

*Stem woolly downwards, smooth upwards.
No South Australian species recorded.
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**Stem, at least when dry, everywhere pruinosely velvety.
No South Australian species recorded.
**Stem smooth.
No South Australian species recorded.
e. Stem abrupt, often furnished with a floccose tubercle at 'the base.
adnate or subdecurrent.

Gills

*Stem 'very smo-oth and shining upwards, base simple.
254. Marasmius cmnamoneus Clel. (L., cinauimoneus, cinnamon-coloured).Pileus .up to -!in. (1.2 cm.), usually less, i rregularly convex, then nearly plane,
surface dull and slightly villose or minutely frosted, subrugose, substriato S0111.etimes at the edge, when young with the edge a little inturned, Light Pinkish
Cinnamon to Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), Light Vinaceous Cinnamon (XXIX.) or Light
Ochraceous Salmon (xv.) ,darker in the centre. Gills adnat,e, then seceding,
moderately close to somewhat distant, slightly vcnt'ricoseyedgea sometimes slightly
serrate, crea-my white. Stem up to 1in. (1.2 cm.), sometimes to 1in. (2.5 cm.),
slender, slightly velutinate or smooth, near Hessian Brown or Vandyke' Brown
(XXVIII.) or lighter, paler above, darker sometimes nearly black below, abruptly
entering the martix. No smell. Spores subspherical to pear-shaped, with an
oblique apiculus, hyaline, 7.5 to 6 /-L, 7.5 to 9 x 4 /-L. On thick bark at the bases
o-f living Eucalypts. South Australia-National Park, Mount Lofty, Willunga
Hill, Inman Valley. April, May, July.
The distinguishing features are' the pinkish buff to cinnamon pileus, the
creamy white and adnate gills and dark reddish brown short subvelutinate stem.
**Stem velvety or pruinate, base subtuberculose.
255. Marasmius villosipes Clel. (L,., villosus, villous, shaggy; pes, afoot).Pileus -! to l+in. (1.2 to 2.7 cm.), irregularly convex, sometimes dimpled and
upturned, sometimes irregularly rugose, edge lacerated, dark brown when mcist,
when dry the colour of dead grass. Gills adnate, moderately close to rather
distant, pallid pinkish buff (near A vellaneous, XL.). Ste-m I! to l-!in. (3.1 to
3.7 c·m.), slender, tough, very villous, dark brown (darker than Buffy Brown, XL.).
Spores (apparently) pear-shaped, 5.5 x 3.5 /-L. Under Pisuu« rtubiata Don. (P.
insignis Douglas) and in grass. South Australia-Caroline State Forest, Mount
Gambier; Lowan State Forest, Kalangadoo. May.
256. Marasmius foetidus (Sow.) Fr. (L.,· foetidus, stinkin.g) .-Pileus up to
iin. (2.1 em.}, irregular, convex then nearly plane, plicate, 'near Burnt Umber
(XXVII.) when moist, drying to near Walnut Brown (XXVII.). Gills thick, adnate
to slightly decurrent, pruinose, near Light Cinnamon Drab (XLVI.). Stem ~in.
(1.2 cm.) , sometimes attenuated downwards, sometimes flattened, velvety,
blackish. Spores 9 x 5.5 /-L. Smell distinctly foetid. South Australia-On the
bark several feet up the trunk of living Eucalyptus oblique L 'Heret., Mount
Lof'ty Summit. April, July.
257. Marasmiusaustraliensis Clel. (L., austrolicnsis, here Australian).-Pileus
(15 mm.), convex and dimpled or slightly irregularly upturned or plane,
slightly irregularly rugose, innately fibrillose, near Sayal Brown .(XXIX. ) . Gills
adnate, 'moderately close, many short, sides slightly venose, glaucous brown.
Stem up to ~in. (18 mm.}, slightly attenuated downwards, densely villous or
short hairy, greyish brown. Spores 7.5 x :t5 /-L. No cystidia seen. On wood.
South Australia-National Park. July.
~in.

258. Marasmius ramealis (Bull.) Fr. (L., ramius, a branch) .-Pileus i to' :lino
to 7 mm.), convex, umbilicated, finally sometimes upturned and the edges
lacerated, edge inturned when young, surface dull, light pinkish cinnamon to
near the colour of dead grass. Gills adnate, moderately distant, many short, [t
little paler than the pileus. Stenl 1s tolin. (4 to 7 mm.), slender, slightly
attenuated downwards, pruinose to granular, abruptly entering the matrix, concolorous, Gregarious on fallen twigs and bark and dead' grassste111s, often
partly ibur icd in the sandy soil. South Australia-Encounter Bay. May,
Our plants differ from the description given by Rea in being smaller, and 111
being uniformly of one colour, near that of dead grass. The spores in the
British plant are given as 8 to 10 x :104 fJ-, rniu utely punctate.
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MARGIN OF PILEUS STRAIGHT AND ADPRESSED TO THE STEM: AT FIRST.
CARTILAGINOUS.
MYCELIUM RHIZ0l\10RPHOID, CORTiCATE.
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259. Marasmius equicrints F.v.M. (L., cquus, a horse; oritui«, hair) .-Pileus
1/16 to lino (1.5 to 3 mm.), convex or hemispherical, with about 8 coarse rugae,
umbilicate with a minute dark knob in the centre of the dimple, near Tawny
Olive (XXIX.). 'Gills adnate, attached to a eollar, 8 to 11 in number, distant,
pallrd. Stern 1 to 5in. (2.5 to 12.5 cm.), often less, smooth, hair-like, abruptly
piercing the. matrix or arising at right angles from the mycelium, dark brown
or black, pallid below the pileus. Sterile mycelium tough like horse-hair, brown,
tangled amongst fallen leaves, etc. Spores elongated, elliptical, 7:5 to 9 x 4.5: to
5.5 JL. South Australia-s-Mount Lofty, Greenhill Road, National Park. New
South Wales. March to July.
The Horse-hair Fungus is not uncommon amongst )Lhe debris of fallen leaves
in shaded forests. The sterile mycelium is often abundant and careful search
may show the minute caps on long hair-like sterns.
*-:-:'Pileus w ith a thick cellular pellicle.
teells of the pellicle upright, echinulate or verrucose.
ANDROS.A!CEUS (Pers.) Pat. (MARASMIUS Fr., in part).
(Gr., osuirosokes, an unidentified sea-plant.')
"Pileus membranaeeous, thin, regular, cells of pellicle echinulate or tuberculose. Stem central, horny. Gills adnate, emarginate, decur-rent or attached
to a collar. Spores white, elliptical, pip-shaped, oblong elliptical, subglobose or
club-shaped; smooth; continuous.
Cystidia present or absent.
Growing on
wood, fallen leaves, etc.' '-R,ea.
260. Androsaceus alveolaris Clel. (L., alceolaris, alveolar, having little troughs
or depressions).-Pileus lino (3 mm.) or less, rarely more, the surface alveolar
.from raised ribs rimosely arranged, leaving a polygonal cell in the centre, dark
honey-coloured (near Snuff Brown, XXIX.), the ribs darker. Gills adnate, distant,
6 to 10 in number, with SOl11e venose elevations at the periphery forming abortive
gills and buttressing folds, edges thick, pallid honey-coloured. Stem short, up
to :lino (6 mm.}, rarely more (~in., 15 m.m.) , slightly pruinose, whitish above,
very dark brown below, abruptly entering the matrix. Spores white, narrow,
oblique, with the ends drawn out and acute, 10 to 13 x 5.5 JL, 9 to 10 x 3.7 M.
Hairs on the pileus and stem eolourless, straight with knobby or irregular swollen
apices, 38 to ·76 x 7.5 JL, forming a villous coat, a few,' present. also on the edges
of the gills. On bark. South Australia-National Park, Encounter Bay. May,
July.
This little fungus, described as Murasmiu« oiocolaris, seems better placed under

A ndrosaceus.
t t Cells' of the. pellicle decumbent, very long, fibrillose.
CRINIP'ELLIS Pat.
(L.,. crinis, hail'; penis, skin.)
, 'Pileus rnembrauaceous, regular, cells of pellicle long, thick, tough. Stenl
central, firm. Gills adnate or free. Spores white, pip-shaped, smooth or punctate,
continuous. Growing on wood, twigs, etc.' '-Rea.
261. Crinipellis caulticinali-s (Bull.) Rea (Gr., l.aulos, a stalk).-Pileus ~in.
(1.2 cm.) , irregularly convex, covered with intricate adpressed fibrils, edge sometimes slightly rugose, pallid hrownish drying to a pale greyish brown or dead
grass colour. Gills apparently adnate or adriexed 01' attached to an indefinite
collar, then seceding,moderately close, concol.orous. Stern up to 1in. (2.5 cm.) ,
slender, usually attenuated downwards, densely pilose, solid, concolor ous or SOl11etimes browner. Spores elongated pear-shaped, one end pointed, 10.5 x ;) M.
Caespitose on the ground, often attached to buried grass stems. South Austrnlia-iHill near Beanmont (Adelaide). April.
SpeeiInens, apparently this species, £1'0111 Neutral Bay, 'Sydney, March, have
a tinge of purple on the pileus and stern and spores 7 to 8.fi x 4.4 to 5 u, The
representation of C. caulicinalis in Brosadola ts Iconographia Mycologica, Tab.
496, 2, does not' giye a good imm-essi on of the Australian plant that we refer to
this species.
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*';':'*Pileus sub-gelatinous leathery, stem horny.
HELIOMYCE.s Lev.
(Gr., helios, the sun;mykes, a fungus.)
, 'Flesh tremelloid, subcoreaceous, reviving in moist weather. Pileus rugose,
sulcate or reticulate-ridged. Stem central, confluent with the pileus, tough. No
veil. Gills with an acute edge.' '-Kauffman.
No Australian species as yet recorded.

5. Receptacle coriaceous, fleshy coriaceous or woody.

Spores white.

~o

*Gills with crisped folds.
TROGIA Fr. (PLICATURA Peck.)
(T'rog, a 'Swiss Mycologist.)
(L., plicatus, folded; Gr., oura, a tail.)
, 'Pileus spongy coriaceous, soft, flaccid, dimidiate, sessile or substipitate.
Hymeuium covering obtuse veins, gill-like in front, crisped and branched behind,
fertile on the edge. Spores white, oblong or cylindrical, smooth. Cystidia none.
Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species known.
*';':'Gills with the edges longitudinally split.
SCHIZOPHYLLUM Fr.
(Gr., schizo, I split; phyUon, a leaf.)
"Pileus coriaceous, resupinate. Stem l.ateralor none. Gills radiating from a
central point, becoming longitudinally split and revolute at the edges. Spores
'white, cylindrical, smooth, continuous. Cystidia none. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
262. Schizophyllum commune Fr. (L., comanunis, C01111non) .-Pileii single or
often caespitose or sometimes densely umbricate, up to 3in. (7.5 cm.) laterally
.and l~in. (3.7 em.) long but often much smaller? more or less fan-shaped or

[Photo. by S. Tee.

Figure 32.-Schizophyllum commune Fr. (No. 262).
Darwin, North Australia.

Multifid form from
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reniform and lobed, the ed.ges of the lobes sometimes cristately indented,
irregularly plane, convex or concave, radiately rugose, covered with dingy greyish
to whit.ish downy pairs becolning· strigose, often pendulous, usually contracted
to a stem-like base, tough, near Wood Brown (XL.) when moist, drying pallid
greyish-white. Gills splitting and when rnoist revolute at the edges, narrow,
close, radiating, near Vinaceous Buff (XL~) sometimes with a livid cinnamon
tint or Avellaneous (XL.). Flesh pallid, tough. Spores in the mass white with
a very faint salmon tint, microscopically narrow, slightly curved, 7.5 x 2.7 p:
On vf'allen trunks, stumps, dead branches, and sometimes on old t.imber. South
.Australia-On stumps of Pimu« and willow and on wood of A raucaria Biilwilli
Hook., Beaumont ; Waterfall Gully. All the Australian States. Probably nearly
world-wide. Autumn and winter. (Figure 32.)
A not uncommon species .on dead wood and stumps, readily recognised by its
toughness, its split revolute gills and its greyish-white downy-strigose upper
surface. It is found sometimes in dense overlapping 'masses. It undoubtedly
.aids in the disintegration of dead wood and stumps.
***Gills black.

ANTHRACOPHYLLUM.
(Gr., anthrax, coal; pliullon; a leaf.)
'Pileus semi-circular,almost sessile, leathery, tough, thin, wrinkled.
Gills
leathery-coriaceous, unequal, with sharp undivided edges, black. Spores white.
:N 0 Australian species recorded.
**-:'-*Pileus fleshy coriaceous, gills somewhat soft.

PANUS Fr.
(Gr., pan, all; ous, an ear.)
"Pileus fleshy-coriaceous, excentric, dimidiate or resupinate, sessile or stipitate.
Stein when present lateral, confluent with the pileus. Gills soft, then coriaceous,
decurrent or arising from a central point. Spores white, cylindrical or elliptical,
smooth, continuous.
Cystidia present or absent.
Growing on wood, often
caespitose.' '-R,ea.
These fungi are non-putrescent, tough, and grow on wood. The pileus is
excentric, lateral or at first resupinate. The flesh varies in texture from tough
to somewhat fleshy, so that some species approach Pleurotus. Some authorities
consequently lnay place a species in Panus which others consider should come
under Pleurotus. The gills have an entire edge which distinguishes them from
those of Lctiiinus, in which the edges are thin and lacerated 01' serrated.
Stern definitely lateral.
263. Panus stipticus (Bull.) Fr. "Pileus -! to 2!in. (1.2 to 6.7 cm.), thin,
elastic, reniform, sometimes infundibuliform and lobed, pruinose, the cuticle
breaking up into furfuraceous scales, cinnamon, becoming pale. Stem i to tin.
e5 to 20 mm.), 1/12 to lino (2 to 3 mm.) thick, coriaceous, dilated at the apex,
ascending, pruinose, coriaceous. Gills. ending detenninately, thin,very narrow,
crowded, connected by veins, ·ochraceous or cinnamon. Flesh concolorous. Spores
white, elliptical" 4 to 5 x 2 to 2.5 u, Cystidiaon the edge of the gills lanceolate,
at first clavate. Taste very astringent. Poisonous. On dead stumps and fallen
branches.' '-Rea.
***':-*Pileus membrnnaceous-coriaeeous, gills coriaceous, branched, obtuse.

XEROTUS Fr.
(Gr., xeros, dry; ous, an ear.)
, 'Pileus membranaceous-coriaceous, regular. Stem central, confluent with the
pileus. Gills coriaceous, broadly plicaeform, dichotomous, edges entire, obtuse.
Spores white, elliptical, irregular.' '-R·ea.
Species of this genus have not so far been collected in South Australia. The
pretty X. !ul!iginosus B. et C. is not uncommon on sticks in the coastal part of
New South Wales.
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***-;'-**Pileus coriaceous or woody, pliant; gills firm, often toothed.

LENTINUS Fr.
(L., lentus, pliant or tough.)
"Pileus coriaceous, pliant, more or less irregular, stipitate or sessile. Stem
when present central,excentric or lateral, confluent with the pileus. Gills tough,
adnate or decurrent, often' toothed at the edge. Spores white; elliptical, pipshaped, oblong cylindrical or globose; smooth or echinulate; continuous. Cystidia
present or absent.
Growing on "wood, rarely on the ground, solitary or
caespitose.' '-Rea.
The species of Lentinus are tough fungi, more or less pliant when moist,
becoming more rigid when dry, reviving with moisture. They approach Pleuroius
on the one hand and Leneiies on. the other. The edge of the gills is thin and
typically should become lacerated or toothed, thus distinguishin.g the genus
from Pamus, "I'his serrated edge is often poorly developed. We possess two
species at least. One of these, Lentimu« Iepideus, very large, up to 10iin. across,
with the pileus remarkably resembling a leopard's skin in colour and pattern,
has been found in OUL Mallee country. The .other species are smaller, strigose
fungi, with the centre of the pileus usually deeply umbilicated and with narrow
decurrent gills, found attached to fallen wood.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus nearly entire. Stem distinct.
Pileus scaly.
Largo, stout, reticulated and variegated with
264. Lesitinus lepideus.'
spot-Iike scales ..
Pileus strigose or villose, thin, more or less
infundibuliform.
Gills with a violet tint, decurrent.
Pileus becoming whitish .. ..
.I.
265. L. deatbatus
(vide L. [asoiatus y,
Gills pallid or wood-colour, decurrent.
Pileus reddish-fawn, depressed, strigosely
hairy. Gills pallid .. .. .. .. .. ..
L., striaosus. *
Pileus pale ochre, fasciculately hispid, the
hairs longer and coarser than in the
preceding. Gills pale wood colour .. 265. L. [asciatus.
Pileus dark reddish-brown, infundibulifor.m, densely hispid.
Gills greyish
brown .. .. .. .. ..
265. L. terrestris
(vide L. fasci.atus),;
Pileus dimidiate or sessile.
No species yet recorded for the State.
k).

••

*Cooke records L. striaoeue Fr. for Queensland.
Australia.

1. Pileus nearly . . entire.

••

••

••

It has not been recorded for South

Stern distinct.

*Pileus scaly, more or less manifestly veiled.
264. L,entinus lepideus Fr. (Gr., l-epis, a scale) .-Pileus 10!in. (26.2 em.) ,
convex with centre depressed and edge undulating, firm, presenting a leopardlike appearance from fine reticularions separating scale-like ar,eas of -1 to lin..
(6 to 12 mm. ) ; the centre of each spot is pallid and outside this is- a dark
brown" ring and beyond this again pallid: ochraceous anastomosing lines in thecentres 01 which run the reticulations between the scales; in the central part,.
the areas are 'more plates; at the periphery they are more scale-like; general
colour near Tawny Olive (XXIX.), the centres of the spots paler; the young
plant is more scaly and not spot-like, near Light Ochraceous Buff (xv.). Gills
decurrent, anastomosing near the stern as ret.iculations, rather broad, close, not
transversely striate, edges mostly entire, Light Ochraeeous Buff (XlV.), becoming
darker. Stem short, 1in. (2.5 cm.), stout (2ill., 5 cm.). South AustraliaGurrai (Peebinga Railway). July.
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":-*Pileus villose or pulverulent.
265. Lentinus fa.sciatus Fr. (Probable synonyms, L. 'dealbatus Fr., L. [rUS()Opurpureus Kalch., and L. t erresiris Lloyd.) (L., [asoiatus, arranged in bundles).
----,-Pileus up to 2in. (5 cm.), thin, coriaceous, infundibuliform, margin involute,
densely fasciculately hispid, more or less regular, Tawny Olive (XXIX.) becoming
bleached-looking. Gills deeply decurrent, moderately close, rather narrow, entire,
pale wood-colour becoming ,glaucous (near Light Mouse Gray, LI.). Stem 1in.
(2.5 cm.), sometimes much more, slender or stout, densely h ispid like the pileus,
deeper brown than Tawny Olive. On rotting wood.
The above description has been drawn up from plants from Enoggera, Queensland, determined by the late Dr. C. G. Lloyd as L. foseiatus. 8.mall specimens
from Polda, 30 miles north-east of Elliston (Eyre Peninsula), August, differ
in the gins being purplish brown when fresh. Kinchina plants ( July, August)
have gills varying from pale wood-colour to violet or purplish tinted becoming
pale with the pileus f'rorn Tawny Olive (XXIX.) to near Saccardo 'sUmber (XXIX.),
spores 6 to 7.5 x 3 to 3.75 p: Lmrnature plants from Clare, August, also have
purple tints. It seems probable that the purplish brown or violet tint is present
in the young state of L. [asciatus and that L. deaibatu« Fr., with gills "som,ewhat violet" and L. [usco-purpureus Kalch. with "pileus purple-brown" and
gills "paler than the pileus" are really stages or forms of L. fasciaius. The
type of L. terreetris Lloyd was also gathered at Kinchina (Septcmber ) 'where
the above plants, SOITIe with violet or purplish gills, were found. We consider
that L. terrestris is probably also merely a form of L. [asciatus, but append a
description drawn up from the eo-types in our possession. This is as follo'ws:Pileus 1 to 2in. (2.5 to 5 cm.), irregular, s-omewhat infumdibuliform, densely
hispid with short fasciculate hairs, approaching Snuff Brown (XXIX.). Gills
equal, close, moderately decurrent, ,greyish-brown, darker when young. Stem
lino (1.8 cm.), central or slightly excentric, rather slender, velutinate, the colour
of the pileus, white within, surrounded at the base by a ball of dirt adhering
in a mycelial mass and connected to buried decaying wood. Spores 6.5 to 8 x
3.2 to 4 u,

11. Hymenium inseparable from the pileus, spread over the surface
of narrow, obtuse veins, gills or folds or quite smooth.
*Spores white.

Receptacle fleshy, stipitate; gills simple.

Parasitic on other Agarics.

NYCTALIS Fr.
(Gr.,n.yx, night.)

No species yet recorded for Australia.
Receptacle fleshy, stipitate; gills forked.

CANTHARELLUS Adans.
(Gr., kamtharo«; a drinking cup.)
"Pileus fleshy; regular, excentric or lobed. Stem central, eonfluent with the
pileus. Gills decurrent, thick, branched. Spores white, rarely pale ochraceous
in the mass, elliptical, oval or pip-shaped, smooth; basidia with 4-8 sterigmata.
Cystidia present or absent. Growing on the ground.' '-Rea~

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Pileus and solid stem fleshy.
Pinkish-lilac tints on the pileus and stern .. .. 266. Coaitharellue
Pileus 1 to l!in., ochraceous tawny to cinnamon.
Iilacinus,
Gills and stem oehraceous buff .\. .. .. .. .. 2,67. C. ochraceus.
Pileus to Lin., vinaceous buff or paler.·Gills white,
tinted with pinkish cream. Stem 2ill., attenuated
downwards .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . '. 268. C. attenuates.
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Pileus submembranaceus,
Pileus usually over lino
Pileus rugose, brown. Gills adnate, vinaceous
brown. Stem villous, drying buff brown ..
Pileus smoky brown f'rom punctate granules.
Gills su bdecurrent.
Stem short, with
granules .. .. .. .. .
.
Pileus .under lino
White, attached to roots of grasses
Snuff brown or lighter. Gills deeply decurrent.
Amongst moss or on bare soil
Chrome-coloured .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

269. C. ruqosus,

270. C. granulo8u,S.
271. C. inoperatae.
272. C. brunmeue.

85. Omphalia chromacea.

"Pileus and solid stem fleshy.
266. Cantharellus Iilacinus Clel.. et Cheel. (L., lYil(1,cinU8, lilac-coloured) .-Pileu~
up to lino (2;5 cm.), convex and edge turned in when young, then slightly
convex or even depressed, often deformed, surface matt or almost floccose, of a
brilliant artificial-looking pinky-lilac. Gills markedly decurrent from the. first,
very distant, often branching, many short, edges rather thick, White ,or with a
lilac tint. Stem up 'to liin. (3.7 cm.), 3/l6in. (4.5 mm.) thick, moderately
stout, equal, lilac above, a pale dull yellow below. Flesh thick, Iilac . above,
white in the stem. Spores pear-shaped, 7 to 8.5 x 4.5 to 5.5 u, South AustraliaMount Lofty. New South Wales. June, July.
The lilac colour and thick, often branching, gills distinguish the species.
267. Cantharellus ochraceus Clel. (L., OChMOOUS, ochre-coloured) .-Pileus 1 to
l!in. (2.5 to 3.7 cm.), convex, somewhat irregular, surface dull, edge turned
in when young, near Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) and Cinnamon (XXIX.). Gills
slightly arcuately decurrent, rather distant, only occasionally forking at the
extre.me periphery, rarely elsewhere,· short ones interspersed at the periphery, up
to 7 mm. deep, bases thick tapering to a blunt or usually somewhat acute edge,
Light Ochraceous Buff (xv.). Stem 11 to l!in. (3 to 3.7 cm.), 8 to 10 mm.
thick, rather irregular, attenuated downwards or. irregularly thickened below,
slightly fibrillose, Ochraceous Buff (xv.). Flesh Light Ochraceous Buff, in the
stem continuous with and similar to that of the pileus. Spores white, pearshaped, 6.5 x 4p.. South Australia-On the ground in a clump of Hibberiia
aciculari« (Labill.) F.v.M., National Park. July.
This species seems close to C. Eriesii QueL
268. Cantharellus attenuatus Clel. (L., attewuatus, attenuated, in reference to
the stem).-Pileus ! to lino (1.8 to 2.5 cm.). or more, campanulate or convex
with a slight umbo and gills arcuately and deeply decurrent, to slightly infundibulif'orrn and gills deeply decurrent, slightly fibrillose silky, near Vinaceouj, Buff
(XL.) and paler. Gills deeply decurrent, rather distant, narrow, edges rather
thick, sometimes branching or with slight venose connections, white with a
pinkish cream tint. Stem 2 to 21in. (5 to 6.2 cm.), slender, markedly attenuated
downwards, matt to subfibrillose, solid, white with a tinge of vinaceous buff.
Flesh white, thin externally. Spores pear-shaped, 5 x 2.5. u, Several together
on the ground, rooting rather deeply. South Australia-National Park, Mount
Lofty. June.
[268A. Oantharellus cibarius Fr. var. australtensis 01el. (L., ciborius, pertaining to food; australieneis, here Aust'ralian).-Pileus up to l!in. (3.7 cm.},
irregular,. usually dimpled or umbilicate, sometimes gibbous, rather mealy, dry
or slightly viscid, brilliant orange, often pinkish orange, or the colour' of a deadripe apricot, rarely salmon orange or salmon crimson. Gills decurrent, moderately
distant, thick, rounded, often forked several times, paler or deeper orange than
the pileus. Stem up to over lino (2.5 cm.}, attenuated upwards or downwards,
often flattened,solid or slightly hollow in the centre, colour of the pileus. Flesh
paler. Faint sweet apricot emell and flavour. Spores oval, white, 6.3 to 9 x 5 to
7 p.. Edible. On the ground. New South Wales-Lower Hawkesbury R. (Milson
Island and mainland); Ryde. Victoria. May, July, November.
(Plate Ill.
Right hand bottom figure usual colour, left hand middle figure rarer form
approaching crimson.)
This small wariety of C. cib arius has not yet' been found in South Australia.
It is readily recognised by,!-its colour and apricot smell. I have eaten it and
found it to have a delicate apricot flavour.]
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**Pileus submembranaceous; stem tubular, polished.
269. Cantharellus rugosus Clel. (L., ricaosue, wrinkled) .-Pileus up to liin..
(4.8 cm.), submembranaceous, irregularly convex. with the centre. depressed;
finally often upturned, coarsely and irregularly radiately rugose, dark brown
near Natal Brown (XL.) drying 'paler near Wood Brown (XL.). Gills adnate,
rather narrow, often very irregular with buttresses and sometimes anastomosing·
folds between, when dry more vinaceous than Army Brown (XL.) with a ITIOre
purplish cast when .moist. Stern up to 2in. (5 cm.), slender, attenuated' downwards, villous, hollow, when dry near Buff Brown (XL.), when moist dark brown
nearly black. Flesh very thin. Spores 7 to 9 x 3 J-L. Cystidia not seen. Suggestive of Ma,rasmiu,s but not reviving when moistened. At the base of a stump..
South Australia-Mylor. June.
. 270. Cantharellus granulosus Clel. (L., granu.lOS1.lS, granular) .-Pileus 2in.
(5 cnl.) , irregularly convex to plane, sometimes upturned irregularly, rep and,
edge irregular, thin, smoky brown from minute dark-coloured granules. or warts...
Gills' sub-decurrent, moderately close, narrow, edges rather thin, often forking
towards the periphery, sometimes crinkled and' with, irregular veins between,
creamy_ in colour with rusty stains where injured. Stem short, tin. (1.2 cm..) '"
subexcentric,slender, stuffed, tough,dark smoky brown from minute granules.
Flesh of stem continuous. with that of the pileus. Spores subspherical to elliptical. 9.5 x 7.5 It, 7.5 It. S.outh Austraha-s-On the ground in a swamp, Back
Valley near Encounter Bay. May..
271. Oantharellus [mpera;tae Clel, et Cheel. (After the grass I mperata
arumdimacea (L.) Beauv., on which the species was first found).-Pileus up 1"0
~in. (15 mm.) or more, convex, subgibbous, then plane or a, little depressed,
somewhat irregular, edge turned in especially when young, surface matt, pale
fawny-white in the centre with the periphery paler or nearly pure white, later
with' a brownish tint. Gills adnate, then decurrent, edges rather thick andentjre,
moderately distant, sometimes branching and connected by irregular cross-veins,
white with an orange tint when dry. Stem up to liin. (4.3' cm.), markedly
attenuated downwards, slightly hollow, white and somewhat mealy above, mouldy
greenish-grey and mealy below. Spores -obliquely pear-shaped or flask-shaped,
one end acute, with a central globule, 9 to 13.8 x 5.2 to 7 /L. South Australia-Morialta, Encounter Bay. New South Wales. February, March, May, August.
272.Cantharellus brunneus Glel. (L:, brunmeus, brown) .-Pileus about i to'
!in.(10 to 12.5 mm.), submembranaceous, convex, the centre umbilicate to
Infundibuliform, striate to rugose-striate, edge slightly incurved when young,.
semit.ranslucent sometimes when moist, near Sayal Brown, Snuff Brown or
Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), becoming pale wood-brown and drying pallid with a
brownish tint (near Light Buff, xv., paler than Pinkish Buff), opaque and dull.
Gills deeply decurrent, rather distant,edges thick, alternate gills short, often
forked, especially in larger specimens, with narrow irregular gills at the periphery,
somet.imes venose on the sides, sometimes the branching leading to irregular
cells at the periphery, slightly paler than the pileus (paler than Pinkish Buff'
Or Cinnamon Buff). Stem t to lino (1.2 to 2.5 cm.) , slender, equal or slightly
attenuated upwards, smooth above, sometimes slightly pruinose below, usually
sol id, sometimes- hollow, colour of the pileus. Flesh of the stem continuous with
that of the pileus, pallid brown when 1110ist, whiter when dry, .cortex of the stern
more cartilaginous. Spores subspherical to pear-shaped elliptical, 5.5 J-L, usually
7.5 x 4.5 to 5.5 It, rarely 6 to 9 x 3.7 to 5.5 It. Amongst rnoss or short grass
or on bare soil. South' Australia-Greenhill Road, Mount Lofty, Black Hill,
M.orialta, Mylor, Baker's Gully, Kinc.hina, MacDonnell Bay (S.E.) . l\1ay to.
August. (Figure 15 C.)
This common little brown species is perhaps better placed under Omphalo»:
I

Receptacle fleshy, membranaceous, funnel-shaped or umbilicate.
veined or smooth.

Hymenium

CRATERELLUS Fr.
(Gr., krater, a large bowl.)
;;'. Pileus fleshy or membranaceous, funnel-shaped or umbilicate. Stem central,
confluent with the pileus. Hymeuium .smooth, becoming wrinkled. Spores 'white"
rarely pale ochraceous in t:Qe 'mass; elliptical, ovoid, or oblong elliptical; smooth
or punctate; basidia with 2 to 4 sterigmata. Cystidia none. Growing on the
ground. "-Rea.
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273. Craterellns multiplex Cke. et Massee. (L., mulivple», with rnany folds).Stem slender, erect, 1± to 2in. (3.1 to 5 cm.) high. Pilei reniform or obovate,
attached by their bases to the stem, in a series of 2 to 5 or 6 superimposed, 1 cm.
broad, depressed behind, smooth" margin a little incurved, thin, Light Pinkish
Cinnamon (XXIX.) becoming Light Ochraceous Buff (xv.) to Sayal Brown (XXIX.)
when dry. Hymenium of narrow thick radiating folds, sometimes forking or
connecting by veins, Vinaceous Pink (XXVIII.), when dry Light Ochraceous Salmon
(xv.) nearly to Zinc Orange (xv.) (type from Tasmania described as fleshcolour). "Spores globose, hyaline, 3.5 fJ-" (type). South Australia-At the
base of a dead stump, Mount Lofty. Tasmania. June.

Receptacle membranaceous, spathulate or cup-shaped pendent.
veined or smooth.

Hymemum

DIICTYOLUS Que!. (= CANTHARELLUS p.p.).
~

.

(Gr., driktyon, a network.)
"Pileus membranaceous, spathulate, or cup-shaped and pendent. Hymenium
consisting of vein-like gills, anastomosing in a reticulate manner or almost
smooth. Spores white, elliptical or pip-shaped, smooth. Cystidia none. Growing
-on wood or on mosses.' '-Rea.
KEY TO THE SPECIE:S.
Whole plant buff brown. Stem -lino
.. .. .. 274. Dietyolus custralis.
Pileus orange cinnamon to cinnamon buff. Gills near
cinnamon. Stern to ~in., pallid .. .. .. .. .. .. 275. D. cinmaanoneus.
274. Dictyolus (Oantharellus) australis Clel. (L., australis, southern) .-Whole
plant browner than Buff Brown (XL.) and moist looking. Pileus spathulate or
flabelliform, a little more than -lino (6 mm.) broad and long, smooth,' sometimes
faintly sulcate. Gills "decurrent, moderately distant, f.orking or branching, edges
thick. Stem under :lino (6 mm.), quite lateral, slightly attenuated downwards,
.smooth, On mossy ground. South Australia-Kinchina. August.
275. Dictyolus (Oantharellus) cinnamoneus Clel. (L., cinnamumeus, cinnamoncolourecl).-Pileus up to lino (1.8 cm.) laterally, iin. (1.2 cm.) from before
backwards, quite lateral, flabelliform, slightly convex to concave, usually somewhat
lobed' or lacerated, sometimes with several pilei on a branehing stem, surface
dull, Orange Cinnamon (XXIX.) to Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.). Gills decurrent,
narrow, edges a little thick, sometimes forking and occasionally venose at the
periphery, more rusty than Cinnamon (XXIX.). Stem lateral, i to tin. (10 to
12 mm.), nearly equal, slightly mealy, pallid but with tints of the pileus. Spores
narrow, pointed at one endywhite, 7.5 x 2.5 to 3.5 u, South Australia-On the
,ground near a dead stump, Mount Lofty. June.

**Spores ochraceous,
Receptaele fleshy eoriaceous, stipitate.

Hymenium fold-like.

NEUROPHYLLUM Pat.
(Gr., neuron, a sinew; pllyllon, a leaf.)
c 'Pileus

fleshy, coriaceous, irregular. Stem central, confluent with the pileus.
Hyrnenium fold-like, thick, decurrent. Spores ochraceous, elliptical or fusiform,
smooth. Cystidia none. Growing on the ground.' '....,.....:.Rea.

or
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Ill. Hymenium soft, separable from the pileus.

Gills often anastomosing and forming irregular pores, especially at the apex
of the stem. Spores white, ochraceous or ferruginous.
PAXILLUS Fr.-

(L,., paxUlu,s, a small stake.)
"Pileus fleshy, regular, excentric, dimidiate or resupinate.
Stem central,
excentric, lateral or none, confluent with the pileus. Gills decurrent, soft, almost
mucilaginous, separable, often anastomosing. Spores white, ochraceous, reddish
or. ferruginous; elliptical, pip-shaped or glohose; smooth.
Cystidia absent.
Growing on the ground or on wood.' '-Rea.
The genus is characterised by the hymenium being soft and spread over more
or less anastomosing .gills 'which are readily separable f'rorn the substance of the
pileus just as, in the allied .genus Boletnss, the tubes are similarly readily
separable. In the agaries proper, on the other hand, the hymeninm is inseparable
from the pileus. The genus f'orrns a kind of connecting' link between the typical
gill-forming members of the Agaricaceae which they resemble in having obvious
gills though these often anastomose, and the Boleti i~ which the tube-layer is
separable. They have been usually placed with the Agarics and the Boleti with
tne Polypores but Rea in his "British Basidiomycetae ' has followed what
appears to be a more scientific classification, placing Paxiltu« with Boletus and
its allies, all with a readily separable hymenium, in the suborder Boietineae, one
of the three divisions into which the' order Aqaricales can be split. The other
pore-forming genera are placed in the order A p'hyllophorales, in which the
hymenium is exposed from the first, 'whereas in the Agar'~(J,al.es it is at first
hidden by a membrane and only exposed as maturity is, reached.
The species are .mostly medium-sized to large, fleshy and putrescent. The
stem is often rather excentric or even lacking. The pileus may be more or less
infundibuliform and the gills are usually decurrent. 'I'heeolour is in our species
mostly tawny to brown. The spores are usually ferruginous, but may be whitish
or reddish and many present an elongated mummy-shape, a form that characterises
many species of Boletus. We have several species of which the large handsome
tawny P. infundibuliform1is is quite comIJ?-on on.' the Mount Lofty R~nges and
P. involutus may frequently be found. in..the National Park.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF pAXILLUS AND PHYLLOPORUS.
Spores yellowish-green or yellowish-brown.
Spores mummy-shaped, relatively narrow. Plants
large.
Pileu~ more o~ less.> ,t~:wny .,...br0'Y ll,... il1bP~d;i
bulif'orrn. G~ll~.~deeply decurrent, more, or
less tawny. Spo'res yellowisl,\" bruwn, 13' to
.. ..
16 x 4 to 7 /-L. No "cystidia
Pileus brown, irregular. Gills more or iess
decurrent, yellowish-green. Spores yellowishgreen, 11.5 to 13.5 x 5.5 to 8 /-L. Cystidia
present .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Spores elliptical or subsphericaL
Large. Pileus brown, viscid, 'more or less
convex, involute, Gills moderately decurrent,
brown. Spores elliptical, 7.5 to 11 x 5.5 to
5.8 /-L • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Spores whitish, mummy-shaped.
Pileus brown, 3in. Gills decurrent, watery brown.
Stem short, nearly lateral. Spores 13 x 4 /-L. In
sand
.

276. Paxillus
infuniJ.i,bulif,()rmis,

279. Phylloporus
pcradoxus.

277. Pcuaillus i1?Jvol"utus.

278. Paxillus
psarrnrwiphila.

27,6. Paxillus infundibuliformis Clel. (L., i.nfwndibulifo1~mis, funnel-shaped).Sometimes. slender, usually large. Pileus 1i to 4iin. (3.7 to 11.2 cm.), Irregularly
infundibuliform (shallow or deep), sometimes irregularly convex or rather
flabelliform when the stem is exeentric, sometimes irregularly lobed, sometimes
viscid when moist, finely villous when dry, tending to crack- into rows of villi
near the periphery, sometimes covered with brown to very dark brown (near
Russet, xv., to Mars Brown, XlV.) warty scales, the edge involute when young,
Ochraecous Tawny (xv.) becoming Cinnamon Brown (xv.) , Raw Sienna (III')J
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near Yellow Ochre (xv.) and Deep Chrome (IlL), near Antimony Yellow (xv.) ,
Light Cadmium (IV.) or under the scales when. present near Honey Yellow
(xxx.). Gills decurrent, often deeply so, often forking several times from near
the stem, moderatelyclose, edges a lrttle thick, when young near Aniline Yellow
(IV.) or Honey Yellow (xxx.) , becoming Sudan Brown (IU.), Dresden Brown
(xv.), Buckthorn Brown (xv.), Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) or Clay Colour (XXIX.)
and later still darker (e.g., Antique Brown, nr.) , sometimes becoming spotted
with brown, Stem 1~· to 2iu. (3.7 to 5 em.), i to -kin. (1 t02 cmi) thick,
relatively slender to stoutish, attenuated downwards, swollen under the pileus,
villous or somewhat mealy or .even fibrillosely scaly, stuffed or hollow, central
or sometimea excent.ric, pallid to the colour of the gills (base Mars Brown, xv.) ,
.sometimes with a few slightly raised brown lines. Flesh pallid or turning
reddish brown when cut', then darker. Spores mummy-shaped, elongated, yellowbrown to greenish-yellow, usually 11 to 16, occasionally 21 x 4 to 7 IJ-. Cystidia
not seen. On the ground. South Australia-Kuitpo (~f.ay); Greenhill· Road;
Mount Compass; N oarlunga hills; in Euoatuptu« obliqua L 'Her. forest, Willunga
Hill;. Mount Lofty; Kinchina; Back Valley, Inman Valley; Kalangadoo (S.E·.).
April to July. (Figure 33.)

[Photo. by S. Tee.
Figure

33.-Paxillu8 infundibuliformis Clel.
Willunga Hill.

(No.

276).

This large and handsome species is common. It is readily recognised by its
tawny yellowish colour, usually more or less. funnel shape, deeply decurrent often
forking gills and the large elongated spores.
277. Paxillus involutus (Batsch) Fr., (L., involutue, rolled in) .-Pileus 2t to
Sin. (6 to 20 cm.), fleshy, irregularly convex, then expanding, the edge becoming
thin, or irregularly plane and slightly depressed, sticky when moist, the surface
with adpressed fibrils, markedly involute when young, cinnamon to Mikado brown.
Gills near, the stem anastomosing to form irregular pores, moderately decurrent,
close, edges moderately thick, cinnamon buff to' clay colour.vbecoming yellower,
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turning brown when bruised or old. Stem i to 2in. (1.8 to 5 Cl11.) or more,
± to iin. (6 to 15 mrn,') or more thick, usually central,stout to slender, pallid
becoming brownish like the pileus, sometimes with fine punctate spots. Flesh
thick, pallid turning' yellowish brown. Spores elliptical, slightly oblique, dull
brown to yellowish-brown, '7.5 to 11 x 4.5 -to 5.8 u, South Australia-Under
larch and other introduced trees, National Park. April, May, July.
Abnormal specimens are occasionally found, one in the National Park showing,
inthe concavity of the cap, definite gills tending to anastomose. This is probably
an mt.tcdueed jspecies as shown by its association with exotic trees. It is common
in parts of the National Park and can be recognised by its large brown pileus
with the edge deeply turned in when young, the moderately decurrent gins
becoming yellow and then brown and the spore shape.
278. Paxillus psammiphila Clel, (Gr., psanimos, sand; ph/dos, loving).-Pileus
3!in. (8.7 Cl11.) , :flabelliform-dimidia te,somewhat fibrillose, becoming cracked,
brown. Gills decurrent, close, anastomosing reticulately near the stern, watery
brown. Stem short (about 1in., 2.5 cm.), nearly lateral, slender, passing into a
long narrow root surrounded by mycelial threads. Spores abundant, n1ummyshaped, white, 13 to 13.5 x 4 p: In sand. South Australia-Elliston (E.P.).
August.

[From unitercolour by Miss P. Glarke.

Figure 34.-Phyllo}JtoJ'1l8

G

(Kaleh.) Bres. (No. 279).
Redueed by !.

}J((-1'(((ZOXUS

Sydney.
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PHYLLOPORUS.
(Gr., phyUon, a leaf.)
Similar characters to Paxillu« but 'with cystidia,
279. Phylloporus paradoxus (Kalchr.) Bres. (Gr., paradoxos, strange.) (Syn..
Paxiuu« paradotcu« (Kalchr.) Quel. and Phylloporus rhodoztuuliu« (Seh.)
Bres.).-Pileus3 to 5-!in. (7.5 to 13.7 cm.) , irregular, often a little depressed
in the centre, tending 'to/ crack, dark fawn, near snuff brown, deep bistre or

[F'rom uiater colour by Miss. P.

cuc-i».

Figure 35.-PhylloporU8 ])(/,}"adoxu8 (Kalch.)
(No. 279). Sydney. Reduced by nearly

Bres.

1.

Sepia (XXIX.) or yellowish brown. Gills decurrent or with only a tendency to
decurrence, moderately thick and broad, sometimes forking or slightly anastomosing near the stem, yellowish gold with a tendency to a greenish shade, near
lemon yellow or near Aniline Yellow (IV.), turning brownish. Stem 2in. (5 cm.},
stout above (up to 1in., 2.5 cm.}, attenuated downwards, usually somewhat
excentr ic, solid, brownish or whitish, finely punctate 'with minute darker dots.
Flesh thick, whitish tending to become brownish with greenish tints below the
gills. Spores mummy-shaped to obliquely elliptical, pale yellow or greenish,
11.5 to 13.5 x :5.5 to 8 u, Cystidia usually present, 47 x 16 p: On the ground
usually under trees. South Austrulia-s-Mount Lofty (no eystidia seen), Moriulta,
Morphett Vale. New South Wales. March, July, September. (Figures 34 and 35.)
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EDITORIAL PREFACE.
Handbooks of the Flora and Fauna of South Australia, issued by the
British Science Guild (South Australian Branch).

Recognising the need for a wider diffusion of accurate knowledge of our
Flora and Fauna, the Guild has undertaken the issue of a series of handbooks.
There is an admitted lack of inexpensive but accurate books dealing
with the plants and animals of South Australia, and it is felt that the absence
of such has been a real handicap to young Australia, and so to the progress
of Australian Science.

These volumes, which 'have been planned to meet

the want, are being prepared gratuitously by South Australian biologists
and geologists; they will be printed and published by.the State Government,
and will be availa ble for schools and the public generally.

"INTRODUCTION TO PART 11.
The First Part of the Handbook on the Toadstools and Mushrooms and other
Larger Fungi of South Australia contained a systematic account of the gillforming, mostly fleshy, fungi included in the Agaricaceae .belonging to the
Basidiomycetales. The Second Part deals in sequence with the remaining fungi
included in the scope of this work and completes the Handbook. The description
of the Basidiomycetales is continued, dealing firstly with the pore-forming fungi
(the Polyporaceae) which comprise the fleshy putrescent stalked Boleti,
resembling the agarics but with the spore-bearing surface in the form of tubes
'instead of gills, and the firmer, non-putrescent, leathery, corky or even woody,
sometimes perennial, polypores of such genera as Eomes, Polyporus and

I'rometes.
Some of the Boleti, such as Boletus Iuteus and B. granulatus, are edible.
These two species are also of interest as they only occur under or near species
of Piavus, and, by means of their mycelial strands, may perhaps be found to
have an association with the rootlets of the trees or seedlings which may be
of advantage to the latter. Certain of the Boleti, when cut across, show a rapid
change of colour on the exposed surface, from white or pallid to blue, green,
reddish, yellow or dingy brown, due to the injury setting free ferments which
cause rapid oxidation with the' formation of coloured compounds. Bruising also
may give rise to these changes. Some Boleti are highly coloured, and the
colouring is often of a lurid type, suggesting, one hardly knows why, that the
fungus in question is poisonous, Boletus Satanas of Europe perhaps getting its
name in this way. The stem in some instances is reticulated with lines which
may be red or the reticulations lllay be .raised presenting a lacunose appearance.
The species of Fomes are perennial, often large, hard and woody, hoof-shaped
or plate-like bracket fungi growing on the bases of trees or on dead stumps and
logs. Some are responsible for hea.rt-rots of living trees, causing loss in forestry
operations. Being perennial, they may be responsible each year after autumnal
rains for distributing millions of spores, an occasional one of which may lodge
in a suitable position to grow, as where a branch has recently broken off.

Ganoderma is characterised by a laccate crust and brown truncate spores. The
species may be sessile or stalked. G. ap planatuan. may form very large plate-like
brackets.
In the genus Poiuporue, some species have a. stem and cap and others form
merely lateral brackets. We have several interesting stalked species. which possess
large underground true or false sclerotia, sometimes as large as a child's head
and pounds in weight, from which after autumn rains the fruiting body emerges.
The so-called "native bread" (there seems doubt as to whether the natives
could have eaten this tough material) is such an underground store-house, f'rom
which arises a white stem and pileus, the latter with egg-y,olk coloured patches
on it, the fungus being called Polyporus mylittae. The" stone-making fungus,"
P. basilapiloides, of our mallee areas, has a similar sclerotium and a palebrownish· cap with reticulations on it. Punk, the bracket of P. eucatuptoru.m:
grows high upon several species of Eucalypts, the pore-bearing surface being a
beautiful lemon-yellow when fresh. The stalked species are commoner on the
ground, often growing from buried fragments of wood, and the bracket forms
on fallen or upright trunks.
The species of Polystictus are thin, pliant and leathery-firm, and often elegant
in colour and shape, some being stalked and others forming brackets. P.
»ersicolor with bands of grey and brown is very common. In Trametes, the tubes
are set at varying depths in the substance of the bracket. The vermilioncoloured T. cimnaboa-imo. is very common on dead wood. The small hoof-shaped
T. ochroleuca, with ochraceous tints, is common on fence posts and rails.
T. lilacino-gilva, of a. beautiful lilac colour on the under-surface, brownish with
a lilac tinge on the upper-surface, is also common and has been responsible
apparently for decay in sleepers in some of our mallee distr-icts,
In the genus Poria, the pore-bearing surface is spread out on the substratum,
usually wood. We have a number of species, some of which play a part in the
destruction of timber.
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In MeruliJus, the pores assume the appearance of anastomosing wrinkles. The
notorious Merulius lacrymans, so called from exuding drops of moisture, forming
sheets of a yellow ferruginous colour, has been found in this State; it is very
destructive to worked 'wood in buildings to which moisture has had access.

Fistulina hepatica, the "vegetable beef-steak," an edible species but tough,
and somewhat resembling on section a piece of steak, has been found on logs at
Mount Lofty.
In the Hydnaceae, the hymenium or spore-bearing surface, instead of covering
gills, as in the Agaricaceae, or lining tubes, as in the Polyporaceae, covers the
surface of spines or nodular elevations which may themselves be further divided
into processes. In H ydnfum the pileus may be stalked, bearing spines on the
under surf'ace, and the fruiting body may be fleshy but is usually firm and'
coriaceous. Hydnum repandum is a fleshy, buff-coloured species which is edible.
Most of the species in the various other <genera are more or less effused and
crustaceous, the surface being covered with spines, warts, or tubercles. Some
play a part in the disintegration of timber.
In the Thelephoraceae the hymenial surface is smooth or at the most rugose
or ribbed and does not cover gills, line tubes, or extend over spines or tubercles.
The plants are mostly thin, dry, coriaceous or membranaceous, and in most cases
reflexed or effused and encrusting. Some species of Stereusn, such as S. elegans
found near trees in the National Park, are stalked but our other species of this
genus are reflexed. Stereum hirsutum, with the hymenial surface warm buff,
is very common especially on dead stumps. In Corticium and its allies, the
receptacles are effused over the woody substratum on which the plant is growing
and in some cases when coloured may suggest a splash of paint. We have a
considerable number of species but so far only. a few have been identified.
In the Claoariaceae, the receptacles are coral-like or club-shaped and mostly
fleshy. The clubs may be simple or more or less branched or" antler-like, or the
whole plant from a fleshy base may branch repeatedly like a piece of coral or
may even resemble a cauliflower.
A short general. account of the Gasteromycetales, of the Auriculariales,
Tremellales, TulasnellaUes, and Calocerales, of some of the larger Ascomycetes
and of the Myxomycetes will be found preceding the respective systematic
descriptions.
.
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Genera~

Classification of, Families and

HYME,NOMYCETALE'S-continued.
POLYPIORACEAE.

I. Hymenium soft, separable. from the pileus, at first covered by
fully exposed at maturity. (Tribe BOLETEAE.)
Tubes regular.
Pileus more or less smooth.
Large.
Spores white or pale yellowish ..
Spores pink .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Spores purple .
Spores ochraceous, ferruginous or olivaceous.
Tubes long . . . . .
Very small and tender .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Pileus floccose scaly.
Spores ochraeeous. Tubes short, alveolar, decurrent
Pileus covered with imbricate scales
Tubes gyrose-plicate, very short .. .. .. .. .. "," .. ..
0

0

••

••••

0

••

••

••• "• • • • • • • • •

a veil, becoming

Gyroporus.
Tylopilrus.
Phoeoporus.
Boletus.
Filoboletus.
Boletinus.
Strobitomqces:
Gyrodon.

11. Hymenium exposed from the first, lining coherent tubes, sometimes toothed,
or anastomosing plates. (Tribe POLYPOREAE.)
Receptacle pileate, not gelatinous.
Tubes entire.
Tubes usually in: strata.
Receptacle hard, woody or corky. Spores white
or coloured .. .. ..
Fomes.
Receptacle stipitate or sessile, with a more or less
laccate crust. Spores coloured, truncate at base Ganoderma.
Tubes not in strata.
Tubes at proximal ends even.
.
Fleshy firm, relatively thick. Tubes forming
a layer distinct from the substance of the
pileus
Polyporus.
Leathery, thin.
Tubes homogeneous with
the substance of the pileus, not forming a
distinct layer .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Poiustictus.
Tubes at proximal ends sunk different depths into
the context.
Tubes rounded .. .. .. .
Trametes.
Hexagona.
Tubes wide, more or less hexagonal .. ..
Tubes torn into teeth.
Tubes alveolar, becoming torn or toothed, leathery or
leathery membranaceous .. .. .. ..
Lrpex,
Similar but substance woody .. o. •• •• .• •• ••
Echinodontium.
Tubes becoming torn into teeth or gill-like plates,
anastomosing at the base, fleshy or membranaceous
fleshy .. .
Sistotrema.
Tube-like spaces formed of lamellae which anastomose.
Tubes labyrinthif'orm, irregular or sinuous .. .. ..
Daedalea.
Lamellae radially arranged
Leneites.
Lamellae concentrically arranged .. .. .. .. .. .. Cyclomyces.
Lamellae vein-like, anastomosing, radial .. .. .. .. Favolus.
Like Favolus but with thick setae ..
o. Elmerina.
Lamellae very small, thin, forked, parallel, line-like . H ymenogrammc.
Receptacle resupinate, not gelatinous.
Tubes simple .. .. .. .. . . . . .
Poria.
Hymenium or the whole receptacle gelatinous, mostly small.
Pores more or less honey-combed.
'
Receptacle leathery. Hymenium gelatinous
Gloeoporus.
Receptacle uniformly gelatinous .. .. .. ..
Laschia.
00

o.
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Ill. Hymenium exposed from the first, spread over veins or fold-like elevations
which frequently form shallow pores. Edges of veins and pores fertile.
(Tribe MERULIAE.)
Receptacle sessile or resupinate,. more or less gelatinous. Veins
anastomosing to form irregular pores.
Spores white or
coloured .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. M eruliu«.
Receptacle erect or resupinate, waxy, firm,
Veins radial.
Spores white .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. Phle bia.
Receptacle sessile, spongy coriaceous. Veins gill-like, crisped.
Spores white
.
Plicatura
(Trogia) ..

IV. Hymenium exposed from the first, inferior, lining free and separate tubes..
(Tribe FISTULINEAE.)
With the same characters
Fistulina.
HYDNACEAE.
Receptacle none.
Spines simple, cylindrical, acute, seated directly on the
fugacious mycelium. Spores white .. .. .. .. .. Mucronella.
Receptacle present.
Spines subulate.
Spines entire. Receptacle simple or branched;
stipitate, sessile or dimidiate; fleshy, coriaceous .
or corky. Spores white or coloured .. .. .. H ydnum.
Spines with apex hispid. Receptacle simple or
reflexed, membranaceous coriaceous.
Spores
white, .oval or oblong. Cystidia present .. .. M ycoleptodon
(Hydnum p.p.) ..
Spines thin, generally entire, distinct or connate
at. the base. Receptacle resupinate, thin, waxy.
Spores white. Cystidia none; cystidioles very
thin or absent.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Acia (Hydnum p.p.) ..
Spines dark brown, bristle-like.
Receptacle
resupinate, corky-leathery.
Basidia -l-spored.
Spores colourless .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. H udmochaete.
Hymenophore with star-shaped or branching
cystidia.
Receptacle resupinate, membranousfloccose. Basidia 4-spored. Spores long, almost
colourless .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Asterodon.
Tubercles or spines obtuse.
Tubercles or spines often deformed, irregularly
scattered or confluent. Receptacle resupinate,
thin, waxy, inseparable.
Spores white or
coloured.
Cystidia none, cystidioles (sterile
basidia) sometimes present
Radulum.
Tubercles or spines obtuse or pointed, entire.
Receptacle resupinate, thin, membranaceous,
pelliculose or crustaceous.
Spores white or
coloured. Cystidia none .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Grandinia.
Spines conical, ciliate or penicillate at the apex.
Receptacle
resupinate,
thin;
membranaceous,
waxy, crustaceous or mealy.
Spores white.
Cystidia present .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Odontia.
Like Odontia but spores coloured, smooth .. .. Hydnopsis.
With Iamella-Iike teeth.
[Receptacle leathery .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I rpex (see under
POLYPORACEAE)

[Receptacle woody .. .. .. ..

.J

E chinodontium
(see under POLYPORACEAE).]
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Spines soft, conical, villose, fimbriate at the apex.
Receptacle resupinate, soft, floccose.
Flesh
coloured.
Spores
coloured,
verrucose
or
echinulate .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Caldesiella.
Spines very minute, sterile.
Receptacle resupinate, subgelatinous.
Spores
white.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
. . . . . . Kneiffia.
With a pore-like reticulated wrinkled surface covered
with rough granules and warts.
Receptacle crustaceous .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Gramrnothele.
Like Grammothele but with gloeocystidia ..
Gloiothele.
With raised interrupted comb-like notched folds.
Receptacle papery-membranaceous. Cystidia present Lopharia.
Hymenium smooth, granular or faintly ribbed.
[Receptacle pileate, stipitate, sessile, or resupinate,
without a distinct pellicle, coriaceous. Flesh
coloured. Spores coloured, angular, echinulate
or verrucose .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Thetephora s.s,
(Phylacteria)
(see under THELEPHORACEAE).]
[Hymenium granular or smooth, floccose. Receptacle
resupinate, soft, floccose. Flesh coloured. Spores
Hypochnus
coloured, echinulate or angular .. .. .. ..
(Tomentella)
(see under THELEPHORACEAE).]
[Like H ypochnus but spores violet, smooth .. .. .. H ypochneUa
(see under THELEPHORACEAE).]
[Receptacle resupinate, effused, flocculose-pulverulent,
Hypochnus-like. Spores straw-coloured, subelliptical,
hyaline-appendiculate .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. J aapia
(s-ee under THELEPHORACEAE).]
Hymenium smooth.
Receptacle resupinate, subgelatinous, then cartilaginou.s. Spores olive, elliptical, smooth.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. Aldrigea.
[Irregular abnormal growths the conidial forms of Polyporaceae and Hydnaceae .. .. .. .. ..
Ptychogaster
(Ceriomyces). J

THELEP'HORACEAE.
1. Hymenium separated from the mycelium by an intermediate layer of hyphae.
Receptacle erect, much branched, branches flattened in a
lamellar or plate-like manner, fleshy.
Hymenium
smooth. Spores white .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Sparassis.
Receptacle simple or branched; stipitate, sessile, effusereflexed or rarely resupinate; coriaceous.
Hymenium
smooth. Flesh pale, spores white. Cystidia none
Stereum.
Like Stereum but with hyaline cystidia .. .. .. ..
Lloydella.
Like Stereum but ·cystidia or setae coloured.
Flesh
coloured. Spores white or coloured .. .. .. ..
H umenochaete.
Like Stereum but hymenium smooth, granular or faintly
ribbed.
Flesh coloured.
Spores coloured, angular,
echinulate or verrucose .. .. .. .. ..
Thelephora
(Phylacteria) .
Receptacle s-essile or produced behind into a stem-like
base, coriaceous or woody. Hymeniumwith fan-like
folds or 'radiating, woody, branched ribs or veins. Spores
white .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cladoderris.
Receptacle very small with a short stalk expanding upwards
to form a laterally in-rolled club-shaped or bonnet-shaped
head, cellular externally, thread-like internally. Spores
white. Cystidia l-celled .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Skepperia.
Receptacle stalked, almost bowl-shaped, the interior solid,
corky. Hymenium inferior, smooth, shining .. .. .. H ypolyssus.
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11. Hymenium seated directly on the mycelium.
Receptacle resupinate, waxy or floccose. Hymenium smooth
with scattered protuberancescaused by the breaking
through of' fasciculate sterile mycelial hyphae. Spores
white. Cystidia none .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Epithele.
Receptacle saucer-shaped with a free margin, or resupinate
" and adnate, floccose or crustaceous becoming coriaceous.
Hymenium smooth, pulverulent with much granular or
crystalline matter. Spores white, large; basidia large,
sterile basidia or paraphyses moniliform or racemose .. Alcurodiscue.
Receptacle effused, crumbly, floccose, thin-membranaceous
or almost waxy. Hymenium formed of sparsely distributed basidia in a felt-work of dichotomous-branching
ramifying paraphyses (dichophyses), colourless or poorly
stained with pointed ends, basidia club-shaped with 2-4
sterigmata.. Spores thin-walled, smooth, hyaline .. .. Asterostromeila.
Like AVeurodisoos but with warty setae (dendrophyses)
forming projecting structures on the hymenium ..
Detuirotheie.
Receptacle resupinate; waxy, crustaceous or floccose.
Hymenium waxy, smooth or tubercular, continuous, often
cracked. Spores white or .f'aintly coloured, smooth. No
cystidia; sterile basidia (cystidioles) sometimes emergent Corticium.
Like Cortioium but the hyphae and hymenium traversed by
long cystidia-like bodies, whose walls are never thickened
and are not incrusted with crystalline deposits (gloeocystidia) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Corti.cium (Subgenus
Gloeocustuliuan. ) ~
Receptacle effused or reflexed, at first thread-like.
Hymenium with star-shaped brown setae. Spores globose
or elongated .. .. .. .. ".. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. A st erostroma.
Receptacle leathery or papery, reflexed or deeply concave.
Hymenium rough with short close-set many-celled setae,
almost Hyanum-like .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • . . . . . . Bonia.
Receptacle incrusting, variously branched, lobed or effused,
fibrillosely floccose, soft.
Spores white, echinulate.
Cristella
Growing on fallen twigs and mosses
.
(Thelephora p.p.) •
Receptacle resupinate, soft, floccose. Hymenium granular
or smooth, floccose. Flesh coloured. Spores coloured,
echinulate or angular .. ..,.. .. .. ..
Hypochrvus
(Tomentella) •
Hypochnella.
Like H ypochnus but spores violet, smooth
..
Receptacle resupinate, effused, floeculose-pulverulent, Hypoohnus-like. Spores straw-coloured, subelliptical, hyalineJaapia.
appendiculate
.
Receptacle resupinate, waxy.
Hymenium granular or
Coniophora.
smooth. Spores coloured, smooth. No cystidia ..
Coniophorella.
Like Coniophora but with cystidia .. .. .. .. .. ..
Like Corticium, but with prominent hyaline or subhyaline
cystidia in the hymenium or subhymenial tissues, which
are generally thick-walled or incrusted with crystalline
deposits. Spores white, rarely slightly coloured .. .. Peniophora.
Receptacle very small, hemispherical, on a narrowed base,
bristly. Hymenium superior. Basidia with 2-4 sterigmata. Cystidia numerous, very long, lanceolate, rough,
springing from the base of the receptacle.
Spores
W iesnerina.
smooth, white .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

OYPHELLAOEAE.
Receptacles sessile, scattered, crowded or confluent,
coriaceous-gelatinous.
Hymenium smooth, becoming
wrinkled or veined. Spores white or pale .. .. .. .. .. Cytidia
(A urioulariopsis ) ..
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Receptacles stipitate or sessile, scattered or crowded,
membranaceous or waxy. Hymenium _smooth or veined.
Spores white .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. '.. .. .. .. .. .. Cyphella.
Receptacles sessile, seated on a superficial felt-like, then
floccose and fugacious mycelium, gregarious or fasciculate. Hymenium smooth. Spores white .. .. .. .. .. Solenia.
Receptacles sessile, more or less crowded, distinct, seated
on or irr..m ersed in an effused membranaceous or floccose
stroma. Spores white .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. PorotheUum.
Like Cyphella but spores coloured, smooth or echinulate .. Phaeocyphella.
CLAVARIACEAE.
Receptacle 'erect, simple or branched, cylindrical, smooth or
longitudinally striate, fleshy or subcoriaceous, generally
putrescent. Spores white or ochraceous, smooth or rough.
Growing on the ground or on wood .. . '. .. .. .. .. Clavaria.
Receptacle 'erect, simple, very rarely branched, cylindricallyclavate, with a long, thin stem, often springing from a
sclerotium, fleshy, waxy or tough. Spores white. Growing on fallen twigs 'and dead leaves .. .. .. .. .. .. Typhula.
Receptacle 'erect, simple, very rarely forked, club-shaped,
with a short, thick, glabrous or villose stem, fleshy or
waxy. Spores white. Growing on herbaceous plants .. Pistillaria.
Receptacle filiform, simple 'or branched, firm, tough.
Spores white. Growing on the ground or on 'wood . ~ .. Pterula.
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Systematic Description of the Species of
Polyporaceae, Hydnaceae, &c.
BA,SIDIO'MYCETAE.
HOMOBASIDIAE.
HYMENOMY CETALE~continued.
POLYPORACEAE.
Hymenium lining the insides of tubes, pores or pore-like spaces.

I. BOLETEAE.
Hymenium soft, separable from the pileus, lining the inside of fleshy tubes" at
first covered by a veil, becoming fully exposed at maturity.
Spores white or yellowish.

GYROPORUS (Quel.) Pat.
(Gr., gyros, round ; poros, a pore.)
, , Pileus fleshy, tomcntoso or smooth. Stem central, velvety or glabrous,
externally firm, fragile, internally spongy, often cavernous, base immersed in
the soil. Pores white, then often yellowish, entire, round; tubes concolorous,
free. Flesh white, firm, sometimes becoming blue on exposure to the air. Spores
white or pale yellowish, oval, elliptical, pip-shaped 0,1' elliptic-oblong, smooth.
Cystidia clavate. Growing on the ground.' '-Rea.
280. Gyr:oporus caespitosus Cle1. (L., caespes, ca.espitis, a turf, hence
caespitosus, growing in tufts) .-Caespitose. Pileus up to 4in. (10 cm.) or more,
convex and wavy, sometimes with the surface cracking, surface matt, dull and
soft but sometimes rather shiny, Cinnamon Buff to Clay Colour (XXIX.) or near
Isabella Colour (xxx.j , Pores rather SIn all , beginning as minute, irregular
reticulat.ions, rather irregular, dissepiments thick, with a sulcus round the stem,
pallid brownish white or the colour of the pileus (near Ivory Yellow, xxx.),
becoming pale wood colour when bruised, old or cut, tubes up to -} to !in.
(6 to 12 mm.) long, attenuated both ways. Stem up to 3!in. (8.7 cm.), swollen
in the middle (up to 1 ~ to 2in., 4 to 5 cm.), up to i to line (1.8 to 2.5 cm.)
above and to l-k to l!in. (2.8 to 3.7 ClU.) below, surfac-e matt, the colour of the
pileus, punctate with fine brownish granules. Flesh thick (up to lin., 2.5 cm.),
white, turning brownish .or yellowish-brown. Spores oval to subspherical, white
or slightly 'tinted, 8 to 8.9 x 5 to .5.5 u, Moderately strong smell, taste mild.
South Australia-e-At the base of a dead Eucalyptus stump at Burnside near
Adelaide, National Park. N ew South Wales. May, June.
Spores pink.

TYLOPILUS I{arst.
(Gr., tylos, a knot; pilos, a cap.)
, 'Pileus villose or glabrescent. Stem central, reticulate, apex granular or
smooth. Tubes white, then pinkish, adnate or sinuate, long or short; orifices
of pores concolorous, angular or round. Flesh unchangeable or slightly pinkish
when exposed to the air. Spores pink, fusiform or oblong, smooth. Growing
on the ground.' '-Rea.
N o species yet recorded for South Australia.
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Spores purple.

P'HAEOPORUS Bataille.
(Gr., phaios, dusky; poros, a pore.)
"Pileus tomentose or velvety-silky. Stem central, blackish bistre, velvety or
glabrous. Tubes grey or pinkish grey, sinuate or free, fairly long; orifices of
pores concolorous, becoming greenish blue when touched. Flesh compact, becoming
blue or grey when exposed to the air. Spores fuscous purple, elliptic fusiform,
smooth. Growing on the ground.' '-Rea.
No species yet recorded for South Australia.

[From watercolour by D.J.C.
Figure 36.-Strobilo1nlJce.s paUe8cerv.s eke. et Mass. (No. 281). Sydney.
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Spores blackish or fuscous.

Pileus covered with imbricate scales.

STROBILOMYCEIS Bel'k.
(Gr., sirobitos, a fir cone; mykes, a fungus.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, firm, floccose, clothed with large imbricate scales. Stem firm,
rigid, woolly or scaly, annulate. Tubes white, 'then greyish bistre, adnate, long,
orifices of pores concolorous, angular. Flesh floccose, not putrescent, firm, light,
becoming reddish or bluish 'grey and ,finally blackish on exposure to the air.
Spores blackish purple, subglobose, verrucose. Cystidia pres-ent. Growing on
the ground.' '-Rea.

[Prom watercolour by MioS's P. Olarke,
Fi.gure 37.-Strobilomyces oatiescene eke. et Mass.
(No. 281).

Sydney.

281. Strobilomyces pallescens eke. et Mass. (L., pallescens, growing pale).At first glo bose with the pileus constricted round the stem" villous floccose
with felted fibrils aggr·egating to form early scales, the veil rupturing to form
a sleeve on the stem and finally ragged dirty-straw-coloured streamers round the
edge of the pileus, pale flesh-coloured to pale blush. Later pileus to 3in.
(7.5 cm.), convex, shaggy from raised scale-like or polygonal warts (resembling
a pineapple), some ~in. (1.2 cm.) in diameter, the tips dirty brownish, the bases
almost crimson-lake, the fissures between pale straw-coloured. Hymenial surface
convex, tubes almost free, ~in. (1.2 cm.) deep, attenuated each way, orifices
rather large and angular, bright yellow to yellowish brown becoming dark. Stem
,up to 6in. (15 cm.), bulbous, especially when young, attenuated to ~in. (1.2 cm.)
in the middle, solid, at first with ring-like remains of the veil, .Iater smooth,.
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dull crimson-lake to pinkish purple above, greyish below. Flesh turning blue in
the pileus, reddish in the stem. Spores elongated, longitudinally striate, pale
yellow-brown, 17 to 22.5 x {) to 8.5 u, Somth Australia-Cut Hall on Willunga
Road near Victor Harbour. New South Wales. January, March, May, December.
(Figures 36 and 37.)
Spores oehraceous, ferruginous or olivaceous.
Tubes. short, alveolar, decurrent.

BOLETINUS Kalchb.
(L., boletinus, diminutive of Boletus.)
No species yet recorded for South Australia.
Tubes very short, gyrose-plicate.

GYRODON Opat.
(Gr., gyros; round; odim, a tooth.)No species yet recorded for South Australia.
Tubes long.

BOLETUS (Dill.) Pat.
(L., boletus, a kind of mushroom from the Gr., bolos, a clod.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, dry, glabrous, tomentose, silky, viscid or glutinous. Stern
central, equal, ventricose or bulbous; dry, glabrous, tomentose or viscid, sometimes reticulate; with or without a ring. Tubes long; adnate, sinuato-adnate or"
decurrent, rarely free; orifices of pores round, angular, unequal or toothed, often
compound.
Flesh thick" soft, putrescent.
Spores ochraceous, ferruginous,
olivaceous or fuscous, rarely colourless, fusiform, oblong-elliptic, elliptical or
pip-shaped.. Cystidia present. Growing on the ground, solitary, gregarious,
caespitose or subcaespitose.' '-Rea.
The Boleti are fleshy fungi, readily undergoing decay like. the fleshy agarics.
They possess a cap and stem but the spore-bearing surface, instead of covering
the surface of gills, lines a series of tubes which are readily separable from the
6ubstance of the pileus. Several species are common after autumn and 'winter
rains.

KEY TO T'HE SPECIES.
With a ring.
Pileus glutinous, resembling a yeast bun. Orifices
old gold. Stem pallid, punctate. Near Pinus
Without a ring.
Spores elliptical, not mummy-shaped.
Pileus very lhtrge (11 to 24in. ) , brownish.
Tubes becoming dark-brawn.
Stem very
thick .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Pileus tinted with yellow and red.
Tubes
mustard yellow, often with reddish tints.
Stem yellow often with reddish-brown
blotches .. .. .. . . . . .. .. ..
Spores elongated mummy-shaped.
Stem reticulated with raised lines.
Tubes yellowish-green, orifices reddish.
Pileus reddish-brown.
Stem yellow,
reticulations reddish-brown. Flesh turning bluish .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

282. Boletus buteus.

283. B. portentosus.

284. B. ovalisporus.

285. B. luridu«.
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Tubes old gold.
Pileus viscid, darkbrown. Stern dark sooty brown
286. B. fueou«.
Stem not reticulated.
Tubes yellow, orifices crimson.
Pileus maroon to vinaceous
brown, not viscid.
Stem
punctate with red.
Flesh
times turning blue .. .. ..

buffy
yellow
some.. .. 287. B'. erythropus.

Tubes yellow, orifices not red.
Pileus viscid.
Near Pinus.
Pileus brown.
Tubes mustard yellow to old
gold.
Stem
pale
yellow,
punctate ..
288. B. granulatus.
Not under Pinus. Pileus brown.
Tubes dingy yellow to buffy
citrine and olive. Stem punctate brown .. .. .. .. .. .. 289. B. pumctatobrwnmeus.
Pileus yellow and reddish-brown.
Tubes mustard yellow. Stem
yellow punctate with red.
Flesh turning blue
290. B. einape-orueniue.
Pileus not viscid:
Pileus blotched with .r'ed, reddish' brown and yellow. Tubes
yellow.
Stem yellow with
reddish-brown blotches. Flesh
yellow, sometimes blue
291. B. multicolor.
Tubes buffy-brown to dark olive-buff.
Pileus subfibrillose, often cracking,
buffy-brown.
Stem dark brown,
sometimes yellowish above. Flesh
bluish becoming dark brown .. .. 292. B. brummeus.
Pileus smooth or finely velutinate,
brown,
Stem finally punctate
dark-brown. Flesh turning darkbrown, without any blue .. .. .. 293. B. [uecescens.
Tubes di~gy flesh colour to cinnamon drab.
Pileus viscid, yellowish-brown to
Mars brown. Stem near chestnut.
Flesh soft. Spores 17 to 18.7 x
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 294. B. mollis.
5 JJ- ••
282. Boletus luteus (L.) Fr. (I~., iuteus, yellow) .-Pileus up to 6in. (15 cm.),
convex, glutinous to viscid, often with attached leaves, the gluten when very wet
presenting a mouldy appearance covering the soft yellowish-brown surface which
has much the colour and appearance of a yeast bun, outicle peeling. Tubes
adnate or with a slight sulcus round the stem, itin. (10 mm.) deep, orifices small,
polygonal, pale yellow then near old gold. Stem up to 4-~in. (11 cm.}, 1in.
(2.5 cm.) thick, solid, punctate with small granules, pallid yellowish. Ring
nearly median, ample, membranous, collapsing round the stem, yellowish. Flesh
soft, tasteless, with a slight yellowish tinge near the tubes, slightly reddish in
the stem. Spores mummy-shape, brownish, 8 to 10 x 3.5 JJ-. Gregarious or subcaespitose, always under or near species of Pinus. South Australia-Mount
Lofty, Upper Sturt, Kuitpo, Mount Compass, Mount Pleasant, Kalangadoo,
Mount Gambier and Mount Burr State Forests. May, June. (Figure 38.) I
283. Boletus portentosus Berk. et Br. (L., portentosue, portentous) .-Pileus
11 to 15in. (27.5 to 37.5 cm.) or even 24 x 18~in. (60 x 46~2 cm.), convex to
nearly plane, sometimes with the centre a little depressed, finely tomentose or
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flecked with bro~nish to greenish-brown fibrillose scales, tending to crack" brown
with a greenish tinge or dingy yellowish-olive (~ints approaching brown ~ink
and browner than bistre green). Tubes:i- to l-!ln. (1.8 to 3 cm.) long, Just
reaching the stem but leaving a slight sulcus, pinkish orange-yellow or yellowishgreen becoming dark-brown when old or injured (near chrome yellow and golden
vellow, with reddish stains), orifices moderately Iarge, rather irregular. Stem
sometimes oxcentric, up to 7!in. (19 cm.) long, very stout (up to 7in., 17.5 cm.,
thick in the middle, 5!in., 13.7 cm., thick above), bulbous, ending below in a
short conical rootymouldy-Iookirig green' 'with tints of yellow and brown or dingy
yellowish-brown (tints of old olive green, olive br<jwn), darker below, punctatelooking from groups of villosities, not reticulated. Flesh up to 2in. (5 cm.)
thick, whitish but slightly dingy, sometimes turning yellowish with shades of

[PhotQ. by E. Rooers.

Figure 38.-Roletu8 luteus (L.) Fr. (No. 282). National Park, South
Australia,
Flesh edible when young.

sage-green or bluish-green and around insect marks and sometimes in the stem
reddish, soft in texture like firm cotton-wool and difficult to cut. Spores obliquely
elliptical or pear-shaped to oval, brownish, 7 to 8.5 x 5 to 6 u, Taste mild.
The largest specimen food weighed 7lbs. 2ozs. South Australia-Montacute,
Bull's Creek, Kinchina, MacDonnell Bay (S.E.). N eV\T South Wales. January
to May, October. (Figure 39.)
284. Boletus ovalisporus Clel. (L., ovalis, oval; spora, seed) .-Pileus 2 to 6!in.
(5 to 16 cm.), irregularly convex to plane and upturned, viscid when moist,
smooth and. shining or matt when dry, edge turned. in somewhat when young,
tinted with shades of yellow and red (Light Cadmium, IV., mixed with Tawny
Olive, XXIX.; near Naples Yellow, XVI., with some stains of reddish-brown or
Ochraceous Tawny, xv., Dresden Brown, xv., Snuff Brown, XXIX., etc., with
tinges of yellow and occasionally of Claret Brown, 1.). Tubes with a slight
sulcus round the stem, ± to ~in. «() to 10 mm.') deep, dissepiments thin, paler
than Mustard Yellow (XVL), near Old Gold (XVL), near Baryta Yellow (IV.),
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often with tints of reddish-yellow or reddish-brown, turning green when bruised,
orifices rather small, 0.5 to 0.75 mm., not lacerated. Stem 1 to 3in. (2.5 to
7.5 cm.), stout i to 1 ~in. (1.8 to 2.8 cm.), equal. or attenuated upwards or
downwards, surface matt, very bulbous when young, lighter than Light 'Cadmium
(IV.), Pr'imuline Yellow (XVI.), Light Baryta Yellow (IV.) or Mustard Yellow

[From ioacercotour by Miss P. Cla·rke.
Figure 39.-Bo!tetus port.eniosus (No. 283).
than 1.

Sydney.

Reduced by m.ore

(XVI.) , often with blotches of reddish-brown or Claret Brown (I.). Flesh thick
in the centre of. the pileus, attenuated outwards, Straw Yellow (XVI.) , Aniline
Yellow (XVI.) or Light Cadmium (IV.), turning in places Dusky Bluish Green
(XXXIII.) or, especially where insect-eaten, reddish-brown.
Slight peculiar
fragrant smell. Sornetimes densely caespitose and distorted. Spores elliptical,
oblique, pale brown, 5.5 to 9 x 3.7 to 5.3 /-L. South Australia-Kuitpo, National
Park, Mount Lofty, Myponga,· Encounter Bay. May to July.
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285. Boletus luridus (Schaeff.) Fr. CL., luridus, lurid in colour).-Pileus up
to 4iin. (10.6 cm.), convex to subconvex, slightly irregular, surface dull, smooth
with a few adpressed fibrils, reddish-brown. Tubes adnate or with a slight sulcus
round the stem, slightly attenuated both ways, Jj n. (6 mm.) lengthening to ~in.
(12 mm.), pallid yellowish-green becoming dark dingy green, orifices reddish.
Stem up to 2~in. (6.2 cm.), stout (liin., 3.5 cm.) , when young swollen in the
middle, sometimes nearly even, finely reticulated with raised reddish-brown lines,
the interspaces yellowish, root conical. Flesh turning bluish, especially when
young, reddish-brown where insect-eaten. Spores mummy-shaped, brownish', 9.5
to 14 x 4.8 to 6 u, South Australia-v-Under Eucalyptus, Kuit.po. May.
The species is characterised by the reddish-brown pileus, the yellowish-green
tubes with reddish orifices, and the yellow stem reticulated with reddish-brown
veins. In British specimens the tubes are free.
286. Boletus fuscus Clel. (L.,. [uscus, dark) .-Pileus 3in. (7.5 cm.), convex,
very viscid, dark-brown near chocolate. Tubes !in. (1.2 cm.) deep, old gold in
colour, dingy dark-greenish when bruised, orifices moderately large, irregular.
Stem 2!in. (6.2 cm.), stout (~in., 1.8 cm.), reticulate above, rather punctate
below, solid, dark sooty brown. Tubes turning bluey-green when cut, the colour
extending a little (into the adj acent flesh, the rest of the flesh of the pileus and
that of the stem whitish with brownish tints. Spores mummy-shaped, dingy
pallid brown, 9 to 10 x 3.7 to 5 u; Under shrubs, etc. South Australia-Mount
Lofty.
287. Boletus erythropus (Pers.) Quel. (Gr., erythros, red; -poue, a foot).Pileus 2 to 3~in. (5 to 8.7 cm.), convex, fibrillose-matt or f'elted with low
irregular ridges, near Maroon and Victoria Lake (r.) or darker than Buffy
Brown (XL.) with vinaceous. tints. Hymenial surface convex with a deep broad
sulcus round the stem, tubes adnexed with a trace of decurrence, up to ~in.
(1.8 cm.) deep, near Aniline Yellow (IV.) or Honey Yellow (x xx.}, turning
greenish-yellow, : orifices minute, crimson or turning reddish. Stem 1~ to 3in.
(3.7 to 7.5 cm.)', equal but a little conical at the root, thick (lin., 2.5 cm.), not
reticulated, fibriflose, punctate with maroon on an old gold base or mottled
with reddish-brown and yellow or. pallid mottled with very dark brown. Flesh
sometimes turning blue or green in places, reddish where insect eaten or dingy
yellowish-white turning smoky or. reddish in parts. Spores mummy-shape, brown,
10 to 13 'x 4 u, On the ground. South Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park,
Willunga Hill. May to June.
Characterised by the yellow tubes with red orifices, the yellow stem punctate
with' red and the fibrillose-matt, not viscid, cap. Our Australian plants with
yellow tubes and' red orifices show variation as to the red points on the usually
yellow stem and in the colour of the flesh but are probably best considered as
all forms. of the European B. erythropus.
288. Boletus granulatus (L.) Fr. (L., granulatus, granulated, from the
granules left round the orifices of the tubes. from the drying of a whitish milk
dripping from the pores when young~a feature not hitherto noticed in Australian specimens).-Pileus 2~ t04in. (6.2 to 10 cm.) or more, viscid to very viscid
when moist, soft to the touch when· dry, irregularly convex, sometimes depressed
in places or edges upturned, edge inturned when young, cuticle peels, near SayaI
Brown (XXIX.), Buckthorn Brown (xv.), Sudan Brown (rrr.) or Ochraceous
Tawny (xv.). Tubes with a slight sulcus round the stem, up to !in. (1.2 cm.)
deep, attenuated externally and internally, orifices about 1 mm. diameter, dis-,
sepiments thin, when young Deep Colonial Buff (xxx; ) or Mustard Yellow to
Wax Yellow (XVI.}, when older between Old Gold (XVI.) and Orange Citrine
(IV.). Stem 1~ to 2!in. (4.4 to 6.2 cm.), stout (1.5 cm.) to slender (8 mm.),
more or less equal, more or less punctate with brown specks; pale yellow to deep
yellow with brownish stains when old and sometimes tints of Light Brownish
Vinaeeous (xXXIX.) at the base. Smell 'slight. Flesh soft, pale yellow to
Strontian Yellow (xVI.)L Spores mummy-shape, brownish, 9 x 4 u, On the
ground, always under or near species of Pinus. South Australia-Adelaide,
National Park, Encounter Bay, Basket Range.
New South Wales.
May.
(Figure 40.)
This is a very common species never found except near Pisvus. It is readily
recognised by its glutinous cap (when moist). which is brown and somewhat like
a yeast bun, its pure yellow tubes becoming old gold in colour, the dark granules
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on the stem, the absence of a ring, and the slightly yellow soft flesh.
The
white milk escaping from the tubes when voung has not been seen in Australian
specimens. It closely resernbles B. luieu« which differs in having a ring. The
two species may grow together but in general B. granulatus occurs on the
lowlands, B. luteue on the highlands.
289. Boletus punctato-brunneus Cle1. (L., punctatus, dotted; brumneus, brown,
in reference to the stem) .-Pileus 3! to 5in. (8.7 to 12.5 cm.), irregularly convex
to nearly plane, sometimes finally upturned, viscid when moist, finely velvety or
shiny when dry, dark brown to brownish tan (a little darker than Verona Brown,
XXIX., becoming Warm Sepia, XXIX. and darker, Russet to Mars Brown, xv ..
Cinnamon Brown, xv., near the edge): Tubes rounded or wi th a deep sulcus
round the stem, ! to ~in. (1.2 to 1.8 cm.) deep, at first pallid yellow and then
dingy yellow or livid greenish-yellow (yellower than Old Gold, XVI., to near

[Photo'. by S. Tee.

Figure 40.-Bo<letu8 graiYllu.lwfJu8 (L.) Fr. (No. 288).
Sections. National P.aArk. Flesh edible when
young. Reduced in size.

Buffy Citrine, XVI.) , becoming darker than Saccardo's Olive (XVI.) or greenish
when old or bruised, orifices moderately small, dissepiments rather thick. Stem
11 to 3!in. (3.1 to 8.7 cm.), stout (~ to 1iin., 1.8 to 4.6 cm.) to slender, equal or
tapering below or sometimes slightly bulbous, passing into mycelium traversing
the soil, pallid to dark brownish, punctate with brown above or below. Flesh of
the pileus up to ~in. (1.8 cm.) in the centre, gradually attenuated outwards,
turning slightly reddish or brownish or pallid, sometimes ,bluish-green near the
tubes, flesh of the stem brownish. Spores mummy-shape, pale brownish, 9 to -12
x 3 to 4 u, South Australia-Waterfall Gully, Mount Lofty, in Eucalyptus forest
in Second Valley Forest Reserve, Middleton, Harriet River Station (K.I.). April
to June, August, December.
Characterised by the brown viscid pileus, yellowish tubes, and brownish punctate stem. It resembles B~ granwlatus (L.) Fr., but the tubes are not so clear
a yellow, the stem is browner and the species is not associated with Pinus. It
also resembles B. bruavneus Cke. et Mass. but differs in the viscid pileus and
the yellower tubes.
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290. Boletus sinape-cruentus Clel. (L., sirnape, mustard-seed; cruentu«, bloodred, in reference to the colours of the stem).-Pileus 3 to 5in. (7.5 to; 12.5 em.},
convex, occasionally depressed in the centre, viscid, Mustard Yellow ( XVI.) with
brown patches and finally deep brown (Rood's Brown, XXVII.) with yellow-brown
patches round the edge, or Bay (II.) in the centre passing to Mustard Yellow
externally, or Morocco Red to Maroon (1.). Tubes with a sulcus round the stem,
attenuated inwards, slightly ventricose outwards, ! to 1in. (5 to 25 mm.) .deep,
angular, unequal, near Mustard Yellow, Colonial Buff to Deep Colonial Buff
(xxx.), or Honey Yellow (xxx.) approaching Old Gold (XVI.) , turning dark
dingy green especially when bruised, orifices 0.5 to 1 min. diameter, dissepiments
thin. Stem 2 to 3in. (5 to 7.5 cm.)', lino (1.8 cm.) thick in the middle,
attenuated downwards and sometimes upwards as well, Deep Colonial Buff (xxx.j ,
or Light Cadmium (IV.) to Mustard Yellow, with a broad band of punctate red
(near Pompeian Red, XIII.) in the middle or at the base. Flesh up to l-!in.
(3.7 cm.) thick in the pileus, yellowish turning bluish-green and later sometimes
reddish-brown; flesh of the stem sometimes Primuline Yellow eXVI.) above,
turning bluish-green in places, sometimes dark red at the base. Spores mummyshape, brown, 10.5 to 15 x 4 to 5 M. South Australia-National Park,Mount
Lofty, Eagle-on-the-Hill. April, June.
The species is characterised by being viscid when moist, by the yellow and
reddish-brown pileus, the mustard yellow tubes, and yellow stem punctate with,
red below, and by the flesh turning blue in parts.
2'91. Boletus multicolor Clel. (L., muitu«, many; color, colour}.-Pileus 2 to
3in. (5 to 7.5 cm.), convex, surface dull, blotched with olive brown with yellowish
or reddish-brown areas, in places near Deep Corinthian Red (XXVII.) or vivid
saffron yellow to pallid yellow with tints 0'£ red. Hymenial surface convex
with a sulcus round the stem, tubes 1 to -!in. (6 to 12 mm.) deep, Amber
Yellow (XVI.) or saffron turning greenish-yellow, orifices minute, about 3 in 1
mm., rounded. Stem 1 to 4!in. (2.5· to 11.2 cm.), stout, up to. 1lino (3.7 cm.) ,in
the centre, 1in. (2.5 cm.) above, base sometimes attenuated, somewhat granular
or slightly rugose, yellow to saffron yellow with reddish-brown blotches or dots.
Flesh. yellow, becoming reddish (especially where insect eaten) or blue in places.
Spores mummy-shape, pale yellow, 9.5 to 11 (occasionally 13), x 2 to 4 M. South
Australia-Bangham (S.E.l, Encounter Bay, Mount Compass, Second Valley,
Kinchina. May, June.
The species is characterised by the non-viscid pileus variously coloured with
yellow, red and brown, the saffron coloured tubes, the yellow stem with reddishbrown blotches, the yellow flesh usually but not always turning blue in places,
and the pale spores.
292. Boletus brunneus Cke.et Mass. ~ CL., brunneus, brown) .-Pileus 21 to
6in. (5.6 to 15 cm.), convex or nearly plane with irregular depressions, dull
subfibrillose, dirty brown in places near Buffy Brown (XL.) to dark brown, Tubes
with a slight sulcus round the stem, up to lino (.l.8 cm.) deep, pallid yellow
turning greyish to Buffy Brown, orifices rather small, pentagonal. Stem up to
2!in. (6.2 cm.), stout, 1line (3.7 cm.) thick at the base, rather bulbous, slightly
fibrillose, becoming dark brown tOI blackish below, pallid brown to pallid yellowish
above, root conical. Whole plant becoming dark brown. Flesh up to l!in.
(3.7 cm.) thick, whitish becoming bluish-green in patches with reddish-brown
areas, finally dark brownish. Spores mummy-shape, slightly brown, 10 to 13 x
4.2 to 4.5 p: South Australia-Kinchina. June, October.
Characterised by the brown subfibrillose pileus, the tubes becoming buffy brown,
the stout stem becoming dark brown to blackish below and the flesh becoming
bluish-green and reddish-brown in places and finally dark brownish. This m~y
be B. brummeus of Cooke and Massee, though the tubes are not free and the
pores are not "rather .large. ' , On the other hand, it maybe a form of
B. [uscescens Clel. in which the flesh shows bluish-green patches before turning
dark brownish.
293. Boletus fuscescens Clel. (L., [uecescens, becoming dusky, in allusion to
the colour of the pileus and the flesh).-Piloos 2-! to 5!in. (6.2 to 13.7 cm.),
deeply convex, often depressed in the centre or rather Irregular, soft to the
touch, smooth or finely velutinate to velutinate-fibrillose, tending sometimes to
crack into small scales of adpressedfibrils, probably subviscid when moist, edge
turned in when young, near Snuff Brown and Bister (XXIX.), darker in places,
or Cinnamon Drab (XLVI. ), paler than Fuscous (XLVI. ) or Wood Brown. (XL.)
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becoming near Bone Brown (xL.) in the centre. Tubes with a sulcus usually
slight round the stem, ! to iin. (1.2 to 1.8 cm.) deep, attenuated both ways,
orifices 2 to nearly 1 in. 1 mm., rounded, sometimes rather gyrose, tubes and
orifices Deep to Dark Olive Buff (XL.) to Colonial Buff (xxx.) and Chamois
(XXx.), becoming discoloured dark brownish, Light Greyish Olive (XLVI.) when
young.· Stem 2 to 2!in. (5 to 6.2 cm.), stout (~ to 1iin., 1.8 to 4.3 cm., thick),
very bulbous when young (up to 2in., 5 cm.), Deep Olive Buff (XL.), then
Colonial Buff, finally dark brown (Fuscous, XLVI.) and punctate except just below
the tubes which is pallid. Flesh pallid, turning brownish and nearly blackish.
Spores mummy-shape, brown-tinted, 9 to 13 x 3.2 to 4!-t. South AustraliaIn sandy soil, Encounter Bay; Kuitpo, Willunga Hill,Mount Lofty, MacDonnell
Bay (S.E.). April to June, September.
Characterised by the large snuff-brown to wood-brown pileus, the olive buff
tubes and orifices, the bulbous stem becoming dark brown and punctate except
below the tubes, and the flesh becoming discoloured brownish.
294. Boletus. mollis Clel. (L., molZis, soft).-Pileus 3!in. (8.7 cm.) , nearly
plane, viscid, yellowish- brown to Mars Brown (xv.). Hymenial surface convex
with a deep sulcus round the stem, tubes up to 1in. (2.5 cm.) deep, orifices 1 mm.
in diameter, irregular, dissepiments thin, near Cinnamon Drab (XLVI.) and paler
(dingy flesh-coloured}. Stem 1!in. (3.7 em.}, relatively 'slender (1 cm. in the
middle), expanding above, slightly fibrillose, not reticulated, near Chestnut (n.)
below, paler yellowish-brown above. Flesh 6 mm. deep. Whole fungus soft.
Spores mummy-shape, microscopically brownish, 17 to 18.7 x 5 11. On the
ground. South Australia-Near Penola. May.
11. POLYPOREAE.
Hymenium exposed frorn the first, lining coherent tubes, sometimes toothed, or
anastomosing plates.
1. Receptacle pileate, not gelatinous.
1. Tubes entire.
A. Tubes usually i.n strata.
a. Receptacle hard, woody or corky.

FOMES

Spores white or coloured.

}-'r.

(L., [omes, 'tinder.')
, 'Pileus hard, woody or corky, dimidiate, hoof-shaped or resupinate; sessile,
often concentrically zoned, and covered wi.th a rigid crust. Tubes homogeneous
01' heterogeneous, often stratose.
F'lesh white or coloured. Spores white or
coloured; globose, subglobose, elliptical or elliptic-oblong; smooth.
Cystidia
present or absent, coloured or hyaline. Perennial. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
The genus Fomes comprises perennial fungi, often large and heavy, with a
hard, woody or corky texture, and with the tubes usually arranged in strata,
representing annual additions. Most of our species, some of which are quite
common, have the substance yellowish-brown in colour. Several are destructive
parasites of forest trees.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Context yellowish-brown.
Spores mostly or an hyaline.
Large,· massive, hoof-shaped. Context Sudan
brown to' buckthorn brown. Brown setae
sometimes present.
Orifices 5 to 6 in
1 mm. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
295. Fomes robustus.
Less massive. Context tending to be darker.
Occasional brown setae.
Orifices 3 .in
1 mm. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 296. F. robustue Va.T.
Melaleucae.
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Like F. robuetus. Setae numerous
More or less effuso-refiexed, 2! to 3in.
Hymenial
surface
irregularly
concave.
Context ochraceous tawny to Sudan brown.
Brown setae abundant. oJ'Orific-es 4 to 5 in
1 mm. ..' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., ..
Spores mostly or always brown. No setae.
Context ochraceous tawny and browner.
Hoof-shaped, usually about 2 x 1in.,
crust tending to crack! rimosely. Context ochraceous tawny and browner.
No setae. Orifices 2 to 3 in 1 mm. ..
Similar, surface smoother. Orifices 2 in
1 mm. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Similar, surface tomentose, context a
little darker. Orifices 3 in 1 mm.
Context darker (russet to Verona brown).
Tubes long. Orifices 2 in 1 mm. . . . .
Context near yellow ochre.
Hoof-shaped.
Upper surface nodular,
velvety, buckthorn brown. Pores near
same, 4 in 1 mm. .. ..
Spores brown, setae present.
Hoof-shaped.
Resembles F. rimosus.
Context raw sienna to Sudan brown. Orifices
4 to' 5 in 1 mm
Applanate. Context darker, ochraceous tawny
to Sudan brown. Orifices 5 in 1 mm. . .
Context purplish fuscous.
Forming large effused patches up to 8 x 3~in.
Hymenium becorning fuscous. Context purplish
fuscous. Spores white, 5 x 3.5 }J., •• •• •• • ~
Context pinkish-buff.
More or less hoof-shaped.
Surface hard, sublaccate, cinereous to dark brown, sulcate. Orifices
6 in 1 mm. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

297. F. setuiosus.

298. F. conchaius.

299. F. rimosus.
300. F. badius.
301. F. N iaoulii.
302. F. Tcpperi;

303. F. Lloydii.

304. F. Yucatensis.
305. F. senex.

306. F. Zividus.

307. F. hemitephrus.

295. Femes robustus Karst. (L., robustus, firm) .-Massive, heavy, hoof-shaped
or subglobose, sometimes subresupinate, 6in. (15 cm.) or more laterally, 3 to 4in.
(7.5 to 10 cm.) vertically and 2 to 3 (5 to 7.5 cm.) or more from before backwards. Pileus convex, desc-ending, f'ulvous brown, subtomentose when young,
being replaced by a dark greyish-brown to blackish smooth crust, tending to
crack into large polygonal areas, the growing edge rounded, often glaucous grey.
Hymenial surface horizontal, pore orifices regular, minute, about 5 to 6 or more
in 1 mm., dissepiments rounded. Context radiating, woody, with the) pore strata
Sudan Brown to Antique Brown (rrr.) or Buckthorn Brown' (xv.). Spores
subspherical, hyaline,rarely very slightly tinted, 6 to 8 }J." 9 x 7 u, Brown
acuminate setae usually abs-ent, occasionally present, 27 x 10 M, 19 x 3.7 M. Young
penetrating mycelium Yellow Ochre (xv.}, On trunks of living trees, from the
base to about 10ft. up, and occasionally on shrubs (Eucalyptus viminalis Lahill.,
E. rostrata Schl., E. ovata Labill., E. oleosa F.v.M., E. odorata Behr. et ,Schl.,
E. [asoiculosa F.v.M., Meiaieuca dcoussata R.Bl'., Casuarina. stricta AiL, C.:
lepidophloia F.v.M., Callitris propinqua R.Br., Rhamnus alaternus L., Sweet
Almond (A mygda,lus cornmunis L.), Robinia pseud-acacia L. South AustraliaAdelaide Park Lands, Beaumont, National Park, Kuitpo, Kinchina, Encounter
Bay, Clare, Lake Bonney (S.E.), Port Lincoln, near Ooldea. New South Wales.
Perennial.
'
This species, which may be large and, heavy and can only be dislodged from
trunks with difficulty, is quite common. It is a destructive parasite of forest
trees. Microscopic examination for spores and setae is usually necessary to
distinguish F. robustus (white spores and' setae few or none) from F. setulosus
(white-spores, setae numerous) and F. rimosus (brown spores, no setae).
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296. Fomes robustus Karst. var Melaloucae Clel. (Melaleuca,e, of the genus
Melaleuca) .-Pileus ungulate, extended ungulate or irregular, laterally attached
throughout most of its breadth to living trees, 4!in. or more vertically ~ 3in.
broad, l£in. 'thick (11.2 x 7.5 x 4.4 cm.), sulcately zoned, laterally rounded,
young zones minutely velutinate becoming smooth, replaced in older zones
by a hard crust becoming rimosely cracked, hoary becoming dark brown. Context
woody, radiating; most of the substance composed of the old pore layers, many
of the old tubes stuffed with pallid mycelium, Buckthorn Brown to Dresden
Brown (xv.), Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) to near Cinnamon Brown (xv.).
Hymenial surface plane, horizontal; tubes indistinctly differentiated from older
layers, about ~ to !in. (1.5 to 2 cm.) long; orifices about 3 in 1 mm., rounded
to a little irregular; dissepiments rounded, equal to the diameter of the orifices'
to half this. An occasional pointed acuminate yellow-brown seta, 20 x 5 /L. Spores
numerous, spherical, a little irregular, thick-walled, hyaline but sometimes brown,

[Photo. by S. Tee.
Figure 41.-F,omes conchabus (Pers.) Fr. (No. 298).
Mount Lofty. Two specimens. RqdJuced slightly.

8 to 9.5 /L. South Australia-On trunks of living Melaleuca halmaturorum F.v.M.,
two to six feet from the ground, on the brackish-water banks of Inman River,
Encounter Bay. Perennial. This species seems indistinguishable from F. robustus
save in the size of the orifices and an occasional coloured spore.
297. Fomes setulosus Petch, (L., setulosus, possessing setae) .-This resembles
F. robustus but has numerous brown setae with swollen bases and abruptly
contracted slender points, 19 x 6.5 /L. C. G. Lloyd states that the context colour
is tawny (i.e., Ochraceous Tawny, xv.) whereas in F. robustus it is Yellow Ochre
(xv.). In the Australian form of F. robustue, the context varies from Sudan
Brown and Antique 'Brown (rrr.) to Buckthorn Brown (xv.), with the penetrating
mycelium Yellow Ochre (xv.). The real point of difference seems to lie in the
abundance of setae in F. setuiosus and their rarity or absence in F .. robustue.
South Australian specimens of F. setuloeus are ungulaform, about 5in. laterally
x 2 toBin, deep x 3in. high (12.5 x 5 to 7.5 x 7.5 cm.) with a dark brown hard
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rimosely cracking crust, rounded pale edge, more or less horizontal pore surface
near Saccardo's Umber (XXIX.), orifices minute, about 7 in 1 mm., context
radiating, Ochraceous Tawny. (xv.) , spores white, spherical, 6.5 /-L, setae as above.
South Australia-At the base of Eucalyptus rostrata SchI. and on E. viminalis
LabHI. National Park. May, June.
298. Fomes conchatus (Pers.) Fr. (Gr., konclu', a mussell shell).-Pileus 2'~
to Sin. (6.2 to 7.5 cm.) laterally, projecting 1 to lino (1.2 to 2.5 cm.}, more or
less effuso-reflexed, extending vertically 1 to 3in. (2.5 to 7.5 cm.), sometimes
forming a rather thin acute-edged bracket, sometimes mostly resupinate with a
narrow thicker upper surface, sometimes imbricate, the hymenial aspect
irregularly concave and often shell-shaped. Upper surface tomentose, slightly
irregular, sometimes concentrically sulcate, Prout's Brown (xv.), young growing
portions more tomentose, irregularly nodular, Tawny Olive (XXIX.), old portions
becoming bare,. with a hard crust tending to crack a little, becoming brownish
black. Context sometimes rather thin, 2 to 10 mm., hard-corky, rather brittle,
Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) to near 'Sudan Brown (IIl.). Tubes shallow, about

[pr/roto. by S. Tee.

Fig.ure 42.-Pomes rimosus Berk, (No.. 299).
On Tea-tree,
HaJ.lett's Cove. RedlU~ed slightly.

1 mm. deep, old tube layers indistinct, usually oblique, colour of the context or
a little paler, orifices 4 to 5 in 1 mm., slightly irregular, dissepiments rather
thin, near Snuff Brown (XXU.) or paler. Spores subspherical, hyaline, 4.5 to
5.5 /-L. Setae acuminate, thickened at the base, brown, South Ausfralja-c-At the
base of Eucalyptus oblique L 'Herit., Kuitpo; Willunga Hill; Mount Lofty. New
South Wales. Perennial. (Figure 41.)
This species resembles small forms of F. robustus, but the pileus is thinner and
the pore surface more or less concave.
299. Fomes rimosus Berk. (L., rimosus, full of cracks) .-Moderately large,
hoof-shaped, laterally attached throughout its width, usually about 2in. (5 cm.)
laterally, Lin, (2.5 cm.) from before backwards and 11in. (3.7 cm.) vertically
Pileus convex, extending upwards at the attachment, zonately sulcate and bulging'
between the depressions, Drab (XLVI.) or brownish, becoming greyish-brown or
nearly black in the oldest portion, villous near the rounded growing edge', then
becoming smooth and crustose, the .crust cracking,. often into quadrilateral
segments (var. Casuarinae Clel. et Cheel) , edge Buckthorn Brown (xv.).
Hymenial surface nearly horizontal and plane, pore orifices small, about 2 to 3 in
1 mm., equal, rounded, Cinnamon Brown (xv.) to Snuff Brown (XXIX.), Dresden
Brown (xv.) in a glancing light. Context thick, firm, radiating from the attach-
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ment, moderately light when dry, Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) and browner. Pore
layer up to 1 to 11in. (1.2 to 3.7 cm.) deep. Spores subspherical to oval, 5.5 to
8 x 4 to 6.4 p.. No setae. On living trunks of Eucalyptus oleosa F.v.M., JJJ.
odorata Beh. et Schl., Melaleuca pub escens Schau., Acacia armata R.Br.,
Casuarina stricto Ait., C. lepidophloia F.v.M. South Australia-Kinchina, Clare,
MacLaren Vale, Hallett's Cove, Overland Corner, Renmark, Dilkera, Mount Wedge
near Elliston (E.P.), Port Lincoln, Mount Dutton Bay (E.P.), Ooldea. New
South Wales. Perennial. (Figure 42.)
This is quite a common hoof-shaped species with ochraceous tawny substance
and drab to dark brown upper surface possessing a hard crust which often cracks
into segments. The brown spores and absence of setae separate it from F.
robustue and F. setulosus which it otherwise resembles.
300. Fomes badius Berk. (L., badius, bay-coloured, approaching chestnut).C. G. Lloyd describes this species as having the same general appearance,. shape
and context colour as F. rimosus but the surface is smoother, the pores a little
larger, and the spores larger (6 to 7 fJ-). A South Australian specimen, probably
from the Mount Lofty Ranges, identified by Lloyd, formed a hoof-shaped bracket
resembling a small specimen of F. rimosus but with the upper surface, though
rimose and dark brown in the older portion, rather smoother, the rounded gro·wing
edge paler brown and velvety. The orifices were about 2 in 1 mm., the context
nearer to Sudan Brown (IIl., but less yellow) than to Raw Sienna (IIl.) , and the
subspherical dark yellow-brown spores 6.5 x 5 p; Specimens similarly identified
by Lloyd from Gympie, Queensland, are also small and the upper surfaces
smoother but the orifices are 3 h.. 1 mm. and the spores 5 x '3.4 u, These specimens thus have spores whose size does not exceed the measurements we have
found in F. rimosus. F. badius may thus be a form of F. rimosus.
301. Fomes Niaouli Patouillard.-C. G. Lloyd considers that this species, if
distinct from F. rimosus, differs chiefly in the upper surface being dark brown or
black, matted and tomentose, the spores being also larger and the context dark
brown (Argus). The species has not been recognised in South 'Australia. Two
collections, one from Darwin, identified by Lloyd, show the upper surface as
described. The specimens are rather small and more or less hoof-shaped and the
spores in one 7 x 5 u,
302. Foones Tepp·erii Lloyd.· (After J. G. O. Tepper, for many years
Entomologist to the South Australian Museum, an assiduous collector of plants
as well as insects) .-" Pileus ungulate, with black, rimose surface. Context dark
brown (Russet). Pores. large, long, seemingly not stratified, setae none. Subhymenial cells forming a thick layer. Spores are many, subhyaline, 6 to 7 fJ-,
globose; f'ew are deeply coloured, same size and shape.' '-Lloyd. This species
was presumably collected byT'opper and if so almost certainly in South Australia.
A specimen from Baan Baa,New South Wales, collected in January, 1917,
growing on Acacia Cheelii, was identified by Lloyd as. this species. It formed
a small bracket with a dark rimose 'upper' surface; very long tubes (up to 1in.,
2.5 cm.); orifices 2, sometimes 3, in 1 mm.; the context and tubes Russet (xv.)
passing to Verona Brown (XXIX.) ; spores numerous, irregularly oval to irregularly
polygonal, pale yellowish-brown, 7.8 to 8.5 x 6 u;
303. Fomes Lloydii Clel. (After C. G. Lloyd, the well-known American
mycologist, who recognised the species as new).-Pileus more or less ungulate,
4in. x 4in. x 2in. thick (10 x 10 x 5 cm.}, Upper surface irregularly convex,
more or less nodulose 'with a tendency to form small subsidiary pore-bearing
ledges, velvety, Buckthorn Brown (xv.) and paler or darker. Pore surface more
or less horizontal, tubes up to 1in. (1.2 cm.) , orifices about 4 in 1 .mm., Buckthorn Brown to Dresden Brown (xv.), young portions 'and growing edge near
Yellow Ochre (xv.) giving the appearance of a border to portions that are
spreading over the substratum. Context hard but not heavy, brighter yellow
than Yellow Ochre (xv.). Spores very abundant, subspherical, brown, 4 to 4.8 /1.
No setae.
South Australia-On Eucalyptus rostrata Schl., National Park.
August.
304. Fomes Yucatensis Murrill. (After the State of Yucatan, in Mexico).C. G. Lloyd describes this species as being in every particular similar to' F.
rimosue except in possessing setae. He places both species under subsections
with a light brown context, and under F.timosus describes this colour as Raw
Sienna. The context in Australian specimens of F. rimosus we find is usually a
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little darker, namely, Ochraceous Ta-wny .(xv.). Specimens from Dorrigo, New
South Wales, identified by Lloyd, have a context near Sudan Brown (rrt.) which
is a little darker again and the same colour as Lloydgives for F. senex Mont.,
which is placed under his subsection with dark brown context. The orifices of
the pores of the Dorrigo specimens are 4 to 5 in 1 mm., whereas in our F.
rimosus they are usually 2 to 3. The spores are subspherical, dark brown, 4 to
5 fJ-; the setae acuminate with' dilated bas-es, dark brown, 34 to 50 x 8.5 u, The
rimose appearance of the upper surface is not marked.
A large distorted hoof-shaped specimen from Kuitpo, South Australia, October,
Lloyd suggests may be F. Yucatensi·s. It has a dark brown rimose upper surface,
with a concave pore surface as in I/. conohatus, but is thick (4in. x 2!in. thick x
4!in.· high, 10 x 6.2 x 11.2 crn.). The context is near Sudan Brown (rn.j ; the
pore orifices 4 in 1 mm.; spores subspherical to oval, white, slightly coloured or
occasionally decidedly brown; setae acuminate, ventricose, sometimes stalked,
brown.
305. Fomes senex Mont. (L., senex, old, wrinkled) .-C. G. Llovd deseribes
this species as being applanate, sometimes - quite large, with a brown rugulose
surface without a distinct crust; the context Sudan Brown; .the rpore mouths very
minute, darker brown than the context, soft to the touch; setae very abundant,
rather short and thick, 12 to 14 fJ-; spores globose, deeply coloured probably
hyaline when young. Dr. G. II. Cunningham recognises F. eelandicus Cooke with
hyaline spores as distinct. Specimens from Invercargill, New Zealand, June,
were identified by C. G. Lloyd as Polyporus forms of F. sen e-x, though
Cunningham considers them as F. eeioautscus.
I found the context nea:r
Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) , the- pore surface near Cinnamon Brown (xv.), orifices
about 5 in 1 mm., subspherical brown spores 4.8 x 3.2 fJ-, and numerous acuminate
brown setae with ventricose bases, 24 to 32 x 6.5 to 8 fJ- •
..I\. description of F. senex is included here for comparison with Australian
plants referred to F. Yucatensis. The chief points of difference seem to be the
applanate shape of B'. senex compared with the more or less hoof-shape of F.
Yucatensis, the wrinkled surface of the former as against a rimose crust and
the darker pore surface velutinate to the touch in F. senex. The context colour is
also perhaps darker in F. senex.

306. Fomes Iividus Kalchb. (L., lividus, livid) .-Forming extensive patches
up to 20 x 9 cm., with the edge usually sharply defined. Pores minute, about
0.16 mm. wide,about 6 in 1 mm., pore layer 3 to 7 mm. deep. Hymenial surface
when young near putty colour or greyer, or darker and greyer than. flesh colour;
when older, becoming near Fuscous (XLVII.), passing into Drab (XLVI.) , and
thence to the paler edge; when very old, sometimes blackish fuscous on which
fresh patches of the greyish putty-coloured younger growth may appear. Tubes
near Drab or darker or more fuscous than Natal Brown (XL.), sometimes showing
grey tints. Context purplish fuscous, very thin, 1 to 1.5 ~m., firm-floccose like
compressed cotton-wool, sometimes appearing beyond the hymenial area as a
dark livid brown scorched-looking sloping edge. Hyphae microscopically of a
rather livid fuscous brown, a little irregular, 2 to 5.5, usually about 3.5 fJ-, thick.
Spores white, subspherical to irregularly oval or rather quadrilateral, 5 x 3.5 u;
Queensland.
N ew South W ales.
Not yet recorded for South Australia.
January to March, June, August to November.
Our Austrafian specimens form effused drab to fuscous patches without any
obvious bracket formation, thus resembling a Poria. A stratose arrangement of
:he tubes is not very obvious.
307. Femes hemitephrus Berk. (Gr., hemisue, half; tephra, ashes, presumably
from the upper surface having a cinereous tinge in places) .-Pileus up to 4 to
5in. (10 to 12.5 cm.) or more laterally x 2!in. (6.2 cm.), up to 1!in. (3.7 cm.)
thick in the middle, dimidiate to hoof-shaped or sometimes as rather applanate
brackets, more or less decurrent at the attachment and sometimes almost entirely
decurrent, surface dull with a hard sublaccate crust, usually with a brownishorange tint below the crust, somewhat concentrically sulcate and zoned towards
the edge, Smoke Gray (XLVI.) and paler to Snuff Brown (XXIX.) in the older
portion, passing through Drab (XLVI.) to dark brown (Bister, XXIX.) towards
the' rounded edge. Pore surface and context Pinkish Buff to Cinnamon Buff
(XXIX.); tubes up to. 1.5 cm., imperfectly stratified; orifices very minute, about
6 in 1 mm. Spores white. New South Wales. New Zealand.
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This species has not yet been recorded from South Australia though it may
occur here. It is characterised by being usually more or less hoof-shaped, and
having the upper surface grey to dark brown, more or less zoned and sulcate,
a crust which may be somewhat laccate and usually shows a brownish-orange tint
in the underlying context, the context yellowish-isabelline (C. G. Lloyd) to
Pinkish Buff or Cinnamon Buff, and minute pores. Apparently it resembles
F. hornodermus Mont., which, according to Lloyd, never has the orange tint under
the crust, is more applanate and has context and pore surface white when fresh
but tending to become fuliginous in spots and, in the case of the context, sometimes quite dark.
b. Receptacle stipitate or sessile, with a more or less laccate crust.
coloured, truncate' at the base.

Spores

GANODERMA (Karst.) Pat.
(Gr., ganos, shining; derma, skin.)
"Pileus corky, stipitate or sessile, covered with a resinous, laccate crust.
Stem lateral, rarely, central, or none. Tubes heterogeneous, often stratose. Flesh
coloured. Spores coloured, elliptical, ovate oblong or obovate, truncate at the
base, smooth, punctate, verrucose or echinulate, thjck-walled. Cystidia none or
rare. Annual or perennial. Growing on wood, rarely on the ground.' '-Rea.
The genus Ganoderma is characterised by the laccate crust and the coloured
truncate spores. The sometimes very large species G. applanatum is not common
in South Australia as it is at the bases of trunks in' the rain-forests of the
Eastern States. The species that we have described as G. polymorphum was
found in a very unexpected locality for a member of this genus, namely, the
very dry north-west of the State; it was found growing on the timber down a
well so that it had, even in this dry locality, moisture as well as warmth for its
development; the finger-like appearance presented by many of the abortive
fructifications is due to the situation in which the plants grew and is paralleled
elsewhere, as in minas, by similar finger-like growths. of G. iuoidum, G. lucidum
(Leyss.) Karst., recorded from' Queensland and Tasmania, is a very handsome
stalked species with a polished strongly laccate pileus and stem, the stem being
usually lateral but sometimes central. In New South Wales, a sessile, form
related to G. lucidum is found, with a dark polished surface, which Lloyd refers
to G. sessilis Murrill.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Sessile.
Context chestnut umber.
Very large, up to 8 x 3in. usually applanate,
not heavy, with laeeate brown crust. Spores
bvown, verrucose, truncate, 10 to 11 x 7.5 u: 308. Ganoderma
applanat.um.

With a lateral stem.
Context sayal brown, snuff brown and pinkish buff.
Often deformed and digitate. Crust hard,
laccate in places, Rood's brown to Vandyke
brown. Spores brown, verrucose, truncate,
10 x 6.5 p., •• •• •• •• •• ••
309. G. polymorphum.
308. Ganodenna applanatum (Pers.) Pat. (L., applanatus, flattened) .-Pileus
applanate, ungulate or irregular, up to 21in. laterally x '8in. from before backwards x 3in. thick (52.5 x 20 x 7.5 cm.) or larger (in more tropieal parts), surface
dull with a hard firm crust, often very irregular or even nodular, sometimes
suleately zoned, near Rood's Brown (X'XVIII.),· edge somewhat rounded and
subtomentose, laterally attached over a considerable area but usually not for
the whole of the lateral extent, occasionally substipitate. Context relatively
rather light in weight, firm-corky, tough to cut, oeeupying about one-third to
more than half the thickness, sometimes with layers of. crust-like inclusions,
near Auburn (II.) or darker. Tubes 1 to 5 cm. long, obscurelv stratose, near
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Bistre (XXIX.), dissepiments rounded, about the diameter of the tubes. Spores
elliptical, sometimes truncate, with. the epispore prominent at one end, verrucose,
brown, 10 to 11 x 7.5 IJ-. South Australia-On an old pepper-tree, Sohinvus Molle
L., Burnside; National Park; at the base of a pear-tree (Pyrus cotvmuaus L.),
Hall's Creek, Encounter Bay.
New South Wales.
Victoria.
Tasmania.
Europe, etc. Perennial.
This species, which may reach a very large size, is found near the bases of
living trees or stumps and can be recognised by the brown somewhat laccate
crust, the rich chocolate or umber-coloured context, and;' tubes which may be
relatively short or two inches long. Dr. G. H. Cunningham, in New Zealand,
distinguishes between G. applanatum and G. austraie (F'r.) Cooke by the tubes
being 0.18 to 0.2 mm. in diameter in the former and 0.27 to 0.3 mm. in the
latter.
309. Ganodenna polymorphum Clel. (Gr., polys, many; morphe, shape).Sporophores and abortive sporophores more or less grotesqu'ely shaped, from
nodular finger-shaped to lobed fan-shaped, with short or long lateral stems, the
abnormal appearances being attributable to the situation in which the fungi
had developed, namely on timber in the relative darkness 30ft. down a well.
The more mature and normal forms show an upper surface which is 6in. laterally
x 4in. (15 x 10 cm.) in size in the largest example and 4 x 2~in. (10 x 6.2 cm.)
in a smaller one, irregularly plane to convex, obscurely concent.rically sulcate,
irregularly rugose, with a hard crust between Rood 's Brown and Vandvke Brown
(XXVIII.), much like that of G. applanatum, showing no laccate appearance or
merely in places a trace of this, the edge rounded, deeply or only slightly
irregularly lobed. The crust of the upper surface is continued on to the undersurface of the sporophore as a laccate rim, Chocolate (XXVIII.) in colour ~ up to
~in. (1.2 cm.) wide. The tube-bearing portion is borne on a downward-projectina
horizontal platform, up to 5 mm. deep on the remaining under surface, the side
of the platform being laccate, sulcately zoned and chocolate in colour like the
rim. Tubes 8 to 9 mm. deep, seated on an undulating or plane basis, near
Avellaneus (XL.) to Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), orifices Pale Pinkish Buff (XXIX.),
4 to 5 in 1 mm., rounded, dissepiments in thickness about the diameter of the
orifices. Context 3 to 8 mm., firm-corky, zoned in paler and deeper shades,
Sayal Brown (XXiX.) and' paler, Snuff Brown (XXIX.) and Pinkish Buff, the
whole fungus veryTight in weight. Stem lateral, short and thick (lin. x iin.,
2.5 x 1.8 cm.,' to 3in. x itin., 7.5 x 1 cm.), in the larger specimens very
irregular and gouty-nodular, strongly laccate, brown like the crust to very
dark brown. Spores broadly pear-shaped, one end truncate, warty, brown, 10 to
10.5 x 6.5 to 7.5 IJ-. Hyphae barely tinted.
Abortive sporophores are up to 7in. (17.5 cm.) long, consisting of a cylindrical
laccate blackish brown stalk with podagriform (gouty) swellings, 3in. (7.5 cm.)
or more long, :lino (6 mm.) or more t.hick, furcately dividing 4 or 5 times to form
approximated podagriform branches of varying thicknosses, passing into the
brown of the crust and ending in pallidcllib-shaped extremities. Here and
there on the under-side of broadly flattened branches, tubes .may develop on the
usual platforms.
South Australia-On well timber 30ft. down, Moorilyanna, near the Everard
Ranges, north-west of South Australia.
B. Tubes not in strata.
a. Tubes at proximal ends even.
1. Fleshy firm, relatively thick. Tubes forming a layer distinct from the
substance of the pileus.

POLYPORUS (Micheli) Fr.
(Gr., polys, many; poros, a pore.)
"Pileus fleshy, cheesy, coriaceous or corky, often at length becoming hard
with age; 'entire, lobed, excentric or dimidiate, simple or branched. Stem
central, lateral or none, simple or branched. Tubes homogeneous or heterogeneous,
long or short; orifice of pores round, angular, entire, torn or toothed. Flesh white
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or coloured. Spores white or coloured, ellipt.ical, pip-shaped, globose, subglobose,.
pruniform, oblong or elliptic fusiform; smooth, punctate or verrucose. Cystidia
present or absent, hyaline or coloured. Annual or perennial. Growing on wood
or on the ground; solitary, caespitose, imbricate or connate at the base.' '-Rea.
The genus Polyporus comprises a large number of annual species' of polypores,
stalked or sessile, of a fleshy-firm to corky texture, the tubes forming a layer
distinct from the substance ·of the pileus. Amongst Australian species are some
very remarkable ones, such as the. fungus known as "Blackfellow 's Bread" and
other related species. which possess large underground tuber-like structures,
sometimes intermixed with sand, from which after rains the stalked fruitingbodies develop. Other species, such as P. Colensoi and P. omthracophitus, consist
of masses of, branching stems bearing pilei, and may be found at the bases of
some or our Eucalypts. P. eucalyptorum is a large sessile species growing high
llP on the trunks of gum trees.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF POLYPORUS,
TRAMETES.

POLYSTICTU~,

AND

STIPITATE SPECIES OF POLYPORUS AND POLYSTICTUS.
Stem single, more or less central.
Smallish, mostly thin, rarely with the pileus an
inch (2.5 cm.) across.
Growing on the ground.
Colour near cinnamon, pileus radiately
331. Polystictus
fibrillose, plane-depressed

oblectans..
Warm buff to clay colour,. pileus often
deeply depressed, edge often fimbriate ..
310. Polyporus arcularinis.
Dusky. drab to dark brown, rarely pallid.
Stem blackish, villose .. .. ..
311. Polyporus
melanopue.

On trunks of trees or fallen wood.
Small, rarely -lin., whitish. Stem excentric, short, arising from the under
surface .. .. .. .. ..
312. Polyporus rhipidium.
Pileus .2 to 3 mm., pale snuff colour
below the whitish bloom. - Stem curved,
short, arising from the upper surface.
313. Polyporus pocula;
Under. surface disc shaped
.
Large, on the ground, with a t rue or false
sclerotium.
Pileus brown to cinnamon buff, hard, pitted,
with true and false sclerotia .. .. ..
314. Polyporus
basilapiloides.
Pileus whitish with egg-yolk colour in
centre, with a large true sclerotium
(' , Blackfellow 's Bread") .. .. .. .. .. 315. Polyporus mylittae.
Pileus with urnber cuticle.
Flesh white,
not hard. Stem short. In burnt country,
with false sclerotium .. .. .. ..
316. Polyporus twmulosus,
Large, .on trunks or at bases of trees.
Often deformed, pileus ochraceous tawny to
brown.
Tubes becoming brown with a
greenish-yellow glint. Stem usually excentric, irregular, ochraceous tawny. At bases
317. Polyporus
of trees .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Schweinitzii.
Deformed, pileus usually ill-defined, buff to
vinaceous fawn. Tubes daedaloid. Contex
near pinkish buff.
Stem-like base illdefined. At bas-es of trees .. .. .. .. .. 346. Daedalia biennis
(Polyporus ruf escens),
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Pilei sometimes several, superimposed, rich
brown, velvety, fleshy.
Tubes shallow,
creamy white.
Stem dark brown.
On
trunks .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. 318. Polyporus
Hartmanni.
Stem and pilei multiple, usually large.
Branching stems and pilei forming a fleshy-tough
mass up to foot in diameter. Pilei umber to
sepia. Pores pinkish buff to vinaceous cinnamon. Spores smooth, 5.5 x 3.5 /1-. At bases of
Eucalypts
.
319. Polyporus Colensoi
Forming a hard, often rosette-like, mass
320. Polyporus
anthracophilus.
SESSILE

SPECIES

OF

POLYSTICTUS-PILEI

THIN.

Pileus beautifully zoned in greys and browns; velvety
332. Polystictus
pubescent. Common
.
versicolor.
Similar but more robust and strongly hirsute
(vide 332). Polystictus
hirsutus.
Pileus pallid to cinnamon buff, greyish to dark brown
in older parts, strigose. Tubes often irpiciform,
sometimes long, bister often with a purplish tint .. 333. Potueticiu« versatilis.
Pileoli small, imbricate, growing edge velvetY and dark
brown, older portion with white investiture. Pores
brown with purplish cast .. .. .. ..~... .. .. .. 334. Polystictus
albo-uestidue.
SESSILE SPECIES OF POLYPORUS AND TRAMETES.
Context white.
Large, fleshy-punky. Cuticle smoky brown. Pores
when fresh brilliant yellow.
High up on
Eucalypts .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 321. Polqporu«
eucaluptorutn.
Large, whitish becoming buff when old, corky.
Surface soft.
Tubes to !in. long.
Orifices
0.5 mm. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 337. Trametes lactinea.
Thin, soft, forming extensive patches often mostly
resupinate under logs.. Pileus pallid. Poresurface cinnamon to purplish brown .. .. .. 383. Polyporus
( Glocoporus i dichroue.
Context woody-buff to darker than pinkish buff.
Hoof to bracket shaped, up to 2 x l1in. Pileus
yellowish-brown. Spores truncate, 12 to 19 x
6.5 to 9 /1-. Usually on fences .. .. .. .. .. 338. Trametes ochroleuca.
Small hoof-shaped brackets to 2 cm. Pileus rough,
dark brown to blackish. Pores .shallow, 0.5 to
1 mm. diameter, pinkish buff .. .. .. .. .. 340. T. epitephra.
Context orange or scarlet
Large. Context deeply stained by orange-red juice
and not radiately fibrillose.
Smell aromatic.
Cuticle creamy white. Tubes orange .. .. .. 322. Polyporus
auetraliesisis.
Often deformed, rather brittle, orange-rufous.
Context radiately fibrillose.
Tubes pallid to
tawny olive .. .. .. .. .. ..
323. Polyporus lateritius.
Firm scarlet brackets. Common.. .. .. ..
335. Trametes
cinauiborina.
Context vinaeeous.
General colour brownish-lilac.
Pore surfaee
Hydrangeia-pink
.
.. .. .. 336. Trametes
lilacino-gilva.
B
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Context ochraceous salmon to russet.
Brackets fleshy when fresh, up to 41 x 3in. Pileus
brown, villose to hispid. Pores pallid turning
brown. On Eucalypt trunks .. .. .. .. .. .. 324. Polyporus pelles.
Context olive brown to sayal brown and snuff brown.
Forming thin brackets, descending behind. Pileus
velvety to very rough, pinkish buff to pallid
buffy brown. Tubes near drab .. .. .. .. .. 339. Trametes protea.
Context brown to gilvous.
Spores hyaline.
Large (8in.) ,firm.
Crust pale, glabrous.
Tubes 1.5 cm. long.
No setae.
Spores
hyaline, 4 {wt •• •• •• • ~ •• •• •• •• •• •• 325. Polyporus
V ict oriensis,
Hoof-shaped, triangular in section, 3in. across.
Crust ochraceous tawny. Hymenialsurface
descending, convex, brown with glaucosccnce.
No setae (in Australian plants). On living
Eucalypts .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 326. Polqporus druadeus.
More or less bracket-shaped, 3in. or more
laterally, ~ tin. thick. Pileus snuff brown,
granular to strigose. Context bright gilvous.
IIymenial surface horizontal, snuff brown.
Setae usually abundant. On dead wood .. 327.Polyporus qilou«.
Forming minute brackets, usually on a
resupinate surface, Brussels brown. Setae
prominent .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
328. Potuporue
subcont'igua.
Spores brown.
Often large, applanate, t to 1in. thick. Pileus
tomentose becoming smooth, warm sepia.
Tubes to 1 cm., snuff brown, orifices 4 in 1
mm. Context sayal brown to: warm sepia.
Setae none or f'ew .. ., .. .. .. . . . . .. 329. P. Ludooiciomus.
Thicker, rather applanate.
Pileus smooth.
Orifices 2 to 3 in 1 mm. Context Brussels
brown with satiny sheen. Acuminate setae .. ,330. P. Patouillardii.
A. Stipitate species.
310. Polyporus arcularius (Batsch) Fr. (L., arcula, a casket) .-Stipitate with
a slender more or less central stem. Pileus up to 11in. (3.1 cm.), thin, convex
with the centre often deeply depressed and 'hole-like, smooth, with the edge
in-turned and sometimes fimbriate, near Warm Buff (xv.) or near Clay Colour
(XXIX.).
Hymenial surface pallid brownish (near Cinnamon Buff, XXIX.,
becoming when old darker than Verona Brown, XXIX.; near Clay Colour, XXIX.),
pore orifices rather large (nearly 1 mm. diameter), somewhat decurrent, angular,
dissepiments thin, tubes up to 4 mm. deep. Stem about 1in. (18.5 mm.), slender,
subfibrillose, brown. Flesh very thin, about 1 mm. Spores () to 8 x 3.2 /1:.
South Australia-Mount Maclntyre (S.E.) .
New South Wales.
Victoria.
December.
311. Polyporus melanopus (Swartz) Fr. (Syn. P. Pancheri, Pat.) (Gr., melas,
black; porus, a foot).-Stipitate, rarely spathulate. Pileus up to l!in. (3.7 cm.),
convex with the centre depressed, innately strigose becoming smooth, Dusky Drab
(XLV.) to- dark brown, rarely very pallid (darker and browner than Pinkish Buff,
XXIX), occasionally zoned
(Chocolate, XXVII., in zones, greyish between).
Hymenial surface pallid greyish buff, near A vellaneous (XI.J.) or Pinkish Buff
(XXIX.), deeply decurrent on -the stem, orifices minute, 4 to 5 in 1 mm., angular,
dissepiments thin, tubes 1 to 1.5 mm. deep, at first very shallow. Stem 1in.
(2.5 em.) or more, -g-in. (9 mm.) thick, central or sometimes excentric, sometimes
flattened, often irregular, villous and dark fuscous brown or blackish at the
base. Context paler than Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), 2 mm. or more thick. Spores
5.2- to 9 x 2.5 to it 7 {wt. On the ground, sometimes attached to rotting wood.
South Australia-Mount Lofty Range, The Meadows. New-South Wales. June,
August.
I
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This species grows on the ground and can often be traced to underlying buried
pieces of rotting wood or sticks. The pileus is drab to chocolate, occasionally
pallid, and the stem, at least at the base, is minutely velvety and fuscous brown
to black. In P. melanopus, the pileus is at first innately strigose to pruinose ;
in P. picipes Fr. and P. varius Fr., which also have black stems, both pileus
and stern are glabrous.
312. Polyporus rhipidium Berk. (as Favolus).
rhipidos, a bellows).-Pileus convex" 3 to 5 mm.
about 1 mm. thick, whitish becoming Clay Colour
incurving. Orifices about 3 in 1 mm., rounded or

(Perhaps from Gr., rhipis,
broad, minutely tomentose,
(XXII.) when -dry and edge
slightly radiately elongated,

[Photo. by S. Tee.

Figure 43.-PolYPo'J'U8 pocula. Schw. (No. 313).

Kuitpo.

dissepiments rounded in thickness about half the diameter of the orifices, tubes
about 0.5 mm. thick, half the thickness of, the pileus. Stem lateral, minutely
tomentose, 1 to 2 mm. long. On dead bark and rotting wood. Spores 4.4 to
5.2 x 2 to 2.5 u; South Australia-Mount Lofty. N ew South 'Vales. Queensland. Victoria. April, July.
This is a neat-looking very small species, ~" to tin. in size, whitish becoming
buff-tinted, with a lateral stern, found usually in considerable numbers on old
wood or trunks.

*

31i). Polyporus pocula Schw. (Syn., P. cu.putiformis B. et C.) (L., poculuon, a
cup or drinking pot).-Pileus
to Ain. (5 to 8 mm.) laterally x 4 to 7 mm.,
2 mm. thick, convex, pliant, brownish grey to Clove Brown (XL.) with a hoary
granular bloom becoming very marked on drying and then cracking rimosely.
Stern curved, 2 mm. long, 0.6 to 1 mm, "vide, attached near one side of the
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convex upper surface. Under surface disc-shaped with slightly raised rounded
rim, pore orifices very minute, rounded, about 6 in 1 mm., dissepiments rounded,
tubes about 0.7 mm. deep, tubes and orifices near Avellaneous (XL.). Substance
thin, about 0.5 mm., near Buff Brown (XL.). Spores ~ subsphcrical, 4.5 /L. South
.Australia-c-Encounter Bay. Kuitpo. March. (Figure 43..)

Figure

[From uiaoercotourebv Miss Fi:veash.
44.-Poiyporus bus'1Jlapiloides (McAlp. et Tepper).
(No. 314).
Sections showing underground stem passing into a false sclerotium,
with true sclerotium at base on right. Also under surface of pileus,
showing pores. Beduced by more than ~.

This minute brownish-grey species is more particularly characterised by the
curved stem being attached near one side of the upper surface.
.
~

314. Polyporus basilaptlotdes (McAlp. et Tepper) (Syn t", Laccocephalum
basilapiloides Me.Alp. 'et Tepper) (L., basis, the base; lapis, a stone, with
the Greek ending oides, signifying like-in reference to the stone-like false
sclerotium) .-Pileus convex, up to 5in. (12.5 cm.), the centre shallowly pitted by
raised brown lines, the depressions paler, the pitting sometimes little marked,
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the lines being replaced by rugosities, edge of the pileus crinkled and irregular,
firm, often very hard, Mikado Brown (XXI1X.), Vinaceous Cinnamon (XXIX.) or
near Cinnamon Buff, the edge near Cinnamon Orange (XXIX.). Pore orifices
'small, tubes up to :lino (6 mm.) , adnate, shortened externally, whitish. Context
tough, near Light Buff (xv.). Stem above ground short, iin. (1.8 cm. )1' -!in.
(1.2 cm.) thick, concolorous with the pileus, smooth or reticulated, covered with
'sand, sometimes as a distinct stem passing down for an inch into the sand and
mycelium; the stem is succeeded by irregular swollen masses, up to 3in. (7.5
cm.) in diameter with irregular constrictions and u;p too 6in. (15 cm.) long,
composed of compacted mycelium and sand without a definite crust; below this
false sclerotium is an 'irregularly rounded or elongated true sclerotium, up to
,3i x 2iin. (8 x 7 cm. ') in size and weighing up to 12iozs., with an outer dark
crust of mycelium and sand, on section somewhat moist, sticky, cutting like firm
cheese, the colour of doughy brown bread, not showing" cells" as in P. mylittae.
Weight of pileus with sclerotia up to 28ozs. Spores 'elongated, narrow, hyaline,
14 x 4.5 }J". On the ground in, sandy soil, usually in mallee country, the sporophores usually appearing after bush fires.
South Australia-Monarto South,
Moorlands, Alawoona, Loxton, Lake Alexandrina, Balaklava, Broughton River in
Spalding district, in a grotto in a creek at Aldgate, and South-East, Kangaroo
Island (in burnt country at Lower Rocky River, near Kingscote), Koonibba
(E.P.). Victoria (Mallee districts). New South vVales. May. August. (Figure
44 and Plate VII!., Figure 2.)
This is the famous" Stone-making Fungus" first described by McAlpine and
'Tepper. The" stone" is the hard false sclerotium of densely compacted
mycelium and sand, from which underground store-house the fruiting body
composed 'of pileus and stem emerges after autumn and winter rains. The species
is quite common in the sandy soil of our mallee areas.
315. POlypOIUS mylrttae Cooke et Massee.
(From the' supposed genus
Mylitta of Fries, Berkeley in 1839 describing the sclerotium as Mylitta
australis) .-The subterranean sclerotium or "tuber" known as "Blackfellow 's
Bread" or "Native Bread," is the part of the fungus most likely to be met
with, the sporophore (fruiting body, cap) having been rarely seen. The' , Native
Bread, ,,' turned up when digging or ploughing, is a heavy more or less rounded'
mass of densely compacted fungous mycelium without any soil' or sand
incorporated which may reach a large size (24:lin., 60.6 cm. in diameter; 9 x 6
x 3in., 22.5 x 15x 7.5 cm.; nearly 61bs., and it has been said, 25:l and even 39lbs.
in.weight). The outer surface is a dark earthy'brown due to a thin rough crust
which may flake off a Ii tt.le with age. The sclerotium is when found usually very
hard to cut. Section reveals an obscure alveolar appearance, the alveoli being
about i x :lino (3 to 6 mm.), the septa whitish, the "contents" the colour
of beeswax.
On several occasions now, after the" Blackfellow 's Bread", has ,been gathered,
sectioned and probably kept moist, pore-bearing fruiting bodies have developed.
It seems doubtful whether anyone has yet met with the eaps developing under
natural conditions. 'I'his sporophore is whitish with. a smoky or biscuity tint,
the. pileus showing in its centre' a citron yellow or lemon yellow colour tending
to become tinted .more the colour of, yolk of egg. Pileus more or less plane or
with the edge upturned, 3 to 5in. (7.5 to 12.5 cm.), smooth. Pores deeply
decurrent on the stern, small, when well-developed 2-!: to 3 in 1 mm., i rrogular,
dissepiments thin, pores often lacerated and irregular and sometimes Irpex-like,
tubes 2 mm. deep. Context white, punky \and easily cut. Stem 1 to l-!in. (2.5 to
3.7 cm.}, irregular ,I stout (up to iin., 18 mm.), expanding upwards into the
pileus. Spores elongated, oblique, 'white, 6.5 x 2.5 u, Some sporophores have
'a pear-shape, others are more mushroom like. The density of the sclerotium
diminishes as the fruiting body develops, becoming quite light. -South AustraliaSclerotia have been found at Myponga (about 2ft. underground near a gum tree
in wet and sandy 'soil}, Denial Bay district (about lain. below the surface in
mallee limestone), Honeysuckle Flat near Mypolonga and Moorlands (sclerotium
atypical-perhaps of an allied fungus) . New' South Wales. Victoria. Tasmania.
Western Australia. (Plate VII. Plate IX., left-hand figure.)
,
[315A~ Polyporus minor-mylrttae Clel. et Cheel. (L., minor, less, smaller;
'mylittae, in reference to P. mylitta,e),.--"Pileus 1:l· to 2!in. (3 to 7 cm.) with
a sulcate, minutely tomentose surface, raw umber (browny. Flesh usually dry;
subligneous, usually in two layers, each 1 to 3 nlm. thick, the upper rich cream
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to light brown, the lower white. Stipe mesopodial, ! to 2!in. (2 to 6 cm.) long,
5 to 15 mm. thick. Pores small, roundish or irregular, 2 to 3 mm. long. Spores
abundant, cylindrical, smooth, hyaline, 6 x 2 /1-.' '-Lloyd. New South Wales.
Not yet recorded for South Austrulia, (Plate IX. Right-hand figure.)]
316. Polyporus tumulosus Cooke (L., iwmulosus, bearing a hillock or lump).In sandy Eucalyptus forest land which has been recently burnt, a Polyporus has
been found in New South Wales, South Australia, and Tasmania after late
summer or autumnal rains, even when mere sprinkling, which we attribute to this
species originally described from Queensland. We have only found specimens in
country which has been recently burnt but on such areas the fruiting bodies
rapidly emerge ·after the rain, appearing within a fortnight of the burn and
consequently less since the rain. The pileus 'emerges from a false sclerotium of
myclium-impregnated sand, roughly delimited by a thin indefinite fragile blackish
crust. It would seem as if, in the absence of fire, the mycelium over perhaps
many years .merely vegetates in the humus, laying up food-stores which are
concentrated, in the false sclerotium. For the latter to translate these into
fruiting bodies (the stem and pileus bearing the spores), fire would appear to
be necessary, either on account of the heat or more likely as the result of the
potash and other salt's and chemical substances set free by the blaze and carried
down by the rain. -T'he stem often only 'emerges above the ground for !in. to
lin. (1.2 to 2.5 cm.), a longer portion (2in., 5 cm.) being buried and sandincrusted. This is carried on for perhaps another 2in. (5 cm.) as myceliumimpregnated sand to end in the f'alse sclerotium an inch (2.5 cm.) or considerably
more in diameter. From the shortness of the stem above ground, the pilei are
but little above the ground-level and are often dirt-bespattered. March and
April.
South Australian specimens, collected on March 31 and April 1, 1929, in
country burnt on March ·12, followed a few days later by slight rain, near
Blackwood Gully, Kuitpo district, are described as follows ::'-Pileus 2 to 3in.
(5 to 7.5 cm.), convex, rather irregular, edge sometimes with irregular bays,
smooth, not apparently viscid. when moist, with a cuticle which tends to crack;
near Saccardo's Umber (XXIX.). Tubes 2 to 3 mm. long, slightly decurrent,
dingy creamy white, sometimes. becoming stained brownish when old, orifices
rather irregular, about I! in 1 mm., dissepiments thin, somewhat compressed,
wanting in places. Stem central, ! to 2in. (1.2 to 5 cm.) above ground, about
lin. (2.5 cm.) buried and sand-incrusted, moderately stout to stout (! to lin., 1.2
to 2.5 cm.), a little fibrillose, white, later sometimes with brownish stains, passing
below into a core of mycelium and sand, leading to a false sclerotium, lino
(2.5 cm.) or more in size, composed of sand and mycelium surrounded by a thin
darker crust. Spores elongated, oblique, mummy-shaped, white, 10 to 15 x 5 to
6 /1-, usually 13 x 5.5 /1-. Specimens were also collected in burnt stringy-bark
(E. obliqua L'Herit.) country at Mount Lofty on March 27, 1929.
317. Polyporus Schweinitzii Fr. (After Ludwig David von Schweinitz, an
American mycologist).-Variable, often deformed, at the base. of stumps, usually
with an excentric or nearly lateral stem or stem-like attachment, rarely with
the stem nearly central. Pileus up .to 3 to 6in. (7.5 to 15 cm.), nearly plane
or depressed in the centre, irregular, sometimes with deformed secondary pilei,
rarely as a rosette, surface villous, irregularly rugose or coarsely tubercular or
lacerated, edge a little irregular or even lobed, often with incorporated leaves or
grass-stems, becoming smooth when old, Tawny to Ochraccous Tawny (xv.) or
sometimes near Raw Sienna (IlL), the edge sometimes Cream Buff (XXX.) or
pallid, when young Yellow Ochre (xv.) to Chamois (XXX.) and pale yellow, when
old very dark brown. Hymenial surface concavo-convex, decurrent, often deeply
so, on the stem, nearly vertical in young plants when their shape is that of an
inverted cone, at first pallid whitish, passing through Warm Buff (xv.) to dark
brown (Dresden Brown, xv.) with a, yellowish or greenish-yellow glint; pore
orifices minute, 3 to 5 in 1 mm., varying a little in size, often partly sealed,
dissepiments thin; tubes 2 to 4 mm. deep, Tawny Olive (XXIX.) to glaucous
brown. Context up to over lin. (2.5 cm.) thick in the centre, tapering outwards,
rather radiating, light in weight, tough, punky-firm, Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) to
Cinnamon Brown near the base. Stem lin. (2.5 cm.) or less to 2in. (5 cm.),
stout (lin., 2.5 cm.) to rather slender, very irregular, often knobby and distorted,
attenuated downwards, villous, near Yellow Ochre to Ochraceoua vl'awnv and
Cinnamon Brown (xv.). Spores subspherical to elliptical, white, 8 x 5 to 6.5 ft,
8/1- (in New South Wales specimens the spores are mostly smaller, 5.2 x 3.5 f1.,
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5.2 f.L, 3.5 fL). South Australia-At the base of Eucalyptus obliqua L 'Herit.,
Kuitpo. New South Wales. May (in South Australia).
This is a rare species in South Australia but commoner in New South Wales.
318. Polyporus Hartmanni Cooke. (A surname) .-This species is a thick
fleshy polypore, usually about 3in. (7.5 cm.) in diameter, with a rich somewhat
chestnut-brown, rather velvety pileus and a short thick dark brown, velvety
excentric stem. The spores in specimens collected at Bulli Pass, N ew South. Wales,
were 7 to 8.5 x 3.5 u: The species usually grows on the ground. (Figure 45.)

[Fi'O'm uiatercolour by Miss P. Clarke .
Figure 45.-PoZyporus Hartmamrci Cooke. (No. 318). Kendall, New
South Wales.
Reduced by nearly ~.

A very large fleshy-tough Polyporus, weighing when fresh 5lbs. and measuring
12in. x 9in. x 8in. high (30 x 22.5 x 20 cm.), found growing about 12ft. up in
the main fork of a large living Stringy-bark (Eucalyptus obliqua L 'Herit.) at
Blackwood Gully near Kuitpo Forest on March 31st, 1929, appears to belong
to this species in spite of it.s large size and situation. Only a little light
autumnal rain had .fallen but this had probably collected in the fork thus
enabling a spore to germinate in the dust and debris therein accumulated, food
material doubtless corresponding to that in the usual habitat on the ground
under Eucalypts. The specimen. was roughly· triangular, composed of several
superimposed brackets, the largest above, united together and gradually con-
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tracted downwards into a thick stem-like base, 5in. (12.5 cm.) long and 1iin.
(4.3 cm.) thick above. The upper surface of the pileus was, irregular, convex
in places, depressed in others, with a rather thick cuticle, velvety when young,
tending when older to split with the edges turning up as large scales, the oldest
part V andyke Brown (XXVIII.) , passing into a rich ferruginous tawny to
ferruginous russet, the growing edge thick, rounded, somewhat nodular with
shallow indentations, whitish in places to Antimony Yellow (xv.). Tubes up
to 4 mm. deep, commencing as reticulatdonsyS to 2! in 1 mm., finally 2 to 3 in
1 mm.; orifices rather irregular, sometimes nearly triangular; dissepiments as
thick as the orifices are wide, rounded, sometimes defective, tubes and orifices
creamy white becoming irregularly discoloured brownish. Stem-like base where
visible dark brown, velvety. Flesh very thick, up to 2!in. (6.2 cm.), fleshy firm
when cut, white slowly turning pinkish brown then Russet (xv.j , much channelled
and' discoloured by the boring of three species of beetles. Spores narrow,
oblique,mummy shaped, white, 7 to 9 x 2.5 to 3.5 fJ-.
319. Polyporus Colensoi Berk, (After Rev.William Colenso, who arrived in
New Zealand' in 1834 and for 65 years was . an indefatigable botanical collector
there).-Very large, tough-fleshy, weighing sometimes over 7lbs. and measuring

[Photo. by E. Roaer«.
Figure 46.-Polyporus Colen'8orA Berk. (No. 319). National; Park.
Reduced to about ?i.

up to 13 x 11in. and lOin. high (32.5 x 27.5 x 25 cm.), growing near the bases
of Eucalypts from a buried dry mass of felted mycelium and soil. several inches
in diameter. A broad knobby stem, up to 2in. (5 cm.) high and in places 1iin.
(3 cm.) thick, divides in a highly irregular manner to end eventually in numerous
crowded, rather imbricate, irregularly flabellif'orm, irregularly lobed, lacerated
and crisped pileoli, The upper surfaces of the pileoli are highly irregular,
often with superimposed subsidiary pileoli, somewhat convex externally and
sometimes concave to' funnel-shaped towards the lateral attachment, smooth with
a dull' surface, smoky brown becoming blackish-brown towards the edge
(Saccardo's Umber to Warm Sepia, XXIX., and darker). Hymenial surface
Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), when old sometimes Light Vinaceous Cinnamon (XXIX.);
po~e orifices irregular, usually rather elongated laterally and about 2 x 0.5 mm.,
sometimes radially arranged and irregularly Ienzitif'orrn with cross-partitions,
sometimes irpiciform; dissepiments thin with rounded edges, sometimes platelike and lacerated, the smaller cross-partitions often defective with free ends;
tubes up t04 mm. deep. Context fleshy-tough, whitish. Spores subspherical,
hyaline, smooth, 5.5 x 3.5 u, On the ground at the bases of Eucalynts. South
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Australia-National Park (at the base of Eucalyptus viminalis LabiU.), Mount
Lofty (at the base of E. viminalis Labill. or E. rubida Deane et Maid). New
Zealand. May, June. (Figure 46.)
This is a very large, tough-fleshy, smoky brown species composed of densely
crowded irregularly branching stems bearing pilei on their extremeties and found
with us at the bases of Eucalypts. The closely-related P. Berkeleyi Fr., which
has been found in New South Wales and New Zealand, has echinulate spores.
320. Polyporus anthracophilus Cooke, (Gr., anthrax, coal or charcoal; philos,
loved) . -Pileus 5 x 4in. (12.5 x 10 cm.) or more in size, compound, composed of
numerous more or less fan-shaped pileoli arising from an excentric or lateral or
'sometimes central, short, irregular, broad stem-like base, when the attachment is
central often with a rosette-like arrangement of the pileoli. Pileoli more or less
fan-shaped, 1iin. (3.1 cm.) laterally x'l!in. (3.7 cm.) long, sometimes much
broader, fusing with neighbouring pileoli or more or less separated, shortly lobed,
coarsely and irregularly radiately rugulose or rugose-tuberculate, minutely
velutinate, near Sayal Brown (XXIX.) or dingy greyish white. Tubes decurrent,

[Photo. by S. Tee.
Figure 47.-PolYP01'U8 amthracoph.iiu» Oooke (No. 320). National Park.
Reduced to t.

2 to 5 mm. long, orifices about 3 to 4 in 1 rnm., irregular, sometimes Iabyrinthiform, dissepiments thin, sometimes torn, dingy Pinkish to Pale Pinkish Buff
(XXIX.). Context hard, thin, 0.4 mm. in outer pileoli, Pale Pinkish Buff (XXIX.).'
Substance of whole plant hard. Spores elliptical, oblique, hyaline, smooth, 5.5 to
8 x 3.7 u- with a yellowish gutta. On stumps. South Austra.lia-e-Na.tional :Parik.
New South Wales. Victoria. June. (Figure 47.)
This, like P. Colensoi, has also a compound structure with many pileoH but
the substance is hard and not fleshy-firm. It may assume a rosette shape. It
grows on stumps.
321. Polyporus eucalyptorum Fr. (Eu,cal,yptorum, of Eucalyptus trees).Large, a moderate-sized specimen rneasuring Sin. (20 cm.) laterally, 9in. (22.5
cm.) from before backwards, and 6in. (15 cm.) vert.ioally at its attachment to
the trunk and weighing when fresh 3lbs. loz., but considerably larger specimens
occur. Thus a bracket from Inman Valley measured 18in. (45 cm.) laterally,
lOin. (25 cm.) antero-posteriorly and 7in. (17.5 cm.) in height. .Another specimen
weighed 9ilbs. Hoof-shaped, sometimes splayed out below' or in other cases
laterally extended, rarely somewhat applanate. The upper surface of the pileus
is brownish, in places smoky br?'wn, from the thin cuticle which peels with
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difficult v and is finely punctate, sometimes pruinose and near the edge finely
reticulated from raised lines. Hymenial surface slightly convex, when fresh of
a beautiful canary yellow colour, when old the pore layer thin with the tubes up
to 10 mm. long, the pore orifices minute and not or barely visible to the naked
eye, In the younger parts like pin-pricks or pin-slits separated widely by thedissepiments, near the edge becoming larger and more irregular, the slits rarely
giving rise to almost a lamellar condition approaching gills. Flesh pure white,.
soft yet firm, punky when dry. Spores subglobose, smooth, white, 8 to 10 x 6 to
8.5/-L.
Penetrating mycelium white. On trunks of living or rarely dead
Eucalypts, sometimes only a few feet from thevground, usually about LGf't, up,
sometimes as high as 30 or 40ft. up, found once on a Sheoak (probably
Casuarina stricto. Ait.). In South Australia, the species of Eucalypts known to
be affected are Eucalyptus Baxteri (Benth.) Maiden et Blak., E. obliqua L 'Herit.,
E. vimina.lis Labill., E. rostrata SchI., E. leucoxulo» F.v.M., and E. ebaeophora
F.v.M. South Australia-Waterfall Gully, Mount Lofty, Kersbrook, .National
Park, Kuitpo, Myponga, near Yankalilla, Inman Valley, Hindmarsh Tiers,.
Angaston, Mount Remarkable (on box gum). January, May, June, October.
322. Polyporus australiensis Wakefield. (Australiensis, Australian) .-Up to
(13.7 cm.) laterally, 3~in. (8.7 cm.) from before backwards, 2~in. (6.2 cm.)
vertically at its attachment and 1 ~in. (3.7 cm.) in the centre, sometimes hoofshaped, often deformed, laterally attached throughout, upper surface convex with
irregular depressions, cuticle innately villous, nearly smooth, creamy white, apt
to be -stained rusty orange by the pigmented juice from the context. HymeniaI
surface deeply convex to plane or concave, rusty orange to brownish orange
when old, pore orifices rather irregular, 1 to 1.5 mm. wide, dissepiments thin,.
pores rather shallow, up to about 2 mm. deep. Context rather light, punky-firm,
cream-coloured, extensively pigmented with the rusty orange juice. Exuding'
when fresh an orange-yellow dye. Characterised by a .peculiar musty-aromatic
scent. Spores were not found by Miss Wakefield in the type nor in our South Australian specimens; .in a specimen from the Nattai River, New South Wales, we
found globose, smooth,colourless spores about 3 /-L which we believed .to belong to
this species. South Australia-On fallen logs, Stunsail-Boom River and Rocky
River, K.I.; on under-side of log, Willunga Hill; on stump, Kuitpo. Victoria.
New South Wales. Queensland. Tasmania. Flinders Island (Bass Sts.). Western Australia. March, May.
5~in.

This is a very striking and readily recognised species, characterised by the'
general orange-yellow pigmentation.
323. Polyporus later1tius Lloyd. (L., lat~'riti(U8, made of bricks, here brickcoloured) .-General colour a rich orange rufous (between Orange Rufous and
Sanford's Brown, lI.), very variable in shape and often much deformed, sometimes Imbricated with thin (about 3 mm.) irregularly fluted horizontal brackets.
and encrusting base, sometimes from an encrusting mass on the ground at the
base of a stump with a fan-shaped stipitate pileus contracted laterally into a
stem-like base about ~in. (1.2 cm.) long and about 3 mm. thick, more often
laterally attached forming a deformed bracket up to 5in. (12.5 cm.) laterally,
1 ~in. (3.7 cm.) from before backwards, rather thin but up to ~in. (1.2 cm.) thick
'in the centre, the margin thin. Upper surf'ace irregularly convex, when substipitate depressed near the stem, rather rough, tending to be crustulose and to,
crack or radiately fibrillose-rugulose and finely rough, Cinnamon Buff to
Cinnamon (XXIX.) or pallid. Hymenial surface irregularly concave, pallid or'
Tawny Olive (XXIX.), pore orifices irregular, usually about 3 in 1 mm., rarely
nearly 1 mm. in diameter,dissepiments thin, tubes up to 5 mm. deep, near
Cinnamon Buff (XiXIX.). Context radiately fibrillose, thin, usually about 5 mm.
thick, light when dry, firm but rather brittle, Orange Rufous to Sanford's Brown
(1I.). Spores spherical to oval but a little irregular, white, 5 /-L, 5 x_ 4 /-L. The,
radiately fibrillose context shows the tendency to a stipitate form, the radiations
in' sessile plants - laterally attached throughout their length being very oblique
and approaching parallelism with the surface. At the bases of old stumps and
once on a living trunk of Eucalyptus Iviminalis Labill. South AustraliaNational Park, Eagle-on-the- Hill (Mount Lofty Range), Kuitpo. May, J une.
The species can be readily determined by the situation, namely at the base of
stumps, by the radiating firm-brittle orange-rufous context, and the often
deformed appearance of the brackets.
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324. Polyporus pelles Lloyd. (Syn., P. atrohispidus Lloyd.) (L., pellis, the
skin of a beast, a pelt).-Pileus Russet (xv.) to Mars Brown (xv.), near Bay
(rr.) with paler areas, or near Rood's Brown (XXVIII.) , villous to hispid with
brownish fibrils often in fascicles and sometimes scattered and showing a whitish
fibrous surface beneath, nearly plane to slightly convex, up to 4!in. (10.6 cm.)
laterally by 3in. (7.5 cm.) from before backwards, edge rounded, contracted
sometimes into a narrow short stem-like base but usually broadly and somewhat
decurrently attached by one-third or more of its border. Hymenial surface
convex or i concavo-convex, pores minute (about 0.2 to 1 mm. in diameter), close,
irregular, c1issepiments thin, whitish, pallid or with' a pale ochraceous tinge (Light
Pinkish Cinnamon, XXIX.), when bruised or older turning- Russet (xv.) , the
tubes when cut Pale Ochraceous Salmon (xv.) , becoming Russet (xv.),
occasionally !in. (1.2 cm.) deep. Context radiately strigose, Pale Ochraceous
Salmon becoming Russet, up to 1in. (2.5 cm.) thick at its attachment, gradually
attenuating outwards. F'lesh easily cut like firm cheese, softish but coherent,
concentrically zoned, turning dark brown (Warm Sepia, XXIX.). Spores abundant,
elliptical, one side a little flattened, white to pallid, some coloured brownish,
4.5 to 7.5 by 3.2 to 4 u, On living and dead Eu.calyptus trunks and stumps.
South Australia-On trunks of living E. obliq1la L 'Herit and on dead stumps,
Mount Lofty; National Park; Kuitpo ; Back Valley off Inman V alley. New
South Wales. Victoria. May to July.
This is a common species on living trunks and dead stumps of Stringy-bark
(E. obliq1,La). It is somewhat fleshy when fresh, the upper surface brown and
hairy, and the tubes pallid, readily becoming brownish (e.g., russet) when bruised.
325. Polyporus Victoriensis Lloyd.(Adjectival applying to the Australian
State, Victoria) .-' 'Pileus sessile, large, 5 x 8in. (12.5 to 20 cm.) and. 3in. (7.5
cm.) thick, ligneous suggesting a Fomes. Surface with thin, pale, glabrous crust,
much wrinkled, context brown. Pores about 1.5 cm. long, coarse to the eye,
brown, the mouths darker, dissepiments thin, orifices about 3 in 1 mm. Setae
none. Hymenial elements hyaline. Spores hyaline, globose, smooth, 4 fJ- (3.2 to
3.8 fJ-, J.B.C.). "-Lloyd. South Australia-On dead Eucalypt, National Park.
September.
326. Polyporus dryadeus (Pers.) Fr. (Gr., drys, the oak) .-More or less
hoof-shaped to bracket-shaped, triangular on section, 3!in. (8.7 cm.) laterally,
3iin. (8.1 cm.) from before backwards,' 21in. (6.2 cm.) vertically at its attachment. Upper surface irregularly plane to convex, gibbous near its 'attachment,
, more or less zoned and rugose, with a crust, paler than Ta-wny Olive (XXIX.) to
near Ochraceous Tawny (xv.) . Hymenial surface descending, convex, concave
near the edge which is rolled in a little, brown with pallid g1aiUc,€scent pore
orifices which are minute, 2 to 3 in 1 mm., a little' irregular, dissepiments rounded,
tubes up to -iin. (1.8 cm.) deep, near Dresden Brown (xv.), a little greyer than
the context. Context radiating, near Raw Sienna (rn.), near Buckthorn Brown
(xv.) to between Tawny and Russet (xv.), Yellow Ochre (xv.) or pallid turningslightly yellowish-brown and cutting easily when young, with a tendency to a
paler mycelial core. Spores elliptical, one side a little flattened, hyaline or
barely tinted, 8.5 to 8.8 x 5 to 7 u: No setae seen in the Australian specimens.
On living trunks of Eucalyp~us oblique. L "Herit, (Stringy-bark) up to 10ft.fronl
the ground. South Australia-e-Mount Lofty. Europe. May to July.
The identification of this species was made by D~ C. G. Lloyd. Possibly the
Australian. plant is not the same as the European P. druadeu« which usually
grows on oaks and shows occasional setae. It is rare in South Australia and is
characterised with us by being hoof-shaped to triangular, with a thin brown
crust, convex brown glaucescent hymenial surface and a thick context which
often shows a central mycelial core.
327. Polyporns gilvus (Schw.) Fr. (L., gilvus, pale yellow as applied here,
the dictionary definition being carnation or flesh-colour and applying to
Trametes li;laci,no-gilva). More or less applanate, dimidiate or shelf-like, sometimes somewhat imbricate, sometimes a vertical irregular patch several inches
in extent with brackets' above and on its surface, sometimes extending upwards
at its attachment, sessile throughout its- extent or sometimes the attached edge
somewhat diminished, a well-developed bracket 3!in. (8.7 cm.) laterally, l!in.
(3. 7 cm.) or more from before backwards, and usually about!i~. (1.;3 cm.)
vertically in the middle, -iin. (1.8 cm.) at the attachment. Upper surface convex,
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granularily rough to strigose °01' "velvety towards the f'ree edge, occasionally somewhat zoned, Saval Brown, Snuff Brown, Tawny Olive (XXIX.) or near Cinnamon
Brown (xv.), .....e dge moderately acute, sometimes bayed.
Hymenial surface
horizontal, slightly concave, Sayal Brown to Snuff Brown "(XXIX.) or Bister
(XXIX. ), pore orifices minute, 4 to 6 in 1 mm., tubes up to -lino (6 mm.) deep,
paler than Snuff Brown. Context radiating, tough, cut with difficulty with a knife,
i to iin. (3.5 to 10 mm.) thick, gilvous between Yellow Ochre and Buckthorn Brown
(xv.) or near the latter. Spores elliptical, hyaline, smooth, 4 x 3 JL. Setae usually
abundant, sometimes not found, acute, dark brown, 33 x 5.5 JL at the base.
Hyphae irregular, yellow brown, 2 to 4.5 JL. South Australia-Mount Lo fty,
National Park, Mylor, Kuitpo, Kangaroo Island (setae not seen), South-East.
March to June, October. Queensland. New South Wales.. Victoria. Western
Australia. Europe, etc.
A thicker form, more hoof-shaped, with a dark brown crust on the older
portion and a rounded pallid greyish-brown edge, with the tube orifices more
irregular and a little larger (to 3 in 1 mm.) occurs with us (Mount Lofty,
National Park, Kuitpo-May, June, October).
Dr. C. G. Lloyd distinguishes P. scruposue Fr. from P. gilvus by its being
excessively rough with little tubercles and granules, but doubts whether it can
be "maintained even as a form. Some of our specimens could be considered as
P. scruposu«,
'
P. lvohnoides Montagne is, according .to Lloyd, a very thin form ofP.gilvus,
almost like Poiustiotus. We have specimens he has identified from Narrabri and
Milson Island in New South Wales but have not met with it in South Australia.

Polyporus gilvus is a common species and, with its related forms, can readily
be recognised by the usually bracket shape, the rough granular to strigose brown
upper surface, the tough gilvous (yellow ochre to buckthorn brown) 'context, the
rather small brown orifices and microscopically by the colourless spores and
brown setae.
328. Polyporus subconttgua Clel. et Rodw. (Sub, here from the resemblance
to Poria contigua Pers.) .-Sometimes forming small ungulate Fomes-like brackets,
occasionally when the attachment is narrowed almost stalked, 5 'mm. in size, with
a gr'eyish-brown rather radiately rough convex upper surface and a convex orconcave pallid under-surface on which the irregular pores appear (these colours
may be due' to weathering). These small brackets may be alone present or the'
plant may be almost entirely resupinate, with here and there small brackets or
narrow shelves with the above features. The resupinate portion may extend over
several centimetres (e.g., 6 x 2 cm.), is very thin (1 to 3 mm.), and is near'
Brussels Brown (rn.) to '. Prout 's Brown (xv.) or Tawny Olive (XXIX.) and
darker, sometimes with a more gilvous suhtomcntoss edge near Buckthorn Brown
(xv.). The pores are irregular, 3 to 4 in 1 mm., often oblique," the dissepirnents'
thin and "rather lacerated in the resupinate part, thicker and more rounded in the
pileate, the mouths glancing, appearing pallid in certain lights, brown in others.
'I'heuubstance is tough, dark brown in the pileate portion, with no very evident
subiculum, the pores being probably stratose and F'omes-Iike. Spores (~\ hyaline,
5 to 7 x 3.5 JL; hyphae ryellow-brown, thick-walled, 2 to 4 fJ-; setae dark brown,.
subulate to acuminate with a broad base, 26 to 55x 4 to 9 JL at the base. South
Australia-c-On fallen trunk, Onkaparinga River, near Clarendon ; Myponga ;
Williamstown ; on fence post, Clare; .Flinders Range, near Quorn. Western Australia ~ June, August.
The species can be recognised by the size of the pore-mouths (3 to 4 in 1 mm.),
the presence of brown setae, and the tendency to form narrow shelves or small
ungulate brackets. The small size of the latter, when occurring without a
resupinate extension, renders them difficult to detect, the upper surface resemblingthe dead wood of the substratum, but the pallid pore-bearing surface, seen in
the brackets but not noticeable in the resupinate extension and probably partly
due to fading, forms a contrast when the log is turned, which draws attention
to the fungus.
.
329. Polyporus Ludovicianus Pat.ouillard (Ludovicianus, adjectival of a.
proper name}.-Dr. C. G. Lloyd considers this as a thin form of P. cuticularis'
BulL which is placed under his Fourth General Division with spores and context
coloured, and in Section 100 with brown context and setae. In this section.
P. cu,!i,cularis is placed in subsection A with the surface" tomentose or hispid,
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and in subsection B

with surface smooth or

at length smooth is
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P. Pat 011 illa·rdii, Rick. Dr. Lloyd has identified specimens of both P. cuiicularis
and P. Patouillardii from New South Wales and as both may also occur in this
State short descriptions are here given. In these Australian specimens the
points of distinction between the two species are not very evident and possibly
we are dealing with only one species.
The specimens of P. Ludoviciaavue are large (4 to 7!in. laterally x 3 to 5in.
x ! to 1in. thick, 10 to 17.5 x 7.5 to 12.5 x 1.2 to 2.5 cm.}', sessile, more or less
applanate. Upper surfacetomentose when young becoming smooth and' sometimes when old with a dark crust tending to crack, obscurely zoned, somewhat
radiately striate" dark brown (near Warm Sepia, XXIX.). Tubes 0.5 to 1 cm.
deep, near Snuff Brown (XXIX.), orifices minute, about 4 in 1 mm., darker.
Context 0.5 to 1 cm., tough corky, Sayal Brown to Snuff Brown and Warm Sepia
(XXIX.), sometimes radiating and redder brown, Spores subspherical, brown,
5 x '3.5 tJ-, 4 u, Setae not seen (said by Lloyd to be scanty and sometimes
absent) . Queensland-Tmbil State Forest.
New South W ales-Malanganee,
Wauchope. United States. February, August.
330. Polyporns Patoui11ardii Rick. (After Professor N. Patouillard, the
eminent French mycologist) .-Thes'e .specimens ate very like the preceding but
thicker, sessile, more or less applanate, sometimes imbricate, up to 3 to 4in.
laterally x 3in. x 2in. thick (7.5 'to 10 x 7.5 x 5 cm.), light in weight, the surface
smooth, dark brown with a crust which cracks. Tubes up to 1 cm. long, with
the context near Brussels Brown (IlL); orifices 2 to 3 in 1 mm., dark brown.
Context with a satiny sheen. Growing mycelium and young tubes near Pale
Orange Yellow (IlL). Spores abundant, subspherical to triangular, yellow brown,
7 x 5 tJ-:' Some long acuminate: setae, 90 x 7 u, New South W ales-Near Lismore ;
on Acacia salicina Lindl. var. varians Benth., Warren. American Tropics.
Philippines. Japan. May, August.
P. Ludovir;ianus and P. Patouillardii can be recognised by the more or less
applanate shape, the dark brown colour and the coloured spores.

2. Leathery, thin.

Tubes homogeneous with the substance of the pileus,
not forming a distinct layer.

POLYSTICTUS Fr.
(Gr., polystiktos, with many puncturcs.)
, 'Pileus corraceous, membranaceous or somewhat spongy,. dirnidiate, .sessile,
surface often zoned. Tubes homogeneous, developing f rorn the centre outwards.
Spores white; elliptical, pruniform, oblong, or oblong-elliptical; smooth or
punctate.
Cystidia sparse or none.
Annual.
Growing on wood, often
imbricate. ' '-Rea.
331. Polvsttctus oblectans Berk. (L., oblecto, to attract, to please) .-PHeus
stipitate, thin, up to I! or 2in. (3.7 to 5 cm.) broad but usually less, planodepressed, zoned, radiately fibrillose, tawny cinnamon near Sayal Brown (XXIX.)
to near Cinnamon Brown (XIV.) or Mikado Brown (XXIX.) and 'darker, often with
a beautiful silky sheen. Context very thin, 0.5 to nearly 1 mm., near Sudan
Brown (IlL). Hymenial surface Sayal Brown to Snuff Brown (XXIX.), the
sterile edge near Cinnamon Buff (xxrx.) , pore orifices minute (about 2 to 4
in 1 mm.), rather polygonal, dissepiments thin with torn edges, sometimes platelike, tubes up to 2 mm. deep. Stem central, lino (1.2 cm.) high, rather sl~ender,
villous, solid, tawny cinnamon, sometimes with the buried base enlarged Into a
cinnamon-coloured, pea-sized or branching tube.r-like false sclerotium of sand
and mycelium. Spores abundant, elliptical, very slightly tinted, 6.5 to occasionally
8 x 4tJ-. On the ground usually in sandy soil. South Australia-Mount Lofty,
Mount Compass, Encounter Bay, Mount Burr (S.E.), Bangham (S.E.). N e,v
South Wales. May, October.
This is a common small delicate cinnamon-brown species with a silky sheen on
the pileus and a central stem and is found growing in sandy soil.
332. Polystictus versicolor (L.) Fr. (L., versicolor, of various colours).Variable in colour and in thickness. Usually forming a series .of thin, imbricate,
rather fan-shaped, convex. brackets, velvety and pubescent on the upper surface
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and marked with beautiful concentric shining satiny zones of various colours
(brown, drab, grey, pinkish buff, whitish, etc.): The mass of brackets may be
several inches high and wide, the individual members usually only about l!in.
(3.7 cm.) laterally and Lin. (2.5 cm.) f'rom before backwards. .Pileus gradually
somewhat constricted' towards the base, arching slightly downwards, often
depressed behind, somewhat wrinkled and rugose, often radiately strigose, the
edge thin, slightly lobed and when growing whitish. Hvmenial surface concave
to concavo-convex, pale buff, greyish buff, Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), or sometimes
near Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.); orifices minute, about 5 in 1 mm., round, becoming
torn and irregular, tubes about 1 mm. deep. Context usually thin (about 1 mm.),
corky, white. Spores sausage-shaped, slightly curved, 5.3 to 7 x 2 p.. On tops of
logs, the pilei may assume a rosette form. On telegraph posts, the plants may
appear in a thick irregular form (~in., 1.2 cm., thick) without the formation of

[From uiaiercotou» by H. BuUer~
Figure 48.-PolysbictU8 »ersicolor (L.) Fr. (No. 332).
Blue Mountains,
New South Wales. Slightly reduced.

brackets. Sometimes alrnost a Fomes-like form is met with. On logs, fallen
timber and occasionally telegraph posts, causing a sl03' rot. Rarely on dead
wood of living fruit trees (peach). South Australia-s-Botanic Gardens, Fullarton
(on living peach), National Park (on dead H akea) , Waterfall Gully (on the
trunk and at the base of basket willows), Greenhill Road, Mount Lofty, Morialta.
Mount Mclntyre (S.E.) . New South Wales. Queensland. . Victoria. Tasmania.
Probably nearly world-wide, June to October. (Figure 48.)
This is a very common species of thin bracket fungus readily recognised by
the beautiful velvety zones of greys and browns on the pileus. P. hirsutu« Fr.,
more robust and densely strigose, / has not yet been recorded for the State.
333. Polysbictus versatilis Berk. (L., »ersatili«, versatile, here apparently
meaning variable) (Syn., Poiustictu« venustus Berk.).-Forming usually thin
extended brackets, to 2in. (5 cm.) or more laterally, projecting up to ~in.
(2 cm.), occasionally hoof-shaped (nearly !in., 2 cm.}, very light in weight, Pilei
densely strigose, becorning denuded leaving a rough surface (P. venustus, teste
Lloyd ) , pallid to pallid buff and Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) near the edge, becoming
greyish to dark hrown in the older portions. Tubes irregular, usually irpiciform,
tending to be elongated, 4 to 14 nun. deep; dissepiments thin, rather fluted,
sometimes lacerate.l ; ',surface becoming near Bister (XXIX.), when fresh somet.imeswith a violet or purplish tint, cut surface of tubes and context pallid to
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between Drab (XLVI.) and Wood Brown (XL.), context very thin. On fallen
Eucalyptus branches. South Australia-Rocky R. (Kangaroo Island) . New
South Wales. Victoria.
334. Polystictus albo-vestidusFr. (L., oibus, white; vestidus for vestitus,
clothed) .-Dr. C. G. Lloyd in identifying specimens from Overland Corner, South
Australia, January, as Polysticius albo-vestidus Fr. (vide Mycological Notes,
No. 69, Vol. 7, July, 1923, p. 1192, fig. 2401), describes them as follows:, 'Pileoli small, imbricate, the surface with a thin covering (like whitewash),
which however does not extend to the margin. Pores brown with a purnlish
cast, large, sinuate. Hymenium covered with subhyaline, projecting hyphae-like
bodies, cystidia no doubt, but not strongly specialized. Spores not found. The
peculiar white pileus covering is characteristic it appears to me.
The pores
remind me of Potustiotus versatilis."
These specimens form an imbricate mass
on dead wood, 3in. (7.5 cm.) or more laterally, in parts resupinate for an inch
(2.5 cm.) or more, the pileoli projecting 1 cm. The white investiture of the
rough older portion of the pileus suggests weathering from exposure to sunlight;
the growing edge is rounded, velvety and dark brown (Prout's Brown, xv.). Pores
irregular, lacerated, mostly irpiciform; dissepiments thin, sometimes defective;
orifices 0.5 to' 1 mm., brown with a purplish cast.
b. Tubes at the proximal ends sunk different depths into the context.
(1) Tubes rounded.

TRAMETES Fr.
(L., trama, the woof.)
, 'Pileus woody or corky; dimidiate, or resupinate; sessile.
with the substance of the pileus and not forming a distinct
or oblong. Flesh white or coloured. Spores 'white, rarely
ovoid, globose, subglobose, cylindrical, or oblong; smooth.
absent, hyaline or coloured. Annual or perennial. Growing
on the grOiund; sometimes imbricate.' '-Rea.

Tubes homogeneous
layer, regular, round
yellowish; elliptical,
Cystidia present or,
on wood, very rarely

A feature of generic importance, not included by Rea in the above description,
is that the deep ends of the tubes are sunk to varying depths in the context.
This serves to distinguish specimens from those of the genus Polyporus 'which
they resemble, Our species form corky firm brackets and are not resupinate.
General colour scarlet .. .. .. ..
General colour brownish lilac, pore surface hydrangeia
pink .. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. .. ..
General colour whit.ish becoming buff when kept.
Large, thick, applanate .. ..
General colour woody buff. Hoof-shaped, about 2in.
Often on posts. Spores large, truncate .. .. .. ..
Pileus rough, pinkish buff to tawny olive. Tubes drab,
2 to 3in 1 mm. Context sayal brown to oli ve
brown .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
General colour tawny olive to cinnamon buff, usually
somewhat applanate, decurrent behind. Orifices 0.5
to 1 mm,' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Small hoof-shaped brackets, about 6 mm. Pileus convex, blackish,edge whitish. Orifices 0.5 to 1 mm.,
pallid .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

335. Trametes
cinnabarina.
33G. T. lilacino-.qilva.
337. T. lactimea:
338.' T. ochroleuca.

339. T. protea.

340. T. decexa:

341. T. epitephra.

:335. Trametes cinnabarina (Jacq.) Fr. (Syn., Potusticius cimmabariaiu«
(Jacq.).) (Gr., lcinmab ari, dragon's blood).-J.\.. common species on dead wood,
scarlet in general colour, forming thin shelves 4 to Gin. (10 to 15 cm.) or more
laterally, 1 ~ to 2 ~in. (3.7 to (j.2 cm.) f'rom before backwards, usually under -!in.
(1.2 cm.) thick in the middle and up to ~in. (1.8 cm.) at the attachment,
thinning gradually to the blunt edge which is rounded above. Upper surface
slightly convex, pilose to slightly rough, becoming smooth, laterally attached
throughout, near Apricot Orange (XIV.). Hyrnenial surface more or less plane,
near Mars Orange (n.) and deeper, pore orifices minute, about 5 in 1 mm.,
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regular, tubes in thick specimens often in a definite layer, 1.5 to 2 mm. deep.
Context 4 to 8 mm. thick, st.rigose-corky, Apricot Buff (XIV.). Spores slig-htly
curved, white, 5 x 2.2 u, South Auatralia-e-Adelaide, Mount Lofty, Kuitpo,
Currency Creek, Encounter Bay, Wellington, Murray Br-idge, Karoonda, Quorn,
Beltana, Blinman, Ooldea, Pearson Is. (Great Australian Bight), Mount Wedg-e
(E.P.), Mount Gambier district. Queensland. New South Wales. Victoria.
Tasmania. Western Australia. .Europe, etc. May, June, August.
This is a very common species on dead wood, such as fallen logs' and branches,
and probably occurs throughout the State. Its brilliant and heautiful scarlet
colouration makes it a conspieuous object, especially when turned over so as to
expose the under surface. The upper surface tends to fade from exposure to
the light and in very old specimens may be bleached a dirty white. In such
cases, breaking the fungus in two will usually reveal a trace of colour still
present in the context. It is purely a saprophyte, helping in the decay of dead
wood. It has occasionally been found on fruit trees (e.g., peaches, cherry ) on
dead wood or brunches, but even in these circumstances is probably not parasitic.
It has also beep. found on fallen logs of CaUitris, on dead wood of Native Peach
(Eu.carya acuminata R.Br.), on dead branches of willow and of walnut, on
Bunya pine wood (Lt raucaria Bidwillii· Hook.), on peppermint gum wood
(Eucalyptus odorata Behr. et SchI.) , and on a scar on the trunk of Eucalyptus
diversifolia Bonpl. Very rarely small specimens may assume a, Poria habit.

Polystictus samquineue L. is similar in colour but very thin and coriaceous and
is contracted into a short lateral stem which is orbicula.rlv dilated at the base.
It is not uncommon in New South Wales and though recorded by Cooke (No. 746)
for South Australia, we have not yet found it in this State.
3~6. Trametes lflacino-gilva Berk.
(Potusiictue lilacirno-gilvus Berk.) (L.,
lilacinus, lilac-coloured; gilvus, carnation or flesh colour) .-Forming s-essile
bracket-like shelves laterally attached throughout their length, 3in. (7.5 cm.) or
more laterally and 1in. (2.5 cm.) or more from before backwards, 0.5 to 1.5 cm.
thick. Upper surface slightly and irr·egularly convex, surface very rough with
irregular wrinkles and folds, often radiatelyfibrillose, not definitely zoned,
brownish vinaceous (Liver Brown, XIV., and darker, Walnut Brown, XXVIII.) ,
edge rounded and paler near Hydrangeia Pink (XXVII.). Hymenial surface
slightly concave, near Hydrangeia Pink, edge sterile, pore orifices minute, 3 to 4
in 1 mm., a little Irregular, dissepiments rounded, tubes 2 to 3 mm. deep, varying
a little in depth, when stratose up to 7 mm., deeper at the base, attenuating
outwards. Context tough, dark vinaceous near Carob Brown . (XXVIII.). Spores
elongated, oblique, hyaline, 7 to 8.5 x 2.5 to 3.5 /11. On fallen logs, etc. South
Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, Kuitpo, Halidon, Ravine de Casoars
(Kangaroo Island). Queensland. New South Wales.
Victoria.
Tasmania.
Western Australia. May, July.
This is a common and beautiful species found growing on fallen logs and
stumps, of a lilac-flesh colour, which may be recognised if the outside has faded on
cutting through the substance. At Halidon near Alawoona, east of the Murray,
this species has been found causing a rot of karri sleepers imported from Western
Australia. Probably the infection was already present when the sleepers were
laid down some years ago.
337. Trametes lactdnea Berk. (L., iactineue for lacteus, milk white) .-Pileus
to 6in. (15' cm.) or more laterally x 2 to 4in. (5 to 10 cm.), 1 ~ to 1 ~in. (3.7 to
4.3 cm.) thick, applanate to dimidiate, surface dull, soft, subtomentose, sometimes
slightly tubercular, whitish becoming Pinkish Buff to Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.)
when old. Context firm and tough, Pinkish Buff. Under surface nearly plane
to convex, concolorous, becoming darker when old; tubes to ~in. (1.8 cm.) deep;
orifices 0.5 mm., rounded; dissepiments rather thin. New South Wales.
This large species, whitish when fresh but becoming buff tinted when old or
kept, has not been recorded yet for South Australia but is not uncommon in New
South Wales. The substance, cut with a sharp knife, has been used instead of
pith for mounting insects.
.
338. Trametes ochroleuca Berk. (Polyporus ochroleucus Berk.) (L., oohra;
ochre; Gr., leukos, white) .-More or less hoof-shaped to bracket-shaped, attached
frequently to fence· posts and rafils, less often on fallen logs and dead trunks,
laterally attached throughout its length. Up to 2in. (5 cm.) laterally, l!in.
(3.1 cm. j from before backwards and l-;fin. (3.1 cm.) vertically at the attachment where the pileus usually extends upwards, ~in. (19 mm.) vertically in the
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centre, size often less, not frequently more, convex, rugosely zoned, smooth to
subvillous, with a more or less definite hard crust, rarely" varnished, edge rounded
and thick, dark brown to yellowish brown and pallid brownish. Hymenial surface
more or less horizontal, irregular, usually slightly convex in parts, orifices small,
3 to ~ in 1. mm., rounded, dissepiments smooth, tubes deep, up to ~in. (19 mm.),
sometimes In layers (Eomes form), woody buff. Contextfirm-corky, up to lino
(9 mm.) at the attachment, woody buff. Spores truncate at one end, white or
very slightly tinted, 12 to 19 x 6.5 to 9 M. South Australia-National Park;
Mount Lofty Ranges, Clarendon, Meadows, MacLaren Vale, Willunga Hill,
Myponga, Encounter Bay district, Waitpinga (on dead' Casuarina stricta Ait.),
Kangaroo Island, Mount Gambier, Kalangadoo, Big Swamp near Port Lincoln,
Mount Dutton (E.P.). Queensland. New South Wales. Victoria. Tasmania.
Western Australia. January to March, "May to August, October, December.
This is a very common little brown to yellowish brown bracket fungus up to
2in. in size found especially on posts and log fences but also on fallen trunks.
The tubes are long and the species can be readily determined by finding the
abundant unusually large truncate spores.
339. T.rametes protea Berk. (Proteus, assuming many shapes, after Proteus,
a god of the sea, who could transform himself into any shape).-Forming nearly
horizontal brackets descending behind, sometimes imbricate, sometimes effused,
up to 4!in. (11 cm.) laterally, projecting up to lin. (2.5 cm.). Pileus velvety
in places to very rough (tubercular to firm-shaggy) with a tendency to a radial
arrangement, Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) to pallid buffy-brown, Tawny Olive (XXIX.),
the velvety portion near Brussels Brown (rrr.). Tubes 1 to 3 mm. deep; orifices
rather hexagonal, 2 to 3 in 1 mm., near Drab (XLVI.) and darker; dissepiments
rounded, rather thin. Context corky firm, about 6 mill. thick, Sayal Brown to
Snuff Brown (XXIX.) (Olive Brown, xL.-Lloyd). Queensland. New South Wales.
Not yet recorded for South Australia.
340. Trametes devexa Berk. (L., devexus, shelving, hanging down).-Forming
irregular patches up to 11 x lino (4.3 x 1.8 cm.), almost Poria-like, with an
upper raised subtomentose rim 2 mm. wide and a descending effused pore-surface
with orifices about 1 mm. diameter, dissepiments thin or rounded, the tubes 2 to
3 mm. deep,. context about the same or less, Cinnamon Buff (XXIX. ) . South
Australia-On the rough bark of Corkwood (Hakea intermedia Ewart et Davies)
Echo Hill between Moorilyanna and Ernabella (North-West). August.
The above South Australian specimens are abnormal, probably owing to the
dry district in which they grow, in forming small scattered almost effused
patches. Specimens from Imbil Forest" near Gympie, Queensland, August, identified by Dr. C. G. Lloyd, present the normal fruiting form. Forming somewhat
applanate to descending elongated sometimes imbricate brackets, decurrent
behind, up to 5in. laterally x 1!in. deep x !in. thick near the base of the
bracket (12.5 x 3.7 x 1.2 cm.), the pore surface descending 1in. (2.5 em.) or
more. Pileus velvety to strigose and harsh strigose, surface irregular, more or
less concentrically sulcate and zoned, Tawny Olive (XXIX ..) with darker bands,
edge thin and subacute to rounded. Tubes 1 to 4 mm. deep, sunk to, varying
depths, orifices 0.5 to 0.75 mm. diameter, Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) to near Tawny
Olive. Context firm-corky, somewhat radiating, cuncolorous with the tubes.
341. Trametes epitephra Berk. (Gr., epi, on, upon; tephra, ashes sprinkled
over the head and clothes in token of grief-here probably from the suggestion
of mourning apparel) .-Specimens identified by Dr. C. G. Lloyd from Wangan,
Pilliga District, New South Wales, October, growing on the pallid fibrous bark
of Eucaiuptu« W oollsiarui R. T. Baker form a number of small brackets approaching a hoof-shape, about 6 mm. laterally, about 5 mm. vertically, somewhat
decurrent behind, the ,pileus projecting about 2 . mm. Pileus convex, slightly
irregular, finely subvillose, blackish, edge whitish. Pores irregular, rather large,
0.5 to 1 mm., shallow, dissepiments rounded, sometimes defective, whitish with
a pale buff tint.
The species was described from South Austrnlia and specimens collected from
the fallen trunk of Eucalyptus odorata Behr. et Schlechtd. in the National Park,
July, at first thought to be immature specimens of H exagona Gunnii Berk., agree
so closely with those identified by Dr. Lloyd that there seems no doubt as to
their identity. These are somewhat larger, up to 2 cm. laterally, descend further
(to nearly 2 cm.) and project more (to 7 mm.). The upper surface of the
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bracket is convex, very irregular and rough, and dark brown to blackish, much
the colour of the dark rough bark of the tree. Pores irregular to rounded, 0.5
to 1 mm., dissepiments rounded, Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) or paler. Context a little
darker.
(2) Tubes wide, more or less hexagonal.

HEXAGONA Fries.
(L., hexaqonu», having six angles.)
, 'Pileus corky or coriaceous, s-essile, dimidiate. Pores large, .polygonal or
rounded separated by thick partitions continuous and homogeneous with the
substance of the pileus. Spores .smooth, white (or pale brown ) ," '-Bourdot and
Galzin.
The large, usually polygonal, pores with thick partitions characteris-e the genus.
Our two species both have exceptionally' large spores. In H. decipiens these are
pale brown which does not accord with the generic description as given by
Bourdot and Galzin.
342. Hexagona decipiens Berk. (L., decipio, to entrap, to deceive).-Forming
brackets, usually single, sometimes imbricate, up to 3in. (7.5 cm. ) laterally and
1-iin. (3.1 cm.) from before backwards, laterally attached along the whole length

[Dr.awing by H. Ju.steliue,

Figure 49.-Hemwona decipien« Berk. (No. 342) . On sheoak, Clare.
showing large pores. X2.

Also underside,

or for only the central half, the attachment extending a little upwards and;
downwards (up to ~in., 1.8 cm.) . Upper surface convex, concentrically sulcate
and zoned, harsh fibrillose to villous, edge convex, dark brown near Clove Brown
(XL. ), edge like the under surface near Buffy Brown (XL.). Hymenial surface
plane to slightly concave, pore orifices round-polygonal, up to 1 mm. wide, 5 to
6 in 5 mm., dissepiments rather thin but rounded, brown with a greyish bloom,
tubes up to 6" mm. deep. Context brown, about 1.5 mm. thick. Thickness of
pileus about 5 mm. in the centre, equally attenuated outwards fro-m the attachment. Spores obliquely elliptical to rather mummy-shaped, pale brown, 15.5 to'
(rarely) 22.5 x 6.5 to 10.5 u:
On dead, sometimes on living, Sheoaks
(Casuarvna stricta Ait) and other species of Casuarina. Once on dead Eucalyptus
leucoxylon F.v.M., and on Sheoaks adjacent (Clare). South Australia-Clare,
Mount Remarkable, Quorn, Bangham (S.E.), Marble Range (E.P.), Pearson
Islands (Great Australian Bight). Victoria. New South Wales. Queensland.
January, May, June, August. (Figure 49.)
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Abnormal forms, together with normal ones,were found on the underside of
dead Casuarina stricto. wood on Pearson Islands. These were disc-shaped, the
orifices unduly. large (2 mm. or more), the diseepiments thin.
343. Hexagona Gunnii Berk. (After Ronald Campbell Gunn, F.R.S., 1808-1881,
the Tasmanian botanist, at one time private secretary to Sir John Franklin).Thick, more or less hoof-shaped, ~ to 2fin. (1.8 to 5.6 cm.) laterally, rarely up
to 1in. (2.5 cm.) from before backwards. Upper surf'ace irregularly convex,
sometimes extending upwards at the attachment, tomentose becoming smooth,
occasionally polished, rarely rough,' sometimes with raised" and reticulated lines,
pallid with an ochraceous tint, rarely with dark brown tints or dark tan-coloured,
when old sometimes dark brown, free edge rather rounded. Hymenial surface
convex or concavo-convex, often descending, rarely bracket-like; pore orifices
pentagonal, sometimes elongated, irregular, varying in size, 1 to 2.5 mm. wide,
dissepiments usually thi'ck and rounded, sometimes rather thin, sometimes
imperfect; tubes concolorous with the upper surface, extending to irregular depths
up to 10 mm. into the pale umber-brown corky-woody context. Spores elongated,

[Phloto. by S. Tee and W.P.O.

Figure 50.-Hexa<[Jond> Gunnii Berk, (No. 343).
Note large pores.

Mount Wedge (E.P.).

with a large round or oval gutta, hyaline, 15 to 24 x 6.5 to 8 11-. Up to 10ft. or
more ..f rorn the ground on trunks of dead or sick Eucalypts (E. odorato. Behr, et
Schl., E. viminalis Labill.). South Australia-Glen Osmond hills, National Park.
Encounter Bay district, Kinchina, Quorn, Mount Wedge near Elliston (E.P. ):
Victoria. New South Wales. Tasmania. Western Australia. January, April to
September. (Figure 50.)
The species forms rather small hoof-shaped brackets with large pentagonal
orifices on the trunks of dead or dying Eucalypts. The very large, elongated,
colourless spores hall-mark the species.

.2. Tubes torn into teeth.

IRPEX Fr.
(L., irpex, a harrow.)
, 'Pileus corky, coriaceous or membranaceous; dimidiate or resupinate; sessile.
Tubes homogeneous, alveolar at first, then becoming torn into teeth or plates.
FI~sh. white or coloured. Spores white; 'e~li.ptical, oval, globose, cylindrical or
elliptie-oblong ; smooth or punctate. Cystidia present or absent. Growing on
wood, rarely on the ground.' '-Rea.
Irpex differs from Polystictus in the tubes becoming torn into teeth or plates,
Some authorities place the genus under Hydnaceae,
considering the lacerated teeth or plates as representing confluent spines. 'I'ho
only commo~ species with us is the res~pinate Poria-like, buff-coloured I. obiiquus,
found growIng on fallen logs and sticks, the trunks of Eucalypts and similar
situations.
.
inst~ad ?f remaining regular.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Entirely resupinate, buff-coloured, Poria-like
344
and 345. Trp ex obliquus.
Usually forming thin brackets, about 2in. laterally.
Pilei strigose, pallid to cinnamon buff,becoming grey
to .dark brown. Orifices bister with a violet tint.
Context pallid to drab ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
333. Irpex-like forms of
Potustictus versatilis.
Forming small patches of decurrent pinkish buff to
cinnamon buff tubes with occasional traces of a dark
greyish brown upper surface .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 346. I rpex epitephrus.
344. Irpex obltquus (Schrad.) Fr. (L., obliquue; oblique) .-Colour deeper than
Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), approaching Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.), or Light Ochraceous
Bu:B; (xv.) passing into Cinnamon Buff, when young whitish, creamy white, or
palhd, deepening in colour on drying, irregularly effused with an indefinite f'elted
sterile edge of the same colour or slightly paler, rarely whitish,not readily
separable from the substratum, punky-f'riable, often many inches in extent and
sometimes with outlyingseattered masses. Thickness up to 1 mm. Pore mouths
about 0.2 to 0.4 mm., occasionally 0.5 to 0.7 mm. and once 1.25 mm. wide when
growing horizontally, just readily seen by the naked eye, larger and coarser and
more irpieiform when growing vertically or the dissepiments then appearing as
linear irregular plates, the dissepiments fluted when oblique. When horizontal,
the pore mouths vary in size, often with a few considerably larger than the
others. About 4 pore mouths, sometimes 2 or 3, in a length of 1 mm. when
growing horizontally. Edges of the pore-mouths irregular, jagged, often platelike, more or less finely setulose, septa sometimes imperfect. Depth of pores
about 0.5 to 0.75 mm. Spores slightly yellowish, oval or pear-shaped flattened on
one side, with an oblique apieulus and a central globule, 5 to 7 x 2.5 to 4 11-,
usually about 5.6 to 6 x 3.5 u, Hyphae faintly tinted, rather irregular, sometimes
ribbon-like, thick-walled, occasionally septate, 2.5 to 4 fJ-, occasionally 4.5 f.L
South Australia-Adelaide and suburbs, Mount Lofty Ranges,· National Park,
Kuitpo, Mount Compass, Ashbourne, Encounter Bay district, Mount Gambler,
Quorn. New South Wales. Victoria. Tasmania. Western Australia. New
Zealand. Europe, etc. ~ Throughout the year.
This is a common and variable. Australian species found growing on the rough
bark of many of our Eucalypts and on fallen branches, bark, and wood. When
growing vertically, the irpieoid arrangement is clearly shown, and as the majority
of specimens are in a more or less vertical position, the irpex form of the plant
is a common one. Sometimes on the underside of a log· is grows horizontally,
and then it would be classed as a Poria, though even thus the pore mouths are
rather plate-like and jagged. Amongst our specimens, chiefly collected in New
S-outh Wales and South Australia, we find that in addition to the irpicoid and
poria forms, what appears to be the same species may sometimes grow on a rough
uneven surface as little projecting knobs, and the pore mouths on these knobs
may show a labyrinthiform or fluted arrangement with the dissepiments defective
in places. This is evidently merely a growth form and not a variety, as normal
growth and the labyrinthiform knobby one, or a labyrinthiform arrangement
without knobs, may occur on the same piece of wood. The colour also varies
somewhat in depth. Considering the variability, it may be well to state in broadterms as a guide to other collectors what types of plants we would place under
Irpex obliquu«. Resupinate i rpieif'orm, or poria-like fungi, indeterminate and
often extensive, in colour near Pinkish Buff, Cinnamon Buff, or Light Ochraceous
Buff, with a f'elted sterile edge sometimes extensive of the same colour or slightly
paler but not pure white, thin (up to 1 mm.), adherent,the tubes somewhat
variable in size but mostly 0.2 to 0.4 mm. in diameter, 2 to 4 in 1 mm., i rpiciforrn
or definitely poria-like but if the latter with thin dissepiments tending to be
lacerated and the mouths more or less setulose, spores 5.2 to 7x 2.5 to 3.8 fJ-,
usually 5.5 to 6 x 3.5 u,
345. Irpex obliquus var. a1'gillaceo-cinnamoneus Rodw. et Clel. (L., argiilaceus,
made of white clay, here clay-coloured; cinsuumoneus, cinnamon-coloured) .-A
variety with the pores becoming Clay Colour (XXIX.) or deeper and a pale edge,
the general appearance rather coarse, pore orifices 0.2 to 0.4 mm. South Australia
-M;ount Lofty. New South Wales. June,November.
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346. 'Irpex epitephrus Clel. (Epitephrus, here to show the probable relationship
with Tranietes , epitephra).- Forming numerous scattered small patches of
Irpicoid tubes, from a f.ew mm. to rarely 2 cm. in size, dependent or extending
downwards from little ledges and inequalities on the surface of dead stumps
or wood, almost entirely resupinate but occasionally showing a trace of pileus
formation in the shape of a dark greyish-brown upper surface with difficulty
distinguishable from the adjacent wood. Tubes irregular, irpiciform, about
0.5 mm., decurrent., Pinkish Buff to Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.). Spores ~ 5.5 x
2.5 fJ-, hyphae 4 fJ- diameter. South Australia-s-National Park. June.

ECHINODONTIUM Ellis et Ev.
(Gr., echi/nos, a hedge-hog;odous, odontos, a tooth.)
, 'Receptacle as in H ydnum, or I rpex.
on the sides." ' -Killermann.

Pileus woody.

Spines with small. teeth

No species recorded for Australia.

SISTOTREMA (Pers.) Fr.
(Gr., seistos, shaking;trema, a hole.)
, 'Pileus fleshy, hemispherical, spathulate, eff'uso-reflexed or resupinate. Stern
central, lateral or none. Tubes becoming broken up into teeth or plates, and
anastomosing at the base. Flesh pale or coloured. Spore white ;subglobose,
oboval, or oblong; smooth or echinulate; basidia with 4-8 sterigmata. Cystidia
none. Growing. on the. ground or on wood.' '-Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.
3. Tube-like spaces formed of lamellae which anastomose.

DAEDALEA (Pers.) Fr.
(Gr., daidalos, curiously wrought.)
cc Pileus spongy,corky, coriaceous or woody; dimidiate, or resupinate; stipitate

or sessile. Stem central, lateral or none. Tubes homogeneous with the substance
of the pileus and not forming a distinct layer, irregularly sinuous and more or
less labyrinthiform, often becoming torn or toothed. Flesh white or coloured.
Spores white; oval, pip-shaped, subglobose, elliptic-oblong or sausage-shaped;
smooth or punctate. Cystidia present or absent. Annual or perennial. Growing
on wood, very rarely on the ground; sometimes imbricate.' '-Rea.
The irregularly sinuous or labyrinthiform tubes are the chief characteristic of
the genus. The only species recorded, Daedalea bienmie, usually appears with us
as very deformed masses at the butts of olive trees.
347. Daedalea biennis (Bull.) Quel. (Syn., Polqporu« rufescensFr.) (L.,
biennis, two years).-Forming large masses, up to 6 x 3in. (15 x 7.5 em.) or more,
usually much deformed, with patches forming pores, encrusting the soil and
embedding small sticks and grass stems, at the bases of living trees and stumps..
Better-formed sporophores show a somewhat depressed and irregular upper
surface with raised subsidiary pilei which are subvillous, pallid approaching
Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), in the centre with tints near Vinaceous Fawn (XL.),
imperfect sporophores very rough and tubercular, sometimes near Cinnamon Buff
(XXIX.). Hymenial surface decurrent on to an irregular contracted often broad
stem-like attachment, near Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), pore orifices 1 to 2 in 1 mm.,
irregular, often elongated radially, dissepiments lacerated, often defective, almost
Irpex-like.' Context firm and rather hard, browner than the Pinkish Buff of the
pores, more earthy brown towards the base. An indefinite thick stem-like attachment buried in soil, etc., at the base of a stump or trunk. Spores subsphericalelliptical, 5 to 5.5 x 3.4 to 4 fJ-, occasionally 7.5 x 5.5 u, SouthAustralia--'-At
the bases of several living cultivated olives (Olea europaea L.), Beaumont near
Adelaide; on rafter of an old bridge and on a buried stump, Mylor. Queensland.
Europe.' Developing after heavy rain and then surviving till destroyed by
insects, so probably to be found during most of the year-so far collected from
January to July.
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LENZITES Fr.
(After Harold Othmar Lenz, a German Botanist.)
, 'Pileus corky or coriaceous, dimidiate or resupinate, sessile. Gills coriaceous,
often anastomosing at the base, homogeneous with the substance of the pileus
and not forming a distinct layer. F'lesh white or coloured. Spores white;
elliptical, subglobose, cylindrical or oblong-elliptical; smooth. Cystidia sparse
or. none. Growing on wood, often imbricate.' '-Rea.
The species form corky or corky-firm brackets or resupinate patches, resembling
species of Polyporus, Irpex, etc., in general appearance but characterised by an
evident gill-like arrangement of the hymenium. The gills are coriaceous, firm,
plate-like and often radiating, and are connected by cross branches so as to
form elongated cells. In the brush forests of New South 'Vales and Queensland,
Leneites repanda forms large whitish. brackets on dead wood, but this species
does not occur in South Australia. A section of the genus grows on coniferous
wood amd it is of interest to find this section represented in Australia by a
species, or more than one species, saprophytic on Callitris wood.

[Photo. by S. Tee.
Figure 51.-Lenzites striatfJJ. Swartz. (No. 348). On wood or
Native Pine.

KEY

TO

THE

RECORDED AUSTRALIAN SPECIES
GROWING ON CONIFEROUS WOOD.

OF

LENZITES

Yellow tawny, then date brown with yellow tawny edge,
corky coriaceous, hard, strigosely tomentose. Gills
yellowish becoming umber .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. * Lenzites sepiaria.
Umber, tomentose becoming smooth, thin, comparatively
soft. Gills yellowish red becoming glaucous .' . .. * L. abietina.
Ferruginous, pubescent," soft, obsoletely zoned. Gills
348. L. striata.
cinereous
.

* Not yet recorded for South Australia.
A Leneiies,
species of' the
the specimens
one species of

or more than 'one species, is not uncommon on the dead wood of
Australian Coniferous genus Callit-ris. Even in the same locality,
may show considerable variation. It seems quite likely that only
Lenzites has to be considered though the late Dr. C. G. Lloyd has
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determined three for us growing on Calliitris wood, and in the above Key we have
tried to bring out the features by which from their descriptions the three species
may be differentiated. Of the specimens forwarded to Dr. Lloyd, one, from
Manildra, ·New South Wales, he considered as probably an old example of L.
sepiaria Fr. It had apparently a pale growing edge and agrees fairly well
with American specimens determined as such by Dr. Weir. Other thin plants
from the Hawkesbury River, New South Wales, he determined as L. abietina Fr.
He determined a zoned form from N arrabri, New South Wales, as L. striata
Swartz, though he thought it differed a little from American (~) plants. He
determined as L. striata (with comment) extensive thin brown zoned velutinate
plants with a tendency to a pale edge from Imbil State Forest, ne-ar Gympie,
Queensland (perhaps growing on some Coniferous species other than Callitris).
In two localities in South Australia we have met with a Lenzites growing on
Callritris. From one of these localities, Kinchina, one collection matches th~
Gympie one, another is practically indistinguishable from specimens of L. striata
forwarded by Dr. Lloyd, both being almost dimidiate, whilst a third is like Dr.
Weir's collection. of L. sepiaria. We have decided to refer the South Australian
specimens to L. striata and are inclined to think' that .our collections from the
other States also belong to the same species.
~48. Lenzites striata Swartz.
(L., striatus, furrowed).-Forming almost
dimidiate imbricate brackets up to !in. (18 mm.) broad, or thinner reflexed
pilei laterally attached by a broad base, or laterally attached convex to nearly
plane brackets, 3in. (7.5 cm.) or more laterally, projecting l-1;,in. (3.1 cm.), often
imbricate, or when growing round the base of a stump imbricate and like a
flattened rosette. Pileus obscurely zoned, rather irregular, velutinate to adpressed
strigose, 3 to 5 mm. or more thick, near Snuff Brown (XXIX.) becoming pallid,
growing edge sometimes pale. Gills according to the shape. of the pileus tending
to radiate, if the attachment is stem-like decurrent on to it, usually lacerated,
sometimes crinkled, occasionally anastomosing, about 0.5 mm. apart, Snuff Brown
becoming Bister (XXIX.) with a cinereous tinge. Spores elongated, 9.5 to 11 x
3.7 to 4.5 IJ-. South Austraha-c-Kinchina.r Polda (E~P., 30 miles N.E. of Elliston).
July, August, November. (Figure 51.)

CYCLOMYCES Kunze.
(Gr., kyklos, a circle ; mykes, a fungus.)
"Receptacle leathery, membranaceous or tough. fleshy, resupinate, half-hatshaped or central stemmed. Hymonophore of mostly vein-like united lamellae
arranged concentrically, parallel with 'the edge, on the underside of the
receptacle. ' ' -Killermann.
No species recorded for Australia.

FAVOLUIS Fries.

CL.,

faou«, honeycomb.')

, 'Receptacle leathery, fleshy or almost membranaceous,
Hymenium of
anastomosing lamellae reticulated radially in an elongated cellular or honeycomb
fashion. Basidia with four sterigmata. Spores hyaline."~Killermann.

Favolus hispidulus B. et C. is recorded for South Australia in Cooke's Handbook
of Australian Fungi, No. 900, but we have not met with it.
F,. rhipidium Berk. (Cooke, No. 899), following Dr. C.G. Lloyd, is placed under
Polyporus ( see No. 312 in this Handbook).
ELMERINA Bresadola.
(After Elmer, an American collector.')
, 'Receptacle membranaceous-leathery, hat-shaped.
Hymenophore poroselamellate or daedaloid, densely bristly the bristles many ceUed.' ' -Killermann,
No species recorded .for Australia.
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HYMENOGRAMME Berk. et Mont.
(Hymenium, the spore-bearing part of the fungus; Gr., gramme,a stroke in
writing, a line.)
"Receptacle becoming resupinate.
Hymenium of thin, very narrow,
anastomosing, forked, parallel, line-forming, lamella-like elevations, resembling
Lenzites.' '-Killermann.
No species recorded for Australia.
11. Receptacle resupinate, not gelatinous.

PORIA

(Pers.) Fr.

(Gr., poros, a pore.)
, 'Pileus membranaceous, coriaeeous or corky; entirely resupinate. Tubes round
or angular, often directly inserted on the mycelium. Spores white or coloured,
elliptical, pruniform, globose, subglobose, obovate, elliptic oblong or cylindrical;
smooth or punctate. Cystidia present or absent,hyaline, rarely coloured. Growing on wood, rarely on the ground.' '-Rea.
In Poria, of which we have a number of species, the regular tubes, which are
often quite shallow, are seated usually directly on the mycelium and there is no
reflexed portion or attempt at pileus formation.

KEY TO THE AUST·RALIAN PORIAS AND PORIA-LIKE FUNGI.
1. Hyphae dull yellowish.
old gold.

General colour of plants,

. A.. Setae present.
Setae 165 to 190 x 8 to 11.5 u, Pores minute,
6 to 7 in 1 mm. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 349. Poria

setuloso-crocea;
B. Setae few or absent.
Pores 2 to 2t in 1 mm. ".

350. Poria crocea.

11. Hyphae yellowish-brown and hence the substance
brown of various shades.
A. Setae pres-ent and readily demonstrable.
Setae usually under 50 f..t long.
Pores 3 to 4 in 1 mm.
Substance thin, tawny olive, Prout's
brown, Brussels brown, tendency to
pileation in narrow brackets or in
ungulate frustules wi th pallid
pores ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. 328. Poluporus.

su b cotitiquo;
Substance thin, wood brown to
buffy brown, s-etae acuminate, 45
x 9 f..t •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
Substance
thin
(in
Australian
plants), darker, snuff brown to
bister, edge velvety, setae with
broadened bases, 18 to 45 x 5 to
9 f..t ••. " •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
Pores 4 to 7 .in 1 mm.
Ferruginous, then ferruginous brown,
tawny, or cinnamon (Australian
plant tawny olive), light (not
heavy), pores 5 to 6 in 1 mm.,
setae 27 to 50 x 7 f..t •• •• •• ••
Darker, umber brown or dark tawny
brown, subiculum almost none,thin
or thick, pores 5 to 6 in 1
mm., setae ventricose, 15 to 30 x
4 to 5.8 f..t •• •• •• •• • • •• ••

351. Pori,a Victoriae.

352. Poria contiqua.

353. Poria [erruqvnoea:

354. Poria laevigata.
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Dresden brown
wood-colour,
definite and
5 to 6 in 1

to darkey, cut surface
not very dark, edge
more gilvous, pores
mm. .. .. .. .. ... 355. P01·iasublaevigata.

Snuff brown, subiculum more tawny,
pore layer distinct, pores 5 to 7 in
1 mm., setae 19 to 32 x 7 f.L, some298. Fornes conchatue
times not found .. .. ..
(resupinate form) ~
Brussels brown,
substance more
gilvous, subiculum considerable,
356. Poria uncinata.
some setae hooked .. .. ..
Setae over 50 f.L long.
Argus brown, context more gilvous, thick,
relatively light in weight, pores 2! in
357. Poria subweirii.
1 mm., setae 64 to 72 x 8 f.L ••
B. Setae absent or few and hard to find.
Spores hyaline, some occasionally tinted.
Thin or thick (1. to 7 mm.), Sudan brown
becoming Brussels brown, pores 4 to
5 in 1 mm., spores hyaline, sometimes
tinted, 6 to 7 x 5 to 5.5 f.L, setae none
or rare .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 358. Poria Friesioma.
Thin to 6 mm., "ferruginous" (oehraceous tawny to buckthorn brown), pores
5 in 1 mm., setae not seen . . . . . ;, .. 359. Poria Carteri.
Closely
wood
when
7 in
none

adherent, thin to 4 mm. thick,
brown to cinnamon brown, darker
old, pore mouths glancing, 6 to
1 mm., spores 3.5 to 5 f.L, setae
or few, 6 x 3 f.L, 26 x 7 f.L •• •• 360. Poria

brunneo-adherens.
Thin, surface light-coloured (between
chamois and warm buff) becoming
tawny olive, ochraceous tawny on section, pores oblique, lacerated, 3 in 1
mm. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 361. Poria· tuteo-tuiou«.
Spores definitely brown.
Thin, Argus brown, light in weight, pores
large, irregular, 2 to 3 in 1 mm., spores
tawny brown, 5.5 to 7.5 x 3.7 f.L
362. Poria tosmanica.
Ill. Hyphae livid brown (more or less fuscous).
Extensive, thick (up to 7 mm.),. surface dingy
pallid, becoming fuscous to drab and blackishfuscous when old, substance purplish fuscous,
spores 5 x 3.5 f.L •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 306. F omes lividlus
(usually resupinate).

IV. Hyphae not deeply coloured.
Merulius or meruloid.
Merulius, sterile surface extensive, curling up
at edges, whitish, reticulations flesh colour,
pale tan or ochraceous tawny . . . . ~. .. 386. Meru.zirus corium.
Meruloid, variable, richly coloured (vinaceous
cinnamon to brown) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 363. Poria merulitui:
Merulius, pure white with tendency to brownish discoloration, pores . very shallow,
orifices rather large .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 387. Merulius candidu«.
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Irpiciform.
Cinnamon drab to vinaceous drab, when old
dark violaceous grey, 'edges villose to almost
byssoid .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 333. Resupinate forms of

Polustictu« (Irpex)
versatais.
Pore mouths relatively large, 0.5 mm. or more,
364. Poria subset-pens,
edge .determinate, colour. pa~lid buff .
Plants more or less brightly coloured with pink,
scarlet, orange, or apricot.
365. Poria »inaceo-rosea.
I?efinit~ly vinaceous pink
335. Resupinate forms of
Scarlet to salmon orange
0

'Tra/metes cimnabarina.
Apricot-coloured ( capucine buff, capucine
orange), thin, orifices readily recognisable
to' naked eye . ". .. .. .. .. .. .. o. •. 366. Poria A rcheri.
.Orange-tinted (warm buff, ochraceous buff,
paler than ca pucine orange) including
subiculum, relatively thick (up to 4 mm.),
sometimes stratose .. .. .. .. .. .. o. .• 367. Poria
subouraaitiaoa;
Sterile edge white, contrasting with the brown
(Verona brown, warm sepia, bone brown, army
brown) pore surface .. .. ..
383. Resupinate forms of
0

0

Gloeoporus direhrous.
Tawny olive

0

339. Poria-like forms of

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Trametee protea.
Spores brown, 8 to 10 x 6.5 to 7 f.L, pores dark
brown, up to 2.5 mm. deep, sterile edge dirty
whitish often with tints of orange, causing a
dry rot .. .. .
Spores white, large, 13 to IQ x 4.5 to 6.5 f.L, usually
abundant, plants buff to clay colour, sterile edge
white or whitish, variable, sometimes with
raised edges, pores usually very oblique .. .
Spores white, usually abundant, oval or elliptical,
6 to 9 x 4 to 7 u, Cutting like' firm cheese
when fresh, often with a phosphorus' smell,
usually inside burnt trunks, creamy-white
becoming brownish, hyphae thick, soon attacked
by insects, spores 6 to 7 x 4 to 6 f.L
Firmer, whitish to light buff becoming brownish,
determinate, often extensive, not specially
attacked' by insects, spores t.hick-wa.lled, 6.5 to
9.5 x 5.2 to 7.5 f.L •• •• •••• •• •• •• •• ••
Hyphae very' broad, up to 7.5 f.L, very irregular,
thick-walled, plants white with a cinereous tinge,
up to 5 mm. thick .. . 0 .. •• ..0. •• •• •.
Corky-tough, rather thick (2 to 5 mm.), pallid to
pale buff, rather soft to the touch, pores usually
oblique, stratose, orifices 4 to 7 in 1 mm. ..
Pores rather large, 2! to 3 in 1 mm., shallow,
becoming snuff-brown, margin whitish, smooth,
separating .. ' ! . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Buff tints distinct.
In parts at least definitely irpicif'orm, Indeterminate, pinkish buff, light ochraceous
buff . or cinnamon buff, orifices usually 0.2
to 0.4 mm. wide, readily recognisable to
naked eye
Orifices regular, true Poria. Indeterminate,
pinkish buff .o;r. cinnamon buff, edge paler,
orifices 3 to 6 in 1 mm. .
0

0

0

••

••

..'

••

••

••

••

••

••

0

.0

0

0

••

'":

0

0

•

0

••

0

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

368. Poria incrassata.

369. Poria macrospora.

370. Poria dictyopora.

371. Poria medulla-panis.

372. Poria Wakejieldii.

373. Poria subcrassa.

374. Poria westraliensis.

344. Irpex obliquus.
375. Poria selecta.
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Pinkish buff to buffy whitish, orifices -minute.
Edge white becoming smooth, orific-es 7 in
1 mm. ~. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
376. Poria mirnutipora.
Edge like pore-surface or paler, orifices 5 in
1 mm. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 377. Poria carneo-tuiea.
Pores sub-hyaline in appearance, whitish to dingy
whitish to ochraceous buff, orifices 4 to 8 in
1 mm. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 378. Poria hyalina.
Hard, chalky white to light buff, indeterminate,
intimately adherent, orifices minute, about 6 in
1 mm. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 379. PO"f'ia calcca.
Purplish to vinaceous drab in parts, elsewhere
often pale buff to tawny olive, pores at first
meruloid, indeterminate .. .. ... .. .. .. ..·380. Poria purpurea.
Vinaceous flesh colour usually present, when thick
throughout the substance, when thin often
shades of cinnamon with paler edge, thin to
thick, orifices minute, 6 to 11 in 1 mm. .. . .381. Poria vincta.
Pallid ochraceous, becoming ochraceous salmon
and finally dark near burnt umber, tubes up to
2 mm. deep, orifices about 6 in 1 mm. .. .. .. 382. Poria attenuata.
I. Hyphae dull yellowish.

General colour of plants, old gold.

349. Poria setuloso-crocea Clel. et Rodw. (L., setulosus, bearing small bristles;
croceus, yellow, more particularly a saffron yellow, in reference to the general
colour) .-Forming irregular closely adherent patches, up to 7 cm. x 1 cm., in the
Irregular interstices of bark and the surface of decaying wood, in colour paler
than Old Gold (XVI.), near to but paler than Isabella Colour (xxx.). The very
thin sterile mycelium before the pores form approximates to the same colour
and is granular or villous looking. Thickness up to 1 to 1.5 cm., the tubes
browner than the surface colour, context practically absent, resting on the
mycelium-penetrated substratum. Pores very minute, a little irregular in size,
about 6 to 7 in 1 mm., dissepiments rounded. Spores fairly numerous, elliptical,
one end more pointed than the other, 5.5 to 6 x 3.7 p: Hyphae slightly but
definitely tinted yellowish or brownish yellow. Long narrow acuminate deep
brown setae, 165 to 190 x 8 to 11.5 u, South Australia-Causing rotting of the
stump of a Pepper-tree (Schirnus Molle L.), Fullarton, near Adelaide. July.
350. Poria crocea Pers. (as Poly-porus) (L., oroceus, saffron yellow) .-Forming
patches 4 or more cm. in diameter and up to5 mm. thick, in colour near Old
Gold (XVI.) or lighter or darker, zoned on the under surface, sterile margin free,
byssoid, broad and obtuse. The tubes are 2 to 4 mm. long, the subiculum definite
but thin. The orifices are irregular, vary in size, about .3 mm. in diameter, usually
about 2 to2! in 1 mm., sometimes broken into Lrpex-Iike teeth. Hyphae definitely
yellowish, usually about 4 fJ- in diameter, a little irregular, setae not seen. 'I'asmania. July.
Not yet recorded for South Australia.
11. Hyphae yellowish-brown and hence the substance brown of various shades.
A. Setae present and readily demonstrable.
351. Poria Victoriae Berk. (After the State of Victoria).-Forming small
irregular patches 1 to 2 cm. long, 1 to 2 mm. thick, Wood Brown (XL.) in colour,
in the hollows of the rough bark of an Eucalypt. Pores mostly oblique from the
upright position, orifices very minute, about 3 to 4 in 1 mm., a little irregular
in size, the thin dissepiments rounded. Hyphae yellow-brown, rather thickwalled, slightly wavy, 3.5 to 4 fJ-, setae brown, acuminate with blunt apices, about
45 x 9 fJ-, not very numerous. Spores hyaline, probably 7 x 3.4 u, New South
W ales. Not yet recorded for South Australia.
352. Poria contigua Pers. (L., contigwus, adjacent) .-Forming thin patches
(in our specimens) up to 12. x 4 cm. but usually less and about 1.5 mm. thick,
Snuff Brown to Bister (XXIX.) with relatively large pores (about 3 in 1 mm.),
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yellow-brown hyphae, 2.5 to 3.7 /-t, and thorn-like acuminate brown setae" with
broadened bases 18"to 45 x 5 to 9 u, "In growing plants the narrow edge is paler
and velvety, and in old plants the colour may be darker than bister. South
Australia-Mount Lofty ~ and locality unrecorded. New South Wales. Tasmania.
These plants do not quite agree with English (Rea) or French (Bourdot and
Galzin) descriptions of this species where the colour appears to be more bright
(tawny cinnamon, umber cinnamon), the subiculum thicker (0.5 to 1 mm.), and
the plants themselves up to 12 mm. thick.
353. Poria ferrugmosa (Schrad.) Fr. (Fomes !erruginosus) (L., !errugino>sus,
rust-coloured ).-This species is described as being bright rusty, then rusty brown,
the subiculum 1 mm., the trama light (not heavy), the tubes cinnamon, 2 to 6
mm. long, the pores rusty-brown, 4 to 5 in 1 mm., spores 4.5 to 5 x 2.75 to 3".4 /-t,
cystidia abundant, deep brown, 30 to 50 (to 150) x 6.8 u, A specimen forming;
a thin crust-like layer, darker than Tawny Olive (XXIX.), on old mycelium, with
5 to 5~ pore mouths in 1 mm. and with a few dark brown acuminate sefae
with broadened bases, 27 x 7 /-t,is referred to this species. New South Wales:Bulli Pass. November.
354. Poria laevigata Fr. (L., laeoiqatu«, made smooth) .-Forming a circumscribed raised growth'12 x 5.5 cm., Drab (XLVI.), Wood Brown (XL") in certain
lights, the rather broad sloping nearly smooth to subtomentose sterile edge
between Wood Brown and Buffy Brown (XL.), the context near Brussels Brown
(IH.). It is intimately attached to the subjacent bark, in the centre being about
5 mm. thick or 7 to 8 mm. if the infiltrated outer bark be included. The pores
are oblique, minute, about 5 to 6 in 1 mm., dissepiments rounded, spores hyaline,
oval, 6.5 x 4.8 p: Hyphae brown, "about 3.5 u, A few brown acuminate .setae,
19 to 30 x 7.5 u, South Australia (probably).
355. Poria sublaevigata Cle1. et Rodw. (Sub, here near the species P. laeciqaia
Fr.) . -Forming patches up to 12 x 2 cm., with outlying small pore-bearing islands
2 or 3 mm. in diameter, up to 4 mm. thick in the centre, shelving to the edge
which is fairly sharply defined and in the growing part outlined by a narrow
paler more gilvous zone near Buckthorn Brown (xv.). Pore surface glancing
with the angle of light, paler than Dresden Brown (xv.) to much darker when
old. Occasional sterile patches sometimes as a peripheral rim, subtomentose
(microscopically finely strigose). Subiculum" practically none. Cut surface woodcolour, not so dark as in P. Zaevigata. Orifices about 5 to 6 in 1 mm., dissepiments thin, microscopically strigos·e. Spores hyaline, subspherical, oblique, with
a large gutta, 6.8 x 5.2 u, Hyphae yellow brown, 4 u, Setae dark brown,
varying much, slightly curved or straight, acuminate, with ventricose bases, 19
to 35 x5 to 7.5 u, On small branches. New South Wales.
356 -. Poria uncinata Weir (L., umcinatus, armed with hooks, in reference to
the setae).-Forming raised masses 9"x 5 cm. or more in size and 1.5 cm. thick,
the edges raised and subdeterminate, in colour a little darker than Brussels Brown
(IlL), on section more gilvous in parts and near Antique Brown (HI.), covering
the charred surface of an old stump. The fungus is moderately heavy, not
extremely light. Sterile portions are subvillose. Tubes mostly short (about 2
mm.) and the subiculum considerable passing into the interpenetrating mycelium.
Orifices minute, about 4 to 5 in 1 mm., a little angular, dissepiments rather
rounded. Spores hyaline, subspherical, 5.5 x 3.7, 3.5 u, Hyphae yellow-brown,
thick-walled, calibre a little irregular, usually about 2.5 IL, sometimes 3 u, Setae
dark' brown, thorn-like, with broad, sometimes flattened bases and acute or blunt
ends, sometimes definitely hooked, thick-walled, 17 to 30 x 5 to 7.5 /-t at the bases.
New South Wales. March.
357. Poria subweirii .Cle1. et Rodw. {Sub, here near the species P. Weirii.
Murrill).-Forming extensive patches, 10 cm. or more in extent, up to 20 mm.
thick in the centre, thinning to 1 or 2 mm. at the edge, subdeterminate, the
tubes usually forming most of the thickness, near Argus Brown (IlL), the
context gilvous near Buckthorn Brown (xv.). Orifices of the tubes about 2! in 1
mm., irregular, the thin dissepiments often defective so that one orifice is continuous with a neighbour. In the substratum and also in the tubes, whitish
hyphal strands (perhaps adventitious) are interspers-ed in the gilvous matrix.
Setae brown, long, pointed, 64 to 72 x 8 /-t at the base. Spores not seen. South
Australia-On dead Casuarina stricta Ait., Mount Dutton, E.P. May.
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B. Setae absent or few and hard to find.
358. Poria Friesiana Bres. (After Elias Magnus Fries, 1794-1878, the eminent
Swedish mycologist) .~, 'Widely extended, 5 to 20 cm., in a plague or pad, 0.5 to
2.5 cm., the subiculum thin or almost none, bright cinnamon to umber cinnamon,
the border almost none or pubescent fawny cinnamon, the tubes stratified up to
7 mm. long, the pores fine, 4 to 5 in 1 mm., rusty cinnamon, umber or tobaccocoloured with a greyish pruinosity, hazel, myc·elium pale fawn or sulphur, spinules
usually absent, spores hyaline, then pale cream, subglobular, 6.5 to 8 x 5 to 6.8 /1-.
The spores when long in the tubes may become brownish." ~-Bourdot and Galzin.
In Australia, this is a variable species forming usually thin patches, 1 to 3
mm. thick and up to 12 x 2.5 cm. in size, sometimes thicker plaques up to 7 mm.
thick with the tubes stratose, the border often fairly defined and slightly raised,
sometimes with outlying islands, the sterile edge almost absent or narrow and
pubescent, the pores often oblique, when horizontal minute, 4! to 5 in 1 mm., in
colour near Sudan Brown (rrr.) or more gilvous, the older pores becoming darker
near Brussels Brown (IlL), sometimes very dark, the hyphae yellow brown,
sometimes varicose, 2 to 4.2 /-L thick, spores subspherical or subspherical triangular
with a small gutta, 6 to 7 x 5 to 5.5 /-L, 5.5 to 6.5 /-L, usually hyaline but often
slightly, sometimes decidedly, brown, two doubtful setae seen. Tasmania. New
South Wales. Victoria. June to August.
359. Poria Carteri Berk. (A surname ) .-' 'Ferruginous, effused, very thin,
light, with the margin scarcely strigose, the tubes short, pores punctiform, round,
equal, very minute, the dissepiments thick. The pores much smaller than any
other of the ferruginous species.' '-Berkeley.
An Australian specimen from Katoomba, New South Wales, December, forms
a thickish hard adherent patch, about 6 x 5 cm. and 6 mm. thick in the centre,
Ochraceous Tawny to Buckthorn Brown (xv.), the tubes oblique, the pores very
fine about 5 in 1 mm., the subiculum less than half the thickness, hyphae yellowbrown, usually about 3 /-L, setae not seen. Specimens from Bunya Mountains,
Queensland, form large thick patches, 10 cm. or more long and up to 1.5 cm. thick,
Fomes-like, consisting mostly of the pores, the context relatively narrow, the tubes
near Argus Brown (rn.j , the orifices Warm Sepia to Bister (XXIX.) and 'darker.
The tubes are 7 to 13 mm. deep, the orifices nearly sealed up and very minute,
about 6 in 1 mm., regular, the dissepiments rather rounded. The plant shelves
towards the determinate edge with a broad sterile almost crusted surface of the
same colour as the pore orifices and up to 2 cm. wide. Hyphae yellow-brown,
thick-walled, 2.5 to 3 /-L in diameter. Setae not seen. Spores white, subspherical,
5 to 6 /-L.
360. Poria brunneo-adherens Clel. et Rodw. (L., brunneus, brown; adherens,
adhering, in reference to the attachment) .-Forming extensive (10 to 20 cm.)
brown determinate patches intimately adherent to the underlying wood ann very
difficult to detach, thin at the periphery but in old plants up to 4 mm. thick in
the centre. The colour varies as viewed from different angles and reflected by
the glancing mouths of the tubes from near Wood Brown (XL.) or lighter than
Cinnamon Brown (xv.) to darker than Prout's Brown (xv.), when old becoming
a very dark brown, on section near Cinnamon Brown. Pores exceedingly minute,
about 6 to 7 in 1 mm., often oblique, shallow near the edge, the dissepiments thin
and not setulose. Subiculum very thin, most of the substance ibeing composed
of the old filled tubes. Hyphae yellowish-brown, 2.5 to 4 /-L. Occasional short,
acuminate, dark brown setae found (6 x 3, 11 x 4, 30 x 7 /-L, etc.). Spores hyaline,
subspherical, 5 x 3.7 /-L. Forming extensive patches on the undersides of old
logs. South Australia-Inman Valley, National Park. January, July, August.
The chief characteristics of the species consist in the extensive intimately
adherent dull brown patches becoming very dark when old, in the minute size of
the pores and their glancing mouths and the difficulty in finding the short dark
brown setae. The specific name refers to the colour and to the intimate adherence
of the plant to the underlying matrix.
361. Poria luteo-rulvus Clel. et Rodw. (L., luteus, pale yellow; !ulvus,
tawny) .-Forming patches up to 12 x 2 cm., up to 2 mm. thick, the surface
between Chamois (xxx.) and Warm Buff (xv.), becoming Tawny Olive, on
section" Oehraceous Tawny (xv.) , the pores very oblique, lacerated, about 3 in
1 mm. The substance turns brown when bruised. Hyphae yellow brown, thickwalled, rather irregular in calibre, 4 to 6.5 /-L. Australia.
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362. Poria tasmanica Clel. et Rodw. (Tosmanica, Tasmanian).-Forming a
thin patch, about 3 x 2 cm. in size, up to 5 mm. thick in the centre, the edges
somewhat raised in places and velutinate,very light in weight and soft to the
touch, near Argus Brown (IH.), the tubes about 2.5 mm. deep, the subiculum
about the same, the pores large and varying in size, 2 to sometimes 3 in 1 mm.,
the dissepiments thin and fibrillose, hyphae brown and up to 5.5 fJ- thick, spores
tawny brown, oblique, flatter on one side, 5.5 to 7.5 x 3.7 fJ-, setae not seen.
Tasmania.
Ill. Hyphae livid brown, more or less fuscous.
Vide 306, Eomes lividus.

[Photos. by G. Siimuel,
Figure 52.-Left: Poria. subser-pene Murr. (No. 364). New South Wales.
Right: Poria. med.ulla-panis (Pers.) Fr. (No. 371). New
S'~uth Wales.
Reduced by!.

IV. I-Iyphae not deeply coloured.

3G3. Poria merulina Berk.. (:E'ronl the resemblance to the genus M erulius) .--'Forming extensive very thin patches up to 12 x· 4 cm. or more, often with
outlying islands, on the usually burnt trunks of living stringy-bark Eucalypts or
on dead wood, varying considerably in colour even from the same locality, with a
fairly determinate .wavy and irregular paler sterile edge, the surface often
irregular following the underlying roughness of the surface on which it is
growing, separable as a slightly tough pellicle. The hymenial surface varies in
colour, being near Sayal Brown (XXIX.) and Light Vi.naceous Cinnamon (XXIX.)
or a vinaceous brown near Army Brown (XI~.) and Sorghum Brown (XXXIX.) or
Liver Brown (XIV.). The younger portions may be more ochraceous than Orange
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Buff (nr.) , the edge being pallid and sometimes in striking contrast. In the
Sorghum Brown and Army Brown specimens there is a line of Light Pinkish
Cinnamon (XXIX.) inside the paler edge and in the Liver Brown plants a zone
near Hazel (XIV.). The edge is finely villose to nearly byssoid. The pores are
very irregular, small, from about .2 to .8 mm. in diameter, about 3 in 1 mm.,
meruloid and shallow or oblique or a little deeper and Poria-like with the
dissepiments rounded and relatively thick and sometimes defective. Spores ~
slightly curved, 5 x 1.8 u, Hyphae white, irregular, septate, 3 to 5 fJ. in diameter.
South Aust.rali.a-c-OnJiving trunks of Euca,lyptus obliqua L'Rerit., Mount Lofty.
New South Wales. March, June, and August.
364. Poria subserpens Murr. (L., eubserpeiis, somewhat creeping) .-Descriptions, which differ somewhat, of two Australian collections' are the following:(1) Forming sharply determinate, irregular patches from 0.5 cm. up to 9 x 2 cm'.
in size, with somewhat raised edges and of a pallid dirty buffy, tint (near Pinkish
.Buff and Ochraceous Buff, XXIX~), about 1 mm. thi~k with context very thin.
The pores are rather hexagonal, up to about 1 mm. wide with thin dissepiments.
Hyphae white, 3 to 3.7 fJ. thick, varying a little in calibre and with occasional
nodular projections.
(2) Forming sharply determinate neat-looking raised
patches up to 15 x 2 cm., of a pale buff colour (a little darker than Pinkish Buff,
XXIX.), about 1 mm. thick, with very thin context and very narrow sterile edge
of the same colour. Pores rather hexagonal, regular, about 0.5 mm. wide, about
8 in 5 mm., the dissepiments thin and a little rounded. Hyphae white, a little
wavy and varicose, 2 to 3 fJ. in diameter.
New South Wales-Bullahdelah,
Malanganee. August. (Figure 52. Left.)
365. Poria vinaceo-rosea Rodw. et Clel. (L., »inaceue, wine-coloured; roseus,
rosy).-Forming thin encrusting patches up to 10 cm. or more, covering the
Iamellae of decaying Lenzites repanda Mont., and tending to fill up the spaces,
a little greyer than Vinaceous Pink (XXVIII.) becoming' 'I'erra-eotta (XXVIII.) or
darker. The growing narrow sterile edge is filmy and subarachnoid. Thickness
up to 1 mm. Pores very minute, about 4in 1 mm., orifices rounded, varying
slightly in size, dissepiments obtuse, rounded. Rather friable. Hyphae with a
faint tinge of yellow, 2.5 to. 5.5 u,
Spores not seen. Queensland-Bunya
Mountains. October.
366. Poria Archeri Berk. (After William Archer, 1820-1874, F.L.S., a member
of the first Legislature of Tasmania in 1851, later a Minister of the Crown
and Secretary of the Royal Society of 'I'asmania, an assiduous botanical collector
to whom with Gunn Hooker dedicated his "Flora of Tasmania' ') .-Widely
effused, apricot-coloured (deeper than Capucine Buff, m.: more buff than Capucine
Orange, nr., the edge paler; Ochraceous Buff, xv.; between Ochraceous Buff and
Ochraceous Orange, xv., darker in places; near Cinnamon, XXIX., faded in parts;
Light Ochraceous Salmon, xv., Light Vinaceous Cinnamon, XXIX., to Pinkish
Cinnamon, nearly Cinnamon), soft to the touch, vegetative stratum dense of
closely felted mycelium about 0.7 to 1 mm. thick, texture somewhat Xylostromalike margin sterile, narrow, dense, byssoid, paler. Tubes shallow, mostly 0.5 mm.
deep, dissepiments very thin, irregular, 'edge setaceous, very irregular and
lacerated, pores irregular, about 4 in 1 mm., very oblique where the fruit body
is not quite horizontal. When growing in very wet places it is often paler and
the sterile border wider. 'I'asmania. January, May, July.
367. Poria subaurantiaca Rodw. et Clel. (L., subauramtiacus, somewhat
orange).-Forming rather indeterminate patches, sometimes with an 0 btuse
upturned margin, up to 7 x 5 cm. in size, of a pale dull orange tint (Warm Buff,
xy., to Ochraceous Buff, xv., or paler than Capucine Orange, nr., the ochraceous
buff appearing on the under surface), rather soft to the touch, up to 4 mm.
thick. Subiculum very thin, the total thickness composed chiefly of the pores
which may he stratose. Pores oblique, about -3 in 1 mm., the orifices a little
polygonal, dissepiments rather thin, thicker when the tubes are very oblique.
Tasmania. New South Wales. March.
368. Poria incrassata (B. et C.) Burt. (L., incrassatus, f'attened, made
stout) .-This is a species causing a "dry rot" in the United States and
considerable economic loss in lumber and building wood. It is characterised
by dusky-brown spores, 8 to 10 x ().5 to 7 fJ. in size. The pore-surface when
formed cracks widely in drying and becomes brownish to blackish-brown, contrasting with the broad sterile dirty-whitish, sometimes orange-tinted, margin.
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When fresh and exposed to light, the fruit-bodies may vary from orange to pale
olivaceous. The mycelium may form extensive fan-shaped sheets, whitish when
young, tinged yellowish-olive to brownish when older. Rhizomorphs may be
present. A Poria found on the underside of rotting imported softwood in a
kitchen sink, Neutral Bay, Sydney, may have been this species. It has not been
recorded for South Australia.
369. Poria macrospora Rodw. et Clel. (Gr., makros, long; spora, seed) .-At
times forming long patches, up to 6 cm. in length, of white sterile subiculum,
fairly sharply defined but very thin at the edge, which is not raised, the pores
appearing first as faint raised meruloid reticulations, at first white, deepening to
buff as they become older, when they are usually oblique from their situation,
only in projecting parts pore-like. At other times forming determinate patches
up to 7 x 3 'cm. with raised sterile tomentose edges, tending naturally to separate
a little from the .subst.ratum round the periphery but not easily separable artificially, corky, 1 mm. thick, consisting almost entirely of the tubes. The porebearing surface is darker than Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), the narrow edge being much
paler, of the same tint though nearly wh.ite j when old the surface approaches
Clay Colour (XXIX. ) . In other specimens the colour is near Pinkish Buff
becoming Cinnamon Buff or near Clay Colour on a whitish background. In still
other .collections on the rough bark of Eucalypts, the plants appear as Iittle
patches, a few millimetres to several centimetres in size, occupying the interstices
or spreading over them and bearing pores even when .very small. The pores
are usually very oblique, sometimes almost irpicoid and when not oblique, as. on
a rounded edge, shallow and nearly Hexagona-like, the orifices 0.5 to 1 mm. wide,
dissepiments thin, hot jagged. Spores white, elongated, with an oblique apiculus
and oval gutta, 13 to 15' x 4.5 to 6.5 M; hyphae irregular, sometimes much so,
sometimes curly, usually in short lengths, tending to. break up into granules,
1.5 to 4 or 5 M thick. South Australia-Encounter Bay, HindmarshValley,
National Park, Morialta (at the base of Leptospermum pubescens Lamk.).
January, May.
This species, as indicated in the description, is variablcvand were it not for
the characteristic very large spores and the fact that bridging forms between the
extremes may be found in one collection, these extremes might he thought to be
distinct species. The large spores are usually readily found and "hall-mark' r
the species. It may be added that we have hitherto not found any species of
Australian .Poiuporus with corresponding spores, so this Poria is not likely to be
a resupinate form of a Polyporus.
The large spores do suggest, however,
H exagona Gunnii and to some extent the two species otherwise may resemble
each other, in fact, so much so that it is quite possible that they are closely
related phylogenetically. The pores of H exaqona Gunnii are however typically
very large, the context has a darkish tint, and the plants form projecting masses.
Occasionally one meets with little pustules a f'ew millimetres in size with the
pores rather smaller, but nevertheless decidedly larger than those of the Poria,
but in such specimens the pustule forms quite a little knob and the smoky brown
context can be recognised., In the Poria, the supposed relationship may be seen
also in a. slight tendency for the orifices to be hexagonal.

370. Poria dictyopora Cke. (Gr., di~'Jtyon, a network; .poros, a pore).-Forming
extensive patches, tending to be circular, from a few inches up to nearly 1 square
foot in area, when fresh soft and cutting like firm cheese, becoming rigid when
dry and then tending to coil up, usually with a distinct smell of phosphorus and
of'ten exuding drops of moisture, remaining moist for long, occurring usually on
the inside of charred stumps and burnt hollow trunks (usually, if not always,
on Eucalypts), occasionally when near the ground encrusting irregularly leaves.
sticks, stones, and debris. The tubes creamy white or greyish cream with brown
tints as if scorched, becoming brownish to dirty dark brownish when. dry. The·
context when fresh whiter than the tubes, 1 to 2 mm. thick, with occasional
specimens much thicker (up to 7 mm.). With a subdeterminate raised tomentose
edge. The pore-bearing surface is very shallow up to 1.5 mm. thick, the whitish
subiculum forming usually most of the thickness. Developing specimens may
show extensive smooth patches on which islands of pores, often vertical, are
appearing. Tubes when vertical often irpiciform 'with the front wall absent and
with thin dissepiments on each side, up to 0.5 cm, long, or the dissepimonts as
parallel narrow ridges up to 1.5 cm. long. When more horizontal, the pores are
very shallow meruloid pits (about 2! in 1. mm.) or a' little deeper with th~n dissepiments. Spores numerous, white, oval or pear-shaped, 6 to 7, occasionally
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5 to 9.5 x 4 to 6 u, Hyphae white, thick-walled, knobby, very irregularly bent,
branching at various angles, 5.5 to 11.5 u, Usually on charred stumps or on
the inside of burnt trunks, occasionally at the' base of a stump and extending
over surrounding pine-needles, etc. South Australia-Mount Lofty, National
Park, Kuitpo. New South Wales. April to July.
'371. Poria medulla-pants (Pers.) Fr. (L., medsiita, pith, crumb; pan-is,
bread) . -Forming extensive, fairly sharply determinate, firmly adherent patches
up to 30 x 5 cm. in size and 1 to 5 mm. thick, sometimes cracking on the surface.
In colour Light Buff (xv.) , or between this and Warm Buff (xv.), or Light Buff
becoming warmer when bruised, or the surface white with a tinge of Light Buff
with the context Warm Buff and becoming Warm Buff when bruised, when old
with darker stains and often with a dark brown or scorched brown edge tending
to be cracked, the surface in some. cases turning yellowish or mustard colour on
scratching or bruising and brownish when emulsified. The sterile edge may be
narrow or more extensive, depending on the age, and in one 'case we have an
extensive very thin white patch, 10 x 1.5 cm. in size, of sterile surface on which
here and there very minute shallow pits are developing whilst another branch
collected at the same time had the pores well-developed but in a thin layer. The
pores are up to 3 mm. long, straight and shallow, or oblique, with very little
context which is whitish and passes into the white mycelium penetrating the
wood. The pore orifices are very minute, about 3 to 4 in 1 mm., the dlssepiments
thin when growing obliquely, rounded and nearly the diameter of the pores when
horizontaL The spores are abundant, sometimes forming most of the hymenial
substance in teased' scrapings, whitish or. very slightly tinted, thick-walled, ova]
or elliptical, 6.5 to 9.5 x 5.2 to 7.5 u; Hyphae whitish, irregular, sometimes
varicose, sometimes collapsed-looking, branching irregularly, 1.8 to 3.5 f.l thick.
On dead branches and fallen wood. South Australia-Mount Lofty (on dead
Bomksia marginata Cav.), National Park, Hindmarsh Valley. New South Wales.
Flinders Island, Bass Straits. New Zealand. Europe, etc. January to May,
July to September. (F'igure 52. Right.)
372. Poria Wak~,fieldii Rodw. et CleI. (After Miss E. M. Wakefield, of the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew ) ..:.-White with a cinereous tint, becoming discoloured
a dingy grey near the surface probably from commencing decay. The thickness
is up t05 mm., consisting chiefly of the pores (3.5 mm. deep), beneath which is
a thin tomentose whitish subiculum up to 1 mm. thick. The orifices are minute,
0.16 to 0.25 mm., about 3! to 6 in 1 mm., rather angular, the dissepiments thin
and acute or somewhat rounded. The hyphae are thick-walled, very irregular,
sometimes curved or knobby, with the calibre varying in individual hyphae, 2.5 to
7.5 f.l thick, with smaller fragments of mycelium about 2 f.l thick, with branches
coming off irregularly, some at right angles and some at acute angles. New
South Wales. September.
373. Poria subcrassa Rodw. et Clel, (L., subcrassus, somewhat thick) .-Forming
adherent patches up to 7.5 x 4 cm., rather thick (2 to 5 mm.), Pale Pinkish Buff
to Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), Light Buff (xv.) or approaching- Warm Buff (xv.),
corky-tough, usually rather soft to the touch, pores stratose, usually forming most
of the substance, sometimes with a thin context layer. Pores often oblique,
orifices 4 to 7 in 1 mm., dissepiments rather thick, setulose. Hyphae rather
wavy and somewhat varicose, 2 to 3.5 fJ-, usually about 2.5 f.l, spores not seen.
Tasmania'.
The species approaches P. medulla-panis Pers., and P. pulohelui Schw., which
is sometimes considered a thin variety of the former (vi.de Bourdot et Galzin).
It differs from Australian specimens of P. medulla-pami« in being usually rather
soft to the touch and thicker, the pores more frequently oblique, the orifiees
reaching to a smaller size and the absence of the abundant oval spores of
P. medulla-panis.
374. Poria westraliensis R~dw. et Clel, (Westrauensi«, Western Australian).Forming sharply defined patches, 8.7 x 1.8 cm. or less, with edges. separating
from the substratum, nearly membranous, with a broad smooth sterile margin
. which is whitish with a slight buffy tint. On this the shallow pores develop,
becoming near Snuff Brown (XXIX.), rather large, 2! to 3 in 1 mm., regular,
dissepiments thin, not setulose. Hyphae pallid, thick-walled, 3 to 4.5 u, Spores
not seen. Western Australia.
C
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375. Poria selecta Karst. (L., selectus, choice, select) .-Forming irregular
patches, -10 x 2 cm. in size, near Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) or greyer, semi-detachable,
with a broad irregular indeterminate felted-fluffy nearly whitish. margin, very
thin, rarely nearly 1 mm. thick, pores about 0.25 mm. deep, orifices variable,
somewhat angular', 0.1 to 0.32 mm. wide, 3 to 5 in 1 mm., dissepiments thin,
smooth. Spores 5.5 x 2 u,
Hyphae septate, irregular, sometimes varicose,
branching at right angles, 2.5 to 4, rarely 7, fJ- wide. South Australia-Near
Ashbourne, Mount Lofty. New South Wales. Tasmania. February, April, May,
July, August.
There is doubt as to the correct identification of this variable species, some
specimens of which seem to grade into Irpex obliquus.
376. Poria minuripora Rodw. et Clel. (L., minutue, diminished, minute; Gr.,
poros, a pore).-Forming extensive patches up to 10 x 5 cm. or more, more dingy
and in places darker than Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) with a sheen, rather silky-soft
to the touch" 1 mm. thick, consisting chiefly of the pores with a thin layer of
white byssoid subiculum, indeterminate, with in parts a narrow or more extensive
sterile byssoid or quite smooth white edge. Pores 0.7 mm. deer, orifices 0.1 mm.
diameter, 7 in 1 mm.Ldissepirncnta thin, rounded, edges tending to be setose or
jagged. Hyphae 2, to 3 fJ- thick, rather irregular, white. New South Wales.
Tasmania. Not yet recorded for South Australia.
377. Poria cameo-lutea Rodw.et Clel. (L., carneus, flesh-coloured; luteu«, pale
yellow) .-Irregularly effused forming a thin crust-like layer, not readily
separable, Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), the growing edge narrow, of the same colour
or a little paler and finely pilose, up to 1 mm. thick, corky to subfriable, tending
to crack, pores 0.5 mm. deep, orifices 0.1 to 0.32 mm. wide, usually under 0.24
mm., 4 to 5 in 1 mm., the edges pilose and not ragged, dissepiments rounded and
0.05 to 0.1 mm. thick, substratum almost negligible, spores not seen, hyphae
faintly tinted yellowish, rather Irregular, 2 to 3.7 u, New South Wales. Not yet
recorded for South Australia.
378. Poria hyalina Berk. (Gr., hyalos, a clear' transparent stone, glass) .-A
specimen f'rorn Orange, New South Wales, irlentifiod by Miss E. M. Wakefield
of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, forms a somewhat circumscribed thin
patch with an indefinite edge, between Clay Colour and Tawny Olive (XXIX.), in
places darker than the latter, composed of the very small obliquely set pores
presenting a somewhat translucent appearance (like dried gristle) resting on a
very thin whitish subiculum. 'I'he surf'ace tends to split. The thickness is about
1 mm. The orifices are closely set, about () in 1 mm., with thin dissopiments.
Hyphae nearly colourless, 2 to (usually) 3.7, occasionally 4.2 11-, calibre a little
irregular. South Australian specimens referred to this species agree in the'
minuteness of the pore orifices and a sub-hyaline appearance of the pore surface
but present a deeper colour (ochraceous buff, cinnamon buff). Specimens from
Kuitpo form small patches about 2.5 x 1.5 cm. in size, with pallid felted edges
contrasting with the pore-bearing surface which is between Ochraceous Buff and
Ochraceous Orange (xv.), later approaching Ochraceous Tawny (xv.). Tubes
about 1 mm. deep, forming most of the thickness, orifices about 0.1 mm. wide,
about 9 in 1 mrn., honeycomb-like and rather polygonal, sometimes fluted, dissepiments very thin. South Australia-Kuitpo, Corornandel Valley, Mount Lofty,
Mount MacIntyre (S.E.). New South Wales. 'I'asmania. May, June, October
to December.
379. Poria ealeea Berk. et Br. (L., calx, calcis, a chalk stone).-Forming
extensive hard but brittle patches, up to 20 x 8 cm. in size, Light Buff (xv.) or
a little darker in colour, rather than" chalky white," under 0.5 to 1 mm. thick,
densely adherent to the substratum. The pores are very minute, usually about
6 in 1 mm., 0.174 to 0~2GO mm. in diameter, and very shallow, the orifices rather
polygonal and the dissepiments very thin. When developed, the pores may form
about half of the total thickness, but. even in large' patches are often not much
more than raised reticulations, with thedissepiments occasionally defective. On
dead decaying wood, sometimes penetrating through thin superficial layers, and
appearing below, where separation occurs, as a tenuous pallid indeterminate film
on which the minute spores soon appear. IIyphae white; in short lengths, slender,
1.5 to 2.5 u, Queensland. New South Wales. Not yet recorded for South
Australia.
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380. Poria purpurea Fr. (L., purpureus, purple).-Forming small to extensive
thin adherent ill-defined patches sometimes 8in. (20 cm.) or more long, with
the pores at first meruloid, and. in which vinaceous purple tints are present in
places, though sometimes the predominant colour may be a pale buff passing into
a tawny olive. Spreading edge indefinite, filmy, byssoid to villous, Light Buff
(xv.), Pale Pinkish Buff (XXIX.) to Cream Buff (XXX.), sometimes with
vinaceous tints which may also appear in the substratum. As the substance
increases in thickness, eventually reaching 1 mm., pores develop, first as shallow
reticulations (often purplish), producing alveoli varying in size, .averaging about
3 in 1 mm., sometimes 5 in 1 mm., the pore surface thus, produced pale buff in
colour, but in parts Dark Purple Drab and Vinaceous Drab (XLV.) or Perilla
Purple (XXXVII.). As the pores develop they increase In depth to reach in places
nearly 1 mm., forming most of the substance; the orifices vary in size, about 3 in
1 mm., some 0.5 mm. in diameter, others 0.25 mm. or even 0.16 mm., the dissepimentsthin or in places thicker and rounded or sometimes the pores may
appear like pinholes widely separated from each other. Eventually the thicker
parts of the pore layer may assume a Tawny Olive (XXIX.) tint. Hyphae
whitish, septate, thick-walled, irregular, branching at right angles, 3.5 to 5 /L.
Shed spores slightly curved, narrow, rod-shaped, cream-coloured to 'white, 4.2 to
5.5 x 2 /L. South Australia-Humbug Scrub, National Park. New South Wales.
Europe. April, May.
381. Poria vincta Berk. (L., vinctus, bound, girt) .-This is a variable species,
vinaceous fawn to pinkish cinnamon in colour and 1· to 6 mm. in thickness. Thick
specimens from New South Wales and Queensland form extensive patches 10 cm.
or more long and up to 4 cm. wide, in colour near Vinaceous Fawn and Avellaneous
(XL. ) becoming browner, varying in thickness from 1 to 6 mm., the edges
irregular but sharply defined with a very narrow .paler sterile edge. Substance
corky to woody, near Avellaneous. Pore mouths very minute, about 6 in. 1 mm.,
dissepiments rounded. Spores (apparently) subspherical, 2.5 to 5 /L. Hyphae
whitish, about 3 /L thick, with much granular material. Thin forms from Tasmania, and Mount Lofty, South Australia" form patches up to 7 x 4 cm., Pinkish
Cinnamon, Cinnamon and Clay Colour (XXIX.), or between Light Pinkish Cinnamon and Pinkish Cinnamon but darker, or near Light Ochraccous Buff (xv.), or
Light Vinaceous Cinnamon, or paler than to deeper than Light Pinkish Cinnamon
becoming when old near Cinnamon (XXIX.) to Cinnamon Rufous (XIV.) or
browner than Cinnamon near Sayal Brown (XXIX.), rather indeterminate, with the
sterile edge paler and sub-byssoid, occasionally with a re:fl.exed villose border
above, forming a narrow pileate shelf, membranaceous, very thin (usually under
0.5 mm., rarely nearly 1 mm. thick), pore orifices minute 0.08 to 0.13 mm., 6! to
11 in 1 mm., finely setulose, dissepiments thin. May to August, October.
382. Poria attenuata Peck. (L., attenuatus, made thinner).-Forming irregular
patches up to 7 x 3 cm. in the hollows and interstices of a rotting PirlJUS log.
The steri'le mycelium is extensive, villose, and pallid ochraceous, as the pores
develop, first as minute pits, becoming Ochraceous Salmon (xv.}, passing as the
tubes elongate to near Argue Brown (rrr.) and when old becoming-darker near
Burnt Umber (XXVIII.). The fungus is firmly adherent to the substratum. The
brown pores eventually form a layer up to 2 mm. thick, resting on the light pale
decaying wood without any obvious substratum. The orifices are exceedingly
minute, about 6 in 1 mm., slightly variable in size, the dissepiments rounded.
Hyphae 'whitish, irregular, branching irregularly, with t runsverse connections
and much debris, 2 to 4.8 /L. South Australia-e-Beaumont, near Adelaide. United
States of America. June.
Ill. Receptacle more or less gelatinous.

GLOEOPORUS Montagne.
(Gr., gloia, jelly.)
"Receptacle usually small, leathery or viscid-fleshy. Hymenium gelatinous as
in Tvemella. Pores rounded, contracted when dry, when moistened swollen
gelatinous.' '-Killermann.
The only species we have is not small but forms narrow brackets sometimes
Gin. or more in lateral extent. It is essentially a Polyporus with the hymenium
subgelatinous when moist.
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383. Polyporus (Gloeoporus)dichrous Fr. (Gr., dis, twice; chroa, colour).Forming irregular narrow shelves up to 6in. (15 cm.) or more long and -! to iin.
(1.2 to 1.8 cm.) from before backwards, sometimes somewhat or much imbricated,
often extensively resupinate and extending- for several inches on the undersides
of fallen decaying logs, soft to the touch, flexible but tough. 'Upper surface
tornentose, becoming rather villous towards the margin, Smoke Grey (XLVI.) or
pallid with a _greyish to greyish brown .tinge, edge whitish. ' Hymenial surface
irregular often from covering the substratum, with a narrow white villous, growing edge, a,t first white and translucent passing through flesh-colour to Light
Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.), Cinnamon or Sayal Brown, pore orifices minute. 3· to
4 in 1 mm., regular, becoming pale brownish when injured, dissepiments rounded,
tubes rather shallow, appearing semi-translucent on section. Context soft l;>~~
firm, 1 to 1.5 mm., whitish with a slight buff tint. Spores" cylindrical, often
allantoid, smooth, hyaline, 4 to 6 x 1 to 1.5 /L" (Cunningham). On fallen logs
and branches. South Australia-Botanic Gardens, National Park, Mount Lofty,
Kuitpo. May-August.
This is a common species on fallen logs, especially their undersides, in the
National Park at Belair and somewhat resembles Potustictue »ersicolor but forms
usually more extensive patches which are softer to the touch and less rigid and
present a moister appea.rance. The non-zoned pallid greyish brown pileus and
specially the flesh colourd to greyish-brown or even purplish-brown pore surface
are further helps in recognition. In the fresh state, the tube layer is almost
gelatinous and is readily separable from the context, features which constitute
the genus Gloeoporus of some authors (as here). The species does not seem of
economic importance beyond helping in the decay of fallen logs and branches.
LASC1HIA Montagnc.
(After Lasch, one of the older mycologists.)
"Rec-eptacle 'gelatinose-tremellaceous, when dry membranaceous.
Hvrnenophore on the under side, honeycombed or almost reticulate; pores thin, soft, in
substance like the overlying receptacle. Basidia with 4-sterigmata. Spores
hyaline.' '-Killermann.
384. Laschia fusea Clel. (L., IU8CU-S, very dark brown, fuscous) .-Cup-shaped,
3 to 5 mm., 1 mm. thick, attached dorso-laterally. Pileus convex, smooth, edge
rounded and slightly in-turned when young, Fuscous Black (XLVI.) (th.~ colour
of the blackened fallen stringy-bark Eucalyptus on which it grew), paler round
the edge.' Hymenial surfac-e concave, Fuscous (XLVI.) , tubes 2 to 3 in 1 mm.,
orifices honeycomb-like and usually a little irregular, dissepiments thin and sometimes defective.
Flesh gelatinous-firm.
Spores subspherical, 6.5 /L.
South
Australia-On fallen log, National Park. July.
Ill. MERULIAE.
Hymenium spread over veins, anastomosing pores or quite smooth; edge of
veins or pores fertile.

MERULIUS Fr.
(L., merus, pure.)
"Receptacle gelatinous; coriaceous gelatinous, waxy, membranaceous or floccose;
resupinate or effuso-reflexed. Hymenium at first smooth, becoming reticulated
with irregular, obtuse folds or pores, at length gyrose or obsoletely toothed, and
fertile on the edge. Spores white or coloured; elliptical, ovoid, pip-shaped,
globose, subglobose, elliptic-oblong, cylindrical or sausage-shaped; smooth.
Cystidia pre.sent or absent. Growing on wood, rarely on the ground.' '-Rea.
In Merulius the retieulations or veins anastomose to form irregular shallow
pores.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Spores brown.
Broadly effused or sometimes resupinate. At first
white, very light, soft. 'Later, hymenial folds
reddish brown. On worked wood in houses .. 385. Merulius lacrymans.
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Spores white.
Resupinate-effused, margin becoming free, whitish.
Reticulations flesh-coloured to ochraceous tawny
and tawny olive.
On undersides of rotting
,
sticks, etc. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 386. M. corium.
Effused, shining, white becoming slightly brownish,
adherent. Reticulations shallow .. .. .. .. .. 387. M. casuiidu«.
385. Merulius lacrymans (Wulf.) Fr. (L., lacrumame, weeping ) .-Forming
spongy-fleshy sheets of tissue, resupinate or effuso-reflexed, 2 to 4in. (5 to 10
cm.) or more (up to 20in., 50 cm.-Rea) in extent, exuding drops of water
when growing, on damp worked wood in buildings, timber yards, etc. A specimen
from Lockleys, near Adelaide,July, f'orrns a sheet about 4in. in size, 1 mm. thick,
,the hymenial surface consisting of 0 btuse irregular deep reddish brown (near
Auburn, H.) folds 1 to 2 mm. thick, the opposite surface somewhat wrinkled and
radiately disposed, near Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.), spores 'elliptical, yellowish brown,
9 x 5 u,

This is sometimes called the" dry-rot fungus," though it is not by any means
the only species capable of causing a fungus rot in worked wood in houses, and
moreover, it necessarily requires a certain amount of moisture for its development.
Timber which is kept dry cannot be attacked by fungi and it is probably owing
to our dry climate that we are relatively immune to losses from this and similar
fungi; M. laorymans, for instance, has only been recorded this once for South
Australia. Massee describes the whole fungus as being generally broadly effused,
soft and tender, at first very light, cottony and white, but when the irregular
folds forming the fruiting portion appear, .these are yellow-orange or reddish
brown in colour. When the brown spores are set free from the surface o:L these
folds, they may be widely distributed and settle and develop on suitable moist
timber in other parts of the building or elsewhere. Before this stage is reached,
the fungus spreads by contiguity or by the transport of the mycelium in pieces
of rotting infected wood. Care must therefore be taken that, in removing the
diseased wood,every portion which is infected or is likely to be in an early stage
of infection, is taken away and burnt and it is very important that the fungus
should be detected and destroyed before the sporing stage has been reached.
386. Merulius corium (Pers.) Fr. (Gr., chorion, leather).-Forming thin skinlike patches, varying in size according to the, substratum from under one inch
(2.5 cm.) to several inches long and from ~in. (1.2 cm.) to 1in. (2.5 cm.) wide
(3in. x iin., 6in. x ~in., etc.), usually on the undcrside iof rotting twigs, sticks,
bark, and fallen wood, occasionally compacting small twigs, etc., together. The
patches are soft when rnoist, resupinate effused, the margin when old separating
from the underlying matrix and becoming free and curled up so that portions
can be pulled off like pieces of skin (corium), the f'ert.ile surface reticulatoporous, the pores very shallow, first appearing as minute reticulations. The
sterile surface extensive, often remaining sterile for long, whitish, the fertile
reticulations "flesh colour or pale tan" (Rea), in our plants becoming- Ochraceous
Tawny (xv.) and darker, near Tawny Olive (XXIX.), etc., when, treated with
corrosive sublimate--carbolic acid-spirit preservative becoming near Flesh Ochre
and Apricot Orange (XIV.). Hyphae 3.5 to .5.5 f.L thick. Spores elongated, white,
5.5 to 8.5 x 2.2 to 3.5 u, South Australia-Beaumont, Mount Lofty, National
Park (on fence posts, etc.), Kalangadoo (S.E.). Queensland. New South Wales.
Victoria. New Zealand. Europe, etc. April to August.
387. Merwius candidus Lloyd. (L., carp di dU8, shining white).-Forming
irregular rounded or elongated very thin patches up to 16 x 1.5 cm., res-embling
splashes of whitewash with outlying spots contrasting with the brown of the
dead branchlets 'on which it is growing. Except where the shallow reticulations
of the pores appear, the surface is smooth like that of the glaze on some forms
of cotton-wool. The edge is fairly sharply determinate. The pellicle separates
with difficulty. Pure white with in' places a, tendency to brownish discoloration,
when effete becoming brownish like a faded leaf. Pores very shallow, irregularly
polygonal to elongated, 0.5 to 1 mm. wide, the dissepiments vein-like or as low
reticulations. Hyphae mostly very fine, rather. curly, felted, 1.5 to 2 f.L thick,
rarely more. New South Wales-Lorne, near Kendall.
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[From uiatercolour. by Miss P. Olarke,
Figure 53.-Fitst1ulirna h.epatica (Huds.) Fr. (No. 389).
New South Wales.
Slightily reduced,

Mount Wilison,

Figure 54.-Fi8iJulina hepaU,oa(Hnds.) Fr. (No. 389).
Section. Moun.t Wilson, New South Wales.
Slightly reduced.
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The following South Australian specimen may be this species :-N ot a pure
white,with rusty discolo'rat.ion at the edges which are more indeterminate, pores
deeper and smaller, about 0.25 mm. wide, and dissepiments thinner, spores ~
subspherical, 4 tJ., hyphae thick-walled, irregular, 2 to 5.5tJ. thick.

PHLEBIA Fr.
(Gr., phleps, phlebos, a vein.)
, 'Receptacle waxy or subgelatinous; becoming cartilaginous when dry; erect
or resupinate and effused. Hymenium from the first covering radiating, obtuse
wrinkles or veins, continuous OT broken up. into tubercles, rarely smooth, fertile
-on the edge. Spores white; elliptical, reniform, oblong, or cylindrical; smooth.
Cystidia none. Growing on wood, rarely on the ground.' '-Rea.
388. Phlebia reflexa Berk. (L., refiexus, bent back) .-Effuso-reflexed, the
reflexed portion often very narrow, sometimes with rather imbricate pilei, up to
2in. (5 cm.) laterally and iin. (18 mm.) from before back, concentrically sulcate,
zoned, coarsely villose, dark brown to fuscous (near Natal Brown, XL.) becoming
bleached greyish brown. Hymenium when moist irregularly wrinkled, rather
soft and gelatinous, purplish brown with a whitish bloom or purple chocolatecoloured with an orange tint in places; when dry Fuscous (XLVI. ), paler round
the edge, growing edge Ochraceous Buff (xv.). Spores sausage-shaped with an
oblique apiculus and occasional guttae, white, 7 to 8~5 x 3.5 u, South AustraliaMount Lofty, National Park, Clare. New South Wales. April, May, July,
August.

PLICATURA Peck. (TRO'GIA Fr. p.p.)
(L., plicatus, folded ; Gr., ouaa, a tail.)
, 'Pileus spongy coriaceous, soft, flaccid; dirnidiate, sessile or substipitate.
Hymenium covering obtuse veins, gill-like in front, crisped and branched behind,
fertile on the edge, Spores white; oblong or cylindrical; smooth. Cystidia none.
Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.
IV. FISTULINEAE.
Hymenium inferior, lining free and separate tubes.

FISTULINA (Bull.) Fr.
, 'Pileus fleshy, subgelatinous in the upper layer, stiprtate or sessile. Stem
lateral or none. Tubes at first papillose, then cylindrical, distinct and free
from each other. Spores coloured, elliptical, smooth. Conidia present in the
tissues. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
389. Fistulina hepatica (Huds.) Fr. (Gr., hepatikos, belonging to the liver)."Pileus 2 to 12in~ (5 to 30 cm.), roundish,· dimidiate or subspathulate, sessile or
stipitate, rough, thick, fleshy, viscid, blood red, pale purplish red, Iiver-coloured,
or chocolate becoming blackish. Stem when present I! to 2iin. (3 to 7 cm.), x !
to l%in. (2 to 4 cm.), punctate, concolourous. Tubes pallid, becoming reddish,
separate; orifices of tubes pale, round. Flesh reddish, marbled like beet root,
iibrous,distilling a red pellucid juice, ! to l-!in. ( 2 to 3 cm.) thick. Spores
pink, subglobose, 4.5 to 5 x 4 tJ., with a large central gutta. Taste somewhat
acrid, especially when young. Edible. On trunks of trees.' '-Rea. South Australia-Specimens collected at Mount Lofty on dead stumps and at the base of
Eucalypts were rather flabelliform in shape, 3in. (7.5 cm.) deep and wide,· villous,
dark brown (near Rood's Brown, XXVIII.) , pore orifices near Japan Rose (XXVIII.) ,
the tubes separate, coral pinky-brown, then brownish-pink; flesh with brown and
paler layers; spores, whitish, 4.8 x 3.2 u, New South Wales. Victoria. Europe,
etc. May, June. (Figures 53 and 54.)
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HYDNAC,EAE.
, 'Hymenium spread over the surface of spines, granules, warts or other
protuberances, or of quite a smooth surface,' with the intervening spaces sterile.
Receptacle fleshy,coriaceous,. waxy, crustaceous or floccose, rarely none.' '-Rea.
In the Hydnaceae, the hymeniumor spore-bearing surface is spread over spines,
warts or granules. In the higher forms, the spines are long and awl-like, in other
genera they may be flattened, plate-like, nodular or so small as to require a lens
to recognise them. The plants may be fleshy, cork-like, waxy or crust-like. There
may be a well-developed central or lateral stem and cap, or the attachment of
the fungus may be lateral and broad, or the whole plant may be effused over
the stratum on which it has grown.
.
MUCRONELLA Fr.
(L., mucronella, a little sharp point.)
"Receptacle none, consisting of a floccose, fugacious mycelium. Spines simple,
cylindrical, subulate, acute, scattered or f'asciculate, and then more or less connate
at the base. Spores white, oblong or subglobose, smooth or punctate; basidia
with 1-4 sterigmata. Cystidia pres-ent, Growing on swood.' '-Rea.
No Australian' species recorded..
HYDNUM (L.) Fr.
(Gr., hydnon, the old name for a t.ruffle.}
"Receptacle fleshy,coriaceous or corky, -simple or-branched, pileate or
coralloid, stipitate or sessile. Stem central, lateral or none. Spines subulate,
acute, distinct at the base. Flesh white or coloured. Spores white or coloured;
elliptical, oval, globose, subglobose or angularly globose; smooth, granular,
verrucose or echinulate; basidia with 2-5 sterigmata. Cystidia .present or absent.
Micro- and macro-conidia present in some species. Growing on the ground or
on wood.' '-Rea.
KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Fleshy.
Light' ochraceous buff, spines slightly
decurrent, stem central or eccentric ..
390. H ydnum repomdum:
Rigid, .coriaceous. Often confluent.
Smoky brown. Spines grey. Strong smell
391.H. qraoeolene.
Ferruginous brown.
Spines dark ferruginous
brown. No strong smell
392. H. eonatum.
390. Hydnum repandum (L.) Fr. (L., repamdus, bent backwards).-Pileus i to
1 ~in. (1.8 to 3.7 cm., in British specimens 5 to 15 cm.), nearly plane or slightly
depressed or slightly convex, usually irregular, surface dull, edge turned in when
young, fleshy, pallid with a buffy tint becoming Light Ochraceous Buff (xv.).
Spines adnate with a decurrent tendency, -k to nearly ~in. (3.5 to 10 mm.) long,
crowded, unequal; entire, subulate to conical or blunt, buffy cream becoming
Light Ochraceous Buff (xv.). Stem I! to 2in. (3.2 to 5 cm.), moderately slender
(up to -!in., 1.2 cm., thick), central or sometimes excentric or nearly lateral,
equal or slightly attenuated upwards, solid, white or whitish, with ochraceous buff
stains appearing, Flesh brittle, whitish becorning near Ochraceous Orange:. (xv.).
Taste none. Spores subsuherical to irregular, whitish, 5.6 /-L. Single or subcaespitose, on the ground. South Australia-Mount Lofty. New South Wales.
April, June. (F'igurefifi.)
This edible species is not common with us. It may be recognised by its fleshy
texture, light ochraceous buff colour, an excent'ric or central stem, and the more
or less decurrent spines on the under-side of the often irregular pileus,
391. Hydnum graveolens (Delast.) Fr. (L., qraoeotens, strong smelling).Caespitose with slender stems and pilei which may become united at their edges.
Pilei! to 1in. (9 to 2.5 cm.), more or less umbilicate to nearly infundibuliform,
often irregular, radiately striate, rigid, brittle, rather shining, smoky brown.
Spines crowded, subulate, about 1.2 mm. long, glaucous to dark grey. Stems
1in. (2.5 cm.), slender (1 to 2 mm. diameter) 0.1' sometimes flattened to 5 mm.,
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rugose, rather irregular, not definitely enlarged at the apex, sometimes confluent,
earthy- brown. Flesh thin, concolorous. Spores subspherical, faintly rough or
irregular, slightly tinted, 4.5 to 5 fJ-. Smell strong and pungent like curry powder.
On the ground amongst leaves, etc. South Australia-Mount Lof'ty, June, July.
392. Hydnwn zonatum (Batsch.) Fr. (L., eonatue, zoned).-Pilei tending to
grow together, very irregular, sterns often broadly flattened and more or less
united. Confluent pilei up to 3 x 2in~ (7.5 x 5 cm.), often compressed and
distorted when under logs or with adherent leaves, sometimes gibbous, sometimes
depressed in the centre with radiating knife-like ridges, radiately rugose, edge
irregular and often lacerated, ferruginous brown. Spines more or less decurrent
on the stem, crowded, at first as minute separate points, finally 1 to 2 mm. long,
slender, subulate, dark ferruginous brown. Stems up to 1iin. (3.1 cm.), when
simple 2 mm. wide, when flattened up to 1 cm. wide, more or less central, coarsely
rugose, swollen at the base, dark ferruginous brown. Flesh dark brown. Spores
rough, warty, slightly tinted, 4 u, On the ground under Xanthorrhoea, attached
to the underside of a fallen trunk, etc. South Australia-Mount Lofty, Greenhill
Road. New South Wales-North Bridge. June, July, August.

[From uiatercolour by M1.'.ss P. Olarke,
Figure 55.-Hyd'YIJUm repomdnum. (L.) Fr. (No. 390).

New South Wales.

MYOOLEP'TODON Pat.
(Gr., mykes, fungus; leptos, thin; odim, a tooth.)
, , Receptacle membranaceous-coriaceous, thin, firm, resupinate or reflexed.
Spines simple, firm, cylindrical, pointed, hispid at the apex; none or reduced in
size at the margin. Spores white, ovoid, oboval, subelliptical or oblong,smooth;
basidia with 2-4 sterigmata. Cystidia present, abundant at the apex of the
spines. Growing on wood, more rarely on humus.' '-Rea~
No South Australian species recorded.

ACIA Karst.
(Gr., ake, a point.)
, 'Receptacle resupinate, thin, waxy. Spines slender, subulate, generally entire,
distinct or connate at the base. Spores hyaline. Cystridia, none. Cystidioles
(more or less hair-like bodies, possibly sterile basidia) sometimes present, usually
small and thin-walled.' '-E. M. Wakefield.
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KEY TO T1HE RESUPINATE SPECIES OF HYDNACEAE.
Hymenium spread over subulate spines.
Deep chrome, yellow ochre or raw sienna when
fresh.
Spines simple or flattened, som·etimes divided.
Spores 5 to 6 x 2.5 fJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
Pale tawny olive, then snuff brown.
Spines becoming umber, to 0.5 mm., fasciculate .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Hymenium spread over tubercles or obtuse spines.
Warm buff, with closely set granules
Deep chamois, then between raw sienna and buckthorn brown, with crowded granules .. .. ..
White becoming cream-coloured, sometimes with
subulate spines, sometimes granules.
Spores
rough, 3 to 4.5 x 2.5 to 4 fJ- .". •• •• •• •• ••
[Dark grey to light drab, beset with very minute
granules composed of fascicles of hyphae ..
Hymeniurn spread over conical spines, ciliate or
penicillate at the apices.
Cream to deep ochraceous .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Yellow ochre becoming cinnamon', buff or olive
buff to avellaneous or wood brown. Cystidia
numerous .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

393. Acia subceracea.

394.A. subfascicularia.
395. Gra.ndinia Clelandii.
396. G. auetralis.

397. G. farinacea.
411. Epithele glauca.]

398. Odontia arquta.
399. O. Archeri.

393. Acia subceracea Wakef. (L., subceraceus, somewhat waxy).-' 'Effused,.
closely adnate, subwaxy, tan-coloured, with indeterminate margin.
Spines.
scattered or close together, subulate, waxy, fulvescent or chestnut-coloured, with
paler apices.
Subiculum tan-coloured, thin, waxy-membranaceous.
Basidia
cylindrical-clavate, with four sterigmata, 12 to 20 x 4 to 5 u, Spores elliptical,.
with one border depressed, hyaline, 5 to 6 x 2.5 u, Cyst;idioles scattered, sometimes very few, hyaline, subulate, 45 to 60 x 3 to 5 fJ-, projecting 40 u: Basal
hyphae densely interwoven, hyaline, not nodose, 2· to 3.5, sometimes 4 fJ-, f.hick.
On rotten wood.' '-Wakefield. South Australia-c-Mount Lofty, National Park.
May, June.
Forming thin, adherent, irregular, ill-defined' or fairly well-defined patches
2! to 6 x i to !in. (6.2 to 15. x 0.6 to 1.2 cm.) in extent, Deep Chrome (rn.) QY
near Yellow Ochre (xv.) and Raw Sienna (rn.) when fresh, when dry near
Yellow Ochre (xv.) but dingier and darker in places, sterile edge sometimes
greyish with a white fluffy border. Subiculum very thin, somewhat floccose, paler
than the spines, near Pinkish Buff (XXIX.). Spines irregularly grouped, close or
widely separated, free or sometimes connate, sometimes acute or with rounded
apices, often flattened like an incisor tooth, simple or subdivided, sometimes when
flattened with 30r 4 prongs, up to 1 to 1.5 mm. high,when dry dingy ochraceousbuff; sometimes with the subiculum the spines split into groups.
394. Acia subfascicularia Wakef. (L., resembling the species A. fasDi.c·ularia
B. et C.) - ' 'Effused, thin, closely adnate, waxy, pale tawny olive, finally snuff
brown. Spines at first minute, fulvous-ochraceous, then larger to 0.5 mm., fasciculate, umb-er, with paler apices. Basidia clavate, 20 to 24 x 3 to 4 fJ- with 4
sterigmata. Spores hyaline, elliptical, with one border depressed, bi-guttulate,
4 to 5.5 x 2 to 2.5 p: Hyphae loosely inter-twined, subhymenial ones thinly
coated to 2 to 3 fJ-, basal ones thickly coated to 6.5 fJ- in diameter. Hyphae in
the spines erect, adhering, often coated with crystals, 2 fJ- in diameter. On
bark. "-Wakefield. South Australia-s-Mount Lofty. May.
HYDNO·CHAETE Bresadola.
(Gr., hyd.non, an old name for a truffle;

cha~te,.

long flowing hair.)

"Receptacle resupinate, effused, corky-leathery. Hymenophore with awl-likedark brown bristles. Basidia 4-spored; spores colourless.' '-Killermann.
No South Australian species recorded.
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ASTERODON Patouillard.
(Gr., aster, a star; odous, odontos, a tooth.)
"Receptacle resupinate, effused, membranous flaky. Hymenophore with starshaped or branched brown cystidia; hymenium covered with awl-like spines.
Basidia 4-spored; spores longish, almost colourless.' '-Killermann.
No South Australian species recorded.
RADULUM Fr.
(L., radula, a rasp.)
, 'Receptacle resupinate, effused, waxy or membranaceous waxy. Tubercles or
spines thick, deformed,obtuse, simple or branched; irregularly scattered or confluent and tooth-like. Spores white or coloured, elliptical, subglobose or cylindrie
oblong, smooth. Cystidia none, cystidioles (sterile basidia) sometimes present.
Growing on wood.' '-'-Rea.
No South Australian species recorded.
GRANDINIA Fr.
(L., grando, hail.)
, 'Receptacle resupinate, thin; membranaceous, pelliculose or crustaceous.
Tubercles or spines obtuse or occasionally pointed, entire. Spores hyaline or
faintly yellowish. Cystidia absent. Cystidioles rarely pres-ent and but little
differentiated.' '-E. M. Wakefield.
395. G:r;andinia Clelandii Wakef. (Named after the finder, J. B. Cleland).'" Effused, thin, closely adnate, tomentose-membrariaceous, tan-coloured, with
closely-set irregular concolorous granules, edge indeterminate, pulverulent. Basidia
clavate or urn-shaped, 40 to 50 x 8 t09 fL, sterigmata 4, 6 fL long. Spores elliptical,
hyaline, 10 to 11 x 8 u, Hyphae hyaline, loosely interwoven, septate-nodose, 2.5
to 4 fL in diameter, with erect branches often with the apices vcsiculosely inflated.
On bark.' '-Wakefield. New South' Wales.
"This is a very distinct species. The colour is uniformly warm buff, and the
texture somewhat loose, giving the plant a pulverulent or tomentose appearance
when viewed with a lens. In section the most. marked, character is the abundant
vesicular bodies in which some of the upward-growing hyphae terminate. These
recall the vesicles of Stereum purpureu/m, and like those occur only in the subhymenial tissue. Both basidia and spores are large for the genus.' '-Wakefield.
396. Grandiniaaustr:alis Berk. (Syn., Hydn.um pexatum Mass.) CL.. , custraiis,
'here for Australian) .-, 'Irregularly effused, closely adnate, membranaceous, at
first alutaceous (deep chamois) with scattered granules, finally becoming between
raw sienna and buckthorn brown, very uniform in colour, with crowded granules.
The yellowish pigment is soluble in a solution of potassium hydrate with the
production of a rich vinaceous tint. Margin indeterminate, narrowly byssoid at
first, yellowish or concolorous. Hymenium cracked when dry. Basidia clavate
or urniform, 25 x 5 fL, with 4 sterigmata 2 to 5 fL long. Spores broadly ellipt.ical,
one side slightly depressed" 6 to 7 (to 9) x 4 to 5 u; Cystidioles present,. but
'Scattered, sometimes fusiform and pointed, at other times scarcely differing from
young basidia, projecting little from the surface of the hymenium, about 30 ~o
35 x 8 u; Basal hyphae branched, septate, with clamp-connections, 3.5 to 4 fL in
diameter. On bark.' '-Wakefield. New South Wales. Victoria-On EucalJJptus
obiiqua L 'Herit., Gippsland. Tasmania. March.
"This species resembles Odontia Archeri in the vinaeeous colour which is produced when sections are treated with potash, but differs from that species in its
more uniform colour and the absence of vivid yellow tints in the subiculum, and
microscopically in the shape of the spores and the absence of embedded encrusted
cystidia. ' ' -Wakefield.

397. G'randinia farinacea (Pers.) Bourd. et Galz. (L., [arinaceus, mealy).." Effused, thin, floccose or softly membranaceous, at first pure white, finally
cream-coloured, margin byssoid or indeterminate. Spines sometimes subulate,
sometimes reduced to granules, very soft and fragile, with projecting sterile
'hyphae at the apex. Basidia 6 to 12 0 21 x 3 to 5 fL with 2 to 4 sterigmata
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3 to 4.5 M long. Spores subglobose or ovate, finely asperulate, 3 to 4.5 x 2.5 to 4 M.
Hyphae thin-walled, with clamp-connections, 1.5 to 4 M in diameter, sometimes
swollen to 7 M at the septa. On rotten wood and bark.' '-Wakefield. South
Australia-Kuitpo, near Adelaide. August, September.
, 'Easily recognised by the rough spores.
Wakefield.

A very common European species. ' ' -

Grandinia qliuuca Cke. is not a Grandinia but belongs to the Thelephoraeeous
genus Epithele ( see No. 411).
ODONTIA Fr.
(Gr., odous, a tooth.)
"Receptacle resupinate, thin, membranaceous; waxy, crustaceous or mealy.
Spines conical, ciliate or penicillate at the apex. Spores hyaline. Cystidia
present.' '-E.. M. Wakefield.
398. Odontia arguta (Fr.) Qucl, (L., argutus, sharp).-"Effused, thin,membranaceous, dry, margin indeterminate, tomentose, whitish. Hvmenium cream to
deep ochraceous, with granuliform or subulate spines usually more or less
penicillate at the apex. Basidia clavate, 20-30 x 5 M, with 4 sterigmata, accompanied by small cystidia or cystidioles of varying form, sometimes rounded above
and excreting a globule of resinous matter, sometimes subulate and strongly
encrusted at the apex. Spores ovate, often one-guttulate, 5-5.5 ( -6) x 4 u,
Hyphae hyaline, with clamp-connections, 2-3 M in diameter. On bark and dead
wood."-Wakefield.
New South Wales-Pilliga Scrub.
Tasmania-Brown's
River, National Park. New Zealand. January, October.
399. Odontia Archeri (Berk.) Wakef. (Syn., Corticrirum Archeri Berk.; Kneiffia
WrightiiB. et C.; K. chromopluanb ea B. et Br..; Corticiuan. chrusocreae B. et C~;
Odontia Wrightii (B. 'et C.) Burt.) (After William Archer, 1820-1874, a noted
Tasmanian botanical collector) .-' 'Broadly effused, firm, fairly thick, but not
waxy, closely adnate, at first thin, even or more or less papillate, later with
distinct spines, becoming much thicker and when dry often cracked into small
areolae. Hymenium variable in colour, yellow ochre when young and actively
growing, but becoming cinnamon-buff or olive-buff then avellaneous or wood brown
with age. Margin indeterminate, at first buff-yellow or Empire yellow, later
concolorous with the hymenium. Subiculum similarly bright yellow at first,
but in old specimens the tissue exposed in the' cracks often appears white,
probably on account of the abundant excretion of crystals from the tissues.
The structure in section is very characteristic, but can only be observed well in
young specimens. Numerous cystidia are present, both embedded in the tissues
and 'projecting slightly from the hymenium. These are small, shortly fusiform,
thin-walled and hyaline at first, 18-20 x 6-8 M. Later the embedded cystidia
become strongly encrusted with a -deep yellow, apparently resinous excretion,
whieh is soluble in a solution of potassium hydrate with the production of a
vinaceous tint. It is insoluble in lactic acid and the structure is best observed
in sections mounted in this medium. The encrusted cystidia eventually occupy
considerable space in the subhymenial tissues, and appear to be vesicular bodies,
as described by Burt for Corticiaim. chrusocreas. Basidia 15-20 x 4.5 M, with 4
sterigmata, 3 M long. Spores hyaline, elliptical, one side depressed, sometimes
2-guttulate 4.5-5 (-6) x 2-2.5 M. Basal tissue at first somewhat compact, later
the hyphae appear to be loosely interwoven, hyaline, thin-walled, 3-4 (-5) M in
diameter. The tissue in older specimens contains much mineral matter in the
form' of crystals, ,often forming masses in the central tissue of the spines. On
bark. "-Wakefield. South Australia-Mount Lofty. New South Wales-Mosman.
Tasmania-Brown's River. Ceylon, Cuba. United States of America. January,
May, June.

HYDNOPSJ:,S (Schroet.) Rea.
~·Gr.,

hydnon, the genus Hydnum; opsis, like.)

, 'Rec·eptacle floccose, resupinate, effused. Spines subulate, acute. 'Spores
coloured, elliptical, smooth. Growing, on dead leaves and on the ground.' '-Rea.
No "SoU:th Australian, species recorded.
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CALDESIELLA Sacc.
(After L. Caldesi, an Italian botanist.)
"Receptacle floccose, soft, resupinate. Spines conical, soft, villose, fimbriate
at the apex. Spores coloured, globose, verrucose or echinulate; basidia clavate
with 2-4 sterigmata. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
~ 0 South Australian species recorded.

KNEIFFIA Fr.
(After Friedrich Gotthard Kneiff, a German mycologist.)
, 'Receptacle gelatinous, effused. Spines or granules scattered, minute, sterile.
Spores white, elliptical, smooth. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species recorded.

GRAMMOTHELE Berk. et Curtis.
(Gr., gramme, a stroke in writing, a .line ; thele, a nipple.)
"Receptacle crustaceous spread out over the substratum, with pore-like retiform
furrowed hymenophore, beset with rough granules and warts covered by the
hymenium.' '-Killermann.
No South Australian species recorded.

GLOIOTHELE Brcsadola,
(Gr., gloia, jelly; thele, a nipple.')

Grammothele but with gloeocystidia.' ' -Killermann.
No South Australian species recorded.
c 'Like

LOPHARIA Kalchbrennor.
(Gr., lophos, a crest.)
"Receptacle papery-membranaceous, sterile, with raised, interrupted, crested;
incised wrinkles, covered with the hymenium, Cystidia present.' ' -Killermann.

ALDRIGEA Massee.
(After Miss. Emily Aldridge.)
, c Receptacle su bgelatinous, becoming cartilaginous when dry, resupinate,
effused. Hymenium smooth, even. Spores coloured, elliptical, smooth; basidia
with 4 sterigmata. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species recorded.

PTYCHOGAlSTER Corda.
(Gr., ptyx, a fold; gaster, the belly.)
, 'ReceptaJcle fleshy or somewhat corky, round or cushion-shaped, producing
conidia and chlamydospores. Cystidia present or absent. Growing on wood or
encrusting plants.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species recorded.
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THEL~EPHORACEAE.

"Hymenium spread over a smooth, rugose or ribbed surface, either resting
upon an intermediate layer of hyphae running longitudinally between it and
the mycelium, or seated directly upon the mycelium.' '-Rea.
In the Thelephoraceae, the fruiting surface is more or less smooth. In Stereuan
we have one stalked species, and several common reflexed bracket-like ones,
amongst which S. purpureum is a destructive parasite on the branches of fruittrees producing" Silver L'eaf Disease."
Thelephora terrestris is common under
pines,forming masses composed of compressed, often overlapping, more or less
confluent pilei, often with entangled pine needles. The species of Corticiuan. are
effused, mostly thin, plants, sometimes like patches of paint. 'Ve have a number
of unidentified species, so that this and allied genera are considerably richer
than the number described would suggest.

1. Hymenium separated from the mycelium by an intermediate layer of hyphae.
SPARASSIS Fr.
(Gr., sparasso, I tear in pieces.)
c 'Receptacle

erect, much branched, branches flattened in a lamellar or platelike manner, fleshy. Hymenium smooth. Spores white.' '-Rea.
No species yet recorded for the State.
STEREUM

(Pers.)

Massee.

(Gr., stereon, firrn.)
, 'Receptacle coriaceous, pileate, stipitate or sessile, infundibuliform, dimidiate,
resupinate or effuso-reflexed. Stem central, lateral or none. Hymenium inferior,
with an intermediate layer, smooth, rarely rugulose or ribbed, sometimes setulose,
pubescent or velvety. Flesh pale. Spores white, oval, elliptical, globose, subglobose, cylindrical, oblong or oblong elliptic; smooth or granular; basidia with
2-4 sterigmata. Cystidia hyaline, rarely coloured, present or absent. Annual or
perennial. Growing on wood or on the ground." - Rea.
KEY TO THE S·PECIES.
Stipitate.
Caespitose to confluent at the bases of trees.
Pileus irregularly infundibuliform, cinnamon, to
lino broad. Hymenium pinkish buff to vinaceous
fawn .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
E ffuso- reflexed.
Hymenium warm buff,
Pileus strigosely hairy, subzoned, ochraceoustawny, buff to cinnamon brown ..
Hymenium greyish or dingy pinkish buff.
Pileus strigosely hairy,subzoned, not deeply
lacerated, often narrowed to the attachment,
pale wood colour to pinkish buff. and sayalbrown .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. .. ..
Sirnilar but pileus deeply lacerated into small
blunt lobes. Branched paraphyses present..
Hyrncnium vinaceous drab, sorghum brown or
Verona brown, with a glaucous bloom, growingedge fawn or vinaceous fawn.
Pileus pilose-strigose, subzoned, usually rich
brown (Vandyke brown, etc.) .. ..
Hymenium mouse-grey to dark mouse-grey, somet.imes pinkish buff.
Pileus villose to strigose, snuff brown to
bister . ~ -. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

400. Stereum eieaoms.

401. S. hirsut1tm.

402. S. vellereum,
403. S. radiato-fissum.

404. S.

il~udens.

405. S. semiluqens.
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Hymenium lilac or purplish.
Usually effuso-reflexed.
Pileus pallid or
greyish, villosely tomentose. Subhymenial
cystidia ,vesiculose ..
406. S. purpureum.
Usually entirely resupinate. Vinaceous lilac
to vinaceous purple, becoming brownish drab
to snuff brown.
Subhymenial cystidia
projecting, acuminate, rough, coloured .. 407. S. umbrinum.
400. Bteream elegans Meyer. (L., elegans,elegant) .-Sometimes single or
nearly so, usually densely caespitose, confluent and imbricate and often forming
extensive rosette-shaped masses, 1 to l~in. (2.5 to 4.3 cm.) high. The slender
stems expand gradually as they pass into the pilei, tending to fuse when close
together. The pilei, up to 1in. (2.5 cm.) or more broad, frequently unite with
neighbours by their edges and secondary smaller pilei may arise in the more
or less funnel-shaped depressions thus forming. Pilei irregularly infundibuliform
with thin margins, glabrous, the edges frayed or irregularly lobed, usually
Cinnamon, Pinkish Cinnamon, Cinnamon Buff, Cinnamon Rufous (XIV.), sometimes Tawny (xv.) with deeper coloured zones near Mars Brown (xv.).
Hymenium somewhat rugose, Pinkish Buff-to Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.) or Vinaceous
Fawn (XL.), sometimes presenting a glaucous bloom.
Spores subspherical,
smooth, hyaline, 5 to 6 x 3.5 to 4 M. On the ground at the bases of Eucalypt
trunks or near fallen wood. South Australia-National Park, Mount Lofty.
Victoria. New South Wales. Queensland. May to July.
401. Stereum hir.sutum (Willd.) Fr. (L., hirsutus, hairy) .-Reflexed, sometimes
more or less resupinate, often forming imbricate masses several inches in vertical
or horizontal extent, up to 1in. (2.5 cm.) from before backwards, irregularly
convex, wavy and folded, strigosely hairy, margin somewhat wavy and obtuse,
subzoned, Ochraeeous Tawny (xv.) becoming pallid, near Cinnamon Brown (xv.),
Antique Brown (IlL), Warm Buff (xv.) or Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.). Hymenium
somewhat irregularly concave, smooth or slightly rugose, Warm Buff (xv.) or
deeper. Flesh coriaceous, firm, tough. Spores elliptical, incurved, hyaline, 6 to
8 .x 3 to 4 M. No cystidia. Common on stumps and logs. South AustraliaMount Lofty, National Park, Warren Reservoir, Kuitpo.
May to August,
October.
402. Stereumvellereum Berk. (L., vellus, velleris, a fleece of wool) .-Reflexed
or effuso-re:flexed, often forming imbricate masses several inches in extent, broadly
attached or. often in our South Australian plants fan-shaped with a contracted
base, 'usually about !in. (1.2 cm.) . from before backwards, strigosely hairy,
subzoned, pale wood-colour or greyish pallid (near Pinkish Buff, XXIX., Tawny
Olive, XXIX., becoming dark greyish brown near the attachment). H ymenium
even, smooth, greyish buff (near Avellaneous, XL., Pinkish Buff, XXIX., or Tawny
Olive, XXIX., to Sayal Brown, XXIX.). Spores 5.5 to 6 x 2 M. Hyphae thickwalled, 4 to 7 p: On stem of Eucalypts, fallen branches, etc. South Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, Stirling 'Vest, Kuitpo, Enconnter Bay, Warren
Reservoir, Clare (on dying branches of Eucalypts, perhaps killing these), Port
Lincoln. January, May to August, October. (Figure 56.)
403. Stereum radiato-fissum Berk. et Br. (L., radiatus, here radiating; fissu«,
cleft) .-Specimens, identified by Dr. C..G. Lloyd as this species and coming
from the same locality (Mount Lofty) and habitat as specimens identified by
him as S. nellereuan. seem only distinguished f rorn the latter by being fissured
into multiple blunt lobes (,'1S in his figure 119, Mycological Notes, No. 52, Dec.,
1917, p. 746, in which the fissures extend deeply). The surface is rather coarsely
hirsute and subzoned, the hymenium of the same colour as. in S. vellereum.
Lloyd found, however, in these specimens branched paraphyses (dendrophysen).
South Australia-On trunks of the stringy-bark (Eucalyptus Baxteri (Benth.)
Maid. et Blak.), Mount Lofty (spores G to .7 x 2.5 to 3 M).
404. Stereum illudens Berk. (L., illudens, mocking).-Effuso-reflexed, up to
4in. (10 cm.) or more laterally, i to ~in. (10 to 19 mm.) deep, piloso-strigose,
especially at the edge, pileus more or less contra~ted to its ~ttachment which is
sometimes quite narrow, somewhat zoned, brownish near vBister (XXIX.), paler
or darker than Vandyke Brown (XXVIII. ) , near Verona Brown (XXIX. ) .
Hymenium smooth, or a little i rregular, glaucous (light mouse grey), beneath
the bloom Vinaceous Drab (XINI.) ~ Brownish Drab (XLVI.) , near Sorghum
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.tsrown (XXIX.), Ecru Drab (XLVI.) or Verona Brown.
Colourless, rough
paraphyses (~) sometimes present, 20.5 to 30 x 3.5 /-t occasionally 59 (~) x 6 u,
Spores 9 x 3.7 u, Hyphae pallid, about 4 fJ. in diameter. South AustraliaClare, Kinchina, Warren Reservoir, Mount Lofty, National Park, Kuitpo,
Encounter Bay, Myponga, Ravine de Casoars (K.I.), Cygnet River (K.I.),
Caroline State Forest near Mount Gambier. March, May, June, July, August,
October.
405. Stereum semilugens Kalchb. (L., semi,half; lugeo, to mourn).-Effusoroflexed or nearly effused. Up to 2in. (5 cm.) laterally and 1in. (2.5 cm.) from
before backwards, villose to strigose, concentrically zoned, more or less plicate,
Snuff Brown (XXIX.) to Bister (XXIX.), weathering greyish, Hymenium some-

[Photo. by S. Tee am·a W.P.C.
Figure 56.-Ste'reum »eiiereuin Berk. (No. 402).
Slightly reduced.

Adelaide Hills.

what folded to correspond with the plications of the upper surface, Mouse Gray
to Dark Mouse Gray (r.r.)', the paler part sometimes passing towards Pinkish
Buff (XXIX.). Basidia tetrasporous, spores slightly curved, sausage-shaped, 12
to 14 x 4.2 /-t (Mount Wilson). South Australia-Ravine de Casoars (Kangaroo
Island). New South Wales-Mount Wilson. March, June.
406. Stereum purpureum (Pers.) Fr. (L., purpureus, purple) .-" Pileus ! to
3!in. (2 to 8 cm.}, effuso-reflexed, more or less imbricate, sometimes entirely
resupinate, zoned, villosely tomentose, whitish, pallid or greyish; margin entire,
sometimes crisped or lobed. Hymenium even, smooth, lilac or purplish. Flesh
coriaceous-soft, somewhat thick, whitish. Spores oblong or oboval, apiculate at
one end, white, 6 to 8 x 3 to 4 u, Hymenial cystidia none, subhymenial cystidia
vesiculosc, 15 to 30 x 12 to 25 fl'" '-Rea. South Australia-On branches of plum,
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apricot, apple and probably cherry trees, causing the destructive disease" Silver
Leaf, " Clarendon, Forest Range, Bridgewater and Carey's Gully. New' Zealand.
Europe, etc. (Figure 57.)

Figure 57.-St-er'eum, purpureum (Pers.) Fr. (No. 406).
Carey's Gully, Mount Lofty R.ange.

On apple-tree,

[By p ermdesion. from "The ,Jo'ttl";naZ ofl the Department of Agricuitrure of South

Australia;" XXXIV., 1930-1931.]

'I'he fruiting fungus can be recognised by forming thin patches, with a narrow
reflexed upper edge, an inch to more than four inches laterally, often more or less
overlapping, the upper surface hairy, the hymenium smooth and lilac or purplish
becoming fad ea.
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The occurrence in South Australia of Silver Leaf disease, with fructifications
of the fungus, was first established by Mr.G. Samuel, then of the Waite Institute
about 1927. Later Mr. S. D. Garrett and Mr. E. Leishman found that the diseas~
had obtained an extensive hold and the latter published their results in "The
.Journal vf the Department of Agriculture of South Australia," XXXIV., 19301931, page 1016.
The fungus is a wound iparasite, the spore lodging on areas
that have recently been injured as by pruning, by the breaking of branches or by
bruising, The resulting mycelium then penetrates along the vessels of the branch,
extending in this way more readily vertically than laterally. In older wounds, a
gum harrier prevents such extension and the invasion consequently remains
localised or is overcome.
Varieties of fruit trees that gum readily are for this
reason more resistant to attack, and in these natural recovery may occur, In the
more susceptible kinds, 1\1r. Leishman estimates that the tree is probably killed
in from three to six years.
The foliage borne on an infected branch is apt to
become silvery early in the attack before the branch dies, ,owing to some toxic
substance 'which is secreted by the mycelium, is transferred to the leaves, and there
causes partial separation of the cells in the leaf.
The resulting abnormal air
spaces reflect the light in such a 'way as to cause the silvery appearance.
Such
silvering of the foliage in various plants, due to this histological change, may be
produced by other causes, so that it is necessary to find the fruiting stage of the
fungus before a ""Silver Leaf" disease can be certainly attributed to S.
purpureum.
All branches showing Silver Leaf should be cut off well below the point of
entrance of the fungus and it should be seen that this is beyond the discoloration
of the wood indicating penetration thus far by the mycelium. Such infected
wood should be at once burnt to prevent the formation of fruiting bodies. When
the fungus forms its series of little brackets on old infected branches, these
discharge millions of spores during the period when rain is falling. Pruning
operations at this time are fraught with danger, if through neglect any sporophorcs of the fungus are in the neighbourhood.. Dr. F. T.. Brooks recommends
covering the wounds with soft grafting wax or an antiseptic paste of the following formula:-To 2lbs. of white lead paste (as bought) add two teaspoonfuls
of paste driers and two tablespoonfuls of linseed oil. Mix. Then add 2 tablespoonfuls of turpentine and mix well. The better the nutrition of the tree, the
more resistant is it likely to be to attack.
407. Btereum umbrinum Berk. et Curt. (Syns., Hymenochaete crassa (Lev.)
Berk., Cooke's Handbook of Australian Fungi, No. 1044; H. purpurea Cke.
et Morgan, Cooke No. 1046; H. Kal.chbrennerti Massee, Cooko No. 1048 ;
Corticiuon. miUrinum Thum.; Stereusn membranaceum Berk. et Curt. as determined by C., G. Lloyd; and probably S. papyri,num, Mont. as concerns
Peniophora pa,pyrina Mont., in Cooke No. 1049, p. 11, figure 82). (U'mbriaiu«,
umber) .-Effused with occasionally a slightly reflexed margin which may be less
than -kin. (4 mm.) deep, often forming extensive patches up to 6in. (15 cm.)
long, tending to crack into small areas. Pileus when present pilose, pallid.
Hymenium Snuff Brown (XXIX.) to Bister (XXIX.), Avellaneous to Wood Brown
and Army Brown (XL.), paler round the edges with tints of Vinaceous Purple
and Vinaceous Lilac (XLIV.), in the fresh plant often forming extensive areas
of the periphery, periphery sometimes Tawny Olive (XXIX.). Cystidia elongated
acuminate or slightly fusiform, slightly rough, brownish or vinaceous purple,
:~8 to 110 x 4 to 8.5 fJ-, occasionally 190 to 300 x 5.7 u,
Spores slightly curved,
7.5 to 8.5 x 3.5 u: South Australia-Mount Lofty, Stirling West, Kuitpo,
Encounter Bay, Kalangadoo (S.E.). M arch, May to July.
LLOYDEL,LA Bres.
(After Dr. C. G. Lloyd, the American mycologist who assisted very materially
in flie study of the higher forms of Australian fungi.)
Like Stereum but with hyaline cystidia. Here included under Stereum.
See Stereum radiato-fissuan; S. iUudens, and S. umbrinum.

HYMENOCHAETE Lev.
(Gr., hymcnc, a membrane; chaite, long flowing hair.)
, '.Receptacle coriaceous, firm, sessile, effuso-reflexed or resupinate. Hymenium
inferior, with an intermediate layer, setulose or velvety, even, rarely granular.
Spores white or coloured, elliptical, oval, subglobose, oblong, fusoid or cylindrical
ellipsoid; smooth. Cystidia or setae present, coloured. Perennial. Growing on
wood. ' '-Rea.
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408. Hymenochaete villosum Lev.(L., villosus, hairy) (Syn., according to
Dr. C. G. Lloyd, H. phaea Berk., H. strigosa B. et Br., H. spadicea B. et Br.
Stereum adustuan Lev. (weathered), and S. nigricans Lev.). Attached along
one edge, effuso-reflexed or effused. Pileus up to 3in. (7.5 cm.) laterally, llin.
(3.7 cm.) from before backwards when laterally attached, forming patches up to
6in. (15 cm.) or more long when effuso-reflexed, sometimes subimbricate. Pileus
velvety to strigose, zoned, often irregularly plicate, edge somewhat rounded, dark
brown (approaching Warm Sepia, XXIX., and Auburn, n., Brussels Brown, IlL,.
more tawny than Cinnamon Brown, xv.). Hymenium smooth or with irregular
folds, near Prout's Brown (xv.) '. Brussells Brown (IlL), the growing edge near
Antique Brown (IlL). Cystidia acuminate, dark brown, 45 to 66 x 8.3 to 13.5
t:t at the base. New South Wales.
Not yet recorded for South Australia.
,409. Hymenochaete tasmanica Mass. ~ (TasmanilOUrs, pertaining to Tasmania).
-Receptacle entirely resupinate with no free margin, 2 x 1in. (5 x 2.5 cm.) or
more, closely adherent, crustaceous, firm, brittle, cracking a little, surface rather
irregular with occasional small nodosities, pruinose from the cystidia, about 0.3
mm. thick, near Snuff Brown (xv.) or Prout '8 Brown (xv.}, the growing edge
paler and more brightly coloured (Ochraceous Tawny, xv.). Hyphae thickwalled, irregular, yellowish brown, 3 to 7.5 u, Cystidia tall, acuminate, narrow,
57 to 120 x 7 to 9.5 u, Spores ~ spherical, hyalilne, 4 u, ~.Quth Australia-cMylor, National Park, Ravine de Casoars (K.I.). March, April, June.
THELEPHORA Ehrh. (PHYLACTERIA (Pers.) Pat.)
(Gr., thele, the nipple; phoreo, to bear.)

(Gr., phylacterion, an amulet.)

, 'Fructifications pileate or clavate, coriaceous. Hymenium continuous with
the hymenophore and similar to it, inferior or amphigenous in a few species, even
or faintly ribbed or papillose. Basidia simple, 4-spored.
Spores coloured,
typically muricate but even, or rough-walled in a few species.' '-Burt.
410. The]ephora terre:stris Ehrh. (Syn., T. laoimiata Pers.) (L., terrestris,
belonging to the ea.rth ) .-Always found in Australia growing under or near
species of Pinus, and therefore unquestionably an introduced species. Often
forming a low irregular rosette, 6in. (12.5 cm.) or more in diameter. composed
of the overlapping compressed pilei which are often more or less, laciniate and
very irregular, occasionally with the pilei more distinct and imbricate, rarely
with occasional pilei definitely stalked, on the ground encrusting pine needles
and sometimes attached to fallen pine chips or the bases of pine trunks. Pilei
coarsely strigose, irregular and rough, dark brown becoming- bleached greyjsh
brown, often imperfectly developed; when young whitish and incrusting, then
frondose. Hymeni.um irregularly rugose and minutely nodular, warm dark brown
(near Verona Brown, XXIX., and Warm Sepia, XXIX., sometimes Cinnamon Drab,
XLVI.).
Sterile mycelium Cream Buff (xxx.). Spores angular, brown. 9.5 x
7 fJ-, 8 u, South Australia-Under Pinus insi~gni>s Don. (P. rad'iata Dougl.) and
probably other species of Pinu«. Adelaide, Beaumont, Mount Lofty, Kuitpo
Forest, Clarendon, Caroline State Forest (S.E.)', Kalangadoo (S.E.). April
to June.
CLADODERRIS PeTs.
(Gr., klados, a branch; derris, a Ieathern covering.}
, 'Receptacle coriaceous, pileate, sessile or produced behind into a stem-like
base. Hymenium inferior with fan-like folds or radiating, woody, branched riba
or veins. Spores white, elliptic oblong, smooth. Cystidia present. Growing on
wood. ' '-Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.
SKEPPERIA BeTk.
(Skepper, a personal name.)
, 'Receptacle very small with a short stalk expanding upwards to form a later~lly
in-rolled club-shaped or bonnet-shaped head,· cellular externally, thread-like
internally. Spores white. Cystidia 1-celled.' ' -Killermann.
No Australian species recorded.
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HYPOLYSSUS Berk.
(Gr., hypo, under ;lyo, lyso, to loosen.)
, 'Receptacle stalked, almost bowl-shaped, the interior solid, corky.
inferior, smooth, shining.' '-Killermann.

Hymenium

No Australian species recorded.

2. Hymenium seated directly on the mycelium.
EPITHELE Pat.
(Gr., epi, on; the le, the nipple.)
"Receptacle waxy or floccose, resupinate, effused. Hymenium smooth, interspersed with scattered sterile protuberances, caused by the breaking through of
fasciculate mycelial hyphae. Spores white, fusiform, smooth; basidia with 2-4
sterigmata. -Cyst.idia none. Growing on dead leaves, herbaceous stems and
wood.' '-Rea.
411. Epithele glauca (Cke.) Wakefield (Gr., glaukos, grey, pale-green, or
greenish-grey) .~For,Ining thin extensive effused, adglutinate, determinate, Dark
Gray to Light Drab (XLVI.) patches, up to 5in. x 1 ~in. (12.5 x 3.7 cm.), usually
smaller, often with outlying islands, occasionally cracking, densely beset with
minute granules or spines which Miss Wakefield has shown to be compos-ed of
fascicles of sterile brownish hyphae covered with deposits of crystals. Spores
, 'cylindric-ellipsoid, one side depressed, 8 to 9 x 2 to 2.5 f.L" (Wakefield). South
Australia-Blackfellows' Creek near Kuitpo (~). Queensland-Near Brisbane.
New South Wales-e-Mosman, Hawkesbury River, Bulladelah. Victoria-Cresswick.
June, August, November.
This is GrandJini.a qlomca of Cooke (vide Handbook of Australian Fungi, No.
961) which Miss Wakefield has shown is not a Grandinia but belongs to the
Thelephoraceae and seems best placed under Epithele.

ALEURODISCUS Rabenh.
(Gr., aleuron, flour, starch; disko«, a round platc.)
, 'Receptacle waxy floccose or 'crustaceous, becoming coriaceous; resupinate,
saucer-shaped with a free margin, or effused and adnate. Hymenium smooth,
pulverulent, often containing much granular or crystalline matter. Spores white,
large, ovoid, elliptical or subgloboid; smooth or echinulate; basidia Iarge with
4 stout sterigmata, intermixed with torulose, moniliform or racemose paraphyses
or sterile basidia. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
One species probably occurs. in South Australia but awaits identification.

ASTEROSTROMEL,LA v. Hohnel et Litsch.
(Gr., aster, a star; diminutive for stroma, anything spread out for lying or
sitting upon.)
"Receptacle effused, crumbly, floccose, thin-rnembranaceous or almost waxy.
Hyrnenium formed of sparsely distributed basidia in a felt work of dic~otomo~s
branching ramifying paraphyses (dichophyses), colourless or poorly sta~ned WIth
pointed ends, basidia club-shaped with 2-4 sterigmata. Spores thin-walled,
smooth, hyaline.' '-Killermann.
No Australian species recorded.

DENDROT'HELE v. Hohnel et Litsch.
(Gr., dendron, a tree; thele, the nipple.)
, 'Like Aleurodisou« but with warty setae (dendrophyses) forming projecting
structures on the hymenium.' ' -Killermann.
,N0 Australian species recorded..
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CORTICUM (Pers.)
(L., cortex, bark.)
"Receptacle waxy, crustaceous or floc-cose; resupinate or effused. Hymenium
smooth or tubercular, waxy, continuous, often cracked. Spores white very
rarely coloured; ovate, elliptical, globose, ob oval, pip-shaped, pyriform,' boatshaped, almond-shaped, subtriangular, cylindrical, cylindric ellipsoid, oblong or
sausage-shaped; smooth, rarely granular; basidia with 2-4-6-8 sterigmata, forming
a homogeneous hymenium, sometimes accompanied, with sterile basidia.
(cystidioles) . Cystidia none. Growing on wood, more rarely on leaves or on
the ground.' '-Rea.

KEY TO THE SPECIEIS, OF CORTICIUM, PENIOPHORA, AND
SEBACINA. Cinnamon buff.
Up to 25 cm., on dead wood, adnate, cracking into
polygonal masses mostly 0.5 mm. in size, margin
paler, subfloccose .. .. .. .. -.. .. .. .. .. 412. Corticium hydnans.
Whitish to ivory yellow and light buff.
Small encrusting patches, the margin radiating
fibrillose .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. 413. C. radiosuon,
Light buff.
Very extensive, thick, rarely cracking, covering
irregularities of substratum, spores spherical,
5 IJ-... •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• .• •• ••
414. C. portentosum.
Pale smoke grey, mouse grey, or drab grey.
Like a thin coat of paint, 2 to 5 x 0.5 to 1 cm.
in size, tending to crack .. .. .. .. ..
417.Peniophora cinerea.
Rather thick, tubercular, zonate within, 1 to 4 x
0.5 to 2 cm., sometimes as small round masses. 418. P. violaceo-livida.
Ivory yellow to pinkish buff.
11 x 3 cm., thin, adnate, tending to crack. Spores
13 to 16. x 5.5 to 8 IJ- •• •• •• •• •• ••
419. P. mont'ana.
Warm buff to chamois (near mustard yellow).
Fibrillose myc-elial cords spreading under fallen
bark, fructifications smooth, cream buff
420. P. sulphurina.
Whitish with greyish tinge.
Like a thick. layer of whitish paint, cracking,
margin sharply defined .. ..
553. Sebacina monticola.
412. Corticum hydnans (Schw.) Burt. (Syn., Radulsim. hydnans Schw.;
Corticum oolliculoeum: Berk. et Curtis). (Hydnans, here Hydnru-m-like).-"Fructifications long and widely effused (1 to 10 cm. long, 1 to 3 cm. wide), adnate, thin,
membranaceous, small pieces separable when moistened, pinkish-buff to cinnamonbuff in the herbarium, becoming more or less colliculose or somewhat tuberculate, cracking into polygonal masses 1 to 2 mm. in diameter, the margin whitish,
with hyphae interwoven; in structure 100 to 300 IJ- thick, not coloured, with
the hyphae longitudinally arranged next the substratum and then ascending and
interwoven to the hymenium, 2 to 3 IJ- in diameter, not' incrusted; no gloeocystidia ;
spores hyaline, even, 5 to 8 x 2.5 to 3.5 fJ..' '-Burt.

New South Wales-A specimen from Macquarie Pass, August, 1917, identified
by Prof. E. A. Burt, has f'ructifications 25 x 6 cm. in size, on dead wood, the
colour near Cinnamon Buff ( XXIX.), . closely adnate, cracking into polygonal
masses 0.3 to 1 mm. in size; the narrow margin. paler and with a hand lens
subfloccose. Not yet recorded for South Australia.
413. Corticium radiosum Fr. (Syn.." Thelephora radiosa Fr.; Corticium
peUiculum (Fr.) Karsten j Corticium alutaceum (Schrad.) Bresadola; Gloeocystidiru-m alutaceum (Schrad.) Bourdot . et Galzin). (L., radiosus, radiating)."Fructifications 3 to 15 cm. long, 1 to 7 cm. wide, broadly effused, thin, membranaceous, tender, small pieces separable, from whitish to ivory-yellow and
cream-buff in the herbarium, even, but little. cracked, the margin white, broad,
radiating, fibrillose; in section 100 to 300 IJ- thick, not coloured, composed of
densely interwoven, ascending hyphae rather crowded tog-ether except where
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separated by vesicular bodies which become greatly inflated and thin-walled
and are finally. up to 20 to 60 x 15 /L; spores hyaline, even or slightly rough,
subglobose, 4.5 to 7 /L or 6 x 4.5 to 5 /L. On decaying wood of coniferous species
usually.' '-Burt.
Burt states that it may be recognised by its occurrence on coniferous wood,
whitish or ivory-yellow colour, white fimbriate margin, subglobose spores about
6 /L in diameter and the presence in sections of very large vesicular bodies which
may be so inflated and have walls so tenuous that they appear as vesicular spaces
between the crowded hyphae.
South Australia-A specimen from Mount Lofty, June 21, 1924, was identified
by Professor E. A. Burt. 'I'he f'ructifications are patchy, 3 to 6 x 1 cm, in extent,
near Light Buff (xv.), or almost rusty-stained, paling towards the periphery, thin,
on rough bark encrusting some debris of leaves, etc., the margin whitish, broad,
radiating and fibrillose. Europe. North America. Alaska.
414. Corticium portentosum Berk, et Curtis. (Syn., C. diminuens Berk. et
Curtis). (L.,· portentosus, portentous, strange) .-' 'Fructifications long and widely
effused (4 to 12 cm. x 2 to 4 cm.), thick, eoriaccous-soft, small pieces separable
when moistened, white, becoming light buff to warm buff in the herbarium, even,
only rarely cracked, the margin often whitish, pubescent-villose; in section 150
to 1,000 /L thick, coloured like the hymenium, becoming zonate or stratose when
thick, composed of very densely interwoven, tough hyphae, about 1 to 2 /L in
diameter, not incrusted, not nodose-septate, protruding in the hymenial surface
as curved paraphyses; more or less. numerous aggregations of mineral matter
may be immersed in the substance; no gloeocystidia; basidia few; spores hyaline,
even, spherical, 4.5 to 7 /L in diameter, few present usually. In bark and wood
of logs of frondose species.' '-Burt.
Burt says that it may be recognised by its large, whitish, coriaceous fructifications on f'rondose logs, which become zonate within in thick specimens, and
have globose spores 6 /L in diameter, and the slender branches of the interwoven
hyphae exceeding the basidia and forming the hymenial surface.
South Australia and New Soutli Wales-Specimens have been identified by
Professor E. A. Burt from Kangaroo Island, May, 1925, and from Wingham,
N.S.W. Fructifications veTy extensive, up to 30 x 10 cm. or more, covering the
irregularities of dead wood, thick, Light Buff (xv.j , only occasionally cracking;
hyphae very fine, 1 to 1.5 /L, irregular, intricately interwoven; spores subspherical,
5 /L. Europe.
South Africa.
North and South America.
West Indies.
Philippine Islands.

CORTICIUM.

SUBGENUS GLOEOCYSTIDIUM Karst.

(Gr., qloios, sticky; kystis, a bladder.)
, 'Differs from Cortioiaim. in possessing gloeocystidia, generally immersed in
the tissue, which resemble cystidia, .but their walls are never thickened or
incrusted with crystalline deposits.' '-Rea.
No Australian species recorded.

ASTEROSTROMA Masse.
(Gr., aster, a star; stroma, anything spread out for lying or sitting upon.)
"Receptacle effused or reflexed, at first thread-like. Hvmenium with starshaped brown setae. Spores globose or elongated.' '-Killermann.
415. Asterostroma sp.-Forming thin incrusting Honey-Yellow (xxx.) patches,
up to 1in. x -!in. (2.5 x 1.2 cm.), tending to run together, edge rather indefinite,
surface subvillose. Substance with star-shaped and prong-like bodies, the prongs
acicular and acute, 9 /L long, base 2.5 p" yellowish, in a felted mass with the
hyphae. Spores not seen. South Australia-Near Bakers Gully, Clarendon.
June.
BONIA Pat.
(After Bon, a collector in East Asia.)
, 'Receptacle leathery or papery, reflexed or deeply concave. Hymenium rough
with short, close-set many-·celled setae almost Hydnum-like.' '-Killermann.
No Australian species recorded.
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ORISTELLA Pat. (THELEPHORA (Ehrh.) Fr. p.p.)
(L., cristella, a little crest.)
"Receptacle waxy, firm, effused, incrusting. Hymenium smooth or tubercular.
Spores white, ovoid or 0 boval, echinulate; basidia clavate, with 2-4 sterigmata.
Cystidia none. Growing on the ground, on wood, mosses or dead herbaceous
stems. ' '-Rea.
No Australian species recorded.
HYPOCHNUS

(FT.) Karst.

(Gr., hypo, under; chnoos, fine down.)
"Receptacle floccose or felt-like, resupinate, effused. Hvmenium smooth or
papillose. Flesh coloured, soft, loose. Spores coloured, rough, verrucose or
echinulate; globose, subglobose, elliptical, ovoid or angular; basidia sometimes
in scattered clusters, with 2-4 sterigmata. Growing on wood, mosses or on the
ground. ' '-Rea.

416. Hypochnus ctnerascens Karst. ~ (L., cimerascens, becoming ash-colour) .-\
Receptacle 1!in. (3.7 cm.) , effused, adnate, dry, floccose round .the edge,
hymenium minutely granular, between Drab and Hair Brown (XLVI.), edge pallid,
flesh loose, easily disintegrated. Hyphae slightly tinted, rough from lime (f)
encrustation, 3.7 to 5 u, Spores nodular, dull greyish-brown, 5.5 to 7 u; Following the inequalities of rough bark. South Australia-Mount Lofty. May,
England.
HYPOCHNELLA 8chroet.
(Diminutive of H ypoohnus.)
"Same characters as Hypoch1VUS but differing in the smooth, elliptical, violet
spores. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
No Australian species recorded.
J AAPIA Bres.
(After Otto Jaap.)
, 'Resupinate, effused, emarginate, flocculose-pulverulent, with the habit of
some Corticia or of a pale H ypochnus. Spores straw-coloured, subelliptical,
hyaline appendiculate.' '-Rea.
No Australian species recorded.
CONIOPHORA (DC.)

Pers.

(Gr., konis, dust; phero, I bear.)
, 'Receptacle fleshy, waxy, subcoriaceous or membranaceous, resupinate, effused.
Hymenium smooth, subundulate tubercular, or granular. Spores coloured, elliptical, navicular or subfusiform, smooth. Cystidia none. Growing on wood, or
on the ground.' '-Rea.
One probable species has been collected in South Australia but has not yet
been identified.
CONIOPHO'RELLA Karst.
(Diminutive of Coniophora.)
, 'Like Coniophora but with long, cylindrical cystidia.' '-Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.
PENIOPHORA Cooke.
(Gr., penion, a shuttle; phero, I bear.)
"Receptacle waxy, coriaceous, cartilaginous, membranaceous, submembranaceous floccose or filamentous; resupinate, effused. Hymenium waxy, floccose or
pUlve~ulent; smooth, rarely tubercular. Spores white, rarely pink, or yellowish,
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elliptical, subelliptical, globose, subglobose, oboval, clavate, subcylindrical, fusiform, oblong, needle-shaped or sausage-shaped; smooth; basidia with 2-4 sterigmata, sometimes accompanied by cystidioles. Cystidia hyaline, rarely coloured,
fusiform, oboval, elliptical, subglobose, subulate, conical, acicular, filiform,
cylindrical, 'clavate or capitate, sometimes septate, and with clamp connections,
smooth or incrusted with crystalline granules,generally thick-walled, sometimes
thin-walled and then projecting, not immersed in the tissue. Growing on wood,
more rarely on leaves or on the ground.' '-Rea.
417. Peniophora cinerea (Pers. ) Cooke. (Syns., Corticium cinereum Pers.;
Kneiffia cinerea (Fr.) Bresad.; Corticiuan !u,migatum de Thiim. ; Thelephora
lilacina Schw.; Peniophora lilacina (Sch.) Mass.) (L., cinereus, of an ashcolour) ._u Fructifications 2 to 5 x 0.5 to 1 cm., when scattered 2 to 5 mm. in
diameter, effused, closely adnate, very thin, in small patches becoming confluent,
lurid, ashy in various shades as pale drab-grey, pale mouse-grey and cinnamondrab, pruinose, waxy, becoming cracked in drying; in section 50 to 100 fJ- thick
usually, brownish, darker and opaque near .the substratum, the. hyphae densely
interwoven, 3 .fJ- in diameter, somewhat coloured; cystidia incrusted, 25 to 40 x
4.5 t09 fJ-, distributed throughout the section; spores hyaline, even, cylindric,
6 to 9 x 2 to 3 fJ-, borne 4 to a basidium. On fallen limbs of f'rondose and
coniferous species. Probably cosmopolitan.' '-Burt.
Burt states that it may be recognised by its resemblance to a thin coat of
ashy grey or slightly tinted paint on the bark of fallen limbs; with a hand -Iens
the substance in sections is brownish.
New South Wales-A specimen from Milson Island, Hawkesbury River, April,
1915, has been identified by Prof. E. A .. Burt. F'ructifica.tions as irregular
patches, 4 x 0.5 cm. in size, very thin, like a slight coat of paint, near Pale
Smoke Gray (XLVI.) , tending to crack, margin a little indefinite.
418. Peniophora violaceo-Iivtda (Bommf.} Bresadola. (L., »iolaceue, violet;
lividus,. dusky, livid) .-' 'Fructifications 1 to 4 x 0.5 to 2 cm., often with· the
component masses rounded, 5 to 7 mm. in diameter, somewhat effused, closely
adnate, rather thick, tubercular, pale mouse-gray to drab gray, often round; in
section brownish, 100 to 300 fJ- thick, becoming zonate within, darker and opaque
next the substratum, the hyphae somewhat coloured, densely arranged, erect;
cystidia incrusted, 20 to 30 x 6 to 9 fJ-, distributed in all regions, very numerous;
spores hyaline, even, curved, 6 to 9 x ·2.5 to 4 u: On fallen limbs.' ' -Burt.
South Australia-Mount Lofty (identified by Professor Burt ) ,National Park.
Europe. North America. June.
419. Peniophora montana Burt. (L., montanus, from the type having been
found in a mountainous area) .-" Fructifications effused, thin, adnate, tender,
whitish to ivory-yellow, widely cracked in drying and showing the loose subiculum
on the sides of the crevices, the margin thinning out, somewhat floccose; in
section 200 to 225 fJ- thick, not coloured, composed of loosely interwoven, thinwalled, hyaline hyphae 4 to 5 fJ- in diameter, not incrusted, not nodose-septate, of
irregular outline; no gloeocystidia; cystidia hair-like, not incrusted, conical,
tapering to a sharp apex, 6 to 9 fJ- in diameter at the base, protruding up to 40 fJ-;
spores hyaline, even, cylindric, slightly curved,12 to 14 x 4 to 5 fJ-.' '--:-Burt.
A specimen from Mount Remarkable, August, 1927, has been identified by
Prof. E. A. Burt. The fructification, 11 x 3 cm. in extent, covers in rather a
patchy fashion the inequalities of a fibrous bark, evidently from an Eucalypt.
It is thin, adnate, Pale Pinkish Buff to Pinkish Buff (XXIX.), tending to crack
a little in places, with a few small nodosities due to the substratum, the edge
rather indefinite and with a lens subfloccose. Spores hyaline, elliptical, 13 to 15
x 5.5 to 7 u, Another specimen is on old wood. Also Flinders Range, near
Quorn, August, 1921 (spores 13 to 16 x 6.5 to 8 fJ-).
420. Peniophora sulphurina (Karst.) v. Hohnel et Litschauer. (Byns.,
Tomentella sulphurina Karst.; H ypoohnus sulphu'rin11J8 (Karst.) Sacc.).
(L.,
sulphurinus, for sulphureus, colour of sulphur jc-e-' Fructifications effused, 2 to
6 cm. long, 1 to 2 cm. broad, adnate, the hymenium drying clay colour,thin,
brittle,even, here and there cracked and showing the mustard-yellow subiculum,
the margin fibrillose-byssoid, mustard-yellow; in section 150 to 400 fJ- thick, pale
yellow, with the hyphae loosely arranged, thin-walled, 4 to 6 fJ- in diameter,
occasionally nodose-septate, some hyphae granule-incrusted; cystidia hair-like,
not incrusted, 3 to 6 fJ- in diameter, protruding up to 30 fJ-, not numerous ; spores
hyaline, even, 3 to 4 x 2 to 2.5 /L.' '-Burt. Europe. North America.
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South Australia-A sterile specimen from Encounter Bay, January, 1925, has
been identified by Professor E. A. Burt. Fructifications, patchy,· up to 15 x 4
cm., on the underlying side of thick sheets of fallen Eucalyptus bark. The
periphery fibrillose-byssoid with, coarse spreading strands, Warm Buff (xv.) to
Chamois (xxx.) , darker than mustard-yellow in colour. The consolidated' older
portion is smooth, almost glazed, Cream Buff (xxx.) and paler in colour. Hynhae
5.5 to occasionally 11 f.L in diameter, occasionally septate, granule-incrusted, often
flattened, yellowish. Also Mount Lofty (near Antimony Yellow, xv.). New
South Wales-Neutral Bay (Warm Buff xv., under surface brighter, yellower
than Yellow Ochre, xv., spores 5.2 to 5.5 x 2 .f.L, on fallen trunk) . January,
May, June, October.

WIESNERINA v. Hohnel.
(After Wiesner, an Austrian botanist,')
, 'Receptacle very small, hemisphorical, on a narrowed base, bristly. Hymenium
superior. Basidia with 2-4 sterigmata. Cystidia numerous, very long, lanceolate,
rough, springing from the base of the receptacle. Spore smooth, white.' ' Killermann.
No Australian species recorded.
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7. CYPHE,LLACEAE.
Hymenium covering the whole of the interior .of cup-shaped, urceolate or
cylindrical receptacles; smooth or veined.
CYT'IDIA Quel. (= AURICUL,ARIOPSIS R. Maire.)
(Gr., 1cytos, a hollow vessel.)
"Receptacle coriaceous-gelatinous, cup-shaped, sessile, scattered, crowded, or
confluent. Hymenium smooth, becoming wrinkled or veined. Spores white or
slightly coloured; boat-shaped, globose, or cylindrical; smooth; basidia elongate,
narrow, cylindrical with 4 thin, short sterigmata. Growing on wood.' '~Rea.
No. 546, Auricularia. sp, (see p, 329) proves to be Oytidia flocculenta (Fr.)
v. Hohn, et Lits. National Park.
CYPHELLA Fr.
. (Gr., 1cyphella, the hollow of the ear.)
"Receptacle waxy, membranaceous orsubgelatinous, cup-shaped or urceolate;
stipitate, sessile, or pendulous. Hymenium smooth, rugulose, or veined. Spores
white, elliptical, obovate, globose, prunif'orrn, subpyriform, ovate, clavate or pipshaped, smooth; basidia clavate, with 2-4 sterigmata. Cystidia rarely present.
Growing on wood, bark, herbaceous stems and mosses; scattered or gregarious.' , Rea.
421. Cyphella muscigena (Pers.) Fr. (L.,musous" a moss; genus, birth).Pure white, usually about lino (3 mm.), sometimes :lino (6 mm.j ," Cyphella-shaped,
occasionally more open, flaring or trumpet-shaped, sometimes with the edges
turned out to forma slight flange, often deep and bell-shaped, or with a narrow
mouth, externally slightly strigose or dull. Hymenial surface sometimes with
folds which are rarely deep, irregular and gill-like with thick edges. Attached
above by a narrow base. Spores pear-shaped, 8 x 6.5 JL. Attached to moss, under
sides of stones, dead leaves, etc. South Australia-On a shady bank, Greenhill
Road. July.
SOLENIA Hoffrn.
(Gr., siJl.en, a pipe.)
"Receptacle coriaceous or membranaceous; tubular, cylindrical, cup-shaped or
pyriform, sessile, seated on a superficial, felt-like, then floccose and fugacious
mycelium. Hymenium smooth. Spores white, elliptical, cylindrical, globose, or
subglobose ; basidia clavate, with 2-4 sterigmata. Growing on wood, gregarious
or fasciculate, rarely solitary.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species yet recorded.
POROT'HELIUM

Fr.

(Gr., poros, a pore; thele, the nipple.)
, 'Receptacles cup-shaped, sessile, more or less crowded, distinct, seated on or
immersed in a membranaceous or floccose stroma. Hymenium smooth. Spores
white, oblong, elliptical, or linear oblong; smooth; basidia with 2-4 sterigmata.
Cystidia none. Growing .on wood.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species yet recorded.
P'HAEOCYPHELLA Pat.
(Gr., phaios, dusky; 1cyphella, the hollow of the ear.)
, 'Receptacle waxy, fleshy or membranaceous; cup-shaped or urceolate, sessile,
pendulous. Hymenium smooth, rugulose or wrinkled. Spores coloured, elliptical
or subglobose; smooth, punctate, verrucose, or echinulate; basidia with 2-4
sterigmata. Growing on wood or on mosses.' '-Rea.
No Australian species recorded.
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CLAVARIACE:A.E.
Receptacle erect, dendroid, coralloid,
Hymenium more or less amphigenous.

simple

or

branched,

never

pileate.

CLAVARIA (Vaill.) Fr.
(L., clava, a club.)
"Receptacle fleshy or subcoriaceous, 'erect, branched or simple and clavate,
smooth or longitudinally striate. Hymenium even, amphigenous, absent in the
stem-like portion of the simple clubs. Spores white or ochraceous, rarely reddish
ochre or brownish; elliptical, globose, subglobose, oboval, pip-shaped, pyriform,
almond-shaped, reniform, oblong, oblong elliptical or subfusiform; smooth,
punctate or verrucose; basidia with 2-4 sterigmata. Cystidia none. Putrescent.
Growing on the ground or on wood; solitary, gregarious, caespitose or caespitoseconnate.' '-Rea.
The genus comprises the fleshy Coral Fungi which may be simple club-shaped
structures sometimes hollow and sometimes delicate, or sparingly branched in a
regular or irregular manner, or antler-like in the branching, or repeatedly and
densely branched to form coral-like masses or even to resemble a cauliflower.
Some of the species are richly coloured in yellow, orange or buff.

KEY TO TIHE SPECIES.
Plants branched.
When mature more or less yellowish, buff, pinkish
cinnamon or vinaceous buff.
Spores mostly
ochraceous.
Large, up to 5 to 10 cm. high. Base thick,
of a single or of compacted stems.
Mustard yellow.
Base of compacted
stems. Ends of branches with blunt
prongs. Spores 5.5 to 8 x 4 to 5 IJ- •• 422. C. sinapicolor,
Ochraceous salmon to ochraceous buff or
capucine orange to
orange buff.
Cauliflower-like. Spores usually 9 to
423. C. ochraceo10 x 4 IJ- • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
saluumicotor,
Vinaceous pink, vinaceous russet, vinaceous fawn or pinkish cinnamon. Spores
11 to .16 x 3.5 to 5.5 IJ- •• •• •• •• •• 424. C. auetraiuma.
Pinkish tussore to brownish salmon. The
slender primary branches becoming
flattened, 'ending in slender processes.
Spores subspherical, 5.2 to 7 IJ- •• •• 425. C. complanata.
Medium sized, under ·5 cm.
Pale ochraceous buff, tough but flaccid.
Stem short, branches crowded, erect.
'Spores 5.5 to 7.5 x 3.7 IJ-.
Under
conifers .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 426. C. fiaccida.
Ochraceous buff. Stem slender, to 1in.,
with white mycelium. Spores slightly
irregular, 5.5 x 3.5 IJ-. Under pines .. 427. C. gracilis.
Vinaceous fawn, vinaceous buff to pinkish
cinnamon, -! to 2in. Branches few or
numerous, very irregular. Spores subspherical, 7 to 10 IJ- •• ••
. . , ••• 428. C. ,vinaceo-cervina.
Small.
Delicate.
Capucine yellow to chrome.
Dichotomously forking 2 to 4 times.
Spores slightly irregular, 4 x 3.5 IJ- •• 429. C. crocea.
Plants variously coloured, spores hyaline.
Whitish, very variable, small.
Branches
irregular, few or many, ends often cristate.
Spores subspherical, 9 x 7.5 f,L.. •• ••.•• 430. C. cristata:
Drab (greyish), I! to 3in. , simple to densely
'branched. Spores spherical, 8 to 9 fJ- •• 431. C. cinerea (see
C. vinaceo-cervina).
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Plants simple, rarely branched.
Tufted, sometimes single.
Yellow (salmon-orange in our plants), to 2tin.,
stout, thickest near the middle, hollow.
Spores spherical, 4 to 5.8 f.J- •• •• •• ••
Whitish, becoming buff when drying, rarely
with short prongs. Spores 5.5 x 2 f.J- ••
Solitary or in srnall groups.
White or pallid, about 1tin., clubs thickened
upwards, rugose, sometimes irregularly
branched.
Spores subspherical, 5.6 to
7.5 f.J- ., • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Drab (greyish). Simple forms of .. ..
Coral red under whitish bloom ..
Capucine yellow, deep chrome, etc.
Clubshaped, ~ . to 2iin., simple, occasionally
pronged. Spores subspherical, 4 to 8 f.J- ••

432. C. [usiformis.
433. C. vermicularis.

434. C. subruqosa.
431. C. cinerea.
435. C. corallino-rosacea.
436. C. auramiia.

[Photo. by Jeffrey.

Figure 58.-0lavaria sima.picoior Clel. (No. 422).

Mount Lofty.

422. Clavaria sinapicolor Clel. (L., sinapis, mustard; color,colour) .-Densely
branched forming massea up to 2:1 x 2lin. and 3 x 3in. (5.6 x 5.6 cm. and 7.5 x
7.5 cm.), near Mustard Yellow (XVI.) or yellower, Straw Yellow (XVI.) and
Colonial Buff (xxx.), N ap.1es Yellow. (XVI.) or dingier, or Light Orange Yellow
(rrr.j , when old near Chamois (xxx.) but yellower towards the tips or near
Cinnamon Buff (XXIX.), the bases of the branches paler. the stem whitish. The
main branches are compacted into a broad mass at the base up to l-lin. (3.1 cm.)
thick. Dividing upwards repeatedly by very. narrow angles into closely pressed
nearly vertical more or less rounded rather slender slightly rugose branches, at
first -lino (6.5 mm.), then kin. (3.2 mm.) and then less in diameter, the last -l to
~in. ending usually in numerous rather blunt prongs, some very short, often with
wider angles between them than in the branches. Spore mass slightly but
distinctly buff-tinted or old gold.. Spores obliquely pear-shaped to elliptical,
slightly tinted microscopically, 5.5 to 8 occasionally 10.4 x 3.8 to 4.5, occasionally
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5 IJ-. On the ground, usually in Eucalyptus (e.g., E. obli:qua) forests. South
Australia-Mount Lofty, Kuitpo, National Park. New South Wales-National
Park, Kendall, Milson Island in Hawkesbury R. May to August. (Figure 58.)
423. Cavaria ochraceo-salmonicolor Clel. (L., ochraceus, ochraceous; salmonicolor, salmon-coloured) .-Compact, cauliflower-Iike, 1:i to 4!in. (4.4 to 11 cm.)
usually about 2!in. (6.2 cm.) high, 2 to 5in. (5 to 12.5 cm.) broad in larger
specimens. From a thick pallid base up to 1in. (2.5 cm. ) wide, dividing into
stout branches (up to ~in., 10 mm., thick) and these again dividing three to
five times to end in blunt prong-like processes capped by s-everal blunt teeth a
few mm. long, angles rather rounded, branches with longitudinal rugae. Colour
Antimony Yellow (xv.), Light Ochraceous Salmon (xv.) , Ochraceous Salmon
(xv.), Light OcIiraceous Buff (xv.) or Apricot Buff (xv.) when drying; when
young Capucine Orange (IlL), the tips yellower, which yellow may be lost· when
older; tips sometimes Warm Buff (xv.) or Ochraceous Buff (xv.). Spores
elongated pear-shaped 'with an oblique apiculus, in the mass yellowish-brown,
microscopically slightly tinted, 7.5 to 13 x 3.7 to 5.5 !J-, usually about 9 to 10
x 4, IJ-. South Australia-Mount Lofty, Willunga Hill, Encounter Bay, Second

[From wa-tercolour by Af,is8 Fice aeh..

Figure

59.-C~a,varia

auctrobiama. Olel, (NO!. 424).

Mount Lofty.

Valley Forest Reserve, Bangham (S.E.), McDonnell Bay (S.E.), Kalangadoo
(S.E.), Caroline State Forest near Mount Gambier. Victoria-Ararat. New
South Wales-i-Kangaroo Valley. April to July.
A more orange or yellow form also occurs in the same localities (e.q., Mount
Lofty, Willunga Hill), similarly cauliflower-like, of the same size, base whitish,
main branches stout and rugose, dividing three or four times to end in short
processes a few mm. long dividing into several small knob-like projections, angles
sometimes acute, branches pressed together, flesh whitish, spores usually about
9 to 10 x 4 to 5!J-. Branches Pale Orange Yellow, Capucine Orange, Orange-Buff
(rrr.), near Buff Yellow (IV.) or yellower to Antimony Yellow (XV.), or between
Yellow Ochre and Buckthorn Brown (xv.). This, and especially the orange form,
is probably the Australian representative of Claoaria aurea Schaeff. var a~stra7Jis
Coker, Coker in "The Clavarias of the United States and Canada" describing
the variety as being. between capucine orange' and orange buff of Ridgeway all
over except the base which is nearly white, but 'easily staining vinaceous brown
when handled (not noted in our plants). He gives the spores as 11 to 13 x 3.9 to
4.4 fJ., minutely rough.
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,424. Olavaria australiana Clel. (Austra.lianus, Australian) .-D'ensely branched
2! t? 6!in. (6 to 1~ cm.) high and 4 to 6!in. (10 to 16 cm.) broad, the base up
to 3In. (7.5 cm.) thick, first branches up to 2in. (5 cm.) thick, the main branches
Vinaceous Pink, Buff Pink, Congo Pink, Vinaceous Russet, Pecan Brown, Walnut
Brown (all XXVIII.), Light Vinaceous Cinnamon, Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.),
Pale Brownish Vinaceous (XXXIX.), Vinaceous Buff or Vinaceous Fawn (XL.);
the tips Vinaceous Fawn to Fawn Colour (XL.) or Japan Rose (XXVIIL). Contracting uniformly from above to a broad conical base of several stout compacted
stems. The thick main branches spread somewhat and divide rather sparingly
and very irregula.rly till the last ~in. (1.8 cm.) is reached. Here they divide
frequently into numerous blunt irregular prongs, often at wide angles, the prongs
often divided again and flattened. The stout main branches and the branchlets
are definitely rugose.
Spore mass slightly but definitely coloured (pale
ochraceous); spores- microscopically slightly coloured, elongated, oblique, ~mummy
shaped, not striate, 11 to 13 to 16 x 3.5 to 5.5 fJ-, rarely 8.5 x 4 p: On the ground.
South Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, Willunga Hill. April to July.
(Figure 59.)
425. Olavarfa complanata Clel. (L., complanare, to make flat).-Forming a
mass 3in. (7.5 cm.) high and 5in. (12.5 crn.) broad. From the solid base
dividing repeatedly into slender branches which then become flattened and
expanded, and then again divide into slender digitate processes lino (6 mm.)
long, pale pinkish tussore, becoming brownish salmon, when damp staining paper
pinkish salmon. Spores hyaline, subspherical, 5.2 to occasionally 7 u, New
South Wales-Sydney suburb, probably Hornsby, June.
426. Olavaria fiaccida Fr. (L., fiaccidu«, flabby).~Up to llin. (3 cm.) high,
Pale Ochraceous Buff (xv.), stem sometimes LightOchrace~us Buff, with some
white mycelial threads amongst the moss in which it grew. Much branched from
a usually short stem; branches crowded, erect, tending to be flattened, sometimes
slightly rugose, ends more or less cristate with short acute processes. Spores
pear-shaped, oblique, slightly tinted, microscopically, 5.5 to 7.5 x 3.7 u, South
Australia-In moss under Calli:tris propinqua R.Br. (Pinaceae), Bangham Forest
(S.E.). May.
This Australian plant seems best referred to C. flaccula Fr. of Europe, the
United States; etc. This is characterised by i ts growth amongst moss and leaves
in coniferous woods; small size (3' to 4 cm.), tough but flaccid texture; bright
ochraceous colour with paler tips and whitish base; crowded, erect. and repeatedly
forked branches with the upper axils rounded; and ochraceous spores very finely
punctate or minutely warted. C. abietina Fr. is similar but larger and turns
green when bruised.
427. Olavaria gracilis' Pers. (L., gracilis, slender).-Variable in size and shape,
growing in tufts, sometimes with sheets of white mycelium at the base, up to
I! to 2!in. (3.7 to 6.2 cm.) high, with a slender stem (4 mm. thick), sometimes
1in. (2.5 cm.) long but usually shorter, repeatedly branching in an upright
fashion like the branches of a tree or spreading laterally (up to 1!in., 3.7 cm.),
in general appearance of a pale buffy tint (between Light Ochraceous Buff and
Warm Buff, xv.; Pale Ochraceous Buff, xv.), the colour persisting to the base,
apices paler. After branching several times, sometimes antler-like, the stems
end in short acute processes several mm. long terminating in sharp teeth presenting sometimes a cristate appearance, branches sometimes flattened, sometimes
rugose. Spores oblique, slightly irregular, microscopically slightly tinted, 5.5 x
3.5 u, In tufts, sometimes with a suggestion of ring formation, on the forest
floor under Pinus radiata Don. (P. insignis Dougl.). South Australia-Mount
Burr State Forest (S.E.). United States of America. May.
428. Clavaria vinaceo-cervina Clel. (L., vinaceus, wine-coloured; ceroinue,
fawn).-Plants ~ to 2in. (1.2, to 5 cm.) high, nearly vertical or slightly spreading,
from a short stem-like base very irregularly branching, sometimes with only a
few branches or prong-like divisions, sometimes with a number of small branches,
ultimate divisions short, prong-like, mostly blunt, sometimes acute and .thorn-like,
sometimes awl-like or finger-like, often fastigiate, the branches often Irregularly
flattened and the whole plant rugose, usually relatively slender but in some
collections stouter and more knobby, Vinaceous Fawn (XL.) to Fawn Color (XL.),
near a pale Vinaceous Russett (XXVIII.), deeper. than Vi~aceous Buff (XL.),
between Vinaceous Buff and A vellaneous (XL.), V maceous -PInk (XXVIII.) at the
tips with the stem Vinaceous Fawn (XL.), greyer than Buff Pink (XXVIII.), or
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Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.) with a fine bloom giving a vinaceous pink colour tinge
on the pinkish cinnamon, base of stem pallid. Spores subspherical, 6.8 to 9 f.L,
8 x 6.5 f.L, 9 to 10 x 8 to 8.8 u; On the ground under .trees amongst shrubs.
South Australi:;t-Stirling West, Mount Lofty, Belair, Clare. April, June to
August. (Plate VIII. Figure 3.)
Before describing this species as new, a specimen was submitted to Miss E. M.
Wakefield of Kew who reported that it was probably new and, not a European or
American species. The specimens, described further on under No. 431, Clavaria
cinerea, seem to be merely drab-coloured forms of this; species. A~, howeven,
they agree well with the descriptions of C. cinerea, they have been placed
provisionally under that species. Probably C. vinaceo-cervina is the Australian
representative of C. cinerea.
429. Clavaria crocea Pers, (L., croceus, saffron-coloured) .-Capucine Yellow
to Deep Chrome (n.') , about iin. (1.8 cm.) high, dichotomously forking 2 to 4
times, angles rounded, ultimate segments slender, rounded, short or long, blunt
or ending in a more acute point. Spores pear-shaped, sometimes faintly irregular,
coloured, 4 x 3.5 u, South Australia-In dense undergrowth in stringy-bark
forest, Eagle-on-the-Hill. United States of America. June. (Figure 60.)

Figure 60.-Clavaria croceo. Pers. (No. 429).

Ea.gle-on-the-Hill.

X3.

430. Olavaria crtstata (Holmsk.) Fr. (L., cristatus, crested).-Whitish, about
iin. (18 mm.) high. Compactly branched from a base of several .relatively
stout short branches, the terminal branches showing a number of usually acute
short prong-like processes. Spores pear-shaped to subspherical, 9 x 7.5 u., 7.5 x
5.5 u, South Australia-Boaumont near Adelaide. Europe, etc. June.
. 431. Clavaria cinerea (Bull.) Fr. ~ (L., cinereus, the colour of ashes) .-Light
Cinnamon Drab, Cinnamon Drab, Drab (XLVI.) or greyer, 'Or Buffy Brown to Olive
Brown (XL.), sometimes more pallid at the base, when dry grey pruinose with
the tips blackish. Variable, 1 ~ to 3in. (3.7 to 7.5 cm.) high and up to 2in.
(5 cm.) broad, sometimes relatively simple with a moderately stout stem
attenuated at the base, more or less nodular, ending in several tubercular knobs
or branching irregularly to end in short prongs; sometimes from one or several
stems dividing frequently and irregularly into somewhat flattened, more or less
tuberculate-rugose, upwardly directed or slightly spreading, branches ending in
short nodular or subacute prongs. Sometimes caespitose. Spores subspherical,
with a gutta, 8 to 11 f.l, 9 x 7.5 u, South Australia-Mount Lofty. June, July.
See the remarks under No. 428, C. vinaceo-cervina.
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432. Clavaria f'usiformis (Sow.) Fr. (L., lusus, a spindle; forma, shape).Caespitose to connate, rich salmon-orange becoming more salmon tinted. Clubs
2iin. ( 6 cm.) x -lino (6 mm.) thick, narrow, spindle-shaped, often twisted, sometimes compressed, hollow, the cavity lined by pallid salmony-white flesh, the
outer flesh darker, finally sometimes bursting irregularly above with yellowish
tips, leaving an irregular trumpet-shaped opening. Sterigmata 4, sometimes 2;
spores subspherical, smooth, white, 4 to 5.8 u, New South Wales-Under moist
rocks, Hawkesbury River; Narrabesn. Europe. United States of Am-erica.
January, August, November.
433. Olavarla vermtcutaris T'r. (L., oer-mioularis, worm-like).-White with a
tint of Warm Buff (xv.) at the apices. Densely tufted, 1in. (2.5 cm.) high,
rather club-shaped, attenuated downwards, simple or with occasional knobs or
one or two short apical prongs, apices blunt (acute in British specimens). Spores
5.5 x 2 u, South Australia-On the ground, MacDonnell Bay (S.E.). May.
434. Clavaria subrugosa Clel. (Sub, here near the speciesC. ruqosa. Fr.).White becoming slightly dingy, pallid whitish becoming pale greyish brown,
pallid greyish white or near Cartridge Buff (xxx.). Up to 1-l to 2in. (3.1 to
5 cm.), base slender, expanding a little upwards, sometimes flattened, simple or
dividing irregularly .into several upward terete filiform or flattened prongs or
lobes, more or less irregularly rugose, solid. In small groups. Spores spherical,
5.6 to 7.5 u, South Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park. April, June, July.
The spores for British specimens of C. rugosa are given by Cotton and. W akefield as 9 to 11 x 8 to 9 u, Coker (" The Clavarias of. the United States and
Canada' ') places C. rugosa as a form of C. cristata which he considers as very
variable. We have cristate plants which we a!ssign to C. oristata and it seems
advisable to apply a definite name to these more simple, non-cristate specimens
whose spores do not agree in size with C. ruqosa of the English authors.
435. Clavaria coralltno-rosacea Clel. (Gr., koraUion, coral; L., rosaceus,
rosy) .-Clubs simple, occasionally forked several times, up to It to 2-lin. (4 to
5.G cm.) high, prongs when present up to 1 cm. long, slender, attenuated downwards and also sometimes upwards, sometimes rather flattened and grooved,
solid, coral red or rosy pink (when moist a little-=.,uinker than Morocco Red,
Dauthenav, PI. 95, Ton. 1; when drying shades of Coral Red, Pale Scarlet,
Salmon Pink, PI. 76), often pruinose above, when buried under leaves base
whit.ish. Flesh light coral red. Spores som-ewhat pear-shaped, 6 x 3.4 to 4 u, On
the ground, sometimes under Laniama: New South Wales-Mosman and Neutral
Bay, Sydney. April and June.
436. Olavaria aurantia Cooke et Massee. (L., auromtvue, orange coloured).Simple, very rar-ely with several small prongs above, single or in groups, occasionally tufted, ! to 21in. (1.2 to 6.2 cm.) high, club-shaped, up to 4 mm. thick
above, attenuated downwards becoming often very slender below, rarely attenuated
both ways, often twisted, occasionally slightly rugose above, sometimes slightly
flattened, Capucine Yellow (IlL), Deep Chrome (rrr.) , Light Cadmium (IV.), or
Yellow Ochre (XV.), when dry. Spores subspheric3-1, faintly tinted, 4.1 to 8 f.I.
(in one collection, noted as "distinctly rough"). On bare ground or amongst
moss.
South Australia-Mount Lofty.
New South W ales-National Park.
Victoria. Queensland. May to July.
There seems little doubt that this is the species described by Cooke and Massee
from Victoria as C. auromtia. Miss Wakefield informs me that at Kow, under
this species, they have. the type from the Harkaway Ranges, Victoria, and also
specimens from the Bellenden Ker Range in Queensland. She finds the spores
to be hyaline, 6.5 to 7 x 4.5 to 4.8 u, We have not found specimens as- tall as
R cm., as in Cooke's description (" Handbook of Australian Fungi, " No. 1131).
Coker (" The Clavarias o£the United States and Canada' '), under C. a-urantiocinnabarina Schw., says that "in Bresaclola's herbarium is a specimen of C.
aurantia Cooke (No. 50, probably a part of type) which has exactly the
appearance of the present species (i.e., C. OJ1trantio-cinnabarina) in the dried
state and is probably a close relative. The spores are slightly different, being'
a little more elongated, 4.5 to 5 x 7 to 7.4 p.:'
In our dried specimens, the
blunt ends or tips of the clubs are not sharply different· from the clubs or of a
deeper ochraceous red colour, though they are smooth and unwrinkled and
larger (except the extreme tip)-features he finds characteristic of C. aurantiocuinaborima.
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TYPHULA

(Pers~)
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Fr.

(L., typha, the reed-mace.)
, 'Rec-eptacle fleshy, waxy or tough, erect, simple, very rarely branched,
cylindrically clavate, with a long thin stem, often springing from a sclerotium.
Hymenium smooth, confined to the clavate portion of the receptacle. Spores
white, oblong, ovate, subglobose, pip-shaped, or cylindrical, smooth; basidia
clavate, with 2-4 sterigmata. Cystidia none or inconspicuous. Growing on dead
leaves, herbaceous sterns, twigs and wood.' '-Rea.
437. Typhula juncea (Fr.) Karst. (L., [umceu«; rush-like) .-Receptacle simple,
filiform; stem 1lino (3.1 cm.) high, pale Snuff Brown (XXIX.); club 2!in. (6.2
cm.) high, paler. Attached by a minutely strigose disc to fallen pine-needles.
Spores pear-shaped, 5.5 to 7 x 3.7 to 4}L. South Australia-In pine forest,
Kalangadoo. May.
Though the stem is much shorter and the colouring is slightly different, the
following seems also to belong to this species :-Receptacle simple, up to llin.
(3.1 cm.) high, very slender (about 0.75 mm. thick); stem about lino (6 mm.)
long, pallid yellowish; club only slightly thicker than the stem, attenuated
towards the rather blunt apex, slightly pruinose, opaque white, when young pallid
brownish. Tough-fleshy, becoming pallid. Attached by a slightly swollen disc
with minute strigose hairs to dead wood. Spores pear-shaped, 7.5 to 8 x 4.5 }L.
South Australia-National Park. July.
PIS,TILLARIA Fr.
(L., pistiUum, a pestle.)
, 'Receptacle fleshy or waxy, erect, simple, very rarely forked, club-shaped
with a short, thick glabrous or villose stem, rarely springing from a sclerotium.
Hymenium smooth, confined. to the clavate portion of the receptacle. Spores
white oblong, elliptical, subcylindrical, pruniform, oblong, oblong elliptical or
sausage-shaped, smooth; basidia clavate, with 1-2-4 sterigmata. Cystidia none
or inconspicuous. Growing on dead herbaceous stems and leaves.' '~Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.

PTERULA Fr.
(Gr., pteron, a feather.)
, 'Receptacle firm, tough, filif'orrn, branched or simple, branches equal.
Hymenium smooth. Spores. 'Yhite, oval, ~lliptica.l or pip~hape.d, smooth; basidia
with 2-4 sterigmata. Cyst.idia none or mconspicuous. Growing on the ground
or on wood.' '-Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.
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GASTEROMYCE:TES.
The second main division of the Basidiomycetes consists of the Gasteromycetes
which include the puff-balls and allied plants. Here the hymenium or sporebearing surface is not exposed from an early stage but is contained within a
continuous membrane, the peridium, the spores being liberated in various ways
when mature, Thus the per.idium or "cover" may rupture to enable the spores
to, be exposed, or it may disintegrate and allow the spores to escape as dust, ,or
the spores 111ay issue lout of definite orifices as in the puff-balls, or' the plant
may actually have to decay to enable the spores to reach the outside world.
The Gasteromycetes are divided into five main divisions. The first of these,
the Phallales, comprises the various, often remarkable and highly coloured
phalloid fungi or stankhorns and the lattice-fungi. In the young .stage, the
fungus appears as a globose phalloid "egg" which may 'be an inch or more
in diameter. If such an egg be cut open, there will be seen inside, embedded
in the gelatinous middle layer of the peridium or enclosing covering" a folded
structure on which may be seen the dark green gleba containing the spores.
At maturity, the outer layer of the peridium ruptures through swelling of the
jelly-like layer and this enables the folded structure, the receptacle, to expand,
carrying with it the spore ma ss. The receptacle may consist of a hollow
cylindrical or fusoid structure, which mayor may not possess a cap, or may
have arms or tentacle-like processes extending, upwards or outwards from a
flaring 01' cyl indrical tube, or the receptacle may consist ofa lattice which may
be white or red. The crinoline fungi have, in addition to' a 'cap, a net-like
structure depending- from the upper part of the receptacle and hanging .down'Yards and outwards so as to resemble n, crinoline; the net, and the stem and
pileus supporting it, may be brilliantly and variously coloured. Aseroe 1!ub1~,
a common phalloid in the coastal areas of New South Wales, is very Iike a
long-stalked sea-anemone with bright red disc and arms.
Most OL the phalloid fung:i have a foetid. smell which occasionally may be so
strong as to he noticeable when walking past one of them, before the fungus
itself is seen. The, smell is faecal or like highly tainted meat. Carr ion-visrti ng
flies nlay be attracted by the smell, though I have not noticed this in connection
with our Australian species. When thus visited by a fly,' the spores, are doubtless distributed partly by being ingested and passed through the al imentary canal,
and partly by external contamination of the insect's legs.
South Australia is not rich in species or in individual members of the phalloid
fungi. The commonest is the lattice-work fungus, Ciathru s qraciiis, which lnay
be f'ound in the Mount Lofty Ranges, the slender-barred white lattice being
readily dislodged from the cup-shaped volva in which, some of the gelatinous
layer will he found remaining. The- thicker-barred Clatnrus ciborius has only
been found once. Occasionally in the autumn after .lreavy rains Or profuse
watering, the quaint Lys''U,rus sulcatus may corno up in the suburbs of Adelaide,
especin lly on' buffalo-grass lawns; it has a long white to cream-buff hollow
cyl iud rical stern from the apex of which project five to seven erect rugose arrns.
The brilliant red or reddish Ithyphall1Is ruhicuruius has been found once in a
buffalo-grass lawn in an Adelaidesuhurb and twice in the South.,East, and
COl'I/.;8 hir u dinoeue, a red clathrate species, has been found once.
Australia is unusually rich 'in species belonging to the second main division,
t.ho Hymenogastrales. In the Hyrnenogastraceae, the little more or less globose
plants are often partly buried in the ground or are found covered -hy 'loose
debris and sticks and disclosed. by scratching these a"," ay.. Two, .spdcies~ of
Rhizopogv)!n are found, more or less emerged f'rom the ground, in association with
species of Pimu« and, as already mcrrtioncd in the first part of Nlis work, it
is thought that there .is an association between the rnycclial strunda of the fungus
arid the rcotlets of Pinu s which is in some way advantageous to the latter
and which consequent,ly' helps pine-seedlings to' establish themselves.
The
Hymenogastraeeae are unstalketl but in the Secotiaceae the plants possess a more
or less evident stem.
A remarkable and. interesting feature in the genus
Sccotium ,is the resemblance that some species have .to malformed agarics, It
has in fact heen suggested that they are arrested forms of the Agarlcs, producing spores in a, partly developed state (paed,ogenesis). Dr. G. H. Cunningham
has found that in the. early stages of development they do resemble agarics but
the nature of the gleba and the peridium link them to the Hymenogastraceae.
Sccotium. meumosporum, which may be found at Monarto South, has a close
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resemblance to a partly opened common mushroom, Psallioia cam.pestri«, having
a veil whieh on removal discloses, iinstead of lamellae, dark sepia-brown chambers
(as if cross-partitions had united the gills), some of the lowermost of which
lnay be' open; the colour of the upper surface ~s not unlike the cap IOf la mushroom, the spores in colour and shape resemble those of Ps. campeetris thoug-h. they
may be a Iibtle larger, and even the coloun is similar; moreover mushrooms grow
. in the neighbourhood. Secotiuan aqaricouies also closely resembles the mushroom.
At Mount Lof'ty, S. leucocephalum, with rough, pallid ferruginous spores,
suggested 'when gathered a malformed species of Cortimarius, of which several
species occur in the neighbourhood. Again S. R,odway~.. with globose, warty,
hyaline spores was found growing near where species of Eussula occurred. One
species;/8. coarctaiuan, has a charactenistic, penetrating, fragrant odour.
The third division, the Lycoperdales, contains four families, the first containing the greatest number of genera and species. Australia is rich in the
species OT small puff-balls (Lycopera,on) , C0111mOn in fields, etc., and opening by
an apical mouth, as well 'as in the allied Discisedo. in 'which the outer part of
the peridium remains as a discoid basal portion. Lucoperdon, deprcssum may
form rings in grass land and has given trouble in Melbourne hy disfiguring
playing lawns. The young stage of this species and of others, while the flesh
is still free from colour,is edible. Bcnrista is a genus IOf small puff-balls which
when mature are readily detached from the ground and blown about. The
species of Calcaiio. and MY'cenast ru 1n are mostly large, the former disintregating
i rregularlv vwhen mature, Myo,enastrum usually in a. stellate way. In the tribe
Mesophellieae are two genera of subterranean plants, M esophellia. and Castoreum,
which in 'several species only appear above ground as the result of beingt scratched
up by rabbits or marsupials. These species have a st~'ong, peculiar and penetrat1ing smell which presumably attracts the animals. Empty husks may be
found beside the scratchings, showing' that the fungi .ar e eaten., but. not infrequently unopened examples lTIay also be collected, perhaps' because the animal
has been disturbed before it 'was able to eat the fungus. The gleba of these
plants is of a peculiar grey colour. A third tribe, the Geastreae, contains the
beaut.if'ul earth-stars of the genus Geaster, in which Australia is unusually rich.
In the farnily 'I'ulostomataceae we have a, number of stalked puff-balls, some
of 'which are of large size and remarkable appearance. We are again very rich
in species which occur particularly in the mallee areas and the faJ"interior, especially in sandy parts. Podaxon pistitlaris, with a stem up to three inches long
and an ovate-oblong peridium which can readily be detached exposing- the
deep purple gleba clinging to the stern, is used by th)) natives of Central Australia as a powder-puff for decorating the face. Phellorina and Chlamyltlopvu,s
are interior species growing in sandy soils. There are a number of rather small
species 0-[ Eulosioma., like little drum-sticks, the stalk fitting in to' a. depresaion
- in the head. Battarraea Stevenii is quite common in sandy areas, as in the mallee
country, and rrJay reach a very large size; externally it is rather the colour of
straw ; the almost 'woody stem, wlrich may reach 14ins. I~n length, is covered
with shaggy overluppiug scales; the peridium is discoid and may reach two and
a half. i nchr-s in size; the upper portion comes away as a, concave disc, exposing
the ochraceons gleba situated on a disc-like expansion IOf the npex, of the, stem.
The Sclerod errnatales comprise firstly the Sclerodermataceae in which family
the genus Scleroderma has thick yellowish-brown walls which split to allow the
gleba to clisintegrate, and the gellus Pisoliilius has lenticular chambers which,
as, the top disintegrates more and more, break down into an umber-brown powder.
Pisolithais timctorius is quite oommon round Adelaide and may reach CL size of
over 7in.; it may often be seen as a slightly moist gree nish-brovv!1 projecting
mass which, on kicking it, breaks up into a cloud of ochraccous to umber dust.
In the Calostomataceae we have the queer fungus Calostoma (Mitremyces)
fuscum, with a rugged-looking base capped by a globose receptacle with a
verrnili on mouth surrounded by small teeth.
The fifth main division, the Nidulariales, contains the small bird ts-nest
fungi, little often lead -coloured cups contarining flattened discs (pEridioht) which
may or may not be attached by threads. Sev~ral species occur in South A.lIStralia but. they are not. common, The family Sph.aerobolac.eae is represented by
the minute S'ph aerobolus stellaiu s, found on rotting wood in our National Park,
with n cup-shaped pcrid iuru up to 2 mm. diameter, containing a little globose
perid iolum (contruining the spores) which becomes extruded and may be thrown
a distance of 4il1. by the sudden eversion of the endoperic1ium.
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The Australian species of the Gasteromycetes have been thoroughly studied
by Dr. G. H. Cunningham, Mycologist to the Dominion Governmen t of New
Zealand. All the collections, totalling over ,900, made by myself have passed
through his hands and been critically examined by brim. The results of his
work have appeared mostly in the Transactions of the Linnean Society of New
South 'Vales from 1924 to the present time. By his permission I have been
allowed to abstract from these papers the detailed descriptions, that he has so
carefully prepared, and incorporate those ;portions that apply to South ...Australia in the present work. I would like here to express lUy Elincere gratitude
to him for this generosity.

CLA.SSIFICATORY KEY TO T'HE GAS'TEROMYCETE:S.*
I. PHALLALEIS.
Peridium of two or three layers, enclosing the receptacl.e and gleba, rupturing
apically and remaining at the base of the receptacle as the volva. Receptacle
of pseudoparenchyma, bearing the gleba on some portion of its surface. Gleba
at maturity mucilaginous, olivaceous, and usually foetid, Basidia 4 to 8-spored.
Spores smooth, usually elliptieaI.

PHAL,LACEAE.
Receptacle stipitato, cylindrical or fusoid, with or without an apical campanulate
pileus, and indusium ; gleba borne upon the exterior of the pileus, or directly
upon the modified apex. of the stern.
Gleba borne directly upon the apical portion of the
receptacle.
Gleba covering the apical portion of the
receptacle .. .. ..
Gleba forming a collar-like constriction below the
inflated apex of the receptacle .. .. .. ..
(Staheliomyces) t.
Gleba covering a net-like pileus loosely attached to
(Flocco1nui'inus) .
the apical portion of the receptacle .. .. .. ..
Gleba borne on a campanulate pileus.
Indusium absent, or present only in rudimentary
f'orm,
(.Aporoplhallu,s).
Pileu'3 formed of radiate plates .. .. ..
Pileus formed of lamellate plates .. .. .. .. (I tajahya) .
Pileus even; exteriorly rugulose, papillate or
Ltturpnauu»,
reticula te .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Indusium present and well developed.
Pileus strongly convoluted
,(Clsu:trav'ia) .
Dictuop hora.
Pileus reticulated .. .. .. .. ..

CLAT'HRACEAE.
Receptacle stipitate or sessile; clathrate, columnar or stipitate when divided
above into several arms. Gleba borne on the interior, exterior of or between the
arms.
RTEL,LATE·AE.
Receptacle stipitate, of simple anus borne at the apex of a simple hollow stem;
arms either apieally organically united, connected with a membrane, free and
connivent, or laterally' expanded.
Arms organically united apically, or united by a
membrane.
Glebiferous 'layer of irregular pseud oparenchymataus processes... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . (Myoopharus).
Glebiferous layer consisting of the unaltered walls
of the chambers of the arms .. .. .. .. .. .. A·nthurus.

* The terminology is that! adopted by Dr. Cunningham, who has kindly supplied this Key.
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Arms apieally free, connivent or expanded.
Arms connivent (usually) attached to the apex of
a simple cylindrical stern .. .. .. ... .. .. .. Lqsuru«.
Arms attached laterally toa horizontal discoid
expansion of the apex of the cylindrical stem Aseroe,

Receptacle without a stipitate base, of simple columnar arms organically
united apically, but free basally.
Gleba attached to the inner surfaces of the columns,
Cohunns transversely ruglose or smooth .. .. .. Lvndcria.
Columns with lateral winged expansions .. .. .. (Blumenavia).
Gleba attached to a pendent pulvinate structure
attached to the ventral surface of the apex of the
united columns .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
(La,ternea).
CLATHRAT'E:AE.

Receptacle of arms anastomosed to form a globoid, hollow, sessile clathrate
sphere, of arms clathrately arranged above but columnar below, and/or basally
united to form a short cylindrical stem, or clathrate and supported upon a
definite stem.
Receptacle with a definite cylindrical stem.
Receptacle arms with n umerous capitate or , clavate
lobes attached exteriorly .. .. .. .. .. .. .. (Kalchb1'rnnera).
Receptacle arms not lobed .. .. .. .. .. .. .. (Simblum).
Receptacle clathrate above, arms below columnar and
Colue.
united basally to form a short cylindrical base
Cla·thrus,
Receptacle sessile, 101' practically so, clathrate
CLAUSTULACEAE.
Receptacle sessile; an obovate or spherical apparently indehiscent hollow
sphere; gleba lining the inner surface.
vVith the characters of the family .. .. ..
Claustula.
11. HYMENOGASTRALES.

. Peridium of 1-3 layers, Or occasionally wanting at maturity, indehiscent,
stipitate or sessile. Gleba composed of numerous tramal plates anastomosed to
enclose numerous labyrinthiform or subglobose cavities, persisting at matur-ity,
save in a few species; capillitium absent. Basidia 1 to 8-spored. Spores hyaline
or coloured, variously shaped, smooth or variously sculptured.
HYMENOGASTRACEAE.
Peridium sessile, indehiscent, tuberiform, often hypogaean, of 1 or 2 layers,
attached to the substratum by numerous lateral and/or basal mycelial strands.
RHIZ,OIIDEAE.

Peridium with lateral (and basal) myeelial strands.
Spores elliptical and smooth.
Spores hyaline or tint'ed only ..
Spores deeply coloured ..
Spores globose and verrucose ..

Rhizopogon.
Melanoaaster,
(SclerO,OlCi,ster. )

HYMENOGASTREAE.

Peridium with radicate mycelial strands.
Spcres globose.
Gleba traversed by an evident simple or dendroid
columella, .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
H ydnOJngiJum.
Gleba without a columella
o ctla~ia·nia.
Spores elliptical.
Hymenogaster.
Gleba without a columella
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Gleba traversed with an evident simple or dendroid
columella.
:Spores smooth .. .. .. ..
Spores verrucose or areolate
-8x>ores longitudinally ribbed

H ysterang,tu1n.
Dendrogaster.
Gautieria;

SECOTIACEAE.
Peridium rndehisccnt, usually epigaean, carried upon a prominent stem which
traverses the gleba as. a columella, of 1 or 2 'layers.
vVith. the characters of the family .. .... ..
Secotium,

Ill. LYCOPERDALES.
Perldium usually epigaean, sessile or stipitate, of 2, 3, or 4 layers, dehiscing
by an apical pore (or by several such), by weathering of the apex vof the
endoperidium, circumscissile cleavage of the endoperidium, or by irregular. rupture
of this membrane. Gleba at maturity pulverulent, with a copiously developed
capillit.ium. Basidia 1 to 8-spored. Spores hyaline or coloured, variously shaped,
smooth or variously sculptured.

TULOSTOMATACEAE.
Peridium stipitate, of 2 layers, borne at the apex of a simple but well developed
stern which in Podaxoti traverses the gleba as a colume'lla, Basidia bearing 1 to
4 spor(~s, 'which may be apically or Iaterally (Tnlost,oma) attached.
PODAXO,NOIDEAE.
Basidia arranged in fasciculate clusters which are persistent at maturity.
POBAXONEAE.
Peridium carried at the apex of a stem 'which traverses
the gleba as an axile columella, dehiscing by
longitudinal fissuring ..
.

Podaxon,

PHELLO,RINEAE.
Peridium seated on the flattened expanded apex of the stem.
Peridium dehiscing by irregular 'weathering of the
Phellorina.
apex of the peridium .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Cnlannydop1lS.
Pcridium dehiscing by a definite apical stoma

Basidia. not fasciculate, disappearing at matur-ity,
TULiOSTO'MEAE.
Elaters not present in the gleba.
Peridium .dehiscing by a defindtc apical stoma
Peridium dehiscing by Irregular 'weathering of' the apex
of the peridium .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Tulostorna.
( Queletia).

BATTARRAEAE.
Elaters present in the gleba.
Peridium dehiscing by circumscissile cleavage of the
apical hemisphere of the peridium .. .. ..

Baztarraea.

LYCOPERDACEAE.
Peridium sessile, of 2, 3 or 4 layers, dehiseing by an apical stoma, or by
several such, by weathering of the apex, or irregular rupture. Basidia 4 to
8-spoTed. Spores globose or elliptical.
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L YCOPERDEAE.
Perid~unl of 2 layers, dehis?i~&, by ~11 apical Sit0 ma. by several. su~h, or by

weathering of the apex. Oap ill itium simple or freely branched. Basidia longsterigmate, 4-spored. Spores globose, typically echinulate, rarely smooth.
Capiflitium threads attached to the peridiumand
central columella, when present.
Peridium dehisciing by weathering of the apex
Caloatia.
Peridium dehiscing by a definite apical stoma
Lycoperdon.
Capillitium threads free within the peridium,
Threads simple 'or shortly branched.
"I'hrcads short, smooth .. .. .. .. ..
Disciseda.
Threads short, spinose .. .. .. .. ..
Mycenastrum.
'I'hrcads freely branched, of a central main stem,
and short, dichotomous acuminate branches.
Plants with a well developed rooting base .. Bovistella.
Plants' at maturity without a definite rooting
base
'
.
Bovista.
MESOPHBLLIEAE.
Perldium commonly of 3 layers, indehiscent. Capillitium unbranched. Rasidi~
sterigrnat«, apparently 2-spored. Spores globose or elliptical, usually with a
gelatinous exospore.
Spores globose, reticulated .. .. .. . '. .. .. ..
.Abstoma.
Spores elliptical, smooth or irregularly roughened.
Gleba with a central core ..
MeSiophellia.
Gleba \VIithout a central core .. .. ..
Castoreum,
GEASTREAE.
Peridium 4-layered, dehiscing by an apical pore, 101' by several such. Capillitium
attached, unbranched.
Basidia sterigmate, 4 to 8-spored.
Spores globose,
typically echinulate.
Peridium dehiscing by a single apical stoma
Geaster,
Peridium deh iscing by many apical stomata
(M yriostoma) .

IV. S,CLERODER'M,ATALES.
Peridium epigaean, sessile or attached by a pseudo-stem, 1 to 3 layered;
dehiscing by an apical pore or by irregular fissuring. Gleba at maturity pulverulent (or partially so)", without capillitium. Basidia inflated, bearing an irregular
number (1 to 12) of spores, sessilely or on short sterigmata. Spores hyaline or
coloured, globose or elliptical, smooth or variously sculptured.

S,CLERODERMATACEAE.
Peridium of 1 or 2 layers, dehiscing by nrregular fissuring or by weathering
of the apex) sessile or with a pseudo-stem. 'Basidia bearing from '1 to 8 spores
sessilely or on short sterigmata. Spores globose, echinulate or reticulate,
Gleba pulverulent at maturity .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Scleroderma.
Gleba compacted through gelatinization of tramal
plates, forming a cellular tissue contaiining cavities
:filled with the pulverulent spore masses .. ..
Pisolithus.

OALO,STOMATACEAE.
Peridium of 3 layers, dehiscing by an apical stoma, carried upon a prominent
pseudo-stem. Gleha borne within a spore sac pendent from the apex of the
inner surface of the endoperidium, Basidia .beaning sessilely a variable number
(5 to 12) of spores which are attached irregularly. Spores glo bose or elliptieal,
variously sculptured.
With the characters of the family ..

..
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V.NIDULARIALES.
Peridium sessile, cupulate, campanulate or depressed globose, 1 to 4 layered,
dehiscing by rupture of an epiphragm covering the apex, 101' by irregular fissuring
of the wall. Gleba enclosed in one or many lenticular peridiola, which may be
embedded in mucilage, or attached to the perid.ial wall by funiculi. Capillitium
absent. Basidia bearing apieally 2, 4, or 8 spores. Spores hyaline, smooth,
variously shaped.

NIDULARIACEAE.
Peridium 1 to 3 layered, cupulate or subglobose, dehiscing by rupture of an
apical epiphragm, or by fissuring of the wall. Gleba consisting of numerous
peridiola embedded in mucilage or attached by funiculi to the wall.
Peridium cupulate, closed with a definite apical
epiphr 8 gm.
Peridiola attached by funiculi to the peridium wall.
Cyathus.
Peridium of 3 distinct Iavers .. ..
Crucibulum,
Peridium of a single layer .. " ...
Peridiola embedded in mucilage, not attached by
Nidula.
funiculi
.
Nidularia.
Peridium depressed globose, without an epiphragm

SP'HAEROBOLACEAE.
Peridium 3 or 4 layered, depressed globose, dehiscing by stellate rupture of
the exoperidium and evagination of the endopenidium. Gleba consisting of a
solitary peridiolum free within the peridium.
With the characters of the family .. .. .. .. .. .. Sphaerobolus.

SY,STEiMAT1C DESCRIPTION OF THE .SPECIES OF THE
GA.STEROMYCETES.
P'HALLALES.
Pcridium of two or three Iayers, enclosing the receptacle and gleba, rupturing
apically and remaining at the base of the receptacle as the volva, Receptacle
of pseudoparenchyma, bearing the gleba on some portion of its surface. Gleba
at maturity mucilaginous, olivaeeous and usually foetid. Basidia 4 or S-spored.
Spores smooth, usually elliptical.-Cunningham.
PHALLAOEAE.
Peridium of three layers, obovate or subglobose, at first submerged, becoming
superficial} or almost 810; rupturing from the apex downwards to form several
lobes, exposing the receptacle and persisting as a volva supporting this structure;
gelatinous layer continuous,not broken into plates by intermediate tissue.
Receptacle completely free within the volva, stipitate, cylindrical or fusoid.. stem
hollow, of one or -several layers of chambers; bear ing the gleba on its. modified
upper surface, or upon a campanulate pileus a.ttachJed to its apex. Indusium
present in Dictuophora. and Clautraoia; Basidia bearing from 4 to 8 sessile,
elliptical, smooth spores.e-s-Cunningham.
These comprise the well-known Phalloid Fungi or stink-horns, which are rare
with us, the only species recorded being the scarlet Ithyphallu8 rubicuauiu«.

MUTINUS Fr.
(L., muto, the male organ of generation.)
Receptacle a hollow, simple, cylindrical or fusiform, coloured stem, closed
below, pervious or impervious above; wall chambered, cavities usually opening to
the exterior below, to the interior in the glebiferous region. Gleba mucilaginous,
olivaceous, foetid, borne up on the apical portion of the receptacle, which may
be externally smooth or covered with pseudo-parenchymatous pulvinate or digitate nrocesses. Growing on the ground or on decayed wood.-Cunningham.
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[437 A. Muttnus borneensis Cesati. (Syn., J ansia rugosa Penz.) (Borneensis,
pertaining to Borneo).-Peridium white, obovate, to ! x !in. (2 x 1.5 cm.),
splitting into 3 to 4 blunt and irregular lobes. Receptacle to 3i x l!in.
(8 x 3 cm.), fusiform, hollow, acuminate above and below, pervious at the apex,
white at the base, becoming salmon-pink at the glebiferous region. Gleba borne
on an irregular, fragile, raised network of variable meshes, olivaceous, foetid.
Spores elliptical, hyaline, smooth, 3 to 3.5 x 1 to 1.8 jL.-Cunningham. New
South Wales-Sydney suburbs, North Dorrigo. Queensland. Victoria. Not yet
recorded for South Australia. (Plate 'VIII. Figure 1.)]
ITHYP'HALLUS (Fr.) F'ischer.
(Gr., ithyphaZlos, the phallos carried in the festivals of Bacchus.)
Receptacle a hollow cylindrical or fusoid stem bearing an apically attached
campanulate pileus, which may be smooth, rugulose or reticulate; apex usually
pervious; indusium absent, but an evanescent veil often present.
Gleba
olivaceous, mucilaginous, usually foetid, covering the exterior of the pileus.Cunningham.
438. Ithyphallus rubicundus (Bosc.) Fischer (L., rubicuauius, ruddy).Perrdium ovate or subglobose, to l!in. (3 cm.) diameter, solitary or in small
groups of two to six. . Receptacle variable in size and shape, fusiform or
cylindrical, to 6 x l!in. (18 x 3 cm.), scarlet, wall several chambers in thickness;
pileus conical, slightly rugulose, scarlet, apex perforate. Gleba covering the
exterior of the pileus, mucilaginous, foetid, olivaceous. Spores smooth, elliptical,
tinted, 3.5 to 5 x 1.5 to 2 ,u.-Cunningham. South Australia-Adelaide (in
buffalo grass lawn), near Kingston, near Naracoorte. Queensland. New South
Wales. Victoria. Tasmania. India. Africa. West Indies. North America.
April to June, October.

DICTYOPHORA Desvaux.
(Gr., d1tctyon, a network; phoreo, I bear constantly.)
With the characters of IthyphaUus and in addition a definite indusium. This
is a campanulate, latticed, pseudoparenchymatous pendent membrane, apically
attached to the apex of the receptacle beneath the pileus, and basally free,
extending to a position midway between volva and 'pileus~-Cunningham.
Not yet recorded for South Australia.

CLATHRACEAE.
Peridium ovate or subglobose, at first submerged, becoming superficial or almost
so; rupturing from the apex downwards to form several lobes, 'exposing the
receptacle and persisting as a volva supporting this structure; gelatinous layer
-broken into plates by bands of intermediate tissue eorrespo,nding with the arms
of the receptacle. Receptacle completely free within the volva, of various types,
stipitate or sessile, clathrate, columnar, or of apically united, connivent or free
arms arising from the apex of the stipitate base, chambered, pseudoparenchymatous, Gleba borne on the arms of the receptacle or upon some modified portion
of these. Basidia bearing 4-8, sessile, elliptical, smooth, continuous spores.Cunningham.
The Lattice Fungus, Clathru« gracilis, is not uncommon and the remarkablelooking Lysurus eulcatus is occasionally found in buffalo-grass lawns in the
early autumn.

ANTHURUS Kalchbrenner.
(Gr., anthos, a flower; oura, the tail.)
Peridium of three layers, the outer furfuraceous and thin, the middle layer
thick and gelatinous. Receptacle a short, cylindrical or flaring hollow stem,
bearing apically a variable number (3 to 8) of simple, brittle arms organically
united apically (though often breaking free at maturity). Gleba borne on the
inner surfaces of the arms, mucilaginous, foetid, olivaceous. Spores tinted or
hyaline, .continuous, smooth, elliptical, Growing on the ground or on decaying
wood-s-Cunningham.
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[438A. Anthurus Rothae (Berk. ex Fischer) Cunn. (A surname).-Peridium
'white or greyish, subglobose, ~ to !in. (1.5 to 2 cm.) diameter, externally
furfuraceous. Receptacle variable in size, 3 to 5 mm. tall, of 3 or 4 triquetrous
or quadrate arms organically united apically, basally contracted to form a short,
cylindrical, hollow stem; arms cream-coloured basally, orange or orange-red above,
transversely rugulose, hollow, attenuate above and slightly arched outwards.
Gleba olivaceous, borne on the inner surfaces of the upper parts of the' arms,
mucilaginous, foetid. ~pores tinted, elliptical, smooth, 3 to 4 x 1.5 to 2 p..Cunningham. Queensland. New South Wales-Bulli Pass.
(Plate X.
Two
upper right figures.)]

rPhot08. by S. Tee.
Figure 61.-LY'8UTU8 sulcatu« (Cke. et Mass.) Ounn. (No, 439).
The Grange. Showing also the arms looked at from above.

LYSURUS Fries.
(Gr., lIyo, I loosen; oura. a tail.)
Peridium of three layers, the outer thin and furfuraceous, the middle layer
thick and gelatinous. Receptacle a hollow ·cylindrical stem bearing apically
several arms, distinct from the stem, and (usually) free apically.
Gleba
olivaceous, mucilaginous, foetid, borne on the surfaces. of the arms. Spores
elliptical, smooth, continuous. Growing on the ground.e-Ounninghum.
439. Lysurus sulcatus (Cke. et Mass.) Cunn. (Syn., Lysurus australiensis Cke.
et Mass.) (L., sulsxume, furrowed ) .-Peridium subglobose, white, to 2iin.( 3 cm.)
diameter. Receptacle to 6in. x gin. (15 x 2 cm.), stem white below; cream-buff
above, cylindrical, or acuminate below,' hollow, of 1 to 3 layers of chambers,
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divided apically into 5 to 7 arms which are 'erect, hollow, narrowly lanceolate,
.g. to liin. (10 to 30 mm.) long,. apically attenuate, transversely rugulose,pallid
orange and differing in context from the stem. Gleba borne on the inner
surface and edges of the arms, sometimes completely surrounding these, brownish,
mucilaginous, foetid. Spores elliptical, smooth, hyaline or tinted, 4.5 to 5 x
1.5 to 2 ,u.-Cunningham.
The following is a more detailed description of South Australian plants:Arms 5 to 7, lin. (2.5 cm.) long, free or occasionally with two arms united
above, upright but slightly spreading above, somewhat triangular, narrowing
upwards, external surface Light Pinkish Cinnamon (XXIX.), Och;raceous Orange
(xv.) or near Amber Brown (rn.) and longitudinally grooved, the grooves continuous with the stem, the inner surface covered with the dark. brown gleba, more
or less transversely rugose, the rugae occasionally anastomosing and encroaching
on the sides of the external groove and passing between the arms' 'where the
receptacle is represented merely by a narrow rim, the arms hollow with the inner
surface folded to correspond with the depressions in the outer surface. Stem
cylindrical, occasionally with a trace of .polygonal siding in the upper part,
attenuated downwards, separated from the arms by a slight sulcus, tapering
into the volva, lino (8 mm.) thick below, -!in. (12 mm.) thick above, finely
furrowed more .or less longitudinally leaving somewhat elongated .depressions
between. the furrows, some of these penetrating deeply and forming slightly
elongated lacunae, white below, gradually passing into Cream Buff (xxx.) above,
hollow with the cavity -lino (6 mm.) in diameter and narrowed but. open above
and below, the wall of two layers of cells, the inner the larger, or of 3 to 4
layers. Volva white, lax, torn irregularly into lobes. Smell sickly faecal. Spores
4.5 x 2,u. South Australia-On a buffalo-grass lawn at the Grange, Millswood,
Black Forest, Clarence Park. Queensland. New South Wales. January to
April, June. (Figure 61.}

A,SEROE La Biflardiere.
Peridium of three layers, the outer thin and furfuraceous, the middle thick
and gelatinous. Receptacle a hollow cylindrical stem bearing apically a horizontal discoid' expansion, to the margin of which are attached a variable number of
horizontally arranged arms, which may be single or bifurcate. The apex of
the stem is often covered with a diaphragm, usually with a small central perforation. Gleba mucilaginous, olivaceous, foetid, imposed upon the upper surface
of the disc and proximal portions of the upper surfaces of the arms. Spores
smooth, continuous, elliptical. Growing solitary on the ground or on' rotting
logs.-Cunningham.
[439A. Aseroe rubra La Bill. (L., rub er, red}.-Peridium obovate, to l-lin.
(3 cm.). diameter, . dingy-white. Receptacle stem cylindrical or' flaring hollow,
chambered, to 2! x. !in. (6 x 2 cm.), white. and attenuate below, pink and
expanding above .into a broad horizontal, orbicular disc, to l-!in. (3,.5 cm.)
diameter, to which the arms are attached laterally. Diaphragm usually well
developed, smooth ·or definitely rugulose, sometimes almost wanting. Arms in
5 to 9 pairs" conniving, to l-!in. (3.5 cm.) long, -lino (6 mm.) wide near the
base, longitudinally grooved basally, rugose on both surfaces but more deeply on
the upper, or almost smooth, bifurcate at about !in. (15 mm.) from the base
(sometimes bifurcate only near the apices), subulate towards the tips, which
are often twisted. Gleba covering the dislc, diaphragm and upper surfaces of
the lower portions of the arms, foetid, mucilaginous, olivaceous. Spores tinted,
often hyaline, elliptical, smooth, 4 to 5.5 x 1.5 to 2 ,u.-Cunningham. Queensland.
New South Wales-Sydney suburbs. Victoria. 'I'asmania, New Zealand. (Plate
X. Lower figures.)]

LINDERIA Cunningham.
(After D. ~. Linder, an American mycologist.)
Peridium subglobose, of three layers, the outer furfuraceous, the middle one
thick and gelatinous. Receptacle of simple columns, organically united apically,
but free and tapering basally.
Columns chambered, pseudoparenchymatous,
smooth or. transversely wrinkled, but not winged; bearing on the upper parts of
their inner surfaces the mucilaginous olivaceous gleba, Spores elliptical, smooth,
eontinuous.-Cunningham.
No species yet recorded for Australia.
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COLUS Cavalier et Sechier.
(L., cotus, a distaff, .a whorl,')
Peridium obovate, smooth externally, of three layers. Receptacle with arms
anastomosing apically to support a clathrate dome, below forming several short
columns which unite basally to form a hollow flaring: tubular stem-like base.
Gleba borne on the inner surfaces of the upper portion of the arms, olivaceous,
foetid, mucilaginous. Spores smooth, elliptical, continuous. Growing on sandy
soil or on dung.-CuRningham.
.
440. Oolus hirudinosus Cav. et Sech. (L., hirudo, hirudinis, a leech).Peridiurn obovate, to 1in. (2.5 cm.) diameter, white or dingy grey externally.
Receptacle to 2!in. (6 cm.) tall, apically sparsely 'Clathrate, centrally of 5 to·7
(or more) slender columnar arms united basally into a short cylindrical stem.
Arms angled, transversely rugulose, red above, orange below. Gleba olivaceous,
borne on the inner surfaces of the arms of the. upper portion of the receptacle,
foetid. Spores tinted, elliptical, smooth, 5 to 6 x 1.5 to 2.2 /L.-Cunningham.
A more detailed description of specimens from Milson Island, Hawkesbury
River, New South Wales, is as follows:-The 'egg is oval, less than 1in. (2.5 cm.)
in size, with a short root, the volva splitting into several short irregular lobes.
The receptacle consists of a short broad stem, ~in. long x 7/16in. thick (15 x
12 mm.), slightly rugose and pale orange in colour, expanding: into five rugose
branches, two of which have a short connecting bar at ~in. (12 mm.) from their
commencement and all the branches begin to form large meshes at 1in. (2.5 cm.)
distance, the summit heing arched' over with smaller meshes. The general shape
of the scaffolding is pyriform. The branches are rugose, the centres of the outer
aspects of the main branches showing apparently a whitish slit, the bases of the
branches pale orange, passing into brilliant crimson orange at the meshes. Gleba
dark purplish. Smell like that of a nearly dry human faecal stool. South
Australia-Adelaide suburbs. New South Wales. Europe. North Africa. March,
April, June. (Plate X. Upper left figure.)

CLAT'HRUS Micheli (ex Persoon).
(Gr., kleithron, a lattice.)
Peridium globose or obovate, exterior thin and furfuraceous, middle layer thick
and gelatinous. Receptacle of several arms organically united to form a hollow
latticed sphere; sometimes arms arranged in columnar fashion below, and in
extreme forms prolonged into a short cylindrical stem-like base; arms smooth
or rugulose, in section elliptical, angled or rounded, cellular or tubular. Gleba
borne on the inner surfaces of the arms, mucilaginous, olivaceous, foetid. Spores
elliptical, smooth. On the ground or on decaying wood.-Cunningham.
441. ClathIU:s cibarius (Tulasne) Fischer
(L., cib aruss, pertaining to
victuals).-Peridium obovate or subglobose, dingy white, to 2!in. (7 cm.) diameter.
Receptacle sessile, white, subglobose or commonly obovate, to 6 x 4in. ().5 x 10
em.}, 'Composed of numerous obliquely anastomosing arms, which are transversely rugulose, in section elliptical, tubular or more often coarsely cellular,
not or scarcely thickened at the interstices (though in some forms attaining
a thickness twice that of the arms). Gleba covering the inner surf'aees of the
arms, olivaceous, mucilaginous, foetid. Spores tinted, elliptical, smooth, 4 to 6
'x 1.8 to 2.5 /L.-Cunningham.
South Australia-Blackwood. New South Wa~s.
New Zealand. July.
442. Clathrns gracilis (Berk.) Schlecht. (L., gracilis, slender) .-R'eceptacle
white, sessile, variable in size and shape, I! to 8in. (4 to 20 em.) diameter, arms
smooth, often longitudinally sulcate externally, in section flattened, to 5 mm.
thick, tubular, or with two or more tubes welded, expanded at the interstices.
Gleba borne on the inner surfaces of the arms, olivaceous, foetid, mucilaginous.
Spores hyaline or tinted, elliptical, smooth, 4.5 to 6 x 1.8 to 2.5 /L.-Cunninghani.
South Australia-Adelaide, Salisbury, Greenhill Road, Mount Lofty, Baker's Gully
near Clarendon, Willunga Hill, Barossa Range, Charleston, Mangalo, Kinchina,
Encounter Bay, Monash, Kalangadoo (S.E.) . New South Wales, Victoria.
Tasmania. Western Australia. May to September.
443. Olathrus pustllus Berk. (L., pusillus, small).-Peridium ovate, to ~in.
(20 mm.) diameter. Receptacle red, 0 bovate, to 1 ~ in. (4 cm.) diameter, clathrate, arms somewhat columnar below, sometimes united into a stem-like base, or in
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certain forms clathrate above and below, columnar equatorially; arms transversely rugulose, exteriorly longitudinally sulcate, tubular. Gleba borne on the
inner surfaces of the arms, foetid, olivaceous, mucilaginous. Spores hyaline or
tinted, elliptical, smooth, 4.6 to 5.5 x 1.5 to 2.2 p,.-Cunningham.
.
This beautiful small red species, known f rom Queensland, New South Wales
Victoria, and Western Australia, has not yet been recorded for South Australia:

CLAUSTULACEAE Cunningham.
Peridium of two layers, the inner layer thick, gelatinous and forming a continuous layer, peridial plates being absent. Roeeptacle a hollow, indehiscent
sphere, wall chambered and pseudoparenchymatous. Gleba covering the interior
of the receptacle wall, confined to a single layer of glebal chambers, mucilaginous
matrix wanting. Spores continuous, smooth, elliptical.-Cunningham.

CLAUSTULA Curtis.
(L., clausus, shut.)
Peridium of two layers, the outer thin and furfuraceous, the inner thick,
gelatinous and without peridial planes. Receptacle obovate or subglobose, hollow,
indehiscent; wall chambered, pseudoparenchymatous; gleba forming a thin layer
over the inner wall of the receptacle, non-mucilaginous and without the characteristic odour of the other members of the order.-Cunningham.
This New Zealand genus has not been recorded for Australia.

HYMENOGAlSTRALES.
Peridium indehiscent, of one to three layers, or occasionally wanting at
maturity, sessile or stipitate, epigaean or hypogaean.
Stem when present
tra-versing the gleba as a columella, and attached apically to the peridium. Gleba
persisting at maturity, composed of nurnerous tramal plates anastomosed to enclose numerous labyninthiforrn or subglobose cavities; capillitium absent. Basidia
one to eight-spored.-Cunningham.

HYMENOGASTRACEAE

(including HYSTERANGIAOEAE).

Plants tuberif'orrn, subglobos« or pyriform, without a stem, but attached to
the substratum by lateral or basal rhizomorphs ; hypogaearror epigaean. Peric1ium
of one to three layers, of stupose or pseudoparenchymatous hyphae, indehiseent,
Gleba in several genera traversed by a simple or branched columella arising
usually from a sterile base. Spores glo bose or elliptical, coloured or hyaline,
smooth or variously sculptured.-Cunningham.
The members of this family are more or less globose in shape, small (from the
size of a split pea to a large marble), without an external stem though sometimes
traversed by a central columella and with numerous small chambers often .submicroscopic in size. They are usually found partly emerged from the ground
or under vegetable debris and disintegrate 'when past maturity without resolving
into a dust-Like mass IOf spores as in the puff-balls. Australia ~s relatively
unusually rich in species.
SECTION I.-Peridium with lateral rhizomorphs; gleba without a columella;
spores elliptical and smooth.

RHIZOPOGON Fries et N ordholm.
(Gr., rh/ea, root; pogon, a beard.)
Plants subglobose or tuberiform, without a definite sterile base, epigaean or
hypogaean.
Peridium tough .and membranous, of stupose and sometimes
O'elatinized hyphae arranged in one or two layers; exteriorly covered with many
~r f'ew adherent, anastomosing, dark-coloured fibrils which are united below to
form mycelial strands or rhizomorphs. Gleba of permanent tramal plates anastomosed to enclose subglobose or labyrinthiform cavities. Spores hyaline or tinted,
smooth elliptic-al or less commonly obovate. Basidia subclavate or cylindrical,
usually' S00n collapsing, bearing from two to eight spores on short sterigmata.
-Cullllingham.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Peridium of two distinct layers,' spores obovate
Peridium of a single layer; spores elliptical.
Gleba strongly gelatinized and indurated
Gleba fleshy, firm, though soft .. .. .. ..

444. Rhizopogon Clelandi.
445. R. Iuteoiue.
446. R. rubescens.

444. Rhizopogon Clelandi Cunn. (Named after the finder of the type).-Plants
subglobose, to l~in. (3.5 cm.) diameter, pallid cream colour, drying lemon yellow
or tawny brown. Pcridium of two layers, the outer of partly gelatinized. hyphae
and peeling avvay in shreds, exposing the inner portion which likewise is _of
partly gelatil}.ized hyphae but more firmly compacted, 400 to 800 fJ- thick. Fibrils
few, adnate, absent above, rhizoid-like below, sometimes wanting. Gleba creamcoloured, becoming tawny, fleshy, not at all indurated; cells subglobose, empty
of spores; t.ramal plates 70 to 100 fJ- thick, scissile, of woven hyphae, not at all
gelatinized.
Spores hyaline, ob ovate or less commonly subglobose, shortly
pedicellate, smooth, 7 to 8.5 x 4.5 t'06 fJ- (rarely to 10 fJ- long). Basidia; per·
sistent, 2 to 4-spored.
Half buried in the ground.-Cunningham.
South
Australia-Second Valley Forest Reserve. June.
445. R'hizopogon luteolus Fr. et N ordh. (L., luteolue, yellowish) .-Plants
subglobose, oblong or tuberiform, to 1iin. (3 cm.) diameter, bay brown or tawny
brown, o ft en dist.inctly yellowish. Fibrils well developed, dark-brown or black,
appressed, rhizoid-like basally. Peridium iof strongly gelatinized woven hyphae,
250 to 350 fJ- thick" ochraccous or tawny in section. Gleba firm and indurated,
at first white, becoming yellowish-brown, finally almost black in areas; cavities
].abyrillthiform,. filledw:iJh spores; tramal plates 70 to 9'0 fJ- thick, ,~trongly
scisaile, of gelatinized hyphae. Spores tinted yellow, elliptical or occasionally
irregular, 6 to 9 x 2.8 to 3.5 fJ-, sometimes shortly pedicellate. Basidia subclavate,
bearing t1 to 8 spores. Growing partly burned in sandy soils under pines.--Cunningham. South Australia-Mount Lofty, Kuit'po, Kalangadoo. New South
Wales. Tasmania. New Zealand. Europe. Asia. Af'rica, North America.
. .A pr il to June, August.
446. Rhizopogon rubescens Tul. (L., rubescens, turning red).-Plants
gregarious, sometimes caespitose, irregularly globoSie ,0'1" tuber.if'orrn, it02~in.
(6 cm.) diameter, at first white, then lemon yellow, drying bay brown or ferruginous brown, often 'with a reddish tirit, and tinted red where bruised or cut.
Fibrils usually scanty above, more prominent below, though not infrequently
almost wanting, appresscd, dark-brown vor black. Peridium of a single layeri
of loosely woven but firm hyphae, 150 to 300 fJ- thick, tawny or yellowish brown
in section, mixed with numerous amorphous globules of orange pigment. Gleba
from tawny to dark ferruginous brown, firm but 810ft and readily cut, cells
subglobose, empty of spores; tramal plates 35 to 60 f.L thick, rarely more, slightly
scissile, of loosely 'woven hyphae not at all gelatinized. Spores smooth, tinted,
elongate ell ipt.ic.al. ends rounded, G to 9 x 2.8 to 3.5' u, Basidia cylindric:al, 6 to
8-spored. Growing on the surface or partially buried in debris on the ground
under Pi'WlLS species.-Cunninghanl. South Australia-s-Millbrook, Willunga Hill
(no pines near), Mount Lofty. New South Wales. Tasmania. Western Australia. New Zealand. Europe. Asia. Africa. North and South America.
May to July" October, December.
MELA.NOGASTER Corda.
(G'r., melae, black; gaster, the belly.)
Plants subglobose or irregularly tuberiform, with branched fibrils arrsmg from
the exterior of the peridium, more numerous basally, hypogaean. Peridium of a
single tough layer of woven gelatinized hyphae, oorrtinuous with the trumal plates.
Gleba consisting of t.ramal plates anastomosed to form numerous polygonal or
subglobose cavities, which, are usually larger towards the centre and at matur-ity
filled wi th spores; hymenium of clavate 2 to 8-spored basidia (commonly 2 to
4) which are not arranged in a definite palisade but irregularly distributed
through a broad hyphal zone lining the cavities, Spores borne o~ short
sterigmatn, elliptical or lemon-shaped, deeply coloured, smooth, shortly pedicellate,
-CuIluinghaln.
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M. ambiguus (Vittad.) Tulasne has been recorded for New Zealand but the
genus has not yet been found in Australia.
[Peridium with lateral rhizomorphs. Spores globose. This genus ScZerogaster
has not yet been recorded for Australia or New Zealand.]
SECTION

II.-PeridiuIU with a radicate base; without a
elliptic-al, smooth or variously sculptured.

columella;

spores

HYMENOGAST·ER Vittadini.
(Gr., hyrnen, a membrane; gaster, the belly.)
Plants subglobose, pyriform or occasionally tuberif'orm, attached to the substratum by a radicate base or strands, lateral rhi.zomorphs, being absent.
Peridium of one 01' two layers, composed of stupose or pseudoparenchymatous
hyphae. Gleba of tramal plates anastomosed to enclose numerous Bubg1!obose
cavities lined with the palisade hymenium ; columella absent. Spores elliptical,
coloured,.. smooth or more often covered with a firm, wrinkled or oth.erwise
roughened gelatinous membrane ; basidia persistent, cylindrical, bearing 2 to
4 spores on short stout sterigmata. Growing superficially or partially submerged
in soils rich in vegetable debris.-Cunningham.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Spores perfectly smooth.
Spores 7 to 10 fJ- long .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 447. Hymenogaster
Maideni.
Spores 13 to 16 fJ-. long.
Peridium reddish brown
H. tasmanicus.
Peridium golden yellow
H. aureus.
Spores 18 to 22 fJ- long .. .. .. .. ..
H. fusisporus.
Spores covered with a fine membrane which in mature
plants is rugulose-areolate or verrucose.
Peridium of two' distinct layers ..
448. H. lutcus.
Peridium of a single layer.
Spores 12 to l(j fJ- long.
Spores elliptical, 4 on each basidium
H. nanue.
Spores f'usif'orm, 2 on each basidium
H. aZbeZZus.
Spores l(j to 22 fJ- long .. .. ..
H. eeulomicu«,
Spores with strongly reticulated membrane.
Endospore markedly thickened .. ..
H. macrosporue
Endospore thin .. .. ., .. .. .. ..
449. H. reticuiauus,
447. Hymenogaster M,aideni Rodw. (In honour of J. H. Maiden, F.R.S., for
many years Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney). Plants irregularly globose
or oblong, to 1iin. (4 cm.) diameter, dull white, becoming dingy brown when
dried. Peridium 50 to 200 fJ- thick, of closely woven gelatinized hyphae, hyaline.
Gleba pallid buff or pallid cinnamon brown, cells empty, subglobose, 1 to 2 mIn.;
t.ramal plates 50 to 100 f..L thick, of densely woven gelatinized hyphae; basidia.
4-spored. Spores broadly elliptdcal or slightly obovate, pallid ferruginous 7 to
10 x 4.5 to 6 f..L, perfectly smooth, shortly ped~cellate.-Cunninghanl. 'South
Australia-e--Eneounter Bay, 'upper Tunkalilla. Creek, Second Valley F'orest Reserve,
Stirling West, T'asnulnia. May, June, July.
448. Hymenogaster luteus (Mass.) Cunn. (L., luieus, pale yellow like the yolk
of an egg)-Plants irregularly globose, subgloboso or pyriform, to 2iin. (3 cm.)
diameter, yellowish ochre to ochraeeous tawny when fresh, and viscid, Peridium
250 to 300 f1- thick, of two definite layers, an inner coloured one of pseudoparenchyma, and an outer. layer arising from this, of loose· hyphae arranged
radially and embedded in a thick gelatinous matrix. G'leba dark umber ibrown,
firm, cells subglobose1 to 2 in 1 mm., em.pty; tramal plates 50 to 150 .u. thiek,
of woven hyphae st~ongly gelatinized, scissile, tinted, f'requently with ra, small
dome-like base; basidia 2 to 4-spored. Spores broadly elliptical or slightly
obovate, golden brown, 11 to 15 x 9 to 11 f..L, shortly pedicellate, covered with a
gelatinous tunic which is 2.5 f..L thiekand markedly areolate.-Cunningham. .South
Ausbralia-e-Mount Lofty, Stirling West, National Park. New South Wales.
Tasmania. New Zealand. June, July.
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449. Hymenogaster reticulatus Cunn. (L.,. reiiculatus, reticulated).-Plants
subglobose, to over !in. (15 mm.) diameter, bright ochraceous or yellowish
brown. Peridium 120 to 300 fJ- thick, of densely woven hyphae which exteriorly
are more loosely arranged, not gelatinized. Gleba ferruginous, cells subglobose,
minute, 5 to 6 mm., empty;' tramal plates 50 to 80 fJ- thick, of woven., strongly
gelatinized hyphae, scissile at the gussets; basidia apparently 2-spored. Spores
f'usif'orm, both ends acuminate, or spindle-shaped, clear fuscous brown, 18 to 22
x 11 to 15 fJ- (including spindle and reticulations), strongly and coarsely reticulated, wings to 3 fJ- tall, endospore 1 fJ- thick.-Cunningham. South AustraliaNational Park. 'I'asmania, April.

H ymenogaster tasmanicus Cunn. (Tasmania); H. aureus Rodw. (Tasmania); H.
[usisporue (Massee et Rodw.) Cunn. (Tasmania); H. -namus Mass. et Rodw.
(Tusmania.) ; H. aZbell'us Mass. et Rodw. (Tasm., N.S.W.); H. eeuiaauiicue Petch
(Ceylon and N.Z.) ; and H. macrosporus Cunn. (Tasm.) have not yet been recorded
from South Australia.
SECTION

III.-·Peridium with radicate strands, without a columella;
globose, commonly sculptured, rarely smooth.

spores

OCTAVIANIA Vittadini.
(After Dr. Vincent Ottaviani.)
Plants subglobose 101' pyriform, attached by radicate strands. Peridinm simple,
rarely of two layers, sometimes scanty and in rare cases wanting at maturity, of
woven partly gelatinized hyphae, or pseudoparenchymatous. Gleba of permanent
tramal plates anastomosed to enclose cellular or labyrinthiform cavities lined
with a permanent palisade hymenium; columella absent; sterile base present or
absent. Spores hyaline or less frequently coloured, globose, echinulate, verrucose,
reticulated, or rarely smooth; basidia subclavate or cylindrical, bearing 2 to
4 spores on short but stout sterigmata. Growing partially buried in soils rich
in vegetable debris.-Cunningham.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Spores perfectly smooth.
Spore wall to 4 fJ- thick .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Spore wall 0.5 to 1 fJ- thick .. .. .. .. .. ..
Spores covered with coarse or fine echinulations, or
finger-like processes.
Spines appearing as finger-like processes.
Spores 10 to 12 fJ- •• •• •• •• •• •• •• • •. 453.
Spores 12 to 16 fJ- •• •• •• •• •• ••
Spines appearing as coarse or fine echinulations.
450.
Spines minute, 0.5 fJ- or less
Spines coarse, 2 to 3. fJ- long.
Spores hyaline .. ..
Spores coloured.
Spores 9 to 12 fJ- ••
Spores 14 to 18 fJ- or more
Spores reticulated.
Spores 6 to 10 fJ- and hyaline.
451.
Reticulations vaguely defined
452.
Reticulations sharply defined
454.
Reticulations in the form of striae
Spores 16 to 22 fJ., coloured .. ..

Octauuunia Clelandi.
O. leuispora.

O. pallida..
O. seminnuia.

O. austraiiensis.

O. .flava.
O. Hinsbyi.
O. tasmanica.

O. glabra.
O. brisbanensis.
O. striata.

O. densa.

450. Octaviania australiensis Cke. (Pertaining to Australia).-Plants subglobose, ~- to 1in. (1 to 2.5 cm.) diameter, smooth, cream-coloured becoming
brown. Peridium 100 to 150 /1, thick, of woven non-gelatinized hyphae. Gleba
cream-coloured or ochraceous, cells subglobose or labyrinthif'orm, small, empty,
larger towards the centre; sterile base present or absent; tramul plates 35 to
60 JL thick, of woven non-gelatinized hyphae, seissile ; basidia chiefly 2-spored.
Spores globose, subglobose or even shortly elliptical, 8 to 10 x 6 to 9 fJ-, t.inted
ferruginous, shortly pedicellate, covered with fine, moderately. closely arranged
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echinulations, which are about 0.5 I-' long, epispore about 1 I-' thick.-Cunningham.
South Australia-s-Mount Lofty. Victoria. New South Wales. April, June,
July.
451. Octavianiaglabra (Rodw.) Cunn. (L., glaber, smooth) .-Plants irregularly
globose, subglob.oS'e or subturbinate, ~ to 1in. (15 to 25 mm.) diameter, exteriorly
ochraceous or CInnamon brown, smooth, firm, and much wrinkled. Peridium 80
to 125 I-' thick, of woven gelatinized hyphae. Gleba ochraeeous or pallid creamcoloured, cells empty, subglobose, somewhat tortuous, 2 to 3 to 1 mm.; t.ramal
plates 50 to 70 I-' thick, of gelatinized woven hyphae, seissile; sterile base present
or absent; basidia 4-spored. Spores globose or subglobose, 6 to 8.5 I-' (including
reticulations), hyaline, finely but obscurely reticulated, reticulations appearing
as vague irregular broken lines, about 0.5 I-' tall.--Cunninghanl. South Australia
-Mount Lofty, National Park" Willunga H'ill, Mount Compass, Encounter Bay,
Second Valley Forest Reserve, Tasmania. April, May, June, August.
452. Octaviania brisbanensis (Berk, et Br.) Cunn. (Brisbanensis, belonging to
Brisbane L-c-Plants subglobose or irregular, ! to lino (5 to 25 mm.) diameter,
pallid ochraceous, tawny or often reddish-brown, smooth, but much wrinkled when
dried. Peridium 80 to 120 I-' thick, composed of hyaline, loosely woven, partly
gelatinized hyphae, darker in colour peripherally, sometimes vwirh lactiferous
ducts. Gleba pallid cream colour, yellowish or ochraceous, cells empty, subglobose or slightly Iabvrinthiforrn, 3 or 4 to 1 mm.; sometimes with a distinct
sterile base ; tramal plates 50 to 100 I-' thick, of woven non-gelatinized hyphae;
scissile at tlle gussets, sometimes lactiferous ; basidia 2 or 4·-spored. Spore-s
hyaline, globose, 6,.5 to 8 I-' in diameter (including reticulations), definitely and
plainly reticulated, wings about 0.75 to 1 p. tall.-Cunningham. South Australia
-Mount Lofty, Stirling West, Belair, Tweedvale, Warren Reservoir. Queensland. New South Wales. Tasmania. May, June, July, October.
453. Octaviania palltda (Mass. et Rodw.) Cunn. (L., pallidus, pallid) .-Plants
subglobose, white, becoming ochraceous, ! to 1lino (1.2 to 3 cm.) diameter.
Peridium 75 to. 150 I-'thick, sometimes almost wanting, of partly gelatinized,
sometimes pseudopareuehymatous, woven hyphae, tinted. Gleba white, becoming
ochraceous, cells subglobose, 1 to 2 to 1 mm .., empty of spores; sterile base
absent; tramal plates 80 to 100 p. thick, pseudoparenchymatous, scissile, especially at the gussets; basidia 4-spored. Spores globose, hyaline, 10 to 12 I-'
diameter (including spines), shortly pedicellate, covered with densely packed,
hyaline, finger-like processes which attain a length of 3 I-'.-Cunningham. South
Australia-e-National Park, Mount Lofty. Tasmania. June.
454. Octaviania str.iata Cunn.. (L., striatus, striated) .-Plants irregularly globose or pyriform, ~ to 1in. (15 to 25 mm.) diameter, exteriorly reddish-brown and
dull, smooth but wrinkled when dry. Peridiumcompact, 60 to 110 I-' thick, of strongly
gelatinized, densely woven hyphae. Gleba ochraceous when dry, firm, cells somewhat elliptical or slightly labyrinthiform, empty, variable in size, 2 to 4 to 1 mm.,
larger below; sterile base present or absent; tramal plates 65 to 751-' thick,
of densely woven gelatinized hyphae, firm, not scissile; basidia 4-spored. Spores
globose, hyaline, 8 to 10 I-' (ineluding rcticulations), SllJortly pedicellate, strongly
reticulated, wings to 1.5 iJ, tall, arranged in the form of striae.-Cunningham.
South Australia-e--Mount Lofty. New South Wa.les. May, June.
Octaviania levispora Rodw, (Tasm.); O. Clelandi (Rodw.) Cunn. (Tasm.); q.
Hinsbyi (Rodw.) Cunn. (Tasm.); O. seminuda (Massee etRodw.)Cunn.
(Tasm.) ; O. fiaoa (Bodw.) CUTIn. (Tasm.); O. taemamioa (Kalchb.) Cunn,
(Tasm., N.Z.); and o. densq. (Rodw.) Cunn. (Tasm.)-have not yet been
recorded :for South Australia.
SECTIQN

IV.-Peridium with radicate strands, traversed by a definite dendroid
columella; spores globose, verrucose,

HYDNANGIUM Wallroth. (Syn. ARCANGELIELLA Cav.)
(Gl·., hydnon, a truffle; angeviJorn, a vessel.)
Plants subglobose or pyriform, attached by radicate strands. Peridium simple,
often reduced of woven c-elatinized hyphae. Gleba of permanent tramal plates
anastomosed to enclose labYl'inthiform" cavities, lined with a permanent palisade
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hymenium ; columella dendroid, arising from a wed defined sterile base. Spores
globose, echinulate, pall:id coloured; basidia subclavate bearing from 1 to 4,
but commonly 2 sporea-c-Cunningham.
'
455. Hydnang'imn carneum Wallr. (L., carneus, flesh-coloured).-Plants subglobose, ~- to lin. (1.2 to 2.5 cm.) diameter, often with a small rooting base,
pallid crearr.. or ochraceous. Peridium fragile and readily disappearing 50 to
200 f.L thick, variable in different plants from the same collection, of \vg~en but
not gelatinized hyphae. Gleba ochraceous when dry, of large labyrinthiforrm
cavities, 'which tend to a radial arrangement from the base, smaller and more
compacted below; sterile base and dendroid columella present; tramal plates
25 to 100 fJ- thick, of woven, non-gelatinized hyphae; basidia commonly 2-spored;
cystidia sometimes present. Spores globose, 14 to 18 !J. in diameter (including
spines), ferruginous or with a tinted spore wall only, covered with COUTse
echinulate spines, 2 to 2.5 f.L long, broad at the base, regular, hyaline; epispore
1.5 to 2 f.L thick, tinted yellow and highly refraotiveo-e-Cunningham. South!
Australia-s-Mount Lofty, Morialta, Kuitpo.. New South Wales.
Tasmania.
New Zealand.' Europe. July,August.
[Peridium with a radicato base; usually without an evident columella; spores
globose with a conspicuous gelatinous exospore enveloping the surface sculpturing.
--The genus Leucoqaster has not been recorded f'rom A1,lstralia, or New Zealand.]
V.-Peridium with radicate strands; gleba traversed by a definite
columella; spores elliptical, coloured and with a gelatinous exospore which
is rugulose or rugulose-areolate.

SECTION

DENDROGASTER Bucholtz.
(Gr., dendron, a tree; gaster, the belly.)
Plants subglobose or pyriform,attached by a radicate basal strand. Peridium
of one or two layers, pseudoparenchymatous. Gleba of pseudoparenchymatous
tramal plates anastomosed to enclose 'numerous cavities .Iined 'with a definite
hymenial layer; traversed by a simple or branched .dendroid columella, which
may be reduced to a sterile base with a few radiating bands. Spores elliptical,
coloured, with a rugulose epispore ; basidiapers1stent, bearing 2 to 4 spores on
short sterigmata.
Epigaean, or partly submerged in soils rich in humus.
-Cunningham.
KEY TO T'HE SPECIES.
Peridium of two distinct layers
456. Dendroaaster

piriformis.
Peridium of a single layer.
Peridium ferruginous brown
Peridium violaceus .. .. ..

457. D. fulvus.
D. »iotaceue.

456. Dendrogaster piriformis Cunn. (L., piriformis, pear-shaped) .-Plants
pyriform or sub-turbinate, to ~in. (15 mm.) tall, smooth, reddish brQWD. Peridium
double, 200 to 250 f.L, exterior layer of pseud.oparenchyma, interior layer of brown
partly gelatjnized, parallel hyphae. Gleba reddish brown or ferruginous, cells
subglobose, I or 2 to 1, mm., with a sterile base and trave~sed\by a pallid
yellow dendroid percurrent columella ; tramal plates 90 to 110 JL thick, pseudoparenchymatous ; basidia 4-spored.. Spores obovate, chestnut brown, 12 to 14
x 6.5 to 8 f.1, shortly pedicellate, distinctly areolat.e, walt Lfi f.L thick.-Ounningham.
South Australia-Encounter Bay, National Park. June, August.
457. Dendrogaster fulvus (Rodw.) Cunn. (L., fulvus, tawny) .-'-Plants irregu- :
larly globose, to l~in. (3.5 cm.) diameter, knobbed ior wrinkled, pallid, becoming
dingy brown when dried. Peridium 150 to 200 J.L thick, )of a single lay-er of
hyaline pseudoparenchyma, hyphae of the exterior arranged in a parallel manner.
Gleba dark ferruginous brown, cells subglobose, 1 to 2 to 1 mm., ompty ; traversed
by a sparingly branched columella arising from a poorly defined sterile base;
tramal plates 75 to 120 JL thick, pseudoparenehymatoua," not scissile; basidia
4-spored. Spores elliptical or elliptical-oblong, ferruginous, 8.5 to' 10 ;X 6' to
8 f.L, covered with a delicate, coloured, gelatinous membrane, which is distinctly
rugul1ose-areolate.-Cunningham.
South Australia-Mounty Lofty, Greenhill
Road. Tasmania. June to August.
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D. oiotaceus ,(l\Iass. et Rodw.) Cunn., found in Tasmania and Victoria, has
not been recorded for South Australia.

VI.-Peridium with a radicate strand; gleba traversed with a definite
dendroid columella; spores elliptical, smooth, hyaline or tinted only.

SECTION

HYSTERANGIUM Vittadini.
(Gr., h.ustera, the womb; omqeion, a vcssel.j ,
Plants subglobose, pyriform or tuberiform, attached by radicate strands.
Peridium of one or two layers, of woven orpseudoparenchymatous hyphae,
usually partly gelatinized and sometimes separating readily f'rom the gleba.
Gleba of numerous, usually gelatiniz'ed, tramal plates, anastomosed to enclose
numerous cavities Iined by a hymenium of cylindrical basidia, bearing 2 to 8
spores IOU short sterigmata; penetrated by a definite simple or branched
columella a.rising from a discoid sterile base. Spores smooth (or in a few
cases covered with a gelatinous tunic), tinted or hyaline, elliptical or ellipticfusiform.-Cunningham.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Spores 2 to 3

p-

long

Hysterangtfum
lobatuan,
H. hautu.

Spores to 6 p- long ..
Spores over 8 fJ- in length.
Spores. with a conspicuous gelatinous tunic.
Gleba sage-green, cells minute, tramal plates
15 to 50 p- thick.. .. .. .. .. ..
458. H. inflatum.
Gleba olivaceous, cells large, tramal plates
80 to 200 p- thick .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
H. tunicatum.
Spores without a gelatinous exospore.
Gleba olivaceous or sage green.
Spores bluntly elliptical, ends. bluntly
rounded
.
H. sclerodermssm,
Spores narrowly fusiform, ends acuminate
.
459. H. affine.
Gleba ferruginous or umber brown.
Plants minute, 2 to 3 mm. in diameter
H. pumilwm.
Plants 2 to 3 cm. in diameter .. ..
H. neglectum.

458. Hysterangium infiatum Rodw. (L., inflatus, puffed up, inflated) .-Plants
subglobose 101' shortly pyriform, to ~in. (1.5 'cm.) diameter, reddish brown,
drying dingy brown. Peridium 200 to 300 p- thick, of two layers, the outer
a shallow zone of woven hyphae arranged in a parallel manner, seated upon
an inner layer of pseudoparonchyma,
Gleba greenish, firm, cells elongate,
arranged in a radial manner, filled 'with spores; tramal plates 15 to 50 fJ- thick,
of densely 'woven strongly gelatinized hyphae; columella branched, sterile base
present; basidia 6-spored. Spores elliptic-obovate, smooth, tinted" 9 to 11 x 3.5
to 4.5 P-, covered with a 'gelatinous exospore which is much inflated laterally
but free from the rounded apex, base shortly peddcollatcc-c-Cunniugham. South
Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, Kuitpo, Encounter Bay. New South
Wales. 'I'asmania, North America. May, June, July.
459. Hysterangium affine Mass. et Rodw.(L., atfinis, neighbouring, related).Plants subglobose or pyriform, i to ~in. (8 to 16 mm.) diameter, at first white,
drying dingy ochre, attached by s-everal scanty basal strands. Peridium 380
to 450 p- thick, of apparently two layers, the outer pseudoparenchymatous and
coloured peripherally, the inner layer of glebal tissue upwards of 200 p- thick.
Gleba dark olive green or sage green, firm and compact, cavities elongate,
radiate, minute, partly filled wit.h spores; columella dendroid, _arising from a
sterile base; tramal plates 30 to 100 p- thick, of gelatinized hyphae; basidia
6-spored. Spores elliptic-obovate, smooth, tinted or hyaline, 9, to 12' x 3 to 8.5 p(sometimes to 14 f.L in length), shortly pedicellate.-Cunningham. South Australia-v-Mount Lofty. 'I'asmania, June.
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Hysterangiurn lobatum. Cunn. (N.Z.); H. hautu. Cunn. (N.Z.); H. scierodermusn
(Cooke) Cunn, (Tasm., N.Z.); H. neqlectuan. Mass. et Rodw. (T1asm., Nth.
America); H. purnUJum Rodw. (Tasm.); and H. tumicatum» Cunn. (N.Z.), have
not yet been recorded for South Australia.
VII.-Peridiu'In with a radieate strand; gleba traversed by a definite
dendroid eolumella ; spores elliptical, coloured, longit.udiually ribbed.

SECTION

GAUTIERIA Vittadini.
(After Joseph Gautieri.)
Plants subglobose, pyriform, or tuberiform, with radicate mycelial strands.
Peridium either fragile and in mature plants wanting, or more frequently well
developed and permanent, of one or two layers. Gleba of tramal plates anastomosed to form labyrinthiform or cellular cavities lined wkth a definite palisade
hymenium : columella simple or more often dendroid, traversing the gleba; sterile
base usually present. Spores coloured, elliptical or obovat.e, longitudinally ribbed;
basidia 1 to 4-spored, borne on definite sterigmata. Growing superficially 01'
partly submerged in vegetable debris.-Cunningham.

KEY TO T:HE SPECIES.
Spores upwards of 20 11- in length.
Spores fusiform, apex markedly acuminate.. ..
Gautieria albida.
Spores broadly elliptical, apex rounded or bluntly
pointed
.
460. G. macrospora.
Spores to 16 11- in length.
Peridium of pseudoparenchyma,
Spores with 4 to 5 longitudinal ribs .. ..
G. nouaezelamdiae.
Spores with 8 to 10 longitudinal ribs .. ..
G. tasmanica.
Peridium of woven hyphae, not pseudoparenchymatous.
Spores with 8 to 11 longitudinal ribs ..
G. costata.
Spores with about 16 longitudinal ribs .. ..
G. Rodwayi.
460. Gautieria macrospora Cunn. (Gr., makros, long; spora, seed).-Plants
subglobose or somewhat irregular, ~ to Lin. (10 to 25 mm.) diameter, pallid
'white 'with a tinge of bluish green, becoming ochraceous when dried. Peridium
150 to ~OO 11- thick, of a single layer of pseudoparenchyma and a prominent
layer of crystals lying next the gleba. Gleba umber l::irown, cells, minute, 2 to
3 to 1 mm., filled with spores, appearing icompact ; traversed by ja branched
columella arising from a scanty. sterile base; trainal plates 30 to 80 11- thick,
of woven gelatinized hyphae, basidia 2-spored. Spores broadly ell.iptioal or
broadly fusiform, 20 to 27 x 11 to 1·4 11-, ferruginous, apex acuminate, base
shortly pedicellate, ribs about 8 to 10, acute, to, 2.5 Il- tall, vaguely anastomosed.
-Cunningham. South Australia-Mount Lofty. July.
Gautieria novaezelandiae Cunn. (N.Z.); G. tasmaaiica Cunn. (Tusmania) ;
G. costata Cunn. (N.S.W.); G. Rodwlayi (Massee) Zeller et Dodge (N.S.W.,
'I'asm.); and a. albida (Massee et Rodw.) Cunn. (Tasm.) have not yet been
recorded for South Australia.

ISECOTIACEAE.
Plants stipitate, epigaean at maturity. Peridium 'of 1 or 2 layers, indehiscent,
Stipe traversing the gleba, and attached to the ~e:rlidium at the apex. Gleb'a
of numerous plates anastomosed to enclose cellular or Iabyrinthiform cavities;
capillitium absent. Basidia commonly sub-clavate,. forming a palisade lining
the glebal cavities, commonly tetrasporous. Spores sterigmate, variously shaped,
rough or smooth.c-c-Cunningham.

SECOTIUM Kunze,
(Gr., sekos, a pen or enclosure, in reference to the fruitin,gbody.)
Peridium variously. shaped,. of a single pseudoparenchymatons layer, often
brightly coloured, indehiscent· carried on a well developed stipe, which is central,
long .or attenuated, hollow, ~tu:ff.ed or soldd, traversing the gleba and merging
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apically with the peridium. Gleba of numerous plates anastomosed to form
cellular or labyrinthiform cavities, appearing lamellar in a f'ew species; attached
above to the stem, but free below ; cystidia present or absent.. .Spores subglobose, elliptical, obovate or spindle-shaped, hyaline or coloured, echinulate
or smooth. Solitary or in small groups on decaying humus or rotting wood
buried in the substratum.-Cunningham.
The e~ecies of Secotiusn sometimes resemble small deformed agarics with the
gills anastomosing to form cavities and a veil which ruptures to expose the
lowermost chambers. The stem is carried upwards to the, apex of the peridium
and in the South Australian species the external part is usually short. Our
species are, for the most part, soberly coloured. .8ec!o,ti'ru/;n coarctatura is strongly
fragrant and may be found on clay soil on the foothills near Adelaide.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Spores smooth; peridium scabrid, hispid or tomentose.
Gle ba ochraeeous or ferruginous.
Spores elliptical,over 10 fJ- long .. .. .. ..
Spores globose, under 10 f.L long .. .. .. ..
Gleba bronze or almost black.
Spores obovate or elliptical, sepia coloured .
Spores globose, ferruginous .. .
Spores echinulate.
Peridium smooth; spores obovate ..
Peridium rough ; spores globose ..

461. Secotiuan ochraceum.
462. S. coarctatum.
463. S. meiomosporum,
464. S. a.garicoides.

465. S. leucooephaiuan..
466. S. Rodwayi.

[Photo. by S. :Pee a,nd W.P.O:
Figure 62.-SecoUum coarctatum. Berk. (No. 462).
Beaumont, near Adelaide.

461. Secotium ochraceum Rodw. (L., ochraceus, ochre-coloured).-Peridium
pale ochre-brown, subglobose, base slightly excavated, i to, ~in. (1 to 2 cm.)
diameter, tomentose, very thin, hardly apparent; drying dingy brown, becoming
rugulose. Stipe short, 3 to 5 mm. long, 2 mm. thick, .pallid brown, equal,
tomentose, hollow; columella not expanded at the apex. Gleba ochraeeous,
labyrinthiform, cells minute, 1 to 2 mm. long, dissepiments thick, Spores smooth,
pallid ferruginous, elliptical, bluntly pointed at both ends, 12 to 17 x 6 to 9 u,
----Cunningham. South Australia-National Park. Tasmania. July.
462. Secotium coarctatwn Berk. (L., coarctatus, pressed together).-Peridium
pallid greyish-br-own, obovate or depressed-globose. umbilicate, base strongly
excavated and truncate, up to lino (12 mm.) high, l to tin. (12 to 20 mm.)
wide, rugulose, minutely and densely tomentose, coriaceous, thick; white when
fresh, pallid brown and rugulose when dried. Stipe greyish, up to ~ill. (2 cm.)
high usually shorter, 2 to 3 mm, thick, glahrous or tomentose, tapering from
base' to apex, hollow or stuffed; columella. thickened at the apex. Gleba pallid
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grey' or tinted tan colour, Iabyrinthiform, cells very minute, up to 0.5 mm. long,
very numerous, dissepiments very thin, whole gleba crumbling readily when cut.
Spores smooth, tinted yellow, almost hyaline, subgloboso to 0 bovate, shortly
pedicellate, 5 to 8 ~, epispore thick. Solitary on the ground.-Cunningham. The
plants are· fragrant when fresh. South Australia-i-Under bushes of Acacia
armata R. Br., Beaumont; Kinchina. New South Wales. Western. Australia.
March to June. (Figure 62.)
463. Secotium melanosponun Berk. (Gr., melas, black; spora, seed).Per'idium dingy grey, darker above, strongly depressed-globose, deeply umbilicate,
base deeply excavated, truncate, I! to l~in. (3 to 4 cm.) high, up to l!in. (3 cm.)
wide, finely scabrid and longitudinally striate; dingy-grey and minutely rugulose
when dried. Stipe dingy-grey, up to l~in. (4 cm.) long, -§. to tin. ,(8 to 12, mm.)
thick, stout, woody, equal, scabrid, central portion coarsely cellular; columella
strongly thickened at the apex. Gleba dark sepia-brown, almost black, c-ellular,

[Ph;O'to. by Profeesor T. G. B: Oeborn;
Figure 63.-Secotium melamosporuan. Berk. (No. 463).

Monarto South.

cells minute, up to 0.5 mm. long, laterally compressed, dissepiments thin, whole
context tough 'and resistant. SpOJ'l€S smooth, sepia-cclcured.vobovate or less
commonly elliptical, bluntly pointed at one end, rounded at the other, variable
in size, 5 to 11 x 4 to 6 p-; epispore thin. Solitary 'On thei ground-c-Cunningham.
South Australia--Monarto South, Halidon. Western Australia. New South
Wales. Broken Hill. May, July. (Figure 63.)
464. Secotium agartcoides (Czern.) Hollos. (Like the Genus Agarious).Peridiumdingy-grey, ovate, obtusely conical or subglobose, apex obtuse, base
abruptly rounded or truncate, excavated, up to 3!in. (8 em.) high and 2in. (5 cm.)
broad, minutely scabrid and finelyTongitudinally striate, margin lacerate, often
lobed. Stipe very short, almost obsolete, dingy grey, scabrid, stuffed, up to tin.
(2 em.) long and lino (18 mm.) wide at the base, where it is sometimes much
inflated; columella thickened at the apex, free throughout, Gleba dark bronzebrown, lamellate, lamellae sinuate, margins finely serrate, sparsely anastomosing,
vertically arranged around the inner wall of the peridium. Spores smooth,
ferruginous, globose or subglobose, 5 to 8 p-, sometimes shortly pedicellate;
epispore thick. Solitary on the ground in open grassy areas.-Cunningham~
South Australia-e-Greenhill Road. Western Australia. New Zealand.' Europe.
North Africa. North America. April.
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465. Secotium leucocephalum Mass, (Gr., leukos, white; kephalon, the head).Peridium dingy-grey, depressed-globose, somewhat umbilicate,· base truncate;
excavated, i to !in. (9 to 12 mm.) high, ! to 1in. (20 to 26 mm.) wide, smooth,
minutely longitudinally striate, glabrous, margin tardily separating from the
stipe; drying pallid brown, surface becoming rugose. Stipe whitish, slender,
-ft to 1in. (12 to 25 mm.) long, 3 to 4 mm. thick, attenuate downwards, solid,
striate, smooth, polished; columella expanded at the apex. Gleba ferruginous,
cellular, cells laterally compressed, up to 3 mm. long, dessepiments thin. Spores
verruculose, pallid ferruginous, obovate or obovate-elliptical, commonly lachrymiform, rounded at one 'end, pointed at the other, 9 to 11 x 5 to 7 JL; epispore
thin. Solrtary on sandy soil.-·Cunningham. South Australia-e-Mount Lof'ty,
Waterfall, Gully. New Zealand. June, August.
1

466. Secotium Rodwayi Mass. (After Leonard Rodway, C.M.G., for many years
Government Botanist of Tasmania) .~-Peridium ochraceous white, depressedglobose, umbilicate, base deeply excavated, ! to 1iin. (2 to 3 em.) diameter,
tomentose; drying dingy-brown becoming rugulose,
Stipe hardly apparent,
3 x 2 mm., subequal, hollow, tomentose. Gleba pallid-ochraceous, lahyrinthiform,
cells minute, 1 mm. 1011g, dissepiments thin. 8pore-s verruculose, hyaline, globose
or subglobose, apieulate, 6 to 9, JL; epispore thin. Hypogean, solitary in sandy
soil.-Cunningham. South Australia-Mount Lofty. Tasmania. April, J une.

LYCOPERDALES.
Peridium usually epigaean, sessile or stipitate, of 2, 3, or 4 layers, dehiscing
by an apical pore (or by several pores), by weathering of the apex of the
endoperidium, circumsoisaile cleavage of the endoperidium, or irregular rupture
of this membrane. Gleba at maturity pulverulent, with a copiously developed
capillitium. Basidia 1 to 8-spored.-Cunningham.
TULOSTOMATACEAE.
Plants at first hypogaean, completing their development below ground,
becoming- elevated upon a rapidly elongating stem. as they approach maturity.
Peridium 2-layered, borne at the apex of a simple but well developed stem which
in Podaxon traverses the gleba as a columella. Gleba of spores and a well
developed capillrtium of simple or branched, hyalineor coloured hyphae. Basidia
bearing apically (laterally in TuLostoma) 1 to 4 coloured, smooth or verrucose
spores.-Cunningham.
PODAXONOIDEAE.
Basidia arranged in fasciculate clusters which are persistent at maturity.
PODAXONEAE.
Peridium carried at the apex of a stem which traverses the gleba, dehisc.ing
by irregular longitudinal fissuring.

PODAXON Desvaux,
(Gr., porus; podos, a foot; axon, axis.)
Plant at maturity consisting of a peridium borne on a strongly developed
stem, which traverses the gleba as an axile columella and is firmly attached to
the apex of the peridium. Peridium of two layers, a fugacious scaly exoperidium,
and a persistent membranous endoperidium; dehiscing by longitudinal fissure and
by becoming free from the stem at the base. Gleba of spores and a copious
capillitium, to the threads of which are. attached the fascicles of basidia;
capillrtium threads simple, sparingly branched, scantily septate; flattened, coloured
or hyaline. Spores coloured, smooth, 'continuous, with a 2-layered wall apically
perforate by a distinct germ pore; borne on short sterigmata on the clavate, or
subglobose basidia. Growing solitary in sandy soil.-Cunningham.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Capillitium . copious, tough; threads deeply coloured.
Spores 'chestnut or" reddish-brown, often fuscous and
opaque .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. 467. Podaxon pistillaris.
Capillitium scanty, tenuous and fragile, threads hyaline
or tinted only. Spores olivaceous or pallid chestnut,
not reddish .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 468. P. loandensis.
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467. Podaxon pistilla;ris (L.) Fr. (Syns., Podaxon aegyptiacus Mont.; Podaxis
indica (Spreng.) Massee.) (L., pistillum, a pestle).-Plant to6in. (15 cm.) tall.
Peridium ovate-oblong, 1-1 to 2£in. (3 to 7 cm.) tall, c! to l:lin. (1 to 3 cm.)
diameter; exoperidium in the form of a few closely appressed scales, which
usually fall away at maturity; endoperidium membranous, 'externally white or
bay- brown, sometimes ferruginous, "at first smooth, shining or silky fibrillose,
becoming wrinkled and in 01<1 specimens longitudinally lacerate; apex bluntly
acuminate or rounded. Stem 1i to 3!in. (4 to 8 cm.) tall, 2 to 10 mm. diameter,
covered with white, crustose, brittle fibrils, arranged irregularly. (as imbricateIy
or spirally), disappearing readily when the stem appears brown and longitudinally
sulcate, smooth, often ·twisted, tapering from base to apex, and produced below
into a bulbous attachment, consisting of hyphae and sand particles, sometimes
appearing volvate due to persistence of part of the peridium. Gleba dense,
ranging in colour from olivaceous through reddish-brown to black; capillrtium

[Photo. by Professor T. G. B. Osborn,

Figure 64.-Phellorina· imqubnan« Berk. In situ
amongst grass, etc., Monarto South.

threads deeply coloured, olivaceous or reddish-brown, sparingly septate, scantily
branched, often flattened. Spores obovate or shortly elliptical, reddish-brown,
10 to 16 x 9 to 12 IL; truncate apically, and thickened to 4 IL frequently with a
rudimentary pedicel basally, smooth, apically perforate..-Cunningham. South
Australia-Ooldea, Wilgena, Miller's Creek near Stewart's Range, near Wirrealpa
(Flinders Range) , Cooper's Creek near Lake Eyre, Minnie Downs near
Diamantina, Pedirka, Ernab ell a (Musgrave Ranges). Central Australia-Alice
Springs to Jay River, Macdonald Downs, Cockatoo Creek, Mount Liebig. Queensland-Arrabury Station near Cordillo. New South Wales-Twenty miles east of
Broken Hill. India. Africa. Madagascar. May, August, December.
468. Podaxon Ioandensis Welw. et Currey. (Syns., Podaxon Muelleri P.Renn.;
Chaimoderma Druanmondii Mass.) (After Loanda in West Africa).-Plants similar
to the preceding, but differing in· typical plants in the rcharacters .of the gleba
and spores. Gleba either well developed or scanty, olivaceous or black, not
reddish, arachnoid, fragile; capil'litium threads hyaline' or tinted only, sparingly
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septate and scantily branched. Spores obovate or shortly elliptical, olivaceous
or chestnut-brown, 11 to 15 x 9 to 11 IL, perforated apically, basally shortly
pedicellate (or as frequently without this feature), thick-walled, smooth.~
Cunningham. South Australia-Near Wirrealpa (Flinders Range). Central Australia-Mount Liebig. West Africa, August, December.
PHELLORINEAE.
Peridium carried at the apex of the stem, a columella being absent; dehiscing
by irregular rupture at the apex, or by an apical pore.

[Photo. by S. Tee aaui W.P.O.

Figure 65.-Phello1·ina, strobilima (Kalch.) Lloyd (No. 470.)
Naidia, near Blanchetown, Reduced by nearly ~.

PHELLORINA Berk.
(Gr., pheilos, cork; rhinos, the skin.)
Plant consisting of a 2-layered peridium supported upon a definite stem.
Exoperidium roughened, continuous with the exterior of the stem; endoperidium
a fine parchment-like membrane seated on the expanded apex of the stem,
dehiscing by the irregular breaking away of the apical portion, the whole
ultimately becoming cupulate. Stem thick, woody, stout. Gleba of capillitium,
spores and persistent fascicles of basidia; capillitium threads long, simple,
flattened, rarely branched and sparingly septate. Spores globose, tinted yellow,
verruculose. Basidia bearing apically 1 to 4 spores on short sterigmata. Growing
solitary in sandy soil.-Cunningham.
469. Phellorina inquinans Berk. (Syn., Xylopodium Delastrei Mont.) (L.,
inquinans, staining, dying).-Plant to 3!in. (9 cm.) tall. Peridium pyriform,
I! to 2in. (3 to 5 cm.) tall, i to 1iin. (2 to 4 cm.) diameter; exoperidium
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ochraceous, continuous with the stem, covered with coarse overlapping scales,
which' are longitudinally grooved and irregularly arranged; endoperidium membranous, shining, smooth, cream-coloured or white, continuous with the stem,
rupturing by irregular breaking away of the upper surface' and becoming
urceolate. Stem 1-.1 to liin. (3 to 4 cm.) long, 6 to 12 mm. diameter, solid, of two
layers, an outer fibrillose scaly layer, and an inner ochraceous tough and woody
layer, bulbous at the base. Gleba reddish-brown, pulverulent; capillitium threads
simple, flattened, sparsely septate, tinted, almost hyaline. Spores globose, tinted
yellow, 6 to 8.5 u, covered with flat-topped coarse warts, appearing areolate.Cunningham. South Australia-Kinchina and Monarto South, Minnie Downs near
the Diamantina. Central Australia-Mount Liebig. Victoria. South Africa.
North America. July, August, November: (Figure 64.)
470. Phellorina strobilina (Kalch.) Lloyd. (Syns., Scleroderma strobilina
Kalch., Xylopoa~u1'n ochroleucum Cke. et Mass.) (L., strobilinus, like the
artichoke) .-Differing from the preceding in the nature of the oxoperidium,
which is covered with large, thick, pyramidal, persistent, zoned scales which
are larger and more prominently developed apically. Gleba and spores as in
P. inquinans.-Cunningham.
South Austrulia-e-Monarto South,Naidia near
Blanchetown (1Iin. (27.5 cm.) high, peridium 3in. (7.5 cm.) broad). Queensland. October. (Figure 65.)
CHLAMYDOPUS Spegazzini.
(Gr., chla/mqs, chlamydos, a cloak; pous, a foot.)
Plant consisting of a long stem bearing upon its dilated apex the 2-layered
peridium. Exoperidum fragile, breaking away in pieces; endoperidium membranous, tough, persistent, dehiscing by an apical pore which enlarges as the
plant ages. Stem enlarged apically, solid, supported basally in a fibrillose,
cupulate volva. Gleba of spores and capillitium, threads simple or sparingly
branched, immixed with numerous clusters of persistent, fasciculate basidia.
Spores coloured, verrucose, globose, continuous. Basidia bearing apically 1 to 4
spores on short sterigmata.-Cunningham.
.
471. Chlamydopus Meyenianus (Klotzch.) Lloyd. (Syn., Tylostoma maximum
Cke. et Mass.) (Meyenianu1s, after Franz Meyen, 1804-1840, author of PflanzenPathologie).-Peridium to iin. (2 cm.) tall, i to l-!in. (2 to 3.5 cm.) diameter,
depressed globose or pulvinate; exoperidium fugitive, soon breaking up and
falling away, of sand or other debris mixed .with hyphae; endoperidium tough
and membranous, ochraceous, bleaching' to a pallid cream colour, smooth or finely
asperate, firmly attached to the peripheral apex of the stem, dehiscing by a plane
apical mouth which later becomes torn irregularly. Stem to 5!in. (13 cm.) tall,
and -!in. (12 rnm.). diameter,woody,solid, grooved longitudinally, silky fibrillose
or with a few coarse peeling scales, sometimes arranged as an annulus in old
specimens, ochraceous, attenuate' below and seated in .a . fragile volva of two
layers, gradually thickened above and expanded into a flattened, discoid, truncate
apex. Glebaochraceous or yellowish-brown; capillitium densely developed, of
long hyaline or tinted threads attached both to the apex and inner wall of the
endoperidium. Spores globose, tinted yellow, 6 to 9.5 f.l, mostly 7 to 8 f.l, covered
with coarse flat-topped warts, appearing areolatc.e-Cunningharn. South Australia
-Miller's Creek, Minnie Downs. Western Australia-Kurrawang, Gascoyne
River. Peru. North America. June ·to August.
TULOSTOMOIDEAE.
Basidia not fasciculate and disappearing at maturity.
TULOSTOMEAE.
Elaters not present in the gleba; peridium dehiscing by an apical pore.
TULOSTOMA Persoon.
(Gr., tylos, a knob; stoma, a mouth.)
Peridium stipitate,globose to depressed-globose ; consisting of an outer thin,
usually fugacious exoperidium, and a thin membranous, 'coloured' or white, smooth
or rough endoperidium; dehiscence by an apical pore, which may be definite or
indefinite, naked or fibrillose, erumpent-tubular, umbonate or plane. Stipe inserted
in a socket at the base of the endoperidium to which it is attached; woody,
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Mouth definite.
Mouth tubular, margin entire.
Spores finely verruculose, often almost smooth.
Peridium smooth or practically so .. ..
Peridium finely pubescent ..
Spores distinctly echinulate, aculeate orwarted.
Peridium uncoloured (dingy white or
pallid tan).
Peridium smooth.
Spores 5 to 8 It ..
Spores 9 to 13 /.l. ••
Peridium rough with the adhering
persistent exoperidium ..
Peridium deeply coloured.
Peridium chestnut brown, mouth more
deeply colour-ed than the peridium
Peridium chocolate brown
Mouth fibrillose-fimbriate.
Spores perfectly smooth ..
Spores finely but minutely verruculose
Spores distinctly echinulate, aculeate or
warted.
Spores closely echinulate-verrucose ..
Spores with echinulae arranged in striae.
Mouth indefinite.
Mouth merely an indefinite torn aperture.
Spores smooth .. .. .. ..
Spores minutely verruculose .. .. ..

473. Tulostom,a albicans.
472. T. pubescens

475. T. McAlpiwianum.
T. macrosporum,
T. adhaerene.
T. bruanale.
T. Perpusii.

476. T. obeeum:
477. T. minutum.
478. T. subfuscum.
479. T. str-atwm.
480. T. pu,lchellum.
481. T. australianum.

Mouth definite; circular or elliptical, tubular or plane.
Spores finely and distinctly verruculose.
472. TuloSltoma pubescens Cunn. (L., pubescene, beginning to have a beard,
pubescent).-Peridium depressed-globose, up to iin. (10 mm.) high, tin. (20 mm.)
diameter; exoperidium persistent, dingy brown, almost black, in the ,nature of
almost coarse mycelial fibres mixed with vegetable debris; endoperidium
ferruginous, pubescent with closely appressed silky threads. Mouth definite, 2.5
to 3 mm. diameter, circular, plane. Stipe Lj in. (4 cm.) x 6 mm., equal, densely
pubescent, colour of the peridium, stuffed, rugulose. Gleba reddish-brown;
capillitium hyaline, threads' spa.ringly septate, slightly thicker than the spores,
branched, septa plane. Spores globose or subzlobose, 4' to 5.5 It, apiculate;
epispore finely and delicately verruculose, pallid ferruginous" 0.75 It thick.
Solitary on the ground.-Cunningham. South Australia-Port Gawler. April.
473. Tulostoma albicans White (L., albicans, turning white) .-Peridium
depressed globose, up to %in. (10 mm.) high, -!in. (12 mm.) diameter; exoperidium soon falling away from the upper portion but persisting at the base
of the endoperidium which is smooth, thin papyraceous, dingy white or pallid
tan. , Mouth small, 1 mm. diameter, circular, short-tubular, entire. Stipe to
t to l!in. (2 to 4 cm.) x 3 to 6 mm., equal,bay-brown, finely striate, fibrillose,
stuffed, frequently with a, small mycelial pad at the base. Gleba reddish-brown;
capillitium hyaline or tinted, threads branched, sparsely septate, septa slightly
swollen. Spores globose or subglobose, 4 to 6 It, frequently apiculate ; epispore
pallid ferruginous, finely and moderately verruculose, 1 It thick. Solitary or
gregarious on the ground.-Cunningham. South Australia-e-Beaumont, Reynella,
Middleton, Kinchina, near Overland Corner, Berri, South Hummocks, Flinder's
Range near Port Augusta, Ooldea, Big Swamp (12 miles west of Port Lincoln),
Talia (E.P.), Elliston (E.P.), Ernabella (Musgrave Ranges). Central Australia-e-Rodina, Hermannsburg, ,Mount Liebig. New South Wales. January,
February, June, July, August, September, October.
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474. Tulostoma albicans var. niqrostuim. Cunn. (L., niger, black; ostium, door
or mouth) .-Peridium similar to T. albicans but differing in that the mouth is
strongly coloured, usually brown, frequently lead-coloured.-Cunningham. South
Australia-Encounter Bay. New South Wales. May, July, September.
Spores strongly verrucose or verrucose-echinulate.
475. Tulostoma McAlpiniannm Lloyd. (After D. McAlpine, for many years
Government Vegetable Pathologist for Victoria) .-Peridium globose to depressedglobose up to -!in. (12 mm.) high, #in. (15 mm.) diameter; exoperidium .soon
falling away from the upper portion, but remaining at the base of the endo. peridium as a .thickened, closely adherent disc; endoperidium smooth, partly
covered with adhering particles of the exoperidium, or slightly pitted, papyraceous,
dingy white or pallid tan. Mouth small, 1 to 1.5 mm. diameter, circular, shorttubular, entire. Stipe! to 3!in. (2 to 8 cm.) x 3 to 5 mm. equal, slightly or
not thickened basally, coloured bay- or chestnut-brown, fibrillose, striate, woody,
stuffed. Gle.ba reddish-brown; capillitium hyaline or tinted, threads sparingly
branched, sparsely septate, septa slightly swollen. Spores globose or subglobose,
5 to 8 f.L; epispore pallid ferruginous, coarsely, bluntly and sparsely verrucose,
l f.L thick. Solitary or gregarious on the ~Tound.-Cunningham. South Australia
~Adelaide, near Morgan, Kinchina, Ooluea, Penola State Forest (S.E.) .
New
South Wales. March, June to August, November.
Differs from the two preceding species in the spore markings.

T'ulostoma macrosporum Cunn. has been found at Dubbo, New South Wales;
T. adhaerens Lloyd at Narrabeen, New South Wales; T. brumale Pers. in Victoria and New Zealand; and T. Purpusii Hennings in Sydney. N one of these
species has yet been found in South Australia.
Mouth definite, fibrillose.
Spores perfectly smooth.
476. Tulostoma obesum Cke. et Ellis (Syn., T. poculatum White.) (L., obesus,
fat).-Peridium depressed-globose, up to iin. (10 mm.) high, -!in. (12 mm.)
diameter ; exoperidium breaking away completely save the persistent basal portion; endoperidium fawn-coloured or dingy-white, smooth.
Mouth raised,
surrounded by a circular, fibrillose area, which may attain to a diameter of
3 mm. Stipe! to l!in. (2 to 3 cm.) x 3 to 5 mm., tan-coloured, sulcate, striate,
equal, stuffed, slightly bulbous at the base. Gleba ferruginous; capillitium tinted
or hyaline, threads sparingly branched, slightly swollen at the septa. Spores
globose or subglobose, 4 to 6 f.L, apiculate; epispore pallid ferruginous, perfectly
smooth, 0.75 f.L thick. Solitary or gregarious on the ground.-Cunningham.
South Anstralia-c-Beaumont (Adelaide), Kinchina, Port Augusta district. Central Australia-Macdonald Downs (160 miles N.E. of Alice Springs). New
South Wales. New Zealand. North America. May to August, November.
Spores finely and distinctly verruculose.
477. Tulostoma minutum White (L., minnstu«, minute) .---Peridium depressedglobose, ! to iin. (0.5 to 1 cm.) high, ! to tin. (1 to 2 cm.) diameter; exoperidium dingy brown, imperfectly breaking away from the upper part of the
endoperidium but remaining at the base; endoperidium pallid-chestnut-brown,
membranous. Mouth f11ight ly raised, fibrillose, small, 2 mm. diameter. Stipe
i to!in. (1 to 2 cm.) x2 to 4 mm., slender, stuffed, brown, striate, frequently
with a small mycelial pad at the base. Gleba ferruginous; capillitium tinted,
threads sparingly branched, septa sl.ightly swollen. Spores globose or subglobose,
4 to 6 f.L, apieulate ; epispore ferruginous, minutely and closely verruculose, 1 f.L
thick.
Solitary on the ground.-Cunningham.
South Australia-v-Beaumont,
Berri,Barton. Central Australia-Dashwood Creek. January, February, August.
Spores verrucose.
478. Tulostoma subfuscum White. (L., subfuscue, somewhat fuscous).Peridium depressed-globose, up to lino (12 mm.) high,· ~in. (15, rnm.) diameter;
exoperidium dingy brown, imperfectly breaking away from the apical portion
but remaining as 3: .firm membrane at the base. of the endoperidium; the latter
smooth, varying in colour from bay-brown to dingy ferruginous, tough, membranous. Mouth raised, minute, surrounded by a scanty, fibrillose zone 1 to
2 mm. diameter. Stipe! to 1 ;;-in. (2 to 3 cm.) long x 2 to 3 mm., fibrillose or
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scaly, leathery, dingy brown, striate, equal, stuffed, with a small myc-elial bulb
at the base. Gleba ferruginous; capillitium hyaline or tinted, threads branched,
sparsely septate, slightly thickened at the septa. Spores globose to subglobose,
4 to 6 f.L, sometimes apiculate; epispore pallid ferruginous, finely and moderately
verrucose, 0.75 f.L thick. Solitary or gregarious on the ground.-Cunningham.
South Australia-Kinchina.
New South Wales.
North America.
June,
November, December.
479. Tulostoma striatum Cunn. (L., striatus, with striae) .-Peridium depressedt"'lobose, up to ~in. (15 mm.) high, !in. (20 mm.) diameter; exoperidium pallid
tan colour, soon falling away save where persistent at the base, in some specimens
persisting as irregular roughened patches; endoperidium pallid-tan or dingy-white,
smooth, papyraceous. Mouth raised, irregularly circular, surrounded by a fibrillose zone, up to 3 mm. diameter. Stipe ~ to 2iin. (2 to 6 cm.) x 2 to 4 mm.,
equal, pallid-tan, stuffed, striate, slightly enlarged towards the base. Gleba
ferruginous; capillitium hyaline, threads somewhat flattened, branched, sparingly
septate, slightly swollen at the septa. Spores globose 101' subglobose, 4 to 6 f.L;
epispore coarsely and sparsely verrucose, verrucae arranged in striae, 1· f.L thick.
Solitary or caespitose on the ground.-Cunninghanl. South Australia-Grange,
Kinchina, Berri, Ooldea, New South Wales. January, June, August, November.
Mouth Indefinite.
Mouth merely an indefinite torn aperture.
480. Tulostoma prulchellum Sacc. (L., pulchellue, somewhat pretty) .-This
species was collected by J. G. O. Tepper and so probably came from South Australia. Lloyd says that the colour is now chocolate brown, the surface scurfy
under a lens. The stem is very short and does not appear to be inserted in a
socket. 'I'he mouth is an indefinite opening. The gleba is rust colour. The spores
glo bose, smooth, pale-coloured, 8 to 9 f.L (unusually large for this genus).
481. Tulostoma australianum Lloyd. (Australianus, Australian).-Peridium
strongly depressed-globose, almost pulvinate, up to !in. (15 mm.) high, Lin.
(24 mm.) dia.meter; exoperidium falling completely away, save at the base;
endoperidium smooth, dingy white, tough, thick, membranous. Mouth indefinite,
plane, a simple irregularly torn vaper'turc. Stipe up to !in. (15 mm.) long x
6 mm. thick, equal, covered with coarse deciduous scales, markedly striate, woody,
stuffed, bay-brown, with a strongly developed bulbous base. Gleba ferruginous;
capilfitium hyaline, threads branched, moderately swollen at the somewhat sparse
septa. Spores globose or subglobose, 4 to 6 f.L; epispore finely and sparsely verrucose, pallid ferruginous, 0.75- f.L thick. Solitary on the ground.-Cunning'ham.
South Australia-Monarto South, Barton (East-West Line). New South Wales.
May, .Iune, September.
r

BAT'TARRAEA PeTS.
(After the Italian botanist Antonio Battarra.)
Plant with a small applanate peridium borne upon a long and strongly
developed stem seated in a basal volva. Peridium of two layers; exoperidium
of sand particles mixed with hypae, soon disappearing, endoperidium tough and
membranous, dehiscing by circumscissile cleavage of the upper hemisphere from
the periphery of the discoid apex of the stem. Gleba of spores and capillitium;
capil'lit.ium of two types long sparsely branched threads andelaters. Spores
globose, punctate, of thr~e layers, the outer being somewhat gelatinous. Basidia
bearing 1-4 spor-e-s apically on long sterigmata. Growing solitary, partially buried
in sand.-Cunninghaln.
482. BattarraeaStevenii (Liboschitz) (Syn., B. Tepperiana Ludw.) (A
surname) .-Peridium pulvinate or depressed globose, seated on the expanded
discoid apex of the stem, to 2lin. (6 cm.) diameter, and! to l!in. (2 to 3 cm.)
tall, base white or ochraceous and appearing roughened when the gleba is removed, smooth and white beneath; apically at first consisting of two membranes,
the outer falling away in flakes, the inner dehiseing circumscissilely and falling
away in one piece as a distinct calyptra. Stem 4 to 14in. (10 to 35 cm.) tall,
~ to ¥.in. (5 to 15 mm.) diameter, tapering below and a.ttached to the substratum by a definite 2-layered volva (which is not gelatinous at any time of
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its development), covered externally with numerous coarse, overlapping scales
which are more numerous and coarse apically, ochraceous or bay-brown, weathering away ultimately and exposing the cream-coloured, fluted exterior, hollow or
stuffed with silky fibres. Gleba pulverulent, with a capillitium of two types,
single hyaline threads predominantly vertically arranged, and elaters which are
fusiform or cylindrical bodies with annular or spiral thickenings on the inner
wall. Spores globose or subglobose, often apiculate, 5, to 7 IL, commonly 5 to
5.5- IL, finely and sparsely punctate.-Cunningham. South Auatralia-s-Grounds of
Adelaide Hospital, Grange, Tapley's Hill Road, Normanville, Monarto South,
Murray Bridge, N ankeri, Pinnaroo, N aidia, Halidon, Alawoona, Brinkworth,

[Photo. by G. O. McLennan.

Figure 66.-Battar"i'flea Stel'enii (.Libosch.) (No. 482). Much reduced in size,
showing the expanded plant with the cup-shaped-volva which
is buried in the glround, and at the upper end the ruptured
exopertdrum, with the loose upper portion separating and
exposing the mass of brown spores on the expanded disc.
Adelaide Hospital Grounds.

Nonning, Tumby Bay, Minnie Downs (Diamantina). New South Wales. Western
Australia. Europe. Asia. N orthand South America.
January, April to
August, October, December. (Figures 66 and 67.)
LYCOPERDACEAE.
Peridium of two to four layers, dehiscing by an apical stoma (or by several),
by weathering of the apex, or irregular rupture. Capiflit.ium copious, attached
or free, simple or branched. Basidia bearing 4 spores on long sterigrnata.Cunningham.

Peridium of two layers, dehiscingby an apical stoma, by weathering of the
apex (Calvatia) , or by irregular fissuring (Mycenastrum).
Spores globose,
typically echinulate, rarely smooth.-Cunningham.
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CALVATIA Fries.
calca, a skull or scalp.)
Peridium subglobose to pyriform, frequently with a well-developed rooting
base; of two layers, an outer exoperidium which may be warted, spinose, furfuraceous, granular or smooth, and flakes away in irregular fragments; and an
inner endoperidium which is thin, papyraceous or membranous, and flakes away
irregularly from the apex, but persists towards the base; sterile base present,
well developed or scanty. Gleba coloured, of capillitium and spores; capillitium
threads 'long, equal, sparingly branched, septate or continuous, attached to the
inner walls of the endoperidium, Spores globose or shortly elliptical, continuous,
coloured, rough or smooth. Solitary or in small groups on the ground in pastures, sand-dunes or outskirts of the forest.c--Ounuingham. '

CL,.,

[Photo. by S. Tee.
Figure 67.-Battan',(fca StellPnii (Libosch.) (No. 482).
Partly expanded plant. Adelaide Hospital Grounds.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Diaphragm present.
Spores smooth ..
Spores verrucose ..

483. C. lilacina.

Diaphragm absent.
Plants large, exoperic1ium smooth, leathery
Plants small, exoperidium furfuraceous ..

484. C. ,qigantea.
485. C. candida.

Calvatia caelata.
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Calvatia caelata

(Bull.)

Morgan has not yet been recorded from South

Australia.
483. Calvatia lilacina (Berk. et Mont.) Lloyd. (L., lilaoinus, lilac-coloured).Peridium up to 6,in. (15 cm.) diameter, subglobose to subpyrif'orm, tapering
abruptly into a large,well-developed, strongly crenulate rootdng base; exoperidium smooth or more frequently floccose, cream to bay-brown, often areolate, .thin, fragile, fugacious.; endoperi dium brown, thin, fragile, flaking away
irregularly from the apical portion.
Sterile base well-developed, persistent,
cellular at the periphery, hemi-compact within, separ-ated from the gleba by
:3 prominent· diaphragm.
Gleba sorne shade of purple, sometimes with a greyish
tinge, at first compact, soon pulverulent ; capillitium threads long, branched,
septate, equal" pallid olivaceous. Spores globose, 5.5 to 7.5 JL, oceasionally apiculate; epispore violaceous, verrucose. Solitary on the ground, especially in sandy
areas.-Cunningham.
South Australia-Beaumont, Eagle-on-the-Hill, National
Park, Morphett Vale, Encounter Bay district, Ernabella (Musgrave Ranges).
New South Wales-e-Sydney, Pilliga Scrub, Krambach near Taree, Baan Baa.
Victoria-Craigie near Ararat. N ew Zealand-Queenstown, &c. Europe. South
Africa. North America. January,April to June, October, November.
484. Calvatia gigantea (Pers.) Cunn. (L., gigant6'us, gigantic) .-Peridium
subglobose, up to LOin. (40 cm.) diameter, sessile, with a cord-like rooting base;
exoperidium smooth, finely tomentose, closely resembling chamois leather, fragile,
cream or yellowish, fugacious; endoperidium brown, thin, fragile, flaking away
irregularly. Sterile base scanty and poorly developed, floccose, fresuently wanting, diaphragm absent. Gleba yellowish, becoming olivaceous, hemi-compact;
capillitium threads long, sparingly. branched, septate, olivaceous.
Spores
globose, 4 to 5.5, JL, occasionally apiculate; epispore olivaceous, verrueulose,
Solitary on the ground in pastures.-Cunningham. South Australia-Kinchina,
Flinders Range near Quorn. Victoria. New Zealand. Europe. North America.
August, November.
485. Calvatia candida (Rostk.) Hollis. (L., canduiu«, shining, white).Peridium up to nearly Sin. (7 cm..) diameter,. subglobose to pyriform, base
frequently crenulate, tapering abruptly into, a strongly developed, white.veordlike. rooting base; exoperidium thin, furfuraceous, ochraceous, frequently areolate,
fugacious; endoperidium thin, papyraceous, ochraceous or chestnut brown,flaking
away irregularly from the apex. Sterile base usually well-developed, sometimes
scanty, floccose, yellowish, dianhragm absent. Gleba pallid olivaceous, hemicompact; capillitium threads sparingly branched, sparsely septate, equal, olivaceOUSe
Spores globose, 4 to 5.5 JL, frequently apiculate ; epispore ~ olivaceous,
finely and sparsely verruculose. On the ground in small groups.-Cunningham.
So.uth Australia-Beaumont, Glen Osmond,National Park, Mouarto South,
Kinchina, Wilpena Pound and Baratta (Flinders Range), Pinnaroo, Maitland,
Minnie Downs (Diamantina). Central Australia-Mount Liebig. New South
Wales. Victoria-Nathalia (near Murray River). Western Australia-Narrogin.
Europe. February, April to October, December.
486. Calvatia candida var, rubro-flava(Cragin) Cunn. (L., rub er, red; flavus,
bright yellow) .~Differs from the type in the reddish-ochre colour of the gleba,
N ew South Wales-s-Bydney.
Not yet recorded in South Australia.
North
America.
487. Oalvatia candida var. fusoa Cunn. (L., !usous, brown, tawny j c-e-Differs
from the type in the gleba being dark olivaceous, almost fuscous.
South
Australia-s-Kinchina. July.

LYCOPERDON Tournefort ex Persoon.
(Gr., lyhos, a wolf; perdoma» to break wind.)
Peridium variously shaped, 'with a prominent stem-like base or rooting strand:
of two layers, a fugacious exoperidium which is pseudoparenchymatous, warted,
spinose or granular; ard a persistent endoperidium 'which is membranous or
napyraceous, thin, tough, and dehisces by a solitary apical stoma; sterile base
present or absent ; diaphragm present or absent. Gleba of capillitium and
spores; columella present or absent; capillitium threads long, simple or branched,
continuous /OT septate, hyaline er coloured, attached by one end to the endoperidium, or columella when present. Spores globose or shortly elliptical, con-
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tinuous, rough or smooth, coloured, pedicellate or not. Basidia long-sterigmate
4-spored. Solitary, in groups, or caespitose on the ground or upon rotting wood;
stumps, etc., in pastures or the forest.-Cunningham.
Thi~ genus comprises the comrnon small puff-balls, setting free a mass of
vellowish spores as a fine dust through an apical aperture.
KEY TO THE SPECIES.
Spores without distinct pedicels.
Capillitium hyaline, freely septate
Diaphragm present .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Diaphragm absent.
Exoperidium with minute depressions
Exoperidium reticulate with persistent
granules .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Capillitium coloured, usually continuous.
Capillitium continuous or sparingly -branehed.
Sterile base of large cells, 2 mm. or more.
Exoperidium of minute connivent
spines .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Exoperidium of pointed verrucae ..
Sterile base of minute cells, 1 mm. or less.
Exoperidium of large cruciate spines.
Exoperidium furfuraceous
Capi Ilit.ium freely branched.
Sterile base cellular ..
Sterile base compact ..
Sterile base absent
Spores long-pedicellate.
Sterile base well-developed.
Exoperidium furfuraceous
..
Exoperidium of' cruciate spines
Sterile base scanty or absent.
Exoperidium .of pallid, cruciate spines
Exoper idium furfuraceous or tomentose .. ..

488. Lycoperdon'
, dein-essum,

L. subincarnatum.
L. compactuan,

489. L. piriforme.

L. perlatum.
490. L. stellatum.
491. L. nitidum.

,
492. L. spadiceuan:
493 .. L. polymorphu·m.
494. L. pusillunt..
495. L. qlabrescens,
496. L. scabrum.

I

497. L. asperuan:
498. L. Gunni,i.

488. Lycope~don depressum Bonorden, (Syn., L. pratense of Lloyd's identification). (L., depressus, kept down, trodden under foot).---Peridium yellow, becoming pallid brown, up to 2in. (5 cm.) diameter, elliptical, obconic or !subturbinate, frequently 'constricted and plicate towards the base; exoperidium of
white spines united at their apices,' immixed with numerous 'simple spines and
granules, larger and 1110re numerous apically; partially disappearing with' age;
endoperidium ochraceous or bay brown, dehiscing by a definite apical stoma, later
the whole of the apical portion falling away; sterile base occupying the lower
third of the peridium, of large cells, bay- or umber-brown, separated from the'
gleba by a well-defined diaphragm. Gleba yellowish, becoming pallid olivaceous;
columella absent; capillitium threads hyaline, simple or sparingly branched, not
pitted, septate. Spores globose, 3.3 to 5.5' 1-'-, apedicellate ; epispore pallid olivaceous, finely and closely verrucose. Solitary or in small groups ,on the ground,
often forming rings in pastures.-Cunningham. South Australia-Adelaide, Beaumont, ~LI:OUl1t Lof'ty, Upper Sturt, N ational Park, Eagle-on-the- Hill, Mylor, Bull's
Creek, Encounter Bay, Kalangadoo (S.E.).
New South Wales.
Victoria.
Tasmania. New Zealand. Europe. South Africa. January, April to July,
December. (Figure 68.)
The species is characterised by the prominent diaphragm, large cellular base,
and hyaline, septate, simple or sparingly branched. capillitium.
Lucoperdon. subincarnatum Peck..- Growing on decaying wood on the forest
floor. Not yet recorded for South Australia. but occurs in New South Wales.
Lycoperdon conipactuan. Cunn.-A New Zealand species growing on rotting
wood on the forest floor, has not yet been recorded for Australia.
.
489. Lycoperdon piriforme Schaeffer ex Persoon. (L., pyrus, a pear; forma,
shape) .-Peridium up to 4in.. (10 cm.) diameter, grey to bay-brown, pyriform,
sub-turbinate or subglobose, with a compressed, slender, stem-like blase; exoperidium of minute, scattered, brown or black, hemi-persistent, pointed verrucae
E
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and granules; endoperidium brown, membranous, dehiscing by an apical, small,
plane, torn stoma; sterile base prominent, forming the stem-like base, cells
large,pallid tan or yellowish; diaphragm absent. Gleba greenish-yellow, becoming ferruginous or olivaceous; columella prominent, subglobose; capillitium threads
olivaceous, sparingly branched or simple, oontinuous, not pitted, thick walled,
about the diameter of the spores. Spores globose, 3.5 to 4.5\ fJ-, aped'icellate ;
epispol'e pallid olivaceous, finely verruculose. Solitary, in groups, 101' caespitose
on rotting wood on the forest floor, or on decaying logs .and stumps.-Cunningham.
South A ustralia-c-Bcaumont (doubtful) , National Park.
Queensland.
New South Wales. New Zealand. Europe. America. Japan. April, May,

October.

rPhoto. by S. Tee.
Figure 68.-Lycoperdon depressurn Bon. (No. 488);
On lawn, Adelaide.
Characterized by the minute verrucae of the exopcridium, the (usually) pyriform sliape, finely verruculosc spores an(} h ahit of growing upon Totting wood.
It .is liable to confusion only 'with L. perlaturn, front whieh it luay readily be
separated by thesecharacters.-Cunningha,m.
Lycoperdon perlatuan .Pers. (L. qemmatnim Bats(~h).-Usually on vegetable
debris on the forest floor. New South Wales. 'I'asmania, N ew Zealand. N at
yet recorded for South Australia.
490. Lycoperdon stellatum eke. et Massee. (L., st ellaius, sta.r-sha.ped jv->
Peridium depressed-globose, f. to It,in. (2 to :1 crn.) diameter, with a small rooting
base; exoperid ium of stout, thick, connivent, pallid spines which fall away in
small groups but may" persist towards the base; endo peridiurn hay-brown, or
cream, smooth save at the base where the exoperidiulll is partially persistent,
membranous, dehiscing' by a s,mall,' plane, torn, apical stoma; sterile base occupyiug the lower third of the perid ium, ferruginous, cells minute, 'scarcely visible
unless magnified : diaphragm absent.
Gleba ferruginous; columella absent;
capillit.iun. threads. olivaceous, sparingly branched, eontinuous, thin walled, not
pitted, about thediam:eter of the spores. Spores globose, B.8 to 4.5 fJ-, apcdicellate; epispore olivaceous, finely and closely verruculose.. Solitary on the ground.
-CunninghalTI. South Australia-Israelite Bay, in sandy soil at Encounter Bay.
January, May.
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The peculiar nature of the exoperidium and the small cells of the sterile base
are the characters of the species.
The Encounter Bay specimens had depressed globular peridia, 11 to 2in. (3.2
to 5 ClU.) broad, 1 to 11in. (2.5 to 3.2 cm.) high, with the base flat or broadly
conical, the endoper.idium near Colonial Buff (xxx.) bleaching to white, the
exoperidial 'warts Light Buff (xv.), opening apically by a laceration 4 to 10 mm.
in diameter. When young, the peridia 'were coarsely echinulate from large closely
packed acute warts, up to 3 mm. high with bases of 3 to 4 lnm., the warts finally
splitting into 2 to 4 elements which remained connivent. As maturity was reached,
the whole excperidium flaked off into very friable angular fragments up to ~in.
(1.5 cm.) long and 3 to 4, mm, thick, leaving the. smooth endoperidium exposed,
fragments remaining for a while as a friable collar at the base.
491. Lycoperdon nitidum Lloyd. (L., nituiue, shining) .-Peridium depressed
globose, irregular, ! to l~in. (2 to 4 cm.) diameter, umber, almost black, crenulate below, with a minute rooting base; exoperid ium furfuraceous, flaking a,vay
irregularly, almost black; endoperidium papyraceous, umber, polished, dehiscing
hy a minute, plane, torn apical stoma ; sterile base olivaceous, occupying the
lower third of the peridium, cells minute, scarcely visible unless magnified;
diaphragm absent. Gleba olive-umber; columella absent; capillitium threads
simple or .sparingly branched, flaccid, olive, thin walled, pitted, continuous.
Spores globose or subglobose, apicula te, 3.5 to 4.5 fJ.; epispoTe olivaceous,
delicately verruculose, On the ground.-Cunningham. South Australia-Clare.
A.ugust.
'I'his species is characterized by the depressed-globose form, minutely furfuraceous exoperidiurn, the thin and polished umber-brown endoperidium, scanty,
minutely cellular sterile base and pitted capillitium.-rCunningham.
492. Lycoperdon spadiceum Persoon.· (L., spadiceus, date-brown) .-Peridium
! to 1i11. (12 to 24 mm.) diameter, subglobose or m/ore commonly shortly 'pryiform, with a long and slen(ler rooting base, which may sometimes be branched;
exoperidium furfuraceous, often in the form of mealy squamules, fugacious; endoperidium umber-brown, papyraceous, smooth, dull, flaccid, sometimes covered "with
Iime granules, dehis.cing by an apical, torn, plane stoma; sterile base scanty,
occupying the lower third of the perid sum or less, of' small cells, umber ;
diaphragm absent.
Gleba olivaceous, becoming umber; columella absent;
«apillit.ium threads olivaceous, freely branched, continuous, not pitted, about the
diameter of the spores. Spores globose, apieulate, 4 to 4.5 fJ.; epispore olivaceous,
minutely but distinctly verruculose.
ISolitJary on the ground.-Cunningham.
South All stralia-e-Beanmout, Morphet.t Vale, Mount Lofty, Morialta, Kuitpo,
Kinchina, Encounter Bay, Ka1angadoo (S.E.), Big Swamp west of Port Lincoln.
Victoria. New Zealand. Europe. April to July.
Characterized by the small, sub-pyriform shape, furfuraceous exoperic1ium and
scanty, srnall-cellcd, sterile base. It closely resembles large f'orms of L. pusi'll1tm,
but is separated rea.d ily on account of the presence of the cellular sterile base;
and small f'orrns of L. po,lyrnorphu'm, but the compact sterile base of the latter
serves as a ready means of differentiation.-Cunningham.
493. Lycoperdon polymorphum Vittad. (Gr., polys, many; morpn«, shape).---cPeridium up to 2!in. (0 cm.) diameter, yellow, becoming brown, depressed
globose or n10Te frequently pyriform, 'with or without a stem-like base, which,
'when present; is often crenulate ; exopcrid ium of minute spines, or verrucae,
often furfuraceous, fugacious; cndoperid ium membranous, often smooth and
polished, dehiscing by a small, torn, plane, apical stoma ; se ril« base compact,
of the samo in terwovcn hyphae as the gleba, concolorous, frequently seanty;
diaphragm absent,
Glcba yellowish, becoming olivaceous; columella absent;
capillitium threads pallid olive, thin walled, brunched, continuous, about the
diameter of the spores. Spores gllobose, 4.5 to 5.5 fJ., apiculate ; epispore tinted,
closely and finely verruculose. Solitary or in small groups on the ground.Cunningham. South. Australia-Mount Lofty, Kinchina, Wilpena Pound, Flinders
Range near Port Augusta, Ooldca. New South Wales. New Zealand. Europe.
North America. South Af'rica. April to August, November.
The species is characterized by the nature of the sterile base, which is either
of a compact mycelial tissue similar in structure to the gleba, or of cells so
minute as to he seen only when considerably magnified. Frequently the sterile
base is scanty, when plants approach L. ]Jus-illum,. to this form the name L.
cepaeformc has been appl.ierl , but i t is impracticable to maintain, for in the same
eollection may be present forms with' either scanty or well-developed sterile bases.
-Cunningllam.
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. 494. Lycoperdon pusillum Pers. (L., pusillus, very small) .-Peridium up to
gin. (20 'man.j diameter, globose or subglobose, yellowish, becoming brown, with
a strong b.asal rooting strand; exoperidium covered with minute, fugacious,
mealy squamules or flattened verrucae, f'ugacious ; endoperidiurn membranous,
smooth, shining, flaccid; dehis.cing by a small, irregular, plane apical stoma;
sterile base absent. Gleba yellowish, becoming brown; columella absent ; capillitium threads olive, continuous, freely branched, pitted. Spores globose, 3.7 to
5 f.L~ apiculate ; epispore olive, finely but distinctly verruculose. Scattered or
in small groups on the ground, often in cultivated areas.-Gullningham. South
Auatralia-v--Adelaide, Kinchina, Encounter Bay, Overland Corner, Wilpena
Pound (Flinders Range), Ernabella (Musgrave Ranges), Ooldea. Central Australia-v-Mount Liebig. Western Australia-Tammin. New Zealand. Europe.
Asia. Africa. America. February, March, May to August, October, November.
This is a small plant with a sub globose peridium, and .small but strongly
developed rooting base. It is. characterized by the abs-ence of a sterile base,
flaccid, shining endoperidium and freely branched cap illrtium, It is separated
from small forms of L.' polymorphum and L. spadiceuan: principally by the
absence of a sterile base.--Cunningham.
495. Lycoperdon glabrescens Berk. (L., qiobrescens, becoming smooth).Peridium up to 2in~ (5 cm.) diameter, bay-brown, depressed globose or subglobose, of'ten pyriform, tapering into a well-developed stem-Iike base; exoperidium of sma ll warts, larger towards the apex, fugacious ; endoperidium baybrown, smooth, membranous, dehiscing by a small, erumpent, apical, tom stoma;
sterile base well-developed, cells small, often tinged with purple, occupying the
stem-like base ; diaphragm absent.
Gleba dark olivaceous, often purplish;
columella wanting; eapilfitium threads freely branched, deeply coloured, about
the diameter of the spo:res, pitted, continuous. Spores globose, 4 to 5 ~, pedicels
tinted, acuminate : epispore olivaceous, minutely verruculose. On the ground in
groups, usually in pastures.-Cunningham. South Australia-s-Monarto South,
Mount Dutton Bay (West Coast). New South ·Wales. Victoria. Tasmania.
New Zealand. January, April to July, November.
'I'he members of the pedicellate-spored section of the genus are all,' with one
exception, L. Gl1.nnii, closely related, and are separated mainly on the nature
of the exoperidium. In L. alabreecene the sterile base is prominent, .but of
small cells, a character tending to separate it from L ..asperum, in which the
sterile base is scanty and frequently almost wanting. The minutely verruculose
exoperidium separates it from L. tscabrum.-Cunningham.
496. Lycoperd,on scabrum (Lloyd) Cunn. (L., scab er, rough).-Peridium up
to liin. (3 ern.) diameter, depressed globose or pyriform, umber, with ia welldeveloped rooting base; exoperidium of long black or brown spines, 1 to 3 mm.
long, free at the base, frequently connivent at the apices, fugaeious; :endoperidium umber, at length smooth, shining, membranous, dehiseing by an
erumpent, torn, toothed apical stoma; sterile base occupying the lower third of
theperidium, of small cells, concolorous; diaphragm absent. Gleba olivaceous
becoming umber; columella absent; capillitium threads olivaceous, freely
branched, pitted, continuous. Spores globos-e, 4 to 5 f.L, pedicels acuminate,
tinted; epispore olive, finely and evenly verruculose. Solitary on the ground.
-Cunningham. South Australia-Pearson Island (Great Australian Bight).
Victoria, N ew Zealand. January, February.
Characterized by the long spines of the exoperidium, and the well-developed
ster-ile base. It closely resembles the preceding, being separated on account of
the cruciate spines of the exoperidium.-Gunningham.
497. Lycoperdon asperum (Lev.) de Toni (L., asp er, rough).-Peridium up
to ltin. (3 cm.) diameter, bay-brown, globose, depressed globose or pyriform,
with a well-developed rooting base; exoperidium of short, stout, pal1id 'spines
often convergent in fours at the apex, fugacious; endoperidium membranous,
bay-brown, smooth, dehiscing by a small, irregularly. torn, plane apical stoma;
ster-ile base scantily developed, of small cells; diaphragm absent. Gleba pallid
olivacoous ; columella wanting; capillrtium threads olivaceous, branched, pitted,
con tinuous. Spores globose, 4 to 4.5 fJ-, pedicels acuminate, tinted; epispore
pallid olive, minutely verrueulose. Solitary or in small groups on the ground.
-Cunningham. South Australia-Grange, Mount Lofty,Monarto South, Mount
Compass, .Pearson Island (Great Australian Bight) . New South Wales. Victoria,
Tasmania. New Guinea. Chile.' South Africa. J a,nuarY,July to September.
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Characterized by the .(usually) minute sterile base and especially by the
nature of the' exoperidium, which ,is of 'short, stout, pallid spines often- converg;.
ing in fours at the apices. Plants vary considerably in the degree of' the roughness of the spores and depth of the colour of the capillrtium, doubtless. owing to
Inany being collected before they were properly matured.-Cunningham.
498. Lycope,rdon Gunnii Berk. (After Ronald Campbell Gunn, 1808-1881,
F.R.S., noted for his botanical researches in Tasmania, private secretary to Sir
John Franklin).-Peridium ! to ~in. (1 to 2 cm.) diameter, globose or subglobose, hay-brown or yellowish-brown, with a small rooting base; exoperidium
at first covered with minute warts or tomentose,.' becoming floceulerrt and areolate when old; en'doperidium' bay-brown or' yellowish, dehiscing by a small,
irregularly torn" plane apical stoma; sterile base absent, or seldom scantily
developed. Gleba yellowish, becoming .olivaceous ; columella absent; capillitium
threads pallid olivaceous or lemon yellow, thin walled, sparsely, branched, continuous, pitted. Spores globose, 4 to' 5 fJ-, pedicels tinted, acuminate; epispore
tinted yellow, finely verruculose, Solitary or in small groups on, the ground.Cunningham. South . .t \..ustralia-Big Swamp west of Port Lincoln (probably},
Murray R.ange east of 'I'ruro (doubtful). New South Wales. Victoria. 'I'asmania, May, August.
A small subglobose plant with a poorly developed rootinghase, the sterile
base usually being absent. The yellowish nature of the gleba, capillitium and
spores, sparingly branched, flaccid capillitium, small size of the per.idium, and
the furfuraceous nature of the oxoperidium, are the specific characters of the
species.c-Cunningham.

BOVISTELLA Morgan.
(Diminutive of B\ovis.ta.)
Plants remarmng attached to the plaice of origin, not breaking away at'
maturity; with a well-developed Tooting base. Peridium globose or pyriform,
of two (layers; an external thin, usually fugacious exoper.idimm, and an inner
thin, flaccid, membranous endoperidium which dehisces by an apical definite or
indefinite month. Gleba with or without a well defined sterile base; capillitium
of free threads, each consisting of a thick stem and dichotomous, tapering, acuminute branches. Spores coloured, continuous, rough or smooth, globose, obovate
or elliptical, pedicellate or apedicellate. Solitary on the ground.-C'unningham.
KEY TO THE SPEOIEIS.
Spores pedicellate.
Peridium pallid tan, finely tomentose
499. Bovistella uerrucosa.
Peridium dark brown, areolate .. ..
500. B. bovisioides.
Spores apedicellate .. ..
.. .. ..
B. pusilla. *
* Not yet recorded for -South Australia.
499. Bovistellaverrucosa Cunn. (L., »errucosue, w!arty}.-Poeridium globose
or shortly pryif'orrn, up to iin. (15 mm.) diameter; with a strtong, well-marked
rooting- base; exoperidium in the nature of a very delicate layer, SOon more or
less completely flaking away; endoperidium dingy white or pallid tan, minutely
and delicately tomentose, appearing almost smooth, very thin, and fragile,
flaccid, opening by an apical, irregular, indefinite plane mouth. Gleba bay-brown,
sterile base absent ; capillitium threads of the usual type, pitted.
Spores
globose, 4 to 6 fJ-, pedicels hyaline, acuminate, up to 12 fJ- long; epispore tinted,
finely and closely verrucose, 1.5 fJ- thick. Solitary on the ground.e-Cunningham.
South Australia-Monarto South. September.
The small size,' pallid colour and tomentose nature of the endoperidium and
rough pallid spores characterise this species.
500. Bovistella bovistoides (Oke. et Mass.}. Lloyd, (Bovista, the genus; Gr.,
eidlos, a form or sort) .-Peridium globose, depressed-globose or shortly pyriform,
up to lino (2 CIIn.) diameter, with a strong noofing .base which frequently
attains a length of over -!in. (1.5 cm.); exoperidium thin, white, persisting as
small areolate areas over the upper 'part of the endoperidium,": but, scanty or
absent from the lower part, frequently falling away completely whenvthe endoperidium appears marked with lines arranged in an areolate . manner; endoperidium flaccid, dull bay,- or chestnut-brown, darker basally; mouth apical,
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usually elliptical, frequently indefinite, slightly erumpent and toothed, sometimes
almost plane. Gleba olivaceous, becoming umber, sterile base absent; capillrtium
of the usual. type, threads much branched, thick-walled, pitted, dark. chestnut.
Spores globose, seldom obovate, 4 to 6 f.L, pedicels tinted, attenuate, up to 15 IJ.,
long; epispore chestnut-brown, minutely and delicately verruculose,. almost
smooth, 1 f.L thick. Solitary. on the ground.-Cunningham. South AustraliaEncounter Bay, Kangaroo Island, F1inders Range (near Port Augusta). New
South Wales. New Zealand. India. May, July, August, December.

B,OVIST'A Dillenius.
(The German name "buff-nst" Latinised.)
Plants breaking away from the point of attachment at maturity. Peridium
globose) subglobose or shortly pyriform; consisting of an outer, usually fugacious exoperidium, and a membranous, tough, firm endoperidium, which dehisces
11y an apical, definite or indefinite mouth.
Gleba wi thout a sterdle base;
capillirium of'. free threads, each consisting of a thick stem and dichotomous,
tapering, acuminate branches. Spores coloured, continuous, rough or smooth,
globose, obovate or elliptical, pedicellate or apedicellate ; basidia tetraspol'lous.
Solitary on the groulid.-Ounningham.
'I'he species of Boiiista are known as "Tumblers" amongst the puff-balls from
their habit of breaking loose front their attachment.
501. Bovista brunnea Berk. (L., brusmeus, brown) .-Peridium depressed
globose, up to Lin. (2.5 cm.) diameter, with a minute rooting base which usually
fans away at maturity; exoperidium white, evanescent: endoperidium chestnutbrown or pallid umber-brown, firm, smooth, shining, Mouth up to 2 mm
diameter, irregularly circular or indefinite and irregularly torn, slightly crumpent, toothed. or entire, frequently almost plane. Gleba pallid ferl'uginousbrown; capillitium of the usual type but more scantily branched, walls thin
and pitted. Spores globose or obovate, 4 to 6 f.L, pcd'icels tinted or hyaline
acuminate, 10 to 13 f.L long; epispore pallid-ferruginous, closely and finely verruculose, 1.5 f.L thick. Solitary on the ground.-Cunningham. Slouth Aust.raliaBeaumont, Kinehina, New Zealand. May.
'I'his species is characterised by' the firm, dark-brown, smooth and shining
endoperidium, stout, sparingly branched, thin-walled capillitium, and pallid,
distinetly verruculose spores.

DIS,CISEDA Czernaiaiev (Syn. CATASTOMA Morgan).
(LI., disous, a quoit; sedeo, I si.t.)

Peridium depressed-globose, of two layers; an exoperidium which may be
thick or thin, membranous, or compact when formed of hyphae immixed with
sand particles or vegetable debris, fragile, breaking away irregularly, save a
small discoid or cupulate basal portion; endoperidium papyraceous or membranous, tough, variously coloured, smooth or furfuraceous, dehiscing by a definite
stoma, which may be apical or basal; sterile base absent. Gleba pulverulent;
capill itium of short, simple or short-branched, continuous, non-pitted coloured
hyphae. Spores globose, coLoured,' variously roughened, pedicellate, apiculate or
apedicellate. Solitary .or in small groups on or in the ground.-Cunningham.
These puff-balls are usually more or less disc-shaped, the outer covering breaks
away leaving' a basal ring and the spores escape by a definite aperture. Australia is relatively rich in species.

KEY TO THE SPECIE;.S.
Spores long-pedicellate (10 f.L or more).
Spores strongly verrucose, 8 to 10 f.L •• ••
502.· Disciseda

pedicellate:

503. D. hya,lothrix.
Spores finely verrucose-areolate, 10 to 13 f.L
Spores apedicellate (or apiculate, .stumps only of the
pedicels persisting) '.
Spores almost smooth .. .. .. ..
504. D. candida.
Spores finely verrucose.
Stoma vflmbriute-rnamrnose ..
505. D. cervina.
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Stoma tubular, surrounded by a depressed
grooye.
Spores finely verrucose-echinulate ..
Spores covered with fine round-topped
warts ., .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .
Spores coarsely verrucose.
Spores covered with flat-topped echinulae
Spores covered with coarse verrucae

506. D. anomala.
507. D. australis.
508. D. hypogaea.
509. D. »errucosa.

502. Disciseda pedicellata (Morgan) Hollos. (Pediceluitue, possessing pedicels
little stalks, in_ reference t:n th~' spores).-Peridilum up to l%,in. (3 cm.)
diameter, depressed-globose or lenticular, attached by a small rootiing base;
exoperidium a thick sand-case, of hyphae and debris immixed, greY'or brown
flaking Rway save a small discoid basal portion; endoperidium tough, membrauCrus, chestnut-brown or umber, smooth, shining, dehiscing by a small apical,
plane stoma. Gleba purplish, pulverulent; capillitium pallid chestnut, of' the
usual type. Spores globose, 8 to 10 f.L diameter ,(including verrucae), pedicellate,
pedicels up to 25 f.L long, stout, tinted; epispore chestnut-brown, coarsely and
strongly. verrucose or verrucose-echinulate, Solitary on the ground.c-Dunniugham. South Australia- Fullarton, Buckland Park, Port Elliot. N ew South
Wales. North America. South Africa. A.pril, May, August, November.
The species is characterised by the (usually) large size, firm, leathery, umber,
polished endoperidium, indefinite plane. stoma, and especially by the longpedicellate, coarsely roughened spores. The spore markings vary somewhat in
different collections, in some being strongly verrucose, in others verrucoseechinulate. 'I'hc length. OT the spines may vary from 1.5 to 0.5, f.L.-Cunningharrl.

0:

503. Disciseda hyalothrix (Cke. et Mass.) Hollos. (Gr., hyalos, glass, a clear
transparent stone; thrix, a hair) .-Peridium up to 1in. (2.5 cm.) diameter,
depressed-globose; exoperidium in the nature of a sand-case, flaking away
irregularly, save a small attached basal portion; endoperidium umber or purplish,
smooth" tough, membranous, dehiscing by an irregular, plane, apical stoma.
Gleba dark olivaceous, becoming dark purple, pulverulent; capillitium threads
tinted, of the usual type. Spores globose, 10 to 12 fJ., pedicels short, up to 15
f.L, stout, tinted; epispore deep chestnut-brown, densely and finely covered with
tinted or hyaline verrucae, which appear areolate in consequence of their close
arrangement. Solitary on the' ground.c--Dunningham. South Australia-Adelaide.
New South Wales. Victoria. June, July, 'October.
Characterised by the pedicellate, closely and densely verrucose spores. The
verrucae are densely packed and somewhat irregular in shape and size, and consequently in surface view the epispore appears somewhat areolate. The plane
stoma is also characteristic.
The gleba may be purplish or olivaceous.Cunningham.
504. Disciseda candida (Schwein.) Lloyd. (L., camdidnis, shining, white).Peridium up to Ijin. (3 cm.) diameter, depressed-globose; exoperidium thick,
firm, of hyphae and vegetable debris immixed, breaking away circumscissilely
.from the base; endoperidium ferruginous to umber, tough, covered in part by
a reticulate, gelatinous layer; dehiscing by a basal, fimbriate, mammose stoma.
Gleba olivaccous, umber or purplish, pulverulent; capillitium threads pallid
chestnut, of the usual type. Spores globose, 3.8 to 4.5 f.L, with stumps only of
the pedicels remai.ning; opis-pore pallid chestnut-brown, very finelyverruculose,
almost smooth when x 1,000' times. Solitary or in small groups in pastures;
hypoga eau.-Cunnillgham. South Austrafia-e-Between Moorilyanna and Ernabella (200 miles west of Oodnadatta), McLaren Vale ~ Central Australia->N ear Alice SpTings. New South 'Vales. N ew Zealand. Europe. North and
South Amer-ica, February, August, October.
Characterised by the almost smooth spores, absence of a definite pedicel, and
fimbriate mammose stoma. According to Morgan the stoma is situated at the
base of the plant. The gleba is olivaceous when young, deep umber when old;
frequently in Australian plants identical in an other respects, it is tinged with
purple.c--Cunningham.
505. Disciseda cervina (Berk.) Cunn. (L., cercinus, fawn coloured) .-Peridium
up to more than 1iin. (4 cm.) diameter, depressed-globose; exoperidium thick,
brittle, flaking away irregularly save at the base; endoperidium tough, membranous, purplish or tan coloured, furfuraceous, dehiscing by a fimbriate, mammose
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stoma, Gleba olivaceous, umber or purplish; capillitium threads pallid chestnutbrown, of the usual type. Spores globose, 5.5 to 6.5 fJ.-, "with stumps only of the
pedicels remaining; epispore chestnut-brown, closely and finely verruculose.
Solitary in the ground; hypogaean.~Cunningham. ,south Australia-Grange,
Monarto South, Ooldea, Ross Waterhole (Macumba). Central Australia-e-Macdonald DO""Tns (160 miles north-east of' Alice S.prings), Dashwood Greek, near
Mount Liebig. New South W ales. New Zealand. Europe. North America.
.Ianuary, July, August, November.
The species resembles the preceding in many characters, but may be separated
by the larger and more definitely" verruculose spores. The verrucae differ considerably in different eollections, some·· being fine, approaching those of the
former species (when the spore size alone separates them j.; others being coarse,
approaching those of D. omomala. In such cases the nature of the stoma aids
in separating the two.-Cunningham.
506. Disciseda anomala (Cke. et Mass.)Cunn. (Gr. a, not; nomalos, even, here
in the sense. anomalouaj s-c-Peridium up to !in. (2 cm.) diameter, depressedglobose or pulvinate; exoperidium a thin brown membrane, flaking away save
at the base where persisting as a small cupulate structure, externally covered
with debris; endoperidium bay-brown or umber, firm, membranous, furfuraceous,
dehiseing by a raised, tubular, mammose, circular stoma which is surrounded by
a depressed groove. Gleba olivaceous, beeoming umber, pulverulent ; capilli tium
threads pallid chestnut-brown, of the usual type. Spores globose, i6 to 8: fJ.-,
·stumps only of the pedicels remaining; epispore pallid chestnut-brown, finely and
closely verruculose. Solitary or in small groups on the ground.c--Dunningham.
South Australia-Ooldea. Central Australia-Rodina, Ewaninga, Deep Well,
Cockatoo Greek. New South Wales. Victoria. January, March, June to August.
Charaeterised by. the thin and membranous cxoperidum, finely verruculose
spores anc1espeeially by the definite tubular stoma, surrounded by a depressed
groove, The stoma is not always tubular, however, for sometimes it lnay be
fimbriate and mammose, .and in old and weathered spccirnens almost indefinite.
Sometimes a 'trace of a gelatinous membrane is present lying on the surface of
the endoperidium. The gleba is frequently tinged with purple in old specimens.
-Cunningham.
507. Disciseda australis Cunn. (Australis, here Australian) .-Peridium up to
liin. (3 cm.) dianleter,depressed-globose,attaehed by a small .rooting base;
cxoperidium thin, umber, fragile, membranous, flaking away i.rregularly save ut
the base; endoperidium furfuraceous, dehiscing by a tubular or mammose stoma,
which is surrounded by a depressed groove.
Gleba olivaceous, pulverulent;
capillitium threads. pallid chestnut-brown, of the usual type. Spores globose
101' subglobose, 5 to 6.5 fJ.-, with stumps only of the pedicels persisting;f epispore
pallid chestnut-brown closely and finely verruculose, warts round-topped. Solitary
on the ground.-Cunningham. South Australia-Mount Pleasant.
Victoria.
11: ay, June.
The characters of the species are the membranous exoperidium, definite stoma
of the D. amomala type, and the fine, closely grouped, round-topped warts covering the epispore. The plant -has. a general resemblance to the preceding, especially .in the characters of the exoperidium and the stoma, ..but may be. separated
by the different spores, larger peridium, 'and darker colour of the endoperidium.
~Cunningham.

508. Disciseda hypogaea (Cke. et Mass.) Cunn. (Gr., hypo, under; ge, the
earth) .-Peridium up to !in. (2 cm.) diameter, depressed-globose or subglobose;
exoperidium membranoua, very thin, pallid ochraceous, fragile, falling away
irregularly save at the base; endoperidium thin, flaccid, papyraeeous, furfuraceous, olivaceous, dehiscing by a minute mammose apical stoma. Gleba olivaceous, pulverulent; capilli.tium of the usual type, tinted. Spores globose, 8 to
9 fJ.- ,(including verrucae), stumps only of the pedicels persisting; epispore chestnut-brown, closely covered with coarse flat-topped echinulae. Solitary in the
ground; hypogaean.-Ounningham·. "Central Australia-e-Macdonald Downs (160
miles north-east of Alice Springs). New 'South Wales. May, August.
The coarse, flat-topped spines of the spores characterise the species. These
are so well marked as to form a definite halo' around the spores when these are
viewed in median section, resembling in this particular the spores of certain
species of Geaster. The thin and flaccid nature" of the, .oxoperidium is .also
eharactaristic.c-e-Cunningham.
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509. Disciseda verrucosa Cunn. (L.,verr'Ucosus, warty) .-P'eridium up to l-!in.
(3 cm.) diameter, depressed-globose; exoperidium brown, tough, of hyphae and
vegetable debris immixed, flaking away irregularly save a small persistent basal
portion; endoperidium thick, tough, membranous, bay-brown or tinged with
purple, dehiscing by an irregularly torn, toothed apical stoma. Gleba purplish,
pulverulent; capillitium threads tinted, of the usual type. Spores globose, 6 to
8 f.L (including verrucae), stumps only of the pedicels persisting; epispore chestnut-brown, covered 'with coarse hyaline verrucae, loften in .the form of fingerlike processes. Sol itary or in small groups on the gro'U~d.-Cunninghaln. South
Australia-Beaumont, Grange, Kinchina, Flinder's Range near. Port Augusta,
Wilgena, Barton, Ooldea.
New South Wales.
New Zealand.
May, June,
August, November.
The species is characterised by the nature of the spores, these being covered
with coarse, hyaline, finger-likeprocesses.-Cunningha:m.

MYCENASTRUM Desvaux.
(Gr., mykes, a fungus; astroii, a star.)
Peridium globose, obovate or pyriform, of two layers; a thin floccose exoperidium and a thick, indurate, persistent endoperidium ; dehiscing in 'a stellate
manner, or by the irregular rupture of the apical portion; sterile base absent.
Gleba olivaceous, becoming umber, pulverulent; capilfitium threads very abundant,
of numerous short hyphae, continuous, short-branched or simple, branches beset
with stout, spinous processes. Spores globose or' ell.ipt.ical, coloured, coarsely
echinulate. Solitary, in small groups or caespitose on the. ground; epigaean.
-Cunningham.
510. My,celllastrum corium (Guersent) Desvaux. (L., coriuan, the skin, hide).Peridium globose, subglobose, obovate or pyriform, up to Sin, (20! cm.) diameter;
exoperidium tomentose, fugacious, greyish; endoperidium thick, :2 t05 mm.,
smooth, polished, at first greyish, becoming bay-brown, dehjiscing in a stellate
manner, or by the iJ:.regular falling away of the apical portion. Gleba olivaceous,
becoming umber, pulverulent; capillitium threads of the usual type. Spores
globose or shortly elliptical, 11 to 13 f.L, apedicellate, episporevchestnut-brown,
d.ensely echinulate, reticulate, wall 2 p. thick. Solitary, in groups or caespitose
on the ground.~C1inninghaln. South Australia-Adelaide and Encounter Bay
districts, Morphett Vale, Berri, Wilpena Pound. Gentral Australia-e-Ncar Alice
Springs. Queensland. New SouthWales-:-Bibbenluke, Milson Island (Hawkesbury River») etc. Western Australia. New Zealand. Probably world-wide,
February, May, June, August, October.
MESOPHELLIE.A.E.
.Peridium 3-layered, indehiscent 101" rupturing irregularly at the apex;
capillitium copious. Spores globose or elliptical, usually with a gelatinous exospore; basidia sterigmate, apparently 2-spored.~Cunningham.
ABS,T·O,MA G. H. Cunningham.
(Ab., privative; Gr., stoma, a mouth.)

Peridium subglobose, of two layers; a thick fragile exoperidium composed
of hyphae irnanixed with sand particles, breaking away irregularly; and a papyraceous ,or membranous; coloured endoperidium which dehisces by irregular
rupture, a. stoma being absent. Gleba of spores and dapillit~um,' compact or
pulverulent at maturity; capillitium threads short, occasionally branched,
smooth, continuous, coloured. Spores apedicellate, globose, reticulate, coloured.
Solitary or in small groups in. the ground; hypogaean.v-Dunningham.
· The genus has not yet been recorded for' South. AustraIJa.. Of the two known
species, . ..4. pwrpure'L£m· (Lloyd ) Ounn, occurs in New Zealand and .A.. reticulatum
Cunn, was found at Forbes, New South Wales.
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MESOP'HELLIA Berk.
(Gr., mesos, middle; phellos, cork.)
Plant subglobose or elliptical, solitary or caespitose, dehiscing by irregular
wea.therinj; of the peridium, hypogaean, Peridium usually of three. weil-developed
layers ~ cxoperidiurn firm, thick (1 to 3 mm.), brittle, exteriorly of sand, earth
or vegetable debris firmly cemented together, interiorly of finely compacted
fibrous tissue; central layer of loosely woven rather coarse hyphae arranged in
a somewhat cellular fashion; endoperidium thin, 0.25 mm. (to 2 mm. thick in
M. castanea), tough and parchment-Iike, pseudoparenchyrnatous, free from the
exoperidium. Gleba of capi'llitium and spores, lying between the endoperidium
and a central firm core which is held in position by trabeculae of the same tissue
attached to the endoperidium; eapiflitium threads eopiously developed, usually
hyaline, septate, arranged in parellel series. Spores elliptical, smooth (or with
a trace only of a gelatinous tunic),. with a short, persistent ba8'alpedicel.
Hypogacan, gro"wing solitary or eaespitose, buried in sandy soils, becoming exposed by mammals or as a result of cultural operations.-Cunningham.
511. M.esophellia arenaria Berk. (L., arenarius, pertaining to sand).Peridium subglobose 101' more icommonly elliptical, ! to 2iin. (2 to 5 cm.) long,
by -fr to 1 tin. (1 to 3 cm.) diameter, solitary or caespitose. Exoperidium 1 to
3 mm. thick, firm but' brittle, exteriorly of sand or earth particles cemented together, interiorly of coarse fibrous tissue; endoperidium thin, 0.25 mm., dingy
white or pallid bay-brown, parchment-like, tough. 'Gleba olivaceous, seldom
ferruginous; capillitium threads hyaline or tinted only, copious, unbranched,
septate; central core 'attached by a few coarse, flattened trabeculae, which may
attain a thickness IOf 2 mm. or more. Spores ell.iptioal, 7 to 12 x 4.5 to 6 JL,
~pex bluntly rounded, base acuminate, with a persistent stump of the· pedicel,
tinted, smooth (or with traces only of a gelatinous tunic) .-Cunningham. South
Australia-Rocky River (Kangaroo Island), Mount Compass, Willunga Hill.
New Bouth Wales-e-Moss Vale. Tasmania. January, February, May, June,
October.
512. Mes ophellia pachythrix Cke. et Mass. (Gr., pachys, thick; thrix, a hair).Plants subglobose or tuberous, to l!in. (3 cm.) diameter. Peridial characters
as in the preceding species. Central core attached to the endoperidium by very
numerous, slender, thread-like trabeculae, which average from 0.1 to 0.25 mm.
(lialneter. Gleba olivaceous,. capillitium copious, threads. as in the preceding
species. Spores elliptical, '7- to 9.5 x 3 to 4.5 JL, apex bluntly rounded, basally
acuminate, and furnished with a stump of the pedicel, tinted, S1l100th (or with
traces of a gelatinous tunic) .-Gunningham. . South Australia-Near Dashwood ts
Gully (scratched for by rabbits ~), Blackwood Gully near Kuitpo. Victoria.
Tasmania. AprilyOctober,
Differs from M. arenaria in the fine strands holding the central core in
position.
513. Mesophellta castanea Lloyd. (L., castomcus, chestnut-coloured) .-Plants
subglobose 01' depressed globose, to l!in. (3 em.) diameter. Exoperidium wanting; endoperidium . 1.5 to 2 mm. thick, firm and woody, avellaneous. Gleba
avellaneous; capillitium threads oopious, of unbranched, septate, tinted hyphae;
central core held in place by slender trabeculae composed of' loosely 'woven
fascicles of a few capillitium threads, numerous. Bpores elliptical, tinted, 7
to 10 x 3 to 5.5 f.L, base with stump of a pedicel, with distinct traces of a
gelatinous tunic present.-Cunningham. South Australia-Aldgate.

CASTOREUM Cooke et Massee.
(L., castor, a beaver,

Ho

badger.)

Plant subglobose, wi th or without a rooting strand, hypogaean or epigaean;
dehiscing by irregular rupture of the apical portion 'into fe",:, or many .ir!egular
lobes or laciniae. Peridmm usually of three layers; a thick oxoper'idium of
closely woven hyphae (reduced to a tenuous layer in C. creta,ceum); a central
layer of loosely woven rather coarse hyphae; and an end,operidium which is thick,
tough, leathery, pseudoparenchymatous and often sube:is.e~. Gleba colou~ed,
of capillitium und spores, but without a central core ; capilfitium threads hyabne,
not arranged in parallel fashion, well-developed (scanty in mature plants of
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C. cr~ta,ce'urn),. septa~e. Spores elliptical, co,:ered with a loose or close fitting
gelatInous tunic, which gives to them an Irregularly verrucose or wrinkled
'appearance. Growing partially or completely buried in sandy soils.-Cunningham.

KEY TO THE SPECIEIS,.
Spores 8 to 12

fJ.,

long ..

514. Castoreum

radicatum;
Spores 14 to 18 fJ., long.
Exoperidium well developed, 1 mm. or more thick. .
C. tasrnanicum.
Exoperidium thin, repres-ented by a tenuous layer
of hyphae attached to the endoperidium
515. C. oretaceum.
514. Castoreum radicatum Cke. et Mass. (L., radicatus, rooted).-Plant
subglobose, to !in. (2 cm.) diameter, attached to the substratum by a small
basal rooting strand, dehiscing by the tardy rupture 0'£ the apical portion into
two or three unequal lobes. Exoperidium to 2· mm. thick, of closely woven
rather coarse hyphae, externally partly covered by loosely adheTing particles of
earth or sand, or velutinate, bay-brown or umber-brown, internally fibrous and
bay-brown; endoperidium 1 to 2 mm. thick, tough and leathery, pseudoparenchymatous, bay-hrown,
Gleba pallid ferruginous; capillitium threads hyaline,
copiously developed, septate. Spores fusiform, 7 to 12, x 4.5 to 6 fJ." both ends
pointed, cr the apical end acuminate, base with attached stump of a, pedicel,
or acuminate, covered with a coarsely and irregularly warted, close-fittinggelatinous tUl1ic.-Cunningham.
South Austrulia-e-Willunga Hill (doubtful).
Victoria. 'I'asmania. January, February, May.
Coetoreicm. tasmamicuan Cunn. is so far only known from Tasmania.

515. Castoreum cretaceum (Lloyd) Cunn. (Syns., Dvploderma cretaceum Lloyd;
D. dehiscens Lloyd.) (L., cretaccus, chalky) .-Peridium subglobose to shortly
elliptical, i to !in.. (1 to 1.5" cm.) diameter, without a rooting strand, dehiseing
by the, apex becoming torn into numerous (12 to 18) upright laciniae. Exoperidiumclosely adherent to the endoperidium, appearing as a tenuous friable
layer of loosely aggregated hvphal cells and earth particles: .endoperidium 0.25
to 0.5 mill. thick, tough, woody, brittle, bay-brown or chestnut-brown; pseudoparenchymatons. Gleba pallid olivaceous; capillitium threads scantily developed,
fragile. thin; septate. Spores elliptical, 13 to 16' x 5.5' to .7 fJ-, apex acuminate
or rounded, base with a distinct persistent stump O'fa pedicel,oovered with
a coarsely verrucose, loosely fitting gelatinous tunic.-Cunningham. South Australia-Willunga Hill; on top of sandy soil in recently burnt country, Black'wood· Gully near Kuitpo. Tasmania. A pril, August.
The method of dehiscence is characteristic, the apical part of the endoperidium
becoming torn into numerous acuminate lobes which become upturned and give
a peculiar castellated appearance to old specimene.e-Cunningham.
GE:AST'RtEAE.
Peridium four-layered, endoperidium dehiscing by an apical stoma or by
several such. Capiflrtium copious, attached, unbranched. Spores globose, typically echinulate; basidia. 4 to 8-spored.
G,EAlSITER Micheli.

(Gr., g'e, the earth; aster, a star.)
Peridium globose to acuminate, epigaean or hypogaean. Exoperidium of three
layers, an external mycelial layer, a nridrlle fibrillose layer, and an internal
fleshy layer; at first closely investing the endoperidium, but distinct, splitting
at maturity from the apex downwards into several stellate ra,ys, which may be
revolute or involute. Endoperidium pedicellate or sessile, membranous, or papyraceous, fhin , glabrous or variously roughened; dehiscing by va single apical
orifice, which may be pcr.istornatc or naked. Gleba of eapill'itium and spores;
columella present or wanting; capillitium threads simple, long, apically acuminate, arising from the columella or inner wall of the endoperidiu~: Spor~s. globose
or subglobose, continuous, coloured, rou~h or .smooth. BaSIdIa sterIgmat~, .4
to S-spored.. Solitary, in groups, or caespitose on the ground or v~getable debris
in open pastures, under hedgerows or on the forest floor.-Cunnlngham.
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KEY TO THE SP'EOIEIS.
Mouth peristomate.
Peristome sulcate.
Exoperidium not hygroscopic.
Endoperildium pedicellate.
Endoperidium smooth ( or farinose,
not roughened).
Peristome circular.
Base of the endoperidium
smooth or striate .. .. .. 516. Geaster pectinatus.
Base of the endoperidium
plicate .. .. .. ... .. .. 517. G. pticatu«.
Base of the endoperidium
with a collar-like ring ..
G. BryantiJi.
Peristome elliptical,.. .. .. .. 518. G. elli.pticis.
Endoperidium roughened-verrucose.
Peristome concolorous .. .. ..
G. Hariota.
Peristome surrounded by a silky,
differently coloured zone .. .. 519. G. Berkeleyi.
Endoperidiumsessile or sub-pedicellate ..
G. H ariotii.
Exoperidium hygroscopic.
Endoperidium pedicellate.
Spores 6 to 8 fJ; •• •• ••
520...G. oanvpeeter,
Spores 4 to 5.5 u;
Endoperidium asperate
G. Clelandii.
Endoperidium smooth ..
521. G. Smithii.
Endoperidium typically sessile
522. G. Drwmmondii.
Peristome fibrillose.
Exoperidium not hygroscopic.
Endoperidium pedicellate.
Plants typically .minute
523. G. minas.
Plants typically large ..
524. G. Iimbatus.
Endoperidium sessile.
Exoperidium 'externally f'elted-tomentose or tomentose-strigose
Plants large, 3 to 6 cm. ..
525. G. velutinus.'
Plants small, 1.5 to 2 cm.
G. mirabilis.
Exoperidium externally smooth or
almost so.
Spores smooth or nearly so
G. subioulosu»,
Spores verrucose-echinulate or
verrucose.
526. G. saccatus,
Spores 2.5 to 3.5 fJ- ••
527. G. t.riple«,
Spores 4 to 5 fJ; •• ••
Spores 7 to 8 fJ;
528. G. australis.
Exoperidium hygroscopic.
Endoperidiurn pedicellate ..
529. G. arenarius.
Endoperidium sessile
G. mammosus.
Mouth naked.
Exoperidium not hygroscopic.
Endoperidium pedicellate.
Exoperidium typically fornicate.
.. 530. G. f enestriatue.
G. rufescens.
Exoperidium revolute ... ..
531. G. fimbriatu«.
Endoperidium sessile .. .. ..
Exoporidium hygroscopic.
.
532. G. fioriformie.
Spores 6 to 7 fJ- •• •• ••
Spores-d to 5 fJ; •• •• ••
533. G. simulans.
516. Geaster pectinatus (Pers.) Lloyd. (L., pectinatus, 'Combed) .-Plants at·
first globose, submerged, becoming superficial and expanded when 1 to 2in.
(.3 to 5 .ClU.) across. Exoperidium split to about. the. middle into 5 to 12 subequal, acute rays which are expanded or vsub-revolute; fleshy Iayer 'brown, unequally flaking away ill irregular patches, 'leaving exposed the ochraceous fibrous'
layer; exterior covered with debris held' by the adnate mycelial layer, which is
persistent but tends to flake away; base concave. Endoperidium pedicellate,
subglobose, depressed-globose or urceolate, ! to .gin. (1 to 2' cm.) diameter, brown
or lead coloured, often f'arinose, base t~pering into the pedicel, striate or not,
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apop~ysis present or abse~t; pedicel slender, 3 to 6 mm. l~ng. Peristome sulcate,
prominent, narrowly eonical, concolorous.Gleba f'erruginous , columella inevident; capil'litium threads tinted, fusiform, simple. Spores globose,. 5.4 to 6.2
f1.} :-pispol'e dark umber, mo~er~tely and coarsely verru.cose, reticulate.
Solitary
or III groups on vegetable debris on the ground.s--Dunningham. South Australia
-Black Hill (near Adelaide), Glen Osnuond, National Park 'Port Elliot Port
L~ncoln.. New South Wales. N ew Zealand. Europ~. North' America. May to
.A.ugust, December.

517. Ge,a,ster plicatus Berk. (L., plicatus, folded) .-Separated from G.
nectmoxus only by the 'plicate base of the endoperidium, South Austra1iaFulla,rtoll (-,,-L\delaide), Encounter Bay. Victoria. Tasmania.
Caledonia. India. Ceylon. South Africa. April, May.

New Zealand.

New

Geaster Bryantii Berk. (After. Charles Bryant).-Separated from G. pectinatus
by a well-defined collar or ring around the base 0,£ the endoperidium. Recorded
for the Hawkesbury River, New South Wales, but not yet for South Australia.
Europe. North America.
518. Geaster elliptdcis Cunn. (Gr., elleipsis, an ellipse, an oval figure) .-Plants
ut first globose, submerged, becoming superficial and expanded when 1 to l~·in.
(2 to 3 em.) across. Exoperidium split to about the .middle into B to 14 subequal, acute' 1'UYS' which are expanded or slightly involute ; fleshy layer thin,
more or less completely flaking away and leaving exposed the pallid tan fibrous
layer; exterior covered with debris held by the adnate mycelial layer, which
flakes more or less completely away; base concave. Endoperidium pedicellate,
subglobose or urceolate, % to gin. (1 to 2 cm.) diameter, brown, smooth, shining,
apophysis frequently present, base smooth; pedicel short. Peristorne ISulcate,
prominent, conical, elliptical, up to 8 mm.. long, sometimes two present on the
same plant, concolorous or darker. Gleba chocolate or almost black; columella
wanting.
Spores 4 tc 6.8 JL, globose or subglobose ; epispore dark-brown,
moderately and coarsely verrucose, reticulate. Solitary. or in groups on the
ground, under scrub.----Dunningham. South Australia-e-Pearson Island (Great
Australian Bight). January.

Geoster H ariotii, Lloyd has been recorded' from New South Wales but not yet
from South Australia.
519. Gealste'r Berkeleyi Mass. (After Reverend Miles J oseph Berkeley, the
father of British mycology).~Plants at first globose, submerged, becoming superficial when expanded and 2% to 3-!in. (6 to 9 cm.) across. Exoperidium split to
about the middle into 7 to 9 unequal, acute, expanded or slightly revolute rays;
fleshy layer brown, even, slightly rimose; exterior covered with debris held .by
the adnate, persistent mycelial layer; base concave. Endoperidium pedicellate,
ovate, up to l%in. (3 cm.) diameter, brown, coarsely ~}a,pil1ate 0,1' granular;
pedicel short, 3 to 5 mm. long. Peristomo sulcate, prominent, 'conical, surrounded
by ad-epr-essed, smooth, silky zone which is usually lighter in colour. Gleba
umber; columella short, globose. " Spores globose, 5 t06 p.; epispore umber,
acutely warted. Solitary on ground under trees.-Ounningham. South Australia.
.England.
520. Geaster campester Morgan. (L.,campeste1~, pertaining to a·field).-Plants
small, globose', at first submerged, becoming superficial and expanded when up
to ] j-in. (4 em.) across. Exoperidium split to about the middle irrto 7 to 12
acute, equal rays which are expanded when wet, involute when dry, folding
over or under the endoperidium, 01' aometimes revolute; fleshy layer umber, adnate continuous or rimose; exterior covered with debris held by the closely adnate mycelial layer, becoming partly smooth; base' umb'ilieate. Endoperidium
sliortly pedicellate, depressed-globose or subglobose,up to !in. (15 mm.) diameter,
dingy-white, tan or bay-brown, finely ~nd closely asperate. Peristome conical,
acute seated on a depressed zone which may he absent, frequently dark-er In
colou;. Gleba umber; columella ~lavate, conspicuous. Spores globose, 6 to 8
JL; epispore chestnut-brown, .closely and sparsely v.errucose. ~oHtary or in. gro?ps
on the groulld.-Cunningham. South Austraha-Hallett s Cove, Kinchina,
M annum. Hungary. North 'America. April, July, August.

Geasier Olelamdii Lloyd occurs in Western Australia and Victoria but has not
yet been found in South Australia.
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521. Geastelr Smithii Lloyd. (After Worthington G. Smith, the eminent
mycologist) .-Plants small, at first submerged, becoming superficial and expanded 'when up to 1 ~in. (4 cm.) across, Exoperidium split to about the middle
into 8 to 9, acute, equal rays, which are expanded when wet, involute 'when dry,
folding in under the endoperidium , fleshy layer adnate, ferruginous,. continuous,
farinose; exterior covered with debris held by the adnate mycelial. layer; base
umbilicate. Endoperidium shortly pedicellate, urceolate 01' pyriform, up to ~in.
(15 mm.) diameter, pallid tan or chestnut-brown, farinose, smooth, shining,
papyraceous. Peristome flattened-conical or acutely conical, ,seated on a depressed zone, eoncolorous or darker. Gleba ferruginous; columella inevident.
Spores globose, 3.5 to 4.2 fJ-; epispore pallid ferruginous, finely and closely
verruculose. Solitary on the ground.-Cunningham. South Australia-e-Overland
Corner. New South Wales. North Amer-ica. July, December,
522. Geaster Drummondii Berk. (After James Drummond, 1787-1863, who in
1829 accompanied Captain J ames Stirling to Western Australia as botanist).Plants small, globose, at first submerged, becoming superficial and expanded when
up to 2±in. (3' cm.) across. Exoperidium split to about the middle into 8 to 10
acute, equal rays, which are expanded 'when wet, strongly involute when dry,
folding over or under the endoperidium; fleshy layer umber, frequently farinose,
adnate, continuous; exterior covered with debris held by the adnate mycelial
layer, becommjr partly smooth; bas-e umbilicate. Endoperidium sessile or occasionally shortly pedicellate, globose or depressed-globose, up to -frin. (10 mm.)
diameter, dingy 'white or less frequently brown, finely asperate, often becoming
smooth with age. Peristorne conical, acute or flattened, seated on a depress-ed
zone, which maybe wanting, frequently darker in colour. Gleba ferruginous;

[Draw~1n[l

by H. V,

JU8'tel~1u.8.

Figure 69.-Gea'8te1' Dr.lkmm.on(Ufi Berk, (No .. 522).

Monart.o South.

columella inevident. Spores globose or subglobose, frequently apiculate.,4.9 to
G.5 fJ-; epispore ferruginous, finely and sparsely verrucose. In groups / on the
ground.-Cunningham. South Australia-Encounter Bay, Kinchina. Victoria.
'I'asmania. Western Australia-Wagin. June, August.
523. Geaster minus (Pers.) Cunn. (L., minus, less) .-Plants at first globose,
small, submerged, becoming erumpent and expanded when up to 21in. ( 3 cm.)
across. Exoperidium split to about the middle into 4 to 8 unequal, acuminate
rays, which are commonly recurved or expanded, or may becorne fornicate bv the
mycelial layer splitting free f'rorn the fibrous layer, which together with the fleshy
layer becomes arched (fornicate) but remains attached by the, apices of the
rays to the rnycel'ial layer, the latter remaining attached to the substratum;
fleshy layer brown, rirnose, frequently. flaking away in patches. Endoperidium
pedicellate,
to ~in. (3 to 12 mm. ) diameter, obovate, elliptical or depressedglobose, variable in size and shape, pallid white, tan, or bay-brown, sometimes
umber, glabrous, farinose, or coated with closely adnate .glistening particles,
giving to the whole a glistening appearance; pedicel up to 3 mm. long, frequently
with an apical apophysis. Peristome variable, typically conical and vfibri llose
fimbriate, frequently silky-fibrillose, sometimes almost indefinite and plane,
seated on a defin ite silky area outlined by a depressed groove, or indefinite when
the groove is scarcely apparent or absent. Gleba ferruginous; columella. inevi<lent. Spores globose, 4.5 to 5.H u ; epispore fuscous or umber, finely, sparsely
and irregularly verrucose. Solitary, in groups or caespitose on. the ground.Cunrrinjrham. South Australia-Near Adelairle, Berri , Encounter Bay, Monarto
South, Bangham (S.E.), Port Lincoln, Mount Wedge (20 miles north of' Elliston) ,
Marble Range (E.P.), Ooldea, Pearson Island (Great Australian Bight)',
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Wirrealpa (Flinders Range). Central AiIstralia~Mount Liebijr. Victoria. Western Australia.
Tasmania.
N ew Zealand.
Europe.
North America, etc.
January, May to September, November. (Figure 70.)
524. Geaster Iimbatus Fr. (L., limb atus, fringed) .~Plants at first globose,
submerged, becoming superficial and expanded when 1ft to 2tin. (3 to 6 cm.)
across. Exoperidium split to about the middle into 7 to 10 unequal, acute rays,
which are expanded and revolute, or sometimes partially involute ; fleshy layer
bay-brown or ferruginous, continuous or rimose, frequently farinose; exterior
covered with debris held by the persistent, adnate mycelial layer, in old specimens
frequently partially flaking away ; base concave or plane.
Endoperidium
pedicellate, depressed-globose, ovate or sub-pyriform, glabrous when old, f'arinoso
when young, grey or weathering to umber, up to ~in. (1.5 cm.) diameter.
Peristome depressed, acute, fibrillose, surrounded by a pallid or concolorous
or silky zone. Gleba chocolate; columella almost obsolete. Spores globose, 4.9

[Drawim,r; by H. V. Ju.stclius,
Figure 70.-Gea,stM·rnin ,us (Pers.) cunn. (No. 523).
X2.

to 5.4 fJ-; epispore fuscous, acutely, densely and coarsely wartec1, opaque. In
small groups on the ground.-Cunningham. South Australia-Kinchina, Murray
.Bridge, Pinnaroo, Mount Lofty, near Adelaide, Hallett's Cove, Encounter Bay.
New South Wales. N ew Zealand. Europe. North America, etc. January,
February, April to August, November, December.
525. Geaster velutinus Morgan. (L., vetutvnu«, velvety) .-·Plants ovate, bluntly
pointed, superficial, attached to the substratum by a central basal cord; becoming
expanded when lA to 2~in. (3 to () cm.) across. Exoperidium saccate, split to about
the middle into 5 to 8 expanded or revolute, broad, thick, sub-equal rays which
when dry frequently split into two thin, fibrous and persistent layers; fleshy
layer flesh-coloured, umber and r-imose 'when dry; exterior free from debris,
covered with close, brown, felted tornentum ; base convex, marked with a prominent
umbilical scar. Endoperidiumsessile; globose or depressed-globose, up to tin.
(2 cm,') diameter, brown or pallid tan, minutely furfuraceous or tomentose, lower
portion enclosed by the saccate base of the exoperid iurn.
Peristome small,
broadly conical, fibrillose, seated on a depressed silky zone, which may be 'wanting,
concolorous or pallid. Gleba umber; columella cylindrical; capill itium threads
occasionally branched near their apices. Spores globose, 4.1 to 4.5 fJ-; epispore
fuscous, finely and sparsely echinulate, reticulate. Epigaean; crowded in small
groups on vegetable debris or frequently on decaying wood on the forest floor.Cunningham. South Australia-Kinchina. New South Wales. New Zealand.
North America, Africa. May to July.

Geaster mirabilis Mont. and G. subiculosus Cke. et Mass. have been recorded
from Queensland but not yet from South Australia.
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526. Geaster saccatus Fr. (Gr., sakkos, a bag) .-Plants superficial, ovate,
pointed or umbonate, attached by a basal mycelial cord, becoming expanded when
! to 1-kin. (2 to 3 cm.) across. Exoperidium saccate, split to about the middle
into 5 to 9 pliable, thin, expanded or revolute, equal, acute rays; fleshy layer
brown, adnate, frequently rimose ; exterior smooth, free from debris; base concave or plane, sometimes convex, with a prominent umbilical scar. Endoperidium
sessile, up to ~in. (1;5 cm.) diameter, globose, glabrous, brown, partially enclosed
by the saccate base of the exoperidium. Peristome fibrillose, almost plane,
concolorous or pallid, even, seated ona small depressed silky zone. Gleba umber;
columella indistinct, Spores globose, 2.3 to 3.7 M; epispore umber, finely and
closely verruculose, reticulate. Solitary or in small groups on the ground;
epigaean.-Cunningham. South Australia-Kuitpo. New South Wales. Victoria. Tasmania. Europe. North and South America. April, July, October.
527. Geaster triplex Jungh. (L., triplex, three-fold) .-Plants superficial,
ovate, pointed, becoming expanded when ! to 5in. (2 to 12 cm.) across. Exoperidium split to about the middle into 5 to 8 equal, narrowly acuminate rays,
which are expanded or revolute; fleshy layer umber, rimose, frequently partially
flaking away" sometimes a small portion persisting as a small collar around the
base of the endoperidium; exterior free from debris, bay-brown or tan coloured,
glabrous, usually marked with numerous longitudinal striae; base plane, with a
prominent umbilical scar. Endoperidium sessile, i to 1in. (0.5 to 2.5 cm. )
diameter, depressed-globose or almost pulvinate, bay-brown or umber, glabrous,
finely pitted or smooth, membranous. Peristome fibrillose, mammose, seated on a
broad, depressed,silky, pallid zone which is usually outlined by an upraised
margin. Gleba ferruginous to umber; columella clavate or indistinct. Spores
globose, 4.1 to 4.9 M; epispore almost black, finely and closely verrucose,
reticulate. In groups, on decaying vegetable debris; epigaean.-Cunningham.
South Australia-Overland Corner. New South Wales. Victoria. Tasmania.
Lord Howe Island. New Zealand. Europe. America. January, May to July,
October, December.
528. Geaster australis Berk. ( Australis, here Australian) .-Plants superficial,
at first ovate and acuminate, becoming expanded when up to 2!in., (7 cm.)
across. Exoperidium saccate, split to about the middle into 6 to 8 broad, equal,
acuminate rays, which are tardily expanded or with the tips revolute; fleshy
layer bay-brown or chestnut-brown, adnate, continuous when fresh, bocorning
rimose; 'exterior free or partially free from debris, ochraceous, glabrous; base
plane, convex or occasionally umbilicate, marked with a prominent umbilical scar.
Endoperidium sessile, up to tin. (2 cm.) diameter, ochraceous or tan-coloured,
glabrous, smooth. Peristome fibrillose, mammose, seated on a broad, silky,
slightly depressed, concolorous zone, which is occasionally outlined by a slightly
raised margin. Gleba ferruginous; columella inevident. Spores globose, 7.4 to
8.3 M; epispore tinted, finely and sparsely verrucose-echinulate. In small, groups
on the ground; epiga·ean.-Cunningham. South .Australia-e-Adelaide, National
Park, Myponga, Kinchina, Encounter Bay, MurrayBridge, Kangaroo Island.
New South Wales. Victoria. Tasmania.' May, August to October, December.
529. Geaster arenarius Lloyd. (L., arenarius, pertaining to sand) .-This is a
hygroscopic form of G. mimus, differing only in its shorter pedicel and hygrosoopie exoperidiJum, the rays of which when dry are folded under or over the
endoperidium. Spores 4.5 to 5.8 M.-Cunningham. South Australia-Monarto
South, Wirrealpa, Ooldea.
New South Wales.
North America.
August,
S~ptember.

530. Geaster fenestriatus (Pers.) Cunn. (L., fenestra, a window).-Plants
globose, at first submerged, becoming superficial and expanded when 1* to 2!in.
(3 to 6 cm.) across. Exoperidium split to about the middle into 4 to 5 rays;
the outer (mycelial) layer remaining as a hollow cup in the substratum, the
inner fibrous and fleshy layers becoming strongly erect (fornicate), attached at
the tips to the basal cup, rays firm, thick, brown; fleshy layer brown, partly
flaking away from old specimens; base strongly convex. Endoperidium pedicellate, up to 1iin. (3 cm.) diameter, depressed-globose, urnulate, with a constricted
ring-like apophysis above the pedicel, ferruginous, finely pubescent.
Mouth
naked, conical or mammiform, tubular, apex fibrillose or lacerate. Gleba ferruginous; columella long-elliptical. Spores globose, 4.2 to 4.9" M;' epispore umber,
moderately and finely verrucose, reticulate. Solitary on vegetable debris on the
ground.-Cunningham.
South Australia-c-Pearson Island (Great Australian
Bight), Kinchina, Overland Corner. New South Walcs-e-Malanganeo. Western
Australia-Bunbury. Europe. America- etc. January, May, August, December.
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531. Geaster fimbriatus Fr. (L., fimbriatu«, fringed) .-Plants globose, submerged, becoming expanded when up to l·!in. (3 cm.) across. Exoper'idium
saceate, split to about the middle into 6 to 8 unequal, flaccid, bluntly pointed
rays which are tardily expanded 01' with the tips only of the rays r·evolute;
fleshy layer bay-brown or umber, continuous, adnate; exterior wholly covered
with debris held by the adnate mycelial layer, which may part.ia.lly flake away on
weathering, base convex, plane or concave. Endoperidium sessile,
to !in. (0.5
to 1 cm.) diameter, depressed-globose, dingy white to umber, glabrous, smooth.
Mouth either an indeterminate aperture with a fibrous and lacerate margin, or
defined by a slightly depressed concolorous 01' lighter zone ; sometimes approaching
the fibrous condition. Gleba umber; columella inevident. Spores globose, 3.3 to
4.5 f.L; epispore fuscous, closely and finely verrucose, reticulate. In small groups
on the ground; hypogaean.-Cunningham. South Australia-Fullarton, Kinchina,
Sandergrove, Mount Dutton Bay (E.P.) . New South Wales. Victoria. Tasmania. Europe. America. May, June, August, October, November.

*

532. Geaster floriformis Vittad. (L., flos, floris, a flower ; forma, form, shape).
-Plants at first globose, submerged, becoming superficial and expanded when
~ to 2!in. (2 to 6 cm. ') across,
Exoperidium split to about the middle into
7 to 12 subequal, narrow, acute rays which are expanded when wet, strongly
involute when dry, then folding completely over (rarely under) the endoperidium ;
fleshy layer adnate, smooth, umber, rimose when old; exterior at first covered
with debris held by the closelyadnate mycelial layer, soon flaking away and
leaving exposed the glabrous, ochraceous or brown fibrous layer; base strongly
umbilicate. Endoperidium up to ~in. (1.5 cm.) diameter, sessile, depressedglobose, minutely furfuraceous, glabrous when old. Mouth naked, indefinite,
conical or more frequently plane, irregularly torn and apically fibrillose in old
specimens. Gleba umber; columella small. cylindrical. Spores globose or subglobose, 5.4 to 7.4 f.L; epispore dark brown, closely and coarsely warted. In
groups on the ground.-Cunningham. South Australia-Adelaide, Aldinga Bay,
Port Elliot, Kinchina, Ooldea, near Echo Hill (200 miles west of Oodnadatta).
New South Wales. Victoria. New Zealand. Europe. North America. South
Africa. March, June to August, October, November.
533. Geaster simulans Lloyd. (L., simulans, resembling) .-Plants globose,
submerged, becoming superficial and expanded when up to 1 ~in. (4 cm.) across.
Exoperidium split to about the middle into 7to 8 unequal, acute rays, which are
expanded when "vet, involute when dry, folding over or usually under the endoperidium, sometimes drying partially expanded; fleshy layer thick, adnate,umber,
rimose or continuous; exterior at first covered with debris held by the adnate
mycelial layer, usually flaking away, leaving exposed the ochraceous or bay-brown
fibrous layer; base strongly umhilicate. Endoperidium sessile, depressed-globose,
up to ~in. (1.5 cm.) diameter, glabrous, ochraceous. Mouth a minute, indefinite,
plane aperture, lacerate or fibrillose when old, slightly wrinkled or folded. Gleba
ferruginous, columella inevident. Spores globose, 4 to 5.2 _f.L; epispore fuscous,
finely, evenly and closely verruculose, reticulate. Solitary or in Small groups
on the ground.-Cunninghani. South Australia-Kinchina. New South Wales.
August, October.

MYRIOSTOMA Desv.
(Gr., myrios, countless; stoma, a mouth.)
Peridium subglobose; exoperidium consisting .of two layers, 'a fibrous or
mycelial layer, and a pseudoparenc'hymatous layer, thick, fleshy-cori aceous,
splitting at maturity from the apex downwards into several star-like lobes which
become reflexed; endoperidium membranaceous, then papyraceous, thin, supported
-on several short stems, dehiscing by many apertures or mouths. Capilli'tium
threads simple, rarely branched, tapering at the end. Spores coloured, minutely
verrucose, globose. Superficial.-Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.

SCLERODERMATALES.
Peridiuln epigaean, sessile or' attached by a, pseudo-stem, from 1 to 3-layered i
dehiscing by an apical pore or by irregular apical fissuring. Gleba at maturity
pulverulent (or partially so), withoutcapillitium. Basidia inflated, bearing
in an irregular manner a variable number (1 to 12) of spores.-Cunningham.
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SOLERODERMATAOEAE.
Peridium of one or two layers, dehiscing by irregular apical fissuring of the
apex, sessile 01' with a pseudo-stem. Gleba pulverulent ill Sclerodermo: semicompact in Pisoliilius through induration of the tramal plates. Basidia bearing
from 1 to 8 spores sessilely or on short sterigmata. Spores globose, echinulate
or reticulate.-Cunningham.

SOLERODERMA Persoon.
(Gr., scleras, hard; derma the skin.)
Plants solitary or in groups, subglobose, pyriform or sub-turbinate. Per-idinm
firm, consisting of a single layer, externally frequently broken into areolae,
verrucae or scales; contracted basally into a short rooting base or pseudostern
of compacted mycelial strands, firmly attached to the substratum by (usually) an
abundant development of mycelial strands. Gleba formed of tramal plates
enclosing cavities in which are produced the spores, becoming pulverulent at
maturi ty.
Spores globose, coloured, continuous, reticulate" or verrucose.Cunningham.

KEY TO THE SPEOIEIS.
Spores strongly reticulate
Spores echinulate or verrucose.
Spores 6 to 10 f.-t, commonly 6 to 8 f.-t,. finely and
densely verruculose .. .. ..
Spores 10 to 12 f.-t, sharply echinulate; peridium
covered with fine, darker coloured, deciduous
warts .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Spores usually 11 to 14 f.-t, or larger, coarsely
echinulate or verrucose.
Peridiurn thin, leathery and attached by
numerous mycelial strands .. .. .. .....
Peridium thick, hard and woody, usually
attached by a firm mycelial taproot .. ..

Scleroderma B ovista.
534. S. australe.
535. S. verrucosum.

536. S. flaoiduan.
537. B. radacans.

Scleroderma Bovista Fr. has been recorded from New Zealand buti not yet
from Australia,
534. Sclerodenna australe Mass. (Au'8tralis, here Australian) .-Plants solitary
orcro.wded, l!in. or more ( 4 cm.) diameter, commonly much less, subglobose,
pyriform or sub-turbinate, firm, 'basally pl~cate and attached by a short rooting
base, or not. infrequently sessile and attached by several scattered basal mycelial
cords. Peridium when dry tough, tardily rupturing by irregular crevices, lobes
in old and weathered plants becoming somewhat recurved and stellate; externally
bright Iernon-yellow, often bay-brown, areolate apically, and sometimes' with
smooth flattened scales of a deeper colour, or almost smooth; in section thin,
0.5 mm., yellowish. Gleba at first violaceous, becoming umber-brown ; t.ramal
plates seen usually lonly in young plants, yellowish. Spores globose, 6 to 10 f.-t
(comrnonly 6 to 8.5 f.-t), finely verrucose; spines acute at apices, broad at bases
and only 0.5 f.-t long.-Cunning~am.
South Australia-M.ount Lofty. Queensland. New South Wales. Victoria. March, April, June, July, December.
This usually small species is characterised by the small spores, with their
fine verrucae, yellowish colour, usually strongly areolate surface of the peridium
and frequent attachment to "the substratum by several stout cord-like rhizoids.
Superfieially, plants resemble S. fl,a.vi,dum in the yellowish colour, areolate upper
portion
the peridum, and stellate dehiscence as shown by old and weathered
plants; but differ in the much smaller, finely verrucose spo'res and the frequent
darker colour of the surface areolae.-Cunningham.

of

535. Scleroderma verrucosum (Vaill.) Pers, (L., 1)errUC08US, warty).-Plants
solitary, small, to l:iin. (4 cm.) diameter, fragile, depressed globose, not plicate
below, contracting into a short stem-like rooting base which is attached to the
substratum by .mycelial strands. Perid'ium when dry fragile, lax, dehiscing
by a small torn mouth, which later becom.es torn and distorted, externally
ochraeeous or umber, sometimes with a purplish cast, typically covered with
small, deciduous, raised, umber warts, more numerous and larger apically, absent
near the base, 'which is smooth and lighter in colour; in section 0.2: to 0.5 mm,
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t.hick, ochraceous... Gleba at . first . wi.th- an olivaceous tinge, becoming umber;
tramal plates whi.tish, becoming dingy-grey, scanty, Spores globose, sometimes
subglobose, 9 to 12 f.L, pallid ferruginous-brown, closely and coarsely echinulate·
spines with acuminate apices, narrow bases, and to 1.5 f.L long. Growing solitary
on the ground in sandy soil.-C'unningham. South Australia-Mount Lofty.
New South Wales, Europe. Africa. Asia Minor. April to July.
This species may be recognised by its brittle, thin peridium, externally covered
'with darker warts, the manner of dehiscence, small but distinct rooting base,
and the charaetcristi« echinulate' spores. The plant is .usually smaller in Australia than in Europe, and the spores are also slightly smaller.-Cunningham.
536. Scl~roderma :flavid.um Ellis -e.t Everh. (L., flaoidu«, light yellowish).Plants solitary or gregarious, sometimes caespitose, grOWIng half buried until
maturity, to 2ill. (5 cm.) diameter, firm, pyriform or sub-turbinate, often lobed
usually plicate below, contracting into a mass of mycelial fibres, 'which occasion:
ally form a conspicuous stem-like base. Peridium when dry tough, leathery and
seldom .brittle, to 1 mm. thick, dehiscing by irregular rupture into several lobes
which in old weathered plants frequently become recurved and stellate; pallid~
straw colour, bright lemon-yellow, or tinged vinaceous, often dryingvdingy-brown,
finely areolate above, sometimes almost smooth. Gleba at first olivaceous, becoming dingy-ferruginous or umber-brown ; tramal plates often subpersistent,
yellow. Spores globose, 10 to 14 f.L (commonly 10 to 13 f.L), coarsely and densely
echinulate; spines acuminately pointed, somewhat narrow at their bases, to 1.5
f.L long.
Growing on sandy soil, or partially buried in clay or rock cuttings.Cunningham. South Australia-Near Adelaide, Mount Lofty R;anges, Kuitpo,
Sellick's Beach scrub, Encounter Bay, Klncbina, Overland Corner, WilpenH.
(Flinders Range). New South Wales-Mootwingie Gorge (60 miles north of
Broken Hill). Western Australia. New Zealand. Africa. March to August,
November, December.

Forma macroeporumi Cunn. (Gr., makros, long; spora, a seed) .-Spores larger,
to 19 f.L ,( commonly 14 to 16 f.L) and with more coarse spines, 'which sometimes
appear as fused warts. Otherwise identical with the typical form.-Cunningham.
South Australia-Mount Lofty, Mount Remarkable.
New South Wales.
Victoria. Western Australia. 'I'asmania, New Zealand. February, March, May
to October.
The characters of the species (typical form) are the firm, areolate, relatively
thick peridium, method of dehiscence and frequent stellate appearance of old
specimens, subpersistent' tramal plates, and definitely ech'inulate spores. The
f'orm macrosporumi appears to differ only in that the spores are larger and more
coarsely waIted; but as numerous intermediate forms. occur it is not possible
to separate it other than as a form.-Cunningham.
fi37. Scleroderma radicans Lloyd. (L., radicans, rooting) .-Plants solitary, to'
2in. (5 cm.) diameter, subglohose, obovate or subpyriform., firm, plicate below,
with usually a str:ong compact mycelial rooting base which is not broken into
fibres but forms a solidly interwoven tissue of hyphae and sand. Pcrid.ium when
dry hard firm and woody, dehiscing by irregular breaking away of the upper
port.ion ; 'not lobed, long indehisccnt, externally furfuraceous', or. minutely. and
irregularly areolate, pallid-white, becoming ochraceo~s; in section to 5 mm. 'thick,
commonly 1.5 to 2 mm., but thicker below and pallid-ochraceous. Gleba at first
ferruginous, becoming umber; tramal plates wh ite, becoming greyish, seanty and
practically disappearing in old plants. .spores globose, chcatrrut-bnown, 12 to
14 IJ- (up to ] 6 f.L), densely closely ~errucose-echinu~ate; .spines! acuminat,e at
their apices, moderately broad at their bases, and C,Incl,!dIng the .wall. of the
spore) to 2 f.L long. Growing under· scrub, often buried In sand.--,-CunnIn~ham.
South Australia-e-Murray River, near Overland Corner (~). New South Wales.
Victoria. Western Australia.

This species is characterised by the thick, hard, land "",:,oody peI~idium, which
basally "at.tains a thickness of 5 mm., pallid colour, grey~sh,scantIly devel?ped
tramal plates, and peculiar root.ing base. This last ?Onsl~ts o~ ~ dense tisaue
of rntcrwovcn hyphae in part mixed with sand, and IS quite dIstInct from the
fibrous rooting system of other species.~Cunningham.
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PISOLITHUS Albertini et Schweinitz (~OLY,SACCUM DC.).
(Gr.,

piS08)

a pea.; liiho«, a stone.)

Plant consisting of a peridium supported on a stem-like rooting base. Peridium
of a single thin membranous layer, flaking away irregularly from the apex.
Gleba divided into polygonal cells by the persistent tram.al plates' cells fined
with the spore mass, a truecapilhtium wanting. Spores coloured globos« verrucose. Growing half buried in the ground in sandy soils.-Cun~ingham:
538. Pisolithus tinctorius (Micheli ex Pers.) Coker et Couch. (L., tinctorius
of dyeing, in reference to the staining quality of the juice).-Plant variable iri
size and shape, from 1-,i t o 7-,iin. ,( 3 to 18 cm.) taU, to 4in. (10 cm.) diameter,
with or 'without a stout rooting base. Peridium a single layer at first smooth
shining and pallid white or ochraceous, becoming brown 101' black, finally breaking
away irregularly from the apex. Glcba divided into polygonal or Ieuticular
c~amb.ers, which are larger above aI:d peripherally, unequal in size and shape,
dissepimcnts carbonous, firm but brit.tle ; chambers occupied with the pulverulent spore mass, ranging in colour from ochraceous to umber-brown, sometimes
tinted purple. Spores globose, 7 to 12 I-t (commonly 7 to 9 I-t); epispore thin,
0.5· IJ., ferruginous, covered with densely packed spines which may attain a length
of 1.5 IJ..-Cunningham. South Australia-e-Adelaide Plains, Mount Lofty Ranges,
Kuitpo, 'I'unkalilla, Overland Corner, Beltana, Lake Wangany (E.P.), Pearson
Island (Great Australian Bight), Cordillo Downs, Pandie Pandie (on D iamant.ina j . Central Australia-Alice Springs, I-Iermannsburg, Glen Helen, Cockatoo
Creek, Mount Liebig. Queensland. New South Wales, Victoria. Western Australia-Roebourne. 'I'asmania, New Zealand. Europe. North' America. Africa.
East lndies. January to September, December.
539. Pisolithus microcarpus (Cke. et Mass.) Cunn. (Gr., mikros, small; karpos,
a fruit) .--Plant ofton with two to three peridia attached to the same welldeveloped rooting base, to 4in. (10 cm.) tall, l!in. (3 c.m.) diameter. Pcridium
pyriform, smooth or with raised areas, corresponding with the glebal cavities,
shining and black, this condition extending to the r:ooting base, which is black,
woody and basally divided into numerous coarse rhizoids. Gleba ochraceous or
pallid ferruginous-brown in mass, dissepiments carbonous, thin and decidedly
brittle; chambers polygonal and closely compacted, less than half the, size of
those of P. tvnctoriu«. Spores globose, 5 to 71J.; epispore 0.5 I-t thick (including verrucae), pallid ferruginous, finely and somewhat sparsely verruculose.
-Dunningham. South Australia-Kalangado_o (S.E.). Queensland. New South
Wales. Bass Straits. April, May, November.
Characterised by the low specific gravity of the plant, the black shining exterior of the unopened peridium and rooting base, pallid. ochraceous gleba, exceedingly fragile dissepiments and small spores. The latter are finely .verruculose. and not covered with the coarse spinous processes of' the preceding species.
-Cunningham.

CALOSTOMATACEAE.
Peridium of 3 'layers, dehiscing by an apical stoma, carried at the apex of a
prominent pseudo-stem. Gleba borne within a spore sac pendent from the apex
of the interior of' the endoperidium. Basidia bearing sessilely a variable number
(5 to 12) of spores which are attached irregularly. Spores globose or elliptical,
tinted or hyaline, variously sculptured.-Cunningham.

CALOSTOMA Desv. (Syn., MITREMYCES Nees.)
(Gr., kalos, beautiful; stoma, a mouth.)
Peridium depressed globose, seated at the apex of a prominent pseudo-ntem,
composed of interwoven, compacted gelatinized mycelial strands. Exoperidium
of compacted gelatinized hyphae, flaking away irregularly, or in one cap-like
piece; endoperidium crowned with a toothed, erumpent, usually coloured stoma;
spore sac attached to the apex of the interior of the endoperfidium. Gleba
ochraceous or sulphur coloured, pulverulent, without a definite capilfitium.: Spores
globose or elliptical, tinted or, hyaline, with a pitted exospore which. may appear
reticulated.
Solitary or caespitose on the griound or on decayulg ·'Wood.-Cunningham,
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540. Oalostoma fuscum (Berk.) Mass. (L., [uecus, dark) .~Exoperidiun}
gelatinous-coriaceous, splitting circumscissilely from the endoperidium and falling away in one piece. - Endoperidium to :iin. (1.75 cm.) diameter, depressed
globose or turbinate, coriaceous, tough, dark-brown, almost black, finely and
closely scabrid, appearing areolate under a lens; apex crowned with a 5 to 7
(commonly 6) -rayed scarlet pcrrstome ; attached to the substratum by numerous
subgelatinous rhizoids which are interwoven to form a pseudo-stem whieh may
attain a length of I"! to 2~-in. (3 to 6 cm.), and a width of from i to !in.
(1 to 2 cm.). Spore sac ochraceous, pendent from the apex of the endo. peridium, perforate with an orifice communicating with the endoperidium,
to .gin. (1 cm.) diameter and subglobose in fresh specimens. Spores elliptical,
with rounded ends, hyaline or tinted yellow, 11 to 16 x 8 to 10 f.L, epispore
closely pitted, appearing reticulated, 1 to 1.5 f.L thick.-Cunningham. South
Australia-e-Mount Lofty, Second Valley Forest Reserve. Victoria. New South
Wales. May, June. (Figure 71.)

[Draw'l1ng by H. V. Justelitus
Figure 71.-Ccdostoma juecum. (Berk.) M.ass. (No. 540)

NIDULARIALES. '
Peridium . sessile, cupulate, eampanulate or depressed 'globose, from 1 to 4layered, dehiscing by rupture of an epiphragm covering the apex, or by irregular
fissuring of the wan. Gleba enc losed in one or many lenticular peridiola, which
]nay be embedded in mucilage or attached to the peridial wall by funiculi.
Capillitium absent. Basidia bearing apically 2, 4 or 8 spores. Spores hyaline,
smooth, vari,ously· shaped.

NIDULARIACEAE.
Peridium from 1 to 3-1ayered, cnpulate or subglobose, dehiscing by rupture of
an apical diaphragm, or by fissuring of the wall. Gleba of numerous peridiola
embedded in mucilage or attached by funiculi to the peridial wall.

NIDULARIA (Fr.)

Tu!.

(L,.,nidulus, a little nest.)

Peridium subglobose or depressed globose, sessile, composed of a single layer
of woven hyphae; dehis-cing by fissuring of the peridial wall. Pcridiola, numerous, lenticular, embedded in mucilage, not attached by funiculi. Basidia 4-spored.
Growing scattered or in small groups on decaying wood, or on the ground on
vegetable debris.-Cunningham.
No South Australian species have been recorded.
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NIDULA White.
(L., nidulus, a little nest.)
Pcridium cyathiform or cupulate, composed of a single thick and felted layer
?f ~ol~ur:~d. coarse ?YJ~hae; dehiscing by rupture of an apical epiphragm which
]8 similar ID. structure to that of Cyathus.
Peridiola numerous embedded in
a gelatinous matrix 'which fills the peridium, not attached by funiculi. Basidia
2 or -l-spored.
The genus is separated from Nidularia by the presence of a well-defined
epiphragrn ; and from Cyathus and Crucibulum in that peridiola .are embedded
in mucilage and not attached to the wall of the peridium by funiculi.Cunningham.
No South Australian species recorded.
CRUCIBULUM Tulasne.

(L., crucibuius, a crucible.')
Perid.ium cyathiform, sessile, composed of a single thick, felt-like membrane
of closely woven, coloured hyphae; dehiscing by rupture of the well-marked
epiphragm, which is formed from undifferentiated peridial tissue. Peridiola
numerous, each composed of an outer thick loosely woven tunica, a thick, horny,
dark-coloured cortex, and a loosely woven hymenial layer; attached to the
peridial wall by a funiculus, which is simple in structure. Basidia 2 or 4-spored.
The genus contains but one species. It is separatedfnom Cyarthus by the
single layer comprising the peridial wall; and from N idula by the presence of
fUIl:iculi.-Cunningham.
541. Crucibulum vulgare ~ul. (L., vfUlgaris, common) .-Peridium cyathiform,
to iin. (J 2 mm.) tall, and under iin. ( 10 rnm.) wide at the apex, tapering
slightly to a sessile truncate base, which 'may attain a thickness of 8 mm., seated
on a basal pad of woven hyphae; exterior bright cinnamon, becoming dingy
with age, in ylOung specimens closely covered with silky appressed tomentum,
becoming almost smooth, interior pallid cinnamon, smooth, shining; margin erect
or slightly expanded, 'even, thick, smooth. Peridiola pallid brown or dingy
white, lenticular, smooth, 1.25 to 2 mm. diameter; tunica thick, dingy white,
readily separable. Spores narrowly elliptical, rounded at both ends, 7 to 10 x
4 to 6!L. Growing solitary or caespitose on decaying leaves, sticks, old sacking,
manure, etc., on the ground....:-CUnningham. South Australia-e--The Hermitage,
Mount Lofty, Clarendon, Kinchina. New South Wales. Tasmania. Victoria.
New Zealand. Probably world-wide. May to November.
CY'ATHUS HaIler.
(Gt., kyathos, a cup.)
Peridium composed of 3 distinct layers, dchiscing by ,1tupture of an. apical
epiphragm. Peridiola numerous, lenticular, dark-coloured, each composed of an
external white tunica which may be thin and evanescent,' a hard and horny
cortex, and 3J.l inner hymenial la yer; attached to the peridial 'wall by a complex
funiculus. Basidia 2, 4 or 8-spored.~Cunningham.
542. Cyathus stercoreus (Schw.) de Toni. (L., stercoreus, of dung) .-Peridium
at first urceolate, becoming obconic or campanulate, ! to ~in. (5 to 15 mm.) tall,
4 to 8 mm. across the apex, tapering gradually to the slender land short stipe,
or sessile; exterior fawn coloured, at first hirsute, becoming almost smooth with
age, interior .smooth, lead coloured .and shining; margin erect, slightly. or not
expanded, entire.. even. Peridiola lenticular, 2 mm. diameter, smooth and shining,
black; tunica wan tinjr., Spores globose, 20 to 40 !L, epispore thick. Growing
solitary or caespitose on manure, decaying wood, soil, etc..- Cunningham. Bouth
Australia-Fullarton .(Adelaide), Mitcham, Mount Lofty, Clarendon. New. South
Wales. Western Australia. New Zealand. Probably world-wide, February,
December.
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543. Cyathus olla (Batsch) Pers. (L., olla, a pot).-Peridium at first
urceolate, becoming campanulate, to ~in. (15 mm.) tall, i to !in. (6 to 12 mm.)
:vide at the ?,pex, ta:pering strongly to ,the sessile truncate base; exterior greyfawn, bleaching pallid yellow, clothed with fine appressed tomentum, interior
smooth or somewhat concentrically zoned, dull lead colour, shining ; margin
strongly expanded and flaring, slightly or not recurved, entire, crenate. Peridiola
lenticular, numerous, dark-brown, or lead-ooloured, large, 2 to 3.5, mm. diameter,
smooth, or minutely rugulose when dry; tunica thin, dingy white, closely adnate.
Spores obovate or elliptical, apex rounded, base bluntly' pointed, 8 to 15 x 6 to
10 u, Growing solitary or caespitose on rotting twigs," dead g1rass, stems, etc.,
or on the ground. South Australia-Mount. Lofty, Islington, Beaumont, near
Brighton, Enfield, Narrung, Ooldea,
Victoria.
Tasmania.
New Zealand.
Probably world-wide. January to December,

SP'HAEROBOLACEAE.
Peridium sessile, of 3 or 4 distinct layers; dehiscence by stellate rupture of
the apex of the exoperidium, and evagination of the endoperidium. Peridiolum
solitary, globose or lenticular. Basidia 4 to 6-i or 8-spored.-Cunningham.
Containing the single genus SPHAEIlOBOLUS.
SPHAEROB'OLUS Tode.
(Gr., sphaira. a ball; boLos,a throw.)
Peridium of 3 or 4 distinct layers: an exoperidium of two layers, the outer
thick and composed of closely woven hyphae, the inner of pseudoparenchyma
(wanting in one species); and an endoperidium with an outer tenuous layer of
parallel hyphae and an inner palisade of densely packed prismatic cells arranged
radially. Dehiscence by stellate rupture of the apex of the exoperidium, and
evagination of the ondoperidium, which discharges forcibly the solitary
peridiolum. Peridiolum composed of a single layer of woven (or pseudoparenchymatous) hyphae, enclosing the gleba of spores embedded in mucilage. Spores
hyaline, elliptical or globose, smooth, borne sessilely on the basidia--e-Cuuningham.
544. Sphaerobolus stetlatus Tode (L., stellatus, star-shaped) .-Peridium sessile,
at first embedded in the mycelial weft covering the substratum, becoming somewhat erumperrt, subglobose, and up to 2 mm. diameter, fleshy, externally hirsute
and dingy-white, internally smooth and orange. Peridiolum. globose, reddishbrown, 0.75 to 1.25 mm. diameter, lenticular when dry. Basidiospores hyaline,
continuous, globose or obovate, 6 to 10 x 5 to 8 fJ-; epispore smooth, 2 fJ- thick,
cell-contents granular. Crowded on decaying wood and leaves, old sacking,
manure, and on the ground.-Cunningp.am. South Australia-On fallen pieces
of, stringy-bark, National Park. August.

EXOBA,SIDIINE,AE.
EXOBASIDIALES.
Same characters as the order .. .. .. .. .. ..

EXOBASIDIACEAE.

EXOBASIDIACEAE.
Mycelium vegetating in the interior of the living host and
giving rise, on the exterior, to basidia .. .. .. .. .. .. Exobasidirum.
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EXOBASIDIINEAE.
PARASITES.

EXOBAJSIDIALES.
Hymenium effused, rarely consisting of basidia only.
( especially of Ericaceae).

Parasitic on leaves, etc.

EXOBASIDIACEAE.
Same characters as the order.
EXOBASIDIUM Woronin.

CGr., ex, out of; basidium, a basidium.)
, 'Mycelium vegetating in the interior· of the living host, and gIvIng rise, on
the exterior, to basidia. Hymenium discontinuous. Spores white, elongate fusiform or oblong reniform, smooth, simple or septate; basidia cylindrical, with
4-5-6 sterigmata. Cystidia none. Parasitic on living leaves and stems.' '-Rea.
No Australian species recorded.
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H,ETEROBA:SIDIAE.
In the Heterobasidiae, the basidia are longitudinally divided, transversely
septate or simple and the spores produce sporidiola or secondary spores on ger··
mination and do not give rise directly to a mycelium as in the Homobasidiae.
The genera vary consider ably in outward appearance. In some cases they
closely resemble members of the Hydnaeeae, Thelephoraceae and Clavariaceao
and were included in such until a detailed microscopic examination revealed their
proper position in a systematic classification. . Many of them are more or less
gelatinous and some are brightly coloured.
The Aur.ieulariaceae include the Jew 's Ear Fungus (Auricu,la,ri,a auriculaJudae) , a tough dark-brown flexuose ear-shaped fungus occuringon old trunks
in the Eastern States but not yet recorded from South Australia. It is much
esteemed as a delicacy by the Chinese and at one time there was a laTge export
trade from 1~ew Zealand in this commodity. A species of Auricularia occurs on
rotting trunks of willow and other exotic trees in our National Park. Septobasidiuan pieruloides is a very interesting member of this (family, growing as
tufts of small blackish processes from ,galls made by a coccid on one of our
species of tea-tree (Leptospermum s8.o parium ) .
l

In the 'I'remellaceae, we have as a common species the orange-coloured cosmopolitan Tremella mesenterica. forming rather brain-like gelatinous masses on
fallen logs. We have tone or more further species of Trem etla, the dingy
whitish Seismosarca hyd,rophora forming an effused soft gelatinous mass, and
some species of the pellucid gelatinous genus Exi:dia,.
The Hydnum-like
Tremellodon gelatinosum, gelatinous, sessile or substipitate, with a more-or-less
developed cap showing spires' on the lower surface, has not yet been found
in this State.
The species of Seb acina are mostly effused and resemble
Cortioium. in external appearance.
Our species of Caloceraeeae, though few in number, are many in individuals.
The little orange pendent disc-shaped substipitate Docruoncuces mi.lt'inus is
common on fence posts and fallen wood. H eterotexius flaanie, similar but larger
is abundant after heavy rains on fences and fallen logs at Mount Lofty. The
small yellow awl-shaped species of Calocera occur as troops on rotting wood.
In determining our species belonging to these various families, I would like
to express my gratitude. to Professor G. W. Martin of the Department of Botany,
The State University of Lowa, United States of America. His critical examination of specimens h as been of the greatest assistance and I am indebted to him
for various descriptions of genera and species and for his expert advice.

CLASSIFICAT'ORY K:EY TO T'HE HE:TEROBA,SIDIAE.
Basidia Iongitudma.lly divided, transversely septate or simple ; spores producing
sporidiola on germination.

AURICULARIALES.
Basidia transversely septate, cylindrical, straight or curved.
1. Parasites, with or without probasidia .. .. .. .. ..

PUCCINlINEAE.
COLEOSPORIINEAE.
U STILAGINEAE.
(These are not dealt with in the present work.)

2. S31prophytes.
(a) Hymenium fully exposed from the first
(b) Hymenium enclosed within a peridium

A URACULARIINEAE.
ECCHYNINEAE.

AURICULARIINEAE.
Same characters as suborder .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

AURACULARIACEAE.
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AURICULARIACEAE.
Receptacle floccose or gelatinous-mueoid, effused. Probasidia in the form of a sac, pendent laterally and
giving rise to a basidium with three tran~verse
partitions. Sterigmata lateral (one terminal). .spores
hyaline, smooth .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Receptacle dry, coriaceous-membranous or crustaceous,
effused. Probasidia ovoid or spherical, with thickened
.walls, coloured, producing a hyaline basidium, straight
or curved, transversely septate. Lichenoid plants,
gr!owing on living bark.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Receptacle effused, incrusting, membranaceous, soft,
floccose. Hyrnenium smooth. Basidia more or less
incurvod, transversely septate; sterigmata subulate,
unilateral. Spores white .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Receptacle effused or upright, thin, waxy or gelatinous.
Hymenium smooth.
Basidia cylindrical, straight,
transversely septate. Spores white .. .. .. .. .. ..
Receptacle dimidiate, cup-shaped, sessile, substipitate,
gelatinous .coriaceous, then cartilaginous. Hyrnenium
smooth, reticulate or ribbed. Basidia cylindrical,
transversely 3-septate. Spores white, cylindrical or
subreniform .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Receptacle erect, filiform or subclavate, Hyrnenium
smooth.
Basidia cylindrical, transversely 3-septate.
Spores white .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Receptacle erect, globose, stipitate. Hyruenium consisting of branched threads terminated by a basidium.
Basidia short, pear-shaped, transversely .l-septats.
Spores white, elliptical. Growing Ion dead wood

Soccoblastia.

S eptobasidiuan:

HeUcobasidhtm.
Platygloea.

Auricularia.
Eocronartiuan;

Stilbwm,

ECCHYNINEAE.
Same characters as suborder .. .. .. .. .. ..

ECCHYNACEAE.

ECC'HYNACEAE.
Peridium globose, stipitate Or substipitate, thin,
fugacious. Threads of gleba bearing the basidia on
their lower portion, either in tufts or scattered.
Basidia transversely 3-septate, bearing the spores
either sessile or Ion very short sterigma ta,
Spores
brown .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Ecchyna.

TREMELLALES.
Basidia longitudinally cruciately divided, subglobose.
TREMELLINEAE.
Same character as the order.
Basidia catenulate", the septa usually oblique; basidiospores sessile .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .., .. .. ..
Basidia not catenulate, the septa usually longitudinal or
nearly so; basidiospores borne on sterigmata at the tips of
epibasidia .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
* Arranged like a chain.

SIROBASIDIACEAE.
With the characters of the family . o . • • • • • •
00/1

SIROBASIDIACEAE.

TREMELLACEAE.

Sirolbasidium.
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TREMELLACEAE.
Receptacle foliaceous, brain-like or tubercular, gelatinous,
soft, fertile over .the whole surface" very rarely
papillose, sometimes with an irregular nucleus formed
by mineral concretions.
Spores'white globose or
elliptical.
Growing on dead wood, r~relyon the
ground
'.'
. Trem,ella.
Lik0 Trelfnella but spores coloured .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Phaeoiremella.
Like Tremella but with gloeocystidia .. .. .. .. . . . . S eismosarca.
Receptacle erect, ear-shaped orspathulate, substipitate
or sessile, gelatinous, firm.
Hymenium inferior or
indistinctly veined. Spores white, Growing on the
ground or on rotten wood .. •. .. .. .. .. .. .. .• Guepinia.
Receptacle cupulate, discoid, foliaceous or effused,
marginate, pendent" sterile on upper surface, gelatinous, soft, pellucid. Hymenium inferior, smooth,
reticulately veined 101' foliaceous, often papillose.
Spores white, allantoid. Growing on wood .. .. .. Exidia.
Receptacle dimidiate, substipitate or sessile, gelatinous.
Hymeniurr. with fertile spines or teeth. Spores' white
Growing on wood .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ;,. .. .. ..
Like Odontia: but with subgelatinous teeth and longitudinally septate basidia. Spores white. Growing on
·dead wood .. .. .. .. .. ..' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Receptacle effused, incrusting, like Coriiciuan, coriaceous,
gelatinous or waxy. Hymenium smooth. Spores white,
Growing on tbe ground or on wood .. .. .. .. .. Sebacina
(Thelep.hora and
Coriicium p.p.).
Like Sebacina but hymenium possessing true cystidia .. Seb;alCvna, Subg.
H eterochaetetla.
Like Seb aoina but hymenium possessing gloeocystidia
filled with a coloured juice .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Sebocuna; subg.
B ourdotia,
Receptacle cup-shaped or resupinate with the margin
free or ref exed, membranaceous, waxy or coriaceous,
soft. Hymenium smooth, rugulose or tubercular.
Eichleriella
Spores whrte. Growing on dead branches ..
CHirneotima) .

TULASNELLALES.
Basidia simple, subglobose, with 2-4 very thick stout sterigmata.
producing sporidiola on geTmination.

Spores

Same characters as the order .. .. .. .. .. ..

TULASNELLACEAE.

TULASNELLACEAE.
Receptacle effused, fleshy membranaceous or gelatinous,
then cartilaginous, Hymenium smooth, exposed from
the first. Spores wh ite, producing sporidiola on
germination; sterigmata very thick and stout. Growing on dead wood and fallen pine needles ..

Tulasnella.

CALOCERALES.
Basidia simple, cylindrical,with two long pointed sterigmata. Spores always
becoming septate on germination and producing sporidiola.
Same characters as the order .. .. .. .. .. ..
CALOCERACEAE.
CALOCERACEAE.
Receptacle 1110re or less tubercular or cup-shaped, entirely gelatinous. Hymenium smooth or plicate.
Spores white, simple, septate or murif'orm. Growing
on deadwood .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Dacryomyces.
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Receptacle obliquely cupulate or lobed, firm gelatinous,
more or less stipitate.
Hymenium discoid or unilateral .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Guepiniopsis.
Receptacle cupulate, often becoming broadly expanded,
firm gelatinous, attached by a central stalk. Cortical
layer of thick-walled globose, cylindrical or bottleshaped cells .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. H eterotextus.
Receptacle cup-shaped or lobed, stipitate or substipitate,
gelatinous or ca.rtilaginous ; stem firm, indurated.
Hymenium smooth.
Spores 'white, elliptic-oblong,
becoming 1 to 3 septate. Growing on dead wood .. Ditiola.
Receptacle erumpent, convex, then plane, sessile, gelatinous or floccose. Hymenium smooth, becoming plicate.
Spores yellowish, oblong, becoming 8 to 10 or more
septate. Growing on dead, rarely living, wood .. . ~ Eemsjonia.
Receptacle upright, cylindrical, apex globose or elongate,
stipitate, gelatinous, firm. Hymenium smooth or
rugosely plicate, confined to the upper portion of the
receptacle. Spores white. Gr owing on dead wood.. Dacruomitra.
Receptacle upright, cylindrical, simple or branched,
gelatincus-coriaceous, cartilaginous when dry. Hymenium smooth, amphigenous. Spores white. Growing
on wood .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ;. .. .. .. .. .. Caiocero.

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES OF THE
HETEROBASIDIAE.
Basidia longitudinally divided, transversely septate or simple; spores on
germination producing sporidiola or a mycelium, but the former only in the case
of the simple basidia.
AURICULARIALES.
Basidia transversely septate, cylindrical, straight or curved, consisting of either
probasidia or normal basidia. Spores producing sporidiola or a mycelium on
germination.

I. Parasites, with or without probasidia,
pttccin.Iineae, the Rusts }
Coleosporiineae
Not dealt with in this Handbook.
U.stilagineae, the Sm u ts
11. Saprophytes.
AURICULARIINEAE.
Hymenium fully exposed from the first.
AURICULARIACEAE.
Same characters as the suborder.
S'AOCOBLASTIA Moell.
(Gr., salckos, a sac; blastos, a bud, shoot.)
"Receptacle floccose or gelatinous-mucoid, effused. Probasidia in the form of
a sac pendent laterally, and giving rise to a basidium with three transverse
partitions. Sterigmata lateral (one terminal), spores hyaline; smooth." '-Bourdot
and Galzin.
No .species recorded for i\. ustralia.
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SEPTOBASIDIUM Pat.ouillard',
(L.', septus, enclosed, here septate; basidiuan, the part bearing the spores.)
"Receptacle dry, coriaceous-membranous or crustaceous, effused. Trama loosely
formed of coloured hyphae, rigid. Probasidia ovoid or spherical, with thickened
walls, coloured, producing a. hyaline basidium, usually very fugacious, straight
or curved, t.ranaversely septate. Spores hyaline, fusiform, cylindrical or clavate,
curved. Lichenoid plants gro"ving on living bark.' '-Bourdot and Galzin.
545. Septobasidium pteruloides (Montag.) Pat. ~ (Pteruloides, like the genus
])terula).-Lloyd describes and figures this species in Mycological Notes, No. 69,
July, 1923, p. 1195, figs. 2429 and 2430. The description is ' 'bla.ck. Growing adnate
as a thin pad on the branches of Lcptospermuan species (Myrtaccaej , but covered
with dense hydnoid processes.' " The species grows in association with a coccid
which presumably is responsible for the elongated slightly swollen fissured galls,
which underlie the fungus on the smaller branches of Leptospermumi scoparium
Forst. et f. The Beptob asuiissm. has not yet been traced to the body of the coccid.
The fungus forms patches, up to 1 x 0.5 ern. in size, composed o f slender, rigid,
rugose, black pteruloid processes, slightly branched in an upright direction, the
apices blunt or acute, most of the processes being erect but some being adpressed
to the branchlet to form the thin pad mentioned by Lloyd. South AustraliaMount Compass, Baek Valley off Inman Valley. January, November.
HELICOBASIDIUM Pat.
(Gr., helix, helilcos, twisted; basidium, a basid.ium.)
"Receptacle membranaceous, sof't, floccose; effused, incrusting. Hymenium
smooth. Basidia cylindrical) more or less incurved, transversely 2 to' 4 septate,
with subulate, unilateral sterigmata. Spores white, oval or pear-shaped, smooth,
producing, .on germination, either sporidiola or a mycelium. Growing on humus
or 'wood. ~:-Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.

PLATYGLOEA Schroeter.
(Gr., platys, broad; gloia, glue.)
"'Receptacle homogeneous; waxy, gelatinous or coriaceous gelatinous; tubercular, wart-like, or consisting of spreading or erect convolute plates. Hymenium
smooth, unilateral or amphigenous; basidia cylindrical, straight, palisade-like,
transversely septate, with long sterigmata. Spores white, oval or elliptical,
obtuse, or apiculate, straight or curved: producing sporidiola on germination.
Growing on dead wood.' '-Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.

AURIOULARIA

(Bull.)

(L., auricula, the ear.)
"Receptacle gelatinous-coriaceous, cartilaginous when dry; dimidiate or cupshaped, substipitate or sessile; consisting of three layers, the upper layer thin
and compact, very rarely glabrous, generally tomontose with thick, cylindrical,
simple, erect or decumbent hairs, the Intermediato layer consisting of thin,
gelatinous hyphae forming a compact tissue,and the lower layer forming the
hymenium. Hymenium smooth, reticulate or ribbed, fully exposed from the first.
Basidia cylindrical, transversely 3-septate, with long, thin sterigmata, and forming a firm palisade-like layer. Spores white, cylindrical, oblong or subrenif'orm,
producing sporidiola ion gennination. Growing on wood. "--Rea.
The famous J ew 's Ear fungus belongs to this genus.
546. Auricularia sp. (specimens not yet identified *) .-Reeeptacles mostly ! to
(6 to 18 mm.), gelatinous coriaccous, more or less cup-shaped, attached
dorso-Iaterally by a somewhat contracted base, villous externally especially whon
young, externally whitish when young and when dried, becoming drab to nearly
Fuscous (XLVI.) when old.
Hymenium near Verona Brown (XXIX.). Spores
narrow, white, &5 to' 9.5 x 2.5 /1. South Australia-s-On dead wil1.ow and other
dead exotic trees, National Park. April, August.
~.in~

* Since identified as Cutidia tlocculenta (Fr.) v. Hohn. et Lits.

Transfer to p. 262.
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EOCR,ONARTIUM .Atkinson.

(Gr., cos, dawn; cronartiacm, the genus Oronartium.)
c: Receptacle subgelatinous, tough, filamentous, erect, filiform or subulate.
Hymenium smooth. Basidia cylindrical, transversely 3-septate. Spores white,
continuous, producing a mycelium on germination. Growing on mosses.' '~Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.
STILB,UM (Tode) Juel.

(&1'., stiZbo, I shine.)
, 'Receptacle erect, globose, stipitate.
Hymenium consisting of branched
threads terminated by a basidium,
Basidia short, pear-shaped, transversely
I-septate. Spores white, elliptical. Growing on dead wood.' '-Rea.
No species ~ecorded for South Australia.
ECCHYNINEAE.
Hymenium enclosed with a peridium.
ECCHYNACEAE.
Same characters as suborder.
ECCHYNA Fr.
(Gr., elcchqmo, I pour out.)
"Peridium fibrillose, subglobose, stipitate or substipitate, thin, fugacious.
Gleba threads radiating, branched, flexuose at the ends. Basidia cylindrical,
straight Or curved, transversely 3-septate; bearing sessile or ,_ -very shortly
pedicellate spores, scattered or in tufts on the lower portion of the threads.
Spores fawn colour, elliptical or subglobose, smooth, producing sporidiola on
germination. Growing on wood. ' '-Rea,.
No species recorded fO'1' South Australia.
TREMELL~S.

Basidiasubglobose, longitudinally or vertically cruciately divided into 2-4 parts.
Spores producing sporidiola or a mycelium on germinat:Lon.
TREMELLINEAE.
Same characters as the order.
SIROBASIDIACEAE.
Basidia catenulate, the septa usually oblique; basidiospores sessile.
SIROBASIDIUM

Lag~

et Pat.

(Gr., seira, a chain; bosidiuan, the organ bearing the spores.)
With the characters of the family.
547. 8
sanguineum Lag. et Pat. (L., sanguineus, blood-red) .-_.
"Fructification pallid' 101' .light ochraceous buff to coral or reddish-brown,
gelatinous opaque, cerebriforrn, t to ~in. .(1 to 4 cm.) in length. Basidia
catenulate, in tufts, radiating, and frequently with clamp connections at the
base" becoming divided into 2 to 4 cells by longitudinal, oblique or t.ransverse
septa.
Basidiospores sessile, elongated-clavate to broadly fusoid, 14 to 26 x
5 to 9 fJ-, germinating by repetition or by budding.' '-Martin.
Jirobasidium

T'REMELLACEAE.
Basidia' not catenulate, the septa usually longitudinal or nearly so; basidiospores borne on sterigmata at the tips o~f epibasidia.
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Fr.

(L., tremo, I tremble.')
"Receptacle gelatinous or waxy, soft; foliaceous, brain-like or tubercular.
Hyrnenium spread lover the whole surface, very rarely papillate.
Basidia
amphigenous, superficial or immersed.
Conidia on the same receptacle, preceding
or accompanying the spores.
Spores white, rarely yellowish; globose, oval,
elliptical or pyriform; smooth or punctate; producing sporidiola on germination
or tufts of conidia that bud in a yeast-like manner. Hyphae filamentous, thin,
gelatinous, sometimes inclosing mineral concretions which form an irregular
central nucleus. Growing On wood, rarely on the ground.' '-Rea.
The species of Tremella are firm-gelatinous and often .lobed so as to suggest
the convolutions of the brain (cerebriform).
The large orange Tremella
mesenterica is common.
I. Foliaceous, divided up into lobes and variously twisted..
548. Tremella rrondosa Fr. (L., [rondosus, leafy) .-" Basidiocarp large (l~in.
(4 cm.) in extent in specimen sent, when soaked), foliose, firm gelatinous when
soaked and rich brown in colour (Pecan Brown to Verona Brown of Ridgway)
drying blackish brown; lobes rather thin, fertile over entire exposed surface.
Basidia yellow-brown, becoming divided into four cells by longitudinal or oblique
septa, each cell producing an epibasidium and spore. Basidiospores pale yehlowishbrown to nearly eolourless (probably ochraceous in mass), subglobose to broadly
ovate, 7 to 8 x 5 to 7 IJ-.' '-Martin. South Australia-Mount Lofty. Europe, etc.
July:
Professor Martin considers that this Australian plant would be considered as
Phaeotremella pseudofoiiacea Rea by that author but that apparently all gradations can be found between Rea's species and Tremella frondosa and T. [oliacea.
11. Brain-like, with obtuse and twisted veins.
549. Treme·lla mesenterica (Retz.) Fr. (Gr., mesas, middle; enteron, the
intestine) .-" Receptacle ! to 3i\in. (1 to 8 cm.), variously contorted, brain -Iike,
plicate-undulate, gyrose, pruinose with the spores, orange. Flesh gelatinous,
becoming firm, tough, concolorous. Spores broadly elliptical, white, 13 to .14 x
7 to 8 IJ-; 'basidia 15 to 20 x 12 to 18 IJ-; conidia ovoid globose, 3 to 5 IJ-; hyphae
2 to 3 IJ-. '-Bourd. et Galz. Dead branches, sticks and rails.' '-Rea. South
Australia-Capucine Orange (IlL), rich apricot orange. On dead branches of
almond, Beaumont; on dead parts of wild rose, Mount Lofty; Glen Osmond Road;
Waterfall Gully; Belair ; Encounter Bay district; Monarto South; Berri. Queensland. New South Wales. Victoria. Western Australia. Europe, etc. January,
May to October.
Ill. Crustaceous, effused, smooth.
No South Australian species recorded..
IV. Tubercular, small, suberumpent.
No South Australian species recorded.
V. With a firm, hard nucleus.
No South Australian species recorded.

PHAEOTREMELLA Rea.
(Gr 0' phaios, dark; tremella, the genus Tremella.)
"Same characters as 'I'remella but the spores dark coloured.' '-Rea.
See No. 548, Tremella [rondosa;
SEISM'OSARCA Cooke, emended Martin.
(Gr., seiemos, a shaking, the shock of an earthquake; sarx, sarkos, flcsh.)
"Fructifications cerebriform or lobed, tough gelatinous, beeoming soft only
after prolonged soaking. Gloeocystidia abundant, filled with yellow granular
material. Basidia beeoming longitudinally septate, each segment produeing an
epibasidium. Basidiospores short cylindrical or suballantoid, germinating by
repetition.' '-Martin.
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550. Seismosarca hydrophora Cke. (Gr., hydor, water; phora, that which is
carried, a burden) .-' 'Basidiocarp lobed, somewhat oerehrif'orm, rather firm
gelatinous, becoming soft upon prolonged soaking, dingy white to deep olive buff,
translucent, 6in. or more in length by l!in. broad by -i' to !in. high (1.5 x 3.7 x
0.6 to 1.2 cm.). Gloeocystidiaabundant, in surface layer, filled with yellow
granules, mostly 45 to 70 x 5 to 10 u, Probasidia ovate with a rather long stalk,
25 to 30 x 11 to 15 fJ-, becoming longitudinally septate into four cells, each cell
producing an epibasidium 3 to ·5 fJ- in diameter and 30 fJ- or more in length.
Basidiospores hyaline, oval or short cylindrieal, laterally depressed or rarely
suballantoid, 12 to 15 x 6.5 to 8.5 fJ-, germinating by repetition.' '-Martin. South
Australia-Mount Lofty, National Park, Mount Compass. New South 'Vales.
April, May, Ju:lIY, August.

GUEPINIA Fr.
( After Jean Pierre Guepin, a celebrated botanist.)
, 'Receptacle gelatinous, firm, erect, ear-shaped, spathulate or infundibuliform,
substipitate or sessile.
Hyrnenium inferior, smooth or indistinctly veined.
Basidia ovoid, vertically cruciately divided into one or two compartments, with
long sterigrnata. Spores white, oblong or oval, smooth, producing sporidiola on
germination. Growing on the ground or on wood.' '-Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia. Professor Martin' points out that
Guepinia peeieacformis Berk., as identified by Dr. C. G. Lloyd, is probably
Daoryomyces miltinu« .( see No. 556) and is certainly not a Guepinia though it
may be a G'uepi1~iopsis, a genus related to Dacryomyces (Calocerales).

EXIDIA Fr.
(GT.,

e~idio,

I exude.')

"R'eceptacle gelatinous, soft, pellucid; globose or hemispherical, marginate,
substipitate or sessile, sterile on the upper surface. Hyrnenium inferior, smooth,
reticulately veined, foliaceous, even or papillose with short, sterile papillae.
Basidia deeply immersed in the gelatinous hyphae and covered by a layer
traversed by the sterigmata. Spores white, rarely tinged brownish;. allantoid,
cylindrical, or oblong; smooth, producing on germination either strongly curved
or straight and rod-like sporidiola or bunches of cylindrical conidia. Growing on
wood.' '-Rea.
551. Exidia glandulosa (Bull.) Fr. (L., qlamduloeu«, full of glands).--, 'Receptacle 2 to 4in. (5 to 10 cm.), globose or lens-shaped, truncate, or pendulous, somewhat plane, undulate, blackish, cinereous, and .subtomentose beneath,
feeling like black crepe. Hymenium studded with conical papillae, concolorous,
Flesh gelatinous, diaphanous, soft, blackish. Spores .oblong or cylindrical, curved,
white, 12 to 15 x4 to 5 u: Hyphae 1 to 3 fJ-, with clamp connections. Die ad
branches.' '-Rea. Western Australia-Pemberton. Europe, etc. August.
552. Exidia nucleata (Schwein.) Rea. (Syn., N emateiia nucleaia Schw.) (L.,
nucleatus, having a kernel) .-" Receptacle 1/12 to ~in. (2 to 10 mm.), tubercular,
round, then pulvinate and undulate-plicate, finally effused and confluent, 4 to 5
cm., either inclosing a whitish separable core of oxalate of lime, or without a
core (Tremella hyalina Pers.), hyaline or tinged with amethyst or lilac, then
opaline and finally brick or flesh colour, date brown when dry. Spores cylindrical,
more or less 'curved, white, 10 to 14 x 5 t07 fJ-; basidia ovoid, 12 to 16 x 9 to 12 11-,
with indistinct clamp connections. Rotten wood and fallen branches.' '-Rea.
South Australia-National Park, Mount Lofty, Victor Harbour. Europe, etc.
May to August.

TREMELLODON Pers.
(L." tremo, I tremble; Gr., odon; a tooth.)
, 'Receptacle g,elatin,ous, soft, dimidiate or spathulate, substipitate or sessile.
Hymenium covering fertile spines or teeth. Basidia globose or ovoid, longitudinally cruciately septate. Spores white, subglobose, smooth, producing a mycelium
on germination. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
[552A. Tremellodon gelatinosum (Scop.) Pers. (L., gelatinosus, jelly-like)., 'Receptacle 1-1.to 21in. (3 to f cm.) , dimidiate, spathulate or fan-shaped, rounded
in front, attenuated behind, sessile or,) substipitate, surface papillose, glaucous
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fuscous or tawny brownish. Spines 2 to 4 mm. long, conical, straight, gelatinous,
white or glaucous. Flesh gelatinous, transparent, thick, hyaline. Spores subglobose, multi-guttulate, white, 4 to 7 IJ-. Basidia globose, longitudinally septate,
14 to 18 x 10 to 12 f.L, with 2 to 4 sterigmata. Edible. On stumps and on the
ground. "-Rea. New South Wales-Mount Wilson (spores 7 to 10.4 p.). June.
(Figure 72.)]

PROTODONTIA von Hoehn.
(Gr., pr6tos, first; odous, odontos, a tooth.)
, 'Like the genus Odontia in appearance, but possessing vertically septate
basidia. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species recorded.

Figure

[From uiatercolour by MiYs P. Olarke,
aela..tinosrum (Bcop.) Pers. (No. 552a).
Mount Wilslon (N.S.W.).

72.-Tr~mellodon

SEBACINA Tul. (T1HELEPHORA (Ehrh.) Fr. p.p.).
(L., sebacinus, greasy.)
, 'Receptacle coriaceous, gelatinous, membranaeeous, waxy, floccose or' pulverulent; resupinate, effused, adnate or crustaceous, and with the habit of a
Corticium. Hymenium smooth .or papillose. Basidia longitudinally cruciately
divided, close together or scattered, sometimes intermixed with the conidiophores.
Spores white, cylindrical, oval, oblong, reniform or globose, smooth, producing
sporidiola or bunches of conidia on germination. Growing on the ground or on
wood. ' '-Rea.
SUBGENUS: EUSEBACINA Rea.
(Gr., eu, typical; sebacina, the genus Sebacina.)
553. Sebacina monticola Burt. (L., mons, a mountain ; colo, to dwell in) .-, 'Fructification at least 5 cm. long, 1.5 em. wide, coriaceous, resupinate, cracked,
dirty whitish approaching pale smoke-grey, the margin closely adnate; in section
200 to 300 p. thick, with hyphae colourless, 3 to 4 p. in diameter, ascending
obliquely from substratum to surface, densely crowded together, more interwoven
and little incrusted in the lower third of the f'ructiflcation, but more loosely
arranged and heavily incrusted in the whole upper two-thirds, terminating ~ti
incrusted paraphyses which are either simple or 2-4 branched and with the
F
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hyphal body about 2.5 /1- in diameter under the incrustation; basidia about 40 /1below the surface of the hymenium, longitudinally septate, 15 to 20 x 9 to 12 /1-;
spores simple, colourless, even, cylindrical, straight or curved, 9 to 10.5 x 5 to
5.5 /1-.' '-Burt.
A specimen from Mount Lofty, April, 1921, was identified by Prof. E. A. Burt.
Fructification 5 x ~in. (13 x 2 cm.), like a/ thick layer of paint, but with a
greyish-yellow tinge, cracking, margin sharply defined.
SU'BGENUS: HETEROCHAETELL,A Bourd.
(Gr., heteros, different; chaite, a hair.)
, 'Differs from Eusebacina in the hyrnenium possessing true cystidia.' '~Rea.
No South Australian species recorded.
SUBGENUS: BOURDOTIA Bres.
(After L 'Abbe H. Bourdot, the eminent French mycologist.)
"Receptacle waxy or pulverulent, entirely resupinate, with the habit of a
Cortsoiuan, possessing tubular, thin-walled gloeocystidia, filled with a coloured
juice, and rising perpendicularly in the hyphae." '-Rea.
554. Sebacina (Bourdotda) megaspora Martin (Gr., megas, large; spora, seed).
- , 'Effused in small associated patches, each up to !in. (1 cm.) in extent, soft
waxy, thin, somewhat cerebriform, dark greyish brown to dingy watery drab and
semitranslucent when fresh, HOO to 1,000 /1- thick in section, drying to a dull
blackish brown film. Hyphae slender, 1.5 to 2 /1- in diameter, intricately branched
and anastomosing, with frequent clamp connections, immersed in a uniform
gelatinous matrix. Gloeocystidia abundant, at first hyaline, then yellow and
filled with granular material, subcylindrical or clavate, tortuous, relatively small,
mostly 30 to 60 x 6.5 to 7 /1-, and restricted to the dense brown surface layer
above the probasidia. Probasidia at the first broadly ovate, then spherical,
borne on slender tortuous branches and soon detached, 18 to 28 /1- in diameter,
finally longitudinally septate into 2 to 4 cells, each of which produces an
epibasidium 50 to 90 (to 150) x 4.5 to7 /1-. Spores hyaline, cylindrical, depressed
on one side, or suballantoid, with a conspicuous, blunt apiculus, 24 to 30 (to 38)
x 11 to 14 (to 16) /1-, gernlinating by repetition.' '-Martin. South AustraliaN ational Park, Mount Lofty. June, July.
EICHL,ERIELLA Bres.,
(After Bogumil Eiehler.)
"Receptacle coriaceous, waxy or membranaeeous, subgelatinous, cup-shaped or
plane-concave, rarely pendulous; margin free. Hymenium smooth, rugulose, or
RadulrUm-like. Basidia globose-ovoid, longitudinally cruciately divided, with 2-4
sterigmata. Spores white, cylindrical or oblong, smooth, producing sporidiola on
germination. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species recorded.
TULASNELLALES.
"Basidia subglobose, simple, with 2 to 4 very thick stout sterigmata. Spores
white, producing sporidiola on germination. Hymenium fully exposed from the
first. ' '-Rea.
TULASNELLACEAE.
Same characters as the order.
TULASNELLA Schroet.
(After L. R. and. C. Tulasne, the eminent French mycologists.)
, 'Reeeptacle fleshy membranaceous or gelatinous, then eartilaginous, resupinate,
effused. Hymenium smooth or plicate. Basidia globose, with 2 to 4 very thick,
stout sterigmata, at first obtuse, then becoming elongated and filiform, springing
from the apices or the sides of the basidia. Spores white ;globos'e, ovoid, elliptical, pyriform or pip-shaped; srnooth,. producing conidia or a mycelium on
germination. Growing on wood and humus.' '-Rea.
No South Australian species recorded.
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CALOCERALES.
, 'Basidia cylindrical, becoming forked with two long, pointed sterigmata.
Hymenium fully exposed from the first. Spores always becoming septate on
germination, and producing from each cell either one sporidiolum or a bunch of
conidia.' '-Rea.
CALOCERACEAE.
Same characters as the order.
DACRYOMYCES N ees.
(Gr., dakryon-, a tear; mykes, a fungus.)
c 'Reeeptacle gelatinous or subgelatinous, homogeneous; globose, subglobose,
tuberculate, often becoming cup-shaped and sometimes flattened, sessile, rarely
stipitate or substipitate. Hymenium smooth, wrinkled or folded. Basidia with
two long, pointed sterigmata. Spores white or yellowish; oblong, cylindrical,
ovoid, subelliptical or ovato-triangular; simple, transversely septate or murif'orm.
Receptacles producing conidia, globose, consisting of radiating, septate, moniliform threads. Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
555. Dacryomyces deliquescens (Bull.) Duby. (L., deiiquescens, dissolving j .«
"Receptacle 1/12 to !in. (2 to 12 mm.), somewhat round, convex, then lensshaped, immarginate, at length twisted, sessile, sometimes stipitate and root-like,
yellow or orange. Flesh gelatinous, hyaline, pale. Spores cylindrical, curved,
white, 8 to 22 x 4 to 7 IJ-, becoming 3-septate, 'each compartment producing 1-2
ovoid sporidiola, 3 to 4 x 2 IJ-; basidia 20 to 45 x 3 to 5 fJ.; hyphae 1 to 3 fJ.'Bourd, 'et Galz. Dead wood and fallen branches.' '-Rea. South AustraliaLocality not noted, probably Mount Lofty Ranges. Europe, etc.
556. Dacryomyces miltinus Berk. (Syn., Gr.uepinia pezizaejormis as identified
by Lloyd.) (L., miitu«, a sort of red colour or vermilion) .-Pezizaeform, toughgelatinous, Ochraceous Orange (xv.), occasionally when old near Yellow Ochre
(xv.), when dry or drying redder near Vinaceous Rufous (XIV.), 4 to 5 mm.
laterally x 2 to 3 mm., consisting of a short pruinose stem passing into a flaring;
trumpet-shaped or spathulate laterally compressed hymenophore with a downwards-directed, obliquely cup-shaped hymenial surface, smooth or with a fe,v
irregular rugae. 'I'ho external surface of the hymenophore is less pruinose than
the stem. Occasionallyyellower with a short stem and a downward-directed
. shallow cup-shaped peziza-like smooth hymenial surface. The hymenial surface
at first appears as a small concavity surrounded by a th ick flat rim, later
expanding more. Spores narrow, slightly curved, hyaline, 13 to 16.8 x 3.7 to 5 u,
On rotting branchlets, fence posts, etc. South Australia-Beaumont, Waterfall
Gully, Mount Lofty, Second Valley, Encounter Bay. New South Wales-Milson
Island (Hawkesbury River), Wombeyan Caves, Bumberry. Victoria-Brisbane
Range, Ararat. April, May, July to September, November.
Specimens of this species were submitted to the late Dr. C. G. Llovd who
identified them as Guepimia pezizaejormis Berk. Recently other specimens were
forwarded to Professor G. W. Martin who finds that. the species does not belong;
to the Tremellaceous genus Guepimia and considers that it is probably the plant
described (inadequately) by Berkeley as Dacryomyces miltinus. He considers
that it should probably be placed in the genus Guepiniopsis.
GUEPINIOPSIS Pat.
(Guepiaiia, the genus; Gr., opsis, Iike.)

"Receptacle firm-gelatinous, more or less stipitate, obliquely cupuliform (like
the cup of an acorn) or lobed; hymenium discoid or unilateral. Basidia forked;
spores curved.' ' -Bourdot and Galzin.
See No. 556 Dacryomyces miUi.nus Berk.

HETEROTEXTUS Lloyd.
(Gr., heteros, of other kind, different; L., textus, woven.)
c 'Basidiocarp cupulate, firm gelatinous, attached by a central stalk, but often
becoming broadly expanded; cortical layer of thick-walled globose, cylindrical or
bottle-shaped cells, distinct from the gelatinous tissue of the cortex." '-Martin.
557. Heterotextus flavus Lloyd. (L., flavus, yellow) .-Lloyd's original description (Mycological Notes, No. 67, July, 1922, p. 1151, fig. 2231) is as follows:"Sessile, pezizaeform, 6 to 8 mm. in diameter, pale yellow, hymenium on the
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concave disc. Outer surface sterile, of globose or cylindrical hyaline cells.
Co.ntext of gelatinous tissue. Basidia forming a palisade surface layer, cylindrical, filled with granular matter, forked. Spores 8 x 20 f.L, hyaline, curved,
[Septate in germination. It has the colour and general appearance to the eye of
'I'remeila butescens, but differs in being pezizaeform. It is close to Guepinia
occ'identalisof our Pacific Coast excepting shape."
Later (lac. cit., No. 74,
March, 1925, p. 1340, fig. 3124) he states that the colour is orange yellow, the
plant is attached by a broad base and the spores are 8 to 10 x 20 to 24 f.L, seven
septate. Professor Martin, in examining specimens for us, finds the spores 14 to
17 x 6.5 to 7.5 f.L, three to five septate, usually with one large guttule· or sometimes
two or more smaller ones. In addition he found numerous elongated or allantoid
conidia, apparently borne by the spores in germination.
The description of fresh specimens is as follows :-Receptacle ! to 1in. (1.2 to
2.6 CID.), rather flabelliform or Cyphella-shaped, contracted above to a stout
base, firm gelatinous, thick, upper surface convex, sometimes slightly rugose,
Light Orange Yellow or near Orange (rrr.) . Hymenial surface more or less
concave, sometimes nearly. plane, often rather irregular, a little paler and
yellower than the upper surface. Spores slightly curved, sausage-shaped, white,
11.5 to 17.8 x 4 to 5.3 f.L, two or several septate. South Australia-Often on
lenres, Mount Lofty; Williamstown. Tasmania. April to July, September.
DITIOLA Fr.
(Gr., dis, twice; iouio«, down, the first growth of the beard.)
., Receptacle gelatinous, subgelatinous, sometimes becoming horny, always firm
and becoming indurated in the stem; cup-shaped, tubercular or globose, sometimes
branched or lobed; stipitate or substipitate.
Hymenium discoid, unilateral,
smooth. Basidia cylindrical with two long sterigmata.
Spores white, oblong,
eylindrical or elliptic cylindrical, smooth, simple or 1-3 transversely septate.
Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
558. Ditiola radicata (Alb. et Schw.) Fr. ~ (L., radJi;catus, rooted).-Receptacle firm-gelatinous,pale yellow, patellate, the surface somewhat convelx nnd
slightly cerebriform, 2 to 5 mm. broad, with a thick, fibrous, tough root immersed
in the substratum. Flesh pale, subgelatinous, composed of freely branching and
anastomosing, conspicuously rough-walled hyphae, 2 to 2.5 f.L in diameter.
Probasidia 20 to 25 x 3.5 to 4.5 f.L, producing two stout epibasidia. Basidiospores
allantoid, becoming I-septate in germination, 8 to 11 x 3.5 to 4 u, VictoriaBrisbane Range.
Europe, etc. November.
Professor Martin refers this Australian collection to this species, but with some
misgivings, on the basis of the patellate, nailhead-Iike disks with the obtuse
margins. the thick rooting stem and pallid colour and pale flesh. He noted that
it is not growing. on coniferous wood as is usual in this species.
FEMSJONIA Fr.
(Femsj onia, belonging to Femsj o. )
, 'Receptacle gelatinous or floccose, heterogeneous, erumpent, convex then plane,
obc.onic, sessile. Hymenium smooth, becoming wrinkled. Basidia cylindrical with
two long pointed sterigmata. Spores yellowish, boat-shaped, simple and multiguttulate, then becoming oblong and multi-septate.
Growing on wood." '-Rea.
No species recorded for South Australia.
DACRYO:MITRA Tu!. (DACRYOPSIS Masls.)
(Gr., d·akryon, a tear; miira, a turban.)
"Receptacle gelatinous or sub-gelatinous, firm, erect, cylindrical, apex globose
or elongate, stipitate.
Hymenium smooth or rugosely wrinkled.
Basidia
cylindrical with two long sterigmata. Conidiophores present or absent, accompanying or preceding the basidia. Spores white, oblong or elliptical, smooth, simple
or transversely septate.
Growing on wood.' '-Rea.
One species has been collected in this State but has not yet been identified.
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CALO'CERA Fr.
(Gr., lcalos, beautiful; keras, a horn.)
, 'Receptacle gelatinous eoriaceous, cartilaginous when dry; erect, cylindrical,
simple or branched.
Hymenium smooth, amphigenous,
Basidia with two long
sterigmata. Spores white or yellow, elliptical, ellipt~c oblong or comma-shaped,
smooth or punctate, simple, becoming septate on germination.
Conidiophores
rarely accompanying the basidia.
Growing on wood, more rarely amongst
leaves. "~Rea.
These are small, tough-gelatinous, mostly orange coloured awl-like fungi common
on rot.ting trunks.
The genus Calocerti is divided up into three sections, branched plants, caespitose
plants, and those which are simple and distinct. In our experience of Australian
plants the spore measurements do not help much, being somewhat variable and all
more or less like each other in size or shape.
Branched species may show simple
forms on the same substratum, and the simple species show a tendency to branch
and sometimes may grow close together so as to be subcaespitose.
The colour
varies from oehraceous orange to brownish orange or dingy yellowish.
Whilst
typical specimens may be readily placed under one or other species, intermediate
forms may be met with about which uncertainty arises.
*Branched (usually).
559. Calocera guepinioides Berk.(Probable syn., C. var'iiformis Lloyd.)
(Guepinioides, like the genus Guepinia) .-Berkeley 's description of this species
(vide Cooke's Handbook of Australian Fungi, No. 1137, is :-" Small, erumpent,
variable, red brown, 1 cm. high; stem compressed, palmate above, branches few
and quite obtuse."
Lloyd describes C. v,ariiform,is (Mycological Notes, VII.,
1922, page 1359, fig. 3218) as wedge shaped, pale almost white but faint yellow;
spores hyaline, 12 x 6 /L, slightly curved;' young forms varying much, some being
broad and some narrow without any wedge shape. His figure shows a palmate
slightly branched plant. Dr.. Lloyd has identified specimens for us under both
these names. He points out that the colour" red brown" of Berkcley is evidently
that of the dried plant, not of the living. In our opinion C. variiforrm,is· is the
same species. as C. guepiniodes.
The following is a description of specimens from Mount Lofty, July, which
seem to be definitely C. guepinrioides :-Near Ochraceous Orange (xv.), the buried
base paler. Half-inch (1.2 em.) high, the emergent part being -lino (6 mm.},
springing from a branching, rather flattened stem from' slits in rotting wood.
Branches spreading laterally, rather flattened, the terminal branchlets very
irregular with obtuse summits, sometimes forming broad lobes, smooth,
Plants
rarely simple rounded clubs IOr like an incisor tooth.
Spores apparently faintly
tinted, 15 x 5.5 /L.
The following, also from Mount Lofty, July, were identified by Lloyd as
c. oariiformi« :~Dingy orange yellow or orange, 5 mm. high, simple or rather
flattened with several short prongs. Spores 10.4 to 12 x 3.2 to 5 /L. Specimens
from a dead Pinus log, Glen Osmond, May to July, identified by Lloyd as
c. guepinio~des, presented the following appearance r-e-Ochraceous Tawny (xv.),
-lino (6 mm.) high, usually simple with a blunt, slightly attenuated tip, occasionally
flattened or with several prongs.
Spores elongated, slightly curved, 8 to 12.8 x
,3.2 to 4..8 /L. Gregarious or accidentally caespitose.
In looking through a number IOf collections of Calocera from Mount Lofty and
the National Park, May to August, these vary, sometimes in the same' collection,
from a simple awl-shape with a subacute or blunt apex to flattened and branched
forms. Most are about 5 to 7 mm. high, 0.75 to 1 mm. thick. The base is nearly
always abrupt. The colour varies from orange to a dull or dingy yellow.
If
C. 'v,(J)r-iiformis is a good species, the dingy, yellow forms would seem referrable to
this but there seems to be no other point of distinction.
560. Oalocera rusca Lloyd (L., [uscus, brown) .-Lloyd '8 description (Mycologiea! Notes, VII., 19'22, pages 1357 and 135,,9, figs. 319'9i and 32:I5) states that the
plants are simple, grega,rious, gelatinous unbranched clubs about 2 CID. high
(in the New Zealand specimens), brown rather than yellow or brown with darker
tips, spores hyaline, slightly curved, 2-guttulated, 10 .to ,12 x 5 to: '0 /L.
One
collection was from New Zealand, the other from Kendall in New South Wales.
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'I'he following from Mount Lofty, July, agrees with this description, save that
there is a tendency to branch :-Near Buckthorn Brown (xv.). Usually slightly
club-shaped, iin. (10 mm.) high, sometimes simple and rounded but often rather
irregular, ends obtuse, sometimes slightly flattened, sometimes showing a tendency
to branch at the ends in irregular blunt knobs.
Spores pear-shaped, slightly
curved, 9 to 11 x 4.5 u, Another collection fnom Mount Lofty, also in July, on
fences, simple or occasionally flattened, varies in colour from Buckthorn Brown
(xv.) to Yellow Ochre (xv.), spores 7.5 to 9 x 3.8 to 4.5 u,
It seems probable therefore that C. tu-sea is only a colour form of C. g1fJepiniO'ideg.
with simple clubs.
**Caespitose.
No true caespitose species has been found in South Australia.
**'*Simple.
561. C. cuneata Lloyd. (L., cuneatus, wedge-shaped) .-This is described from
'I'asmania (Mycological Notes, VII., 1922, page 1152, fig. 2240) as gregarious Ion
decorticated wood, yellow, obtuse, cuneate, flattened, tapering at the base,
2 to 3 mm-, tall, 2 mm. broad. The following, also from Mount Lofty, July, may
be this form which seems likely again to be a variant of C. guepinioides, or
possibly it may be C. otoseoute« Fr. described in Cooke as, "simple, solitary,
somewhat tremelloid, yellow, 12 mm. high, clubs incrassated, obtuse, comprcased,
stem tapering. Spores ellipsoid, 12 p., long.' , Near Ochraceous T'awny (xv.)
but rather dingy. Clubs simple, i to under lino (3 to 6 mm.) high, tongue-shaped
or like an incisor tooth, more rarely narrow club-shaped, definitely but slightly
constricted at the base, smooth.
Spores elongated club-shaped, 11 to 13,
occasionally 15 x 4 to 5 u,
562. Oalocera stricta Fr. (L., stri~tus, rigid) .-Dull pale orange, 1 cm. or more
high, simple, gradually attenuated to an acute apex, base slightly swollen and
villose.
Spores pear-shaped, oblique) 9 x 4 u, South Australia-s-In Pinus
radiato. Don. (P. ins-igndiS Dougl.) forest, Mount Burr (S.E'.). May.
These plants differ from simple forms of C. guepin1Joides in 'being longer and
all simple, 'with more acute apices, and with the base slightly swollen and villous.
Though a septum in the spore has not been noticed, as in British specimens, the
plants seem referrable to C. stricto, A collection from Carolrne State Forest,
Mount Gambler. May, a locality not far distant from the preceding, are similar,
except that they lack the .slightly swollen villous base which is abrupt, andLhough
usually simple the plants are sometimes flattened; they are dull yello"\vish, up to
:lino (6 mm.) hjgh, awl-like tapering to subacute at the apex, spores 7 to 8.5 x 4 u,
These latter may be simple forms of C. variiformis.

[Whilst in the press, a further report received from Professor Martin
necessitates the following alterations and additions under Oaloceralesr-cNo. 556. Dacryomyces miltinus.
formis (Berk.) Lloyd.

Transfer to Heterotextns as H. ·pezizae..

Dacryomitra (p. 336). The species mentioned has been identified and should
appear as :-554A. Dacryomitra glossotdes Bref.-" Fructification clear yellow,
capitate, the head gelatinous, at first globose,· becoming convoluted and ridged,
eventually prostrate. Stem firm, subcylindrical, fibrous gelatinous, tough, erect
or more or less immersed in the substratum. Hymenium covering all parts of
the head; basidia clavate, becoming furcate. Spores allantoid, becoming 4-celled,
15 x 6 u, "-Martin. South Australia-e-On bark of living Euoal'yptus, Craf'ers.
August.]
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A:SCOMYCETES,.
In the Ascomycetes, the typical spores are contained in little sacs or asci,.in
the major-ity of cases each ascus containing eight spores,
In some species
secondary forms of reproduction occur in the shape of conidia.
Many of the
?peeies are relatively small and a number are 'parasitic and play an important part
In vegetable pathology. Only a few of the larger species with fruiting bodies
m?re or less resembling some of the Basidiomyeetes come within the scope of
this Handbook.
Even these are treated more or less Incidentally and a consi?-erable numbe~ of forms eoming under Peeiea and related genera in the
Discomycetos, which have been collected and might quite well have been included,
.nust await identification at the hands of some one interested in this group.
In the 'I'uberaceae, the aseophore is irregularly globose, usually large, indehiseent
and usually subterranean. No species have been reeogllised in South Australia.
Cooke in his "Handbook of Australian Fungi" records only two genera each
with one species for Australia, "Mylitta auetraii«' being the sclerotium of
Polyporus mqlittoe.
In the Discomyeetes the aseophore is more or less fleshy, often large and bright
coloured and the hymeuium is fully exposed at maturity. As the beech is not
indigenous in South Australia, the famous Cyttaria GunnU, parasitic on these
trees in T'asmania, is not found here.
Two species of the edible morels
(Mo:rchella) have been found but are rare; they are said to be delicious.
These
are large plants- with ovate or conical caps bearing longitudinal and transverse
ribs on the outside and widely hollow within; the colour is a dingy yellow to
brown and the stems are stout, pallid and also widely hollow. Leotia. lubrica is
a quaint-looking fungus, with a greenish-yellow somewhat knobby and subgelatinous eap, which has been found once at Mount Lofty.
One species at least
of Geoqlossum. occurs in this State; the plants are small blackish elongated often
compressed and rugose clubs, 'with a more or less defined stem, and' their name of
"Earth Tongue" is an 'appropriate one.
In the Pezizae, the fruiting body is
usually cup-shaped or disc-shaped and fleshy; species often occur on the ground
and sometimes on manure and several of our species are brightly coloured red or
orange. No work on these forms has been done in South Australia.
In the Pyrcnomycetes, the fruiting body is often conspicuous and frequently
carbonaceous. No species .of the remarkable genus Cord.ucep« growing from
the buried bodies of insect larvae or pupae, seems to have been recorded for
South Australia. Poronia grows on horse-dung as little pallid discs dotted with
blaek ostiola and with a stem-like base, often quite short. .Daldinia concentrics,
a blackish sphaeroid or hemispherical, carbonaceous mass growing on fal~en
wood, shows concentric markings on being broken open and is soon covered WIth
a soot-like mass of extruded spores. Xy~a,ria forms erect earbonaeeous clavate
xt.ructures ; one or twospeeies occur but have not been identified: Nummula~'ia
probably occurs and is similarly earbonaceous, blackish and orbioular or cornshaped.
DISCOMYCETEAE.
"Fleshy, waxy or coriaceous fungi, with a variously shaped reeeptaele;
hymenium aseigerous, from the first, or soon open.' '-Cooke.

MORCHELLA DilL
(From the Italian morella.)
"Stipitate or subsessile.
Pileus globose or ovate, adnate throughout its
length to the sides of the stem, remaining closed lat, the apex, hollow and
.cont.inuoua with the eavity of the stem; externally furnished with stout,
branched and anastomosing ribs.' or plates, every part bearing the hymenium.
Stem stout, stuffed or hollow. Asci cylindrical, 2-4-8-spored; spores 1-seriate,
continuous, hyaline, elliptieal ; paraphyses septate, clavate, Growing ,on the
ground in the spring.' '----'-Massee.
This genus comprises the edible morals which, though livid in colour', are
said to .be excellent eating and are sold regularly in the, markets in Italy.
There is diffieulty in identifying our species, M. semiliberaDC., recorded by
Cooke (No. 1356) for Vietoria and New South Wales, has the capitulum free
below the middle, the other species having it adnate to the stem. M. crassipes
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Pers. and M. esculento: Pers. have the pits on the capitulum irregular in shaper
not much if at all longer than broad, M. crassipes9-iffering in having the
stout stern much longer than the pileus. M. eiaia. Fr. and M. cO'Thi!~a Pers, have
more or less parallel longitudinal ribs connected by slender transverse bars so
as to give rise to elongated cells; in\M. elato; the plants are large (pileus 2 to
Bin."5 to 7 cm.; stem 2! to 3-1in., 6 to 8 cm.), the longitudinal ribs rarely
bifurcate or anastomose, and the stem is laeunoseand furfuraceous; in
M.co"JltiC{.t~ of which M. deU,-;iosa Fr. may be a form, the plants are smaller
(pileus I! to 3in., 4 to 7 cm.; stem i to 1iin., 1.5 to 3 cm.); the stem usually
shorter than the cap, the irregular longitudinal ribs often fork and anastomose,
and the stem is minutely villose and not furfuraceous.
563. Morchella conica Pers. (L., conioue, conical) .-Pileus i to l!in. (1.5 to
3.7 cm.), l+'in. (3.1 cm.) wide, broadly conical, vertical ribs with irregular
cross-bars, the cells up to lin. (6 mm.) diameter, cells paler than Saccardo's
Umber (L~IX.), the edges of the bars much darker.
Stem I! to 3in.
(3.7 to 7.5 cm.)., Lin. ,( 2.5 cm.) thick, markedly hollow, granular, waxy yellow
(Light Buff, xv.). Asci 165 x 18 f.L; spores oval, 22.5 to 25 x 12.5 to 15 u;
South Australia-e-Mount Lofty, near Mylor. Europe, etc. September, October.

[Photo. by Projessor T. G. B. Osborn:

Figure 73.-Morche'na, delicvosa Fr. (See under No. 563).
Gorge near Port Germein. Slightly reduced.

The following which Dr. C. G. Lloyd diagnosed as "M. deliciosa, if not the
young of some other ,species," is probably M. conica, of which M. deliciosa. Fr.
seems a form. Dr. Lloyd gives figures of M. deliciosa. and other species in
Mycological Notes, No., 70, September 1923, figures 2507 to 2512.
Total
height up to 2!in. (6.,2 cm.) or more. Pileus l!in. (4.3 cm.}, conical, 1in.
(2.5 em.) broad below the middle, slightly contracted below, gradually tapering
to the apex, apex somewhat acute, adnate below or with a slig-ht sulcus,
Chaetura Drab (XLVI.), primary ribs irregularly parallel, more or less branching and anastomosing, secondary ribs irregularly transverse, sometimes as folds,
sometimes as partitions, giving rise to numerous small irregular fossae, about
lino (3.5 mm.) in diameter, between the longitudinal folds. . Stem lino (1.8 cm.),
short, lino (1.2 cm.) thick at the base, slightl~ contracted above, pruinose, white.
Flesh up to -lino (6 mm.) thick. Asci about 190 x 16 ""; spores elliptical, white,
12.G x 6.3 f.L (1 immature). Amongst grass, Gorge near Port Germein, August.
(Figure 73.)
564. MorcheUa elata Fr. (L., elatus, tall) .-·Pileus3in. (7.5 cm.), 2!in.
(6.2 cm.} wide at the base, conical, uniformly diminishing to a slightly blunt
apex, lower border adnate, longitudinal ribs almost blackish brown, 2, to 3 mm.
high, slightly irregular, sometimes rugose or furrowed, connected by transverse
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or oblique cross-bars of similar appearance, the cells 2 to 5 or even ,9' mm. long,
dingy buff, appearing hoary when old, the smaller more or less quadrilateral, the
larger elongated, sometimes with irregular subsidiary folds and 'elevations. Stem
4tin. (11.2 cm.), 21in. (6.2 cm.) thick above, 2in. (5 cm.) in the middle, 1tin.
(3.7 cm.) near the base, faintly and irregularly rugose, surf'ace dull, dingy
pinkish buff, very hollow to the apex of the pileus, wall 2 mm. thick, inner
surface finely granular, base of stem a little rounded, the Iowermost lino (1.8 em.)
deeply fenestrated 'with several irregular openings into the cavity of the stem, the
bars of these openings puckered together at the centre of the base-of the stem.
Spores 19 x 13 /1-. South Australia-c-Brown Hill Creek, Myponga, Port Lincoln.
Europe. Soptember, October.
LEO~IA Hill.
"ARcophore atipitate, substance fleshy, soft and somewhat gelatinous.
Pileus
orbicular, spreading; margin drooping or incurved, free from the stem; gl abr:ous,
hymenium entirely covering the upper surface. Stem central, elongated.
Ascl

[Fro·m uiater colour by Miss P. Olarke.
Figure 74.-Leotia lubrica Pers, (No. 565).
Sydney.

eylindrie-clavate, apex narrowed, 8-spored; spores hyaline, continuous or I-septate,
elongated and narrowly ellipfical, obliquely 1 to 2 seriate; paraphyses present."
-Massee.
565. Leotia lubrica Pers. (L., lubricue, slippery) .~Pileus up to lino (2.5 cm.),
irregularly hemispherical, often knobby or gyrose, margin thick; infolded, somewhat gelatinous, near Medal Bronze (IV.) (yellowish olive green to olive green).
Stem up to 3iin. (8.7 cm.), slender or moderately stout, sometimes flattened or
inflated, often bent or twisted, hollow,near Yellow Ochre (xv.) (dingy yellowish).
Spores slightly curved, 15 to 19 x 4 to 5 /1-. Gregarious to subcaespitose. South
Australia-c-Amongst leaves under trees, MountL,ofty.
New80uth Wales.
Victoria. Tasmania. Europe, etc. June. (Figure 74.)

GEOGLOSSUM Pers.
(Gr., ge, the earth; L., glossa, the tongue.)
"Entire fungus more or less clavate, erect, the apical, thickened portion
everywhere covered with the hymenium; glabrous or hairy, often viscid. Asci
clavate, apex narrowed, 8-spored; spores elongated,. arranged in a parallel fascicle,
cylindrical or very slightly thickened above the middle, and inclined to become
cylindric-clavate, brown, septate, usually slightly curved; paraphyses septate,
brown at the tips, often longer than the asci. Growing on the ground, among
grass, etc." - Massee.
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The species of Geoqiosswm are small club-shaped yellow, olive-buff or' blacx
plants lino or more high. In some the fertile distal portion may be expanded
and flattened so as to resemble a narrow elongated tongue, and hence the name.
Dr. C. G. Lloyd, in "The Geoglossaceae," 1916, divides the species into two
sections, those not black when fresh and those that are black. The Australian
species so. far collected and recorded seem all to .belong to the black section..
Lloyd divides the black section into (i.) viscid species, (ii.) not viscid, smooth
or merely 'clammy, and (iii.) hirsute species. G.capitatu,m Pers., a hairy species
with a capitate club, has been identified for us by Dr. Lloyd from Sydney, May.
lIe has also identified G. glabrum Pers., a smooth non-viscid species, from
Neutral Bay, Sydney, June. Only two collections have been made in South
Australia which seem referable to G. qlabru/m and G. nigritum Fr., which latter is:
perhaps a form of G. g lab rum.
566. Geoglossum glabrum Pers, (L., qlaber, smooth).-Plant up to 1:i to 2-!in.
(4.3 to 6.2 cm.) high, black, distal -! to iin. (1.2 to 1.8 cm.) club-shaped, sometimes flattened, occasionally slightly fluted, nearly smooth, up to 5 mm. thick.
Stem up to 3 mm. thick, finely granular. Flesh black. Asci slightly curved,.
140 x 18 f.L; spores narrow, 5 to 11 septate (usually), 3.7 x 5.5 f.L; paraphyses
septate, filiform, the ends bent and a little thickened (club-shaped), moniliform
with four constrictions. South Australia-In sand, Back Valley off Inman
Valley. August.

[Fro,m uiatercolour. by Mis8 J. Buxtxm,
Figure 75.-Peziza »eeiouloea. Bull. (No. 568).
On dung, Beaumont, near Adelaide.

567. Geoglossum nigritum Fr. (L., nigri;tia, blackness).-Plant up to Lin.
(2.5 em:) high, club-shaped (narrowly or broadly so, sometimes flattened or
flabelliform club-shaped), more or less longitudinally rugose, the stem passingimperceptibly into the club, in one instance branching from the base into three.
Asci club-shaped, 260 x 15 f.L; spores narrow, ends pointed, dark-brown, 7-septate,.
45 to 48 x 4 to 4.5 f.L; paraphyses club-shaped, bent at the end, septate. South
Australia-In sandy soil, Hope Valley near Adelaide. September.

PEZIZA Dill.
(L., peziza, a kind of f'ungus.)
, 'Ascophore sessile, but sometimes narrowed to a short, stem-like base, fleshy
and brittle, closed at first, then expanding until cup-shaped, saucer-shaped, or in
some species quite plane or even convex; disc even, nodulose, or veined; externally
warted scurfy, or rarely almost glabrous; cortical cells irregularly polygonal.
Asci c;lindrica1, 8-spored; spores obliquely I-seriate, continuous, hyaline (rar.ely
tinged brown ) J elliptical, epispore smooth or rough; paraphyses present. GrOWIng
on the ground.' '-Massee.
568. Peaiza vesiculosa Bull. (L., vesicula, a little bladder) .-" Clustered, often
distorted from mutual pressure, sessile but more or less narrowed at the base,
zloboae and closed at first, then expanding but the margin usually remaining~ore or less incurved and somewhat notched; disc pale bnown, externally brnwnish
and coarsely. granular from the presence of minute irregular warts, 1-lino to 2-!in.
(3 to 7 cm.) across. Excipulum paren?hymatous, cells irregularly polygonal,
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large, especially those forming the central zone, external cells brownish, .growing
out into small warts.
Asci cylindrical, 8-spored; spores obliquely 1-seriate,
smooth, hyaline, continuous, elliptical, ends obtuse, 21 to 24 x 11 to 12 f.L;
paraphyses slender, septate, clavate. On rich soil, manure heaps, rotten leaves,
etc. ' '~1\fassee.
South Australia-c-On dung, Beaumont, Glen Osmond, l<::inchina.
Victoria. Europe, etc. July, August. (Figure 75.)
This is a large dung-inhabiting species, deeply cup-shaped with the edge .remaining more or less ineurved, the external surface brown and more or less granular.
P'YRENOMYCETEAE Fr.
"Perithecia fleshy, coriaceous, carbonaceous or membranaceous, wholly enclosing
the hymenium, usually pierced at the apex.' '-Cooke.
CORDYCEPS 'Fr.
"Stroma stipitate, erect, grovving on insects or fungi, clavate; perithecia
immersed in the stroma, or semi-immersed, or nearly free; asci 8-spored; sporidia
filiform, soon breaking up into jbints, hyaline.' '-Cooke.
These are the so called ' , Vegetable ' Caterpillars" growing from the buried
larvae or pupae of various insects. The stem, bearing the fruiting portion, may
be many inches long, and emerges from the ground in 'which the insect host is
buried. Species doubtless occur in South Australia but so far none seem to have
been recorded.
XYLARIA Hill.
(Gr., xuio«, wood.)
, 'Stronla erect, clavate or subglobose, often stipitate. Perithecia immersed- in
the stroma or adnate. carbonaceous, papillate. Sporidia ovoid, amygdaloid or
navicular, continuous, brown.' '-Cooke.
Several species have been collected in South Australia, as at Back Valley, off
.Inman Valley, but so far nono have been identified.
PORONIA Willd.
"Stroma fleshy-coriaceous, at first clavate, then cup-shaped, stipitate or nearly
sessile, whitish or blackish; perithecia immersed in the upper discoid face of the
stroma, carbonaceous, black; sporidia continuous" brown. ' '-Cooke.
569. Poronia punctata L. (L., punctaius, dotted) .-" Stroma 'erect, simple,
at first clavate, soon open, cup-shaped, attenuated into a more or less long
tomentose stem, externally black, disc white, punctate with black ostiola; asci
cylindrical ; sporidia ovate, becoming black, involved in a hyaline mucus, 18 to 26 x
10 to 14 u, "-Cooke. South Australia-s-On horse dung, Mount Lofty, E,agle-o nthe-Hill (spores 30x 17.8 ~), Encounter Bay, Berri, Victoria. Tasmania.
Western Australia, January, May, July, September.
A species not uncommon on horse dung with a small white disc punctate with
the black ostiola, fixed in the dung by a usually short stern,
DALrDINIA

De Not.

, {Stroma superficial, subsphaeroid, with a black, earbonaceous cortex, fibrous
within, concentrically zoned; asci cylindrical; sporidia ovoid or oblong, brown ;
perithecia wholly immersed in the stroma, not protuberant; ostiola umbilicate."
----O'ooke.
570. Daldinia concentrica Bolt. (L., concentrious, concentric) .~' 'Stroma g to
. 2in. (2 to 5 cm.), sphaeroid or subsphaeroid or hemispherical, rar-ely ob ovoid
internally zoned with concentric strata, black or brown, turning black. Peritheci~
,0 bovoid, .angular by pressure, ostiola small, punctiform.
Asci cylindrical 80 to
110 x 8 to 10 ~; sporidia ellipsoid, often unequal-sided, brown, 12 to 15' x ,7 to
10 u, '- '-Cooke. South Australia-Mount Lofty, Telegraph Ih{e to Oape Borda
(K.T. ), Myponga, Back Valley off Inman Valley (spores 24 to 28 x 11 to 13 ~).
'Queensland.
New South Wales.
Victoria.
'I'asmania,
Western Australia.
'March to May, October.
Recognizable by the shape, the black colour, the escape on drying of the
:powdery "black spores, and the laminated structure on section.
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MYXOMYC.ETES (MYCETOZOA).
In the Myxomycetes or Mycetozoa we have forms of life which possess some, of
the features of. animal forms, hence the name of Mycetozoa, and some of those
of the fungi (and so the term Myxomycetes). The spores, on germinating form
amoeboid bodies, 'which then assume a flagellate form, change to amoebulae, and
after further division unite ill pairs to form zygotes. The zygotes grow into a
plasmodium which is feebly motile advancing over the substratum with a creeping
movement in search of f'ood.
t-"inally when the nourishment is exhausted or
maturity has been reached, the non-motile' sporangium or fruiting body develops, .
which may be sessile or stalked. and if the latter is of'ten elaborately and delicately
formed and of great artistic beauty.
South Australia, is not rich in species, 'at any rate in the case of the larger
f;orms_C'ollections have been sent to Miss A. Lister and the species here
recorded are from her determinations.
The descriptions are taken from "A
Monograph of the Mycetozoa.' by Arthur Lister, F.R.S., Fi.L.,S., Third Edition,.
revised by Gulielma Lister, F.L.S.

'C·LASSIFICATION.
Subclass I.-EXOSPOREAE.*
Spores developed outside a sporophore.
Family 1. Oerattomyxaceae.c-Bporophores membranous, branched; spores:
white, borne singly on filiform stalks arising from the areolated sporophore.
Subclass II.-ENDOSPOREAE.
Spores developed inside a sporangium.
Order I. AMAUROSPORALEs.-Spores violet-brown or purplish-grey, rarely
ferruginous or colourless.
Suborder I. CALCARINEAE.-Sporangia provided with lime (calcium 'Carbonate) ..
Family 1. Physaraceae..- Lime· in the form of minute round granules (sometimes in rounded nodules or absent in Diaohea).
Family 2. Didymiaceae.-Lime in crystals deposited outside the sporangiumwall, rarely scanty or none.
Suborder 11. AMAUROOHAETINEAE.-Sporangia without lime.
Family 1. Collodermaceae.-Sporangium distinct, sessile, with an outergelatinous wall.
Family 2. Stemonitaceae.-Sporangia distinct, provided usually with a stalk
and columella.
Family 3. Amauroehaetaceae.-c-Sporangia combined to form an aethalium.
Order 11. LAMPROSPORALEs.-Spores variously coloured, not violet brown orpurplish-grey (except in Licea. ininima and Listerella).
Suborder I. ANEMINEAE.-Capillitium wanting, or if present hot forming a
system of uniform threads (except in Alwisia).
Family 1. H'e't.erodermaceae.-Sporangium-wall membranous, beset with microscopic round plasmodic granules, and (except in Lindb ladia) forming a net in theupper part.
Family 2. Liceaceae.-Sporangia solitary; sporangium-wall cartilaginous or'
membranous.
Family 3. T!Ubulinaceae..- Sporangium-wall membranous, without plasmodic.
granules; sporangia clustered, cylindrical or ellipsoid.
Family 4. Bettculartaceae.c-Bporangia closely compacted and usually formingan aethalium; sporangium-walls incomplete or forming a spurious capillitium;
true capillitium none, or in Liceopsis ·consisting of a few branching threads or'
strands.
Famly 5. Lycogalaceae.~-Sporangia forming an aethalium; pseudo-capilfitiurn.
consisting of branched colourless tubes.
.
Suborder 11. CALONEMINEAE.-Capillitium present as a system of uniform orsculptured threads.
Family 1. Trichiaceae'.-Capillitium consisting of tubular threads, which areeither free and usually unbranched (" elaters' ') or form a network branching
at wide angles, with thickenings in the form of spirals' or rings.
* This Key is. taken from Lister's "A Monograph on the Mycetozon."
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Family 2. Arcyriaceae.-Capillitium· a network of tubular threads branching
at wide angles, smooth or thickened with cogs, half rings (rings in A rcuria
annulifera) , spines, or warts (capillrtium often scanty and of free threads in
Perichaena coriicalis and P. quadrata/v,
Family 3. Ma:rgaritaceae,.-Capillitium consisting of solid threads, either
coiled and hair-like or nearly straight and attached to the sporangium-wall,
simple or branching at acute angles.
FAMILY P'HYSARACEAE.
, 'Deposits of lime in minute round granules more or less aggregated, included
in the sporangium-wall and in vesicular expansions of the capillitium (Iimeknots), except in Duiermo and Ph.usarima: where there are no lime-knots and in
Diachea :i.n which the lime is, confined to the stalk and columella and is sometimes
in the form of rounded nodules. In this family and also in Didumiaceae, the
stalk of the sporangium is developed as an open tube, through which protoplasm
passes to form the young swelling sporangium; later, the walls of the stalk
contract in folds, oftenE<nclosir!g refuse matter, "-Lister.

BADHAMIA Berkeley.
(.A.fter Rev. O. D'. Badham, M.D., 1806-1857, the Myeologist.)
"Sporangia stalked, sessile, or forming plasmodiocarps.
Sporangium-wall
single, with included lime granules. Capillitdum consisting of a coarse network
charged with granules of lime (sometimes constricted here and there into narrow
hyalinethread,s).
Spores clustered or free, warted, reticulated, or nearly
smooth. ' ' -Lister.
571. Badhamia foliicola Lister (L., [olinum, a leaf; colo, I inhabit) .---,' 'Plasmedium orange.
Sporangia subglobcse, 0.5 to 1 mm. diameter, iridescent-grey,
sessile and crowded,or standing singly on slender pale yellowish-brown stalks 0.2
Capillitiurn a network of slender strands with white limeto 0.5 mm. long.
deposits.
Spores '. free, sometimes showing a slight tendency to adhere in loose
clusters, violet brown, minutely spinulose, 8 to 11 fJ-.' '-Lister. South Australia-eBright orange yellow when immature, turning dark grey, on grass, twigs, etc.,
Mount Lofty. June.
PHYSARUM PeTS.
(Gr., physa., a bubble, from the appearance of the sporangium.)
, (Sporangia stalked, sessile or forming plasmodiocarps. Sporangium-wall either
single, or consisting of two more or less separable layers, with deposits. of minute
rounded lime-granules. distributed in loose or dense clusters or compacted into a
crust.
Stalk membranous, tubular (except in P. penetrate in which the stalk is
solid and translucent)" wrinkled 'with longitudinal folds, either translucent, or
opaque with deposits of lime or refuse matter in the wall-substance 101' in the
cavity of the tube.
Capillitium forming a, network of hyaline threads with
vesicular expansions containing calcareous deposits (lime-knots) ~ occasionally, in
weak forms, 'without such deposits. "-Lister.
572. Physanun compressum Alb. et Schw. (L., com.pressus, compressed j c--c
Total height 1 to 1.5, mm. Sporangia reniform lot obovoid,
compressed, erect, splitting along the ridge, stalked, sessile. or forming
plasmodiocarps, scattered, clustered or confluent, wh ite or grey, rugose or closely
spotted with white ; sporangium-wall membranous, colourless or purplish below,
including dense clusters of white lime-granules. Stalk stout, f'urrowed., black from
contained refuse matter, or brownish or 'white from deposits of lime in the wall.
Capillrtium a close network with numerous rounded white lime-knots, varying in
shape 311<1 size, and connected by rather short hyaline threads,
Spores dark
purplish hrownyznore or less spinulose or echinulate, 9.1 to 14 fJ- diameter.
On
dead leaves, twigs, straw, etc.' '-Lister.
South Australia.-Recorded (Miss
Lister) .
FULIGO HaIler.
(L., luligo, soot.)
.
, 'Sporangia elongated, branching and interwoven, combined to form a pulvinate
aethalrum, .the outer layer of sporangia of'ten barren and forming a cortex
charged with deposits of lime-granules and without spores. Capillitium with few
or many lime-knots.' '-Lister.
"Plasmo~ium white.
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573. Fuligo septica Gmelin. (Gr., septikos, decaying) .-" Plasmodium yellow,
rarely white. Aethalia pulvinate, varying much in size, from 2 mm. to 20 cm.
broad, yellow. The sporangia constituting the aethalium are intricately coiled
and anastomosing, 2 to 2.5 mm. broad, with air spaces in the intervals which
permeate the mass; cortex yellow, thick, thin or wanting, when the surface is
greenish-grey and marked with brain-like coils of the perfect sporangia;
sporangium walls within the aethalium membranous, very fragile,colourless with
scattered deposits of lime-granules. Columella none. Capillitium scanty or
abundant, consisting of a loose network of .slender hyaline throada more or less
expanded at the axils, with fusiform or branching yellow lime-knots, varying
much in size. Spores violet, almost smooth, 6 to 8 !-t, rarely 8 to 10 !-t.' '...:.-Lister ..
South Australia-On dead pine stump, Beaumont (more lemon-coloured than
crocus); on dead pine stump, Glen Osmond, National Park, Kuitpo, Myponga.
Queensland. New South Wales. Flinders Island (Bass Straits). Western Australia. February to May, August, November, December.
This is the well-known and widely distributed" Flowers of Tan," so caned
from its frequent occurrence on spent tan in tan-yards. It forms more or less
disc-shaped brittle and friable masses an inch or more in extent on. dead wood,
leaves, etc., at first yellow, soon fading to whitish, presenting a vinous-grey
appearance from the spores when broken in two. The white form, var. candida
Fr., also occurs with us.
574. Fuligo cinerea Morg. (L., cinereus, ashy) .-' 'Plasmodium white. Aethalia
pulvinate" elongate, simple or branched, 4 to 60 mm, long, scattered or gregarious,
formed of closely interwoven sporangia usually enclosed in a smooth white cortex
densely charged with lime, seated on a white hypothallus. Sporangium-walls
within the aethalium more or less perfect, membranous, with deposits of white
Iime-granules. Capillitium consisting of simple or branched hyaline threads, and
large white lime-knots that may unite to f'orrn a pseudo-columella, or almost
Badhamia-like. Spores brownish-violet, spinulose, ellipsoid, 13 to 17 x 8 to 12 !-t,
or subglobose, 9 to 12!-t. On dead leaves, straw, etc.' '-Lister. South Australia
-On the ground, Beaumont. New South Wales. March, April.
A widely distributed usually small, scattered OT gregarious species.
FAMILY DIDYMIACEAE.
"Deposits o.flime in the form of crystals or crystalline discs distributed over
the sporangium-wall; capillitium without lime-knots ,(except in DiJdymium
anomalum); sporangia simple, except in Mucilago when they are combined into
an aethaliurn. ' ' -Lister.
DIDYMIUM, Schrader.
(Gr., didymos, double.)
, 'Sporangia stalked, sessile or forming plasmodiocarps; sporangium-wall membranous or cartilaginous, with superficial crystals of lime either scattered over
the surface or combined into a separable crust. Capillitium of branching
threads, which are often thickened at intervals with dark calyciform nodes, in
normal developments without lime-knots; in D. omomaluan. consisting of simple
tubes containing lime crystals.' '-Lister.
575. Didymium nigripesFr. (L., niger, black; pes, a foot) near var. xanthopus
Lister (Gr., xanthos, yellow; pous, a foot) .-" Plasmodium grey or colourless.
Total height 1 to 1.5 mm.
Sporangia gregarious, hemispherical, umbilicate
beneath, stalked, erect, 0.5 to 0.7 mm. diameter, white; sporangium-wall, membranous, mottled with brown or colourless, clothed with stellate crystals of lime.
Stalk cylindrical, two or three times the height of the sporangium, longitudinally
striate, varying in colour from dark olive to orange-brown, translucent,not
containing refuse matter. Columella subglobose, dark brown, filled with irregular
angular crystals of lime. Capillitium of delicate colourless or purplish-brown
branching threads. Spores pale violet-brown, nearly smooth, 8 to 11 !-t diameter.
Var. xanthopus-Stalk orange, columella white.' '-Lister. South AustraliaRecorded (Lister). New South Wales. Victoria.
A small orange-stalked species.
FAMILY ISTEMONITACEAE.
, 'Sporangia stalked; sporangium-wall a delicate membrane, often evanescent;
stalk solid, at least in the upper part, extending within the sporangium as a
columella from which the branching threads of the capillitium take their 0rigin.
In this family the more or less solid stalk is developed within the young rising
sporangium.' '-Lister.
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STEMONITIs Gleditsch.
(Gr., stem/in, a thread.)
, 'Sporangia cylindrical, stalked, fasciculate; .the solrd black stalk extending
within the sporangium to near the apex as a columella (except in confluent
forms) . Capillitium formed of numerous threads radiating from all parts of the
columella and combined into a loose network, the ultimate branches united into
a surface net (this is often incomplete in irregular developments).' '-Lister.
576. Btemonitds splendens Rost. (L., splendens, beautiful) .-" Plasmodium
creamy-white. Total height 6 to 20 mm. Sporangia cylindrical, obtuse, stalked,
purplish-brown, closely fasciculate and forming large colonies, Stalk black,
shining, slender, 1 to 4 mm. long, rising from a well-developed silvery or purplish
hypothallus. Columella reaching to near the apex of the sporangium, rigid.
Capillitium of purplish-brown threads, the principal branches springing at different intervals from the columella, at first almost simple, suddenly branching
to form a smooth surface net with rounded variously shaped meshes 20 to 70 f.L
wide. Spores pale reddish-purple, faintly and closely warted, 7 to 9 f.L.' '-Lister.
South Australi a-c-On pine stump, Glen Osmond. New South Wales. Tasmania.
April, May, November.
A beautiful little species growing in tufts on dead wood with short black
stems and longer cylindrical purplish-brown sporangia.
FAMILY

RETICULARIACEAE.

"Sporangia closely compacted and usually forming an aethalium. Sporangiumwalls without plasmodic granules, usually incomplete, perforated, or forming a
spurious capillitium; true capillitium none, or in Liceopsis consisting of a few
branching threads and strands.' '-Lister.

DICTYDIAETHALIUMRost.
(Gr.,. dictydion, a little net; aetholium, the term for a compound fructifiation.)
, 'Aethalium pulvinate, formed of erect columnar sporangia. Sporangium-walls
incomplete, dome-shaped at the apex, continued down to the basal membrane in
four to six straight threads. Capillitium none. "-Lister.
577. Dictydiaethaliumplumbeum Rost. (L., plumbeus, lead-coloured) .-" Plasmodium rose-red. Aethalium pulvinate, smooth, flattened, 1 to 5 cm. broad, 0.5
to 1 mm. thick, dull slate-coloured or clay-coloured, iridescent, areolated with the
convex apices of the sporangia, often surrounded by a white membranous hypothallus; sporangia cylindrical, angled by mutual pressure, 0.5 to 1 mm. high, 0.2
mm. broad; sporangium-wall ochraceous or yellow, persistent and forming a flat
or dome-shaped cap at the apex, sometirnes dark with superficial denosits of
refuse-matter, continued down to the basal membrane in four to six straight
threads 2 to 4 f.L thi ck and triangular in section, evanescent between the threads.
Spores clay-coloured in mass, when magnified pale yellow, spinulose, 9 to 12 f.L."
-Lister. South Australia-Plasmodium Light Coral-Red (XIII.) turning Carnelian
Red (XIV.), Mount Lofty, National Park. June, September.
RETICULARIA nen.
(L., reticulu,m~ a little net.)
"Aethalium composed of numerous elongated interwoven sporangia, whose
walls are partly evanescent, partly persistent, and form broad expansions and
strands dividing above into delicate capillitium-like threads. Spores and threads
rusty brown.' '-Lister.
57R. Reticularia Lycoperdon Bull. (After Lycoperdon, a genus of Puff-balls j.e->
, 'Plasnlodium creamy-white. Aethalium .pulvinate or subglobose, 5 mm. to 6 ern.
diameter, brownish copper-coloured or enclosed in a thin smooth silvery cortex,
seated on a well-developed hypothallus of interwoven membranous strands.
Pseudo-capillitium consisting of persistent portions of the sporangium-walls,
forming irregular branching strands arising from the hypothallus, dividing above
into numerous slender flattened and floxuose rusty-brown threads. Spores free or
adhering loosely in large clusters, somewhat turbinate, rusty-brown, thickened and
closely reticulated on the rounded side, the remaining part marked and scattered
with 'warts, 6 to 10 f.L. On dead wood. ~/'-Lister. South Australia-Beaumont
near Adelaide. New South \Vales. March, May.
Forming small silvery or brovvnish copper-coloured subglobose or somewhat
flattened discs suggesting a puff-ball.
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FAMILY LYCO'G,ALACEAE.
"Sporangia forming an aethalium; pseudo-capillitium consisting of smooth or
wrinkled branching colourless tubes.' '-Lister.

LYCOGALA Adanson.
(Gr., llykos, a wolf; gala, milk.)
, 'Aethalium subglobose or conieal, with a cortex consisting of two or more
closely combined layers of different structure; the outer layer has large cell-like
vescicles, which are either embedded or superficial, and is traversed by interlacing
tubular threads which pierce the homogeneous inner layer, and are continuous
with the tubes of the pseudo-capillitium; the latter are grey or colourless, wrinkled
or nearly smooth.' '-Lister.
579. Lycogala epidendrum Fr. (Gr., epi, on; dendron, a. tree) .-' 'Plasmodium
coral-red, rarely white, cream-coloured or yellow. Aethalia crowded or scattered,
subglobose, sessile, 3 to 15 mm., pinkish-grey, yellowish-brown, red-brown or
nearly black, minutely warted; cortex varying in thickness, minutely warted.• with
irregular superficial vescicles, Pseudo-capil'litium arising from the inner side of
the cortex in the form of loosely branching and anastomosing thin-walled tubes,
varying from 3 to 20 fJ- diameter, usually marked with close transverse wrinkles;
free branches numerous, clavate or rounded at the ends. Mass of spores pinkishgrey or pink, becoming ochraceous with age; spores almost colourless, loosely
reticulated over the greater part of the surface, the remaining: part marked with
a loose reticulation or with short raised lines and warts, 4 to 7 u, On dead
wood. "-Lister. Recorded from New South Wales and probably occurs in this
State.
This species suggests a wood-inhabiting species of Lycoperdon (puff-ball), for
which it may be mistaken.
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ADDITIONS TO P AR'T I.
ENTOL:OMA (Page 93) .
580. Entoloma rhodopolium Fr. (Gr., rhodon, a rose; polios, grey) .-Pileus
11 to 3~in. (3 to 8.7 cm.), slightly convex becoming nearly plane or irregular
with a small umbo, moist.. smooth becoming subfibrillose, sometimes splitting,
paler than Buffy' Brown (XL.). .Gills slightly sinuate, moderately close, up. to
.g' mm. deep, greyish pink when young, then near Vinaceous Buff and Avellaneous
(XL.). Stem l!in. (4.3 cm.), slightly attenuated downwards, subfibrillose, hollow,
white perhaps with a slight greyish tint. Flesh white, very thin. Smell rather
strong. Hyphae large; basidia large, club-shaped; spores angular (polygonal),
tinted, 9 x 7.5 u, South Australi.a-e-Under hawthorn (Crataeg'us) , Waterfall
Gully. Europe. October.

[PhotJo. by S. Tee.

Figure 76.-Sc1erotium of Le~tifnU8 daciuloide« Clel. (No. 581). Buried
and attached to railwa,y sleepers,
Un.der favourable
conditions the fruiting body with pileus and stem will
develop from some P.a.rt of the upper portion.
The
finger-like processes point downward,
Halidon, on
Alawoona Iine.
Reduced to ~.

LENTINUS' (Page 170).
581. Lentinus dactyloides Clel. (Gr., dactyloides, like a finger, in reference to
the sclerotium)-Pileus Itin. (3.7 em.), convex, flattened or slightly depressed in
the centre, edge inturned, covered with a fine matted tomentum, smooth when this
is removed, cuticle thick, near :Avellaneous (XL.). Gills adnate tending to secede,
. close, slightly undulate (probably not fully expanded), edges thin, entire, 2 mm.
deep, cream-coloured, Stem 1:illl. (4.3 cm.) , ~in. (1.5 cm.) thick in centre, lino
(1.2 cm.) below the gills, attenuated downwards below the centre to be attached
to the finger-like sclerotia, covered wi th a dense spongy tomentum, near
Vinaceous Buff (XL.). Flesh white, tough, attenuated outwards in the pileus,
~: mm. thick internally, rather fibrous in the stern. Sclerot.ia large, up to 7' X 7in.
(17.5 x 17.5 cm.), irregular, ill general like a dependent hand with finger-like
procesees directed downwards, the fruiting body arising from some portion of the
upper convex "back of the hand,". with a dark fuscous sand-encrusted cuticle
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surrounding the greyish white granular 'sclerotium itself.
Spores elongated,
oblique, slightly curved, white, 9 to 13 x 5.5 to 7 f.L. South Australia-c-Halidon
(Alawoona line). May. (Figures 76 and 77.)
The mycelium penetrates and disintegrates the wood of thekarri (Eueal'yptus
tiioersicoior ·F. v: M.) sleepers forming the substratum, and then appears Ion the
surface as pallid branching often flattened cords, at first adpressed to the wood,
but then becoming free with a stem-like attachment a few millemetres thick and
downward-growing rounded or flattened branches, which gradually enlarge and
thicken and when old become covered with the dark cuticle and converted into the
mature sclerotia, which are found in close proximity to the sleepers and remain_
at first attached but finally separate as the substratum becomes exhausted.

[Photo. by S. Tee.

Figure 77.-Sclerotium of Leau/auus dactylcAidea CIel. (No. 581), showing the
Whitish growing tips of the downward-directed processes.
Haltdon, on Alawoona- line.
Red uced to ~.

This fungus is of considerable economic importance on account of the shortened
life of the affected sleepers, which seem to be chiefly if not entirely karri ones.
It is not known whether the fungus is an imported one', having originally entered
the wood before it left the Western Australian forests, or whether it occurs
naturally on other wood in ·the neighbourhood. The fruiting bodies have only
been found once. Previous to this, the sclerotia were believed to belong to a
polypore. Leniimus tigrimus (Bull.) Fr. and L. lepideus Fr. are recorded as
attacking railway sleepers in other parts of the world, but neither of these
species possess sclerotia.
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15
arvensis,
Psalliota,
forming
fairy rings .. .. .. .. .. 28, 29.
arvensis, var. fragrans, Psalliota 134
ASCOMYCETES. ..
339
ASEROE •• •• •• . . • •
279
asperospora, Psilocybe ..'
142
asperum, Lycoperdon
304
62
asp-rata, A rmillaria .. ..
asprella, Leptonia .. ..
98
ASTERODON .. •• •• ••
247
asterospora, Astrosporina
118
ASTEROSTROMA ••
258
ASTEROSTROMELLA .. ••
256
ASTROSPORINA ••
117
atramentarius, Copriwus
159
215
atrohiepidus, Polyporus .
attenuata, Poria .. .. ..
239
aitenuatue, .Cosuhoreliu«
172
auramtia: Ciavaria .. ..
268
OIUrantio-cinnabarina, Clavaria. 268
284
aureus, Hym,enogaster o. .'.
auricula-Judae, Auricularia.
325
auricula-Judae, Auricularia, as
16
food
.
329
}!LURICULARIA .. •• •• •• ..
Auricularia auriou,la-Judae, as
16
food ..
328
AURICULARIACEAE .
325
AURICULARIALES ..
328
AURICULARIINEAE ".
A URICULARIOPSIS •• •• .. ..
262
203
ausirale, Gamoderma
318
australe, Scleroderma
266
austrauasui, Clavaria
68
australiana, Clitocybe
95
australiana, Clitopilus
80
australiana, M ycena ..
297
australiarIJUm, Tulostoma
278
onisirolienei«, Lysurus ..
166
australiensis, M arasmius
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auetraliensis, Polyporus
australiensis, . Polyporus, juice
of, as dye
.
auetraliensis, Octaviana
australiensis, Rozites ..
onisiroiis, Dictyolus .. ..
australis, Dieciseda. .. ..
australis, Geaster .. ..
auetralis, Grandimia .. ..
austro-cenetus, Cortinarius

214

CALOSTOMA

12
284
100
174
308
316
247
113

B
BADHAMIA

..

badius, Fomes
BASIDIOMYCETAE.
basilapiloides,Laccocephalum
basilapiloides, Polyporus
basilapiloides, Polyporus, after
bush fires .. .. .. .. ..
BATTARRAEA ••

..

..

••

.•

Beefsteak Fungus, as food .
Beetles, feeding on fungi
Berkeleyi, Geaster .. .. ..
biennis, Daedalea ..
, , Blackfellow 's Bread"
Bloxami, var, omauiata, Entoloma
BOLBITIUS ..
BOLETus • • . . • • • • • • • • . .

Boletus luteus and pine seedlings .. .. ..
Boletus Iuteus, as food
BOLETEAE
.
BOLETINUS

••

..

••

Boltoni, Bolbitius ..
BONIA . . . . • • • • • •

bprneensis, Mutinus

..

BOURDOTIA • • . .
BOVISTA . . • • . • . .

B ovista, Scleroderma
BOVISTELLA

••

..

••

bouistoides, Bovistella
brevipes, Flammula ..
brisbanensis, Octaviana
brumale, Tulostoma .. ..
brummea, Bovista ..
brunneo-adherens, Poria ..
bruavneo-ceracea, Clitocybe
bruavneus, Boletus .. ..
brunmeue, Cantharellus ..
Bruantii, Geaster .. ..
bulbosa, Lepiota .. ..
Bush fires and fungi

345
200
208
208
23
297
16
26
313
225
209
94
155
189

CALDESIELLA

cali f ornica,
Flammula

var,

CALOCERA ••

CALOCERACEAE
CALOCERALES ..

300
186
344
238
249

oommumis,

122
337
335
335

..••••••

CALOSTOMATACEAE
CALVATiA • • . . . . . . • •

Calvatia, as food .. ..
CAMAROPHYLLUS ..

••

..

camp ester, Geaster ..
camipestris, Clitocybe ..
campestris, Psalliota ..
campestris, Psalliota, as food
camdescens, Pleurotus
candida, Calvatia ..
candula, Discieeda ..
candida, var. fusca, Calvatia
candida, var. rubro- flava, Calvatia .. .. .. .. ..
camdidus, H ygrophoru8 .. ..
camdidus, Merulws .. .. ..
Camdolleasvuan, Hypholoma
Comdollei, M ontagnites
..
CANTHARELLUS

..

••

••

••

Caaitharellus cib arius, as food
capitatum, Geoglossum ..
carbonaria, Flammula
carneo-lutea, Poria .. ..
carneum, H ydnangium ..
Carteri, Poria .. .. ..
casiomea, M esophellia
castaneo-fulvus, . Cortinariu«
CASTOREUM

14
16
186
189
155
258
277
334
306
318
305
305
125
285
296
306
233
68
195
173
31B
54
23

c
caelata, Calvatia
caeepitosus, Gyroporus- ..
CALCARINEAE ..
calcea, Poria ., ..

Page.
CALONEMINEAE

....••••

Casioreum cretaceum, after bush
fires. .. .. .. .. .. ..
CATASTOMA

•..•••••

cauiicinalie, Crinipellis ..
CERATIOMYXACEAE
Ceres, Psilocybe .. ..
ceroicoior, Lepiota ..
ccruino., Uisciseda ..
ceroinus, Pluieus ..
ohaetophqliu«, Pleurotus
CUAINODERMA ..

•.

..

Champignon,
forming
rings .. .. .. ..
Cheelii, Iiuesula

••

344
320
320
299
16
70
313
67
133
15
88
300
307
300
300
70
241
138
162
171
15
342
122
238
286
233
310
107
310
23
306
167
344
140
56
307
92
89
292

fairy

30
151
CHITONIA . . • • • • . .
132
CHITONIELLA •• •• ..
132
CHLAMYDOPUS
294
CHLOROPHYLLUM •• ..
99
CIILOROSPORA .. .. •• ••
99
CHLOROSPORAE .. ..
44
chromacea, Omphalia ..
86
chromoplumbea, Kneiffia
-248
chrusocreas, Corticium ..
248
15
cib arius, Cantharellus, as food
cibarius, Clathrue .. .. .. .. 280
cibarius var. australiensis, Can172
tharellus .. .. .. .. ..
123
cincta, Flammula .. .. ..
259'
cinerascens, H ypochnus ..
91
cinerasce ns, Pleurotus ..
267
cinerea, Clavaria ....
346
cinerea, Fuligo . ~ .. ..
260'
cinerea, Kneiffia .. .. ..
260
cinerea, Peniophora . . . .
48
cinereo-anmuiosa, Amanita
219
cinnabarina, Trametes ..
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cinnabarina, Trametes, causing
decay of wood .. ..
oinnabarinus, Polystictus
cinnamonea, Lepiota ..
cimmamoneus, Dictyolu8
cinmamoneu», Marasmius
CLADODERRIS

..

••

Clarkei, Lactarius .. ..
CLARKEINDA ..

..

••

..

Classification of Higher Fungi .
CLATHRACEAE
CLATHRUS' ••
CLAUDOPUS. • • . .
CLAUSTULA • • . .

.'...

CLAUSTULACEAE
CLAVARIA •• ,"

••••

Clavaria sp.,as food
CLAV ~RIACEAE ..
Clelandi, Octaviana ..
Clelandi, Rhizopogon ..
Clelandii, . Geoster .. ' ..
Clelandii,' Grandinia .. .. ..
CLITOCYBE •• ..
CLITOPILus .. ..

•

t

..

coarctata, Tricholoma
coarctatuan, Secotium
coccinea, M ycena ..
coccineus, Hygrophorus
Cockroaches, spores of mushrooms in dejecta of
Colensoi, Poiuporu« ..
COLEOSPORIINEAE
Collection of' fungi ..
Collembola, found on fungi
colliculosuan, CorticiJum
..
COLLODERMACEAE .. ..
COLLYBIA

..

colossa, vat. australis, Armillaria
COLUS

•...

comatus, coprimu« .. .. ..
comatus; Coprinus, as food
commune, Sohi,zophyllum
compactum, Lycoperdon ..
complanata, Clavaria ..
compressuan, Physa,rum ..
concentrica, Daldinia ..
conchatue, Fomes .. ..
conica, Morchella .. ..
conico-buibosa, Amanita
conicus, H ygrophorus
CONIOPHORA ..
CONIOPHORELLA

contigua, Poria
COPRINUS . . . •

Coprinus comatus, .as food
coprophitus, Plu~eo1fu;s, ..
coraliino-rosaoea, Ciaoaria
CORDYCEPS • • • • • • • • • • • •

corium; Merulius
.
coriasm, Mycenastrum •. ..
corium, Mycenastrum, eaten
CORTICIUM .. .. ••
CORTINARIUS •• ••

••

costata, GatUtieria .. ..
crassa, Hymenochaete .•
CRATERELL"US'

c• •

Page.
CREPIDOTUS

20
219
56
174
166
255
154
132
40
277
280
98
281
281
263
15
263
285
282
313
247
64
94
63
289
84
71
1.0' )

212
328
31
27
257
344
72
59
279
157
15
168
301
266
345
343
199
340
50
71
259
259
231
156
15
100
268
343
241
309
16
257
104
288
254:
173

••

..

•.

••

eretaceum, Castoreum ..
cretaceuan,
Castoreum,
bush fires .. .. .. ..
cretaceuan, Diploderma ..
CRINIPELLIS

••

••

crisp«, Galera ..
cristata, Clavaria
cristata, Lepiota
CRISTELLA

..

..

crocea, Clavaria .. ..
crocea, Poria .. .. ..
croceus, Polyporus ..
CRUCIBULUM

••

..

.•

cuneata, Calocera ..
Cunningham,iana, Mycena
cupuliformis, Polyporus ..
cyanozantha, Russula .. ..
cyathiformis, var. cinerascens,
Clitocybe' .. ..
CYATHUS '• • . . • •
CYCLOMYCES •• ..
CYPHELLA' . • . .

CYPHELLACEAE ..
CYTIDIA

..

••

130
311
23
311
167
12S
267
55
259
267
231
231
322
338
81
207
151
68
322
227
262
262
262

D
DACRYOMI'TRA ••
DACRYOl\1YCES ••
DACRYOPSIS .. ..

..

••

dactyloides, Lentinus ..
DAEDALEA • • • • • •
DALDINIA . • • . . . • •

336
335
336
349
225
343
171
67

dealbatus, Lentinus ..
..
dealbatus, var. minor, Clitocybe
"Death-cup fungus," poisoning
17
by
.
,222
decipiens, Hexagona
....
,
37
Definitions of special terms
311
dehiscens, Diploderma
293
Delastrei, Xylopodium ..
150
delica, Russula .. .. ..
340
deliciosa, M orcheila .. ..
335
deliquescene, Dacryomyces
286
DENDROGASTER •• •• •• ..
256
DENDROTHELE ••
285
densa, 'Octaviana
.
301
depressum, Lycoperdon .. ..
16
depressuan, Lycoperdon, as food
depressuan, Lycoperdon, forming
30
fairy rings .. .. .. .. .. ..
112
DERMOCYBE • • . . . . . . • • . .
, 'Destroying Angel," poisoning
17
by
'.
77
deusta, Collybia .. .. .. .. ..
devexa, Trametes
. 221
dichroue,
Polyporus
(Gloeo240
porus) .. .. .. ..
347
DICTYDIAETHALIUM ••
174
DICTYOLUS •• •.
277
DICTYOPHORA ..
236
dictyopora, Poria'
344
DIDYMIAOEAE;
346
])IDYMIUM • • . . • •
306
DISCISEDA .•.•..••
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Page.
118
55

discissa, Astrosporina ..
discolorato, Lepiota .. ..
DISCOMYCETEAE ••

..

339

••

dissemiauita, Psathyrella ..

148

DITIOl.A '.".

336
292
314
20

..'..

..

••

•.

Drummondii, Chainodcrma
Drummondii, Geast er ..
, 'Dry rot" fungus .. .. ..
druadeus, Poiuporu«
... .
Dung, fungi inhabiting .. ..
Dye, juice of Potuporus australiensis ..
.. .. ..

215

22
12

F

Page.

0

FAvoLus r .
FEMSJONIA ..

'0

ECCHYNA ..

••

..

••

ECCHYNACEAE
ECCHYNINEAE ..
ECCILIA

••

•.

••

98

••

echinate, Psilocybe .. ..
ECHINODONTIUM ••
EICHLERIELLA

..

••

.•

elaia, M orchella .. .. ..

elegans, Collybia
elegans, Si eteuan. ..
elliptic-is, Geaster ..
ELMERINA

..

..

••

emergens, Asirosporuna
ENTOLOMA •• .. •• •• .•
EOCRONARTIUM •• •• ••

••

ephemerus, Coprisvu« ..
epidendrum, Lycogala ..
epipterygia,. Mycena
epitephra, Tra/metes
epitephrus, Irpex ..

348
84
221

EPITHELE' •• "

equicrinis, Marasmius ..
erioqena, Pholiota .. ..
erminea; Lepiota .. .. ..
eru/mpens, Russula .. ..
erythropws, Boletus'. . ..
eucalyptorum, Clitocube
eucalyptorum, Collybia ..
eucalyptorum, Crepidotus
eucoiuptoruan, Flammula
eucal:yptorum, Mycena ..
eucalyptorum, Polyporus
eucalyptorum, Polyporus, injurious
to trees .. .. .. .. ..
EU-HOMOBASIDIINEAE
00

EUSEBACINA ••

..

••

.•

••

excentrica Flammula .. ..
excentrica,
var,
macrospora
Flam,mula ..
0

EXIDIA

••

00

••

0

••

••

exiqua, Astrosporina
EXOBASIDIACEAE
EXOBASIDIALES .. ..
EXDBASIDIINEAE
EXOBASIDIUM . '. .

E xocarpi,. Lepiota ..

143
225
334
340
77
251
313
227
117
93
330
161

225 .
256
167
104
57
150
193
66
76
131
124
80
213
20
40

333
123
124
332
117

323
323
323
324
54

0

..

f enestriatus, Geaster
ferruginosa, Poria ..
ferruginosus, Fomes
jib ril losus , Cortiauirius
fibula, Omphalia ..
Fields, fungi of ..
fimbriatus, Geaster ..
FISTULINA ••

339.
27
330
330
330

, 'Earth Tongue" ..
Earwig, in fungus ..

\ 51

••••

•.

0

E

28

Fairy rings
f arinacea, A man-ita ..
f arinacea, Grandinia
f asciatus,Lentinus .. ..
[asoiculare, H ypholoma

00

0

•••.•

Fistulima hepatica, .as food
FISTULINEAE o.
o.
fiaccuia. Clavaria .. .. ..
fiaccido, var. lobata, Clitocybe
00

FLAMMULA

••

..••....••..

flava, Ootaviana ..
fla,viau,m, forma macrosporum,
Scleroderma .. ..
flavidu,m, Scleroderma ..
flavidus, Bolbitius ..
flavus, Heterotextus ..
Elooktonae, Eussula ..
floriformis, .Geaster ..
, 'Fliowers of. T'an " .. .. ..
Fly agaric, poisoning by ..
f oenicesii., Psilocub e ••
[oetuius, Murasiniu» ..
Folders for specimens
[oliacea, Tremella ..
foliicola,B adhamia ..
0

FOMES

00

0

• • • • • • • •

Fomes rimosus, .injurious to
trees .'.' ..... .. ..
o.
Fomes robuetus, injurious to
trees .. .. .. .. o. ..
Food, fungi as o. •• •• ••
Food, preparation of mushrooms
for
Forests, fungi of .. o. ••
Forest trees, living, fungi of
formosa, Leptonia .. .
fragilipes, Cortinarius ..
fragilis, Bolbitirus .. ..
fragilis, Russula ..
Friesiana,Poria
frondosa, Tremella .. ..
fuliginosa, Lepiota .. ..
fuligirneo-squamo8us, H yg:rophoru8
fuliginosus, Xerotus ..
-0

00

• • • • • • • • • • • •

.0

FULIGO

0

00

••

••

••••

••

••

fulvo-olivacea, I nocybe
fu·lvus, Dendrogaster ..
fu.migatum, Corticium .. •.
furfuracea, Tubaria. .. .
furfuracea, var. :trigonophylla,
Tubaria
.
fusca, Calocera ..
[ueca, Collybia ..
[usca, Laschia ..
[ueca, Leptoriia ..
0

••

247
171
137
227
336
316
232
232
114
86
21
317
243
16
243
266
66
120

285
319
319
156

335
150
317
346
18

143
166
3R

331
345
196
20

20

14
16
21

21

99
107

156
152
233
331
56
·70
169
345
116

286
260
130
130
337

77
240
97
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[usca, M ycena . .
[uscesoeus, Boletus
fusco-marginata, Leptonia .
[usco-purpureus, Lentinus
[uscum, Calostoma .. .. ..
[uscus, Boletus .. .. .. ..
fusiformis, Clavaria ..
fusisporus, Hymenogaster
0

••

00

•

'.

••

••

••

Page.
83
195
97
171
321
193
268
284

G

Gasioderma applanatum, injurious
to trees
00

0000

GANODERMA ••
GALERA • • • •

00

.•

••

••

'0

00

GASTEROMYCETES
GAUTIERIA
GEASTER ..

0

0

0

0

•.

•.

•.

GEASTREAE .. ..
qeiatinosuan, Tremellodon
gemmatum" Lycoperdon ..
GEOGLOSSUM

0

0

0

0

••

0

0

."-

Giant Puffball, ,used as haemostatic .. .. .. ..
gigantea, Caloatio. .. .. ..
gigantea, Calvatia, used as
haemostatic .. .. ..
gilvus, Polyporus o. ••
glabra, Octaviana .. ..
glabrescens, Lycoperdon
qlabrwm, Geoglossum ..
glandulosa, Exidia ..
0

GLAUCOSPORA ••

0

0

0

0

••

0

globigerus, Crepidotus
GWEOCYSTIDIUM •• ••
GLOEOPORUS
~
'0

••

"

0

gloiocephala, Volvaria
GLOIOTHELE ..
GOMPHIDIUS ••

••
.•

••
••

gracilis, Clavaria ..
gracilis, Clathrus ..
gra1ninum, Pholiota
GRAMMOTHELE
GRANDINIA ..

..
••

0

0

••
••

••

o.
o'

qromulatus, Boletus .. ..
granulosipes, Inocybe ..
granulosus, Cantharellus
Grassy places, fungi of .
graveolens, H ydnum .
grisea, Amanita .. ..
grossa, Amanita .
0

GUEPINIA

00

o'

••

••••

quepvnioides, Calocera
GUEPINIOPSIS ••

..

••

GunnVi, Hexagona
Gunnii, Lycoperdon .. ..
.0

GYRODON •• ..
GYROPORUS .•

••

••

20
202
127
270
288
311
311
332
302
341
12
300
12
215
285
304
342
332
99
131
258
239
92
249
145
266
280
103
249
247
193
116
173
21
244
49
50
332
337
335
223
305
189
186

haut.u, H ysterangium ..

..

HEBELOMA • • . . • • . • . .
I-IELICOBASIDIUM •• •.
HELIOMYCES ... ••
...

hemitephrus, Fomes
..
hemitephrus, Fomes, as razor
strop . . .
hepatica, Fil8tuli,na .. ..
hepatica, Fistulina, as food
hepatotrichnis, Lentinus .
hepatotrichus, Pieurotus
HETEROBASIDIAE ...
HETEROCHAETELLA •• o.
HETERODERMACEAE
0

00

HETEROTEXTUS •.
HEXAGONA . . • .
'HIATULA ••
00

o

••

•••

0.

••

hiemale, Heb eloma ..
Hinsbyi, Octaviana ..
Hirniola auricula-Judae,as food
hirsutum, Stereura o.
hirsutus, Polystictus .
hirudinosus, Coius ..
h'isp'i-d,ulus, F aoobus ..
HOMOBASIDIAE, ..
Honey Fungus and roots of
trees .. .. .. ..

horieontolis, Noucoria .. ..

Page.
288
118
329
168
201
12
243
16
89
89
325
334
344
335
222
58
120
285
16
251
218
280
227
42
20
126
202

hornodermue, Fomes: ..
Horse, mushroom, forming fairy
rings .
28, 29
hyalina, Poria . . . .
238
hyalothrix, Disciseda
307
HYDNACEAE o. ••
244
IIYDNANGIUM ••
285
hydnans, Corticium .. ..
257
hydnans, Radulum ..
257
HYDNOCHAETE ••
246
248
11YDNOPSIS .• •• ..
HYDNUM •• o. •• ••
244
h.udrophora, S eismosarca
332
- HYGROCYBE .• •• .. .. ,"
•. 71, 115
HYGROPHORUS •• ..
69
HYMENOCHAETE .• •• ...
254
HYMENOGASTER
283
HYMENOGASTRALES
281
HYMENOGASTRACEAE.
281
HYMENOGRAMME ••
228
HYMENOMYCETALES
46
HYPHOLOMA •• ••
136
hypnorum, Galera ..
129
IIYPOCHNELIJA
259
HYPOCHNUS .. .
259
hypogaea, Disciseda .
308
HYPOLYSSUS .. •• •. ..
256
, HYSTERANGIACEAE
281
HYSTERANGIUM
287
0

••

••

0

0

••

0

••

••

0

••

••

••

••

0

••

0

••

I

H

haemorrhagica, Lepiota
Haemostatic,
Giant
Puffball
used as .. .. .. .. ..
H ariotii, Geaster ..
Hartmanni, Polyporus ..

56
12
313
211

illudens" Stereum.
imbricata, Astrosporina
imperatae, Cantharellus
imperfecta, Pholiota
incertum, Hypholoma
inorassata, Poria ..

251
118
173
103
138
235
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indica, Podaxis .. .. .. ..
ingrata, Collybia .. .. .. ..
ingratus, M arasmius o.
Injurious agents, higher fungi
as . . . . .
infiatuan, H ysterangium
..
infundibuliformis, Clitocybe
infundibuliformis, Paxillus
Ink, from Copririus o. .•
Ink pistol, use of, for police
purposes .. .. ..
0

INOCYBE
INOLOMA

.0

.0

.0

••••

• • • • • •

.0

.

inquinans, Phellorina
Ins-ects, fungi attracting
involutus, Paxillus .. ..
IRPEX • • • . • • • •

o

•••

Irpex obliquus, causing decay of
wood
o. o.
ITHYPHAL,LUS ••

••....

o.

Page.
292
75
75
19
287
67
175
13
13
115
112
293
25
176
223
277

J

25fJ
325
16
269

JAAPIA • • • • • •

Jew's Ear Fungus o.
Jew's Ear Fungus, as food
[uncea, Typhula

K
Kalchbrcnneri, H ymenochaete

254
249

KNEIFFIA . . . .

.0 o.
laccata, Laccaria ..

LACCARIA

.0 ••••

iaciniata; Thelephora ..
lacrymans, Meruliu« ..
iacrumams, Merulius, causing
, 'dry rot" .. .
0

LACTARIUS

..

••

••

••

.0

••

••

lactinea, Trametes .. .. .. ..
lactinea, Trametes, used for
mounting insects .. .. ..
laevigata, Poria .. .. .. ..
lamelliconf ertuan: H ebeloma
lampas, Pleurotu.s .. .. ..
lampas, Pleurotus, luminescence
of . . .
lampropus, Leptonia
LAMPROSPORALES
lar gus, C ortinarius ..
0

• • • • • •

LASCHIA . . . .

00

••

lateritiue, Polyporus
laoetuiuiensi«, Cortinarius
leucocephalum, S ecotium.
0

LEUCOGASTER •.

•

0

0

LEUCOSPORAE
LENTINUS . . • • . .
LENZITES • • . . •
LEOTIA o. o. ••
0

lepideue, Lentinus ..
LEPIOTA

.0

o

•••

00

Lepiota naucina, as food

0

00

•••

0

levispora, Octaviana
LICEACEAE ..
liohnoides, Polyporus ..
lilacina, Calvatia ..
lilacina, Peniophora .. ..
lilacina, Thelephora
lilac·ino-fulvus, Cortinarius
lilacino-gilva, Trametes
lilacino-gi,lvus, Polusiictu«
lilacinus, Cantharellus
0

00

LIMACIUM

•

••

0

0

0

69
69
208
255

241
20
154
220

12
232
120
88

27

220
172

0

70
315
122

..

limbatus, Geaster ..
limonia, Flamanula
LINDERIA

00

279

••••••

lividus, Fomes

.

0

••

•• o. .. ••
Lloydii, Fomes .. ..
loamdensis, Podaxon. .. ..
lobatum, H ysterangium
Localities affected by fungi
0

0

201,234
254
200
292
288

lubrica, Leotia .

0

249

••

Ludovicianus, Polyporws
Luminescence, in fungi
Iuteo- fulvus, Poria ..
luieolu«, Rhizopogon
buteolus, Rhizopogon, and pine
seedlings .. .. .. .. .. ..
iuteus, Boletus .. .. o. •• ••
luieue, Boletus, and pine seedlings ..
luieus, Boletus, as food
iuteus, Humenoaaeter
luridus, Boletus ..
• • • • • • • •

LYCOGALA . . • • . . . .

LYCOGALACEAE ..
LYCOPERDACEAE
L YCOPERDALES ..
LYCOPERDEAE ..
LYCOPERDON

..

..

••

Lycoperdon depressum, as food
Lnicoperdon. depressum, forming
fairy rings .. .. _.. o.
Lycoperdon, Retioularia
LYSURUS

00

21
99

LOCELLINIA .. •• ..
LOPHARIA • • • . . . . .

00

L

LACCOCEPHALUM

LEP'l'ONIA . . .

LLOYDELLA

20

Page.
15
95
285
344
216
300
260
260
106
220

Lepiota pro cera, as food

••

341
216

27
233
282

14
190
14
16
283
193
348
344
298
291
298
300
16
30
347
278

M

97
344
106
240
214
106
291
286
46
170
226

McAlpinianum, Tulostoma
macrospora, Gautieria
macrospora, Leptonia o.
1nacrospora, Poria .. ..
macrosporuan; Tulostoma
macrosporus, H ymenogaster
maculaia, M ycen,a .
Maideni, Hymenogaster
malleeamus, Pleurotus ..
Mammals, fungi eaten by

341

Marasmiue oreades, forming fairy
rings .. .. .. o.
30
l\f.ARGARITACEAE
345
marginata, Pholiota
104

170
52
15

0

1iARASMIUS . . . . • •

••

o.

296

288

97
236
296
~84

81
283
89
25
164

358
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Mariae, Buesula

Page.
152
294

.

nuuxianuan, T'ulostoma ..
force, exerted

Me~ha~ical

fungi

by
.

me du Zla-paaiis, Poria ..
megaspora, Seb acina (Bourdotia)
MELANOGASTER

••

••

melanopus, Polyporus ..
MELANOSPORAE .. ..
melanosporum, Secotuim
mellea, A rmillaria .. ..
meZlea, A rmillaria, and roots of
trees .. .. .. .. ..
membromaceuon, Stereum.
merdaria., Stropharia ..
MERULIAE,' ~'. .. .. ..
merulina; Poria .. ' ~. ..
MERULIUS

•.

Meruliue
lacrymans,
causing
, , dry" rot" .. .. .. .. .. ..
mesenterica, Tremella ..
mesophaeum, Hebeioma
mesophaeum, var. minus, Hebeloma . . . . . . . . . •
MESOPHELLIA' •.

..

••

••

M esophellsa, after bush fires
MESOPHELLIEAE
Meyenianus, Chlamydopus
micaceus, Copriavu« .. ..
microarcheri, Cortinarius
microcarpue, Pisolithus
miltinus, Docruomsjce» ..
miniatus, Hygrrophorus ..
minor-mylittae, Polyporus
minu«, Geaster .. .. .. ..
minutip-ora,' Poria ..
minutum,' Tulostoma ..
mirabilis, Geaster ..
Mites, 'on fungi ..
MITREMYCES ••

..

••

mollis; Boletus .. ..
MONTAGNITES' •.

montana, 'Peniophora ' ..
monticolo., Sebacina
J\.fORCHELLA

••

•.

••

MorcheZla;as food ..
Morels
.
Morels, 'as food .. ..
Mounting insects, use of bracket
fungus
.
MUCRONEI./LA

.

MueZleri·, P odaxon
muiticoior, Boletus
multiplex, Craterellus
muriavuan; Corticinsm. . . . .

30
237
334
282
206
144
290
60
20
254
136
240
234
240

MYCENASTRUM

••

••

Mycenastrum corium, eaten
MYCETOZOA .. . .
MYCOLEPToDoN

..

••

mylittae, Polyporus .. ..
MYRIOSTOMA .. ••
MYXAMICIUM ..

••

••

MYXOMYCETES ..
N

nanus, H ymenogaster .'. .. ..
nanus, var. ludescen«, Pluteus.
naucina, Lepiota, as food .. .:
naucina, var. leuootbites, Lepiota
N AUCORIA ..

••

••

••

•.

neqlectwm, H ysterangium,
NEMATELIA
. .
NEUROPHYLLUM ••

..

20
331
119

Niaoulii, Fomes .. ..
n~diformis, Pleurotus

119
310
23
309
294
160
112
320
335
71
209
314
238
296
315
27
320
196
162
260
333
339
16
339
16

NIDULARIACEAE
NIDULARIALES ..
nigricans, Stereuan ..
nigripes, near var, xanthopus,
Didymium ..
nigri,tum, Geoglossum ..
niqro-cinerea, Lepiota ..
nitidium, Lycoperdon ..
niveus, Coprinus ..
..
niveus, H ygrophorus ..

12
244
292
195
174
254
116
48

Mu,rrayana, Lnocube ..
muscoria, .Araomito. .. .. ..
muscaria, A manita, poisoning
by .. .. .. .. .. ..
18
Muscarine, poisoning by
18
musci,PsiloC'ybe .. .. ..
143
musoicola, ArmiZlaria ..
61
muscorum, Entoloma ..
94
Mushrooms, as food .. .. .. 14, 15
MUTINUS •.
276
MYCENA •• •• •• •• .. •• ••
78

Page.
309
16
344
245
209
317
108
344

NIDULA ••
NIDULARIA

..
..

NOLANEA •.

•• ". .

••

.•

..

••

nouaezelamdiae, Gautieria
nucleata, Exidia . .
nucleata, N ematelia
nudum, Tricholoma
NYCTALIS ..

••

284
93
15
56
125
288
332
174
200
88
322
321
321
321
255
346
342
56
303
160
71
98
288
332
332
64
171

o
obesum, Tulostoma ..
oblectans, Polystictus
obliquus, Irpex .. ..
obliquus, Irpex, causing decay
of wood .. .. .. ..
obliquue, var. argillaoeo-cinnamoneus, I rpex .. .. .. .. ..
obturata, Stropharia ..
ochraceo-fulvus, Cortimarius
ochraceo-saimonicolor, Clavaria
ochraceuan.Becotiuan.
..
ochraceus, CanthareZlus
ochraceus, Cortinarius ..
ochroleuca, Trameies ..
ochroleuca, Trametes, causing'
decay of wood ..
ochroteucum, Xylopodium
ochroteucus, Polyporus . .
ochrophyZla, A'manita
OCHROSPORAE ..
OCTAVIANIA
ODONTIA ••

••
..

•.
..

••

olearis, 'Omphalia .. ..
oZla, Cyathus .. .. .. ..

296
217
224

20
224
135
107
265
289
172
110
220

20
294
221
48
99
284
248
87
323
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Page.
86

OMPHALIA • • • • • • • •

oreades, Marasmius· ..
oreades, .Mara~mius, forming
fairy rings
ostreatue, . Pleurotus ..
ovalisporus, Boletus ..
outus, RaYn,aeo7Jus
00

•

0

165

Page.
Pine . seedlings
and
fungus
growth
~.
pinicolens, Collybia
piriforme, Lycoperdon
piriformis, Dendrogaster
00

••

0

0

0

30

89
191
146

PISOLITHUS ••
PISTILLARIA

0

00

0

0

0

••

0

••

pistillaris, Podaxon. ..
PLATYGLOEA ••
PLEUROTUS ••

p

pachythrix: M esophellia
pachythrix, Mesophellia,
bush fires
o.
paliescens, Strobilomyces
pallida, Octaviana.. ..
paiudicola, Omphalia ..
poludosa, Flammula
paludosus, Paaiaeolus
.0

••

.0

0

PANAEOLUS

310
after

0

•

0

••••••

Pancheri, Polyporus
PANUS

••••

00

••

papyrina, Peniophora
papyrinum, Stereum. ..
paraditopa, Cli,tocybe ..
paradoxus, Phylloporus
Parasol Mushroom, as food ..
Parts, "essential, of the. higher
fungi
parvannulata, Lepiota ..
pascua, Clitocybe .. ..
pascua,'N'olanea o.
Patouillardii, Polyporus
.0

0

67
178
15

PAXILLUS

00

••

00

••

o.

peciinatouies, Bussula
peotinatue; Geaster
pedicellata, Disciseda
pelles, Polyporus
pelliculuan, Corticiasm. ..
penetrans, Collybia .. ..
00

••

0

o.

PENIOPHORA

0

0

0

0

•.•

•

0

0

••

0

0

peraggregata, Clitocybe
percava, '. Collybia .. ..
perlatum, Lycoperdon
persanguinea, Buesulo.
pexatum, Hydnum ..
PEZIZA o.
pezizaeformis, Guepinia
phaea, HiJmenochaete
00

00

00

PHAEOCYPHELLA ••
PHAEOPORUS ••
PHAEOTREMELLA
0

34
58
68

98
217
175
151
311
307
215
257

76
259

66
76
302
152
247
342
335
255
262

187
331

0

PHALLACEAEo .
PRALLALES ..
phalloides, Amanita, poisoning
by

276

PHELL,ORINA ••

293
293
243
105
100

00

0

o.

0. • • • • •

0

0

PHELLORINEAE
PHLEBIA

00

••••

Phleqmaciuati
PHOLIOTA

00

00

00

o.

••

•

0

00

phosphoreus, . Pleurotus
PHYLLOPORUS'

0

0

PHYSAR·AOEAE . .. ..
PHYSARUM

00

••

picipes, Polyporus
PILOSACE ••••.••

00

0

276

17

88
178
344
345
207
135

00

0

0

0

00

00

00

00

00

•

0.'

•

0

0

00'

00

0

0

o

0

0

00

••

0

00

0

••

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

00

0

•

.0

0

00

0

•••

.0

0

0

C

.0

Pteurotus lampas, luminescence
of ~ o.
27
plicatilis, Coprinus
161
PLICATlTRA
168, 243
plicatus, Geaster
313
plumbeum,Dictydiaethalium
347
PLUTEOLUS
99,155
PLUTEUS
92
pocula, Polyporus
20'7
pooulatum, Tulostoma
296
PODAXIS
292
PODA,xON o.
291
PODAXONEAE
o.
291
PODAXONOIDEAE '..
291
Poisoning by toadstools
16
PORIA
228
PORONIA
o.
o.
343
POROTHELIUM
262
PORPHYROSPORAE
132
portentosus, Boletus
190
portentosum, Corticiuan.
258
potumorphuan, Gamoderma o.
203
polymorphum, Lycoperdon
303
POLYPORACEAE
186
POLYPOREAE
o.
196
POLYPORUS
203
Polyporus basilapiloides, after
bush fires
23
Poiuporue eucalqptorum, as tinder
12
Poiuporu« evucalyptorum, injurious
to' trees
20
Polyporus Schweinitziii, injurious
to trees .. .
20
Polyporus tuanulosu«, after bush
fires
23
POLYSACCUM •
o. 320
POLYSTICTUS o.
217
Polystictus oersicolor, causing
decay of wood o. ••
20
praecox, Pholiota
102
Preservation of fungi
31
procera, Lepiota ..
54
pro cera, Lepiota, as food
15
prostratus, Clitopilu8 .
95
prostratus, Crepidotus ..
132
protea, Trametes o. ••
221
PROTODONTIA
333
Psalliota arvensis, as f-ood .
15
Psalliota aroensis, forming fairy
rings .. .
28,...e 9
Psalliota campestris; as food
15
Psalliota, Psaliota ~
132
Psalliota xanthoderma, as food.
15
psammiphila, Paxillus 0:
177
PSATHYRA
o. •
144
0

23
188
285
87
122
147
145
206
169
254
254

••
00

13
75
301
286
320
269
292
329
87

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

0

00

•

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

00

0

0

00

00

••

0

•

00

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

•

'.

••

0

0

0

00

0

••

••

00

0

0

•

0

0

0

.0

••
0

0

••

00

o.

00

••

0

0

0

0

0

00

0

00

0

0

••

•

0

00

••

0

0

••

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

••

0

0
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Page.
PSATHYRELLA

••

pseudofoliacea, PhaeotremeUa .
PSILOCYBE ..
••••••
PTERULA . . • . . . • . . . . .

pteruloides, Septobasidium .
PTYCHOGASTER

~.

..

pub escene, Tulostoma ..
PUCCINIINEAE ..
pulchella, A manitopsis ..
pulchellum, Tulostoma ..
pullaio; M ycena ..
pumilum, Hysterangiu,m
pumctata, Flammula ..
punctata, Poronia .. ..
punctato-brunneus, Boletus .
Punk, injurious' to trees
purpurata, Flammula ..
purpurca, H ymenochaete
p1.JJrpurea, Poria .. .. ..
purpureo- flava, Ruesulo.
purpureum, Abstoma . . . . '.
purpureum, Stereum
Purpusii, Tulostoma ..
pU$iloum, Lycoperdon ..
pusiuu«, Clathrus ..
PYRENOMYCETEAE

147
331
139
269
329
249
295
328
52
297
83
288
123
343
194
20
124
254
239
153
309
252
296
304
280,
343

R

radiato-fissum, Stereum .
radicans, Scleroderma ..
radicata, Collybia ..
radicaia, Ditiola ..
radicata, Leptonia ..
radicatum, ,Castore'rum
radicatus, Cortinarius
radiosa, Thelephora ..
radiosum, Corticiura ..

251
319
73
336
97
311
108
257
257
RADULUM • . • . . . • . • • . .
247
350
Railway sleepers, decay of
ramealis, M arasmius ..
166
Razor strops, polypores as .
12
recedens, Pholiota ..
102
refiexa, Phlebia .. . ~ ..
243
repanda, Lenzites .. ..
226
repandum, HydrllUm ..
244
RETICULARIA • • • . . . • .
347
RETICULARIACEAE ..
344
reticulata, Entoloma ..
93
reticulatuan, A bstoma ..
309·
reticulatus, Hymenogaster .
284
retirugis, Panaeolus ..
146
rhipidium, F aoolu« .. .. .. 207,227
rhipidium, Polyporus
207
RHIZOPOGON .. . . . .
281
Rhizopogon luicolus and pine
seedlings .. .. '..
14
rhodopolinsm, Etitoloma.
349
RHODOSPORA-E ..
91
rhodozanthus, Phylloporus .
178
rimosus, Fomes .. .. .. ..
199
rimosus, Fomes, injurious to
trees .. .. .. .. .. ..
20
rolnistus, Fomes
.
197
robuetus, Fomes, injurious to
20
trees .. .. .. .. .. ..

Page.

rob ustus, var. Melaleucae, Fomes
Rodwayi, Gautieria .. .. ..
Rodwayi, Secotiusn .. .. ..
Rothae, A nthurus .. ..
rotundisporus, Cortinarius.
ROZITES

•.

.. '..

..

'ruber, Cortinarius ..
rubescens, Amanita .
rub escens, Rhizopogon
rubioulndus, Ithyphallus
rubra, Aseroe ..
ruf'escens, Polyporus ..
rufo-flava, Pholiota .. ..
rugosa, Clavaria ..
ruqosue, Comthareiiu« ..
rueseo-cinmamoneue, Cortinarius.
RUSSULA

..

..

••

••

..

Rusts .. .. .. .. .. ..
rutilans, Tricholoma

198
288
291
278
106
100
109
48
282 '
277
279
225
103
268
173
114
149
32S
63

s
sacca tu« ,Geaster
SACCOBLASTIA

••

Sand dunes, fungi of ..
sanguineum, Sirobasidium ..
sanguineus, Cortinarius
sanguineus, Poiustictu«
sanguinolenta, M ycena .. ..
sarcocephala, P silocybe. ..
scabrum, Lycoperdon ..
SCHIZOPHYLLUM .. •• ••
SCHULpERIA .• •• .. ••

••

Sohweinitzii, Polyporus . ..
Schweinitzii, Polyporus, injurious
to trees '.' .. .. .. .. ..
SCLERODERMA ••. ..

..

..

••

SCLERODERMATACEAE .
SCLERODERMATALES ..
sclerodermum; H ysterangium
SCLEROGASTER

••

scruposus, Poiuporue ..
SEBACINA • • • . • . . . • •

SECOTIACEAE .. .. ..
SECOTIUM ..
SEISMOSARCA ••

••

..

..

selecta Poria ..
semiqlobata, Stropharia
semiiuqen«, Stereum .".
seminuda, 0 ctaviana ..
semiocculta, Clitocybe ..
semiorbicularis, N aucoria
senex, Fomes .. .. .. ..
sepiaria, Lenzites .. ..
sepiica; Fuligo .. .. ..
septica, var. candida, Fuligo
SEPTOBASIDIUM

••

..

serifiuu«, Loctarius ..
serrata, Entoloma' ..
serrata, I nocybe.. ..
serrulaia, Pholiota ..
setuloso-crocea, Poria
setulosus, Fomes ..
Silver Leaf Disease .. ..
simulams, Geaster ..
sinape-cruentus, Boletus

316
'328
22
330
113
220
84
140
304
168
58
210.
20
318
318
317
288
283
216
333
288
288
331
238
136
252
285
66
126
201
227
346
346
329
154
94
116
102
231
198
253
317
195
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Page.

einapicolor, Clavaria ..
sinapicolor, Cortinarius .

SIROBASIDIACEAE
SIROBASIDIUM ••
SISTOTREMA . ~ •• ..
SKEPPERIA •• •• ••

Slugs, fungi eaten by'
.Bmithiil, Geaster ..
Smuts
.
Snails, fungi eaten by
SOLENIA·

00

.0

Sonderiana, Psathyra ..
.spadicea, H ymenochaete .
spadiceum, Lycoperdon .
SPARASSIS

.•

SPHAEROBOLACEAE .
SPHAEROBOLUS

••

••

splendens, Stemonitis ..
Spore prints .. ..
Spores, inhalation of, by monkeys
Spores, small aizo of, and convection currents ..
'Spring-tails, found on fungi
.squarroeipes, Pholiota
stellatuan, Lycoperdon
stellatus, Sphaerobolu« ..
o.

••

STEMONITACEAE . .

0

o. o.
stercicola, Psilocybe o.
stercoraria, Stropharia
stercoreus, Cyathus o. o.

STEMONITIS-

'STEREUM

00

00

.0

.0

00

••••

.sterquilinus, Coprinus o.
.sterquilinus,varo radicatus, Cop'riruus .. .. .
Stevenii, Battarraea ..
0

'STILBUM

0

0

0

0

...•..•.••

'stipticus, Panus
.~ 'Stone-making Fungus"
straminea, Amomita .
straminea, Clitocybe ..
striata, Lenzites .. ..
striata, Octaviana ..
.striatulu«, Cortinarius
striatu-m; Tulosto-ma .
stricto, Calocera .
striqosa, H umenachaete
.striqosus, Lentinus
.strobilina, Phellorina ..
strobilina, Scleroderma .
'STROBILOMYCES o. ••
o.

••

••

0

.

0

o.

0

o.

••

0

'STROPHARIA

••

..

••

0

••

subaeruginosa, Psilocybe
.subalbida, Amanita .. ..
subolbida, M ycena ..0.
.subummophila, P silocybe
subapplicatue, Pleurotus
.subarcheri, Cortinarius .
.subarvinaceus, Cortinarius .
subaurantiaca, Poria
subcapillaris, Mycena .
subceracea, Acia ..
subcinnamoneus, Cortinarius
subcontigua, Polyporus ..
subcrassa, Poria
subcristata, Lepiota . ..
0

0

0

••

••

264
110
330
330
225
255
24
314
328
25
262
144
255
303
250
323
323
347
32
13

Page.

subdryophila, Collybia .
subfascicularia, Acia
sub fruaneniaceus, Clitopilus .
sub julva, N aucoria .. .. ..
sub fuecu.m, Tulostoma .
sub qalcriculato, M ycena .
subhanistellarie, Crepidotus .
subioulosus, Geaster o.
subiaicarnaium. Lycoperdon .
sublaevigata, Poria .. .. ..
sublargus, Cortinariue .. o.
sublateritium, H ypholoma .
sublilacinuan, Tricholoma
sublutea, Amamitopsis
subnigra, M ycenao
subprona, Psathyrella
suopumiia, Pholiota . . . .
subruqosa, Claoaria .. ..
subserpens, Poria ..
subtogularis, Pholiota
subuda, Psilocybe.
subviscida, Psilocybe
sub vulgaris, Mycena
subweirii, Por'ia .
o.
sulcatue, Lysurus ..
sulphurinus, H ypochnus
sulphurina, Peniophora .. ..
sulphurina, Tomentella .. ..
Symbioses, between higher plants
and fungi ...
0

••

00

0

••

0

0

0

•

0

••

••

0

0

13
27
103
302
323
344
347
143
136
322
250
158
159
297
330
169
209
50
66
227
285
114
297
338
255
170
294
294
188
135
141
51
85
142
90
111
110
235
85
246
113
216
237
55

0

•

0

o

• • • • •

76
246
94
127
296
80
131
315
301
232
108
138
64
52
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